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Abstract: The Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) describes the physical, biological,
social, and economic resources that would be potentially affected by leasing of the Iron Point
and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts as well as issuing an exploration license for an area within and
surrounding the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract. The federal decisions to be made involve the
approval or disapproval of coal leasing (the Iron Point and Elk Creek tracts) and of an
exploration license. Some of the key issues for these proposed actions include: the potential
effects of transporting over 19 million tons of coal per year from the North Fork Valley on the
Union Pacific Railroad, the effects of increased highway traffic on State Highway 133; th
potential effects to the integrity of watersheds and irrigation facilities within and surrounding the
lease tracts, the effects to the local social and economic structure of Delta and Gunnison
counties, and the cumulative effects of coal exploration and mining activities.
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Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:
Enclosed for your review is the North Fork Coal Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
This document describes the existing environmental conditions and the potential effects
associated with the leasing of the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease Tracts located in Delta
and Gunnison counties, Colorado. The EIS also describes the environmental effects of
granting a coal exp ration license on an area within and surrounding the Iron Point Coal lease
Tract.
The U.S.D.1. Bureau of land Management (BlM) and the U.S.D.A. Forest Service (Forest
Service) are the joint lead agencies in the preparation of this EIS. The Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement (OSM) is a cooperating agency on this EIS.
To aid in the preparation of the Draft EIS, we held a public scoping meeting on Wednesday,
April 21 , 1999 in Hotchkiss, Colorado. The Draft EIS was published and available for public
review and comment on September 3,1999. An informational public meeting was held on
October 7,1999. A public hearing was held on October 14, 1999 to accept testimony and
comments. Both meetings were held in Hotchkiss, Colorado. The public comment period
ended on November 3, 1999. The healthy debate and many constructive comments generated
during the public involvement process greaUy assisted the BlM and the Forest Service in
identifying issues and preparing the environmental analysis in this Final EIS. We want to thank
you for your participation in this project and hope you find the analysis responsive to your
concems.
Some of the key issues for this project include: the potential effects of coal shipping from the
North Fork Valley on the Unton Pacific Railroad; the effects f increased coal truck traffic on
State Highway 133; the potential effects to the integrity of watersheds and irrigation facilities
within and surrounding the lease tracts, including the Terror Creek Ditch and the Terror Creek
Reservoir; the effects to the local social and economic structure in Delta and Gunnison
counties; and the cumulative effects that coal exploration and mining might have on the region .
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Besides the No-Action A1temative (Alternative A) and the coal leasing as applied for by Bowie
Resources Ltd. and Oxbow Mining Inc. (A1temative B), we examined two other alternatives in
the completion of the Final EIS. In these other altematives, we analyzed the possibility of multiseam mining and the restriction of subsidence due to underground mining in key sensitive
areas.
A1temative D is the agencies' preferred altemative and the environ entally preferred
alternative.
Copies of the Fi I EI , and ther relevant documents such as the scoping report, are available
for review at he following locations:
Bureau of and anc-gement
Uncompahgre Field Office
2465 . T 'In" nd Avenue
Mont ose, Col rado 1401

Forest Service
Paonia Ranger District Office
North Rio Grande Avenue
Pa nia, C lorado 81428

Bur au of Land Ma lagement
Colorado State Offi.;e
2850 You gfield Street
lakewood, Col -ado 8021 5

tr:::e of Surface Mining
199
ro~dway, Suite 3410
D ver, Colorado 80202

Forest Se 'ce
Supervisor's Office
2250 Highway 50
Delta, Colorad 81 16
Copies of the Final EI h ve also been placed in the local libraries in Paonia, Hotchkiss, Delta,
Montrose, a d Grand Junction. Due 0 t e minor comments and revisions on the figure
volume, the figure volume has not been republish d with t e Final EIS. The eade will eed to
refer to the existing figure volume when r fer nced in the text of the Final EIS.
This EIS is not a decisio document. The BlM and Fore t Service will document their
decisions on coal leasing and the exploration license in documents nown as Record of
Dec'sion (ROD). The BlM requires a 3O-day waiting period before th-.l ROD can be issued.
y anticipate the
The BlM and Forest Service will issue their RODs concurrently. The public
agencies to publish their RODs on or about Ma ch 27, 2000.
The agencies' decisions for actions affecting lands under their jurisdiction are appealable.
Appeals filed on Forest Service decisions must be filed pursuant to regulations at 36 CFR 215.
Appeals filed on BlM decisions must be filed pursuant to regulations at 43 CFR. Part 4 and
Form 1842-1. Additional, specific information on filing appeals will be included in the RODs.
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In conclusion, we would like to refer the re3der to Chapte I,
ct u I I f ,
in this Final EIS. The North Fork Coal Working Group (N C G) i" ... (
representing a broad spectrum of interests in the North Fork V..JII£. T ,
to address issue related to growth and coal mining in the valley an
community's future. Their review and comments on the Draft EI ha
CI
agende in the preparation of this document. The work of this grou
into the future. The public is encouraged to contact the NFCWG for I rr
information related to their efforts.
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Further information on the North Fork Coal Final EIS can be obtained by
... Jel J-Jnps
at the BlM Uncompahgre Field Office, 2465 S. Townsend Avenue, Montr '>... , 0 ad 814 1,
telephone (970) 240-5338, fax (970) 240-5368, or e-mail Jerry_Jone @co.blrr .o w
Respectfully submitted,
Allan Belt
Field Office M nager
BlM Uncompahgre Field

Ro rt Storch
Forest upe i or
Gra d Mesa, U ..J
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SUMMARY
S-1.0

INTRODUCTION

The Bureau of land Management (BlM) Colorado State Offi ce and the USDA Forest Service (Forest
Service) Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forests (GMUG) are jOint lead agencies
considering two lease-by-applications (lBA) for federal coal and a coal exploration license in the North
Fork of the Gunnison River Valley. The west lease tract is known as the Iron Point Tract, and BlM has
assigned this tract se 'al number COC-61209. This tract covers approximately 3.403 acres of federal
coal in Delta County, Colorado. The lBA tract to the east is k own as the Elk Creek Tract; the BlM
has assigned this tract serial number COC-61357. This tract co ers approximately 3,703 acres of
federal coal in both Delta and Gunnison counties, Colorado. The coal exploration license application is
on unleased lands within and adjac" nt to the Iron POint Coal lease Tract; the BlM has assigned this
exploration license area serial number COC-61945. The exploration license area contains
approximately 6,053 acres.
In January of 1999, as p 0 the National Environmental Policy Act ( EPA) public process, the BlM
and Forest Service dl'ltermi ed thclt the requirement.. of NEPA would be best served by preparing a
consolidated EIS ::>r the two coal lease tracts and the exploration license area.
As required by NEPA, a scoping process was initiated in March 1999 to solicit comments from the
general p ... Iic, businesses, special interest groups, and government agencies regarding the coal
leasing and an exploration license. On April 13, 1999, a Notice of Intent to prepare an EIS was
published in the Federal Register by the BlM and the Forest Service. A public scoping meeting was
held in Hotchkiss, Colorado on Wednesday nigh!, April 21, 1 99. The formal scoping period ended on
May 17, 1999.
The Draft EIS was filed with the EPA and distributed to the public in late August 1999. The Notice of
Availability for the Draft EIS was published in the Federal Register on September 3, 1999. A public
information meeting was held on the evening of October 7, 1999 at the Hotchkiss High School
(Hotchkiss, Col rado) to explain and answer questions on the Draft EIS and the coal leasing process.
A formal public hearing was held on the evening of October 14, 1999 at the Hotchkiss High School for
interested individuals and organizations to make oral comments and statements on the Draft EIS.
The formal comment period on the Draft EIS ended on November 3, 1999. Over 750 individual
comments were received. The majority of the comments were dassified in the categories of
socioeconomics, transportation, and noise.

S-1.1

Proposed Action

There are three proposed actions associated with this EIS:
•

lease the Iron Point Coal lease Tract on federal lands in Delta County, Colorado, for
underground coal mining;

•

lease the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract on federal lands in Delta and Gunnison, counties,
Colorado, for underground coal mining; ... nd,

•

Issue an exploration license for coal exploration on federal lands in Delta County, Colorado.

Rnal EnvironmentJIIII Impact StIt,.",."t
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Purpose and Need

5-1.2

With the preparation of the North Fork Coal EIS. the BlM and Forest Service are responding to coal
lease tract applications submitted by Bowie Resources Ltd. (Bowie) and Oxbow Mining Inc. (Oxbow).
as well as en exploration license application submitted by Bowie under procedures set forth in 43 CFR
3400. The purpose and objective for Bowie and Oxbow with regard to the Iron Point and Elk Creek
Coal lease tracts. respectively. are to continue their existing coal mining operations.
Bowie requested the Iron Point Coal lease Tract in order to maintain reserves to supply potential
cu tomers and to economically jus ify the installation of a longwall mining system. The federal coal
deposits in the Iron Point Coal lease Tract are a logical extension to the existing operations at the
Bowie No. 2 Mine.
Bowie also filed for the exploration license in order to obtain additional information regarding coal
resources in the Iron Point Coal l ease 1 fa t and areas to the north of the tract. Such exploration is
required to further delineate tt ~ exten! of the coal resources in this area. a ' well s to obtain coal
quality information. Ark Land .ompany (an affiliate of Mountain Coal Company) elected to participate
in this exploration program with eowle.
Oxbow applied for the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract as a logical extension to its existing mining.
presently operates with a longwall system for underground mining at its Sanbom Creek Mine.

uxbo~~

The federal coal reserves in this area are comprised of high BTU. low sulfur coal. This high quality
coal is sometimes referred to as "clean coal" or "compliance coal." Industry demand for this coal is
relatively high in that its use helps achieve Clean Air Act requirements.
Both the BlM and the Forest Service maintain policies which allow private industry to explore. develop.
anc mine coal on federal lands. Pursuant to the Mineral leasing Act of 1920. as amended by the
Federal Coal leasing Amendments Act of 1976. the BlM administers a coal leasing program to allow
the private sector to mine federally owned coal reserves. Under the terms of this law. the BlM is
char( ""d with the administration of the coal mineral estate on federal lands and is required to lease coal
for el onomic recovery. Consent by the surface management agency (the Forest Service in this case)
is ·....... uirp.d before BlM can proceed with leasing.

5-1.3

DeciSions to be Made

The BlM and the Forest Service are the jOint lead agencies responsible for completion of this EIS.
The Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSM) is a cooperating agency on this
EIS. These three agencies are following specific procedures that began with scoping and data
coli : tion and continued with analySis of data and evaluation of alternatives. In accordance with
regulations implementing NEPA (40 CFR 1500). the results of this analysis are documented in the EIS
and will form the basis for decisions to be made on the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal lease tracts. as
well as the Iron Point Exploration License application .
fter the close of the Draft EIS review and comment period. the BlM and Forest Service considered
comm nts submitted and responded to those comments in the Final EIS. OSM assisted the BlM and
Forest Service with comments pertinent to areas of their jurisdiction and expertise. The BlM and
Forest Service considered and responded to these comments by:
•
•
•
•

Modifying alternatives;
Modifying the analysis as presented in the Draft EIS;
Making corrections for the Final EIS; and.
Explaining why comments do not warrant further agency resi>0nse.

Fi"., Environmental Impact Statement
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Under separate cover from the Final EIS, the BLM and Forest Service will issue Records of Decision
regarding their respective decisions on the leasing applications and exploration license. In the Records
of Decision, the BLM and Forest Service may decide to:
•
•
•
•

Adopt the No-Action Alternative (no leasing and/or exploration lice se);
Adopt the Proposed Actions (lease the coal as applied for by the applicants and/or grant the
exploration license);
Adopt an altemative with features of several of the altematives; or,
Adopt one of the action altematives with additional mitigation measures.

The BLM Colorado State Director is the NEPA responsible signatory official for the BLM. The Forest
Supervisor of the GMUG is the NEPA responsible official for the Forest Service.
If approved, the leases would be offered by competitive bid. If one or both of the coal leases are
issued, no mining or s rface development could occur on the tracts until the lessee or operator
submits, and receives approval of a permit application package (PAP). Pursuant to a cooperative
agreement between the OSM and the Colorado Division of Minerals and Geology (DMG), a federal
coal lease holder in Colorado must submit (and receive approval of) a PAP from both the OSM and the
Colorado DMG for any proposed coal mining and reclamation operations on lands within Colorado.

Issues and Concerns

5-1.4

Scoping was conducted to focus the EIS on those issues and concems considered important to the
public and various govemment agencies. A Scoping Summary Document was pr _pared and made
publically available in July 1999.
The issues tha are addressed in the EIS are as follows:
•

Air Quality: Identify and minimize air quality impacts;
Aquatic ResourceslFisheries: Minimize disturbance to fish habitat and fish populations;

•

Cultural Resources: Identify cultural resources and minimize disturbance impacts to these
resources;

•

Cumulative Impacts: Address the cumulative impacts of leas·ng and exploration witt: other
potential projects;

•

Geology/GeotechnicallssueslSubsidence: Identify geologic hazards on the lease sites
and the potential for subsidence by underground mining activities;

•

Health/Safety: Protect worker health and safety;

•

Land Use: Minimize disturbance;

•

Noise: Identify and minimize noise impacts;

•

Reclamatio: Provide for reclamation of disturbed areas;

•

Recreation: Minimize disturbance to recreational opportunities;

•

Socioeconomics: Address the social and economic impacts on local residents of Delta and
Gunnison counties;

R".' Envlronmenta"m".ct Statement
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•

Surface Water/Groundwater: Identify and minimize impacts to water quality and hydrology
to maintain the integrity of watersheds within and surrounding the lease tract areas.
Maintain adequate flows to drainages and ditches above underground mining activitie ,

•

Transportation: Address truck and train traffic impacts created by coal mining in the North
Fork of the Gunnison Valley and the potential for accidents;
Vegetation: Address the impacts to vegetation as a result of mining and exploration
activities;

•

5-2.0

February 2000

•

Wetlands: Identify and minimize impact to wetlands/riparian areas; and ,

•

Wildlife: Minimize disruption to terrestrial wildlife and wildlife habitats.

ALTERN TIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

The discussion of alternatives is the foundation of the EIS process. The BlM and Forest Service have
explored and evaluated numerous ideas and options during the selection and development of the
alternatives which includes a No-Action Alternative and several Action Alternatives including the plans
as submitted by the applicants for the exploration license and the coal lease tracts. In total, four
altematives (including the No-Action Alternative) were developed for evaluation in the EIS.
Alternatives were developed and analyzed to respond to me purpose for and need of the proposed
actions, to address social and environmental issues, to respond to public and agency concerns and
input, and to satisfy NEPA regulations.
Under the action alternatives considered, the BlM would hold coal lease sales for the Iron Point and
Elk Creek Coal lease tracts, subject to coal lease stipulations of the BlM and the Forest Service, as
well as any coal lease stipulations developed as part of the EIS process. It should be noted that the
lBA process is, by law, an open, public, competitive, sealed-bid process where pon the coal lease
would be granted to the highest qualified bidder.

5-2.1

Alternative A - N -Action

This alternative assumes no leasing would occur and that the exploration license would be denied.
NEPA requires that a "No-Action" alternative be considered in environmental documents. Under the
No-Action Alternative, the coal operations would continue operating under the appropriate production
levels permitted by the Colorado DMG. For further information, please refer to the response to
comment 16-21 in Appendix 0 , Public and Agency Participation and Involvement in the Draft EIS. This
appendix is part of the Final EIS.

5-2.2

Alternative B - Pro osed Action

This alternative was generated based on the original coal lease applications submitted by Bowie and
Oxbow.
The proposed action for the Iron Point Coal lease Tract assumes a northem boundary south of the
Terror Creek Reservoir, along with an area that would provide access under Terror Creek to coal
reserves to existing federal coal lease (C-37210) in an area known as the Bowie No. 1 ·pod: There
would be no subsidence under the Curecanti-Rifle 23/345 kV electric transmission line which
essentially is parallel to Terror Creek. Production from the Iron Point Coal lease Tract was assumed
to be 5 million tons per year from the 0 coal seam via longwall mining techniques.

Final Environmental Impact Statement
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The Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract would also be mined by lC'ngwali techniques. The production (, ., this
tract would also be at 5 million tons per year from the D coal seam.
Under A1temative D, the applicant proposed to drill 25 exploration holes. Holes would be rotary drilled
to predetermined depths, cased as necessary, ana the coal zone would be cored . Since the release of
the Draft EIS, the applicant requested shifts on some of the drill hole locations. These proposed
relocations were not received in time to analyze ;n the EIS, or for the public to review and comrroent on
them. However, the EIS examined the broader effects of exploration in the delineated license area,
and can be relied upt'n to assess granting the license and approve specific hole locations originally
submitted that were unchanged.

S-2.3

Alternative C - Multiple Seam Mining

This alternative is similar to Alternative B, with the inclu&1On of additional B seam coal reserves in the
Iron Point Coal Lease Tract, as well as additional surface area and reserves that are located between
the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts. An area was also added to the Iron Point Coal Lease
Tract in the Terror Creek drainage to facilitate flexibility in locating entries beneath Terror Creek for
access to coal in the Bowie No. 1 "pod." In Alternative C, mining would be completed by longwall
techniques, and coal production would be the same as outlined in Alternative B.

S-2.4

Alternative 0 - Subsidence Protection

Th's alternative would be essentially the same as Alternative C, with the limitation that there would be
no subsidence under Terror or Hubbard creeks, or the Curecanti-Rifle 230/345 kV electric transmission
line. Based on continuing geologic analysis for the area, since the issuance of the Draft EIS, the
boundaries of the proposed Iron Point Coal Lease Tract have been modified. It appears that the Band
D coal seams thin and split into seams of unmineable hickness toward the northwest part of the tract.
In addition, the continuing analysis indicates that the igneous intrusions may have "burned" portions of
the B and D coal seams, leaving no mineable coal. Based on this re-evall.ation of the lease tract,
there are approximately 5 million tons of coal less in Alternative D than originally estimated in the Draft
EIS. The re-alignment of th~ bOundary also provides additional protection to Terror Creek Ditch and
Reservoir.

S-2,5

Preferred Alternative

The responsible agencies have identified Alternative D as the a preferred alternative. Alternative D
provides for leasing with standard special coal lease stipulations, subsidence protection under
perennial drainages, and additional seams and acreage. In particular, the agencies have decided that
protection of perennial drainages would be necessary to maintain watershed integrity and ecosystem
health, so proviSions in Alternative D offer protection for perennial drainages by eliminating subsidence
in those areas. Coal recovery for Alternative D would be estimated at approximately 60 million tons for
the two lease tracts.
For the Iron Point Coal Exploration License, the preferred Alternative is D with the exceptions
addressed in S-2.2, Alternative B - Proposed Action. Alternative B for the exploration license would
provide standard and special surface use stipulations to reduce potential surface impacts.

S-3.0

ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

This section of the EIS describes both the existing conditions of and the environmental consequences
to the area and its resources. Resource descriptions focus on areas which would likely be affected by
reasonably foreseeable mining and exploration activities.

Rn.' Envll'Oll",."m"mpacl Sm,.",."t
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Air Quality/Climate

Existing Conditions - The air quality and climate in the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley re
influenced by the rugged topography and the prevailing east-southeast winds. The air quality of the
region is good.
Tt mountain valleys on the west side of the Rockies are subject to large ranges in precipitation and
temperature conditions. The monthly temperature profiles at Paonia, Colorado show a range from an
average daily of 24.9 de rees F in January to an average monthly value of 72.6 degrees F in July.
Precipitation ranges from 0.08 inches in June to 1.61 inches in October, with an average annual
precipitation at Paonia of 15.17 inches. The prf>vailing wind direction in the North Fork of the Gunnison
River Valley near the community of Somerset is east-sol 'theast. The d3ily cycle of changing up-valley
and down-valley local wind directi & i common in western Colorado mountain areas. The strongest
winds, presumably associated with passing thunder storms ~ nd pre-frontal weather are from the south
or southwest.

Environmental Consequences - Due to anticipated increases in coal production from the existing
coal mines in the North Fork of the Gunnison River area, emissions from mining operations in the
North Fork Valley and coal trains are expected 0 increase for the No-Action and Action A1tematives;
how ver, any increase in the local emissions of particulate matter and tailpipe exhaust is not expected
to cause any impacts to the existing ambient air quality of the region . In addition , any incremental
increases in particulate emissions and gaseous emissions resulting from the action alternatives should
not cause any ')bservable, detectable or measurable visibility impacts at the West Elk Wilderness Area
or at the Black Canyon National Park.

5-3.2

Topography/Physiography

Existing Conditions - The topography of the area within and immediately surrounding the exploration
license area and the coal lease tracts ranges from stee to relatively flat. Elevations range from
slightly over 5,600 feet in the North Fork of the Gunnison k'ver Valley near the town of Paonia to
elevations over 10,000 feet in the mountains surrounding th .xploration license and lease tract areas.
The topography of the area has been influenced by a wide range of mass-movement land forms and
processes at work in the region, including localized natural landslides and rock falls.
Environmental Consequences - Exploration activities as proposed for the Iron Point Exploration
License Area would have no noticeable topographic impact.
If the tracts are leased, subsequent underground longwall mining would cause subsidence and
physically lower the surface over mined areas. Effects of subsidence would be most noticeable on
ridges and steeper slopes, particularly cliffs, where cracks might open on the order of few inches to
possibly 1-foot wide and 25 to 50 feet deep. Fewer cracks would occur in the valleys than on ridt
because the valleys are more stable and the alluvial materiai found in the valleys tends to be more
yieldable than some of the brittle bedrock found on the ridges. Subsidence from longwall mining could
aggravate the movement of existing landslides and rock falls in areas of moderate to high subsidence
potential.

5-3.3

Geology

Existing Conditions - The exploration license area and the coal lease tracts lie in the PaoniaSomerset coal field which contains medium to high coal development potential depoSits. The main
coal beds within this area are found in the Upper Cretaceous Mesa Verde Formation , which is overlain
by the Tertiary Wasatch Formation and underlain by the Up '3r Cre&aceous Mancos Shale. In addition
to the exposed sedimentary units, iso l~ted igneous intrusions ve bee encountered in the project
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area. The coal bearing sedimentary strata of the Mesa Verde Formation are relatively flat lying with a
regional dip of approximately 5 degrees to the north/northeast. The principal mineable coal seams on
t e Iron Point Coal Lease Tract are the "0" seam and the "B" seam. The primary mineable coal seam
on the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract is the "0" seam. The overburden overlying the 0 coal seam in both
lease tracts is generally greater than 500 feet and reaches over 2,000 feet in parts of both lease tracts.

Environmental Consequences - There would be negligible effect to the geological resources as a
result of drilling activities in the Iron Point Exploration License Area.
If leasing and mining proceeds on he Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts, coal would be
removed by longwall mining techniques, and the overlyi g overburden material would be altered
through subsidence. Subsidence would cause a gradual lowering of the surface after the longwall
shearer removes the coal. Some cracking would be evident as the shearer passes, and cracking
would be also evident along the fringes of the extracted longwall panels. Due to the thickness of the
overburden in the two lease tracts, subsidence would not be easily seen by casual observers. The
historic (pre-mining) buming of the coal along the outcrop (causing the reddish coloration in the strata
in the valley) would preclude a significant amount of mining dose to the outcrop; therefore, rock falls
induced by subsidence would be unlikely. There is a potential that mining subsidence could aggravate
existing landslides in the Hubbard Creek drainage.
Areas with less than 500 feet of overburden covel to the coal seam would show "high to very high"
subsidence potential. The potential for subsidence to impact surface resources are lessened with the
depth of overburden. Potential subsidence impacts of "low to very low" are typically those areas
greater than 1,500 feet of overburden depth to the coal seam.

S-3.4

Solis

Existing Conditions - A total of 32 soil map units, characterized by 38 soil series, families, or
miscellaneous groupings, were delineated within and surrounding the lease tracts and exploration
license area. These soils are forming in response to a wide variety of parent materials, elevations,
slopes, aspects, and rates of material weathering common to the region as a whole.
Environmenllli Consequences -I exploration and leasing with subsequent mining activities occur,
approXimately 33.5 acres of SUrfal could be disturbed by the construction of various boreholes,
shafts, light-use access roads, aou drill pads. Impacts to soils indude the salvage and stockpiling of
selected soils fO( later re-application, along with potential compaction and erosion. Given the size and
form of the individual facilities comprising the proposed disturbed acreage, a well as regulatory
requirements for revegetation, any impacts to soils would be limited and considered to be short-term
and mitigable. The disturbance of 33.5 acres amounts to less than 1 percent of the acreages induded
in the lease tracts and exploration area as a whole.

S-3.5

Surface Water

Existing Conditions - The North Fork of the Gunnison River is located south of th" coal lease tracts
and exploration license area. Hubbard Creek and Terror Creek drain the Iron Point Exploration
License Area and the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract. Hubbard Creek, Bear Creek, and a small portion of
Elk Creek drain the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract. Hubbard, Terror, Bear and Elk creeks are tributaries
to the North Fork of the Gun ison River. Hubbard and Terror creeks are perennial drainages in the
area. Bear and Elk creeks are ephemeral drainages, flowing only in response to snow melt or severe
thunder storms. The surface water quality of Hubbard and Terror creeks and the North Fork of the
Gunnison River is calcium bicarbonate type water.
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Stream flow in the North Fork of the Gunnison River has been monitored at a US Geological Survey
station near the community of Somerset since 1933. The drainage area at the Somerset station is 526
square miles. The highest annual mean flow at this station during the period of record was 829 cubic
feet per second (cfs) in 1984. The highest instantaneous peak flow of 9,220 cfs was recorded on May
24 , 1984. The lowest annual mean flow for the same station and period of record was 114 cfs in 1997.
Various National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits granted to mine operators
in the North Fork Valley regulate impacts of current and historic mining on local streams. Monitoring
on the North Fork of the Gunnison River shows little impact to the water quality from current or historic
mining. Occasional increased concentrations of metals have been observed during periods of
increased runoff during the spring. Somewhat elevated sulfate concentrations have been noted in
gulches down-drainage of historic mining operations, but these concentrations do not impact the water
quality of the North Fork of the Gunnison River.

Environmental Consequences - Potential environmental consequences of leasing (and subsequent
mining of) the Iron Point and Ik Creek Coal lease tracts and granting he Iron Point Exploration
License include the following impacts:

5-3.6

•

Dewaterir.g of the D coal seam could decrease flow on some sections of Hubbard Creek,
which are fed from the D seam;

•

Water discharge from mine to surface streams could impact the quality of water in the
receiving streams; but mines must comply with terms and conditions of National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits, so quality impacts sh uld be minimal.

•

Subsidence caused by longwall mining could potentially disrupt stream flows and ponds
directly above the underground mining and within the angle of draw. Other impacts could
include changes in drainage channel morphology resultiilg in changes in general surface
gradients, which could lead ') head cutting, pooling, soil erosion, and sedimentatio,l; and,

•

Exploration, construction activities, and use of surface facilities could increase
sedimentation; but any exploration and mining activities must comply with the erosion and
sediment control standards of the BlM, Forest Service, OSM, and Colorado DMG.
Sedimentation impacts should be minimal.

Groundwater

Existing Conditions - The principal grouno'water-bearing zones in the North Fork of the Gunnison
River Basin occur in Quaternary alluvial and colluvial depoSits. Some water also occurs in Cretaceous
bedrock.
Alluvial deposits along the North Fork of the Gunnison River represent a major aquifer. The municipal
water supply for the town of Paonia is derived from springs in colluvial deposits on the north side of Mt.
Lamborn. The water quality of alluvium groundwater is calcium bicarbonate type and good quality.
The total dissolved solids (TDS) concentrations of the groundwater range from 43 to 2,300 mgtl with
concentrations of sulfate, TDS, and manganese sometimes excee ing federal drinking water
standards. Well yields from this zone range from 1 to 150 gpm and average about 20 gpm.
Colluvial water-bearing units located on valley slopes are generally isolated and are limited in extent.
These units are normally saturated seasonally and have a low storage capacity and yield . Most
springs and seeps in the region issue from colluvial deposits underlain by less permeable bedrock.
Seasonal spring discharge from colluvial deposits range from about 0.2 up to 20 gpm, and average
about 5 gpm. Colluvial deposits do not represent an aquifer in the region, and no reported wells are
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developed in this zone; however, numerous seasonal springs and seeps issue from
have been developed for livestock watering and also support wildlife.
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The primary bedrock water-bearing zones in the North Fork of the Gunnison River Basin are in the
sandstone and conglomerate units and fractured zones of the Lower Cretaceous Burro Canyon
Formation and the Late Cretaceous Dakota Sandstone. Minor groundwater occurrence is reported in
the Late Cretaceous Mancos Shale, Mesa Verde and Tertiary Wasatch formations. Well yields from
these formations range from about 0.5 to 25 gpm, with a typical average of approximately 10 gpm.
Water quality from bedrock wells is generally sodium bicarbonate/sulfate type with TDS concentrations
ranging from 490 to ,200 mgII, averaging about 2,569 mgII. Concentrations of sulfate, TDS,
manganese, and fluoride typically exceed federal drinking water guideli" es.
Past and current mining activities have affected groundwater quantity and quality in the region. For
example, mine discharge from the abandoned Oliver Mine and the abandoned Hawk's Nest Mine has
somewhat elevated levels of TDS, iron, and manganese. Past and current activities other than mining
have also affected groundwater quality. Livestock grazing causes minor impacts to springs and seeps
due to erosion, sedimentation, and water quality (i.e., fecal coliform). Unauthorized off-road vehicle
use also causes erosion and sedimentation that affect spring and seep areas. Rural septic systems
may impact local groundwater quality.

Environmental Consequences - Exploration activities should not noticeably impact groundwater
resources. The strata are not uniformly saturated, so there is little concem for inter-strata
communication. The drill holes would be small diameter and cause little disturbance to the strata.
Longwall mining of the lease tracts would cause bedrock fracturing and land subsidence above
longwall panels. By potentially providing pathways for groundwater to move downward toward the
mine horizon, fracturing and subsidence may divert water from saturated horizons and surface water
bodies above and adjacent to caved areas. Impacts to groundwater systems may result in a decrease
in natural discharge rates from springs and seeps or changes in water levels and yields in area wells.
Mining would dewater the coal horizon and water saturated horizons immediately above and below the
coal horizon. Degradation of water quality could occur when groundwater flows through active or
abandoned mine workings. Diversion of groundwater resulting from dewatering of the coal seam could
also occur as a result of underground mining. Water rights could be affected if area spring flows and
associated pond levels are diminished. There is also a potential for increased sedimentation to area
springs from construction and use of surface facilities (exploration drill pads and associated access
roads).
After mining, mine voids could fill with groundwater. The groundwater would be exposed to collapsed
and abandoned mine workings, and the quality of the water may be impacted. The most likely impact
would be an increased concentration of TDS, iron, manganese, and possibly sulfate. The groundwater
flow direction in the coal seams of the lease tracts is to the northeast, beneath the Grand Mesa. There
are no known wells or springs down gradient of the lease tracts that could be affected by any possible
groundwater degradation.

S-3.7

Vegetation

existing Conditions - Eight upland vegetation types were mapped at the reconnaissance level within
and surrounding the coal lease tracts and exploration license area. These vegetation types include the
following communities:
•

Oak

•

Aspen
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Pinon/Juniper
Douglas fir
Cottonwood
Spruce/fir
Grass/forb
Bare

A number of noxious weed species are known to be of concem in Delta and Gunnison counties. These
species include Russian knapweE:d , hoary cress, yellow toadflax, Canada thistle, musk thistle, and
scotch thistle.
No federally listed threatened or endangered plant species are known to exist on either coal lease tract
or the exploration license area. A "forest-sensitive" species, Hapman's coolwort, could be present in
the Hubbard Falls area.

Environmental Consequences - The construction of various borehole, shaft, and access road
facilities would directly affect a maximum of approximately 33.5 acres of vegetation . The primary
vegetation communities to be affected include the oak and aspen vegetation types. The resulting loss
of any timber or grazing resources would be minimal, with the potential for a slight long-term increase
in grazing potential possible following revegetation activities. It is unlikely that any measurable impact
to vegetation would occur as a result of mine subsidence.

5-3.8

Wetlands

Existing Conditions - No formal delineations of wetlands or other Waters of the U.S. were cor;npleted
on either the coal lease tracts or the exploration license area. Seep and spring information was
compiled for the coal lease tracts and the exploration area.
Wetland and riparian plant communities, other than those associated with seeps, springs, and
stockponds, are typically confined to the borders of creeks and drainage channels. Wetland hydrology
is provided primarily by channel flooding and lateral flow. Wetland/upland transition zones are typically
narrow to abrupt as a function of channel topography. Wetland vegetation communities are
comparatively Simplistic in terms of diversity, typically being dominated by a few hydric species. The
tree stratum, where it occurs, is dominated by narrow-leaf cottonwood and boxelder at lower
elevations. Aspen is the common tree of wetlands occurring at higher elevations. Dominant wetland
shrubs include a variety of species such as coyote willow ond plane-leaf willow, thinleaf alder, and redosier dogwood.
Springs and seeps in the region typically support wiliows along with a ariety of grasses and forbs.
Springs and seeps on nearly level to moderate terrain, particularly at higher elevations, support
herbaceous communities characterized by species such as California false-hellebore, streamside
bluebells, and various sedges. Stockponds are man-made features which are filled either by springs or
from overland runoff. Wetlands occurring in association with developed stockponds are typically
limited to a narrow bank fringEr, dominated primarily by spikerush and rush species. Other species
such as small-winged sedge, clustered field sedge, northwest cinquefoil, and a variety of butter-cups
may also be present.

Environmental Consequences - Impacts, which would vary by action alternative, are directly
associated with potential subsidence and possible dewatering in Hubbard and Terror creeks.
With dewatering of the D coal seam during operations, some wetlands along Hubbard Creek could be
affected. Depending upon the size of the reduction, the wetland/riparian area boundary zones might
shrink along the margins of Hubbard (,reek. Dominant wetland herbaceous species inhabiting this
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zone and requiring saturated soils throughout the growing season would likely be replaced . in part. by
wetland or upland plants adapted to less hydric soil moisture regimes. Following cessation of
underground mining activities. the abandoned workings would fill with water and be expected to
recover to approximate conditions that existed prior to mining. When this occurs. spring and seel-'
conditions would be expected to retum to Hubbard Creek near the vicinity of the D coal seam subcrop.
With the return of seep and spring flows. the wetlands of Hubbard Creek near the D coal seam subcrop
would essentially revert to their pre-mining condition in terms of extent and overall function. diversity.
and productivity.

5-3.9

Terrestrial Wildlife

Existing Conditions - The lease tract and exploration license areas occur within Colorado Division of
Wildlife Game Management Unit 521 . Mule deer. elk. black bear. and mountain lion occur within this
area. Mule deer and elk populations within the area exhibit seasonal movements to and from higher to
lower elevation habitats in response to weather patterns and snow cover.
Habitat for water birds is restricted primarily to the North Fork of the Gunnison River. although there is
some water bird habitat associated with Hubbard Creek. Terror Creek. and Terror Creek Reservoir.
Use of the area for resting. feeding. or nesting by water birds is limited primarily to puddle ducks (such
as mallard and teal). spotted sandpiper. and killdeer.
Several species of raptors are known to occur and nest within the region. These include turkey vulture.
northern harrier, golden eagle. Cooper's hawk. sharp-skinned hawk, red-tailed hawk, prairie falcon.
American kestrel. westem screech owl, great horned owl, northern pigmy owl. lon~red owl. and
northern saw-whet owl. Nest site preferences of raptors vary considerably, ranging from relatively
large trees w ith open crowns or on cliff ledges and areas of rock outcrop. Nesting by a pair of golden
eagles has been documented by the Forest Service in upper Hubbard Creek Canyon.
A variety of songbird and similar species reside within the region. The majority of these species
migrate south or to lower elevations for wintering months. and only a few species remain in the region
during winter months. Woodpeckers. jays, chickadees, nuthatches, and finches are representative
year-round residents.
No identified critical habitat for any state or federally listed threatened or endangered species has been
identified within or immediately surrounding the coal lease tracts or exploration license area. The bald
eagle is present as a winter resident along the North Fork of the Gunnison Rive. irainage. This
drainage and adjacent habitats are designated as a winter concentration area and winter range for bald
eagles, by the Colorado Division of Wildlife. There is also potential for tiger salamander and boreal
toad to exist in wetland and riparian habitats, particularly along Hubbard Creek.

Environmental Consequences - The construction of various borehole, shaft, and access road
facilities would create approximately 33.5 acres of new surface disturbance in currently undisturbed
areas of vegetation communities and wildlife habitats. The principal wildlife habitats to be affected
would be oak brush and aspen habitats. Potential effects to species of concern are greatest with loss
of aspen, Douglas fir. and cottonwood habitats. but most of these impacts can be avoided with the
implementation of appropriate mitigation measures.
There would be road activity associated with the proposed exploration of the Iron Point area. This
would include construction of approximately 3 miles of new temporary road and 4 miles of light
reconstruction. In addition, there is a possibility of approximately 3 miles of new road construction
within the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract on Forest Service lands to access proposed degasification
boreholes. Potential impacts to deer and elk due to road construction and reconstruction would result
from an increase in motorized travel in areas where none previously existed. This would also cause a
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decrease in the habitat effe~tiveness of the area for deer and elk. Obliteration and reclamation of new
temporary roads would restore habitat effectiveness.
Impacts to wetlands and riparian habitat, as well as to potential breeding habitat for boreal toad and
tiger salamander, would occur if there was construction of a drill site access road along Hubbard
Creek. However, there is a Forest Service stipulation that precludes road and pad construction in
riparian areas or wetlands.
Other impacts to terrestrial wildlife might include the surface effects of subsidence (mainly the creation
of surface cracks), a potential increase in train and vehicle collisions with wintering mule deer and elk,
and potential changes in bald eagle winter habitat resulting from any flow reductions in the North Fork
of the Gunnison River.

5-3.10

Aquatic Resources/Fisheries

Existing Conditions - The main section of the North Fork of the Gunnison River is classified as a
Class I cold water aquatic life by the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment. This
classification is defined as • ...waters that (1) currently are capabie of sustaining a wide variety of cold
water biota, including sensitive species, or (2) could sustain such biota but for correctable water quality
conditions .•
Game fish species present in the river include rainbow trout, brown trout, cutthroat trout, and brook
trout. Rainbow, brown, and cutthroat trout were stocked in the river from 1973 through 1995. Other
game fish species su as northern pike and green sunfish sporadically occur in low numbers in the
river; these species likely originate from Paonia Reservoir.
Hubbard and Terror creeks support limited trout populations. Trout and native fish species also occur
seasonally in the Terror Creek Reservoir and in irrigation ditches; however, drawdown in the Terror
Creek Reservoir in the summer restricts year-round habitat for fish. Elk and Bear creeks do not
contain game fish species.
Four federally endangered fish species occur in river segments located downstream of the coal lease
tracts. These include the Colorado pikeminnow, razorback sucker, humpback chub, and bonytail. The
Colorado pikeminnow and razorback sucker presently occur in the Gunnison River. The occurrence of
humpback chub is limited to one known recent record in the Gunnison River (1993). No bonytail have
been collected in the Gunnison River; this species occurs in the Colorado River and is considered to be
the rarest of the four Colorado federally endangered fish species.

Environmental Consequences - Short-term, local increases in turbidity and suspended sediments
could occur during exploration activities adjacent to Hubbard Creek and Terror Creek if access roads
are constructed. These short-term increases in sediment yield could result in short-term affects on
aquatic species and their habitat. Sediment concentrations would stabilize and return to typical
background concentrations after exploration activities are completed . By implementing proper
drainage and detention structures, the impact of increased sediment levels on aquatic species and
their habitat would be low. Any localized increases in sediment would not affect downstream areas in
the Gunnison and Colorado rivers that are inhabited by the four federally endangered fish species.
The use of water for mining activities, dust control, and domestic purposes would result in a relatively
small depletion of water from Terror Creek, Hubbard Creek, and the North Fork of the Gunnison River.
The estimated withdrawal of water would result in total reductions of less than 1 cfs. This depletion
would represent a relatively small reduction in habitat for aquatic species. This depletion would be
negligible to sections of the Gunnison and Colorado rivers that are inhabited by the four federally
endangered fish species.
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Mining operations on both coal leases could result in increased discharges to the North Fork of the
Gunnison River. However, since all discharges must meet federal and Colorado Department of Public
Health and Environment regulations. no adverse affects on aquatic species are anticipated due to the
quality of discharged water.
The use and transport of fuels to the exploration sites and mining operations would represent a risk to
aquatic species and their habitat. if a spill or accident occurred . By implementing a mitigation measure
that would restrict any fueling of vehicles or equipment near streams. water bodies and their
associated biological communities would be protected. The risk of a fuel spill or leak reaching the
North Fork of the Gunnison River. Hubbard Creek. or Terror Creek during transport is considered
extremely low. based on the expected low frequency of such traffic.

S-3.11

Cultural Resources

Existing Conditions - Cultural resource surveys within and surrounding the coal lease tracts and
exploration license area revealed 17 sites. These sites have been recorded with the State Historic
Preservation Office. Most of these sites are located near the extreme westem periphery of the area,
generally along the east side of the Terror Creek drainage. This distribution appar~;'ltly reflects
previous survey activity in this area. and is ot necessarily indicative of a similar cultural resource
distributional pattem within the unsurveyed portions of the area. The sites previously recorded consist
of eight isolated prehistOric lithic artifacts. three prehistoric open camp sites. two historic corrals. one
historic dugout. one historic dump site. one historic cabin. and one non-cultural rock overhang recorded
as a 'possible" prehistoric rockshelter.
Historic mining has occurred within and adjacent to the coal lease tracts and exploration licenSE'! area.
The historic King Mine site and the associated Bowie town site. have extensive histories dating from
the tum of the century era. Both the King Mine and the Bowie town site have been officially
determined eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. Both of these sites, however. are
outside of the coal lease tracts and exploration license area.

Environmental Consequences - Cultural site density is low. and no impacts to cultural resources are
anticipated . Subsidence as a result of longwall mining should no cause any discemable impacts to
cultural resources on the site. Recordation and evaluation of the Dove Cave site is required if it is
subject to any future surface impacts including potential subsidence.

S-3.12

Noise

Existing Conditions - Background noise level measurements at representative locations around the
project site were taken on April 21 and April 23. 1999. Rural background measurements were taken
during the daytime and nighttime at two locations on Garvin Mesa and at one location next to State
Highway 133. Daytime and nighttime background noise readings were also taken at seve al locations
in Paonia and Hotchkiss. Some of the monitoring stations at Paonia and Hotchkiss were later used to
measure noise levels caused by passing coal trains.
In general. the background noise measurements taken at night on Garvin Mesa were 36 dBA. with the
predominant noises being natural bird sounds. Routine daytime noise levels in the urban residential
areas were 48 to 56 dBA. with the predominant sounds produced by routine local traffic. At the rural
site near State Highway 133. the spot check measurements showed 41 to 49 dBA during brief periods
of no discemable traffic and spot noise :evels of 64 dBA during the brief period while a coal truck drove
past.

Environmental Consequences - Noise has historically been recognized as a health hazard with the
potential for causing hearing damage. Efforts by industry and regulatory actions have lessened the
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likelihood for hearing damage occurrence. A secondary impact assessment associated with noise is
e nuisance effects of noise that include interference with speech, psychologically unsettling
environment at home and work, and more specific problems such as sleep disruption. The extent of
these effects varies, sometime significantly between individuals and as a factor of the noise source.
Exploration drilling in the Iron Point Exploration License would generate some noise; however, this
noise would not create any nuisances to the nearest homes in the North Fork Valley or to the towns of
Paonia or Somerset. Noise impacts would also be of limited duration.
The noise emis ions as a result of the operation of the surface facilities for the underground mines are
not expected to be a general nuisance to nearby towns and residents. The major noise nuisances
associated with these mines would result from truck and railroad transportation of coal. These impacts
are expected to occur on a more frequent t.3sis with future coal production increasing from 1998 levels
to the presently permitted coal production ra es for valley mines. Under certain meteorological
conditions with quiet background, it is possible that noise from the surface facilities of the Bowie No. 2
Mine could be audible and perceived as a nuisance at Garvin Mesa, approximately 2 miles west of the
surface facilities.
Coal truck traffic on State Highway 133 can cause noise impacts to homes within 200 feet of the
highway. Within 100 feet of the highway right-of-way, homes would experience a severe impact. Such
noise levels would be more predominant at nighttime, when background noise levels are lower.
Noise measurements showed that train noise (excluding whistles) varied considerably depending on
the speed of the train, the distance from the track, and the presence of buildings between the tracks
and the receiver. Generally, noise from a fast-moving train would be much higher than noise from a
slow-moving train.
Federal train safety laws require trains crossing public roads to sound their whistles at least once within
a quarter mile of each public grade crossing. Whistles blown an estimated 100 feet from the public
crossing would be expected to exceed noise levels of 100 dBA.
Although the noise from passing trains would be audible during quiet nighttime periods, the noise of
passing trains (excluding whistles) would not be expected to disrupt sleep or normal speech of
individuals living more than two blocks from the railroad tracks under most conditions.

S-3.13

Land Use

Existing Conditions - Land uses within the rf'gion are mining, grazing, agriculture, logging, residential
development, and dispersed recreation.
There is a mixture of federal and private lands within the two coal lease tracts and the exploration
license area, as follows:
•

Forest Service - 59%

•

BlM - 26%

•

Private - 15%

All coal within the two coal lease tracts and the coal exploration license area is federally controlled .

Environmental Consequences - In the long-term, following mining, the area within and surrounding
the coal lease tracts would be used much as it was before any mining. Any surface subsidence
caused by underground mining would be minimal and would not affect the pre-mining land use. The
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reclamation and revegetation techniques to be undertaken on any disturbed sites are comparatively
simplistic, commonly accepted techniques with a history of successful application in the westem states.

S-3.14

Transportation

Existing Conditions - The major transportation route servicing the Paonia-Somerset area is State
Highway 133. This highway serves local residents and associated commercial traffic for the local
communities, induding the mining operations in the North Fork Valley. State Highway 133 is an
asphalt, all-weather, two lane high liay, that joins the community of Carbondale with the town of
Hotchkiss.
Highway traffic counts are identified as arnual average daily traffic (ADT). ADT is defined as the
measure of traffic over a 24-hour period and is determined by counting the number of vehides passing
a specific point in either direction. The Colorado Department of Transportation has estimated annual
1996 ADT values based on actual traffic counts made at various locations along State Highway 133.
The 1996 ADT values on State Highway 133 just east of Paonia is 3,150. At Somerset, the ADT for
State Highway 133 was 2,000 in 1996.
The mines in the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley are accessed by a railroad spur that
connects a main Union Pacific Railroad line in Grand Junction, Colorado with the mining operations.
This spur line is known as the North Fork Branch and is approximately 95.5 miles in length. The
railroad passes through the communities of Delta, Hotchkiss, Paonia, and Somerset. In 1998,850 coal
trains utilized the North Fork Branch. This translates to an average of 2.5 trains per day. An estima ed
8.6 million tons of coal were shipped in 1998.

Environmenta, Consequences - Increases in traffic on State Highway 133 as a result of exploration
activities in the Iron Point Exploration License area would be very minor and probably not noticeable.
The magnitude of effects associated with rail and highway traffic related activities from mining
operations would depend on the amount of coal produced and sold from the mines.

As coal production at the Bowie No. 2 Mine is increased from 1.2 million tons in 1998 to a projected 5
million tons in 2000, coal truck ADT on State Highway 133 between the Bowie No.2 Mine and the
Bowie No. 1 Loadout would increase from 234 to 978, a 400 percent increase. In 1998, the coal truck
traffic from the Bowie No. 2 Mine represented approximately 7 percent of the traffic on State Highway
133 between the mine and the loadout. If production is increased to 5 million tons per year in the year
2000 and beyond, the coal truck traffic would represent approximately 21 to 22 percent of the total
traffic on that stretch of State Highway 133 between the mine and the loadout. Other than coal traffic,
general exploration and mine related traffic would involve only a very minor increase to ADT levels on
State Highway 133 between Paonia and Somerset.
Projections call for coal production to increase from the North Fork Valley coal mines from 1998 to
2005. This production increase would relate to a~ ditional train traffic on the North Fork Branch. If
production increases to 19.2 million tons in 2005, there would be an average of ten trains per day (five
loaded and five empty) on the rail line. In 1998, with 8.6 million tons of coal shipped on the Union
Pacific Railroad from the North Fork mines, it is estimated the average interval between trains was 5
hours and 27 minutes. If coal production increases to 18.2 million tons in the year 2005, the average
interval between trains would be 2 hours and 24 minutes.
With the projected increase in daily traffic, particularly the increase in coal truck traffic from the Bowie
No. 2 Mine to the Bowia No. 1 Loadout, it is reasonable to assume that accidents could increase over
the life of any mining activities. With the projected increase in daily coal train traffic, the potential for
highway vehides and train accidents at rail crossings would also increase. Delays at train crossings
could also have impact on public safety. Delays could also affect local businesses such as those near
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the State Highway 50 cr
ing in elta. Ambulance service, as well as police and fire response times,
would be delayed an estimated 5 to 7 minutes when crossings are blocked by passing trains.

S-3.15

Socioeconomics

Existing Conditions -As of 1998, approximately 26 ,600 residents live in Delta County ana 12,475
residents live in Gunnison County. Population in both counties is forecast to increase at an annual rate
of just over 2 percent for the next 20+ years.
Both Delta and Gunnison counties have experienced substantial job growth in recent years, though
mining activity is a smaller proportion of tt.e employment base. The mines in th North Fork Valley
have restructured to achieve substantially greater productivity in a more competitive domestic and
global market.

The primary study area is served by two ambulance districts, five fire districts, municipal police, and
county sheriff services. Municipal water service is available in all incorporated communities of Delta
County, and municipal sewage/wast
t'!r .atment is available in all incorporated jurisdictions
except Orchard City. Electric servic . IS availa
in Delta and Gunnison counties through Tri-State
Generation and Transmission AsSOCI tion a l IlS local affiliates: Delta-Montrose Electric Association
and Gunnison Electric Association.
Medical services are provided through Delta Hospital, which is a full service, general acute care
hospital. This hospital has 49 beds, home health care, a staff of 28 doctors, and 198 full-time and 89
part-time employees.
The federal govemment receives royalties from mining of federal coal. The state of Colorado receives
tax revenues primarily from sales, severance, and income taxes as well as 50 percent of the royalties
from mining federal coal. l ocal govemmental entities receive property, sales, and severance taxes, as
well as a share of the federal royalties.

The state of Colorado and local jurisdictions in Delta and Gunnison counties currently receive an
estimated $11 .4 million in combined annual tax revenue related to operation of the Bowie No. 2 and
Oxbow mines and mine-related employees. Of this amount, 52 percent accrues to the state
govemment and 48 percent to the local govemments in Delta and Gunnison counties.
Communities along the North Fork of the Gunnison River have a long history with coal mining
extending back to the late 1880s. Over 60 percent of the households in Delta County are identified
with demographic and lifestyle characteristics 0 "rustic living.· These households tend to remain
actively involved in making a living from the land, including agriculture, mining and construction.
Whether or not coal mining is viewed as having a positive or negative effect on the quality of life
depends on values that receive greatest emphasis from different residents of the North Fork region,
and in part on resident dependence on natural resource related industries.

Environmental Consequences - Socioeconomic effects of the No-Action Altemative would occur due
to a reduction in coal mine activities within the region. Under the No-Action Altemative, mining of
reserves at existing mines would continue at current extraction rates until reserves are completed.
If both mines ceased operations, more than 800 residents would be directly affected. Whether these
people would remain in the area would depend on whether people chose to relocate elsewhere to find
employment or remain in the local study area. Combined, these two mine closures could affect nearly
2,380 residents living in the local study area.
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Under the No-Action Altemative, community and public service providers would be affected by a
combination of direct and indirect effects. If not offset by altemative sources of revenue, the level ot
service available from existing providers could decline. With cessation of the Bowie and Oxbow
operations, the state of Colorado and local jurisdicti ns in Delta and Gunnison counties could lose an
estimated $11.4 million in combined annual tax revenue. In addition, local govemment would los..! a
portion of the following estimated annual revenues resulting from closures of the Bowie and Oxbow
operations: $5.7 million in federal royalles, $2.1 million in state severance tax, and $1 .8 million in state
sales tax.
With the implementa ion of any of the action altematives (B, C, and/or D), there would be no significant
changes in mine employment and the socioeconomic effects would be viewed as a continuation of
existing effects. The action altematives (B, C, and D) would allow continued mining for a period of
approximately 5 to 8 years beyond what is expected with the No-Action Altemative. It is also
conceivable that the life of North Fork mines could be extended further if operators successfully secure
unmined seams on private lands or added federal leases.
During any production from the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts, state of Colorado and local
jurisdictions in Delta and Gunnison counties would receive approximately $13.5 million annually in tax
revenues. In addition, mining on the two lease tracts could generate an estimated income of $6.7
million in federal royalties, $2.4 million in state severance taxes, and $1 .8 million in state sales tax and
royalties. Taxes could fluctuate year-to-year.
Tax revenues and royalties would continue for the life of any mining. Upon project closure and
recla, nation, employment would be lost, directly and indirectly affecting the local communities in the
North Fork Valley. In addition, tax and royalty revenues would cease. Other impacts would be similar
to those described for the No-Action A1temative.
Table S-1
Surnnwy of ImPKts by AltemMive for Each lasue

Alternative

laue/Concern

A

B

0

C

AlRQUAUTY
Effects from Fugitive Dust

None-no mining

from lease tracts

low

low

low

low

low

l ow

or exploration
Effects from Gaseous Emissions

None-no mining

from lease tracts
or exploration
Visibility Effects on West Elk
Wilderness Area

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

low - Moderate

low - Moderate

l ow - Moderate

Visibility Effects on Black Canyon
National Park

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Moderate-High

Moderate-High

low

None-no mining

low-Moderate

low-Moderate

low

AQUATIC RESOURCESIFISHERIES
Direct Disturbance to Stream
Channels
Reduced Flow

from lease tracts
or exploration
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Table S-1
Summary of Impacts by Alternative for Each I$sue
Issue/Concern

Alternative

B

A

0

C

Stream Sedimentation

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Low-Moderate

Low-Moderate

Low

Water Quality Degradation

None-no mir.ing
from lease tracts
or exploration

Low

Low

Low

Impacts to Threatened and
Endangered Aquatic Specit!s

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

None-no mining
frorn lease tracts
or exploration

Low

Low

Low

Potential Effect to Curecanti-Rifle
2301345 kV Electric Transmission
line

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

None

None

None

Potential Effect to Terror Creek
Reservoir

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Low

Low

Low

Potential Effect to Terror Creek

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Moderate

Moderate

Negligible

Potential Effect to Hubbard Creek

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Moderate

Moderate

Negligible

Potential to Aggravate Landslides

None-no mining
from lease tracts

Low

Low

Low

33.5

33.5

33.5

26
59
15

27
62
11

27
62
11

CULruRAL RESOURCES
Impact to Cultural and HistOric Sites

GEOLOGYISUBSIDENCE

or exploration
LAnd USA

Acres Disturbed (total)

Not Applicable to
lease tracts or
exploration

Land Disturbed by Ownership (%)
BLM
•
Forest Service
•
Private

Not Applicable to
lease tracts

·

Noise*
Noise Effects From Surface
Facilities

Low - Moderate

Low - Moderate

Low - Moderate

Low - Moderate

Noise Effects From Coal Trucks

Low - High

Low - High

Low- High

Low - High

Noise Effects From Coal Trains

Moderate - High

Moderate - High

Moderate - High

Moderate - High

* Noise effects vary based on distance from the noise source.
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Table S-l
Summary of Impacts by Altemative for Each IQue

IHue/Concern

AlternC'tive
A

B

C

0

Recreation
Disruption 10 Recreational
Opportunities in Undevelored Areas

Not Applicable to
lease tracts

Negligibl.,

Negligible

Negligihle

Cha"ges in Recreaticnal Access 10
Undeveloped Areas

Not Applicable to
lease tracts

Negligible

Negligible

lI'egligible

1.5·
3·

5
5

6
6

7.5
6

Socioeconomics
Projected Total Life of Mining
Iron Point Tract
Elk Creek Tract
•

·

• Remaini"9 pennitted life ,,' ~ No. 2 and Sanbom Creek mines under No-Action Altemative.
Annual Emplo~nt During Mir.klQ
•
Iron
int Tract
Elk Creek Tract

·

15r"
215··

166
215

166
215

166
215

•• Current employment levels at Bowie No. 2 and Sanborn Creek mines.

Projected Mufti..Year Tax RevenUEIS
for Mining of IMn Point and Elk
Creek tracts
(direct + indirect)

0

$88.S(,().000

$123,900.00

$119,475,000

Projected Federal Coal Royalties
From Mining Iron Point and Elk

0

$35,500,000

$46,900,000

$45225,000

Not Applicable 10

Low

Low

Low

Creek tracts
SurfKe 8rId Groundwllter

Changes in Surface and
Groundwater Chemistry

lease tracts

Potential Impact 10 Terror Creek
R--..oir

None

Low

Low

Low

Potential 10 Alter Downstream Flow
Rates

Nol Applicable 10

MoOOrate

Moderote

Low

lease tracts

T..... potlllllon
Average Number of Round Trips per
Day for North Fork Branch Railroad
(Cumulative )

4.4 @ 6.6 million
Ions per year

10 C 19.2 million
Ions per year

10 @ 19.2 million
Ions per year

10 @ 19.2 million
Ions per year

Average Number of Round bips per
Day for Coal Truck haulage
Between Bowie No. 2 Mine and
Bowie No. 1 Loadout

976 @ 5 million
Ions per year
production

976@5million
Ions per ye.
production

976 @ 5 million
Ions per year
production

976@5million
Ions per year
production

Potential for Accidents at Railroad
Crossings

Low

Low

Low

l ow

Potential for Accidents on State
Highway 133 Due 10 Coal Truck
Haulage

Mc:l.!rate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
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Table S-1
Summary of Impacts by Alternative for Each Issue

Alternative

Issue/Concern
A
Potential for Accidents by Using
Private Haul Road. Conveyor or by
Moving Bowie No. 1 loadout

low

B

1

low

0

C
low

low

Vegetation
Number of Threa ened and
Endangered Plants lost

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

0

0

0

Potential Impact of Noxious Weeds

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

low

low

low

None-no mining

low to Moderate

low to Moderate

Negligible

low

low

Negligible

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

low

low

Negligible

None-no mining

low

low

Very low

Negligible - low

Negligible - low

Negligible - low

Potential Impact to Sensitive Plants

from lease tracts
or exploration

Wetlands
Potential to Impact
WetiandslRiparian Zones
Terror Cn!ek
•

•

Hubbard Creek

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Wildlife (Tenestrt.)
Impacts to Threatened and
Endangered Terrestrial Wildlif
Species
Impacts to OeerlElk Habitat

from lease tracts
or exploration
None-no mining

from lease tracts
or exploration
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1.0 PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION
1.1

INTRODUCTION

This Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) considers three proposed actions involving federal coal
lands. and is a joint document between the United States Department of the Interior (USDI). Colorado
State Office. Bureau of land Management (BlM) and the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA). Forest Service. Grand Mesa-Uncompahgre-Gunnison National Forests (GMUG). The USDI.
Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSM). Westem Regional Coordinating Center
is participating as a cooperating agency. The three actions include two lease-by-applications (lBA).
and a request for an exploration license which were filed with the BlM under provisions found in 43
CFR3400.
The locations of the two lBA tracts and the exploration license area are shown in Figure 1. General
Location Map. The lands involved encompass public lands in the BlM Uncompahgre Basin Resource
Area. and National Forest System lands administered by the GMUG. The west tract is known as the
Iron Point Tract. The BlM assigned this tract serial number C0C-61209. The LBA tract to the east is
known as the Elk Creek Tract and was assigned serial number C0C-61357. The exploration area is
within and north of the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract and was assigned serial number C0C-61945.
This EIS documents the environmental analysis of the proposed decisions regarding the possible
offering of the two federal coal lease tracts and the approval or denial of an exploration license in
accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The EIS process provides a forum for
p~blic review and comment on the two LBA tracts and the exploration license area. with their
associated relevant issues and the environmental analysis. This document has been assembled to
disclose the potential impacts and to provide the decision-makers with information needed to make
decisions that are informed and relevant to the specifics of the LBA and exploration license submittals.
This EIS also documents the process used to analyze the submittals and altematives to the requests,
the environmental impacts, and possible mitigation measures to be included as stipulations in the event
the leases are issued and the exploration license is approved.

1.2

BACKGROUND

Coal was originally discovered along the North Fork of the Gunnison River in the late 1880's, and
underground coal mining has occurred subsequently in this area or the past 100 years. Bowie
Resources Ltd. (Bowie), Oxbow Mining Inc. (Oxbow) and Mountain Coal Company (Mountain Coal)
currently operate underground coal mines in this area.
In August of 1997, Bowie filed a coal lease application with the BLM for a tract designated as the Iron
Point Coal Lease Tract (C0C-61209). This tract covers approximately 3,403 acres of federal coal in
Delta County. Colorado, and is shown on Figure 1, General Location Map. The Iron Point Tract
contains a mixture of federal (BLM and Forest Service) and private surface ownership. See Figure 2,
Surface Ownership Map. Details regarding the Iron Point Tract are set forth in Appendix A, Lease
Tract Information. This appendix contains the legal desaiption and estimated reserves of the Iron
Point Coal lease Tract.
In November of 1997. Oxbow filed a lease application with the BLM for approximately 3,703 acres of
federal coal in DeJta and Gunnison counties. Colorado. This tract was deSignated the Elk Creek Tract
(C0C-61357) by the BLM. Oxbow's lease application was amended by the BlM, during tract
delineation, to include an additional 160 acres in Section 32, Township 12 South, Range 90 West. The
additional area was Incorporated into the Elk Creek Tract to ensure that federal coal f" r which there
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was adequate coal data was induded to avoid a potential future bypass of coal. As comments on the
Draft EIS, Oxbow requested that the eastern boundary of the Elk Creek Tract be straightened. This
revision is displayed in Alternative D of the Final EIS. The additional area is minor and has been
previously covered in the analysis work completed as part of the EIS process. The tract, as amended.
now covers approximately 3.863 acres and is shown on Figure 1, General Location Map. This tract
contains a mixture of both federal (BLM and Forest Service) and private surface ownership. See
Figure 2, Surface Ownership Map. Oxbow owns some of the surface and has obtained rights from
other surface r 'IIlers to access the private land. The legal description and estimated reserves for the
Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract are set forth in Appendix A, Lease Tract Infonnation.
In May of 1998. Bowie submitted an application for a coal exploration license (COC-61945) on
unleased lands within and adjacent to the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract. The exploration license area
contains approximately 6.053 acres and is shown on Figure 1, General Location Map. Most of the
surface induded in the coal exploration license application is managed by the Forest Service. As
commen on the Draft EIS, Bowie requested a slight relocation of several of the exploration drill holes
proposed for the exploration license area.
There is a total of approximately 11 ,700 acres in the project area. Surface ownership of this area is
approximately 59 percent Forest Service, 26 percent BLM, and 15 percent private. See Figure 2,
Surface Ownership Map. All of the coal estate is federally administered.
Separate environmental assessments (EA) were prepared on the two lease tract applications (as
amended by BLM's tract delineation), but not on the requested exploration license. In January of 1999,
as part of the NEPA public process, the BLM and the Forest Service determined that the requirements
of NEPA would be best served by preparing a consolidated EIS for the two coal lease tracts and the
exploration license area.
A Draft EIS on the two lease tract applications and the exploration license area was made available to
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the general public on September 3, 1999, and a
Notice of Availability for the Draft EIS was published in the Federal Register on that same date. The
formal comment period on the Draft EIS ended on November 3, 1999.

1.2.1

Iron Point Exploration Llcen•• (COC~194S)

An exploration license plan has been submitted to the BLM in accordance with 43 CFR 3410.2-1 . The
legal description for the coal exploration area is set forth in Appendix A, Lease Tract Infori.lation.
Exploration licenses can be granted for the exploration of unleased federal coal deposits. Pursuant to
the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (MLA). as amended. and to 43 CFR 3410, interested parties can
partidpate with the original applicant in a program for the exploration of unleased federal coal. Any
party electing to partidpate in an exploration license program must share all costs on a pro rata basis
with the applicant and with any other party or parties who elect to partidpate.
In June of 1998, the BLM published a Notice of Invitation in the Delta Countv Independent in
accordance with 43 CFR 3410.2-1(cj(1) describing the exploration license plan area and inviting any
parties who are interested to partidpate in the exploration program. Bowie was the Original applicant.
Ark Land Company (an affiliate of Mountain Coal Company) has elected to partidpate in this
exploration program.

1.2.2

Iron Point Coal L.... Tract (COC~1 209)

Bowie has filed an LBA with ttle Colorado State Office of the BLM to obtain a federal coal lease
pursuant to provisions found at 43 CFR 3425.1 . This lease tract has been designated as COC-61209.
As applied for, lease tract COC-61209. also identified as the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract, contains
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approximately 3,403 acres from which 0 coal seam reserves would be extracted. The legal description
for the Iron Point Coal lease Tract is set forth in Appendix A, Lease Tract Information.

1.2.3

Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract (COC-61357)

Oxbow has filed an lBA with the Colorado State Office of the BlM to obtain a federal lease pursuant to
provisions found at 43 CFR 3425.1. This lease tract has been designated as COC-61357. As
originally applied for and later amended by the BlM, lease Tract COC-61357, also identified as the Elk
Creek Coal lease Tract, contains approximately 3,863 acres from which 0 coal seam reserves would
be extracted. The legal description for the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract is set forth in Appendix A,
Lease Tract Information.

1.3

PURPOSE AND NEED

The purpose and need for this EIS is to respond to lBA applications and an exploration license
application submitted by Bowie and Oxbow. The applicants' purpose and objectives for the lBA tracts
are to obtain leases that would allow access to adjacent coal reserves, provide retum to their investors,
and allow continued coal extraction consistent with applicable company, state, federal, and local
environmental permitting and operational requirements. In addition, the purpose and objective for the
exploration license area is to determine the extent and viability of federal coal reserves.
Bowie requested the Iron Point Coal lease Tract in order to obtain reserves to supply potential
customers and in order to economically justify the installation of a Iongwall system. Federal coal
deposits in the Iron Point Coal lease Tract are a logical extension to existing operations at the Bowie
No. 2 Mine.
Bowie has also filed for an exploration license in order to obtain additional information regarding coal
resources within the Iron Point Coal lease Tract and areas to the north. Such exploration is required
to further delineate the extent of the coal resources in this area, as well as to obtain coal quality
information.
Oxbow applied for the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract as a logical extension to its existing mining. Oxbow
prese tIy operates with a Iongwall system of underground mining. Although mining at the Sanbom
Creek Mine was curtailed for the first half of 1999 due to a fire in the mine, Oxbow has recently
reinitiated mining operations. Acquisition of the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract would be a logical future
extension of current mining by Oxbow.

The coal mined in the North Fork Valley is a high BTU, low sulphur coal. It is considered a "dean coal"
(compliance coal). Its use in industry helps meet standards of the ean Air Act. As such, there is a
demand for coal from the North Fork Valley by the elec.tric power generation industry.
This EIS is prepared to inform federal agflncy decision-makers, publically disclose the probable
environmental impacts of coal leasing and exploration, present a range of reasonable altematives, and
provide for possible mitigation measures in the event the leases and expl ration license are approved.
Pursuant to the MLA, as amended by the Federal Coal leasing Amendments Act of 1976, the BlM
administers a coal leasing program to allow the private sector to mine federally owned coal reserves.
Under the terms of this law, the BlM is charged with the administration of the coal mineral estate on
federal lands and is required to lease coal for economic ~ecovery. Consent by the surface
management agency (in this case the Forest Service) is required before BlM can proceed with leasing.
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The Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970 states in part that it is the ·continuing policy of the federal
government in the national interest to foster and encourage private enterprise in ...(t)he development of
economically sound and stable domestic mining minerals and mineral reclamation industries, ... (and)
the orderly and economic development of domestic mineral resources .. .•
The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 specifies that public lands are to be managed in
a manner that recognizes the need for domestic source of minerals.
The Multiple-Use Sustained Yield Act of 1960 declared that National Forest System lands are to be
administered for outdoor recreation, range, timber, watershed and wildlife and fish purposes, but also
expressly provides that the Act shall not be construed to affect the use or administration of mineral
resources on National Forest System lands.
The Forest Service administers its minerals program to (Forest Service Manual 2800 Zero code - WO
amendment 2800-91-1 page 3):

1. Encourage and facilitate the orderly exploration, development, and production of mineral
and energy resources within the National Forest System in order to maintain a viable,
healthy minerals industry and to promote self-sufficiency in those mineral and energy
resources necessary for economic growth and the national defense;

2. Ensure that exploration, development, and production of mineral resources are conducted in
an environmentally sound manner and that tMse activities are considered fully in the
planning and management of other National Forest resources; and,

3. Ensure that lands disturbed by mineral and energy activities are reclaimed for other
productive uses.
The Forest Service considers mineral exploration and development to be a part of its management
program (GMUG Amended Forest Plan, page 11-61). It cooperates with the USCI (through its agent the
BlM) in administering lawful exploration and development of leaseable minerals. While the Forest
Service is mainly involved with surface resource management; the agency recognizes that mineral
exploration and development are ordinarily in the public interest and can be compatible with the
purposes for which the National Forest System lands are managed.

Under the Federal leasing Program, the USCI combined major federal coal management
responsibilities into one unified program in order to:

1. Give the nation a greater assurance of being able to meet its national

~nergy

objective;

2. Provide a means to promote a more desirable pattern of coal development with ample
environmental protection;

3. Assure that state and local governments participate in decisions about where and when
federal coal production will take place; and,
4. Increase competition in the westem coal industry.
Under regulations of the Mining and Mineral Policy Act and the Federal Land Policy Management Act,
responsible federal agencies must ensure the following:

1. Adverse environmental impacts on public land surface resources are minimized to the
extent practical;
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2. Measures must be included to provide for reclamation, where practicable; and,
3. The proposed operation will comply with other federal and state laws and regulations.
To fulfill the agencies' purpose and needs as described above, the agencies will use this EIS to
analyze and consider the proposals and alternatives. A discussion of the responsibility of the BlM and
the Forest Service, as well as other federal, state, and local agencies, with regard to coal leasing and
mining are set forth in Appendix B, Agency Jurisdictions (Permits and Approvals).

1.4

PROPOSED ACTIONS

There are three proposed actions associated with this EIS:
•

lease the Iron Point Coal lease Tract on federal lands in Delta County, Colorado, for
underground coal mining;

•

lease the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract on federal lands in Delta and Gunnison counties,
Colorado, for underground coal mining; and,

•

Issue an exploration license for coal exploration on federal lands in Delta County, Colorado.

These actions, along with the ~Action Alternative, are discussed in detail in Chapter 2.0, Alternatives
Including the Proposed Actions, of this EIS document

1.5

DECISIONS TO BE MADE

The BlM and the Forest Service are the joint lead agencies responsible for completion of this EIS.
OSM is a cooperating agency. OSM win prepare any MLA mining plan decisions related to these
leases. These agencies are following specific procedures that began with scoping and data collection
and oontinued with analysis of data and evaluation of alternatives. The information and analysis
conducted for the original EAs are incorporated into the EIS. In accordance with regulations
implementing NEPA (40 CFR 1500), the results of the environmental analysis within this EIS will form
an important part of the leasing decisions to be made on the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal lease
tracts, as well as the exploration license application for the Iron Point area. Even though the
applications were submitted by private companies, the applications are processed under BlM's lBA
process (43 CFR 3425) and, If approved for leasing, would be offered by competitive bid. Granting a
lease gives the lessee exclusive rights and right of entry to the coal resource, however, actual mining
activities must be authorized under the permitting process deseribed later in this section.
The information and data submitted in the coal lease applications by Bowie and Oxbow do not
constitute a formal underground mining permit application package to either the OSM or the Colorado
DIvision of Minerals and Geology (DMG). This coal lease application information has been used solely
to develop an impact analysis in the EIS. Its use is intended to illustrate one possible development
scenario for developing federal coal reserves on the lease tracts and does not imply that either Bowie
or Oxbow would be given any preference in the event that lease sales are held.
After the close of the Draft EIS review and comment period, the BlM and Forest Service considered
comments submitted by the public, interested organizations, and government agencies (federal, state
and local), and responded to those comments in the Final EIS. See Appendix N, Public and Agency
Perticipation and Involvement in the Draft £/S. OSM, which is a cooperating agency on this EIS,
assisted the lead agencies with responses to comments pertinent to areas of their jurisdiction and
expertise, a requested by the BLM and Forest Service.
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In accordance with 40 CFR 1503.4, the joint lead agencies considered comments and responded to
these comments by:
1. Modifying the analysis as presented in the Draft EIS;
2. Making corrections for the Final EIS; and,
3. Explaining why comments do not warrant further agency response. See Appendix N, Public
and Agency Participation and Involvement in the Draft EIS.
Under separate cover from the Final EIS, the BlM and Forest Service will issue Records of Decision
(ROD) regarding their respective decisions on the leasing applications and exploration license. The
RODs will be issued 30 days after the filing of the EIS.

The Colorado State Director, BlM, is the NEPA respon ...ible Signatory official for the BlM and will
decide whether or not to offer the tracts for competitive leasing under the MLAct, as amended, and the
federal regulations under 43 CFR 3400. The Uncompahgre Field Office Manager is responsible for the
preparation of the EIS and providing the State Director with briefings and recommendations. In the
RODs, the BlM responsible official may decide to:
•

Adopt the No-Action Alternative (flO leasing and/or exploration license);

•

Adopt the proposed actions (lease the coal as applied for by the applicants and/or grant the
exploration license);

•

Adopt an altemative with features of several of the altematives; or

•

Adopt one of the action alternatives with additional mitigation measures.

The Forest Supervisor of the GMUG is the NEPA responsible official for the Forest Service. The
Forest Supervisor must decide whether or not to consent to the BlM leasing National Forest System
lands according to the Federal Coal leasing Amendments Act of 1976. The Forest Supervisor must
also prescribe terms and/or conditions (through lease stipulations) with respect to the use and
protection of non-mineral interests. Once the RODs are signed and released, and if the leases are
issued, the BlM would be responsible for lease administration and enforcement of lease terms and
conditions. Similar decisions by the authorizing officers are required for approval of the exploration
license.

If one or both of the coal leases are issued and before any mining or surface development could occur,
the lessee or operator would be required to submit a Permit Application Package (PAP). The Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) gives OSM primary responsibility to administer
programs that regulate the surface effects of underground coal mining. Pursuant to Section 503 of
SMCRA, the Colorado DMG developed, and the Secretary of the Interior approved, a permanent
program authorizing the Colorado DMG to regulate surface coal mining operations and the surface
effects of underground mining on non-federal lands within the state of Colorado. In September of
1982, pursuant to Section 523(c) of SMCRA, the Colorado DMG entered into a cooperative agreement
with the Secretary of the Interior authorizing the Colorado DMG to regulate the surface effects of
underground mining on federal lands within the state of Colorado. The goveming regulations for coal
mining in the state of Colorado are the 34-33-101 et. seq. of the Colorado revised statutes.
Pursuant to the cooperative agreement, a federal coal lease holder in Colorado must submit a PAP to
both the OSM and the Colorado DMG for any proposed coal mining and reclamation operation on
lands within the state. The Colorado DMG would review the PAP to ensure that it complies with the
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permitting requirements and that the coal mining operation would meet the performance standards of
the approved Colorado program.
As part of the Colorado DMG permitting process, a new mining and reclamation plan or an amendment
to an existing plan would be developed to show how lands in the lease tract and private/other federal
owned coal would be mined and reclaimed. Specific impacts that would occur during mining would be
addressed in the permit or revision, and specific mitigation measures for anticipated impacts would be
identified at that time.
The Colorado DMG enforces the performance standards and permit requirements for reclamation
during a mine's operation and has primary authority in environmental emergencies. OSM retains
oversight responsibility for this enforcement. The BlM and Forest Service also have authority in those
emergency situations where the Colorado DMG or OSM can not act before environmental harm and
damage occurs.
The OSM, BLM, Forest Service and other appropriate federal agencies would review the PAP to
ensure that it complies with terms of the coal lease (including any special conditions of approval), the
MLA, NEPA, and other federal laws and their attendant regulations.

If compliance is met, the Colorado DMG would issue the applicant a permit to conduct coal mining
operations. Under the authority of the MLA, OSM would then recommend approval, approval with
conditions, or disapproval of the MLA mining plan to the Assistant Seaetary of the Interior, Land and
Minerals Management. Before the MLA mining plan can be approved, the·BLM must concur with this
recommendation, and approve a Resource Protection and Recovery Plan under 43 CFR 3482. The
Forest Service must also consent/concur to the MLA mining plan prior to its issuance.
Additional details regarding federal, state, and local government agency responsibilities are set forth in
Appendix B, Agency Jurisdictions (Permits and Approvals).

1.8

CONFORMANCE WITH LAND USE PLANt

1.8.1

BLM Resource M.n......nt PI.n Consistency

The proposed actions are in compliance with the existing BlM land use plan. The Uncompahgre Basin
Resource Management Plan (RMP) was completed, and approved in July of 1989. This RMP
determined that the areas subject to the lease applications and exploration license applications were to
be managed for both existing and potential coal development. The area is acceptable for coal
development and coal production, and such coal activities could occur without conflicting with other
land uses as desaibed in the RMP.
Upon receipt of the lease applications. BlM completed tract delineation. The assessment of coal
unsuitability aiteria has been completed for both the proposed Iron Point Coal lease Tract (COe61209) and the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract (C0C-61385). The criteria has also been reviewed for
implications with the other alternatives in this analysis. The unsuitability criteria published in 43 CFR
3461 were used. These coal unsuitability analysis reports are included in this EIS document as
Appendix C, Unsuitability Analysis Repott - Iron Point Tract (C0C-61209). and Appendix D,
Unsuitability Analysis Repott - Elk Creek Tract (C0C-61385). In addition, data adequacy standards
were reviewed and determined to be adequate.

The land use plan was amended to address the standards for land health (Le., Standards and
Guidelines). The land analyzed In the EIS project area is within the North Fork landscape unit. This
unit has not been assessed for landscape health under the BlM's Standards and Guidelines
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procedures and little infonnation on land health is available. A landscape health assessment is
scheduled for the summer of 2000. Briefly, Colorado BlM's Standards are:
•

Ens re health of upland soils;

•

Protect and improve riparian systems;

•

Maintain healthy, productive plant and animal communities;

•

Maintain or increase populations of threatened and endangered species in suitable habitat;
and,

•

Ensure water quality meets minimum Colorado standards.

The proposed action deals primarily with underground mining. Only minor surface disturbing activities
would occur on BlM managed lands. Consequently, there is little potential for actions to have a
significant effect (positive or negative) to the landscape as a whole. There would be local effects
where surface disturbing activi~;es occur. For example, there would be increased potential for soil
erosion and influx of weeds. It is assumed mitigation would avoid or lessen the impact. When the land
health assessment is completed, BlM will determine if the land health standards are being met. If they
are not being met, the causative factors will be determined and options for improvement formulated. If
any permitted activities are found to affect land health, then modifications to operations as authorized
by BlM will occur.

1.6.2

Forest Plan Consistency

The amended land and Resource Management Plan (lRMP) dated September 1991, for the GMUG
National Forests made provisions for coal leaSing subject to the application of the coal unsuitability
criteria established in 43 CFR 3461. (See Appendix C, Unsuitability Analysis Report - Iron Point Lease
(C0C-61209), and Appendix D, Unsuitability Analysis Report - Elk Creek Lease (COC-61385). ) The
lRMP also provided for applicable stipulations to be utilized for protection of specific surface resources
as addressed in Section III, General Direction, pages 63-69 of the lRMP.

The Forest Plan guides all natural resource management activities and establishes management
standards and guidelines for the GMUG. Management directions described in the Forest Plan are a
result of public issues, management concems, and management opportunities. Multiple use
management area presaiptions as designated in the Forest Plan (pages 111-114 to 187) for the lands
bounded by the two proposed lease tracts and the exploration license are summarized below.

.m - Wildlife habitat management for one or more management indicator species.

Emphasis is
on optimizing habitat capability for management indicator species. Other resource activities
may occur, as long as habitat requirements are maintained.
4D - Aspen Management. Emphasis is on managing aspen to produce wood fiber, visual
quality and plant and animal diversity while maintaining and improving aspen sites on summer
range. Other activities may occur as long as management goals and objectives are maintained.
9A - Riparian/Aquatic Ecosystems. Emphasis is on the management of all the components of
aquatic/riparian ecosystems to provide healthy, self-perpetuating plant communities, acceptable
water quality standards, habitats for viable populations of fish and wildlife, and stable stream
chanMis and still water body shorelines. Mineral activities may occur but must minimize
disturbance to riparian areas and initiate timely and effective rehabilitation of disturbed areas
and restore them to a state of productivity comparable to that before disturbance.
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1.7

PUBLIC AND AGENCY PARTICIPATION AND INVOLVEMENT

As required by NEPA (40 CFR 1501 .7), the BLM and the Forest Service provided for an early and open
process to determine the scope of issues to be addressed and to identify the issues related to this EIS.
Elements in the scoping process included the following:
•

Publication of a Notice of Intent to prepare an EIS in the Federal Register (dated April 13,

1999);
•

The deScription of the Purpose and Need, and the Proposed Actions including the nature of
the decisions to be made;

•

The collection of existing data and information to address the two potential lease tracts and
the explo"

on license area;

•

The initiation of public and government participation in the EIS process;

•

The determination of the type and extent of analysis to be used in the preparation of the
EIS;

•

The identification of government agencies involved and appropriate responsible officials
from the lead and cooperating agencies; and,

•

The plans for the preparation of the EIS. induding selection of a format for the document
and development of a schedule for EIS completion and publication.

As mentioned in Section 1.2, Background. EAs were originally prepared on the lease applications.
Relevant information from the EAs has been incorporated into this EIS. In addition, the DeltalMontrose
Public land Partnership and North Fork Coal Working Group (NFCWG)sponsored several comrnunity
meetings regarding ccx-' development in the North Fork Valley. Issues, concerns, and comments
identified in those meetings are also incorporated into this EIS.

1.7.1

Agency Meetings and Scoping

On April 22, 1999, the BLM and Forest Service held an agency scoping meeting to discuss this EIS.
Representatives from the BLM. Forest Service, OSM, Colorado DMG. Colorado Division of Wildlife,
Delta County, and Gunnison County were present. On April 28. 1999. the lead agencies met with
representatives from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. On
May 18. 1999. the lead agencies met with representatives of the EPA. In addition, a project description
and vicinity map were sent to the Northern U e Tribe.
The purpose of these meetings was to familiarize these various federal. state. and local agencies with
the various aspects of the North Fork Coal EIS and solicit their input on any issues regarding the
planned work and the proposals.

1.7.2

Public Scoping and Involvement

As required by NEPA (40 CFR 1503). the general public. businesses, special interest groups, and
government agencies were provided the opportunity to become informed and comment on this EIS
process. The BLM and the Forest Service accomplished these goals by holding agency and public
scoping meetings; public mailings; publishing of a Notice of Intent in the Federal Register; forming an
interdisciplinary (10) team; and preparing a seeping document.
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The formal scoping process began on April 13, 1999 and ended on May 17, 1999. The BlM and the
Forest Service held a public scoping meeting in Hotchkiss, Colorado on April 21, 1999.
From hearing testimony and public meeting input as well as from written comments, issues specific to
the two potential coal lease tracts and the exploration license application were summarized and used
as part of the criteria for completing this EIS document. Issues were used by the 10 team for
de eloping and screening altematives, and evaluating consequences of the proposed actions. A
synopsis of the issues identified for the proposed lease tracts and exploration license area is set forth
in Section 1.8, Issues and Concerns, of this EIS document.
In April, July, and December 1999, newsletters were sent to individualt., organizations and agencies on
the EIS mailing list to inform them on progress of the EIS and provide relevant information.
The Draft EIS was filed with the EPA and distributed to the public in late August 1999. The Notice of
Availability for the Draft EIS was published in the Federal Register on September 3, 1999. In addition,
the agencies transmitted press releases concerning the EIS project and process to newspaper, rad io
stations and television stations. The media outlets covered the North Fork Valley, Delta, Montrose,
Crested Butte, Gunnison and Grand Junction areas.
A public information meeting was held on the evening of October 7, 1999 at the Hotchkiss High School
(Hotchkiss, Colorado) to explain and answer questions on the Draft EIS and the coal leasing process.
A formal public hearing was held on the evening of October 14, 1999 at the Hotchkiss High School for
interested individuals and organizations to make oral comments and statements on the Draft EIS.
The formal comment period on the Draft EIS ended on November 3, 1999. Over 750 individual
comments were received. The majority of the comments were dassified in the categorieS of
socioeconomics, transportation, and noise. There were also a number of comments that expressed
opinions of support or opposition to the coal leaSing proposals. See Appendix N, Public and Agency
partiCipation and Involvement in the Draft £/5.

1.7.3

Community Efforts

Concurrent with the preparation of this EIS, the community has undertaken efforts to deal with issues
related to growth and coal mining in the North Fork Valley. A broad spectrum of interests came
together to form the NFCWG and to address the issues identified.
The NFCWG is made up of local county governments, public interest groups, environmental groups,
the mining companies, water user groups and concerned individuals. Other segments of the
community induding town and city governments, the Union Pacific Railroad, emergency service
providers, and o!her interested groups and individuals have participated in meetings of the NFCWG
and in public meetings sponsored by the NFCWG. The federal agencies have worked with the
NFCWG as invited parties to provide information and resources related to the NEPA process and coal
leasing in general.
The goals and objectives of the NFCWG is to work in a collaborative way and encourage the
development of the community's vision for its future. The NFCWG has provided a forum to encourage
community discussions, provided information and education on important issues, and developed
potential mitigation and resoiutions for many community issues.
The NFCWG has shared the results of their work during preparation of the EIS. In conjunction with the
NEPA process, the group has submitted information during scoping and has commented extenSively
on the Draft EIS. Please refer to comment letter 11 in Appendix 0, Public and Agency Participation
and Involvement in the Draft £/5. Agency positions on and responses to these efforts are articulated in
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Appendix 0, Public and Agency Participation and Involvement in the Draft EIS. Also, potential
mitigation developed by the group may be found or referenced in the various resource mitigation
sections of Chapter 3.0, Environmental Analysis.

1.8

ISSUES AND CONCERNS

Scoping was conducted to focus the EIS on those issues and concems considered important to the
public and various go ..emment agencies. A scoping summary document was prepared and made
publically available in July 1999.
Issues are areas of discussion, debate or dispute about the effects of proposed activities on various
resources. Scoping is the procedure used to determine the extent of the analysis necessary to make
informed decisions on the project proposals. From scoping input, issues specific to the proposed
leasing and exploration license applications were summarized and used as part of the criteria for
completing this EIS. Issues also were analyzed by the 10 team for evaluating altematives and
assessing consequences.
The following are disciplines for which issues are addressed in this EIS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.8.1

Air Quality
Aquatic Resources/Fisheries
Cultural Resources
Cumulative Impacts
Geology/Geotechnical Issues/Subsidence
Health/Safety
Land Use
Noise
Redamation
Recreation
Socioeconomics
Surface Water and Ground Water
Transportation
Vegetation
Visual Resources/lighting
Wetlands
Wildlife

Air Quality

Identify and minimize air quality mpacts. Areas of concem indude: the effects on air quality from
fugitive dust and gaseous emissions; air quality impacts (visibility) on the West Elk Wildemess Area;
and cumulative air quality effects.

1.8.2

Aquatic ResourcesIFlsheries

Minimize disturbance to fish habitat and fish populations. Areas of concem indude: direct
disturbance of stream channels; reduced flow; stream sedimentation; water quality degradation; and
impacts to threatened and endangered aquatic species.
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Cultural Resources

Identify cultural resources and minimize disturbance impacts to these resources. Areas of
concem include the effects to historic properties listed or eligible for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places.

1.8.4

Cumulative Impacts

Address the cumulative Impacts of leasing and exploration with other potential projects. Areas
of concem include: the influence of mining from the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal lease Tracts in
association with other mining activities in the area, especially the cumulative effects of coal
transportation from the North Fork of the Gunnison River area and the socioeconomic effects to the
economies of Delta and Gunnison counties.

1.8.5

Geology/Geotechnical Issues/Subsidence

Identify geologic hazards on the lease sites and the potential for subsidence by underground
mining activities. Areas of concem include: the potential influence of geologic hazards; the potential
for and consequences of subsidence; and-; the effects of mining on the area's geology; the potential
impact of mining and subsidence on the Curecanti·Rifle 230/345 kV electric transmission line that runs
parallel to Terror Creek; and, the potential effects to Terror Creek and the Terror Creek Reservoir by
mining.

1.8.6

Health/Safety

Protect worker health and safety. Identify the emergency response measures that would be
available In the event of a train derailment, fire, or explosion. Areas of concern for worker health
and safety include: the risks from underground operations; the potential for train derailment in town; the
potential responsibility for fighting fires along train right-of-ways; the possibility of an accident that
would necessitate an emergency response; and, the potential for fires or explosions in the undergr und
mines.

1.8.7

Land Use

Minimize disturbance. Areas of concem include: the acreage of disturbance; the amount of
disturbance on BlM, Forest Service, and private lands; and the possible changes in future land use.

1.8,8

Noise

dentlfy and minimize noise Impacts. Areas of concem include; level of nnise from coal
transportation by truck and railroad; noise from mine ventilation fans; disruptions caused by such noise
to the normal activities of adjacent residents/communities; noise from Bowie No. 1 loadout; and, night
time railroad noise in Paonia, Hotchkiss, and Delta.

1.8.9

Reclamation

Provide for reclamation of disturbed areas. Areas of concem include: the successful short-term soil
stability and long-term revegetation practices; reclamation of Bowie No. 1 Mine portal; and, the ability
to prevent or control damage to the environment.
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Recreation

Minimize disturbance to recreational opportunities. Areas of concem indude: disruption to
recreational opportunities in the u.•developed areas within and adjacent to the coal lease sites caused
by background sounds. traffic. subsidence, and accessability.

1.8.11

Socioeconomics

Address the social and economic impacts on local residen of Delta and Gunnison counties.
Areas of concem indude: impacts to nearby communities as the result of mine dosures or continuation
of mining and such impacts on housing, utilities, employment, public services, community servir<'!s, and
present lifestyles; the effect of mine dosure on workers and their families; the influx of new workers if
production rates increase; and, the effects of temporary and permanent mine shutdown.

1.8.12

Surface Water and Groundwater

Identify and minimize impacts to water quality and hydrology to maintain the integrity of
watersheds within and surrounding the lease tract areas. Maintain adequate flows to drainages
and ditches above undergr nd mining activity. Areas of concem indude: the potential to alter
existing hydrologic systems; the potential to impact irrigation canals and the Terror Creek Reservoir by
subsidence; alteration of downstream flow rates; alteration of existing springs and seeps; changes in
water chemistry as a result of mining operations; and, impacts to water rights on Terror Creek,
Hubbard Creei<, Bear Creek, and Elk Creek.

1.8.13

Transportation

Address truck and train traffic hr."acts created by coal mining In the North Fork of the
Gunnison RIver Valley and the potential for accidents. Areas of concem indude: the amount of
train traffic in the area; the ability of the railroad to handle the projected tonnages of coal to be mined
from the North FoOt of the Gunnison River Valley; the increase in traffic as a result of hauling coal to
the Bowie No.1 Loadout and the Terror Creek Loadout; the need for an additional railloadout facility for
the Bowie No.2 Mine; the potential for accidents involving increased train and truck traffic; and, the
risks for accidents at railroad crossings in Delta County as well as along sections of State Highway 133
subject to coal truck traffic.

1.8.14

Vegetation

Address the Impacts to vegetation as a result of mining and exploration activity. Areas of
concem indude: the potential effects on threatened, endangered, or sensitive plants; control of noxious
weeds; and, t.'le impacts on vegetation as a result of any subsidence or surface disturbance.

1.8.15

Visual Resources/Lighting

Minimize the Impacts from lights when operating at night. The concems indude: lighting from the
facilities at the Bowie No. 1 Loadout, the Bowie No.2 Mine, and the Sanborn Creek Mine.

1.8.16

Wetlands

Identify and minimize impacts to wetlands and other Waters of the U.S. Areas of concem indude:
the acres of wetlands lost through direct impact; the changes in functions and values of wetlands and
riparian areas as a result of mining and exploration activities; and, the potential effects from
subsidence on these areas.
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Wildlife

Minimize the disruption to terrestlral wildlife and wildlife habitats. Areas of concem include: the
impacts to threatened, endangered, or sensitive species; impacts to big game habitat; loss of habitat
and habitat effectiven ss; and, impacts associated with continued and/or increased human activity.

1.9

PAST, PRESENT AND REASONABLY FORESEEABLE CUMULATIVE
ACTIONS CONSIDERED IN THIS ANALYSIS

A number of activities have, are, or will occur in the area surrounding the two lease tracts and the
exploration license area. These activities primarily involve other coal exploration and mining activities,
but there is also an electric transmission line, highway constructicn, agriculture, and some limited
logging.

1.9.1

Coal Exploration

Coal exploration activities have historically and are presently occurring in areas to the north and south
of the North Fort< of the Gunnison River Valley near the cor. .munitias of Paonia and Somerset. Coal
explo'CItion projects have been associated with nearly all of the historic coal mines shown on Figure 3,

Histo Ie Coal Mines and Federal Coal Lease Locations.
Bowie, Oxbow, and Mountain Coal, the three operating codl mines in the North Fort< Valley, al recently
have had ongoing exploration activities as part of their mini"!" operations. These operations have
exploration permits with the Colorado DMG. Bowie has conoucted exploration activities on private
property adjacent to the Bowie No. 2 Mine. Oxbow has conducted coal exploration on its private
surface near the area of the proposed Elk Creek portal area. Mountain ~I is presently co ucting
underground exploration from its existing operations as well as planning to oarticipate through its
affiliate Ark land Company, on the exploration program for the proposed Iron Point Exploration License
Area. Mountain Coal has also performed surface geophysical surveys near their active permit area.
The BlM and Forest Service anticipate future exploration activities associated with the coal mines in
the North Fork Vealley. Although there 3re no formal proposals on the table, the BlM and the Forest
Service also expect that there could be Mure exploration license requests on unleased federal coal
adjacent to the operations. We estimate three additional exploration license applications over the next
10 years. The applications typically involve anywhere from five to twenty drill holes per application. It
is uncertain at this time how roadless area issues currently before the Forest Service would affect
future p.xploration license applications.

1.9.2

Coal Mining Operations and Associated Activities

1.9.2.1

Past Coal Mining Activities

Underground coal mining has occurred in the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley for the past 100
years. Coal mining has occurred on both private and public lands in the general area. The location of
the historic coal mining operations are shown on Figure 3, Hist~ Coal Mines and Federal Coal Lease
Locations. For more information on the historic mining in the area, see Appendix G, Historic Coal

Mining Activity.

1,9.2.2

Present Coal Mining Activities

At present, there are three existing operating mines, as well as one idle underground coal mine in the
North Fort< Valley. These are the Bowie No. 2 Mine, the Sanborn Creek Mine, and the West Elk Mine.
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The Bowie No. 1 Mine is currently idle under provisions of a temporary cessation approval from the
Colorado DMG. There are also two remote coalloadouts in the area. These are the Bowie No. 1 coal
Ioadout and the Tenor Creek coalloadout. Details of these activities are discussed below.
BowIe No.1 Coal Mine. At present, the E .Jwie No. 1 Mine is idle under provisions of a temporary
cessation approval from the Colorado DMG. There is no current coal production from this mining
operation. The Bowie No. 1 Mine is permitted with the Colorado DMG for a production rate of 1.5
miNion tons of coal per year. This operation was developed by Colorado Westmoreland Inc. in the late
1970s, subsequently sold to Cyprus Coal Company who operated the mine until 1994, whereupon it
was sold to Bowie. The Bowie No. 1 Mine was operated as a room and pillar type operation, with coal
being hauled from the mine portal area to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout near Paonia.

In 1986, an underground mine fire closed the operation. Although the Mine Safety.and Health
Administration (MSHA) subsequently allowed the mine to re-open, there remains an area of coal
reserves to the west of Terror Creek in Federal Coal Lease Tract No. COC-37210. This area of coal
reserves is known as the Bowie No. 1 "pod.. The fire severely hampered the access to this area, and
officials from Bowie indicate that they have been exploring various scenarios that would allow access
and recovery of this coal. (Refer to Section 2.4.2, A1te;native B - Offer Iron Point Coal Lease as
Applied for by Applicant, Section 2.5.2, Alternative C - Offer Iron Point Coal Lease for Multi-Seam
Mining, and Section 2.6.2, Alternative D - Offer Iron Point Coal Lease With Stipulation That There be
no Subsidence in Sensitive Areas.)
Bowie No.1 Coal Loadout. The Bowie No. 1 Loadout is located northeast of the community of
Paonia. This facility indudes a truck dump area, conveyors, three siios with a capacity of 8,000 tons
each, and a batch loadout tower for loading the railroad cars. Presently, Bowie is trucking coal from
the Bowie No. 2 Mine to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout. This Ioadout was originally permitted and
constructed by Colorado Westmoreland Inc. in the late 1970s to serve as the loadout from its mining
operations (presently the Bowie No. 1 Mine). Coal is currently hauled from the Bowie No.2 Mine to the
Bowie No. 1 La; dout with highway trucks under a contract between Bowie and Savage Trucking Inc.
Bowie has filed a technical revision with the Colorado DMG to increase the tonnage for the Bowie No.
1 Loadout up to 5 million tons per year.
Bowie No.2 Coal Mine. Bowie is presently conducting coal mining operations from its Bowie No.2
Mine; the mine has recently added a Iongwall system to replace its roorn-and-pillar mining techniques.
Coal is transported from the underground mine to the portal bench via a conveyor. From the portal
coal storage areas, coal is currently loaded on trucks and hauled to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout.

Since the release of the Draft EIS, Bowie has applied for approval of a permit revision from the
Colorado DMG for the construction and operation of a conveyor which would transport coal from the
portal bench to a proposed new coal handling storage and truck Ioadout area adjacent to Old State
Highway 133.
At the time of release of the Draft EIS, the Bowie No. 2 Mine was permitted for 2 million tons of
production using room-and-pillar techniques. Since the Draft EIS release, Bowie has also applied for
approval of a permit revision for the Iongwall system upgrade from the Colorado DMG. With the
installation of a new longwall system, Bowie could increase production within its permit boundaries to 5
million tons of coal per year. As noted earlier, Bowie's installation of the Iongwall is economically
feasible only if Bowie is the successful bidder on the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract.
If Bowie is the successful bidder for the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract, the company has indicated the
likelihood that a new coal train loadout would be constructed adjacent to the current mine such that
truck haulage would no longer be necessary to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout from the Bowie No. 2 Mine.
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In addition, if a new Ioadout is constructed adjacent to the Bowie No. 2 Mine, the mining operation
would be directly connected by conveyor to the new train loadout, thereby eliminating major truck
haulage from the Bowie No. 2 Mine.
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Sanborn Creek Coal Mine. The Sanbom Creek Mine, operated by Oxbow, is located northeast of the
community of Somerset. This mine is permitted with the Colorado DMG for an annual production of up
to 4 million tons per year. The mine is permitted with the Air Pollution Control Division of the Colorado
Department of Public Health and Environment for air emissions associated with an annual production
rate of 4.8 million tons. The mine has the potential to produce 6 million tons per year from its longwall
system with no major changes in the operation.
In January 1999, he Sanborn Creek Mine was shutdown when elevated CO was detected in the mine
ventilation exhaust As a result of a mine fire, the mine was sealed and the affected longwall panel
area in the mine was flooded with water. After working with MSHA throughout most of 1999 on safety
issues and precautions, Oxbow has re-opened the mine and resumed coal production.
Coal mined by the longwall system from the Sanborn Creek Mine is conveyed from the underground
workings to surface coal handling and Ioadout facilities located immediately north of the community of
Somerset. Recent construction has added additional coal storage capability along with a new batch
loadout facility for train car loading.
Oxbow is the applicart for the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract. Oxbow has filed a technical revision to its
current permit with the Colorado DMG and is planning to construct a new portal pad on their private
(fee) property in Elk Creek regardless of the outcome of the lease sale for the Elk Creek Tract. If
successful in obtaining the lease, Oxbow would use these surface facilities located on private surface
to extend its coal mining activities into the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract.
Terror Creek Coal Loadout. This loadout is a custom coalloadout facility, with coal being shipped to
specialized customers such as cement plants and other industrial complexes that use coal. See Figure
1, General Location Map, for the location of the Terror Creek Coal Loadout. The Terror Creek Coal
Loadout is owned by Oxbow (88%) and the Bear Coal Company (12%), but the facility is operated by
Oxbow. This loadout fac'lity is permitted to handle approximately 500,000 tons of coal per year. The
coal is hauled to this Ioadout from all three mines operating in the valley. Coal from the Somerset
facilities is hauled by Oxbow-owned highway trucks. Coal from the other mines is hauled by Savage
Industries or other licensed haulers.
We.t Elk Coal Mine. The West Elk Mine is located south and east of the community of Somerset,
approximately 3 miles from the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract and 6 miles from the Iron Point Coal Lease
Tract. This mine is operated by Mountain Coal and is permitted with the Colorado DMG at a
production rate of 8.2 million tons of coal per year. This mine was opened in the early 1980s. A
Iongwall system of operation was added in 1991 . The West Elk Mine produces coal from several
federal coal leases, and the company has worked with the Forest Service on a number of exploration
applications in the past. The agencies also understand that Mountain Coal is considering the
possibility of a new portal and facilities in Sylvester Gulch located on private land.
In 1998, Mountain Coal shipped 5.9 million tons of coal from the West Elk Mine, but projects that it
could ship up to 7.3 million tons in 2000 and 8.2 million tons in 2005. It is important to note that this
EIS document has been completed as a result of Bowie and Oxbow's LBA submittals, and that the
cumulative impacts evaluated in this EIS document that include Mountain Coal relate to air quality, coal
production, transportation, and socioeconomics. Certain Site-specific effects, such as subsidence, as
well as current and proposed future mining at the West Elk Mine, are r 'lt included in this EIS
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document. Any subsequent changes or revisions made for the West Elk Mine would be addressed in
separate NEPA analyses.

1.9.2.3

Reasonably Foreseeable Coal Mining Activities

Mining operations have been conducted in the valley for many years. (See Appendix G, Historical Coal
Mine Activity and Figure 3, Historic Coal Mines and Federal Coal Lease Locations.)
It is reasonably foreseeable that underground coal mining activities will continue into the future in the
North Fork Valley. Accurate predictions as to how long such underground coal mining will continue is
difficult, if not impossible. Coal mining activities are affected by many aspects, such as capital
intensity. cost structure, risk, and coal markets. See Appendix E, Mining Economics. If the demand for
clean coal continues, and the present market conditions persist, the BlM and the Forest Service and
envision 10 to 20 years of future mining activity in the North Fork Valley. Presently, coal mining
economics in the western United States hinder extraction of coal from underground mining operations
at depths greater than approximately 2,500 feet. It is likely that mining technology and economics will
allow western coal operators to extract coal from deeper, and possibly thinner, coal seams in the
future. S Ibjectively it is probably safe to say there has been more coal mined than there is left to mine
with existing technology. Still, given the situation described above, it is difficult to project with any
certainty what coal activities will occur in the future. However, for the purpose of this document and to
better understand the nature of the possibilities that exist, the agencies have developed the following
estimates. There are currently no formal plans or applications before the agencies. Additional NEPA
documentation would be required on any applications submitted.
For leasing, should Bowie and Oxbow obtain the applied for lease tracts they would have reserves for
approximately 10 years. Data gathered from the Iron Point Exploration License would provide
information on leasing possibilities to the north in the longer term. It is estimated that Mountain Coal
will need a lease within the next 10 years to sustain their operation. The most likely area would be to
the south and/or east. There are additional coal reserves to the west towards Cedaredge, however the
coal quality is lower. The BlM offered a tract in that area at the last Regional Coal Team sale. There
was no bidder at that time and consequently interest in leasing in that area is speculative at best.
There is no information to suggest and the agencies do not foresee any interest in a new and fourth
active mining operation in the valley.
Modifications are limited to one action per lease and further limited to 160 acres in size. There are
currently four possible coal lea e modifications for which applications could be received. Two of the
four applications have been su mitted as one application to the BlM by Mountain Coal. One of the
other possible modifications is a remote possibility that involves deep cover. Should the two lease
tracts be issued, there would be one additional modification possible for each lease. Typically,
modifications do not involve any substantial surface disturbance CI additional impacts over and above
the existing operation .

1.9.3

Electric Transmission Line

The Western Area Power Administration owns and operates the Curecanti-Rifle 230/345 kV electric
transmission line that essentially parallels Terror Creek, west of the Bowie No.2 Mine. The right-ofway for this transmission line is 125 feet in width, which includes access roads. The transmission line
structures are steel lattice with buried reinforced concrete bases. This line is currently in use and will
be into the future.
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1.9.4

State Highway 133

State Highway 133 is located adjacent to the North Fork of the Gunnison River and is the main road
that accesses the coal mines in the Paonia and Somerset area. This highway connects Hotchkiss with
Carbondale, Colorado, and traverses McClure Pass. Over the past 20 years, the Colorado
Department of Transportation (DOn has funded and overseen upgrades and relocations of this
highway in an area east of Paonia to the inlet of the Paonia Reservoir. In 1999-2000, the Colorado
DOT has contracted for the upgrade of a 5-mile section of State Highway 133 immediately downstream
of the Paonia Reservoir. This upgrade will involve straightening, widening, and repaving activities.
Other routine maintenance and upgrades will continue into the future.

1.9.5 Agriculture
Agricultural activities have historically been, and continue to be, a prominent part of the local Paonia
economy. Fruit production is generally confined to the valley floors and low mesaslterracec; adjacent to
the North Fork of the Gunnison River. In recent years, vineyards (and several wineries) have been
developed and are being operated in the Paonia area.
Sheep and cattle grazing also occurs on pastureland in the Paonia area, with summer livestock grazing
occurring in the higher elevations above the Bowie and Oxbow operations, including lands within and
surrounding the proposed Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal lease Tracts.

1.9.6 Water Storage and Irrigation Canals
To serve agricultural activities, as well as some dorne~ ·;c use, there are a number of water s orage
reservoirs and irrigation canals. The Terror Creek Ditch and Reservoir Company operates and
maintains the Terror Creek Reservoir (also known as the Bruce Park Reservoir) and Terror Creek
Canal to provide water for agricultural and domestic users on Garvin Mesa. The Terror Creek
Reservoir and Terror Creek are shown on Figure 1, General Location Map.
Other canals, such as the Fire Mountain Canal, the Deer Trail Ditch and the Stewart Ditch, essentially
parallel the North Fork of the Gunnison River to provide gravity feed irrigation water for agricultural
purposes.

1.9.7 Logging
There is minimal logging in the vicinity of the two coal lease tracts and the exploration license area.
Hotchkiss Ranches Inc. has harvested several aspen stands on their property which is located within
and surrounding the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract. Some products other than logs, such as fence posts
and fuel Wood, have been harvested off federal lands within and adjacent to the coal lease tracts and
exploration license areas, but this activity has been limited.
From 1980 through 1999, there have been several timber sales on National Forest lands in the Terror
Creek and Hubbard Creek watersheds. Over the past 20 years, approximately 1,383 acres have been
harvested within these two watersheds. The majority of the harvest activities involved the regeneration
of aspen stands through the practice of clear cutting. A small percentage of the spruce fir stands have
been harvested with intermediate partial cuts.
Small timber sales will probably occur in the Mure, but no major timber sales are planned by either the
BlM or the Forest Nice in the vicinity of the two coal lease tracts and the exploration license area.
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1.9.8 Railroad
The Union Pacific owns and maintains the "North Fori( Branch: the rail spur line that provides services
to the coal mines in the North Fori( of the Gunnison River Valley. This spur line is approximately 95.5
miles in length. It originates in Grand Junction and passes through the communities of Delta,
Hotchkiss, Paonia, and Somerset Colorado. This line serves the Bowie No. 1, Terror Creek, Oxbow,
and West Elk coal Ioadout facilities. In 1998, this spur line handled approximately 850 trains and
hauled an estimated total of 8.6 million tons of coal from the various North Fork coal Ioadouts. The
Union Pacific, as part of their normal practice, plans and undertakes a schedule of maintenance and
upgrades on this spur line.
Presently, there are two coal train sidings on the North Fork Branch. One is near Roubideau (between
Grand Junction and Delta) and the other on Rogers Mesa near Lazear (between Delta and Hotchkiss).
These sidings are used to allow coal unit trains to pass on the North Fork Branch. As part of the need
for future management of coal shipments from the North Fori( coal mines, the Union Pacific is
considering the installation of two new sidings (one at Whitewater and the other at Payne), as well as
the "YO side track at Converse (the Bowie No. 1 loadout), if and when a new train Ioadout is
constructed adjacent to the Bowie No. 2 Mine.

1.9.9 Recreation
There are no developed recreational facilities operated by the BlM or Forest Service on the proposed
coal lease tracts and exploration license area. Hunting is the primary recreation activity within and
adjacent to the proposed coal lease tracts and exploration license area. Other dispersed recreational
activities occur in the area, but on a limited basis due tc the lack of developed facilities. Four-wheeling,
hiking, picnicking, horseback-riding, snowmobiling, and general sight-seeing have been mentioned as
occurring.

1.9.10

Housing Development

In recent years, the area within and surrounding the communities of Paonia, Hotchkiss, Crawford, and
Delta, Colorado have experienced an influx of population and the construction of new housing. This
region of Colorado seems to be attractive to new "migrants" because of a number of factors including
the area's natural beauty, low land costs, sparse population, minimal land use controls, and low cost of
living. The new housing development is "down-valley" from the proposed coal lease tracts and
exploration license area.

1.9.11

011 and Gas

There are no oil and gas leases located on or near the coal lease tracts or the coal exploration license
area. The potential for the discovery of conventional resources of oil and gas under either lease tract
or the coal exploration Ii n area is very slight. Dry wells have been drilled to the Dakota Sandstone
st a
to the northwest of the lease tracts.
a few miles to the SOlI:
ions of interest for leasing oil and gas filed in the area. Interest in
r bee high in the immediate area; however, the expressions of interest in
ao:>.",;J<.·o ated with coal bed methane.

1.10

AGENCY JURISDICTIONS (PERMITS AND APPROVALS)

Preparation of an EIS at the leasing stage and the actual mine permitting processes are related but
distinct. An EIS is designed to explore altematives, mitigation measures, and environmental impacts.
The permitting processes give individual government decision-makers the authority to grant approvals
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and issue permits with requirements and conditions to eliminate and/or mitigate specific adverse
environmental impacts which are identified in the EIS. See Appendix B. Agency Jurisdictions (Permits
and Approvals), for details of tentative approvals and permits needed for exploration and mining
activity.
A number of federal, state, and local permits and approvals would be required for actual mining of the
coal in the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal lease tracts. See Appendix B, Agency Jurisdictions (Permits
and Approvals).
BlM decisions can be immediately effective and are typically issued 30 days after the Final EIS is
issued. Forest Service decisions are usually issued with the Final EIS. Implementation occurs after
the close of a 45 day appeal period , and a 5 day administrative stay if there are no appeals.

1.11

ISSUES OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF THIS EIS

The two proposed coal lease tracts and the exploration license area are not located in any areas of
critical environmental concern; in or adjacent to the corridor of a deSignated, eligible or potentially
eligible wild and scenic river, prime or unique farmlands, or wilderness areas. There are no effects
anticipated on any Forest Service trails in the area. Also, there would be no affects on any wild horses
or burros.
Over the past several years, there have been three possible projects in the greater area that could
have a cumulative impact. These are the Dominquez Canyon Reservoir, AB lateral Diversion, and
Mount Emmons Molybdenum Mine. At this time, there are no immediate applications or proposals
being offered for the Dominquez Canyon Reservoir. The future outlook for this project is speculative at
best. The AB lateral Diversion remains under study and consideration by the Bureau of Reclamation,
but there are no firm plans for this project. Historically, the AB Lateral Diversion project has been an
"on again-off again" proposal. There seems to be insufficient impetus or support to move the project
forward . It has been reported that a supplemental EIS may be issued for this project in the winter or
spring of 2000, but the future outlook for this project is uncertain. The Mount Emmons molybdenum
mine project near Crested Butte, Colorado, remains mostly dormant and its future outlook i uncertain.
In fact, substantial molybdenum could be brought to market from existing mines to meet demand. The
future outlook for these three projects is speculative at best. Consequently, the BlM and Forest
Service consider them outside the scope of this EIS.
On February 11, 1994, the President issued Executive Order 12898 on environmental justice for
minority and low income populations. The purpose of the Order is to identify and address, as
appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health and environmental effects of programs,
policies or activities on minority or low income populations. There are no low income or minority
populations in the area that could be disproportionately affected by the proposed actions.
Listed below are a few examples of actual comments received during scoping that illustrate the types
of issues that the BlM and Forest Service considered outside the scope of this EIS:
•

The EIS should disclose that Oxbow Carbon and Minerals previously requested the BlM to
investigate whether or not there could be a lease option sale prior to conducting the EIS,
and the reasons for this request: those being that since allegations had been made by
credible parties that Bowie intended to bid on Oxbow's proposed lease of federal coal
reserves in the Elk Creek Tract, and since the mine operators are paying the third-party
contractors developing the EIS, that Oxbow wanted to resolve the competitive bid process
prior to paying for the EIS.

•

Money invested by Bowie and Oxbow will sway the EIS.
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•

We need health studies dealing with sleep deprivation, especially in children.

•

We must do everything to maintain the balance between coal, agriculture, recreation,
tourism, and to preserve the uniqueness of this valley.

•

I would like to see an in depth study done on the three major companies, (Bowie, Oxbow,
and Mountain Coal) regarding the safety record, the integrity, and the honesty of these
companies based on past performance. And I would like to see this information made
available to the public.

•

Should corporate responsibility be considered by the community?

•

Have local mines paid their bills on time and followed the applicable rules and laws?

•

To what extent have they been good and/or bad neighbors?

•

How about researching methane gas recovery to prevent another mine-closing explosion?
A project could be developed to convert the gas to a utility heating plant.

•

I would like to inform the people that approximately 80 percent of the electricity in the U.S. is
produced with coal.

•

Would govemment subsidies be required if agencies didn't lease for coal?

•

Can we have a broader discussion on energy alternatives and job alternatives?

•

We must be weary of all seeking in roads and to foray in pursuit of short sided ambition.
Pandering for businesses and corporations must cease.

Scoping issues were not carried forward in the analysis because they were determined to be outside
the scope of the EIS, do not address the purpose and need, or are outside the agencies' jurisdiction.
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2.0 ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION
2.1

INTRODUCTION

The discussion of alternatives is the foundation of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) process
(see 40 CFR 1402.14). The Bureau of land Management (BlM) and the USDA Forest Service (Forest
Service) have explored and evaluated numerous ideas and options during the selection and
development of the alternatives which include a No-Action Alternative and the actions as proposed by
the applicants for the exploration license and the coal lease tracts. In total, four alternatives (including
the No-Action Alternative) have been developed for evaluation in this EIS.
This chapter also includes reclamation, management, mitigation, and monitoring measures which
would be associated with the implementation of any of the action alternatives. The environmental
consequences associated with each of the alternatives are analyzed in Chapter 3.0, Environmental
Analysis.
The BlM and the Forest Service used engineering, reclamation, and environmental baseline and
background information and data to develop this EIS document. There have been visits to the existing
Bowie No. 2 Mine, the Sanborn Creek Mine, and the West Elk Mine by agency personnel and the thirdparty contractor. These visits have resulted in familiarity with the existing mining, the surrounding area,
and an insight regarding future mining in the region, as proposed, as well as a working understanding
regarding the range of possible alternatives.

2.2

FORMULATION OF ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives were developed and analyzed to respond to the purpose for and need of the proposed
actions, to address social and environmental issues, to respond to public and agency concerns and
input, and to satisfy regulations of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). In the NEPA
process, the agencies are obligated to consider a range of reasonable alternatives spanning literally
hundreds of choices available to the decision-makers.

The interdisciplinary (10) team of the BlM and the Forest Service met on June 17. 1999 to consider
possible alternatives with regard to this EIS. A number of ideas and options were identified; some
were eliminated from consideration if they clearly could not meet the proposal objectives or address the
issues.

The overall goal in developing alternatives for the EIS was to assure that such alternatives would be
considerad reasonable as specified by 40 CFR 1502.14. Further, the alternatives developed give the
decision-makers options of selecting one, or a combination of alternatives in the final decision. The 10
team considered the following types of questions while debating the selection of reasonable
alternatives:
1. Does the alternative meet the purposes and objectives of the lease/exploration license,
applicants and the agencies on behalf of the public?
2. Does the alternative protect surface resources while allowing the applicants to conduct
exploration?
3. Do the alternatives protect surface resources while allowing the maximum economic recovery
of the coal resources in the leases?
4. Do the alternatives provide for technical and economic feasibility for eJCploration and mining?
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5. Do the alternatives, while meeting the proposals' objectives, provide a lower environmental
cost or decreased level of environmental degradation?
6. Do the alternatives interfere with any rights or obligations under the mining regulations of the
Colorado Division of Minerals and Geology (DMG) and the Mineral leasing Act requ irements
administered by the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSM).
The objective of developing and reviewing alternatives for this EIS is to provide BlM and Forest
Service decision-makers and the public with a range of reasonable altematives for consideration. One
of those altematives is the No-Action Alternative, which NEPA requires to be discussed in any EIS
document (40 CFR 1502.14).
Under the action alternatives, the BlM would hold coal lease sales for the Iron Point and Elk Creek
Coal lease Tracts, subject to coal lease stipulations of the BlM and the Forest Service and any coal
lease stipulations developed as part of this EIS process. Each of the action alternatives (B, C and D)
by design apply coal lease stipulations. Any coal lease tract offered for competitive sale would be
bound by the conditions of the standard lease form (see Appendix H, Standard BLM Coal Lease
Terms, Conditions and Stipulations). restrictions developed from application of the unsuitability criteria
(see Appendix C, Unsuitability AnalysiS Report -Iron Point Coal Lease Tract (C-61209), and Appendix
D, Unsuitability Analysis Report - Elk Creek Coal Lease Tact (C-61357). and Forest Service
stipulations for coal leasing (see Appendix I, Forest Service StipulationS - Iron Point Coal Lease Tract
(C-61209), and Appendix J, Forest Service Stipulations - Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract (C-61357). The
lease-by-application (lBA) process is. by law. an open. public. competitive. sealed-bid process
whereupon the coal lease would be granted to the highest qualified bidder.
Following the completion of the NEPA process. and issuance of Records of Decision, if approved. the
BlM would hold coal lease sales. The lessees who are successful in obtaining the coal lease tracts
must provide engineering detail. along with reclamation and closure plans. designed to comply with
terms. conditions. and stipulations applied to the lease as a result of the NEPA analysis to the
Colorado DMG. Prior to any mining activities within the lease boundaries. the detailed design.
operation. and reclamation activities of the Iessee(s) must meet OSM. BlM. and CoIorad.:> DMG mine
plan and permitting regulations and guidelines. Such assurances would be required to obtain the
necessary permits and approvals to conduct actual mining operations.
The BlM and the Forest Service. with input from the OSM (cooperating ag-;-,cy). have explored and
objectively evaluated numerous project alternatives. The federal agencies used information developed
during scoping to analyze potential alternatives. The objective of this discussion was to develop a
reasonable array of alternatives for analysis in the EIS.
The agencies have chosen four alternatives (No-Action plus three action alternatives) for consideration
in the EIS which range from no leasing/denial of the exploration license (No-Action) to granting both
leases and approving the exploration license.
The following is a brief synopsis of the altematives analyzed in this EIS:
•

Alternative A • No-Action Alternative. This alternative assumes no leasing would occur
and that the exploration license would be denied. At the time of release of the Draft EIS. the
Bowie No. 2 Mine was permitted for an annual coal production of 2 million tons using roomand-pillar underground rnining techniques. Since the Draft EIS release, Bowie has applied for
permits from the Colorado DMG for a longwall system installation which gives Bowie the
ability to produce 5 million tons of coal annually. These permits are still under review and
waiting on final resolution of water right issues with the State Engineer. The agencies now
assume the No-Action Alternative would involve a 5 million ton annual production rate for
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Bowie, as well as an estimated annual production rate of 5 million tons of coal from Oxbow's
Sanborn Creek Mine. The agencies are still considering a production rate of 2 million tons of
coal per year from Bowie as a pre-existing condition for analysis of impacts in Chapter 3.0,
Environmental Analysis. The No-Action Altemative does not consider the interruption of coal
production at the Sanborn Creek Mine due to the recent mine fire.
•

Alternative B • Proposed Action. This alternative was generated based on the original coal
lease applications submitted by Bowie and Oxbow. The proposed action for the Iron Point
Coal lease Tract assumes a northem boundary south of the Terror Creek Reservoir. along
with an area that would provide access under Terror Creek to coal reserves to the west of
Terror Creek in existing federal coal lease number C-37210. Production from the Iron Point
Coal lease Tract was assumed to be 5 million tons per year via longwall mining techniques.
The Elk Creek Coal lease Tract includes 160 acres added to the proposed lease tract in
Section 32 (the northeast corner of the lease tract). This is acreage added to the lease tract
by the BlM. Production from the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract was also assumed to be 5
million tons per year. Although not currently permitted for any increase in annual coal
production, Oxbow indicated a potential to produce 6 million tons of coal annually from its
operation. Oxbow wanted to ensure some future flexibility with regards to its operations. For
most disciplines, a potential increase by Oxbow to an annual production rate of 6 million tons
would have a negligible effect; however, for certain disciplines such as transportation and
socioeconomics, the BlM and Forest Service have considered this potential production rate
and discussed such impacts in Chapter 3.0, Environmental Analysis. Coal mining would be
accomplished by Iongwall mining techniques on the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract.

•

Alternative C • Multiple Seam Mining. This alternative is similar to Alternative B, with the
inclusion of additional reserves in the B coal seam in the Iron Point Coal lease Tract, as well
as additional surface area and reserves that are located between the Iron Point and Elk Creek
Coal lease Tracts. An area was also added to the Iron Point Coal lease Tract in the Terror
Creek drainage to facilitate the location of possible entries beneath Terror Creek to access
coal in the Bowie No. 1 pod. These coal reserves are located :,1the existing federal coal
lease C-37210. See Figura 3, Historic Coal Mines and Federal Coal Lease Loctl'.ion . In
Alternative C, mining would be completed by Iongwall tech,," es, and annual coal production
would be the same as outlined in Alternative B.

•

AItiM'nIIIIve D • Su..1dence P~. This aHternative would be the same as ~!ternative C
with the limitation that there would be no subsidence under Terror Creek, Hubbard C
, or
the Cl.ncantHijfte 230/345 kV electric transmission line. The tract boundaries have been
modified between the
ft and Final EIS based on comments and additional information
received. See Section 2.6, Alternative 0 - No Subsidonce in Sensitive A..-eas.

Alternatives B, C, and 0 analyze the development of the coal lease tracts unde reasonably
blls.able scenarios. These scenarios are judged by the agencies to be essentially "best estimate"
mining plans which account for the competitive nature of coal leasing. It i, assurne1 that for each
lease tract, coal could be mined to the trad boundaries using Iongwall extraction technjro'JeS with
continuous I"liner development and standard industry practices. See Appendix OwtvitIw 01
Underground Coal Mining.

r,
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For the Elk Creek Tract, it is foreseen that coal from the D seam could be extracted from a series of
north-south oriented longwall panels. In the Iron Point Tract, coal from the D seam could be accessed
by east-west oriE' ted longwall panels in the southem portions of the tract, and by north-south panels in
the northem portions. Altematives C and D also consider mining the B (lower I coal seam in the Iron
Point Tract. The B seam reserves could be accessed in a similar configuration as the D seam.
If another party would be the successful bidder, the BlM and the Forest Service have determined that
the most probable course of action would be that the leases be accessed through existing portals . In
the unlikely event that a lessee would want to construct a new and separate portal facility, a
supplemental NEPA analysis would be required to determine the impacts resulting from such action .
The analyses in Chapter 3.0, Environmental Analysis, are based on assuming longwall mining and
subsequent subsidence would occur.
During deliberations about alternatives, the BlM and Forest Service discussed the possibility of setting
production limits on one or both of the coal lease tracts. In addition, there was discussion amongst the
agencies about the possibility of staggering the lease sales. The general concept behind these two
options was to consider the possible reduction of overall coal production from the North Fork Valley,
thereby reducing potential impacts from mining and transportation of coal, while at the same time
extending the potential socioeconomic benefits over a longer time period.
The BlM's current regulations provide for leasing by application (see comment response 25-7).
Because the two applications came in at approximately the same time we must act on them in
accordance with the applicable regulations. In the lBA process, the suggested altemative would be
the same as the No-Action Altemative for one or the other of the leases. In the NEPA process we are
obligated to consider a range of reasonable altematives spanning the literally hundreds of possible
choices available to the decision maker. Our altematives range from No-Action on both leases to the
granting of both. It is possible that one or both lease applications cou:d be denied relying on this
analysis.
Altematives range from no-action on both leases to the granting of both. It is possible that one o. both
lease applications could be denied relying on this analysis.
Setting production limits was not deemed a "reasonable altemative", as defined by NEPA requirements
for the following reasons. The BlM is mandated to ensure maximum economic recovery of coal (43
CFR 3480). Limiting coal production or the use of a mining technique other than Iongwall would not
allow recovery of all mineable coal reserves resulting in waste or loss of the coal resources.
In addition, setting production limits could result in an alternative that would be economically infeasible
given today's IongwaII technology. (See Section 2.8.2, Room-and-Pillar Mining (No longwall Mining) of
the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal lease Tracts.) A limited production altemative we believe would be
economically infeasible in the current coal market, and therefore would not meet the purpose and need
articulated in Chapter 2.0, Alternatives Including the Proposed Action.
Further, setting production limits in any meaningful and/or fair way would go well beyond the alf. ority
of the agencies and would be unreasonable and indefensible. The mines are also producing coal from
fee lands that are not regulated by the BlM or the Forest Service. The decisions to be made through
this process are limited to the publicly owned coal to be leased from the Elk Creek and Iron Point Coal
lease tracts. It would be inappropriate of the agencies to attempt to assert some broader control.
It should be noted that the information and data submitted in the coal lease applications by Bowie and
Oxbow do not constitute a formal underground mining permit application package (PAP) to the
Colorado DMG. This coal lease application information has been used solely to develop an impact
analysis in the EIS. Its use is intended to illustrate one possible plan for developing federal coal
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reserves on the lease tracts and does not imply that either Bowie or Oxbow would be given any
preference in the event that lease sales are held.
A1temative B, C, and 0 also analyze the effects of issuing the exploration license according to a
potential development scenario. Figure 4, Iron Point Exploration Plan, shows potential locations of
exploration drill holes. The locations are estimates but are very close approximations to where the drill
holes would be located. Most of the proposed locations have been visited and the potential sites
located to minimize potential impacts.
The details of Alternatives A. B, C and 0 are set forth in the following sections. All of the action
altematives are consistent with the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre and Gunnison Forest Plan.
Prior to initiating any work involved with any approved action alternative(s), the applicable lessee(s)
must not only file and secure the necessary permits, but also must file reclamation performance
securities with the Colorado DMG and OSM for any exploration or mining activities. These securities
would not be released until the Colorado DMG and OSM determined that adequate closure and
reclamation have been successfully completed.

2.3

ALTERNATIVE A: NO·ACTION ALTERNATIVE

NEPA requires that an EIS discuss the No-Action A1temative. This section outlines the No-Action
Altematives for the Iron Point Exploration License. the Iron Point Coal lease Tract, and the Elk Creek
Coal lease Tract.

2.3.1

Alternative A: Nt>-Actlon Alternative· Iron Point Exploration License

Under this alternative, approval for the exploration license would be denied. The No-Action Alternative
would preclude any exploration in the Iron Point exploration plan area.

2.3.2

Alternative A: No-Action Alternative· Iron Point Coal Lease Tract

Under the No-Action Alternative, the Iron Point Coal lease Tract COC-61209 would not be offered for
competitive sale at this time. For purposes of this EIS analysis, the No-Action Alternative assumes that
the federal mineable coal in the proposed lease area would not be mined.

If the decision would be not to lease, it would be assumed for this EIS that Bowie would continue
mining its fee (private) coal reserves.
The following desaibes current activities for the Bowie No. 2 Mine should the No-Action Alternative be
selected for the Iron Point Coal lease Tract.

Projed LocaUon. The Bowie No.2 Mine is located approximately 5 miles northeast of Paonia, north
of State Highway 133, and is situated at an elevation range of approximately 6,000 to 8,000 feet. ::;ee
Figure 1, General Location Map.

NlltUre of Coal and Coal Reserves. Bowie is presently mining coal reserves from the 0 seam. The 0
seam ranges in thickness from 8 to 16 teet, with an average mineable thickness of 10 feet. Bowie also
has B seam caal reserves that could be mined from the Bowie No.2 Mine.
The average rurKlf-mine coal quality for the 0 coal seam, on an as-received basis, is as follows:
BTU/pound:

12,000

Moisture:

9-10%

Alternatives Including the Proposed Action
Ash:
Sulfur:

7-8%
<0.5%

As of May 1999, the Bowie No. 2 Mine has approximately 5 to 6 million tons of mineable D seam coal
within its approved permit area.
Surface Facilities. The Bowie ~o. 2 Mine is an existing underground mining operation. The mine
portals and major surface facilities are located about 800 feet above old State Highway 133 at an
elevation of approximately 6,880 feet where the D seam subcrops. The surface facilities consist of
sediment control structures, coal handling facilities, support facilities for mine operations, and other
related facilities.
Coal mined from the Bowie No. 2 Mine is trucked to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout northeast of the town of
Paonia, Colorado. See Figure 1, General Location Map. The Bowie No. 1 Loadout is an existing unit
train loadout facility.
Bowie also plans to construct a conveyor belt from the existing Bowie No. 2 portal area surface
facilities to a location immediately adjacent to the old State Highway 133. At his lower location, next to
the old state highway, a coal !:t('lr1ge and truck Ioadout area would be constructed . At this new
storage facility, coal can be I __d directly into trucks and hauled to the Bowie No.1 Loadout, thus
eliminating truck use of the relatively steep and windy road from the portal pad to old State Highway

133.
Bowie has discussed the possibility of constructing a new train /oadout at the Bowie No. 2 Mine;
however, Bowie has indicated that they would probably not construct this train /oadout if they were
unsuccessful in obtaining the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract.
Mining Techniques. Since the issuance of the Draft EIS, Bowie has installed a Iongwall system at the
Bowie No. 2 Mine, thereby replacing room-Dnd-pillar mining at this operation. A discussion on roomand-pillar mining, as well as longwall mining, is set forth in Appendix F, ovetview of Underground Coal
Mining.
Operating Schedule. Bowie mining operations are presently conducted on four-ten hour production
shifts (Monday-Thursday) and three-thirteen hour shifts (Friday-Sunday). Mining is conducted 365
days per year.
Production Schedule. Since the issuance of the Draft EIS, Bowie has applied for approval from the
Colorado DMG to increase annual coal production from 2 million to 5 million tons.
Area for Surface Facilities. Approximately 70 acres were disturbed for the construction of surface
facilities for the Bowie No. 2 Mine. This includes the portal facilities, the haul road from the portal
facilities to old State Highway 133, a utility corridor for a water1ine and powerline, underground
development waste rock (gob) facility, topsoil stockpile, and sediment control facilities. An estimated
10 to 15 acres will be needed for the installation of a new conveyor from the portal pad area to a
location adjacent to old State Highway 133, the construction of a coal storageltruck loadout facility, and
the related sediment control acilities.
Project Life. The project life of the Bowie No. 2 Mine would depend on the production rate from the
operation. With the installation of a longwall system, assuming a coal production rate of 5 million tons
per year, the remaining D coal seam reserves provide only about 1.5 years of operations without
accessing the underlying B-seam.
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Employment. With Iongwall mining techniques. the Bowie No. 2 Mine would employ an annual
average of approximateiy 168 people.
Coal Transportation. At present. Bowie contracts its coal haulage to Savage Industries Inc. Coal is
being hauled in highway trucks with a capacity of approximately 28 tons of coal from the Bowie No. 2
portal area to the Bowie No. 1 loadout.
Upon completion of the new conveyor and the coal storage and !ruck loadout facility adjacent to old
State Highway 133. the coal haulage distance would be shortened. but Savage Industries Inc. would
continue to haul using their 28-ton trucks.
EmpIoyHISupply Transportation. Access to the Bowie No. 2 Mine is via State Highway 133. See

Figure 1. General Location Map.
Operational materials. consisting primarily of mine roof support materials (roof bolts and timber) fuel.
and rock dust (finely-ground limestone). are delivered to tNt mine on a regular basis. These materials
would be shipped from remote sources (Grand Junction. Salt lake City. Denver).

Table 2-1. Materials and Supplies - Bowie No. 2 Mine. shows the estimated major consumable items to
be lISed at the Bowie No. 2 Mine for a longwall mining operation with an annual production of 5 million
tons of coal. This table includes the estimated fuel for transporting coal from the Bowie No. 2 Mine to
the Bowie No. 1 loadout.
T.,.2-1
IINrtIlla end Supplies - BowIe No. 2 Mine
(0 5 million tons per yur)

ConsumabIM

o.HyUM

AnnlNll U. .

Truck Shipments

PhysaiFonn

Weekly

YNIIy

5

1.800

Steel

2

100

250

90.000

Liquid

0.25

1.

Rock Dust (tons)

15

5,000

Powder

5

200

Tmbers

120

40,000

Crib Blocks

2

100

Roof Bolts (tons)
Fuel (gallons)

Note: Numbers represent an annual production rate of 5 million tons of coal (Iongwall).

Water Use and Requirements. Water demand at the Bowie No.2 Mine varies annually. seasonally.
and even daily throughout the life of the operation. Presently Bowie has a variety of water rights
including 0.5 cfs (362 aerd-feet per year) from the Deer Trail Irrigation Ditch. Water withdrawals from
the Deer Trail Ditch are used at the mine for varying operational needs such as surface dust control
which is \, aather dependent. At present. the underground workings at the Bowie No 2 Mine are
essentially dry. Under normal usage. the Bowie No.2 Mine uses approximately 5~ acre-feet per year
for mining purposes and approximately 6 to 7 acre-feet per year for domestic purposes.
Power Supply. Bowie obtains its electric power from the Delta-Montrose Electric Association. Bowie
has a substation located along the existing distribution/transmission line in the North Fork of the
Gunnison River Valley. Electricity is transmitted to the surface facilities via a powerline that has been
constructed up the slope. The powerline has been designed to minimize any raptor electrocutions.
Reclamation. A discussion of reclamation appropriate to underground coal mines in Colorado is set
forth in Section 2.9. Reclamation Measures.
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Alternative A • No-Actlon Alternative· Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract

Under the No-Action Alternative, the Elk Creek Coal LsaSl! Tract COC-61357 would not be offered for
cornpetitive sale at this time. For purposes of this EIS, \'he No-Action Alternative assumes that the
federal mineable coal in the proposed lease area would not be mined.
If the decision would be not to lease, it is assumed for this EIS that Oxbow would continue its present
mining of the B seam at the Sanborn Creek Mine and would still develop the Elk Creek portal area,
which is located on private surface, in order to mine the 0 searn coal reserves from their fee (private)
coal area.
The following discussion portrays the current activities of Oxbow should the No-Action Alternative be
implemented for the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract. This discussion serves as a baseline against which
to compare the effects of action altematives.

Project Location. The Sanborn Creek Mine and its related surface facilities are located immediately
north and northeast of the community of Somerset, Colorado. The surface facilities are located on
Oxbow's private lands north of State Highway 133, at an elevation range of approximately 6,000 to
6,100 feet. See Figure 1, General Location Map.
Nature of Coal and Coal Reserves. Oxbow is presently mining coal reserves from the B seam. In
this area, the B seam thickness ranges up to 24 feet with an average mineable thickness of 10 to 14
feet.
The average rurH>f-mine coal quality for the B seam on an as-received basis is as follows:
BTUlPound :
Moisture:

Ash:
Sulfur:

12,500
8-9%
6-7%
<0.5%

The Sanborn Creek Mine has approximately 8 to 12 million tons of mineable B seam coal within its
approved permit area. Once the B seam coal reserves are extracted from the Sanborn Creek Mine,
Oxbow plans to mine 0 seam reserves, on its fee lands adjacent to the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract. In
this area, the Band C seams have been previously mined by U.S. Steel Corporation (see Appendix G,
Historic Coal Mining Activity). The 0 seam is approximately 250 to 300 feet above the B seam. There
are approximately 4 to 5 million tons of 0 seam mineable coal on Oxbow's Elk Creek fee property.
The average run-of-mine coal quality analysis for the 0 seam on an as-received basis is expected to

be '
BTUlPound :
Moisture:

Ash:
Sulfur:

12,500
9-10%
7-0%
<0.5%

Surface Facilities. The Sanborn Creek Mine is an existing mining operation. The surface facilities
consist of coal handling facilities , mine support facilities, sediment control structures, and other related
facilities.
Coal mired from the Sanborn Creek operation is transported via surface conveyor from the portal
facility to the Oxbow coal handling and loadout facility located immediately north of the town of
Somerset, Colorado. This facility includes an existing unit train loadout.
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Mining T ehniques. The Sanborn Creek Mine utilizes a longwall system for coal extraction. A
detailed dlsaAssion on Iongwall mining techniques is set forth in Appendix F, Overview of Underground

Coal Mining.
Oxbow plans to utilize the Iongwall mining system to complete the B seam extraction in the Sanborn
Creek Mine, then relocate the Iongwall system to recover 0 seam reserves from Oxbow's fee land
located adjacent to the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract.

()pet .tlng Schedule. The Sanborn Creek Mine operates three-eight hour shifts per day, seven days
per week, 356 days per year. The mine has eleven holidays.
Production Schedule. The Sanborn Creek Mine is pennitted with Colorado DMG to mine
approximately 5 million tons of coal per year.

Aru for SurfKe FacUlties. Approximately 95 acres are utilized for Oxbow surface facilities. This
indudes the coal handling, crushing, and loadout facilities located immediately north of Somerset, as
well as a hooded overtand conveyor system to the portals of the Sanborn Creek Mine. These facilities
also include miscellaneous items such as underground development waste rock (gob) engineered fills,
topsoil stockpiles, and sediment control facilities.
Oxbow plans to open a new portal facility to be called the Elk Creek portal to be located on Oxbow's
private lands. The Elk Creek portal would involve a total of approximately 25 acres (induding about 10
acres of existing disturbance and 15 acres of new disturbance). The other existing Oxbow facilities,
induding the coal handling and Ioadout facilities, maintenance facilities, office, bath house, and other
ancillary facilities would continue to be utilized for the proposed mining through the Elk Creek portal.
Development of the Elk Creek portal on Oxbow's fee property would occur concurrently with the
Iongwall mining in the Sanborn Creek Mine. Once mining is exhausted in the Sanborn Creek Mine, the
Iongwall system (shear machine,longwall shields, chain conveyor, etc.), would be transported from the
Sanborn Creek Mine into the Elk Creek Mine. The Elk Creek Mine would simply represent a
continuation of current operations at the Sanborn Creek Mine.

Project Life. At a production rate of 5 million tons per year, the mining life of the B seam coal reserves
in the Sanborn Creek Mine is approximately 2 years. Adding the 0 seam fee coal on Oxbow's property
adjacent to the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract, an additional year of operation can be achieved .
Employment. In 1998, Oxbow had approximately 175 regular, full time employees, plus 40 contract
miners, and 20 to 30 construction/contractor personnel.
Co.l T~nsporUtlon. Oxbow operates a unit train Ioadout at its existing facilities. Coal is transported
from the underground operation to this unit train Ioadout via conveyor belt. In addition, Oxbow owns a
fleet of coal hauling trucks, with a capacity of hauling 28 tons of coal per truck. These trucks are used
to haul approximately 150,000 tons of coal per year to the Terror Creek Loadout, which is
approximately 4 miles to the west of the Oxbow surface facilities at Somerset. This coal is sized for
miscellaneous industrial and defense contracts, as well as for local domestic home heating uses. Coal
can also be hauled to the Terror Creek Loadout from other mines in the North Fori( Valley; see Section
1.9.5, Terror Creek Coal Loadout.
Employee/Supply T~n.porutlon. Access to the Oxbow operation is via State Highway 133.
Operational materials, consisting primarily of mine roof support materials (roof bolts and timbers), fuel,
and rock dust (finely-ground limestone), are delivered to the mine on a regular basis. These materials
would be shipped from remote SOUI"C3S (Grand Junction, Salt Lake City, Denver). Listed in Table 2-2,
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Materials and Supplies - Oxbow Operation, are the estimated major consumable items that would be
required for the Oxbow mines for the annual production rate of approximately 5 million tons of coal per
year.

~...

ConaulMblM

Roof Bolts (DIs)

DallyU..

T __ 2-2
and Supplies - Oxbow Opemion

Annualu..

Physical Form

Truck Shipments
Weekly

v ••rty

1

50

5

1,500

Timbers

100

30,000

Crib Blocks

1.5

75

Fuel (gallons)

800

250,000

Liquid

1.5

75

10

3,000

2

100

Rock Dust (tons)

Steel

Powder

w....

U.. and Requirements. Water demand at the Oxbow operation varies annually, seasonally,
and even daily during mining operations. Presently, Oxbow has two water rights totaling 0.9 cfs (652
acre-feet per year) from the North FOf1( of the Gunnison River. Water withdrawals from the North ForK
of the Gunnison River are used at the mine for surface and underground dust control and domestic
uses, and also as e water source for the town of Somerset. Oxbow encounters water during its
underground mining operati-.>ns and discharges such inflows to the North FOf1( of the Gunnison River
under an approved National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Pennit.
Power Supply. Oxbow obtains its electric power from the Delta-Montrose Electric Association. Oxbow
maintains three substations located within its surface facilities near Somerset, Colorado, and
downloads electricity from an existing distributionltransmission line in the North FOf1( of the Gunnison
River Valley. A fourth substation would be added at the Elk Creek portal area.
ReclarMtlon. A disCIlSsion of reclamation appropriate to the unoerground coal mines in Colorado is
set forth in Section 2.9, Reclamation Measures.

2.4

ALTERNATIVE B - PROPOSED ACTIONS

2.4.1

Alternatlv. B: Iron Point Exploration L1cen ••

On May 12, 1998, an exploration license plan was submitted to the BlM by Bowie in accordance with
43 CFR 3410. The exploration license area is shown on Figure 4, Iron Point Exploration Plan. The
area encompasses approximately 6,053 acres, primarily on National Forest System lands.
Exploration licenses can be granted for the exploration of unleased federal coal deposits. Pursuant to
the Mineral leasing Act of 1920, as amended, and to 43 CFR 3410, interested parties can participate
with the original applicant in a program for exploration of unleased federal coal. Any party electing to
participate in an exploration license program must share all costs on a pro rata basis with the applicant
and with any other arty or parties who elect to participate.
On June 17, 199 , the BlM published a Notice of Invitation in the Delta County Independent in
acoordance with 43 CFR 3410.2-1(c)(1) describing the exploration license plan area and inviting any
parties who are interested to participate in the exploration program. ArK land Company (an affiliate of
Mountain Coal Company) elected to participate in this exploration program.
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Holes would be rotary drilled to pradetennined depths, cased as necessary, and the coal zone would
be cored. Since the release of the Draft EIS, the applicant requested shifts on some of the drill hole
locations. These proposed relocations were not received in time to analyze in the EIS, or for the public
to review and comment on them. However, the EIS can examine the broader effects of exploration in
the delineated license area, and can be relied upon to assess granting the license and approve specific
hole locations originally submitted that were unchanged.
Exploration would be accomplished with one of the following methods:
•
•
•

Air
Air with water injection
Water with synthetic polymer lubricant

Drilling would be accomplished with two types of rigs. The first, a truck mounted rotary such as a
Gardner Denver 2000, and the second, a truck mounted longyear 44 or equivalent. One mobile field
office trailer, approximately 8x28 feet, would be used as a core logging facility and would be moved
with the rig from location to location.

The drilling rigs would be accompanied by a 3,<X>01Jaiion water truck, a flatbed service truck, and
smaller pick-up trucks as necessary for service and transportation to and from the drilling sites. A
10,OOO-galion or similar water truck might be used as on-site storage to minimize the need for water
trucks to travel over wet roads during inclement weather.
To further reduce water truck traffic on dirt roads, water would also be pumped to certain drill hole
locations, or a central storage point, via high pressure hoses. A pump would be placed in a horse
trough and located adjacent to certain stock water ponds or Hubbard Creek. The horse trough would
prevent any oil, grease, or fuel from escaping to the water source. One pump site on Hubbard Creek
would require helicopter transport of the pump and horse trough.

Some or all of the drill holes may be geophysically logged. The equipment necessary for such work is
typically mounted in a full size Suburban-type 4x4.
To the extent possible, existing roads would be used for access and, where available, disturbed sites
(wide spots, borrow pits, etc.) would be utilized for drilling sites. Some drill holes may require
helicopter access. Approximately 2 miles of access roads may be required if all 25 holes shown on
Figure 4, Iron Point Exploration Plan, are drilled. With these access roads, it is estimated that 2 to 3
acres would be affected. These new roads would be temporary, for drilling access only, and would be
reclaimed in accordance with applicable BlM and Forest Service standards for temporary access
roads and in compliance with performance standards of the Colorado DMG for light use roads. Each
individual drill pad would require about 0.25 acres of surface disturbance. for 25 drill holes, an
estimated 6.25 aaes would be affected. In total, disturbance from exploration activities would be less
than 10 acres.
Roads would be constructed using a Caterpillar 0-9 class dozer, or equivalent, or smaller trackmounted dozers, and a proportionately sized backhoe such as a John Deere 41 OC. Most existing
roads were constructed originally for coal exploration purposes, but they may require regrading,
replacement of culverts, etc., for renewed drilling access use. A backhoe and/or a motor grader would
be adequate to assist with this minor maintenance work.
The applicant contemplates completion of two exploration drill holes, identified as 1P99-8 and 1P99-10,
for future groundwater monitoring wells. See Figure 4, Iron Point Exploration Plan.
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DriHing and access roadIsite preparation wort( would begin as soon as possible after an exploration
license is granted, weather pennitting and in compliance with wildlife stipulations. Drilling and
geophysical logging activities must occur within the two-year period allowed for under exploration
license approvals.
Exploration drill hole plugging and sealing would be contemporaneous with the drilling program. When
no longer needed for any drilling or geophysical logging activities, the drill sites would be reclaimed.
Reclamation for exploration activities would consist of plugging and capping drill holes, recontouring
drill pads, rehabilitating mud and covering sumps, redistributing topsoil, and revegetating disturbed
sites with grasses and shrubs. Experience shows that drill pads reclaim within 3 to 5 years.
Exploration activities would be controlled by Forest Service surface use stipulations. See Appendix I,
Forest Service Stipulations - Iron Point Coal Lease Tract (C-61209).
Any exploration would also comply with the rules and regulations regarding exploration. Any surface
disturbing activities associated with the exploration license area would also be subject to reclamation
bonding by the appropriate agencies.

2.4.2

Alt.mativ. B - Offer Iron Point Coal L.... Tract as Applied for by Applicant

This action alternative would offer the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract for competitive leasing. The tract
would contain approximately 3,403 acres of federal coal in the Iron Point Tract, with an estimated 24
million tons of recoverable D coal seam reserves. Based on the unsuitability aiteria discussed in
Appendix C, Unsuitability Analysis Report - Iron Point Coal Lease Tract (C-61209), mining would be
restricted or limited under the Curecanti-Rifle 230I345kV electric transmission line.

The reasonably foreseeable development scenario for the Iron Point Tract is discussed in Section 2.2,
Formulation of Alternatives.
The following presents additional information regarding the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract:

project Location. See Figure 5, Altemative B.
Nature of Coal and Coal Reserves. The coal reserves are in the D seam of the Mesa Verde
Formation. An original estimate of 24 million tons of recoverable reserves are contained within this
lease tract for the D seam. In addition, the lease tract would provide for access to the "Bowie No. 1
pod" (Federal Coal Lease C-37210), which contains an estimated 10 million tons of remaining coal
reserves. See Figure 3, Historic Coal Mines and Federal Coal Lease Locations.
Surface Facilities and Equipment. The existing surface facilities of the Bowie No.2 Mine would be
used, along with the planned construction of a new overland, covered conveyor, and a coal
storageltruck loadout facility on private property. The coal storage and Ioadout facility would be
adjacent to old State Highway 133. The lessor may establish several improvements on the lease tract,
including an exhaust shaft in the Hubbard Creek drainage and degasification boreholes (one assumed
for each proposed Iongwall panel). To the extent possible, existing roads would be used for the
ventilation shaft and degasification boreholes.
Mining Techniques. Longwall mining would be planned for the lease.
Operating Schedule. Same as currently undertaken by Bowie No. 2 Mine. See Section 2.3.2, NoAction Altemative -Iron Point Coal Lease Tract (C0C-61209).
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Production S:hedule. A projected 5 million tons of coal per year could be extracted from the lease.
The actual tonnage could be less, dependant on market conditions.
Area for Additional Surface Facilities. Other than possibly three exhaust shafts and degasification
boreholes, and the access to these locations, no new surface disturbance is planned. Disturbance for
an individual exhaust shaft would be less than 1 acre. Similarly, degasification boreholes would be
similar to exploration drill holes, averaging less than 0.25 acre of disturbance per site. However,
depending on where the exhaust shafts and degasification boreholes are located, there could be
additional disturbance associated with access road construction to the sites. Existing access roads
would be used to the extent practicable.
Project Life. At 5 million tons of coal per year of produc!ion, the project life for extraction of coal would
be approximately 7 years of operation. However, at reduced production, the project life would be
extended.
Employment. An operation involving longwall mining of the coal in the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract
would employ an estimated 168 people.
Coal Transportation. Coal would be transported via the newly constructed conveyor to a coal
storageJtruck loadout facility near old State Highway 133. These facilities are located on private
ground. The coal would then be trucked to the Bowie No.1 unit train Ioadout.
Employee/Supply Transportation. The same as A1temative A. See Section 2.3.2, No-Acti n
A1temative -Iron Point Coal Lease Tract (CO~1209).
Water Use and Requirements. Generally the same as Alternative A. See Section 2.3.2, No-Action
Alternative -Iron Point Coal Lease Tract (CO~1209). Water use for mining purposes is estimated to
be approximately 45 acre-feet per year as a result of longwall production.
Power Supply. Same as Alternative A. See Section 2.3.2, No-Action A1temative - Iron Point Coal
Lease Tract (CO~1209).
Reclamation. Same as A1temative A. See Section 2.3.2, No-Action A1temative - Iron Point Coal
Lease Tract (COC-61209).

2.4.3

Alternative B - Offer Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract as Applied for by Applicant

This action altemative would offer for competitive lease approximately 3,863 acres of federal coal in the
Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract, containing approximately 21 million tons of D coal seam recoverable
reserves.
The mine plan presented under this reasonably foreseeable development scenario was developed
from a mine plan submitted by Oxbow in their coal lease application. This plan would represent a
logical extension of current Oxbow mining operations into the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract.
This proposed action scenario is used to estimate the surface impacts of mining the coal on the Elk
Creek Coal Lease Tract. This reasonably foreseeable development scenario anticipates that the Elk
Creek portal would be constructed on Oxbow's Elk Creek fee lands to gain access to Oxbow's Elk
Creek fee coal, followed by access to the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract.
The following presents information regarding the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract:
Project Location. See Figure 1, General Location Map.
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Nature of Coal and Coal Reserves. An estimated 21 million tons of recoverable reserves are
contained within this lease tract for the D seam.
Surface Facilities and Equipment. In order to develop the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract, Oxbow plans
to open a new portal to be called the Elk Creek portal and mine their fee coal. This portal would be
located on Oxbow's private lands to the south of the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract. The existing surface
facilities used for the Sanborn Creek Mine would continue in use for the Elk Creek Mine operation while
mining their fee coal. These facilities would probably also be used to handle the coal mined from the
Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract, regardless of the successful bidder.
There are no portals or other surface facilities to be located on the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract. All
surface facilities would be located on fee lands adjacent to the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract, with the
possible exception of a ventilation shaft in the Bear Creek drainage and 16 degasification boreholes
(one assumed for each longwall panel). To the extent practicable, existing roads would be used to
gain access to any future shaft and/or degasification boreholes.
Mining Techniques. Longwall mining would be planned for the lease.
OpentJng Schedule. Same as currently undertaken by Oxbow for the Sanborn Creek Mine. See
Section 2.3.3, No-Action Altemative - Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract (COC-61357).
Production Schedule. An average of 5 million tons of coal per year is planned to be extracted from
the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract.
Area for Additional Surface Facilities. Disturbance for a ventilation shaft would be less than 1 acre.
Similarly, the potential 16 degasification boreholes would be similar to exploration drill holes, averaging
less than 0.25 acre of disturbance per site. These acreage figures do not include possible road access
to the sites. Depending on the ability to use existing access roads, access roads might be needed to
gain access to the ventilation shaft and the degasification boreholes.
Project Life. At an average of 5 million tons per year of coal production, the project life for extraction
of the D coal seam from the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract (in addition to the fee coal mined on Oxbow
p operty) would
6 to 10 years.
Employment. An operation involving longwall mining of the coal in the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract
would employ an estimated 190 to 215 people.
Coal Transportation. Same as Alternative A. See Section .3..3, No-Action Alternative - Elk Creek
Coal Lease Tract (COC-61357).
Employee/Supply Transportation. Same as Alternative A. See Section 2.3.3, No-Action Alternative
- Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract (C0C-61357).
W.ter Use and Requirements. Same as Alternative A. See Section 2.3.3, No-Action Alternative - Elk
Creek Coal Lease Tract (C0C-61357).
Power Supply. Same as Alternative A. See Section 2.3.3, No-Action Alternative - Elk Creek Coal
Lease Tract (COC-61357).
Reclamation. Same as Alternative A. See Section 2.3.3, No-Action Alternative - Elk Creek Coal
Lease Tract (COC-61357).
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2.5.1

Alternative C - Iron Point Exploration License
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Same as proposed for Alternative B. See Section 2.4.1, Proposed Action - Iron Point Exploration
License.

2.5.2

Alternative C - Offer Iron Point Coal Lease Tract for Multi-Seam Mining

This action alternative would offer the Iron Point Coal lease Tract for competitive leasing with both the
o and B seams available for mining. The lease boundaries would be slightly widened in the area along
Terror Creek to allow adequate room for underground access entries to be driven from the Iron Point
Coal lease Tract under Terror Creek to the coal in the Bowie No. 1 pod, which contains approximately
10 million tons of coal. See Figure 6, Altemative C.
With the expansion of the lease boundaries from those delineated for Alternative B, the Iron Point Coal
lease Tract under Alternative C would encornpass approxirnately 3,643 acres, with an original
estimate of ~4 million tons of recoverable 0 coal seam reserves and an estimate of 17 million tons of
recoverable B coal seam reserves. As with A1temative B, any mining as contemplated under
Alternative C would be restricted or limited under the Curecanti-Rifle 230/345 kV electric transmission
line.
The multi-seam development scenario contemplated under A1temative C would entail mining both the
o and B coal seams within the Iron Point Coal lease Tract. The B coal seam would be accessed by
an underground rock slope from the overlying 0 coal seam. Coal mined from the B seam would be
transported from the underground workings to the existing Bowie No. 2 surface coal handling and
loadout facilities.
At a projected 5 million tons of coal per year of production, the project life for this alternative is 9 to 10
years.
The other aspects of the mining for the Iron Point Coal lease Tract would essentially be the same as
presented for Alternative B. See Section 2.4.3, Alternative B - Offer Iron Point Coal Tract as Applied
for.

2.5.3

Alternative C - Offer Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract with Revised Boundary

This action alternative would offer for competitive lease approximately 4,296 acres of federal coal in the
Elk Creek Coal lease Tract, containing approximately 23 million tons of 0 coal seam recoverable
reserves. Under this alternative, the western boundary of the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract would be
adjusted to coincide with the eastern boundary of the Iron Point Coal lease Tract. See Figure 6,
Altemative C.
The development plans for the Elk Creek Tract would essentially be the same as presented for
Alternative B; however, it might be possible to extract additional coal within the expanded western
boundary area. This expanded boundary would add approximately 2 million tons of coal to the lease
tract. By joining the lease tracts, access might be possible from one lease to another.
The other aspects of the reasonably foreseeable development would be the same as under that
described for the Elk Creek Mine in Alternative B. See Section 2.4.3, Alternative B - Offer Elk Creek
Coal lease Trac. as Applied for.
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2.6

ALTERNATIVE D • NO SUBSIDENCE IN SENSITIVE AREAS

Alternative D is the Agency Preferred A1temative. Of the action altematives, this is also the
environmentally preferred al emative.

2.6.1

Alternative D • Iron Point Exploration License

Same as proposed for A1temative B. See Section 2.4.1, Proposed Action - Iron Point Exploration
License.

2.6.2

Alternative D • Offer Iron Point Coal Lease Tract With Stipulation
That There be No Subsidence in Sensitive Areas

This action altemative would offer the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract for competitive leasing as proposed
in Alternative C. The only difference would be the strict stipulation that there would be no subsidence
under either Terror Creek or Hubbard Creek, nor any subsidence under the Curecanti-Rifle 2301345 kV
electric transmission line.

Based on continuing geologic analysis for the area, since the issuance of the Draft EIS, the bound...ies
of the proposed Iron Point Coal Lease Tract have been modified as shown in Figure 2-1, ModiF."'CJ Iron
Point Coal Lease Tract - Altemative D. It appears that the B and D coal seams thin and split into
seams of unmineable thickness toward the northwest part of the tract. In addition, the continuing
analysis indicates that the igneous intrusions may have "burned" portions of the B and D coal seams,
leaving no mineable coal. Based on this re-evaluation of the lease tract, there are approximately 5
rnillion tons of coal less in Alternative D than originally estimated in the Draft EIS. The realignment of
the boundar; also provides additional protection to Terror C ek Ditch and Reservoir. Other aspects of
Alternative D would be the same as proposed for Alternative C.

2.6.3

Alternative D • Offer Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract WIth Stipulation
That There be No Subsidence In Sensitive Areas

This action alternative would offer the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract for competitive leasing as proposed
in Alternative C. The only difference would be the strict stipulation that there would be no subsidence
under Hubbard Creek. Within this subsidE/nce stipulation, approximately 2 million tons of coal would be
removed from the recoverable reserve estimate for the lease tract as compared to Alternative C.

The agencies have slightly modified the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract boundary based on comments
received on the Draft EIS. The revision would add approximately 55 acres in the southeast comer.

Sec. Figure 2-2, Modified Elk Creek Lease Tract - Altemative D. This addition adds flexibility to
possible ventilation designs to improve WOft(er health and safety and prevent sterilization of coal.
Other aspects of A1temative D would remain the same.
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TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS

Transportation attracted considerable attention and comments. In particular, there were two main
issues:
1. Coal truck traffic from the Bowie No. 2 Mine to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout; and,
2. The impacts of increased railroad traffic and the ability of the Union Pacific Railroad to handle
increased coal tonnage from the mines in the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley.
P('S5i~ options to coal truck traffic from the Bowie No. 2 Mine to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout include the
following:

•
•
•
•
•
•

No-Action Alternative (not lease the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract)
limited production on Iron Point Coal Lease Tract
lnaease capacity of highway trucks hauling the coal
Build a new railroad Ioadout at Bowie No. 2 Mine to replace the Bowie No. 1 Load out
Build a stand-alone haul road from Bowie No. 2 Mine to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout and utilize
off-highway haulers
Build a conveyor from Bowie No.2 Mine to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout

Railroad options would include an examination of the No-Action Alternative and the impacts of various
levels of total coal production shipped by rail from the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley.
In response to public input and public interest, the BLM and Forest Service decided to examine these
transportation options in Section 3.14, Transportation. The BLM and the Forest Service recognize that
these transportation options exist with differing economic and legal implications. The lead agencies
decided that it was in the public interest to discuss these options and the various impactslbenefits that
might occur with the implementation of such options.
During the scoping process, representatives from the CoIorddo Department of Transportation did not
indicate any problem with Stat Highway 133 handling the projected increased coal truck traffic. In
addition, a representative from the Union Pacific Railroad also voiced his opinion that the existing
railroad can handle increased coal tonnage from the mines in the North Fork Valley. Section 3.14,
Transportation, has been further modified based on input received on the Draft EIS.
Since the release of the Draft EIS. representatives from Bowie have indicated the likelihood that the
firm would construct a new train Ioadout adjacent to the Bowie No. 2 Mine, if they are the successful
bidder for the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract. Construction of a new train Ioadout would mean less truck
traffic on State Highway 133; however, there would remain coal truck traffic to the Terror Creek
Loadout from other mines, and the possibility that some coal could be trucked from the North Fork
Valley to serve potential industrial and electrical power customers in western Colorado.

2.8

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT EUMINATED FROM
DETAILED EVALUATION

2.8.1

Offer Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal lAae Tracts Without Stipulations

This alternative would not include any standard and/or special coal lease stipulations for the protection
of non-coal resources such as wild ite , soils, water, etc. This alternative was not analyzed because it
would be inconsistent with BLM and Forest SeMce land-use pi ns. Environmental impacts resulting
from this alternative could cause material damage of resources.
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2.8.2

Room-and-Pillar Mining (no Longwall Mining) of the Iron Point
and Elk Creek Coal Lease Tracts

The impacts of room-and-pillar mining were not assessed for the Iron Point or Elk Creek Coal Lease
Tracts. This altemative was considered but not analyzed given the current reasonable expectation that
the coal in both leases would be recovered by longwall mining techniques, which maximizes resource
recovery and is the trend for mining in the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley. If a successful
lessee decides that mining should be completed solely by room-and-pillar methods, it might be
necessary to undertake additional environmental analysis to determine mining impacts, especially the
subsidence potential, which would be different than longwall-induced subsidence.

2.8.3

Surface Mining of the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease Tracts

Surface mining of the coal in the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease Tracts would neither be
economically or environmentally preferable due to topographic and geologic conditions.

2.8.4

Limit the Size of the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract to Avoid Coal Beneath Terror
Creek and Curecantl-Rlfle 230/345 kV Electric Transmission Line

An altemative, discussed in the environmental assessment prepared for the Iron Point Coal Lease
Tract, would have adjusted the lease boundaries to eliminate area from the lease under Terror Creek
and the Curecanti-Rifle 230/345 kV electric transmission line, as Wei
adding a 1 mile buffer zone
from the Terror Creek Reservoir. The purpose of these restrictions was to prevent any subsidence
from impacting these facilities.
In limiting th size of the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract, and preduding any mining access beneath
Terror Creek, access to the coal reserves in federal coal lease COC-37210 could be realized only via
the existing Bowie No.1 Mine or by re-opening and rehabilitating the now abandoned Farmer's Mine.
It should be noted that such actions would only be speculative at this point, as no formal permit
applications or requests for such actions have been submitted to the Colorado DMG or other regulatory
agencies.
Accessing the federal coal reserves in lease COC-37210 through the existing Bowie No.1 Mine would
be expensive and also extremely difficult given the dangers and hazards that such an undertaking
might involve rehabilitating through the area in the mine ravaged by a 1986 mine fire. Perhaps, such a
rehabilitation would not be allowed by the Mine Safety and Health Administration.
Re-opening and rehabilitation of the old Farmer's Mine would have its own set of impacts and
expenses. A new portal area with its associated surface facilities would have to be constructed . The
access roads to the site would have to be upgraded. Travel and coal transportation in the Garvin Mesa
area would be increased dramatically, causing safety, dust and noise impacts to area residents.
Because subsidence protection for the Curecanti-Rifle 230/345 kV electric transmission line is
considered in all action alternatives, and a subsidence protection zone is considered under Terror
Creek as part of Alternative 0, it was determined that an alternative of further reducing the size of the
Iron Point Coa, Lease Tract was not necessary simply based or subsidence protection. The size
reductions from the previous environmental assessment were negotiated between Bowie and private
interests. To the agencies knowledge, the reductions were not based on any in-depth analysis. The
action alternatives effectively address the relevant issue of subsidence.
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RECLAMATION MEASURES

Regulations and policies of the BlM, Forest Service, and Colorado DMG require reclamation. Areas
disturbed by coal exploration and mining operations in the state of Colorado must be retumed to a
stabilized and productive condition following the exploration and mining. The goal of redamation is to
protect long-tenn land, water, and air resources in the area. lands disturbed by coal exploration and
mining operations must be retumed to productive land uses consistent with land management policies.
Any coal exploration and mining activities within the state of Colorado must receive approval of
redamation measures from the Colorado DMG. Similarly, for coal exploration and mining activities on
federal lands administered either by the BlM or the Forest Service, redamation plans for any disturbed
sites must be submitted to and approved by the BlM and/or Forest Service. The OSM, a federal
agency with oversight on coal exploration and mining. provides oversight of the Colorado DMG and
cooperates with the BlM and Forest Service when federal coal is involved in either exploration or
mining. Specific redamation plans are part of the PAP submitted to Colorado DMG.
Any redamation plans approved for the Iron Point Exploration License Area and for mining on or
associated with the Iron Point or Elk Creek Coal lease Tracts would be required to describe measures
to reduce long-tenn impacts at the disturbed sites, with the goal to return any disturbed land to a
productive state similar to that which existed on the site prior to exploration or mini g disturbance.
It should be noted that redamation practices and technology are changing and developing. There
could be future modifications in redamation plans as techniques and materials are refined or
developed. Any applicant for an exploration license or lessee of a federal coal tract would certainly be
encouraged to take advantage of opportunities to explore new redamation techniques and new
methods for erosion control. Redamation plans for coal mining operations are reviewed every 2.5
years and would be updated at least once every 5 years or as appropriate to consider improvements in
redamation technology.
Any redamation programs for the Iron Point Exploration License Area and the Iron Point and Elk Creek
Coal lease tracts would be designed to redaim exploration and/or mine related disturbance in
compliance with the requirements of the applicable regulatory agencies.

2.9.1

Reclamation Goals and Objecuves

The current land use of the Iron Point Exploration License Area and the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal
lease tracts is primarily livestock grazing, wildlife habitat, and dispersed recreation. Some of the area
in the general vicinity of the exploration license and coal lease tracts has previously been harvested for
timber (aspen).
The reclamation plan for any disturbances associated with any of the alternatives would incorporate the
following basic goals:
•

Establishment of stable surface, topographic, and draina~ conditions that are compatible
with the surrounding landscape and that control erosion, water quality, and air quality impacts;

•

Establishment of urface soil conditions that are conducive to regeneration of a stable plant
community through removal, stockpiling, and re-application of suitable topsoil and cover soil
material;
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•

Revegetation of disturbed areas using species adapted to site conditions in order to establish
a long-tenn productive. self-sustaining. biotic community compatible with currently identified
land uses and comparable with what currently exists on the site; and.

•

Consideration of public safety including posting waming signs. limiting public aCCt::ss. and
stabilizing or removing structures created as a result of mining activities that could constitute
a public hazard.

Reclamation Schedule

Closure and reclamation measures would be incorporated into exploration and mine permits. and they
would be an integral part of any exploration and mining approval by the BlM. Forest Service. and the
Colorado DMG.
Reclamation activities would be initiated as soon as reasonably feasible following completion of any
exploration or mining related disturbance in a particular area if the area is not going to be used for
some ongoing or proposed future operation. One of the fundamental objectives of reclamation is to
minimize erosion and sedimentation problems. In general. reclamation activities would be timed to
take advantage of optimal climatic conditions. Seed beds would be prepared. and seeding would be
completed in order to take advantage of seasonal moisture.
Interim reclamation would be employed to reduce erosion and the potential for water quality
degradation. Interim reclamation refers to reclamation efforts on lands disturbed during the course of a
project. It is used to temporarily stabilize an area prior to final reclamation. Interim reclamation would
include revegetation to reduce erosion and sedimentation during the life of a projed. Topsoil would not
be applied to interim revegetation areas. Mulch would be applied. as appropriate. following seeding.
The areas which would require interim reclamation would include temporary road embankments and
topsoil stockpiles.
Most reclamation activities for an exploration project and underground mining operation would occur on
completion of the use of an exploration d:ill hole site and at final mine closure and would be considered
permanent, or final, reclamation. The areas to undergo reclamation at the completion of an exploration
program would include drill pads and roads not needed for some future ongoing use. For mine closure,
reclamation would involve the portal facility areas. coal waste rock disposal areas, borrow sites. roads.
and other ancillary areas. Final reclamation for an underground coal operation would begin upon
permanent cessation of mining activities for the associated coal reserve area.
Temporary Cessation. Although a temporary cessation of operations is generally not planned.
circumstances beyond the control of applicants may require temporary cessation of operations at either
mine site. Cyclical production trends or slow-<iowns are unpredictable because they are due to a
combination of circumstances including expiration of coal contracts, fluctuation in coal prices. labor
disputes or costs. production costs, taxes. company profitability, and effects of national, political and
economic events.
In the event of a temporary cessation of coal mining activities, mine operators would notify the BlM.
Forest Service, OSM, and Colorado DMG of the temporary curtailment of mining activities. This
notification would include reasons for the shutdown and estimated time frame for resuming production,
as well as ongoing maintenance and monitOring measures to be employed during the temporary
cessation of operations. As an exampl£. the Bowie No.1 Mine is currently in temporary cessation .
During any temporary shloltd wn, operational and environmental maintenance activities would continue,
to assure the site meets all pennit and lease stipulations and requirements for environmental
protection. Environmental monitoring requirements would continue on defined schedules, as outlined
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in lease stipulations and appropriate pennit approvals. Environmental reports would be submitted in a
timely manner. Regardless of the operating status of the mining, appropriate monitoring would be
continued until compliance with all pennanent dosure requirements was attained , unless modified by
the appropriate regulatory authorities.
Permanent Cessation. In the unlikely event that mining activities pennanenUy cease prior to the
scheduled completion of operations, environmental impacts related to such operations may be less
than originally envisioned, although socioeconomic impacts may be magnified. If operations cease
prematurely, the mine operators would work with the appropriate agencies, as necessary, to revise the
reclamation plan in order to specifically address the existing conditions at the time of dosure.

2.9.3

General Reclamation Practices

Coal exploration and mining operators are responsible for the following general steps in redaiming
disturbed areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decommissioning of facilities
Removal of structures
Portal dosing and sealing
Sealing and plugging drill holes
Recontouring and regrading
Topsoil replacement
Topsoil sampling and fertilization
Permanent revegetation
Mulching
Redamation maintenance and monitoring

Each of these steps is described in the following sections.
Decommissioning of Facilities. Unless a beneficial alternative post-mining land use is approved,
following completion of an exploration project and the permanent cessation of a coal mining operation,
all equipment, instrumentation, furniture, etc. would be removed from the site or disposed of in a
manner acceptable to and approved by the Colorado DMG.
'
Removal of Structures. Unless a beneficial alternative post-mining land use is approved, all
structures and facilities used for exploration or mining activities would be dismantled and/or removed
from the site at the time of project completion or permanent operation dosure. This indudes ternporary
trailers, the portal facility complex, the coal handling and loadout facilities, electric power facilities such
as powertines and substations, shops, warehouses, office buildings, etc.
Portal Clo: ing and Sealing. At the permanent cessation of underground coal mining activities, all
portal entries and ventilation raises or shafts would be permanently sealed . Pennanent dosure
measures would be designed and implemented to prevent access to the mine workings by people,
livestock, fish and wildlife, machinery, and to keep possible or potential acid or other toxic drainage
from entering ground and/or surface waters.
Sealing and Plugging Drill Holes. Exploration holes, drill holes, boreholes, and wells not completed
to aquifers woUld be sealed by replacing cuttings in the hole and placing a suitable plug 10 feet below
the ground surface to support a cement plug to within 3 feet of ground surface, unless otherwise
authorized by the land managing agency and/or the Colorado DMG.
Exploration holes, drill holes or boreholes, or wells completed in aquifers would be sealed using
bentonite, cement or other suitable sealant, by placing the sealant in the hole from the bottom to within
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10 feet of the ground surface. Final sealing of the hole would be accomplished as stated in the first
paragraph of this section.
Recontouring and Regrading. The portal facility areas and other disturbed areas would be
recontoured and regraded as appropriate to achieve an acceptable post-mining topography. During
thi:. phase of project closure, high traffic areas sL'ch as roads would be ripped to alleviate compaction .
Post-mining surface drainage patterns would be re-established .
Topsoil Replac:ement. Following regrading activities, disturbed sites would be covered with topsoil
material or suitable substitute. Such topsoil or other suitable material would be replaced to serve as a
rooting zone for rev&getation. Soil amendments would be incorporated, as needed, to aid in
revegetation.
All sites would be stabilized to maintain safe working conditions by regrading along the contour,
applying topsoil material along the contour, and/or leaving the regraded surface in a roughened
configuration to resist wind, water erosion and maximize soil water retention. Surface manipulation
treatments such as ripping and chiseling along the contour, contour furrows, and/or contour terraces
would be employed and/or constructed in areas likely to develop rills and gullies and in heavily
compacted areas.
Permanent Revegetation. Reseeding would be conducted on disturbed sites with a seed mixture
used for permanent revegetation. Reseeding would be conducted by appropriate application methods
such as broadcast-seeding, drill-seeding, or hydro-seeding.
Mulching. As required for initial stabilization, erosion control materials such as wood fiber mUlch,
straw, or erosion controVmulch blankets would be applied in a separate step following seeding. Such
mulching practices would be employed as necessary to reduce initial erosion and sedimentation.
Reclamation Maintenance and Monitoring. Newly reclaimed areas would be managed consistent
with reclamation goals. The sites would be examined periodically during the first several years after
revegetation to determine the effectiveness of the reclamation program. The success of revegetation
would be monitored to ensure erosion was prevented and that species re-establishment was occurring.
Maintenance would be conducted on the site as necessary to assure site stability and the
establishment of the preferred plant species.

2.9.4

Reclamation Performance Securities

The statutory and regulatory authority of the BlM, Forest Service, OSM, and the Colorado DMG
requires the submittal of reclamation performance securities (bonds) to assure that adequate
reclamation and restoration of disturbed areas are achieved following exploration and mining activities.
The bond would assure that sufficient monies are available to properly reclaim areas disturbed and/or
to conduct monitoring or other activities in the event that the exploration or mine operator was unable
to meet their reclamation obligations. A bond is a financial guarantee that would be forfeited to the
appropriate agency should the operator abandon the site and fail to properly reclaim the site. A bond
would provide the agency with sufficient funds to complete the necessary reclamation.
No exploration or mining operations can commence without the execution of a reclamation bond with
the applicable agencies responsible for reclamation of the sites.
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2.10

MANAGEMENT AND MITIGATION

Existing feder-..I and state rules and regulations require extensive mitigation and monitoring to mitigate
the environmental consequences associated with coal exploration or mine operation.
Management and mitigation practices are based on federal, state, and local laws and regulations,
current technology, and best management practices. The objectives of these management and
mitigation practices would be to reduce or avoid adverse impacts to the environment and to reclaim
disturbed areas. Implementation of management and mitigation measures would primarily be the
responsibility of the exploration proponents or mine operators. Enforcement of management and
mitigation measures would be within the jurisdiction of the governmental agencies issuing permits and
approvals for such coal exploration or mining activities.
Mitigation measures are either required or proposed in the BLM Unsuitability Criteria AnalysiS, the
Forest Service Standard Stipulations, or Chapter 3.0, Environmental Analysis. Depending on one's
perception and resource capabilities, all measures would have a moderate to high degree of
effectiveness in mitigating impacts. Final mine plans submitted for mine permit approval will be
designed a Jd reviewed to ensure they address site specific requirements and conditions and thereby
increase the effectiveness of the mitigation measures.

2.11

MONITORING MEASURES

Environmental monitoring programs that meet the requirements of the BLM, Forest Service, and the
Colorado DMG would be implemented and maintained as part of mining activities. Monitoring would
determine the effects of the mining and the efficiency of mitigation measures. Monitoring would also
provide valuable input to governmental agencies reg3rding project performance. The information
gained during monitoring would be used as the basis for designing additional mitigation measures, if
necessary. The effects analyses in Chapter 3.0, Environmental Analysis, incorporate the monitoring
that will be required for a mine permit, if the leases are issued (see Section 2.10, Management and
Mitigation).

2.12

COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

This section summarizes the impacts of the alternatives. Environmental consequences of each
alternative are addressed in Chap:er 3.0, Environmental Analysis. Table 2-3, Summary of Impacts by
Alternative or Each Issue, compares alternatives to the issues that drove alternative development, as
wei as those issues identified as being important to assess the impacts of the altematives. Issues are
identified in Section 1.8, Issues and Concerns, in Chapter 1.0, Purpose and Need for Action.
Table 2-3
Summary of Impacts by AltemMive for ElICh

luue

Alternative

laue/Concern

A

B

C

0

Low

low

low

Low

low

low

AlRQUAUTY
Effects from Fugitive Dust

None-no mining

from lease tracts
or expioratio.1
Effects from Gaseous Emissions

None-no mining
from lease tracts

or explonltlon
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Table 2-3
Summary of Impacts by Alternative for Each laaue
IssueiConcern

Alternative
A

B

C

0

Visibility Effects on West Elk
Wildemess Area

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Low - Moderate

Low - Moderate

Low - Moderate

Visibility Effects on Black Canyon of
the Gunnison

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Moderate-High

Moderate-High

Low

None-no mining

Low-Moderate

Low-Moderate

Low

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Low-Moderate

Low-Moderate

Low

None-no mining

Low

Low

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Low

Low

Low

None-no minil'l\l
from lease tracts
or exploration

None

None

None

None-no mining

Low

Low

Low

AQUAne RESOURCESIFISHERIES
Direct Disturbance 10 Stream
Channels
Reduced Flow

from lease tracts
or exploration
Stream Sedimentation

Water Quality Degradation

from lease tracts
or exploration

Impacts 10 Threatened and
Endangered Aquatic Species

None-no mining

from lease tracts
or exploration

CULTURAL RESOURCES
-Impact 10 Cultural and Historic Sites

GEOLOGYISUBSIDENCE
Potential Effect 10 Curecanti-Ritle
2301345 kV Electric Transmission
Line
Potential Effect 10 Terror Creek
Reservoir

from lease tracts
or exploration

Potential Effect 10 Terror Creek

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Moderate

Moderate

Negligible

Potential Effect 10 Hubbard Creek

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Moderate

Moderate

Negligible

None-no mining

Low

Low

Low

33.5

33.5

33.5

Potential 10 Aggravate Landslides

from lease tracts
or exploration
LandU. .

Acres Disturbed (Iotal)

Not Applicable 10
lease tracts or
exploration
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Table 2-3

Sumrury of Impac:ta by AltMnIltlve for EKh laue

Att..".tlve

luuelConcem
A
Land Disturbed by Ownership ("to)
BlM
•
Forest Service
•
Private
•

Not Applicable

to

lease tracts

B

C

0

26
59
15

27
62
11

27
62
11

low - Moderate

low - Moderate

low - Moderate

low - High

low - High

low- High

Moderate - High

Moderate - High

Moderate - High

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

5
5

8

7.5
6

Noise"

Noise Effects From Surface

low • Moderate

Facilities
Noise Effects From Coal Trucks

low - High

Noise Effects From Coal Trains

Moderate - High

" Noise effects vary based on distance from the noise source.

RecrNtIon
Disruption to Recreational
Opportunities in Undeveloped Areas
Changes in Recreational Access
Undeveloped Areas

to

Not Applicable to

lease tracts
Not Applicable
lease tracts

to

SodoeconornIc:a
Projected Total life of Mining
Iron Point Tract
•
Elk Creek Tract
•

1.5"
3"

6

" Remaining pennitted life assumptions of Bowie No. 2 and Sanborn Creek mines under No-Action Alternative.
Annual Employment During Mining
Iron Point Tract
•
Elk Creek Tract
•

157""
215"

168
215

168
215

168
215

.. Current employment levels at Bowie No. 2 and Sanbom Creek mines.
Projected Multi-Year Tax Revenues
for Mining of Iron Point and Elk

0

$88,500,000

$123,900,00

$119,475,000

Creek Tracts
(direct + indirect)

0

Projected Federal Coal Royalties
From Mining Iron Point and Elk

$35,500,000

$46,900,000

545,225,000

low

low

low

low

low

low

Moderate

Moderate

low

Creek Tracts

SurtK. .,d Groundwater
Changes in Surface and
Groundwater Chemistry

Not Applicable

Potential Impact to Terror Creek
Reservoir

None

Potential
Rates

to Alter Downstream Flow

to

lease tracts

Not Applicable
lease tracts

to
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Table 2-3
Summary of Impacts by Alternative for Each Issue
Alternative

Issue/Concern
A

B

C

0

Average Number of Round Trips per
Day for North Fork Branch Railroad
(Cumulative)

4.4 @ 8.6 million
tons per year

10 @ 19.2 million
tons per year

10 @ 19.2 million
tons per year

10 @ 19.2 million
tons per year

Average Number of Round trips per
Day for Coal Truck haulage
Between Bowie No. 2 Mine and
Bowie No. 1 Loadout

978@5million
tons per year
production

978@5million
tons per year
production

978@5million
tons per year
production

978@5million
tons per year
production

Low

Low

Low

Low

Moderate

~te

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Low

Low

Low

Transportation

Potential for Accidents at Ra~road
Crossings
Potential for Accidents on State
Highway 133 Due to Coal Truck
Haulage
Potential for Accidents by Using
Private Haul Road. Conveyor or by
Moving Bowie No. 1 Loadout

Vegetation
Number of Threatened and
Endangered Plants Lost

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

0

0

0

Potential Impact of Noxious Weeds

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Low

Low

Low

Potential Impact to Sensitive Plants

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Low to Moderate

Low to Moderate

Negligible

Low

Low

Negligible

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Low

Low

Negligible

Impacts to Threatened and
Endangered Terrestrial Wildlife
Species

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Low

Low

Very Low

Impacts to DeerlElk Habitat

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Negligible - Low

Negligible - Low

Negligible - Low

Wetlands
Potential to Impact
WetiandslRiparian Zones
Terror Creek
•

•

Hubbard Creek

None-no mining
from lease tracts
or exploration

Wildlife (Terrestrial)
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3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
This chapter of the Environmental Impact Statemellt (EIS) describes both the existing
conditions of and the environmental consequences to the area and resources, based on the
alternatives described in Chapter 2.0, Altematives Including the Proposed Action. For ease of
presentation and comparison, the analysis discussions are separated into individual resource
areas, such as air quality, geology, noise, wildlife, etc. Although the anticipated environmental
effects of altematives were analyzed for each resource discipline, impact analyses emphasize
thos~ disciplines that relate to the key issues and concems identified in Chapter 1.0, Purpose
and Need for Action. Some impacts are expressed in qualitative terms, other in quantitative
terms.
Impact descriptions under each resource area are divided into the following categories:
•
•
•

Effects Common to All Action Alternatives;
Effects of the No-Action Altemative; and
Effects Unique to Each Action Altemative.

Impacts are defined as follows:

•

Direct Impacts - Those effects which occur at the same time and in the same
general location as the activity causing the effects.

•

Indirect Impacts - Those effects which occur at a different time or different location
than the activity to which the effects are related.

•

Cumulative Impacts - Those effects which result from the incremental impact of the
action when added to other past, present, and' reasonably foreSl3eable future
actions.

•

Irreversible Commitments - Those commitments that cannot be reversed, except
perhaps in the ext"eme long term.

•

IrNtrIevabie Commitments - Those commitments that are lost for a period of time.

The effect's analyses in this chapter are based on reasonably foreseeable development
scenarios discussed in Section 2.2, Formulation of Alternatives, for the lease tracts and the
exploration license area. For the lease tracts, potential effects consider impacts related to
subsidence as presented in Appendix K. Subsidence Evaluation. The subsidence evaluation
was completed assuming "best estimate" mining scenarios (reasonably foreseeable
de eIopment).
Mitigation measures to be implemented for any exploration or mining activity are addressed in
Chapter 2.0, Alternatives Including the Proposed Action. By design, each altemative has builtin mitigation in the form of standard and special stipulations that would be added to any lease or
license. Effective mitigation avoids, minimizes, rectifies, reduc:::s, or compensates for potential
impacts. After mitigation is applied, ant unavoidable adve'"5e impacts to each resource area
are addressed. Based on the impact analysis for the individual resource areas with this
chapter, additional mitigation measures are listed which could further reduce environmental
impacts should exploration and mining be conducted.
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EnvlronmentJIl Analysis

AIR QUALITY/CUMATE

Issue: Identify and minimize air quality impacts. Af8as of concem include: the effects on air
quality from fugitive dust and gaseous emissions, air quality impacts (visibility on the West Elk
Wilderness ma), and cumulative air quality effects.

3.1.1

Introduction

This section desaibes the following items related to air quality:
•

Regional climate and existing air quality;

•

Air quality regulations that apply to the mining operations and the railroad;

•

Industrial operations conducted by Bowie and Oxbow that are permitted by the
Colorado Air Pollution Control Division (APeD);

•

Project-related emission rates from mining activities;

•

Ambient air quality impacts adjacent to the existing mine sites;

•

Health effects and odor impacts at areas near the mining operations and along the
railroad tracks; and

•

Air quality impacts to the nearby West Elk Wilderness Area.

3.1.2

Affected Environment and Air Quality Regulations

3.1.2.1

Regional CII.....

Temperature and precipitation data for the Paonia area are listed in Table 3.1-1, Temperatuf8
and Precipitation Data for Paonia, Colorado. Precipitation amounts are generally believed to
increase to the east. The mountain valleys on the westem side of the Rockies are subject to
wide ranges in precipitation and temperature conditions. Low precipitation amounts are normal
during all seasons. Low summer precipitation, along with high temperatures and low humidity
produce conditions favorable for wind erosion. Summertime rain is often associated with
passing thunderstorms. Temperatures above 100°F are infrequent. Pr'lIonged cold conditions
are common in the mountain valleys and result when cold, dense air fills the valleys .

•

Wind directions at the three mi~ vary considerably and are likely governed by the direction of
the serpentine river valley. Annual wind distributions measured at Somerset (for the West Elk
Mine monitoring station) from March to August 1987 are presented as an annual wind rose in
Figure 8, Wind Rose for West Elk Mine.

The West Elk wind station was located at a spot where the river valley trended in a WNW-ESE
direction. Based on anecdotal evidence, it is likely that prevailing wind directions near Bowie
follow the river vaHey. which trends in an SE-NW direction. To simulate a wind rose at Bowie
the me83ured winds from the West Elk station were rotated 120 degrees so the prevailing wind
directions follow the river '-'alley between Paonia and Bowie. The resulting wind rose at the
Bowie No. 2 Mine is shown in Figure 8-b, Adjusted Wind Rose for Bowie.

T'-'3.1·1
Tempeqture end PreclpitMlon DMII for P~I.. Colorado

~

T~re
oF)

January

1.08

24.9

February

1.03

31 .6

March

1.38

39.3

April

128

47.4

May

1.34

56.8

June

0.84

66.1

July

1.14

72.6

August

1.21

70.5

Septembet

1.48

62.0

Odobef

1.61

51.3

November

1.36

38.7

December

1.42

28.2

Annual

15.17

49.1

Month

0.. Source:

National Climatic Data Center
Period of Record: 1976 through 1998

Wind rcses depict the joint frequency of occurrence, in percentage, of wind speed and wind
direction categories for a particular location and time period. The radials of the wind rose
indicate the direction from which the wind is blowing. The length of the radials indicates the
frequency of occurrence for that direction, and the width of the radials indicates the wind speed

daSS.
The wind roses display a wind pattem that is common for a narrow river valley. Strong
persistent winds blow along the valley, and weak infrequent winds blow across the valley. The
prevailing winds blew up-valley or down-valley with a high wind speed (3.8 meters/second
average). Cross-valley winds were infrequent (less than 5 percent frequency of occurrence)
with a low speed (2.5 meters per second). The average wind speed for all directions was 3.6
meters per second.

3.1.2.2

Ambient Air Quality Standards

The Federal Clean Air Act required the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to set
ambient air quality standards (MaS) to protect the public health and welfare. Standards to
protect public health (primary standards) were developed to protect the most sensitive
individuals and allow for a margin of safety. When a health-based primary standard does not
protect public property or resources (for example, ensuring that dust concentrations are low
enough to prevent damage to crops or soiling of buildings), EPA specified a secondary
standard more restrictive than the primary standard. In some cases Colorado adopted ambient
standards that are more restrictive than EPA's limits.
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Applicable MaS are listed in Table 3.1-2. Ambient Air Quality Standards. Air quality standards
have been established fc.r carbon monoxide CO). lead (Pb). particulate matter with
aerodynamic diameters less than 10 micrometers (PM ,0 ). nitrogen dioxide (N0 2 ) . ozone (03 ),
and sulfur dioxide (S02)' The table lists standards for PM2.5 and ozone that have been
proposed by EPA but not yet approved . These proposed standards will apply to the mines if
they are approved.
Table 3.1-2

Ambient Air Quality-3tanct.rda

EPA

Pollutant
Primary

Colorado
Secondary

Proposed Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.5) ~glm') (proposed but not yet enacted)
Annual arithmetic average

15

15

15

24-hour average

65

65

65

Fine Particulate Matter (PM10) ~m')
Annual arithmetic average'

50

50

50

24-hour average

150

150

150

8-hour a'.-erage

9

9

10

l-hour average

35

35

40

8-hour average (proposed)

0.08

0.08

0.08

l-hour average

0.12

0.12

0.12

Annual average

0.03

0.02

0.006

24-hour average

0.14

Carbon Monoxide (ppm)

Ozone (ppm)

Sulfur Dioxide (ppm)

3-hour average

0.038
0.05

0.267

Lead~glm'l
Ca~rquarteraverage

1.5

1.5

Nitrogen Dioxide (ppm)
Annual Average

Source:

Notn:

0.053

0.053

0.05

40 CFR Part 50

~=

glm'

F=rts
per million
= micrograms per cubic meter

Primary and secondary standards have been established for particulate matter that can be
respired by humans. A number of published stUdies suggest that premature mortality. hospital
admissions. and respiratory illnesses occur at concentrations below the PM,o standards. In
1997. EPA revised the particulate matter standards by proposing new standards for particles
smaller than 2.5 micrometers (PM2.5). The PM2.5 standards are currently under development
and do not yet apply to any facilities.
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Regional Air Quality

The air quality in Delta and Gunnison counties is generally good and achieves all state and
national MQS based on in'" ' ation from the nearest air pollution monitoring stations. The
",ual average PM ' 0 concentrations measured at Delta, Colorado
second highest 24-hour ano
for 1993 through 1998 are ~
_nted in Table 3.1-3, Ambient PM10 Concentrations at Delta,
Paonia and Hotchkiss, ColorCiouo. Windblown dust and wood sto es are believed to be the
most prevalent air pollutant emis~ : ol sources in the region, so the state op rates monitors for
only PM10 in Delta and Gunnison counties.
Taba ~. 1-3

Ambiant PM,o C<..ncentnltions ~glm3) ..
Delta, Paonia and Hotchkiss, olorado

Delta

VHr

Paonia

Hotchkiss

Second Highest
24-hour

Annual
Average

Second Highest
24-hour

Annual
Avarage

Second Highest
24-hour

Annual
Avarage

1993

70

29.5

No Data

No Data

No Data

No Data

1994

69

31 .5

No Data

No Data

No Data

No Data

1995

67

24.4

No Data

NJ Data

No Data

No Data

1996

No Data

25.6

No Data

No Data

No Data

No Data

1997

50

23.1

24

16

53

26

1998

40

22.8

35

17

66

27

Measured PM10 concentrations for Paonia and Hotchkiss have bee., relatively low. However,
short-term excursions have occurred. On March 31 , 1999 a large dust storm engulfed western
Colorado. The meas red 24-hour PM10 concentrations on that day were 467 J.lglm3 at Paonia
and 470 J.lglm3 at Hotchkiss. Similar concentrations were measured at most other PM10
stations throughout the region.

The Paonia-Somerset area of the North Fork of the Gunnison River has been deSignated as a
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) Class II area. PSD Class II areas are those in
which development may occur. The release of limited concentrations of certain pollutants over
Class II PSD increments is permitted as long as MQS is maintained and emissions are within
the PSD Class II increment. The nearest PSD Class I area (an area where little air quality
deterioration is allowed) is the West Elk Wilderness, located approximately 10 miles southsoutheast of the Somerset area. Another PSD Class I area in the region is the Black canyon of
the Gunnison National Park, located approximately 26 miles to the southwest f the Somerset
area.

3.1.2.4

Air Permitting Requirements for Industrial Sources

All industrial sources in Colorado must receive an Air Pollution Emission Notice (APEN) permit
from the Colorado APCD before they begin to develop any new processes or expand any
existing processes The APEN
rmit specifies the following requirements:
•
•
•
•
•

Type of equipment that is permitted to be installed;
Type of pollution control equipment that is required ;
The types of emission monitoring and testing that are required;
Allowable production rate; and
Allowable emission rates.
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The Bowie and Oxbow mining operations near Paonia have already received their APEN
permits to expand their coal production rates to the values specified in Chapter 2.0, Alternatives
Including the Proposed Actions.

3.1.2.5

Prevention of Significant Deteriora on Permitting (Not Required
for Bowie Resources or Oxbow Mining)

Colorado APCD imposes stringent requirements for large industrial sources under the PSD
program. PSD permitting applies only to industrial facilities that emit more than 250 tons per
year of PM10, NOx, or S02 from stationary, non-fugitive dust sources.
None of the coal mining facilities in the N rth Fork of the Gunnison River area are subject to
PSD permitting because none generate sufficient non-fugitive emissions to trigger PSD permits.
The mines emit only about 10 to 50 tons per year of PM10 from non-fugitive sources, well below
the 250 ton/year PSD threshold. Because the non-fugitive emissions are so low, the ncreases
in fugitive dust emissions caused by the mine expansions are not subject to PSD permitting.
This means that the allowable ambient concentrations at the facility boundaries are the ambient
standards listed in Table 3. 1-2, Ambient Air Quality Standards, rat"'er th~ n the mor '<>strictive
PSD Class II increments (30 J.lg/mJ for the 24-hour average an 11 ug/m J for tl,e a I a'
average).

3.1.2.6

Federal Emission Standards for Locomotives and Non-Road
Diesel Engines

EPA has enacted regulations that will require diesellocomotiv(. and large ;esel mine
equipment to reduce their emissions. The regulations require retrofitting of locomotives, tho gh
retrofits are not required immediately. Instead, the locomotives must be retrofitted when they
are next refurbished after their normal operating cycle (about 750,000 hours of operati n). EPA
estimates that, on a nationwide average, the NOx emissions from locomotives in the year 2010
will decrease by about 40 percent compared to their current levels. For this EIS, EPA's
published emission factors for the year 1999 were used to estimate the year 1998 base'ine
emissions from locomotives, and EPA's new NOx emission factors were us to estimate
emissions for the No-Action and Proposed Action (EPA, 1997).
EPA has also enacted new regulations on emissions rom diesel-powered constructi n
equipment, but these new regulations will have little effect on emissions from underground coal
mines. Underground diesel equipment is excluded from EPA's new rule. The new regulations
for large above ground diesel equipment will apply only to equipment manufactured after 2006.
For this EIS, it is assumed that all of the aboveground mining equipment emits at ra es
specified by manufacturer's emission factors for the year 1999.

3.1.3

Environmental Consequences

The Bowie and Oxbow mines have received APEN air permits for production rates of 5 and 4.8
million tons per year, respectfully. The operations included in the APEN permits for the two
mines are itemized in the following tables.
•

Table 3. 1-4, Permitted Mining Processes at Bowie Resources. The APEN allows
production at 5 million tons/year. Bowie's permit accounts for installation of the
proposed new truck loading facility in the valley floor. The permit allows continued
use of truck hauling from the upper surface facility.
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Table 3.1-5, Permitting Mining Processes at Oxbow Mining. The Oxbow Mine is
permitted for 4.8 million tons/year.

Emission calculations and impact assessments are provided in Appendix M, Air Quality Impact
Assessment.
The air quality impacts are summarized as follows.

3.1 .3.1

•

Due to anticipated increased coal production from the coal mines in the North Fori( of
the Gunnison River area, emissions from regional mining operations and coal trains
are expected to increase for all altematives.

•

The EIS alte ati es wou d increase local emissions of particulate matter and tailpipe
exhaus by about 7 to 8 percent compared to 1998 conditions.

•

All coal mines are regulated by the Colorado APCD. Particulate emissions from the
mines are minimized by use of conventional air pollution control equipment.

•

Based on air dispersion modeling, it is concluded that dust emissions from the mines
do not cause a y ambient air quality impacts.

•

Based on .vdeling, it is conduded that the incremental increases in particulate
emi!"sions ar t! a
us emissions resulting from coal production from the Bowie and
Ox
ope ations would not cause any consequential acid deposition or visibility
impacts at the nea y West Elk Wildemess Area.

Emissio Estimates f r ear 1998 Baseline

For this EIS, the air quality impacts for the No-Action and Action AI ematives are comp red 0
the year 1998, which was the start of th EI process for the coal tract leases.
In the year 1998, the three mines operated at the following production rates.
BOWIe

o. 2 Mine
Mining
Moumain Coal. West Elk Mine
Combined Pr uction

o

1.2 million tons/year
1.5 millie to s/year
5.9 million tonS/Year
8.6 million tons/year
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Em'ssions fugitive dust an ta'lpi e mi ~si ns or he yea I 1998 for each mine an the study
area are itemized in Table 3.1-6, Summary PM £ mis"'.' ns t=rom Regional Min s, and Ta ble 3.17, Summary of E'1lissions for 1998 Base:ine, and Proposed Action

3.1.3.2

Effects of Alternative A (No-Action)

Since the issuance of the Draft EIS, BoI':ie has received approval from the Colorado DMG and
the Colorado APCD to operate at an annual production rate of 5 million tons of coal. Similarly.
Oxbow is permitted by these agencies for an annual production rate of 4.8 million tons of coal.
Therefore, emission rates for the No-Action Alternative would be the same as for the Action
Alternatives. See Section 3.1.3.3, Effects Common to All Alternatives.
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3.1.3.

Effe.;ts C mmo to AI Alte atlves

Impacts to air qua:ity stem primarily from the operation of surface facilities and equiprnent
induding trucks and locorr :>tives. Since the same facilities and equipment would be operated
for all ahernatives, no distinction between alternatives A through 0 is made for this discipline.
It is assumed for air quality purposes that the three local mines in the North Fork Valley would
operate at the following production rates for all alternatives (induding the No-Action and the
Action Alternatives).
Bowie No. 2 Mine
Oxbow Mine
Mountain Coal. West Elk Mine
Combined Production

5 million tonslyear
4.8 million tons/year
8.2 million tons./year
18.0 million tons per year
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Table 3.1~
Summary of PM Emissions From Regional Mines
Facility

V,. • 1998

PM10 Emission
Factor
(Ibslton of coal)

Annual PM10
Emissions
(tons)

1.2

0.059

35.4

1.2

0.00152

0.9

1.5

0.0259

19.4

0.0257

75.8

Emissio,,~

BowIe No.

--

Annual Production
(million tonal year)

Mine

Bowi'- No. 1 loadout

I',,: ng

C
1\0

I

II t ... n

- .... -

-

(

t.., .. EI~1

--

.-

--~

---

-

-

5"

nal T tal
- ---- -.. . -

~eg l

132

_ 1T •

at 1998 The air q - "
.J t Jl ows.

I n s· Fu itive du:.t fr rn Above-ground coal hand iog would
inc r
., -oed to th year 19 B, causing a Incr a e in PM1 0 e I~sions from the mines,
haultru .S , . nd a ..1S (see " I 3.1-7, Swnmary of Emissions for 1998, and Proposed
ActiC'o).
Increa eel Tailpipe Em, Ions From Mi,ling Equipment - Use of underground and Aboveground diesel equipment would increase compared to the baseline year resulting in increased
tailpipe emissions. The increased em'ssions of NOx and S02 would not have any significant
impact on acid deposition or visibility at West Elk Wildemess.
Decrease in Railroad Emissions - As shown in Table 3.1-7, Summary of Emissions for 1998,
and Proposed Action, EPA's new regulation on locomotive emissions would mean that
increases in coal production do not cause any substantial increases in locomotive emissions.
The NOx emissions from locomotives would actually decrease for the altematives as compared
o the 1998 baseline year, when locomotive engines are retrofitted to meet EPA's new
regulation .

Ambient Air Quality Impacts Near Bowie No. 2 Mine and Oxbow Mines - These two mines,
like other Colorado coal mines, are regulated by Colom do APeD and are required to use we"operated and well-maintained emission control devices (0 minimize particulate emissions. Each
mine is further required to control fugitive dust by watering during dry weather. The frequency
of wa ering d~pends on weather conditions, but is expected to be at least several times a day.
Further, the size of coal storage piles would be minimized to the ex ent possible given
production and coal sales and shipment.
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Tabl.3.1-7
Summary of Emissions for 1998 and Proposed Action
Coal Production Rates (million
Y.ar
1998

All
Alt.

Bowie

1.2

5

Oxbow

1.5

4.8

West Elk

5.9

832

Total

8.6

18

Source

\"I1S

per y.ar)

Emission Incre_ Input to Models (tonsly.ar)
Grand Total
PM10
urce

Grand Total

No,.

Grand Total
S02

PM10
Incre_

NO.
Incre_

S02
Incre...

Y.ar
1998

AI

Y.ar
1998

All
AIt.

Y• •
1998

All
AIt.

All AIt.
Minus
Basellnf'

All AIt.
Minus
1998
Lev.ls

All AIt.
Minus
1998
Levels

West Elk

84

115

376

442

39

46

31

66

. 7.2

Oxbow

24

68

190

253

21

26

44

63

5.6

Bowie No. 2

40

154

178

233

19

25

114

55

6.0

Haul Trucks

19

n

4

18

2

9

59

14

6.8

Bowie Rail
Facility

1

3.8

6

21

0.3

1.1

2.9

15

0.8

Railroad 4

1.2

2.2

40

35

2.2

3.8

1.0

-5

1.6

Railroad 3

1.2

2.2

40

35

2.2

3.8

1.0

-5

1.6

Railroad 2

1.2

2.2

40

35

2.2

3.8

1.0

-5

1.6

Railroad 1

1.2

2.2

40

35

2.2

3.8

1.0

-5

1.6

Projec:tRMated
EmltlSlons

173

427

905

1,107

90

122

255

192

33

Colorado APCD has conducted modeling of the maximum PM10 concentrations at the facility
boundaries of each of the mines. Their modeling was completed as part of the air permitting for
the Bowie and Oxbow operations. The Colorado APCD used the 6 months of wind data that
w ere taken at the West Elk Mine as input to the ISCST computer dispersion mc<Iel (see Figure
B, Wind Rose for West Elk Mine). As set forth in Table 3.1-B, Modeled PM10 Impacts at Facility
Boundaries, the Colorado DPHE concluded that, based on this limited amount Of meteorological
data (commonly 1 year or more wind ciata is needed to run dispersion models), the maximum
emissions from the mines would not cause PM10 concentrations at the fa ility boundaries to
exceed the ambient standards.
The ISCST dispersion model predicts a conservatively high impact, so, based on the available
wind data, it is concluded that the PM10 impacts surrounding the Bowie and Oxbow operations
would be below the MQS if the two mining firms operate their air pollution control equipment in
accordance with their APEN air quality permits. The PM10 MQS limits are "secondary
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Table 3.1-4
Modeled PM10 Impacts at Facility Boundaries
Averaging
Period

PM10 Impact
caused by
Mine Emissions
tl;g/m' )

Background PM10
Concentration
tl;g/m3)

Total
Concentration
tl;g/m')

Ambient
Air Quality
Standard

tl;g/m')

Oxbow Mining at 4.8 million tons per year
24-hour average

112

16

128

150

Annual Average

22

16

38

50

Bowie No. 2 Mine at 5 million tons per year
24-hour average

126

21

147

150

Annual average

27

15

42

50

standards· that were specified by EPA to prevent · public welfare" impacts such as soiling of
buildings and crop damage, as well as protecting public health. The modeled maximum PM10
concentrations at the facility boundaries were less han the AAOS.
All alternatives would involve additional daily railroad traffic to and from the mines in the North
Fork Valley as compared to the 1998 lev Is of railroad traffic. The windblown coal dust from the
coal cars is expected to be much less than the particulates emitted from the diesel engine
exhaust. All diesel engines are recognized to emit trace amounts of organic compounds (for
example, aldehydes) that can cause short-tenn odor impacts. There could be minor, short-tenn
odor impacts along the railroad line between Somerset and .Jelta.

ExplOSion Hazard From Methane Emissions - Methane gas is liberated from the
underground coal formations during mining. Federal health and safety laws require
underground coal mines to operate underground ventilation systems to prevent buildup of
potentially explosive methane at underground loca ions. The collected methane gas is emitted
to the atmosphere via ventilation fans which are located at the surface of each mine. The
methane that is collected underground is diluted by the ventilation airflow to concentrations t at
are far below methane's flammability limits.
Impacts to Visibility and Acid Deposition at West Elk Wilderness and Black Cany n
National Parle - The action alternatives would increase emissions of rarticulate matter, NOx
and S02 from sources along the floor of the North ForK of the Gunnison River Valley as
compared to the 1998 levels. Such emissions could rec-ch the West Elk Wilderness or Black
Canyon National ParK (Figure 9, Emission Sources and Wildemess Area Receptors for Visibility
and Acid Deposition Modeling). The emitted NOx and S02 can react inside the plume to
convert to nitric acid and sulfuric acid, which can cause increases in acid deposition at the
alpine regions of the wilderness area . The nitric acid and sulfuric acid can also react with
ammonia in the atmosphere to fonn ·secondary particles" that can fonn a regional haze that
irnpacts visibility at locations far from the emission source. In addition, the emissions can cause
a distinct plume (called · plume blight") during the first few miles downwind before the plume
breaks up as it travels through rugged terrain.
Visibility and acid deposition impacts were evaluated at the following wilderness area receptors.
•

Acid deposition impacts were evaluated at South Golden Lake at the northern part of
West Elk Wilderness (22 miles from the historic town of Bowie).
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•

Regional haze was evaluated at the orthwest boundary of West Elk W ilderness (11
miles from the historic town of Bowie) and the northeast comer of Black Canyon
National Park.

•

Plume blight from the Bowie No. 2 Mine was evaluated for a viewer on top of Mt.
Gunnison (at the northwest part of West Elk Wilderness) and a viewer at the
northeast comer of Black Canyon National Park.

The results of the impact assessment are summarized in Table 3. 1-9, Visibility and Acid
Deposition Impacts at Wi st Elk Wildemess and Black Canyon National Parle
Modeling of the visibility and acid deposition impacts is further described in Appendix M, Air
Quality Impact Assessment.
3.1.4

Cumulative Impacts

Emissions associated with r 10untain Coal's West Elk Mine would contribute to increases in
PM10 and NOx emissions; huv ever major contributors to such emissions would be from the
existing urban, industrial and agricultural activities of the region. Cumulative air quality ;rr.... .Is
from the West Elk Mine are considered in the calculations made in Section 3.1.3.3, Effe",:S
Common to All Alternatives, and in Appendix M, Air Quality Impact Assessment.

=

The effect of increasing production to 6 million tons of coal per year on the Elk Creek Coal
Lease Tract would slightly increase air impacts.

Bowie No.2 Emissions Based on Continued Use of Haul Trucks - The PM10 emiSSion rates
from th Bowie No. 2 Mine assumed that Bowie would continue to use haul trucks between the
upper surface facility and the Bowie No. 'i loadout near Paonia. Fugitive emissions from the
haul trucks are the largest PM 10 source at the mine. Bowie has r ceived its air PE: m it to
construct a coal conveyor from its portal area to a new truck Ioadout adjacent to old State
H' hway 133; this conveyor will replace coal truck traffic on the steep road from old State
H hway 133 to the portal. If Bowie proceeds with the construction of a new train coal loadout
t -; r th" Bowie No.2 Mine, then the PM10 emission rates for the "Proposed Action" would further
decrease.
Meteorological Datil - All air quality modeling analyses rely on meteorological data. For the
modeling analyses conducted here, only a limited (6 monthS) set of site specific (influenced by
up and down-valley winds) meteorological data e)~ted at the time of the analysis. This data
was used because it was the best available a the time, and has been used by the Colorado Air
Pollution Control Division in the past. The Colorado />ir Pollution Control Division has
expressed concems that the deficiencies in the av ilable "'1eteorological data would increase
modeling uncertainties. Therefore, a proposed m.tigation measure to collect additional
meteorological data has been discussed in Section 3.1.5, Potential Air Quality Mitiga 'on and
MonitOring.
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Table 3.1-9
Visib Ilty and Acid Deposition Impacts at WHt Elk WildemHs
and Black canyon National Park(1)
Modeled Valll ~

P rameter

Threshold fo r
Significant Impact

Assumed Background Conditions
Visual range at West Elk Wildemess

290km

-

Visual range at Black Canyon

221 km

-

Increase In 24-hour Average

s.xt light Extinction Coefficient

SCREEN3 Impact at northwest comer of West
Elk Wilderness (Proposed Action Mir us
Baseline)

8.7% B-ext increase

5% increase

SCREEN3 impact at northwest comer of West
Elk Wilderness (Proposed Action Minus NoAction)

4 .7% B-ext increase

5% increase

Highest day impact at rthwest comer of West
Elk Wilderness using 1SC3 model

19.8% B-ext increase

5% increase

95" percentile worst impact at northwest comer
of West Elk Wilderness using ISC3 model

4.3% B-ext increase

5% increase

SCREEN3 impact at northeast comer of Black
Canyon

2.4% B-ext increase

% increase

,

Acid Deposition at South Golden Lake at WHt Elk Wildemns
Annual No,. and S02 increases (Proposed
Action Minus Baseline)

No,. = 0.0002 " g/m3
S02 = 0.OOOO8 " g1mc

Decrease in Acid Neutralization Capacity

1.6%

10%

PLUVUE Plume Blight Impact Downwind of Bowie No. 2 Mine
MI. Gunnison observer (worst case): looking
upwind toward mine at sunset with sun behind
the mine

E(L"a"b) = 4.9

2.0

Black Canyon observer (worst case): looking
upwind toward mine at sunset

E(L"a"b) = 1.7

2.0

Other PLUVUE impacts for MI. Gunnison and
Black Canyon observers and viewing angles

E(L "a"b) ranges from 0.09 to 1.1

2.0

(1) Air quality modeling is based on a number of input parameters. For a discussion on uncertainty in air quality
l'I1O<:Ie:ing. see Section 4.0. Uncertainty in modeling Methods and Assumptions. in Appendix M. Air Quality Impact
Assessment.

3.1.5 Potential Air Quality Mitigation and Monitoring
The mitigation and monitoring measures for air quality are set forth in Table 3.1-10, Potential
Mitigation and Monitoring Measures for Air Quality.
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Table 3.1-10
Potential Mitigation and Monitoring Measurn for Air Quality
Code

Impacts Mitigated

Potential Mltigatlo
and Monitoring

Effectiveness'

AO-1 3

Reductio" of fugitive dust
emissions and visibility impacts
to West Elk Wildemess Area
and Black Canyon National
Park.

Construct new train Ioado t
at Bowie No. 2 Mine.

1

Mining
Company

A0-2

Provide additional air quality
data for any future air quality
permitting in the orth Fork
valley.

Install new PM10 monitoring
stations and meteorological
stations near Bowie and
Oxbow mines.

2

Mining
Company;
CDPHE

1)2

Notes: 1. Effectiveness is assessed as: 1 - highly effective; 2 - moderately effective; 3 - somewhat effective;

and 4 - uncertain.
2. This is the entity with jurisdiction or authority to implement this action.
3. Issues being addressed by NFCWG. Mitigation is dependent on Bowie and Oxbow obtaining the Iron
Point and Elk Creek Coal lease tracts. respectively.

AQ·1 • Construct New Train Loadout at Bowie No.2 Mine. Bowie is considering the
construction of a new train loadout at the Bowie No. 2 ~~ine . If Bowie proceeds with the
construction f such a facility, the use of the new facili!)' would be effective in reducing PM10
emission rates. Fugitive dust caused by haul truck traffic on Sta e H' hway 133 between the
Bowie No. 2 M'ne and the Bowie No. 1 Loadout accounts for about 100 tons per yea of PM10
emissions. ih e coal trucks emit over 10 tons per year of NOx. Replacement of coal truck
haulage with coal trains would also result in a net reduction of the emiss' s that can crea 'e
visibility impacts at Ire West Elk Wilderness Area.
AQ·2 · Install N"w PM10 and Meteorological Stations. The PM10 monitoring stations could be
used to track comp ianc:e with the PM 10 ambient air quality standards. The data from new
PM10 and meteorological stations would be effective to improve accuracy of Mure air quality
permitting efforts in the orth Fork alley.

3.2

TOPOGRAPHYIPHYSIOGRAPHY

Issue: Identify the potential for subsidence from underground mining actMties.

3.2.1

Introduction

The analysis area encompasses the lands within and immediately surrounding the exploration
license area and the coal ledse tracts. Topography of the general area ranges from steep to
relatively flat. Elevations range from slightly over 5,600 feet in the North Fork of the Gunni
River Valley near the town of Po ia to elevations ov r 10,000 feet in the mountains
surrounding th exploration license and lease tract areas .

3.2.2

n

Affected Environment

The elevations in e Iron Point Exploration Licer.se area range from about 6,400 feet in the
Hubbard Creek d in3ge and 7,500 feet in the Terror Creek drainage to over 8,400 feet in an
area west of Terror Creek Reservoir. The exploration license area is drained by both Terror
Creek and Hubbard Creek. These drainages flow in a general north-south orientation and
empty into the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley.
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in the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract ran!Je from approximately 6,400 fe t in e
H bbal d (;re drainage and 6,800 feet in the Terror Creek drainage to over 8,200 feet on the
r
ch 3 of the lease tract. The Iron Point Coal Lease Tract is drained by Terror Creek
riu ba~j Creek. These drainages flow in a general north-south orientation and empty into
c
f ori( of the Gunnison River Valley.
levations in the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract range from about 6,400 feet in the Hubbard
C,eek drainage and 6,700 feet in the Bear Creek drainage to over 8,500 feet in the upper
re ches of the tract. The Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract is drained by Hubbard Creek, Bear
, eek, and Elk Creek. These drainages flow in a general north-south orientation and empty
i 0 the North Fori( of the Gunnison River.
The topography of the area has also been greatly influenced by a wide range of massmovement landforms and processes within the No,lh Fori( of the Gunnison River Valley,
including localized natural landslides and rock falls in the Hubbard Creek drainage. Landsliding
in this region is usually preceded, accompanied, and followed by perceptible creep al g the
surface of the sliding or within the slide mass. Landslides, rock falls, and other areas of general
geologicltopographic instability are shown on Figure 11, Geologic Hazards Map.

3.2.3

Environmental Consequences

The actual leasing of the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease Reacts would impose no
topographic change on the tracts. Similar1y, the exploration activities as proposed for the Iron
Point Exploration License area would have no noticeable topographic impact.
If the tracts are leased subsequent underground Iongwall mining would cause subsidence as
discussed in Appendix F. Overview of Underground Coal Mining, and Appenri/x K, Subsidence
Evaluation. Subsidence would be most notable on ridQf'.5 and steeper slopes, particularly cliffs,
where cracks might open on the order of a few inches to possibly 1-foot wide and 25 to 50 feet
deep. Fewer cracks would occur in the valleys than on ridges, because the valleys are more
stable and the alluvial material found in the valleys ends to be more yieldable than some of the
brittle bedrock found on the ridges. Subsidence from Iongwall mining could aggravate the
movement of existing landslides and I\OCk falls.

3.2.3.1

Effects of Alternative

(No-Actlo")

If the No-Action Alternative is selected , there would be no exploration activities in the Iron Point
Exploration License area, and no mining activities would occur in either the Iron Point or the Elk
Creek Coal Lease Reacts. Thus, here would be no topographic changes as a result of such
activities. Naturallandsliding and rock falls would continue, particularly in the Hubbard Creek
drainage given its existing, natural geologic instability.

3.2.3.2

Effects Common to All ActIon Alternatives

Direct Etrects • Subsidence amounts and processes regarding longwall mining are discussed
in a general manner in Appendix F, Overview of Underground Coal Mining, and in Append"c K,
Subsidence Evaluation. Subsidence does occur in areas above longwall mining. The amount
of subsidence above Iongwall mining epends on many factors including mine plans, coal
thickness, geologic strata, and overburden depth. As a general rule, the greater the
overburden thickness, the less the surface subsidence. For example, assuming a coal
extraction thickness of 12 feet for the 0 seam in the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract. surface
subsidence would be expected to be 7 to 8 feet for those areas with 500 feet of overburden. At
overburden depths of 2,000 to 2,500 feet, surface subsidence would be projected between 1
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and 3 feet. The subsidence over the gate roads (entries on either side of " longwall panel) is
typically 1 to 2 feet less than the panel itself.
Topographic changes caused by subsidence w ith longwall mining are often unnoticeable to the
untrained eye. As longwall mining proceeds under a particular area, there would be some
cracking on the surface. As mining proceeds away from the area, this surface cracking tends to
disappear, although the elevation of the area wou d be lower. In certain areas, such as the
alluvial material in drainages, the alluvium would stretch but mayor may not rupture when
subsidence occurs.
Subsidence at any given point on the surface begins when the longwall face is beneath that
point and is generally 90 percent complete when the longwall face has passed at 1.2 to 1.4
times the overburden depth beyond the point of mining. For example, at 500 foot depth of
overburden, the subsidence beneath longwall mining woulc4 be 90 percent complete within
about a month when the longwall face is 600 to 700 feet beyond that point on the surface.
Other than lowering the land surface, the long-term effects of subsidence on surface
topography would be minimal, and even unnoticeable to most casual observers. Some residual
cracks may remain in the more brittle bedrock material on ridges or cliffs. Overall, the
topography above subsided longwall mining workings would be similar to the pre-mining
topography, albeit lower in elevation.
Subsidence from underground mining could aggravate, and perhaps even accelerate, the
existing landslides and rock falls in the area, particularfy those geologic hazards that occur in an
area where the overburden depth is less than 500 feet. Other natural factors may cause an
acceleration of impacts, these factors being separate from subsidence. For example, in an
extremely wet spring, the moisture from snowmelt and spring rains could cause these natural
landslides and rock 1.. Is to move and shift. This seems to have been the case in the mid
1980s, during a period of intense precipitation and moisture. It is difficult to assess whether the
naturally occurring landslide and other unstable areas have been aggravated by subsidence.

Indirect Etr.cts - There are no anticipated indirect long-term topographic impacts expected for
surface facility disturbances supporting underground mining activities. These areas would be
regraded and recontoured following mining closure and removal of structures in such a manner
that the area would blend into the surrounding undisturbed terrain. See Section 2.7,
Reclamation Measures.

3.2.3.3

Ef'fec:ts of Alternative B

Only minor direct surface disturbances would be associated with explora Ion (roads, drill sites)
and potential mining of the two coal lease tracts (roads, ventilation raises, and degasification
borehole pads). Such direct surface disturbance activities would not affect the topography of
the area, and any surface disturbing activities would be reclaimed as set forth in Section 2.7,
Reclamation Measures.

As explained in both Appendix F, Overview of Underground Coal Mining, and Appendix K,
Subsidence Evaluation, there is a potential for surface subsidence as a result of longwall
mining. The amount of subsidence would depend on overburden depth, but it would be
relatively uniform across the topography and would not leave irregularly shaped depressions on
the surface. Rather, the subsidence would be relatively uniform (Le., the change in elevation
due to subsidence would be essentially the same across each tract). On the fringes of the
subsidence, some tension cracks may be visible, but they may heal with time. Some cracks,
especially in bedrock never heal.
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Effects of Alternative C

The impacts of A1temative C would be similar to those described Section 3.2.2.3. Effects
Common to All Altematives, and Section 3.2.2.4, Effects of Alternative B (Proposed Action).
The exception with Alternative C would be that the amount of subsidence anticipated with
multiple-seam mining would be greater than that of Single seam longwall mining. An estimated
maximum average subsidence for extraction of both the D and B coal seams would be 13 feet.
See Appendix K, Subsidence Evaluation, for further information.

3.2.3.5

Effects of Alternative 0

The impacts of A1temative D would be similar to those of Alternative C, except extra
precautions (barner pillars, buffer zones, etc.) would be taken to prevent any subsidence in the
Terror Creek and Hubbard Creek drainages, and beneath the C recanti-Rifle 230/345 kV
electric trans ission line which is located in the Terror Creek drainage.

3.2.4

Cumulative Impacts

As discussed in Section 3.3.2.2., Geologic Hazards, the North Fork Valley region east of the
town of Paonia has numerous existing natural landslide and other unstable areas. These
natural features would contribute to future changes in the topography of the area. No
curnulative impacts to the topography of the exploration license or the two proposed lease
tracts would result from operations of the West Elk Mine.
The effect on topography of Oxbow increasing production to 6 million tons of coal per year
would be minimal.

3.2.5

Potential Topographic Mitigation and Monitoring

No additional mitigation and monitoring measures are suggested. Subsidence monitoring is a
requirement of the mine permit issueci by the Colorado Division of Minerals and Geology
(DMG). If surface cracks occur that affect other uses (roads, trails, etc.), the surface
management agencies have S' Lhority to require timely on-site mitigation. For additional
discussion, see Section 3.3.5 otential Subsidence Mitigation and Monitoring.

3.3

GEOLOGY

Issue: Identify geologic hazards on the lease sites and the potential for subsidence by
underground mining activities. Areas of concem include the potential innuence of geologic
hazards; the potential for and consequences of subsidence; the effects of mining on the area's
geology, including seismicity.
3.3.1

Introduction

The characteristics of a coal d posit dictate the most economical and practical mining
application. See Appendix E, Mining Economics. Geologic data and the interpr",tations form
the basis for mine evaluation and mine production by providing coal reserve estimates and
geologic structure data (such as dip, faults, fracture patterns, etc.). For underground mining
operations, geologic information is also used to assess subsidence.
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The Iron Point Exploration License area, and the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts, lie
in the Paonia-Somerset coal field which contains medium to high coal development potential
deposits. The main coal beds within this area are found in the Upper Cretaceous Mesa Verde
Formation, which is overlain by the Tertiary Wasatch formation and underlain by the Upper
Cretaceous Mancos Shale. See Figure 12, Typical Geologic Cross-Section.
In addition to the sedimentary units in the region, isolated igneous intrusions have been
encountered. Iron Point,located in Section 27 , T12S, R91W, is an example of an igneous
intrusion. Geologic data indicates that another intrusion has compromised the coal in the
northwest portion of the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract. Please refer to Section 2.6.2, Alternative
D - Offer the Iron Point Lease Tract With the Stipulation That There be no Subsidence in
Sensitive Areas.
The coal bearing sedimentary strata of the Mesa Verde Formation are relatively flat lying with a
regional dip of approximately five degrees to the north/northeast. Local dips can vary.
The principal mineable coal seams on the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract are the "D" seam and the
"S" seam. Other seams within the tract, A, C, and E, are either considered too thin (less than 6
feet) or are too discontinuous to mine. In the case of the "8" seam, there has been historic
mining of this seam within the Iron Point Tract. The overburden overlying the D seam in the
Iron Point Coal Lease Tract is generally greater than 500 feet, with the exception of areas under
and immediately adjacent to Hubbard Creek. In the northern part of the tract, overburden over
the D seam is typically over 1,500 feet. The 0 seam is over 2 ,000 feet beneath the Terror
Creek Reservoir. See Figure 13, D Seam Overburden Isopach. Overburden underlying Terror
Creek ranges from 500 to 1,200 feet.

The primary mineable coal seam on the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract is the "0" seam. On this
tract, the A and E coal seams are either considered too thin (less than 6 feet) 0( are too
discontinuous to mine. The 8 and C coal seams on the Elk Creek Tract were historically mined.
The overburden overlying the 0 seam in the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract is typically greater
than 500 feet and reaches over 2,500 feet at the northeastern boundary of the tract. See
Figure 13, D Seam Overburden Isopach.
Outcropping on both the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts are the Tertiary Wasatch
Formation, Upper Cretaceous Mesa Verde Formation, and Quaternary deposits. The
Cretaceous Mancos Shale does not outcrop on the lease tracts but lies below the Mesa Verde
Formation. The following is a brief overview of the geologic units in the area:

•

Quaternary Deposits: The Quaternary deposits are an unsorted mixture of soil and
rock formed by various mass-wasting processes such as landslides, earth flows , soil
creep, and debris avalanches. These deposits also include slope colluvium and
Quaternary unconsolidated deposits derived from the Wasatch Formation.

•

Wasatch Formation (Tertiary): The Wasatch formation overlies the Mesa Verde
Formation. It consists of red and buff shales and red sandstones in the upper part of
the formation, and red to gray conglomerates in the lower portion. The Ohio Creek
conglomerate, which is the basil conglomerate unit, is a regional marker and
commonly referenced geologic mapp: g datum.
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•

Mesa Verde Formation (Cretaceous): The Mesa Verde Formation is the primary
coal bearing formation in this region and conformably overlies e Mancos Shale
Formation. It consists of approximately 2,300 feet of interbedded coal seams,
sandstones, shales, and siltstones. The Mesa Verde Formation consists of the
Barren Member, Paonia Member, Bowie Member, and Rollins Sandstone Member.
The Barren f\ ember is approximately 1,600 feet in thickness and contains no coal
seams. The Paonia Member ranges from approximately 300 to 500 feet and is
composed of shales and interbedded sandstone. The Paonia Member contains the
D and E coal seams. The Bowie Member ranges from 270 to 350 feet thick and
consists primarily of grey shales, interbedded lenticular sandstones, and coal seams.
The Bowie Member contains the A, B, and C coal seams. The Rollins Sandstone
ranges from 120 to 200 feet in thickness. It is a massive, cross-bedded medium to
coarse grained, buff to white sandstone unit. The Rollins Sandstone lies
conformably on the underlying Mancos Shale and is relatively continuous throughout
the area, thus serving as a common marker bed.

•

Mancos Shale (Cretaceous): The Mancos Shale is a regionally extensive bed of
marine shales ranging up to 4,000 feet in thickness. In the lease tracts, it underlies
the exposed geologic sequence. However, west of the town of Somerset, the North
Fork of the Gunnison River has cut through the upper portion of the Mancos Shale,
exposing the grey marine shales so prominent with this formation.

A northwest trending fault may be present in the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract. Other undetected
faults may also occur. Faults in the area have been observed to have steep dips, ranging from
about 75 degrees to vertical.
3.3.2.2

Geologic Hazards

As discussed in Section 3.2, Topography/Physiography, the area within and surrounding the
Iron Point ~:viQ!ion license area and the two coal lease tracts, have numerous existing
natural landslide areas and other unstable slopes. See Figure 11, Geologic Hazards Map.
The geologic hazards have been mapped in accordance with state of Colorado House Bill 1041
(C.R.S. 1973, 24-65.1-101, at. seq.). As defined in House Bill 1041, a geologic hazard means
Ma geologic phenomenon which is so adverse to past, current, or foreseeable construction or
land u e as to constitut a Significant hazard to public health and safety or to property." House
Bill 1041 also points out that geologic hazards, which are a normal dynamic process, can be
intensified or lessened by human activity. In any event, regardless of the intenSity, hazards
should be recognized and considerEl prior to any land use changes.
Most of the geologic hazards observed in the exploration license area and coal lease tracts are
historic in nature. However, during periods of high to very high precipitation in the mid 1980s,
there was renewed movement of existing landslides and the development of new landslides in
on unstable slopes. Such areas of recent movement have been identified on Figure 11,
GeoIoyic Hazards Map.
3.3.2.3

Other Geologic Resources

The lands in the area have been rated as having high potential for oil and gas (Colorado Oil &
Gas Potential Map, BLM, 1991 ). The project area is close to the edge of the productive basin
and exploration interest in the past has been low. The potential for the discovery of
conventional resources of oil and gas under the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts
appears to be very slight. Dry wells have been drilled to the Dakota Sandstone a few miles to
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the southwest and to the northwest of the lease tract areas. There are no oil and gas leases
located on or near the exploration license area or the lease application tracts. Methane is found
in the coal seams and is released with mining to the surface for the safety of the mining
operation. Recently, there have been expressions of interest for leasing oil and gas filed in the
area. Interest ill coal bed methane has never been high in the immediate area, however, the
expressions of interest in leasing are presumed to be associated with coal bed methane.
Other coal seams in the project area are not considered economically recoverable.

3.3.3

Environmental Consequences

There would be negligible effect to the geologic resources as a result of drilling activities in the
exploration license area.
If leasing and mining proceeds on the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal lease tracts, coal would
be removed, and the overlying overburden material would be altered through subsidence. The
coal would be extracted, and the existing geologic structure and lithologic continuity in the area
above the mined coal would be altered by subsidence. See Appendix F, Overview of
Underground Coal Mining and Appendix K, Subsidence Evaluation.
Any oil and gas resources in the coal seams would be lost. Recoverability of any oil and gas
resources present in geologic formations below the coal seams would be reduced.
There are no indirect effects to geologic resources expected for any of the alternatives.

3.3.3.1

Effects of Alternative A (No-Actlon)

If the No-Action Alternative is selected, coal would not be disturbed by exploration and would
not be mined in the lease tracts. The coal resource and the structural and lithologic integrity of
the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal lease tracts would remain in-place. The potential to recover
the coal resource at some time in the future would remain.

3.3.3.2

Effects Common to All Action Alternatives

DltWCt Etrects - Under all alternatives, coal would be mined by longwall techniques. After coal
recovery, the overburden would be altereo ~ <Je to subsidence. See Appendix K, Subsidence
Evaluation. Subsidence would occur due to the extraction of coal on retreat from the longwall
panels. There would be a gradual lowering of the surface after the Iongwall shearer removes
the coal. Some cracking would be evident as the shearer passes. and along the fringes of the
e xtracted panel. However. due to the thickness of the overburden in the two lease tracts, it is
anticipated that subsidence would not be easily evidenced to casual observers. Rock falls at
the outcrop could occur, but the historic (pre-mining) burning of the coal along the outcrop
(causing the reddish coloration in the strata in the valley) would preclude a Significant amount of
mining close to the outcrop. Therefore, rock falls induced by subsidence would be unlikely.
There is a potential that mining subsidence could aggravate existing landslides and other
geologic hazards in the Hubbard Creek drainage. See Figure 11, Geologic Hazards Map.
The relative potential of mine subsidence is graphically illustrated on Figure 14, Subsidence
Potential Map. This map represents a compilation of the overburden depth to the 0 coal seam
in relation to the geologic hazards of the area, as shown on Figure 11, Geologic Hazards Map .
Typically. those areas showing "high to very high" subsidence potential are those under SOO
feet of overburden combined with areas that presently exhibit landslide, Il'Ck falls. or other
geologically unstable stratum. The potential impacts are lessened with the depth of
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overburden, with potential subsidence impacts of "low to very low" being typically those areas
greater than 1,500 feet of overburden . he impact zones shown on Figure 14, Subsidence
Potential Map, are based on conservative assumptions. The actual impacts may be less than
suggested on the map.
The duration of subsidence resulting from mining is composed of both an active and residual
phase. Active subsidence refers to movements occurring simultaneously with the .nining
operations, while residual subsidence is that part of the surface deformation that occurs
following the cessation of mining.
Time ~pans during which surface subsidence may occur vary with the mining method being
used. Longwall mining induces subsidence rapidly, beginning almost immediately after mining.
With room-and-pillar mining, major occurrences of surface subsidence may be delayed for
decades until the support pillars have substantially deteriorated and collapsed. See Appendix
F, Overview of Underground Coal Mining.
The duration of residual subsidence movements above longwall panels is relatively short,
typically varying from a few weeks up to 10 years. On the other hand, in room-and-pillar
mining, without pillar recovery , the magnitude of active subsidence is generally small, and the
ground surface may experience a variable frequency of subSidence incidents during this pillar
period. Sometime after room-and-pillar mining, however, complete collapse of abandoned
pillars in the adjacent strata may occur as a result of natural causes or human activities. These
processes are likely to continue until all the voids created by mining excavation have been filled
by caved stratum. Consequently, in the case of room-and-pillar mining, the residual subsidence
can result in subsidence measured on the surface.
Residual subsidence from historic room-and-pillar mining has and will continue to create mining
induced seismic events in the area. For example, seismic events from the now abandoned
Somerset Mine have been measured on the Richter Scale at the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) Earthquake Center in Golden, Colorado. See Appendix K, Subsidence Evaluation.
Mining induced seismic events as a result of longwall mining may occur. Based on existing
information, these events are not expected to cause damage to surface resources or overlying
structures. However, this is difficult to quantify given the existing data and research available.

Indirect Etrects - Mining of the coal seam(s) would result in the loss of any methane within the
coal bed. Recoverability of any oil and gas resource present in geologic formations below the
coal seams would tie reduced du to the limiting of drill pad locations. Total loss f the
resource would not occur because of the possibility to directionally drill into the lowllr horizons.
There are a number of landslides and other unstable slopes in the North Fork Valley region.
See Figure 11, Geologic Hazards Map. Subsidence beneath such steep slopes could
contribute or aggravate landslide movements, but this determination is difficult to quantify given
the natural (pre-mining) geologic instability in many areas of the North Fork of the Gunnison
River Valley. See discussion in Section 5.0, Topographic Factors Affecting Subsidence, in
Appendix K, Subsidence Evaluation.

3. .3.3

Effects of Alternative B

The effects of Alternative B would be the same as those described in Section 3.3.3.2, Effects
Common to All Action Altematives.

./
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Effects of Alternative C

The impacts of A1temative C would be similar to those described in Section 3.3.3.2. Effects
Common to All A1tematives, with the exception that the amount of subsidence anticipated with
multiple seam mining of the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract would be slightly greater than those of
Alternative B. Even with multiple seam mining, the subsidence should be fairly uniform over the
entire lease tract. Overburden deformation (i.e., fracturing) can migrate further into the
overburden with multiple seam coal mining. See Appendix K, Subsidence Evaluation.

3.3.3.5

Effects of Alternative D

Effects would be similar to Altemative C, except that special subsidence protection (i.e., barrier
pillars, buffer zones, etc.) would be required for those areas under and immediately adjacent to
Hubbard Creek, Terror Creek, and the Curecanti-Rifle 230/345 kVelectric transmission line.
In terms of the acreage involved, the lease areas under Altemative C are approximately 673
acres (approximately 10 percent) greater than under Alternative B. Therefore, a somewhat
larger acreage could be subject to the effects of subsidence.

3.3.4

Cumulative Impacts

A considerable amount of the area in the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley near
Somerset has been mined by historic mining activities. See Appendix G, Historic Coal Mining
Activity. There has been subsidence in a number of the areas above the historic mining;
however, there has been no known damage to resources or overlying structures attributable to
this subsidence. In some cases, near the coal subcrop areas, where overburden material is
minirnal, subsidence may have contributed or aggravated landslide movements, but this
determination is difficult to quantify given the natural (pre-mining) geologic instability in many
areas in the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley.
The effect on geology increasing productio",; 0 6 million tons of coal per year on the Elk Creek
Coal Lease Tract would be minimal.

3.3.5

Potential Subsidence MItigation and Monitoring

Subsidence monitoring and mitigation programs acceptable to the Colorado DMG and OSM
would be implemented for both coal lease tracts. The monitoring and mitigation measures for
subsidence are set forth in Table 3.3-1, Potential Mitigation and Monitoring Measures for
Subsidence.
The Colorado DMG requires detailed information, monitoring, and repair of subsidence impacts
as set forth in Section 2.05.6(6), Subsidence Survey, Subsidence Monitoring, and Subsidence
Control Plan, of the Regulations of the Colorado Mined Land Reclamation Board for Coal
Mining. fhese regulations have been in force for Colorado since 1980.

3.4

SOILS

Issue: Identify and protect soil resources for future reclamation uses. Provide for reclamation
of areas disturbed by surface facilities.
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Table 3.3·1
Potential MltlgMIon and Monitoring .....u,.. for Subsidence
Code

Impacts MItlgat8d

5-1'

Provide inventory of all structures
and renewable resource lands
above and adjacent to planned
underground mining

5-2

Potential MltlgMIon
and Monitoring

Effectiveness'

Who'

Prepare report with maps
describing structures and
renewable resources

1

Colorado DMG

Provide monitoring before. during.
and after mining to assess
subsidence impacts

Install a networll of
subsidence monitors prior to
mining

1

Cclorodo DMG

5-3

Provide detailed information on
subsidence to fully understand
impacts of underground mining

Prepare subsidence survey
report and subsidence
control plan

1

Colorado DMG

S-4

Prevent damage to structures and
re_bIe resource lands above
and adjacent to actual
underground mining

Take appropriate measures
to restore, rehabilitate,
replace structures impacted
by subsidence. Purchase
structures prior to mining.
Obtain non-cancetable
insurance policies payable
to surface owners.

1

Colorado DMG
Mining
company

Notn: 1. Effectiveness is assessed as: 1 • highly effective; 2 • moderately effective; 3 • somewhat effective;
and 4 • uncertain.
2. This is the entity with jurisdiction or authority to implement this action.
3. Issues being addressed by NFCWG. Mitigation is dependent on Bowie and Oxbow obtaining the Iron
Point and Elk creek Coal Lease tracts, respectively.

3.4.1

Introduction

Soils information and technical data were taken from two soil surveys completed for the
project area. An Order III soil survey, entitled Soil Survey of Grand Mesa-West Elk
~ (Cryer and Hughes, 1997) was used to characterize and describe the soils overlying that
portion of the project area administered by the Forest Service. A soil survey completed by the
Natural Resources Conservation Service (fonnerly the Soil Conservation Service), entitled ~
Survey of Paonia Area. Colorado (Hunter, 1981) was obtained and used to describe and
characterize the soils overlying the privately held and BlM-administered lands within the project
area boundary. These surveys each contain soil maps depicting the areal extent of the soils
delineated as well as map unit deScriptions, typical pedon descriptions, and interpretation tables
which were used to develop the text presented below. These two soil surveys were not
correlated, and the map unit boundaries merging along federal and private land boundaries do
not necessarily meet. No Site-specific soil baseline studies were conducted for the coal lease
or exploration license areas as a part of this project nor are any other relevant soil reports
known to exist which could provide applicable soils baseline information.

3.4.2

Affected Environment

3.4.2.1

General 5011 Properties

A total of 32 soil map units, characterized by 38 soil series, families or miscellaneous
groupings, were delineated within the project area. These soils are forming in response to the
wide variety of ~arent materials, elevations, slopes, aspects, and rates of material weathering
common to the project area as a whole. Consequently, these soils exhibit a wide variety of
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characteristics in terms of soil properties and use interpretations. Figure 15. Soil Map. depic s
the 32 soil map units elineated.
Soils overlying mountain side slopes and toe slopes are developing in residuum and colluvium
from sandstone and shale sources, as well as from some mixed alluvium parent materials.
These soils occur on slopes typically ranging from 20 to 70 percent and are primarily deep to
very deep, well drained, and have moderate to high available water capacities. Soil textures
are highly variable ranging from loams to very stony clays for surface soils and from loams to
very cobbly clays for subsurface soil horizons. Coarse fragment percentages increase with
depth. The mass movement potential is rated as moderate to high for most of these map units,
though low ratings are common for lesser slope angles.
Soil of canyon, mesa, ridge, mountain, and valley side slopes are highly variable given the broad
topographic range of this grouping. Parent materials include interbedded sandstones, shales, and
mixed igneous rock types. Slopes range from 5 to 90 percent. These soils are shallow to very
deep, well drained, and typically exhibit low to medium available water capacities. Surface textures
range from clay loarns to extremely stony Ioarns while subsurface textures range from stoney
sandy loams to very cobbly clays. The mass movement potential is low to high given the broad
s!ope range.
Deep to very deep, well drained soils with low and moderate available water capacities typify
mesa summits, ridges, benches and side slopes of the project area. Interbedded limestones,
shales, and basalts are the dominant parent materials underlying slopes ranging primarily from
15 to 65 percent. Surface soil textures range from sandy Ioarns to gravelly Ioarns while subsoil
textures range from sandy Ioarns to very stoney clays and extremely cobbly sandy Ioarns. The
mass movement potential ranges from low to high depending, in part, on slope percentage.
Soils of mountain slopes and benches are forming in residuum and colluvium derived from
sandstones, shales, and basalts. Igneous parent materials may also be present in some cases.
Slopes range from 5 to 65 percent. These soils are deep to very deep, well drained, and exhibit
medium available water capacities. Surface textures are typically Ioarns a:1d clay Ioarns while
subsurface textures range from Ioams to very stony clays. The mass movement potential is
typically low to medium.
Shallow to deep, well drained soils with low to high available water capacities typify the uplands
and associated mountain side slopes of the project area. Sandstones, shales, and mixed
alluvium are the dominant parent materials on slopes ranging from 5 to 25 percent. Surface soil
textures are loarns and clay Ioarns while subsoil textures range from clay Ioams to channery
loams. The mass movement potential was not rated for these soils.
Soils overlying uplands, valley side slopes and alluvial valleys are forming in sandstone
materials, eolian deposits, and mixed alluvium. Slopes range from 6 to 65 percent. These soils
are typically deep and well drained with high available water caPdcities. Surface textures are
loams while subsurface textures range from channery clay loams to clays. The mass
movement potential was not rated for the soil portions of these map units.
Deep, well-drained soils with moderate to high available water capacities overlie the fans and
assoclated landforms of the project area. Alluvium and landslide materials from mixed rock
sources are the dominant parent materials. Slopes range from nearly level to 40 percent with
lesser slopes predominating. Soil textures range from loarns to stony loams for surface soils
and from clays to extremely cobbly loamy sands for subsurface soil horizons. The mass
movement potential is rated as low to medium.
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Rock outcrops occur across the project area and are expressed as bare rock exposures of
canyon walls, escarpments, and very steep upland side slopes. Little in the way of soil is
included in these map units.

3.4.2.2

Soil Salvage and Reclamation Suitability

Soil salvage depths were selected considering the limited disturbances proposed . It is
assumed that fo. the majority of disturbances, unsalvaged subsoils would remain in place and
be available as a subgrade growth medii m following facility decommissioning. Map unit slopes
were not cons ide ed since the range of slopes within a map unit often includes slope angles
both accessi Ie and inaccessible to salvage equipment.
The soils overlying the project area exhibit a comparatively narrow range of characteristics with
respect to salvage suitability. Proposed total salvage depths typically range from 10 to 24
inches and include both surface and subsurface soil materials. The main constraints to deeper
soil salvage across the coal lease and exploration license areas relate to physical soil
,.tu''''''~Dristics and include high subsoil coarse fragment content (>35 percent by volume) and
,,;
ay ntent (clay textures). Low pH values «6.0) and shallow depths to bedrock also
(..."'lnst ....cli
age depth for a number of map units.
The in-place reclamation suitability of the soil map units of the lease areas range from low to
high given typical soil characteristics and the slope angles upon which the soils are present.
Soil chemical characteristics are not normally limiting with respect to reclamation suitability.
Soil physical characteristics such as surface stones, slow permeability, clayey textures, and low
available water capacity limit the suitability of several units. Topographic and related factors
such as slope and erosion potential, respectively, also limit the suitability of many of the coal
lease tracts and exploration license area map units.

3.4.2.3

Erosion Hazard

Erosion hazard of the soils present is highly variable. Generally, as slope increases, water
erosion hazard increases. Map units having slopes of approximately 25 percent or less
typically have a low or medium hazard, while steeper slopes have medium to high hazards.
Rock outcrops and rubble areas also have low water erosion hazard ratings. The hazard of
wind erosion is slight for the vast majority of these map ;Jnits.

3.4.3

Environmental Consequences

Approximately 33.5 acres (see Section 2.4, Altemative B) would be directly impacted by the
construction of various boreholes, shafts, light-use access roads, and drill pads associated with
surface activities and exploration. These soil.. , given the variability of the project area in terms
of parent materials, slope, aspect, etc., are highly variable in and of themselves with respect to
chemical and physical characteristics. Suitable salvage depths are comparatively shallow with
deeper salvage typically constrained by high coarse fragment contents and heavy clay textures.
Direct impacts to soils include the salvage and stockpiling of selected surface soils for later reapplication, compaction, and erosion. Given the size and form of the individual facilities making
up the proposed disturbed acreage, as well as the regulatory requirements for revegetation, the
direct impacts to soils are limited and considered to be short-term and mitigable. The proposed
disturbance of 33.5 acres represents an increase of 10 percent over the acreage of soils
disturbed by coal operation in the project area to date, and less than 1 percent of the acreage
included in the lease tracts and exploration license area as a whole. The sole indirect impact to
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soils, potential subsidence-induced cracking, would have a limited surface impact on the soil
resource. Soil cracks tend to heal naturally and represent a short-term disturbance.
3.4.3.1

Effects of Alternative A (No-Action)

Under the No-Action Alternative, the project area would essentially remain in its endemic state
supporting current land uses. No direct or indirect affects associated with the reasonable
foreseeable action.; listed for either lease area or the exploration area are anticipated . Future
impacts to soils would parallel historic impacts barring any unforeseen future developments or
changes in grazing or timber harvesting policies.
3.4.3.2

Effects Common to All Action Alternatives

Direct Etrects - Direct impacts to soils under all alternatives would result from the development
of exploration and degasification boreholes, exhaust and ventilation shafts, and construction of
any necessary spur roads to access these facilities. A total of 33.5 acres of surface soils, at a
maximum, would be affected by these actions as depicted in Table 3.4-1, Acreage of Potential
Disturbance by Facility Type-All Alternatives.
T8ble3.4-1
Acruge of p~ DlaturbMce by Facility Type - All Altem8tives

ROIIds

ExpIordon
BoreholM

DegaaIftcatIon

Exhaust

Ventlldon

BorehoIn

Shafts

Shafts

Iron Point Exploration
AIea

6.5"

NA

NA

NA

5.0

Iron Point
L_AIea

NA

2.0

3.0

NA

5.0

Elk Creek

NA

4.0

NA

1.0

7.0

U

'.0

3.0

1.0

17.0

PropoMd~

EJement

L_AIea
Toblis

" Includes five holes that are within the potential boundary of the Iron Point Coal L _ Tract.

Impacts to the soil resource include those which would affect the chemical, physical, and
icrobial nature of endemic soil materials. Erosion is a potential impact which must also be
considered. Soil chemical parameters would be permanently modified as a result of any soil
salvage program whereby surface soils would be stockpiled or wind-rowed along the borders of
areas to be disturbed by various shafts, boreholes, and road construction. Surface soil
horizons would be mixed during stockpiling or windrowing resulting in a blending of
characteristics as compared to the soils in their natural state. Soil chemistry would also be
modified through stockpiling as anaerobic conditions v'1hin the stockpiles develop. The volume
of soil to be stockpiled would be limited, and the time the soils would exist in such stockpiles
would be comparatively short for most disturbances. Therefore, changes in soil chemistry due
to this activity are considered to be short-term and redeemable to a level commensurate with
vegetation establishment following resoiling.
Isolated spill accidents, sho.Jld they occur, could result in minor soil contamination from oils,
solvents, etc. Soils so affected can be buried to effectively reduce the effects of this impact.
The volume of soil subject to spills should be limited, however, given the plan to stockpile
suitable surface soils prior to operational disturbances. No impact to revegetation potential is
anticipated.
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A number of soil physical characteristics such as structur ,texture, and rock fragment content
would be permanen'.ly modified through blending during stockpiling and soil replacement
operations. Given that only suitable soils would be salvaged, this is not considered to be a
negative impact. Compaction in heavily trafficked, operational areas would likely reduce the
aeration, permeability, and water-holding capacity of impacted soils. Ripping and similar
surface manipulations are proposed as a part of the redamation plan to address compaction
concerns. The effects of compaction would be reduced to a short-term impact through the
proper application of such techniques, and natural freeze-thaw cycles, over time.
Soil microbial and fungal populations could also change resulting in a potential loss of nitrifying
bacteria and mycorrhizal species due to stockpiling. Microbial and fungal populations should
reestablish over time, typically through natural invasion via wind, drainage water, and animal
vectors from nearby adjacent undisturbed areas. This is a generally accepted premise in the
west based on observations of previously mi!'ied and redaimed areas where stockpi ed soil has
been respread and revegetation has been successful. It is particularly true for these proposed
disturbances given their limited individual sizes and, in the case of roads, a linear form . I is is
considered to be a short-term, mitigable impact with no reduction in redamation potential
expected.
Wind erosion is not expected to occur on exposed areas where salvageable soil has been
removed. The potential for wind erosion on the project area is low due to the surrounding
topography, comparatively dense endemic vegetation communities, and the surface soil rock
fragment content. It may also be noted that the expected disturbances are comparatively small
and narrow, a condition not conducive to the forces of wind erosion. In addition, temporary soil
stockpiles would be stabilized following stockpiling operations and all disturbed areas would be
revegetated following decommissioning.
The potential for soil erosion by water ranges from -low" to -high- across the soils of the coal
lease tracts and exploration license area. Grading to permit facility construction would typically
occur on slopes Jess than 40 percent and result in nearly level construction areas having
comparatively short slope lengths. uch conditions result in a low short-term potential for water
erosion for any soils impacted by various shafts and boreholes. Construction of spur roads to
shaft and drill pad areas would also result in a low short-term erosion potential for these same
reasons. All disturbances of this nature must be redaimed per state and federal regula ions
following decommissioning. The small acreages and short slopes involved, coupled with
required soil salvage, result in a moderate to hl ~h revegetation potential for all surface
disturbances.

Indirect Etrects - Indirect flffects are discussed below by alternative.
3.4.3.3

Effects of Altern.e tIve B

Other than the direct affects discussed above, the only additional indirect potential impact to the
soil resource is from subsidence, stemming from underground longwall mining operations. Th~
effect of subsidence would manifest itself as cracks forming on the soil surface followed by a
slumping, or settling, of the ground elevation as the geologic strata cave, at depth, behind the
retreating Iongwall operation. Some cracks would remain on the surface at U.e condusion of
mining. These cracks typically occur on the surface over gate roads and the edges of longwall
panels. These cracks would not likely be visible to any degree due to the existing vegetation
and the propensity of these cracks to naturally fill. The acreage of soil which would be denuded
by cracking cannot be calculated but would likely be minimal considering the acreage involved.
It is unlikely that measurable volume of soil would be lost to erosion given the linear nature
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a d short slope lengths of these features. Similarly, no measurable decrease in soil
productivity is expected .

.. .4.3.4

Effects of Alternative C

Compared to Altemative B, the affects of subSidence under this altemative would be greater
given the somewhat larger lease area involved, along with the employment of multi-seam
mining activities. With multi-seam mining, the depth to which geologic strata cave behind the
retreating Iongwall machine would be greater which, in tum, could result in deeper surface
cracks. In terms of the acreage involved, the lease areas under Altemative C are
approximately 673 acres (approximately 10 percent) greater than under Alternative B.
Therefore, a somewhat larger acreage could be subject to the effects of subsidence.

3.4.3.5

Effects of Alternative 0

Alternative 0 is identical to Alternative C except that special subsidence protection would be
required under specific areas such as Terror Creek, Hubbard Creek, or the Curecanti-Rifle
230/345 kV electric transmission line. Therefore, the effects to soils as a result of multi-seam
mining would be the same, only over a slighUy smaller lease area.

3.4.4

Cumulative Impacts

The acreage of soils proposed to be affected by surface disturbances on the coal lease tracts
and exploration license areas totals approximately 33.5 acres. Approximately 70 acres of
previous disturbances are c:ISsociated with the existing Bowie No. 2 Mine with an additional 10
t015 aaes of disturbance planned under other proposed permits. At the Sanborn Creek Mine,
approximately 95 acres have been disturbed and an additional 15 acres of disturbance is
planned for the Elk Creek portal area. Therefore, the acreage of soils proposed to be directty
affected by any altemative under consideration represents an increase in disturbed area of
approximately 10 percent. The proposed disturbances equal less than 1 percent of the total
acreage involved with the exploration license area and coal lease tracts. The impacts related to
subsidence would not measurably increase these acreage relationships.
The effect on soils of increasing production to 6 million tons of coal per year on the Elk Creek
Coal Lease Tract would be minimal.

3.4.5

Potential Soils Mitigati nand Monitorin

Proper soil management and reclamation measures are reqUiM by the surface management
agencies on disturbed sites. Colorado DMG would also r~ 'ire proper soil management
procedures as part of their exploration and mine permits. See Table 3.4-2, Potential Mitigation
and Monitoring Measures for Soils.
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T.ble3....2
Potential Mitigation and Monitoring Me.urn for Soils

Impacts MltlgaWd

Code
50-1 3

Preserve soil for future
reclamation activities

Potentllll Mltlption
and Monitoring
Removal of soil ahead of
disturbance; stockpile to
prevent wind and water
erosion; redistribute for

Effec:tive_ '
1

Who'

BlM
Forest Service
Colorado DMG

reclamation.
Prevent soil loss

50-2

Design disturbance to
prevent/control erosion

1

BlM
Forest Service
Colorado UMG

Notes: 1. Effectiveness is assessed as: 1 - highly effective; 2 - moderately effective; 3 - somewhat effective;
and 4 - uncertain.
2. This is the entity with jurisdiction or authority to implement this action.
3. Issua being addressed by NFCWG. MItigation is depelldent on Bowie and Oxbow obtaining the lIOn
Point and Elk creek Coal lease tracts, respectively.

SO-1 - The proper removal, storage and redistribution of soils would be effective in preserving
soil for use in future reclamation activities.
SO-2 • Design of surface disturbance should prevent and control erosion and soil loss (eg,
water bars, straw bale dikes, diversion ditches, sediment ponds, etc). Such control measures
should be effective when installed and maintained properly.

3.5

SURFACE WATER HYDROLOGY

Issue: Identify and minimize impacts to water quality and hydrology to maintain the integrity of
watersheds wnhin and sunounding the lease ttact al8as. Maintain adequate flows to drainages
and ditches above underground mining activity. Al8as of concem include: the potential to alter
existing hydrologic systems; the potential to impact irrigation canals and the Terror Cl8ek
Reservoir by subsidence; alteration of downstl8am flow rates; alteration of existing springs and
~ eps; changes in surface ;"I8ter chemistry as a I8SUIt of mining operations; and, impacts to
water rights on Terror Cl8ek, Hubbard Cl8ek, Bear Cl8ek, and Elk Cl8ek.

3.5.1

Introduction

The study area required to address the Impacts tc surface water hydrology from leaSing the
Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tra !s ~nci the Iron Point Exploration License area is
defined by the watershed boundaries of the :ocal drainages (Figure 16, Regional Hydrology
Map). The following sections indude discussion of the regional hydrologic setting, flow
characteristics within the surface drainage system, analysis of surface water quality, water
rights, and environmental consequences of exploration and mining on surface water resources.

The following information sources were used for this evaluation:
~

Surface water quality and quantity data for regional hydrology from the llSGS;

~

Surface water quality and quantity data for the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease
tracts and the Iron Point Exploration License area from Bowie and Oxbow;

~

Surface water rights information for the drainages in the vicinity of the study area
from the Co:orado State Engineers Office, Division of Water Resources; and,
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Review of Bowie and Oxbow d ta, including annual hydrology reports, permit
applications, and other reports related to surface water hydrol 'dY.

To respond to issues raised during scoping, effects of subsidence on Terror Creek Reservoir
. ~ere included in the analysis. It should be noted that the Terror Creek Reservoir is not within
the proposed Iron Point Coal Lease Tract and is outside the area of influence defined by the
subsidence angle of draw. See Figure 14, Subsidence Potential Map, and Appendix K,
Subsidence Evaluation.

3.5.2

Affected Environment

The Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal ease tracts and the Iron Point Exploration License area are
located within the North Fork of the Gunnison River basin.

3.5.2.1

Regional Surface Water Hydrology

The North Fork of the Gunnison River drains the coal lease and exploration license areas. The
North Fork of the Gunnison River joins the Black canyon of the Gunnison River downstream of
the Hotchkiss fish hatchery to become the Gunnison River.
There are two USGS monitoring locations along this reach: North Fork of the Gunnison River
near Somerset, Colorado (Station No. 09132500), and North Fork of the Gunnison River below
Leroux Creek, near Hotchkiss, C.oIorado (Station No. 09135950).
Stream flow has been monitored at the station near Somerset since October 1933. The
drainage area at the Somerset station is 526 square miles. The highest annual mean flow at
this station during the period of record for water years 1934 through 1997 was 829 cfs in 1984.
The highest instantaneous peak flow of 9,220 cfs was recorded on May 24,1984. The lowest
annual mean flow for the same station and period of record was 114 cfs in 1977.
The station below Leroux Creek is a new station with data collected for a three month period
during the summer of 1997. Flow during the period from July to September ranged from a
minimum daily mean of 94 cfs to a maximum daily mean of 848 cfs. (USGS, 1997)
Surface water quality in the North Fork of the Gunnison River in the vicinity of Paonia is good
with low concentrations of TDS, nitrate, nitrite, and metals. The water is of calcium bicarbonate
type.

3.5.2.2

Project Area Surface Water Hydrology

The coal lease tracts and exploration license area are tributary to the North Fork of the
Gunnison River between SOmerset and Paonia, Colorado. Figure 16, Regional Hydrology Map,
shows the watershed areas that encompass the coal lease tract and exploration areas. Figure
17, Regional Stream Network, illustrates the relative location of the tributary streams to the
North Fork of the Gunnison River. Hubbard Creek and Terror Creek drain the Iron Point
Explol ation license area and the :'on Point Coal Lease Tract. Hubbard Creek, Bear Creek, and
a smaa portion of Elk Creek drain the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract.
Watershed (drainage basin) information used to characterize the streams draining the project
area includes: drainage area, elevation range, stream le'lyiil, and stream order. Drainage area
is the area of the watershed from its headwaters to its confluence with the next lower stream.
Elevation range is determined from the highest point in the watershed to the ~ Ievation at the
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confluence with the next lower stream. Channel length is the total length of the stream from its
origin at the headwaters to its confluence with the next lower stream. Stream order is a
classification of a watershed using the number of tributaries found within the watershed. A first
order stream has no tributaries. A second order stream is a reach downstream of the
confluence of at least two first order streams. Ordering continues in this fashion indicating the
relative complexity of the watershed.

Iron Point Exploration License Area and Coal Lease Tract - Hubbard Creek is a fourth
order perennial drainage that has an estimated drainage basin area of 58.1 square miles.
Elevation ranges from 11,327 feet on Electric Mountain to 5,870 feet at the confluence with the
North Fork of the Gunnison . ~er. The main channel length is 17.60 miles long. Approximately
20 percent of the Hubbard Creek drainage basin lies within the coal lease tract and the
exploration license areas. An area of 1.3 square miles is located within the Elk Creek Coal
Lease Tract. A 3.3 square mile area is located within the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract and a 7.0
square mile area is located within the Iron Point Exploration License area.
Terror Creek is a third order perennial drainage with a drainage basin area of 29.4 square
miles. Elevation ranges from 11,200 feet north of Re Reservoir to 5,740 feet at the confluence
with the North Fork of the Gunnison River. The main channel length is 12.35 miles long.
Thirteen percent of the Terror Creek drainage basin lies within the coal lease tract and
exploration license area. An area of 1.8 square miles is located within the Iron Point Coal
Lease Tract. A 1.9 square mile area is located within the Iron Point Exploration License area.
Baseline water quality and flow data for the Bowie No. 1 and No. 2 mines have been collected
for several years. Bowie has initiated additional baseline monitOring in the Iron Point Coal
Lease Tract and Iron Point Exploration License area, north of the existing mines. Table 3.5-1,
Surface Water Monitoring Summary, describes the period of record for the surface water
monitoring network.
There are twelve s rface water monitoring locations on Hubbard Creek and its tributaries.
Instantaneous flow data and water quality data are monitored at each location. Surface water
monitoring locations are shown on Figure 16, Regional f4 droiogy Map. Surface water fllJ'N is
discussed in this section, while water quality is addressed in Section 3.5.2.3, Project Area
Surface Water Quality.
lrot Point Gulch (034-12), Dove Gulch (033-13, 034-13, 0 -15), and Sheep Corral Gulch
(02-1 , 033-14) have flow monitoring data available from October 1997 through April 1999 (data
available at the time of this Draft EIS). Instantaneous flow is recorded at most of these stations
in the spring and earty summer, and they are dry in the fall and winter months. Lower Dove
Gulch (034-15) is pe ennial, with flows ranging from 0.5 cfs in June 1998 to 0.03 cfs in
September and November 1998.
Flow in Upper Hubbard Creek (Hub-up), located at the mine entrance of the Blue Ribbon Mine,
ranges from 3.5 cfs (September 1996) to 86.5 cfs (June 1997). The period of record for this
station is September 1996 to December 1998.
Flow in Lower Hubbard Creek (Hub-low), located at the confluence of Hubbard Creek with the
North Fork of the Gunnison River, ranges from 2.9 cfs (September 1998) to 85.5 cfs (June
1997). The period of record for Lower Hubbard is also September 1996 to December 1998.
The Upper Deertrail Ditch monitoring location (Deer-up) diverts water from Hubbard Creek
between the upper and lower stations. Flow and quality are monitored at the headgate of
Deertrail Ditch (Deer-up). Flow in the Deertrail Ditch ranges from 0.61 cfs (March 1997) to 4.81
cfs (December 1998). Period of record for this ditch is May 1996 to December 1998.
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Upper Freeman Gulch (Free-up) was dry, or had no measurable flow, for the period June 1996
to December 1998. Surface water was measured in Lower Freeman Gulch (Free-low) twice
during the June 1995 through December 1998 period of record. Flow on June 17, 1997 was
1.88 cfs and on June 18, 1998 flow was 3.75 cfs.
Lower Deertrail Ditch (Deer-low) is monitored at the downstream end of the Deertrail Ditch
where it discharges into the Fire Mountain Canal. The period of record for this station is from
May 1996 to December 1998. Flow ranges from 0 cfs in June 1998 and September 1998 to
0.16 cfs on November 19, 1997.
Six monitoring stations measure ephemeral streams that are directly tributary to the North Fork
of the Gunnison River. Upper and Lower Stephens Draw, A Gulch, B Gulch, C Gulch and 0
Gulch are located within the permit boundary of the Bowie No. 2 Mine . These stations were
monitored from February 1995 through December 1998. These streams are dry for much of
the year. Flow events were captured only in the Lower Band C gulches. These flow
measurements are less than 0.01 cfs, and there is no seasonal pattern.
T.eM3.5-1
SurfKe W..., Monitoring Summary

Owner,..I.,.

DralMge

Site
DesIgnation

Monitoring
Perioc:I(s)

Comments

0xb0w1Srobom

Nor1h Fortt at Gunnison

NF·1

3/91·121'94

0xb0w1Srobom

Nor1h Fortt at Gunnison

NF·1

3/91·121'94

0xb0w1Srobom

Nor1h Fortt at Gunnison

NF-3

3/91· 121'94

0xb0w1Srobom

Nor1h Fortt at GunnIson

E·1

3f8O.4I82

F"oeId paramelllts & flow data

0xb0w1Srobom

Nor1h Fortt at Gunnison

E·2

3f8O.4I82

F"oeId parameters & flow data

0xb0w1S&-nbom

Nor1h Fortt at Gunnison

B-1

3f8O.4I82

F"oeId parameIIIfS & flow data

0xb0w1Srobom

Nor1h Fortt at Gunnison

B-2

3f8O.4I82

F"oeId pararneIIIfS & flow data

BowieIBowie No. 2

DrIINge SyWm

A-Gulc:h-lo

2J9S.19198

F"oeId parwnelilllS & flow data

BowieIBcMie No. 2

o..wn.ge SyWm

B-Guk:fI.Io

2J9S.19198

BowIeIBowie No. 2

DrIINge SyWm

B-GuIc:/HJp

2J9S.19198

BowieI9owIe No. 2

DrIINge SyWm

CGuIcIHo

2J9S.19198

BowieIBowie No. 2

DraNgesyWm

CGuIch-up

2J9S.19198

F"oeId parametera & flow data

BowieI9owIe No. 2

DrIINge System

~

2J9S.19198

F"oeId parwnelllts & flow data

BowIeIBowie No. 2

DrIINge SyWm

~

2J9S.19198

F"oeId paramelllts & flow data

BowieIBowie No. 2

S'-P Conal Drainage system

02·1

10197-4199

BowieI9owIe No. 2

Tenor et.ek • Drainage System

032-4

10197·11/98

BowieIBowie No. 2

Tenor et.ek • Drainage System

032·5

6196-1 1/98

BowieI9owIe No. 2

Upper Dolle Gulch

033-13

11198

BowieI8owIe No. 2

Upper S'-P Corral Gulch

033-14

11/98

BowieI8owIe No. 2

Iron Point • Drainage System

034-12

10197-4199

BowieI8owIe No. 2

Dolle Gulch • Drainage System

034-13

10197-4199
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Table 3.5-1
Surface Water Monitoring Summary
OwnerlMlne

Drainage

Site
Designation

Monitoring
Period(s)

BowieIBowie No. 2

Hubbard Creek - Drainage
System

0304-14

10197-4199

BowieIBowie No. 2

Dove Guldl - Drainage System

0304-15

6198-11198

BowieIBowie No. 2

Canal - Oeeftrail Ditch

Deer-lo

5196-12198

BowieIBowie No. 2

Canal - Oeeftrail Ditch

Deer-up

5196-12198

BowieIBowie No. 2

Freeman GuIdl - Drainage
Sys18m

Free-Iow

6195-12198

BowieIBowie No. 2

Freeman GuIdl - Drainage
System

Free-up

6195-12198

BowieIBowie No. 2

Hubbard Cleek - Drainage
System

HutHow

6196-12198

BowieIBowie No. 2

Hubbard Cleek - Drainage
Sys1em

Hub-up

9196-12198

BowieIBowie No. 2

North Fori( - Drainage Sys18m

NFG-Iow

9196-12198

BowieIBowie No. 2

North Fori( - Drainage System

NFG-up

9196-12198

BowieIBowie No. 2

Stephens Draw - Drainage
Sys18m

StepIHow

9196-12198

BowieIBowie No. 2

Step/I"
Sys18m

Stepll-up

719S-12198

BowieIBowie No. 2

Canal - T emir Cleek

TC-Iow

9196-12198

BowieIBowie No. 2

Terror Cleek - Drainage Sys1em

TC-up

9196-12198

BowieIBowie No. 2

TemIr Cleek - Drainage Sys18m

TC-west

4/97-12198

Draw - Drainage

Comments

There are four monitoring stations along the Terror Creek drainage. Cottonwood Stomp (0325) is located approximately 1 mile downstream of the Terror Creek Reservoir. Monitoring
began at this station in June 1998. Four instantaneous flow measurements were taken
between June and No ember 1998. Flow was less tha 1 cfs in June and July and dry in
September and November. Upper Terror Creek (TC-up) is located on Terror Creek
immediately upstream of the confluence with West Terror Creek. It has a period of record from
September 1996 through December 1998. Flow ranges frem 0 cfs in September 1996 to 44 cfs
on April 27,1997. West Terror Creek (TC-west) is located on West Terror Creek immediately
above the confluence with Terror Creek. The period of record for West Terror Creek is April
1997 through December 1998. Flow ranges from 0.8 cfs on August 24, 1997 to 198 cfs on April
27, 1997. lower Terror Creek (TC-Iow) is located on Terror Ditch below the headgate. The
period of record is from September 1996 through December 1998. Flow ranges from 0.1 cfs in
April 1998 to 7.9 cfs on June 17, 1998.
There has been timber sale activity in the Hubbard and Terror creek drainages. From 1980 to
1989 approximately 410 acres were harvested In both drainage basins. During the period 1990
through 1999, a total of 491 acres were harvested in the Hubbard Creek drainage. Abram, little
Alder and Hubbard No. 2 were the three timber sales harvested. Abram and little Aldl'r timber
sales are located in the aspen cover type and timbered stands were harvested using the clearcut method. The Hubbard No. 2 timber sale is located in the spruce-fir cover type and timbered
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stands are prescribed to be harvested with an intermediate-partial harvest. Hubbard No. 2 is
still under contract and logging activities are expected to continue until 2004. During the same
period, 482 acres in the Terror Creek drainage were harvested in the Rebekah, Sarai, Salt
Pillar, and Cunningham timber sales. These four sale were in th an en cover type and were
harvested using the clear-cut method. All timber sale activity occurred (0 the north and west of
the Iron Point Lease Tract and the exploration license area. Timber sales over the past 20
years have affected approximately 2 percent of the watershed ar:)as on Hubbard and Terror
creeks. Effects to surface water quality and quantity have been minimal.
There has been limited harvesting of several aspen stands within the Bear Creek drainage on
the Hotchkiss Ranch Company property in the northem part of the Elk Creek Lease Tract.

Elk CtHIc Coal Luse Tract - Elk Creek is a third order intermittent drainage that is very
narrow and steep-sided. The drainage basin area is 5.6 square miles. Elevation ranges from
9,780 feet near Buck Mesa to 6,000 feet at the confluence with the North Fork of the Gunnison
River. The channel length is 5.64 miles. Eleven percent of the Elk Creek drainage basin lies
within the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract. The channel of Elk Creek is primarily I~ted east of the
coal lease tract.
Bear Creek is also a third order intermittent drainage and the drainage basin area is 8.7 square
miles. Ele llation ranges from 9,735 feet near Buck Mesa to 5,930 feet at the confluence with
the North Fork of the Gunnison River. The channel length is 7.73 miles. Forty-seven percent
of the Elk Creek drainage basin lies within the Elk Creek Lease Tract. A small portion (0.02
square miles) lies within the Iron Point Exploration License area.
Oxbow has collected limited surface water data within the current mine permit area for the
Sanborn Creek Mine. Figure 16, Regional Hydrology Map, shows the locations of these
monitoring points. Monitoring in Elk Creek and Bear Creek was collected by Oxbow in the early
1980s. Table 3.5-1, Surface Water Monitoring Summary, describes the period of record for the
surface water monitoring network.
There are two surface water monitoring locations on Elk Creek. Station E-1 , Lower Elk Creek,
is located at the confluence of Elk Creek with the North Fork of the Gunnison River. Station E2, Upper Elk Creek, is located southeast of the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract boundary on Elk
Creek. The period of record available for stations E-1 and E-2 is from April 1980 to April 1982.
Frequency of monitoring for E-1 and E-2 was twice a month for the summer of 1980, then
monthly (some exceptions in the winter months) through April 1982. Surface water flow for
Station E-1 ranges from 0 cfs in March, 1980, and June through August 1981 to 28.9 cfs on
May 21, 1980. Surface water flow for Station E-2 ranges from 0.01 cfs in August 1981 to 28.9
cfs on May 21,1980.
There are two surface water monitoring locations on Bear Creek. Station B-1, Lower Bear
Creek, is located at the confluence of Bear Creek with the North Fork of the Gunnison River.
Station B-2, Upper Bear Creek is located at a boundary of the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract as it
crosses Bear Creek. The period of record available for stations B-1 and B-2 is from March
1980 to April 1982. Like the Elk Creek stations the frequency of monitorir.g for B-1 and B-2 was
also twice a month for the summer of 1980, then monthly until the spring of 1982. Flow
measurements for Station B-1 range from 0.11 cfs in August 1980 to 61 .13 cfs on May 21 ,
1980. Flow measurements at Station B-2 range from 0 cfs in August and September 1980, to
51.35 cfs on May 21,1980.
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Project Area Surface Water Quality

Baseline water quality data has been collected on streams within the Iron Point Coal Lease
Tract since the mid-1990's. Baseline data collection further upstream into the exploration
license area began in 1997. The frequency of monitoring is quarterly, and there is no
monitoring in the winter months due to limited access. Figure 16, Regional Hydrology Map,
shows the location of surface water monitoring stations and Table 3.5-2, Select d Surface
Water Quality Summary, describes summary statistics for water chemistry collected.
Oxbow has collected water quality data from areas within their current operations. However,
Elk Creek and Bear Creek, which are located adjacent to and within the Elk Creek Coal Lease
Tract, have limited water quality data available.
Perennial streams in the area, including the North Fork of the Gunnison River, Hubbard Creek,
and Terror Creek have been assigned stream classifications by the Water Quality Control
Commission, that define standards for water quality. These streams are classified as Class 1
Aquatic Life Cold, Class 1 Recreation (waters where human ingestion of small quantities is
likely to occur), Water Supply and Agriculture (COPHE, 1999).
The following discussion addresses average water quality data and parameters regulated by
the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment standards. Several of the
parameters listed in the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment standards for
the North Fork of the Gunnison River are conSistently reported at, or below detection limits at
most stations collected by Bowie. These parameters are arsenic, cadmium, copper, mercury,
molybdenum, and selenium. Concentrations of zinc and lead are reported at, or near detection
limits; however, these de ection limits are higher than the chronic and acute standards for zinc
and lead. Only total iron and total manganese were analyzed at the Oxbow stations on Elk
Creek and Bear Creek.

Iron Point CoIIII Lease Tract and ExplOt'lltion Ucense Aru - The surface water quality in
streams that drain the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract and Exploration License area is relatively
consistent, with only a few exceptions. Generally, flows in Hubbard and Terror creeks, and the
North Fork of the Gunnison River, are calcium bicarbonate type water. Four stations; Iron Point
Gulch (034-12), Dove Gulch (034-15), Lower Freeman Gulch (Free-low), and Lower Stephens
Gulch (Steph-Iow) are calcium/sodium bicarbonate type with high concentrations of TOS.
Metals concentrations at these four stations were below detection limits, or within the state
standards for total iron, manganese and selenium with one exception. The Dove Gulch station
had a concentration of total iron that slightly exceeded the standard in July 1998.
Water quality data at Lower B and C gulches are calcium/sodium sulfate water types. Water
quality at these stations is poor with high concentrations of total dissolved solids (TOS), nitrate,
nitrite and sulfate. They also have concentrations of total iron, manganese, selenium and zinc
that exceed the state standards. These concentrations are believed to reflect impacts from
past mining activity, in particular, the historic waste coal fines and mine portals that are located
in the Band C gulches below the Bowie No.2 Mine.
Water quality data collected from stations on the North Fork of the Gunnison River indicate
calcium bicarbonate water type. Stations monitoring water quality on the North Fork of the
Gunnison River collect data from points upstream and downstream from mining activity at both
the Bowie and Oxbow mines.

The monitoring stations on the North Fork of the Gunnison River monitored by Bowie are
designated NFG-up, Upper North Fork of the Gunnison River, and NFG-Iow, Lower North Fork
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of the Gunnison River. NFG-up is located immediately upstream of the confluence of Hubbard
Creek with the North Fork of the Gunnison River and NFG-Iow is located approximately 1,500
feet downstream of the confl ... ance of Terror Creek with the North Fork of the Gunnison River.
The monitoring sta ions on the North Fork of the Gunnison monitored by Oxbow are designated
NF-1, located upstream of the Sanbom Creek Mine facilities area, and NF-2, located at the
Sanborn Creek Mine facilities area. There is a station on the North Fork of the Gunnison River
located downstream; however, the period of record is much shorter than NF-1 and NF-2.
Water quality is good with low concentrations of TOS, nitrate, nitrite and metals. There have
been occasional exceedances of total iron and manganese. However, the average
concentrations are below the state standard for both of these parameters.

Elk CtHIc Coal LNse Tract - Baseline water quality for Elk and Bear creeks is limited to TDS,
TSS, alkalinity, total and dissolved iron, and total manganese for a period of record from May
1980 to April 1982. Concentrations of TOS and total suspended solids (TSS) are very high
(averaging 2,300 mg/l and 75 mg/l, respectively) in Lower Bear Creek (8-1) at the confluence
with the North Fork of the Gunnison River. During the early 1980s, several landslides may
have impacted the water quality of Lower Bear Creek by increasing the sediment load of
overland flow to Bear Creek (R. Dunrud, 1999, personal communication). Upper Bear Creek
(B-2) had concentrations of TOS and TSS averaging 247 mg/l and 31 .35 mg/l, respectively.
A portion of Elk Creek was diverted through a section of culvert in the early 1980s. The effects
of this construction are seen in the concentrations of TOS and TSS during this time.
Concentrations of TOS are high in both stations on Elk Creek (averaging 439 mg/l at E-2 and
434 mgII at E-1). Average concentrations of total iron and total manganese also exceed the
state standards during this period of record.

3.5.2.4

Seasonal Trends in Surface Water Quality

Genera seasonal trends in surface water quality were not obvious in reviewing the Bowie or
Oxbow water quality data. The relatively short period of record likely explains the lack of
Significant trends. The water quality data for Oxbow reflects an earlier period of record that is
also relatively short.

3.5.2.5

Water UserslWater Rights

The study area is located within the Colorado Division 0 Water Resources Division 4, District
40. Water rights for this district were obtained from this agency, and these are shown on Figure
18, Water Rights. Table 3.5.3, Water Rights Summary for Wells, Springs, and Surface Water,
gives additional information about water rights located on Figure 18, Water Rights. The map
and table indude .. II water rights in an area bounded by a 1 mile buffer around the Iron Point
Exploration License area and the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts. Water rights
originating from the North Fork of the Gunnison River between the Sanborn Creek surface
facilities area and the Bowie No. 2 Mine surface facilities are also induded, even though they
may be located more than 1 mile from the lease area boundaries. Water rights originating from
Hubbard Creek or west of Hubbard Creek are considered in the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract
and the Iron Point exploration license area, and those east of Hubbard Creek are considered in
the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract area.

Iron Poin' Coal L.... Tract and Exploration Ucense AnNI - There are nine ten ditches
originating from Hubbard Creek and its tributaries that are located within the boundaries
described above. Four of these ditch headgates, the Wade Allen Ditch, the Carl Galphin Ditch,
the Pilot Knob Ditch, and the Carter Ditch, are located north of the exploration license areCl, but
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Environmental An.'ys/s
within 1 mile of the boundary. The Wade Allen Ditch headgate is located on Hubbard Creek.
The carl Galpin Ditch head gate is located on Pilot Creek, tributary to Hubbard Creek. The Pilot
Knob Ditch headgate is located just south of the Galpin Ditch headgate. The carter Ditch
headgate is located on Cottonwood Creek.
The Terror Ditch Extension headgate is located on West Hubbard Creek approximately 4 miles
northwest of Terror Creek Reservoir. This water right is listed in Table 3. 5-3, Water Rights
Summary for Wells, Springs and Surface Water, but is located too far north to be shown on
Figure 18, Water Rights.
The Hubbard Creek Ditch headgate is located at the northern boundary of the exploration
license area boundary on Hubbard Creek. The Blue Ribbon Ditch headgate is located on
private land and is adjacent to the historic Blue Ribbon Mine on Hubbard Creek.
The Deertrail Ditch headgate is located on Hubbard Creek south and between the Elk Creek
and Iron Point Coal Lease tracts. The Majnik and Mayes Ditches are located south of the
Deertrail Ditch.
There are two reservoirs within the Hubbard Creek drainage basin. The Terror Creek Reservoir
(known as the Bruce ParK R~grvoir in the water rights listing) is located in the northwestern
comer of the exploration license area. The reservoir straddles the Hubbard and Terror creek
drainage basins with a dam in each basin. The water source is Hubbard Creek; however, water
from the reservoir can be released to either Hubbard or Terror creeks. The Blue Ribbon
Reservoir No. 1 feeds the Blue Ribbon Ditch mentioned above. See Figure 18, Water Rights.
There are seven ditches, or canals, originating in the Terror Creek drainage basin. One canal,
the Grand Mesa canal No.3, has a headgate located on the East ForK Terror Creek. It is
located in the northwestern comer of the exploration license area, northwest of the Terror
Creek Reservoir. The Garvin Mesa Pipeline and the Hughes Pipieline are located immediately
west of the exploration license area on an unnamed tributary to East Fori< Terror Creek.
The remaining four ditches have headgate locations south of the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract on
Terror Creek. The Terror Ditch headgate is located approximately 0.6 miles south of the
southernmost boundary of the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract. The Fire Mountain canal
(additional headgate), Fawcett Ditch, and the HoIybee Ditch have headgates located near the
confluence of Terror Creek with the North Fori< of the Gunnison River. These ditches are all
located more than 1 mile south of the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract area, but they were induded
because the water source could be impacted upstream by the proposed mining.
Seven ditches originating in the North Fori< of the Gunnison River were also induded because
of the potential that the water source could be impacted upstream by mining. They are the Fire
Mountain canal, the carrol Ditch, the Jenkins Ditches No.1 and 2, the Stewart Ditch, the
Stephens Ditch, and an additional headgate for the Stewart Ditch.

Elk CI'NIr eo.l L.... TrKf - There is one surface water right listed in the Bear Creek
drainage basin. The Burtard Ditch headgate 's located on Bear Creek, approximately 0.6 miles
north of the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract. There are no surface water rights in the Elk Creek
drainage.
3.5.2.6

Influence of Put Mining on Surface Water

Various National Pollution Discharge and Elimination System (NPDES) permits granted to the
current mine operators regulate impacts of current and historical mining on local streams.
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Monitoring on the North Fork of the Gunnison River shows little impact to the water quality from
current or historical mining. Occasional increased concentrations of metals have been
observed during periods of increased runoff during the spring. The high sulfate concentrations
found in the Band C gulches also do not appear to impact the water quality of the North Fork of
the Gunnison River.
Subsidence impacts from past mining have been observed in several areas. Appendix K,
Subsidence Evaluation, describes a subsidence area near Bear Creek undermined by roomand-pillar mining techniques. Overburden in this area is less than 500 feet thicic Although
subsidence was observed in the form of cracks in the weathered bedrock and colluvium from 15
to 100 feet above the stream channel, there were no cracks observed in saturated alluvium
undertying the stream. There was also no evidence of loss of flow observed downstream in
Bear Creek. The soils and alluvium in the near-surface zone typically behave as a yielcable
type of material; that is, they have the ability to yield or stretch without rupturing or breaking.

3.5.3

Environmental Consequences

Potential environmental consequences of leaSing (and eventual mining of) the Iron Point and
Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract and granting the Iron Point Exp oration License include the
following impacts:
•

Dewatering of the D coal seam could disrupt flow on some sections of Hubbard
Creek, which are fed from the D seam;

•

Water discharge from the mines to surface streams could impact the quality of water
in the receiving streams; and,

•

Increased construction and use of surface facilities could increase sedimentation.

In addition, subsidence caused by Iongwall mining can potentially disrupt stream flow and
ponds direcUy above the underground mine and within the angle of draw. Other mine
subsidence impacts could include changes in drainage channel morphology resulting in
changes in general surface gradients, which could lead to head cutting, pooling, soil erosion,
and sedimentation.

Figure 14, Subsidence Potential Map, describes the subsidence impacts within potential zones
ranging from "very low to low" potential for subsidence, to "high to very high" potential. Table
3.5-4, Water Rights Impact Summary, specifically addresses the impact to headgate locations
for water rights listed in Table 3.5-4, Water Rights impact Summary.

3.5.3.1

Effects of Alternative A (No-ActIon)

The No-Action Alternative would preclude impacts from the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal
Lease tracts and the Iron Point Exploration License area, as exploration activities and mine
development would not occur. There would be no surface water impacts from the lease tracts
and exploration license area.
Existing impacts to surface water quality from current and past mining, as well as other current
land uses, would continue. Bowie would con tinue mining the D seam from their fee (private)
reserves. Treatment of water discharged from the existing min_s would continue to be
regulated by the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment through NPDES
permits. Water use from the existing operation of the Bowie No. 2 mine varies seasonally and
would be met with a variety of water rights, including 0.5 cfs from e Deertrail Ditch.
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Chaptw3
Oxbow would finish longwall mining in the Sanborn Creek Mine and d vel p and mine fee
(private) reserves from the planned Elk Creek Mine. Dewatering operations in these mines
would continue, and mine discharge would continue to be treated and released to the North
Fork of the Gunnison River under provisions of an existing NPDES permit.

3.5.3.2

Ef'Jects Common t o All Actl n Alternatives

Direct Etrects - For all aHematives, coal would be mined by longwall techniques. The direct
effects of this mining on surface water resources is discussed in this subsection.
In considering AHematives B, C, and D, the Iron Point Exploration License would be app oved ,
and the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract would be offered for leasing. Access road and drilling pad
construction that would be required by the exploration drilling program could cause minor
impacts to surface water resources due to sedimentation. There would be no negative impact
to the quantity of flow in area streams from the exploration activities. Provided that the
exploration firm(s) would obtain water under existing righ ,which is required by the Colorado
Division of Water Resources, there would be no impacts to water users or water rights. Water
usage for exploration would be relatively minor (5 to 6 acre-feet/year). Such usage would be
only during drilling activities that would be conducted for 2 years under an exploration license.
In adj ition, such drilling would be seasonal, conducted during the dry (late spring, summer,
autumn) months of the year.

The companies successful in leasing the Iron Point Tract would develop mine plans complying
with applicable federal and state rules and regulations, including stipulations of the ccdlleases.
Dewatering of the D coal seam could decrease fiow in the vicinity of Hubbard Creek near, and
upstream of the historic (now abandoned) Blue Ribbon Mine. Hubbard Creek in this area
(T13S, R91W, Section 34) receives contribution from groundwater originating in the D seam.
The D seam is saturated as it outaops in the Hubbard Creek drainage. Flow from the D seam
contributes to the perennial flow in Hubbard Creek. Surface water flow loss would be
temporary during mining, the 0 seam would be dewatered to allow for efficient and safe
operations. Following mining, dewatering activities would be tenninated and groundwater levels
should return to their approximate pre-mining condition. See Section 3.6, Groundwater, for
additional discussion.
Water discharge from the mines to surface streams could impact the quality of water in the
receiving streams. Mine effluent would be regulated, and any discharge to receiving streams
would have to meet permitted effluent reqUirements. Concentrations of TOS, iron, manganese,
and sulfate could be constituents likely to increase.
Subsidence resulting from Iongwall mining can potentially disrupt stream t•.)W and ponds directly
above the underground mine end within the angle of draw. Any u,.nporary stream flow loss
could affect the amount of water available for surface water diversion to water users
downstream. Water rights diverted from Hubbard Creek and Terror Creek could be impacted.
A water replacement plan would be required to address negative impacts to water rights, as
disolSsed in Section 3.5.5, Potential Surface Water Hydrology Mitigation and Monitoring.
Within the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract, segments of Hubbard and Terror Creeks, as well as
most of the Freeman Gulch channel, the lower segments of Sheep CoITal Gulch, and Dove
Gulch, flow through areas that have a "high to very high" subsidence potential. See Figure 14,
Subsidence Potential Map. Imoacts from subsidence to these drainages could include changes
in drainage channel morphology resulting in changes to general surface gradients. In tum,
these impacts could cause a.rtting, pooling, soil erosion, and sedimentation.

I'll

Environmental Analysis
Terror Creek Reservoir lies within the "very low to low" potential category. Therefore, no direct
effects to the Terror Creek Reservoir are expected as a result of subsidence; a 25 degree angle
of draw has been left between the northern boundary of the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract and the
southern tip of the reservoir. See Section 8.4.1, Options in Regard to Mining in the Area of the
Terror Creek Reservei , in Appendix K. Subsidence Evaluation. The Iron Point Coal Lease
Tract boundary and the projected angle of draw do not extend to Terror Creek Reservoir. See
Figure 14, Subsidence Potential Map.
Bear Creek and Bk Creek, which are intermittent drainages, do not receive contributions to
surface water flow from the 0 seam, because the 0 seam does not outcrop in these drainages.
Rather it dips to the northeast. See Figure 14, Hydrogeologic Cross-Section A-A '. Dewateri 9
of the 0 seam in Bk Creek Tract is not expected to decrease surface water flow. However,
IongwaII mining in the Elk Creek Tract would likely require dewatering of the saturated 0 seam.
Mine water would be stored in sumps. It would be discharged, or treated and discharged, to
the North Fork of the Gunnison River. This would be a discharge of groundwater during mining
operations. This dis ~rge would not be tributary to the North Fork of the Gunnison River since
the groundwater gradient is to the northeast.
Oxbow is presently dewatering the B seam as part 0 its ongoing operations at the Sanborn
Creek Mine under provisions of an existing NPDES permit. A similar arrangement would be
expected for the 0 seam mining in the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract.
A segment of Bear Creek lies within the "modetate to high" subsidence zone. The remainder of
the Upper Bear Creek drainage lies within the "low to rno..:erate" subsidence zone. See Figure
14, Subsidence Potential Map.
The Elk Creek stream channel falls outside of the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract boundary.
However, a portion of Elk Creek in T12S, R90W, Section 32, 1ies within the angle of draw for
mining in a "very low to low" subsidence zone. See Figure 14, Subsidence F-otential Map.
Two smaI unnamed ephemeral drainages tributary to Huboard Creek originate in the
southwestem-mos comer of the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract and fall within the "high to very
high" and "moderate to high" subsidence zones.

There is a potential for mine subsidence to cause changes in channel morphology including
minor head cutting, poolillg, channel adjustment, etc. Surface tension aacks also have the
poteI ttiaI to cW.eIop within and surrounding the drainages. These changes could cause
increased soil erosion and sedimentation.
G:wn the .Itennittent and ephemeral nature of the drainages within the Elk Creek Coal Lease
Tract, as well as their existing steep gradients, the thickness of overburden, and the natural
geologic it IStabiIIty of the area, subsidence would have minimal impact to these drainages.

There is one surface water right located near the Elk Crsek Coal Lease Tract. The Burtard
Ditch is located north of the tract boundary and outside the angle of draw. Impacts to this water
right are not expecbtd.
Indirect Effects - No indirect effects on surface water
expected as a result of f'lxploration
activities or of mining within the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract.
If leased, subsequent rnnng within the Iron Point Tract could lead to indirect effects on the
Terror Creek Reservoir. These include potential impacts to the structural integrity of the
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impoundment due to mining induced seismicity. Available information suggests that there is
greater risk from seismic activity generated from collapse of historic room-and-pillar mines in
the Somerset area, than from proposed longwall operations. However, it is expected that
subsidence associated with longwall mining could also generale seismic activity (see Appendix
K, Subsidence Evaluation). Further definition of potential indirect impacts to Terror Creek
Reservoir could be made with additional monitoring and evaluation of impoundment
construction and integrity, along with local geologic conditions.

3,5,3.3

Effects of Alternative B

Under Alternative B, it is assumed that Iongwall mining would be conducted under the perennial
portions of Hubbard Creek and Terror Creek in the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract. Subsidence
associated with Iongwall mining produces different effects than subsidence caused by roomand-pillar mining. As such, several investigations regarding the impact of Iongwall subsidence
to perennial drai ages in westem coalfields were consulted.
One study in a Utah coalfield showed that subsidence fractures up to 7 feet wide formed in a
stream channel where 300 to 500 feet of overburden was present (USGS, 1995). Water from
the creek was intercepted and reportedly reached the mine level. Other effects included a
change in the type of water present and a variation in the gain-loss characteristics f the
drainage.
A second study in Utah was performed on a creek where 600 feet of overburden was present.
In this case, there were no discernible impacts to stream flow, although minor channel
adjustments were observed. The lack of observed impacts were attributed to the presence of a
thick, well-developed alluvial system (about 15 feet thick) that served to buffer the impacts
(Mattson, L.L and JA Magers, 1995, and USDA-FS, 1999).
At one Colorado mine, a drainage with perennial flow was subsided where about 1,100 feet of
overburden was present. The drainage flowed across a portion of exposed sandstone bedrock
in which a series of tension fractures formed . The fractures intercepted flow in the drainage for
a short period. It was reported that the presence of a SOO-foot thick shale unit between the
mine level and the creek likely served to reduce the extent of impacts (R. Mills, 1999).
Based on the available case study results, the key to assessing the risk to a perennial tlrainage
is considering the amount of overburden separating the land surface and the coal seam. The
shallow overburden (i.e., less than 500 feet, see Figuf8 13. D Seam Overburden Isopach)
present between Terror Creek, Hubbard Creek and lower Dove Gulch and the coal seams,
place the drainages in a higher risk category to be directly affected by subsidence (see Figuf8
14. Subsidence Potential Map). Another factor is the presence of sufficient alluvial fill to buffer
the effects. There is variable alluvial development present in the Terror and Hubbard Creek
drainages. The risk to the dra·nages is hinged on the increased potential for aacks to form at
the surfn:e that could be contiguous with the mine level. If this aacking were to form in a
stream channel, surface flows could be intercepted. If this
re to occur, there would be
translated effects to other resources, including potential loss of associated riparian vegetation,
reduced habitat available for riparian obligate species, and loss of habitat for aquatic biota. The
time it would take for fracture of this nature to "heal" is unknown. Therefore the duration of
potential loss cannot be calculated.
Guidance from the Society of Mining Engineers (1992) recommends maintaining "SO times the
mining heighr separation between mine wort<ings and surface water bodies for subsidence
protection. Given the estimated extraction height of 10 feet in the lease areas (see Appendix K.
Subsidence Evaluation), this would equate to about 600 feet.

Rnal EnvIt'onIrtenW Impact Stafwnent

3.5.3.~

Effects of Alternative C

Effects of Alternative C would be the same as Alternative B except that extending the western
boundary of the Elk Creek Tract to the Iron Point Tract boundary would add an area that drains
to Hubbard Creek. and is located in the "t, gh to very high" and "moderate to high" subsidence
zones. Dewatering the 0 seam in this area could further impact Hubbard Creek. Impacts to
water quality in the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract would remain the same as Alternative B.

3.5.3.5

Effects of Alternative 0

Special subsidence protection (i.e., barrier pillars, buffer zones, etc.) would be required for
those areas under Terror Creek, Hubbard Creek, and the Curecanti-Rifle 230/345 kVelectric
transmission line. Therefore, the effects of Iongwall mining as described in A1tematives B and
C would be less likely to occur.
Subsidence effects to smaller drainages, such as Dove Gulch, Sheep Corral Gulch and Iron
Point Gulch, as described in Section 3.5.3.2, Effects Common to All Action Alternatives, would
remain the same. All other impacts, including effects from dewatering, effects on water quality,
and impacts to water rights, would remain the same as Alternative C.
3.5.~

Cumulative Effects

Activities contributing to cumulative effects can be separated into several categories: mining,
construction development, agriculture, water use, reaeation. and logging. These activities are
described in Section 1.9, Adjacent Activities.
Current mining activity in the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley includes the Bowie No.1
Coal loadout, the Bowie No. 2 Mine, the Sanborn Creek Mine, the Terror Creek Coal Loadout,
and the West Elk Coal Mine. The Bowie No. 1 Mine is permitted for mining, but is inactive.
Cumulative effects to surface water from mining activities include minimal impacts to water
quality on the North Fork of the Gunnison River, localized Impacts to area streams from
sedimentation, and water use via adjudicated water rights.
Construction development activity includes the upgrade of Stale Highway 133 and future
housing development. Effects to surface water from these activities, and effects from railroad
maintenancelimprovements could also temporarHy contribute to sedimentation in the North Fork
of the Gunnison River.
Agriculture is an important and significant activity in the North Fork of the Gunnison Valley.
Cumulative effects to surface water quality would be minimal in the North Fork of the Gunnison
River Valley. Under state law, the mine operatorllessee would be required to replace any water
right Injured as a resWt of mining activities. In addition, a Forest Service stipulation (which
would be added to the BlM lease form) requires restoration of stream channels/drainages to
protect stream flow in the event of damage.
Minimal logging is anticipated In this area in the future. Completion of the Hubbard No. 2 timber
sale and a few small partial cut spruce-fir units are anticipated In the future. Effects from
logging could impact surface water quality and inaease sedimentation. Based on experience in
the area, impacts to surface water would not be expected on small timber sale areas such as
these. Recreation is fairty limited In the area due to the lack of developed reaeational facilities.
Hunting is the primary reaeationaI activity in this area, and Impacts to streams from fourwheeling activity can resutt in inaeased sedimentation and damage to drainage channels.

/~f
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The effect on surface water of increasing production to 6 million tons of coal per year on the elk
Creek Coal Lease Tract would be minimal.

3.5.5

Potential Surface Water Hydrology Mitigation and Monitoring

Mitigation and monitoring measures for surface water are set forth in Table 3.5.5, Potential
Mitigation and Monitoring Measures for Surface Water.
T.tIIe 3.5-5
Pot.ntI.. MItIgMIon and Monitoring Me.ure. for SurfKe Wllter
Impacts MItIgIItecI

Code

Pot.nu.l Mitigation
and Monitoring

E~ '

Who'

SW-1'

Development of additional
suIface water baseline data

Conduct an inventory of all
existing water resources
adjacent to, originating on, or
flowing over the lease tracts.

1

Mining Company

SW·2

Assessment of the affects of
mining on surface water

Establish a monitoring
sysItom to locale, measure,
and quantify mining impacts.

1-2

Mining Company

Affects to streanl channel
rno!phoIogy aIlf4 PIOIeclIIows.

Apply appropriate

1

Mining Company

resources.

SW-3

SW~

PoCI!IntiaIIosa of water by

existinIJ-·
SW-5

NegatIve impacts to existing

. .lIlnd., floodplains, and
riperian_.

SW~

NesjaIiye impacts h Terror
Creek R..wir.

Agencies

reclamation and revegetation
techniqIMs and
methodologies.

Prepare a detailed and
worbbIe water replacement
plan.

1

Prohtit surface OCCIII*'CY

1

Forest Service

BLM

of weIIandII, floodplains, and
riparian _ . AJ'DIt minor
UN of such _
in the form
of streanl crossings in
special c:ases.

Develop I plan for .....·ing
the existing irWeg~~
Creek R..wir.
I

Mining Company

Colorado DMG

Corps of
EJIgiI~

1-2

Colorado DUG
Forest Service

follow-up plan for moIlitoI;, III
~

stability, such •

requmg I

ground motion

(MiImic) moIlitoI;, III plan.

SW-7

SW~

~ of waIIIr quality
quanIIIy in Terror Creek,
Hubberd Creek, and their

ContInue b.uline moniIoring
of waIIIr quantity and quality
on IIInor aaek, Hubbard

1rtbumrIes.

Creek, and their tributaries.

~ of water quality
quanIity in Hubbard Creek.

water moIliIoI ;, III . . on

Install .1I1e111 one additional

1

Colorado DUG

1-2

Mining~y

1-2

Colorado DMG

Hubbard Creek.

SW-9

NegatIve impacts to water
~ and quantity in Bear and

aeeka.

Begin monthly monitoring of

flow and waIIIr quality at
speciIic poinIs along Bear
.nd Elk CnIeks.

E~ is . . . . .ed aa: 1 - highly eIYec\iYe; 2 - moderately etrecIive; 3 - somewhat effective;
and 4 - uncertain.
2. ThiI is the entity wIIh jurisdic:Iion or au\horiIy to IrnpIen1Pnt this action .
3 . . . . . ~Iddu lied by NFCWG. MitIga':ion is depet IdenI on Bowie and Oxbow obtaining the Iron
Point and
Creek Coal t..M tracts, respectively.

Notas: 1.

Environ",.,,'" Analysis
SW·1 • Conduct an inventory of all existing water sources (induding gainlloss analysis on both
Terror and Hubbard creeks) adjacent to, originating on or flowing over the lease tracts which
may be impacted by subsequent mining activities. The inventory should indude: the water right
holder, location, source, amount of decree, beneficial use, current and historical flow (including
seasonaVannual variation), and the appropriation and adjudication dates.
SW·2 • Establishing a monitoring system to locate, measure, and quantify progressive and final
effects of underground mining activities on surface water resources as rbquired under the mine
permit issued from Colorado DMG.
SW-3 • Restore stream channels and protect stream flow in the event of adverse affects from
subsidence.
SW-4 • Water replacement is required under the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act
(SMCRA) and the Colorado Surface Coal Mining Reclamation Act. A water replacement plan
for any injury that may be due to mining must be in place prior to mining in a particular
drainage. The water replacement plan will indude all existing water sources, including those
presently adjudicated and historically put to beneficial use. The water replacement plan for
each respective drainage shall be developed after consultation with the affected water right
users, and federal and state authorities, and will be approved by state authorities. The water
replacement plan will require, upon injury, replacement of water of suitable quality and water
right seniority to provide for all existing uses, and be delivered to existing points of diversion in a
timely manner. The plan will demonstrate both a legal and physical ability for implementation.
A source of replacement water may indude, but is not limited to, the transfer of water rights, an
augmentation plan, a long term water use lease, or compensatory storage, sustaining water
resources to main.ain property functioning ecosystems.
SW-5 - No surface occupancy or use will be allowed in weHand areas, floodplains, or riparian
areas. ThIs stipulation would be a requirement of the lease and exploration license. Limited
use in the form of stream aossings would be considered under special circumstances as
necessary.
SW~ - Prior to mining, a plan for assessing the existing integrity of Terror Creek Reservoir and
a plan for monitoring the stability and ground motion (seismic) would be required.

SW-7 - Baseline monitoring for surface water quantity and quality on Terror Creek, Hubbard
Creek, or their tributaries should be continued on the lease tracts and exploration license area
as would be required under the mine permit. Due to the potential temporary loss of baseflow in
sections of Hubbard Creek from dewatering of the D seam in the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract, It
is recommended that stream flow and water quality monitoring be continued at the existing
Hubbard Creek locations.
SW-a - At least one additional surface water monitoring site should be installed on Hubbard
Creek, either above or below the sandstone outaop located below the historic (now
abandolled) Blue Ribbon Mine. Monthly instantaneous flow monitoring should be taken at a
minimum. Continuous monitoring of flow would provide the best indication of baseflow and any
impact to the surface water flow in Hubb.Jrd Creek resulting from dewatering the D sear.'!.
Sutfaoe flow monitoring in Hubbard Creek wiH be coordinated with ground water monitoring in
order to characterize the interrelationship between surface and ground water in this area.
Section 3.6.5, Potential Groundwater Mitigation and Monitoring, discusses the ground water
monitoring plan.
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SW·9 • Monthly monitoring of flow and quality should be established on Bear and Elk creeks
above and below the expected zone of influence from mining the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract,
and this type of monitoring would probably be required under a future mine permit.

3.6

GROUNDWATER

Issue: Identify and minimize impacts to water quality and hydrology to maintain the integrity of
watersheds within and surrounding the lease tract areas. Maintain adequate flows to drainages
and ditches above underground mining activity. Areas of concem include: the potential to alter
existing hydrologic systems; alteration of downstream flow rates; alteration of existing springs
and seeps; changes in water chemistry as a result of mining operations; and, impacts to water
rights on Terror Creek, Hubbard Creek, Bear Creek, and Elk Creek.

3.6.1

Introduction

The study area for groundwater hydrology includes the region within a 1 mit radius of the
proposed coal lease tracts and the exploration license area. Particular attention was given to
the area of potential subsidence induced impacts (see Figure 14, Subsidence Potential Map).
The analysis f groundwater hydrology indudes wells, springs and seeps, and stockponds fed
by springs. Springs are defined as flowing at a rate of greater than or eq I to one gallon per
minute (gpm). Seeps flow rates are less than one gpm or are not measurable.
Information for this evaluation was derived from the following sources:
•

Groundwater quality and quantity data for area wells and sprillQS from Bowie.
Oxbow, USGS, and Hotchkiss Ranches, as well as on-the-ground site visit!; by the
North Fork Coal EIS team;

•

Water rights information within a 1 mile radius from the Iron Point and Elk Creek
Coal lease tracts and Iron Point Exploration License area from the Colorado State
Engineers Oftioe, Division of Water Resources;

•

Review of Bowie and Oxbow data, annual hydrology reports. permit applications. and
consultant reports related to groundwater hydrology;

•

Regional NEPA documents; and,

•

Review of reports, data, and maps compiled by the USGS, Colorado DMG, Forest
Service, and BlM.

3.8.2

Atf8cted EnvIronment

3.8.2.1

Regional Hydrogeology

The primary groundwater-bearing zones in the North Fork of the Gunnison River Basin occur in
Quaternary alluvial, colluvial, glacial, and eolian deposits and Cretaceous bedrock. Alluvial
deposits along the North Fork of the Gunnison River are saturated and considered to be an
aquifer. The municipal water supply for the town of Paonia is derived from colluvial springs
located on the north side of Mount Lamborn, across the North Fork of the Gunnison River
Valley from the project area. Alluvial water-bearing units are thickest in the axis of the drainage
bottoms and are typically 100 feet or less in thickness. The water quality of the alluvial
groundwater is calcium bicarbonate type and is of good quality. The TOS concentrations of the

Envlronmentlll Analysis
groundwater range from 43 to 2.300 mg/I with concentrations of sulfate. TOS. and manganese
sometimes exceeding federal drinking water standards. Well yields from this zone range from 1
to 150 gpm and average about 20 gpm (Ackerman and Brooks. 1985).
Colluvial water-bearing units located on valley slopes are generally isolated and are limited in
extent. These units are normally saturated seasonally and have a low storage capacity and
yield. Most springs and seeps in the region issue from colluvial depoSits underlain by less
permeable bedrock. Seasonal spring discharge from colluvial deposits ranges from 0.2 to 20
gpm and averages 5 gpm (Ackerman and Brooks. 1985). Colluvial deposits do not represent
an aquifer in the region. and no reported wells are developed in this zone. However. numerous
seasonal springs and seeps issuing from these zones have been developed for livestock
watering and support wildlife. Spring deveJopmen is usually accomplished by the construction
of small stock watering ponds in area drainages.

The primary bedrock water-bearing zones in the North Fork of the Gunnison River basin are in
the sandstone and conglomerate units and fractured zones of the Lower Cretaceous Burro
Canyon Formation and Late Cretaceous Dakota Sandstone. Minor groundwater occurrence is
reported in the Late Cretaceous Mancos Shale. Mesa Verde Formation. and Tertiary Wasatch
Formation. Saturated bedrock units are generally confined in nature. except near outcrops
where they are typically unconfined.
Well yields from the Burro Canyon Forma!ion/Dakota Sandstone (undifferentiated) are generally
greater than 10 gpm (Ackerman and Brooks. 1985). Groundwater from the Mancos Shale is
unsuitable for drinking or agricultural use; however. well yields from this formation reportedly
range from 0.5 to 15 gpm (Ackerman and Brooks. 1P85). Wells completed in the Mesa Verde
Formation typically yield Jess than 10 gpm (Ackerman and Brooks. 1985). Limited data from
wells CDTlpIeted in the Wasatch Formation indicate yields as much as 25 gpm (Ackerman and
Brooks. 1985). No data is available for other Tertiary age deposits in the region. Spring flow
from the Mancos. Mesa Verde, and Wasatch formations ranges from 1 to 25 gpm, averaging 10
gpm (Ackerman and Brooks, 1985).
Water quality from bedrock wells is generally sodium bicarbonate/sulfate type with TOS
c:onoentrations ranging from 490 to 8,200 mgII, averaging 2,569 mg/I. Concentrations of
sulfate, TDS, manganese, and fluoride sometimes exceed federal drinking water guidelines
(USEPA, 1994). Water collected from springs issuing from bedrock is calcium sulfate type with
TDS concentrations ranging from 56 to 4,300 mgII, averaging 1,956 mgII (Ackerman and
Brooks, 1985). Concentrations of selenium, sulfate, TDS, and manganese sometimes exceed
federal drinking water guidelines (USEPA, 1994). See Figure 19, Groundwater Hydrology.
Recharge of the water-bearing zones is by seepage from area streams, direct infiltration of
precipitation, and snowmett. Alluvial water-bearing zones are hydraulically connected with
adjacent bedrock and intermixing of the two units with groundwater is likely (Ackerman and
Brooks, 1985). The shallow alluvial and colluvial groundwater flow follows local topography.
The regional bedrock groundwater flow direction is northeast following the regional geologic dip
of about 5 degrees. Locally, bedrock groundwater flow paths follow topography and are
affected by numerous drainages bisecting the region.

3,1.2.2

Mine Site Hydrogeology

Groundwater 0CCtM'S within the proposed exploration license area and coal Jease tracts in the
Quaternary alluvial and colluvial deposits, Wasatch Formation, and Mesa Verde Formation.

Cupter3
Saturated alluvium along the North Fork of the Gunnison River and primary tributary drainages
(Terror and Hubbard creeks) has been developed for industrial, domestic, and livestock use.
Area well yields range from 5 to 120 gpm and average 17 gpm (Bowie, 1998 and Oxbow,
1999). Several domestic wens are located at the mouths of Terror and Hubbard creeks.
Oxbow utilizes an infiltration gallery for its main fresh water source. The gallery is established
in the alluvium of the North Fork of the Gunnison River south of Sanborn Creek. The reported
maximum withdrawal rate is about 50 gpm (Oxbow, 1999).
The alluvial groundwater resources in the North Fork of the Gunnison River, as well as in Terror
and Hubbard creeks, are elevationally lower than the proposed mined coal seams and are
outside the predicted zone of potential mine-induced impacts. Saturated alluvium is unconfined
and is recharged primarily by seepage from rivers and streams and, to a minor extent, by
discharge from water-bearing bedrock and direct precipitation. Groundwater flow gradient in
the alluvium follows the local drainage topography.
Water-bearing colluvial deposits are found along the slopes of area drainages and on the gentle
terrain of the ridge tops, as noted by the occurrence of numerous seasonal springs and seeps.
These saturated deposits are perched, limited in lateral extent, and are not considered
Significant water resources. However, several local stockponds are constructed to collect the
seasonal spring flow. Local springs and seeps issue from these zones during periods of high
precipitation and snowmelt. Seasonal spring and seep flows range from less than 1 gpm to
about 5 gpm and are reported to be dry from summer to spring except after major precipitation
events. Direct precipitation and snowmelt recharge these deposits. Groundwater is
unconfined, and the flow direction follows the local topography.
The Wasatch Formation is composed of interbedded sandstone, siltstone, shale, and claystone.
Sandstone beds are generally thin and limited in lateral extent The Wasatch Formation
outcrops on the gentle ridge tops of the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract and Iron Point Exploration
Ucense area. Groundwater occurrence has been identified from numerous seeps and springs.
These springs are generally perennial and are associated with thin sandstone outcrops
overlying shale or claystone beds. Flow rates typically decrease during the summer and fall
seasons (personal communication with Dan Hudson of Hotchkiss Ranches).
Springs and seeps also issue from landslide deposits in the Wasatch Formation where
slumping has juxtaposed permeable strata with low permeable material. Siumpir:g features
also form catchments that hold snowmelt runoff enhancing recharge potential. Springs that
iss e from landslide deposits are ephemeral, flowing only during the wet season and during
periods of high precipitation (personal communication with Dan Hudson of Hotchkiss Ranches).
The saturated zones in the Wasatch Formation are considered perched and with limited storage
potential. Due to the outcrop location and gentle terrain of Wasatch Formation, recharge is
primarily from snowmelt and direct precipitation infiltration. Numerous (about 40) local
stockponds are fed from springs issuing from the Wasatch Formation. See Figure 19,
Groundwater Hydrology.

BaSI -d on mining and dril ing data and spring and seep surveys, groundwater in the Mesa Verde
Fo. mation is limited to isolated sandstone beds in the barren and coal bearing members, the
Rollins Sandstone member, various coal beds, and along fault and fracture zones. Low primary
permeability and limited storage capacity of the Mesa Verde Formation hydrogeologic units limit
potential groundwater resource development (Brool(s, 1983). ~owever, Significant quantities of
groundwater are reported where the Mesa Verde Formation is fractured (Brooks, 1983).
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Bowie reports perched water-bearing sandstone zones between the Rollins Sandstone and C
coal seam and above the D coal seam (Bowie, 1998). The D coal seam is apparently saturated
on the west side of Hubbard Creek as indicated by numerous springs and seeps.
Exploration drilling and mining activity at the Oxbow Mine have indicated perched groundwater
zones below the E coal seam, in the D coal seam below its outcroplsubcrop with Elk Creek, and
in the clastic sequence overlying the C and B coal seams (Oxbow, 1999).
Numerous springs and seeps issue from sandstone beds in the upper Mesa Verde Formation in
the proposed Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal lease tracts and Iron Point Exploration license
area. Most of these springs are reported to be perennial (personal communication with J.
Stover of Stover & Associates and Dan Hudson of Hotchkiss Ranches).
Spring flows range from less than 1 gpm to about 25 gpm with flow decreasing during dry
seasons. Direct precipitation and snowmelt infiltration recharge these deposits. Seepage from
local streams provides litHe recharge due the steep stream gradients and gaining character in
the upper drainages where these units outcrop.
Groundwater is unconfined near outaop and semi-confined to confined in deeper subsurface
strata. Groundwater flow direction follows the local topography near drainages and flows to the
northeast (regional geologic dip of about 5 degrees) in other areas.

A summary of the spring and seep data is presented in Table 3.6-1, Spring and Seep Summary
- Iron Point Coal Lease Tract and Exploration License Area, and Table 3.6-2, Spring, Seep and
Pond Summary - Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract. locations are shown on Figure 19, Groundwater
Hydrology.
The Rollins Sandstone member in the proposed coal lease tracts and adjacent areas is
unsaturated near the outaops and becomes saturated down dip to the northeast. The low
primary permeability and storage of this unit preclude it as being a significant water-bearing
unit. No known water supply wells in the area are developed in the Rollins Sandstone. Drilling
and monitoring well data indicates that the Rollins Sandstone is confined with a groundwater
flow gradient to the northeast. following the geologic dip of the strata. Infiltration frum local
drainages aossing outaops recharges this unit.
Current and historic mining in the area have encountered groundwater in the coal seams and
adjacent strata. See FigU18 3, Historic Coal Mines and Federal Coa' Lease Locations, for
ament and historic mine locations. The Bowie No. 2 Mine is developed in the D seam and
reports inftows of less than 1 gpm (Bowie, 1998). The D seam in this area is above
outcrop/subcrop with local streams.

The Sanborn Creek Mine is developed in the B and C seams with average inflows of 100 gpm
and peak ftows of 250 gpm near fractured zones. This mine is situated below the
outcrop/subaop of the North Fort< of the Gunnison River.
The Oliver Mine was developed in the D seam mostly above the outcroplsubcrop with Elk
Creek. Historic information indicates mostly dry conditions with inflows ranging from 0 to 6 gpm
(Oxbow,1999).

Seeps and springs issue from coal seam outaops, particularly on the north and east sides of
local drainages. The most notable site is located in middle Hubbard Creek drainage where
springs and seeps from the D seam outcrops aeate a marshy area.
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. and poWntial mine dewatering and redIIrge.

lnaeased groundwater flow potential is expected near fault and fractured zones in all of the
water-bearing strata of the area. However, little information is currently available to confirm
this, except where mining operations have aossed fault zones. As stated above, the Sanborn
Creek Mine experienced peak inflow rates about 2.5 times greater than average rates when
crossing faulted zones (Oxbow, 1999). The Bowie mines have been typically dry, even in
fractured terrain.

3.6.2.3

Groundw.... Quality

Bowie and Oxbow have collected groundwater quality data for the past several years. Bowie
has long term data from monitoring wells and springs at the Bowie No. 1 Mine on the wes~ side
of Tenor Creek. Bowie has also collected baseline data from numerous springs and wells r ear
the Bowie No. 2 Mine and within the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract.
Oxbow has collected limited baseline data on groundwater quality from their current fee areas
for the Sanborn Creek Mine. Baseline data is not available from the Elk Creek Lease Tract
area.
For the purpose of this document, the water quality data from the Sanborn Creek monitoring
sites are assumed to be similar to the Elk Creek Lease Tract. It is important to note that the
Oxbow and Bowie laboratory water quality parameters are slightly different and that the
groundwater quality discussions vary accordingly.
A summary of water quality data is presented in Table 3.6-3, Selected Water Quality Summary
- Springs, AHuviaI wens, Drill Holes. Locations of the monitoring sites are shown on Figure 19,
Groundwater Hydrology. The following disa ISsion considers average water quality data and
parameters that exceed federal primary and secondary drinking water standards (USEPA.
1994).

Iron PoInt Exploration LJcense Atwt and CollI L.... Tract - The groundwater quality in the
Iron Point Coal Lease Tract and Iron Point Exploration License area varies depending on the
geologic unit. The water quality from the alluvial monitoring wells located in the drainages
below the Bowie No. 2 Mine (B Gulch and C Gulch) is calcium sulfate type. Water quality is
poor with high concentrations of TDS, aluminum, iron, sulfate, and manganese. An alluvial
monitoring well installed in the Freeman Gulch (OH-34C) has calcium bicarbonate type water
with high concentrations of iron. The groundwater quality of the alluvial wells is similar to the
surface water quality in the respective drainages indicating a connectivity between ground and
surface water. The high sulfate concentration in ground and surface water of the mine
drainages, 8 Gulch and C Gulch, indicate impacts from past mining activity. Historic waste coal
materials and mine portals are located in the B and C gulches below the Bowie No. 2 Mine
(personal communication with Greg Hunt, Bowie). Seepage from these sites likely impacts the
TDS, sulfate, iron and manganese concentrations in the surface water and associated shallow
groundwater.

Other monitoring wells are installed in the 0 coal seam overburden, 0 coal seam, and Rollins
Sandstone. Two wells (OH-39 and 49) are installed in the overburden directly above the 0
seam. The water quality of these wells is sodium/calcium bicarbonate type with high
concentrations of TDS, iron, sulfate, and manganese. The water quality from the well installed
in the Rollins Sandstone (OH-34B) is sodium bicarbonate type with high concentrations of TOS,
sulfate, iron and chloride. Water quality from wells installed in the 0 coal seam is sodium
bicarbonate and sodium sulfate type with high concentrations of TDS, sulfate, iron, and
manganese.
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Reterence for Standards: EPA. Primary Drinking Waler Standards. Colorado [)apartment of Health. Nonh FOItt Gunnison River.
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Spring water quality is similar throughout the area and is calcium/sodium bicarbonate type,
typicaMy with high concentrations of aluminum, iron, and manganese. Several springs had lead
concentrations slightly above laboratory detection limits.
sodium sulfate type water.

Spring 5-18 was the only site with

Elk CI'Mk eo.l L.... Tract - Site specific groundwater quality information is limited for the Elk
Creek Coal lease Tract area. The following discussion is based on groundwater quality data
from the Sanborn Creek Mine area (Oxbow, 1999). It is assumed that the groundwater quality
in the Sanborn Creek Mine area is similar to the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract.
Monitoring sites include wells, springs and mine discharge. Groundwater zones are separated
by geologic units including alluviaVcoIluvial, perched (clastic beds and coal seams in the
Wasatch and Mesa Verde formations), 0 coal seam, 8 coal seam, and Rollins Sandstone. The
alluviaVcoIluvial groundwater is collected from the Oxbow infiltration field installed in the North
Fork of the Gunnison River alluvium. The groundwater from this site is calcium sulfate type with
low concentrations of trace constituents. Generally, the quality of the alluviaVcoIluvial
groundwater is good and suitable for domestic use with only minimal treatment (chlorination).

The perched water quality data is derived from elev n springs (EC-1, SP-1 through 7, and SP-9
through 11), and two monitoring wells (TC-1, and TC-2). The perched water quality is generally
calcium sulfate to sodium bicarronate type with moderately high concentrations of TOS, iron,
and manganese.
Two wells (SC-3 and EC-6) and the Oliver Mine discharge spring are used to monitor 0 coal
seam water quality. Water quality from the 0 coal seam is sodium bicarbonate type with high
concentrdtionS of TOS, iron, and manganese and sometimes sulfate. Water quality from wells
(8-6 and H-10) installed in the historic Somerset Mine worttings (8 seam) and mine water inflow
sites (to4WM-1, MW5-A through 0) is sodium bicarbonate type with high concentrations of TOS,
iron, manganese, and sometimes chloride and sulfate.

The water quality from the two wells installed in the Rollins Sandstone (SC-1 and SC-2) is
sodium bicarbonate type with high concentrations of TOS, iron and manganese.
3.6.2.4

Iron Point ExpIoRtJon License AIM .nd eo.l L.... Tract - Review of Bowie water quality
data from monitoring wells and springs does not reveal any general seasonal trends in
gro ndwater quality at the study area. This is likely due to the relatively short period of record
for most sampling sites. Alluvial well data has been collected quarterly since 1997. Bedrock
monitoring well data has been collected since 1995, and spring data has been collected
sporadically since late 1997. '>easonal groundwater quality trends will likely become more
defined when more consistent water quality data becomes available. Typically, seasonal trends
include increased concentrations of TOS and dissolved constituents and high groundwater
levels in the spring.

Elk CI'Mk eo.l L.... Tract - No site specific groundwater quality data is available for the Elk
Creek l ease Tract.

3.6.2.5

Influence of Put.nd Current Activities on Groundwater Quality

Iron Point &pIontJon Ucen. . AtN .nd Colli L.... Tract - Past and current mining
activities have affected groundwater quantity and quality. Current mining activities at the Bowie
No. 2 Mine do not utilize any groundwater for operations. Fresh water for the operation comes

Environmental Analysis
from the Deertrail Ditch. The Bowie No.1 and No.2 mines are essentially dry, and dewatering
has not been necessary. As a result, there have not been any impacts to groundwater due to
water consumption 0 dewatering activities.
Historic mining activities at the King Mine in the drainages below the Bowie No. 2 Mine have
apparenUy impacted the local alluvial groundwater quality. Two mine portals and associated
coal fineslwaste are located in the A and BIC Gulches. Seepage from these sites has caused
high su fate and other trace constituent levels in groundwater at the down gradient alluvial
monitoring wells (AW-1, 3,4,5, and 6). No other impacts have been noted in this area.
Past and current activities other than mining have affected groundwater quality. Livestock
grazing causes minor impacts to springs and seeps due to erosion, sedimentation, and water
quality, (i.e. fecal coliform). Unauthorized off-road vehicle use also causes erosion and
sedimentation that effect spring areas. Individual domestic water wells and community water
wells have had limited impact on groundwater quantity. Rural septic systems may impact local
groundwater quality.

Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract - Due to the limited amount of groundwater monitoring at the Elk
Creek Coal Lease Tract, impacts due to past and current mining activities are difficult to
analyze. The Blue Ribbon Mine, located in Hubbard Creek, has been abandoned and
reclaimed. Surface water quality in Hubbard Creek has not been adversely impacted (see
Section 3.5, Surface Water Hydrology) as a result of historic Blue Ribbon Mine operations. As
a result, it is not believed that groundwater quality has been impacted. A field survey of the site
did not show any mining reI~ted impacts to the Hubbard Creek drainage. Mine discharge from
the abandoned Oliver Mine (SP-8) and the Hawks Nest Mine (SP-1 1) is fair to good quality with
somewhat elevated levels of TOS, 'ron, and manganese. These mines are located east of the
Elk Creek Cc.31Lease Tract. See Figure 3, Histone Coal Mines and Federal Coal Lease
Locations.
The active Sanbom Creek Mine has been storing discharge ine water in sumps in the Band
C coal seams since 1992. The B and C seams were dry during active mining. Water quality
data indicates that the stored mine water meets NPDES effluent limitations with minor treatment
to reduce TOS concentrations (Oxbow, 1996). There may be some seepage from the storage
sumps down dip in the coal horizon or to adjacent bedrock unit ; however the quality of the
seepage is fair to good, and seepage rates are likely very small. The West Elk Mine, located
south of the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract, operates under an NPDES discharge permit with strict
effl ent quality standards. There are no known impacts to groundwater quality due to these
operations.

3.6.2.6

Groundwater Use

Water rights and well records from the Colorado Division of Water Resources were reviewed f.>r
the area of the proposed coal lease tracts, exploration license area, and areas extending dUout
1 mile outside of these boundaries. Sites located within or west of Hubbard Creek were
considered in the Iron Po nt Coal Lease Tract and Exploration license area. Those east of
Hubbard Creek are considered in the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract area. A summary of the
groundwater rights and wells is presented in Table 3.5-3, Water Rights Summary for Wells,
Springs and Sutface Wat9r, (see Section 3.5, Surface Water Hydrology). Locations of the
water rights are shown on Figure 18, Water Rights.

Iron Point Exploration Licer.ae A,... and Coal L.... Tract - There are five adjudicated
water rights associated with springs in the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract and Exploration license
area. Four adjudicated water rights are on private surface (J&M Spring and Pipeline 1- 4) and
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one is on BlM surface (J&B Spring and Pipeline 5). These sites are used for stock watering
purposes.
Six adjudicated water rights associated with wells are located in or around the Iron Point Coal
lease Tract and Exploration License Area . All but the Blue Ribbon well are located along the
North Fori( of the Gunnison River and are apparently installed in saturated alluvium. The Blue
Ribbon well is located in Hubbard Creek adjacent to the historic Blue Ribbon Mine. This well is
installed in the alluvium of Hubbard Creek and has not been in use since the Blue Ribbon Mine
was dosed.
The King Clay well is located on the West Fori( Terror Creek. This shallow well is installed in
the alluvium along West Fork Terror Creek and is for domestic use. The Peggy Seabloom well
is located on the East Fork Terror Creek, about a mile west of Terror Creek Reservoir. This
shallow well is installed in the alluvium along East Fork Terror Creek and is for domestic use.

Elk Creek Coal Lea. . Tract - There are no ..djudicated water rights associated with springs in
the Elk Creek lease Tract area.
Two adjudicated water rights associated with wells are located near the Elk Creek Coal lease
Tract (Bear No.1 and Somerset Mine wells). These wells are located along the North Fori( of
the Gunnison River and are apparently installed in saturated alluvium. All other active
registered wells without water rights are used only for monitoring.

3.6.3

Environmental Consequences

Coal mine development in the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal lease tracts and exploration
activities on the Iron Point Exploration License area could potentially result in some impacts to
area groundwater resources.
longwall mining causes bedrock fracturing and land subsidence above longwall pa~ls . By
potentially providing patMvays for groundwater to move downward toward the mined horizon,
fracturing and subsidence may divert water from saturated horizons and surface water bodies
above and adjacent to caved areas. Impacts to groundwater systems may potentially result in
the decrease in natural discharge rates from springs and seeps or change water levels and
yields in area wells. Potential effects indude the following.
•

Mining would dewater the coal seam and water-saturated horizons immediately
above and below the coal seam.

•

Water quality could be degraded when groundwater flows through actll/e or
abandoned mine workings.

•

Transbasin diversion of groundwater resulting from dewatering of the coal seam is a
potential impact.

•

Water rights could be affected if area spring fI ws and associated pond levels and
well water levels lire diminished.

•

Increased sedimentation of area springs from construction and use of surface
facilities (exploration drill pads and associated access roads) could occur.

•

Accidental fuel or solvent spills could impact shallow groundwater locally.
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The aitena for significant impacts refer to adverse impacts to the quality or quantity of
groundwater utilized for important uses such as domestic water supply. livestock watering.
springs that recharge wetland/riparian areas or support wildlife habitat. and natural resource
values .
It is importar .
no' ... that subsidence induoed impacts to groundwater resources were
calculated from the :easonably foreseeable devel pment scenarios and generalized overburden
strata characteris .;s for the Iron Point nd Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts. It was also assumed
that coal would be extracted to the limits of tt J lease tract boundaries using longwall mining
techniques. Actual mining plans could be different.
Exploration activities shoulo not noticeably impact groundwater resources. The strata are not
uniformly saturated, so there is little concem for inter-aquifer communication. The drill holes
would be of small diameter and would cause little disturbance to the geologic strata.

3.6.3.1

Effects of Arterndve A (No-Actlon)

Direct Effects - Under this altemative, the coal lease tracts would not be offered for lease, and
mine development would not occur. As a result. there would be no mining related impacts to
groundwater resources in the Iron Point and Elk Creek oa Lease tracts or from exploration
activities in the Iron Point exploration license area. Existing imPacts to groundwater from past
and current land uses would continue.
The Bowie No. 2 Mine and Sanborn Creek Mine would continue to operate under their current
pennits. The Bowie No. 2 Mine would develop north and east to the proposed Iron Point Coal
Lease Tract boundary. As a result of this development, there is potential for subsidence related
impacts to groundwater resources. Several seasonal springs in this area could be impacted
induding 5-8 and 5-13 (see Figure 14, Subsidence Potential Map). The Bowie No. 2 Mine is
expected to be dry, and no impacts to groundwater resources from dewatering are expected.
Oxbow would develop the Elk Creek Mine on fee (private) coal reserves. As a result of this
development, there would be the potential for subsidence and dewatering related impacts to
groundwater resources. The subsidence impact evaluation completed for this document
indicates potential impacts to groundwater resources near the 0 seam outcrops in Bear and Elk
creeks. Several seasonal springs in this area could be impacted induding the Elk No. 1 (see
Figure 14, Subsidence Potential Map). Dewatering could temporarily disrupt local groundwater
recharge and discharge. The regional groundwater flow gradient in the area is to the northeast.
Theoretically, groundwater flow in the 0 coal seam in the Elk Creek Mine area discharges to
some point outside the north Fori( of the Gunnison drainage basin area. Mine development
may require dewatering of the 0 coal seam and the water would be discharged to the North
Fori( of the Gunnison. This may represent a transbasinal diversion of groundwater.
After mining. the mine voids would fill with groundwater to near pre-mining levels. The
grc ndwater would be exposed to collapsed and abandoned ; ne workings, and the quality of
the water may be impacted. The most likely impact would be an increased concentration of
TDS. iron. manganese. and possibly sulfate. The groundwater flow direction in the 0 seam
horizon is to the northeast beneath Grand Mesa. There are no known wells or springs downgradient of the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract that would be affected by any possible groundwater
degradation.
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Effects Common to All Action Alternatives

Various mine-ind ced subsidence parameters were analyzed for the Iron Point and Elk Creek
Coal lease Tract areas. These indude:
•
•
•
•
•

Maximum vertical displacement,
Tilt,
Horizontal strain,
Angle of draw, and
Break angle.

Subsidence-induced impacts to groundwater resources are primarily related to the break angle.

The break angle defines the zone of maximum tensile strain above a mining panel. Most
subsidence induced cracks in the overburden and at the surface occur in the zone of maximum
tensile strain. Subsidence induced impacts to groundwater resources are rated as very low to
low, low to moderate, moderate to high, and high to very high. In general, suhsidence impacts
are considered high with overburden thickness less than 500 feet, moderate with overburden
between 500 and 1,000 feet thick, moderate to low with overburden between 1,000 and 1,500
feet thick, and low to very low with thickness above 1,500 feet. Figure 14, Subsidence Potential
Map, illustrates the potential zones of mining induced subsidence impacts to water resources.
Two areas of high to moderate impacts have been identified for the Hubbard Creek and Terror
Creek drainages.

Direct Etrects - Iron Point &plontJon Ucense A,.. and Coal Lease Tract - Under
A1tematives B, C, and 0, the Iron Point Exploration license area would be granted and the Iron
Point Coal lease Tract would be offered for competitive leasing.
Completion of the exploration drilling program is not expected to cause impacts to groundwater
resources.
longwall mining development of the Iron Point Coal lease Tract would induce subsidence of
the overlying ground surface. The extent, severity, and potential impact to water resources due
to subsidence is dependent on the thickness, compositi'ln, and geotechnical properties of the
overburden, thickness of the mined coal, and mining plans. Mining would also result in
dewatering of saturated zones of the mined horIZon. Mined areas would likely refill with water
to apprOximate pre-mining levels after mining operations cease which could imnact
groundwater quality.
Subsidence could potentially disrupt or alter springs, seeps, ponds, and change local
groundwater levels directJy above the underground mine and within the angle of draw. The only
areas within the coal lease tract with a high to moderate potential for impacts are Hubbard
Creek and Terror Creek. See Figure 14, Subsidence Potential Map.

The 0 coal seam outcrop in the Hubbard Creek drainage is saturated. Seeps and springs from
the outcrop create a marsh in the valley floor near thellistoric (now abandoned) Blue Ribbon
Mine. Mining of the 0 coal seam would dewater this zone and may temporarily dry the strata.
springs, and seeps.
After mining, the eastern sectio of the mine would fill with groundwater to approximately premining levels. The groundwater would be exposed to collapsed and abandoned mine workings,
and the quality of the water may be impacted. The most likely impact would be an increased
concentration of TOS. iron, manganese, and possibly sulfate. This would impact the water
quality of the springs and seeps issuing from the 0 coal seam outcrop.

/7/
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No groundwater rights are located in the areas of potential impacts. However, water rights
associated with seeps and springs are considered surface water rights, and are discussed in
Section 3.5, Surface Water Hydro!ogy.

Direct Effects • Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract · Small areas in the southem portion of the Elk
Creek Coal lease Tract along the east side of Hubbard Creek and in Bear Creek have a high to
moderate potential for subsidence induced impacts to water resources (Figure 14, Subsidence
Potential Map). Most of the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract has an overburden thickness betw I
1,500 and 2,500 feet with low to very low po ential for impacts.
It is believed that the D coal seam is saturated throughout most of the Elk Creek Coal lease
Tract. Mining would require dewatering of this zone. Mine water would likely be stored in
sumps located in abandoned mine workings, treated if necessary, and discharged to th
orth
Fork of the Gunnison River at a permitted outfall site. Mine discharge water quality would have
to meet permitted effluent requirements. The regional groundwater flow gradient in the area is
to the northeast. Theoretically, groundwater flow in the D coal seam, east of the surface
outcrops, will discharge to some point outside the North Fork of the Gunnison River drainage
basin area. Mine development may require dewatering of the D coal seam. Mine water would
be treated, if necessary, and discharged to the North Fork of the Gunnison River. This may
represent a transbasinal diversion of groundwater. The estimated mine water discharge
volume has not been determined.
After mining, the mine voids would fill with groundwater to approximately pre-mini g evels. The
groundwater would be exposed to collapsed and abandoned mine workings, and the quality 0
the water may be impacted. The most likely impact would be an increased concentration of
TDS, iron, manganese, and possibly sulfate. The groundwater flow direction in the D coal
seam horizon is to the northeast, beneath Grand Mesa. There are no known wells or springs
down-gradient of the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract that would be affected by any possible
groundwater degradation.
Petroleum, oils, and lubricants are regularly used in mining operations. These materials may
degrade discharge water quality if they are mishandled or abandoned underground and
exposed to water paSSing through the mine. Any toxic or hazardous materials which are used
underground should be removed from the mine prior to closure. It is assumed for this analysis
that mining equipment would also not be abandoned underground.
No groundwater rights are located in the areas of potential impacts. However, water rights
associated with seeps and springs are considered surface water rights, and are discussed in
Section 3.5, Surface Water Hydrology.

Indirect Etrects • Study Atu· The potential for indirect groundwater impacts in the study
area is expected to be min·mal. If mine employees choose to live in rural areas, private
domestic wells would be drilled and septic systems would be installed. Appropriate state and
county regulations would have to be followed , minimizing impacts to groundwater quantity and
quality.
Methane ralease from coal mines would not be expected to impact domestic water wells,
particularly in Garvin Mesa because the wells are below the coal seams to be mined . In the
Garvin Mesa area, the coal has eroded away and does not have any contact with water below
the outcrop of the Rollins Sandstone. The Rollins Sandstone is approximately 120 feet above
Garvin Mesa.
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Effects of Altematlve B

Completion of t
resou ces.

e

lor ti n dril 'ng rogram is not expected to cause impacts to groundwater

Longwall mining developme'lt in the 0 coa eam of the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract would
induce s bsidence of th overlYing ground surface and temporarily dewater the strata adjacent
fter mining, the 0 coal seam zone would likely flood to approximate preto he 0 coal se
ining levels which coul~ impa t ground ater quality.
The so :, east comer of the I s~ tract n the Hubbard Cree drainage is located in an area of
high potential subsidence imp cts wi
verburden thi ne
ess than 500 feet. Nine seasonal
springs are located in this area 2-2, 3, 4, 5, 6, i , and 534-20, 1, and 24) and would likely
be impacted . No perenni springs are located in this area.
Portions ~lf Terror C
k would be subsided under this altemative; however, there are no
springs identified in the high 0 " ery high subsidence zone in Terror Creek (see Figure 14,
Subsidence Potential Map). Given e low overburden present, subsidence fracturing could
interrupt groundwater seepage entering the drainages from saturated colluvial and alluvi?
material in the drain~g
ttom .
Small areas in the southem portion of e Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract alonlJ the east sid of
Hubbard Creek and in Bear Craek have high to m.Jderate potential for subsidence induced
impacts to water resources. N known groundwater resources are located in these areas and
no impacts are anticipated. Most of the Elk Creek Tract ha overburden thickness between
1,000 and 2,500 feet which would h ve moderate to very low pote .!ial for subsidence impacts.
Dewa ering impacts and water uality impacts for Altemative 9 woulJ be the same as those
discussed in Section 3.6.3.2, Effects Common 0 All Action Altematives.
3.6.3.4

Effects of Alternative C

Altemative C allows for multiple seam mining (9 and 0 seams) in the Iron Point Coal Lease
Tract with minor lease boundary adjustments.
Multiple seam mining would have a cumulative effect in regard to subsidence. (See Appendix
K, Subsidence Evalu8tion.) The subsidence impacts evaluation calculates that maximum
vertical displacement would be equal to the sum of the potential displacements from mining
individual seams. The potential subsidence impacts to groundwater resources would
essentially ~ the same as desaibed for Altemative B due the great overburden thickness
relative to the total mined thickness.
The expanded Iron Point Coal Lease area in Terror Creek is in a high potential subsidence area
with overburden thickness of about 500 feet. Spring 5-2 is located in this area and cpuld be
impacted during mining operations.
It is believed that the 9 coal seam horizon is largely unsaturated in the Iron Point Lease Tract.
As a result, active mine dewatering would not be necessary and there would be no associated
impacts. Post-mine flooding of the 9 coal seam is not expected because this horizon is
naturally unsaturated. No additional groundwater quantity or quality impacts are expected apart
from those described for Alternative B.
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Direct impacts for the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract in Altemative C w
described in Section 3.6.3.3, Effects of A1temative B.

3.6.3.5

.0 ~ ~ ...
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d_

Effects of Alternative 0

A1temati e D allows for multiple seam mining (B and D seams) in the Iron h... '" I L as€
Tract but with special subsidence protection from impacts to Terror Creek, Hu",o rd • ~ Ic ::tnd
the Curecanti-Rifle 230/345 kV electric transmission line. Extr precautiun' f
e ~e "Ir tj
to eliminate any subsidence impacts to Terror Creek a d Hubbard reek. 0 htlr l
to groundwater resources in A1temative D woul
ess
II')e Te ror a. ,J HI "I crn
would not be • u bsid "~. There would be no eff .c to shallow gro ndwat r in the r ~I' la3
bottoms.

Cumulat e Imp

3.6.4
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The mitigati n and monitoring measures f')r g -oundwa er quantity arod quail cI pmsentPd i
Table 3.6-4, Potetltial Mitigetion and M nito,; g Measures for Groundwater Re sources .

..

-

Table S.6-4
PotMttIai IIltIgation Mel Monitoring .....urn for Groundw.ter RH OUrc:es

Code

ImpKts III g

Pot.ntlal MItIptIon
Mel Monitoring

Eftlc:t1"e..e ..'

Who'

GW-1'

Potential impacts to springs
and seeps water quantity and
quality in the Iron Point
Exploration License Area

No significant impacts are
anticipated. Howe0/8r. it is
recommended that a spring
and '"P inventory is
conducted and identified
spring sites be monitored for
impacts.

1

Mining Company
Colorado DMG

GW-2

Groundwater recharge
reduction to the Hubbard Creek
area.

Monitor for impacts.
Supplement wetland and
spring recharge to Hubbard

1

Mining Company
Colorado DMG

1

Mining Company
Colorado DMG

Creek if 1IMded.
GW-3

Spring water quality impacts in

the Hubbard Creek area.

Treat spring water discharge
to meet appropriate water
quality standards.
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of the 0 coa seam during mining would impact groundwater flow and
disCharge in the Hubbard Creek drainage. This ·mpad would be temporary and the coal
horizon would recharge after mine dewatering ceases. At this time. no mitigation is anticipated
for this impad. However. if monitOring indicates that mitigation is necessary to supplement
wetland or stream recharge. t e mini g company may be able to pump water from the Blue
Ribbon well and pipe water to affeded areas or rechannel water from upper Hubbard Creek to
the affected areas.

GW-3 - After mining is completed. the dewatered coal horizon ould recharge with
groundwater. The mine groundwater quality may be impaded. resulting in elevated TDS and
dissolved constituents. If necessary. discharge of this water from springs in Hubbard Creek
could be treated to meet appropriate water quality standards. Currently. mine water treatment
at the Sanborn Creek Mine requires only settling of the TSS levels before discharge.
GW.... - A monitoring networ1< to include several monitoring wells installed in the 0 seam and
adjacent strata and alluvium would be needed in the Hubbard Creek area of the Iron Point Coal
lease Trad. These wells should be located on the west side of Hubbard Creek across from the
Blue Ribbon Mine. The wells would monitor the baseline groundwater levels ~nd water quality
in this zone prior to mining to monitor the potential effects of mine dewatering during mining.
recharge after mining. and water Quality changes. More consistent baseline data should be
developed with year-round monitoring. It is also recommended that further hydrologic analysis
be completed on Hubbard Creek to determine the interrelationship of ground and surface water
and assess the potential for impacts due to mine dewatering. This would be expected to occur
as part of the mine permitting process with the Colorado DMG.
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.1. I
::: 'IlIOn mappin a d '!SsOO 'lted r.. uU ce i fo c.tion was used as a
do j-'1 ;J r '~i to ru plete IS veg tation
seline d l
ssi n. Project areas not
'er
v
xisting mapping. indud'ng a small portio f Forest Service and BLM
administered lands. along with priva ely-held property. were mapped at the reconnaissance
level b}' the EIS team to comple e vegetati r. survey coverage ' or this project, The vegetation
communities used for the o ' inal Forest Service mapping were retained or this effort.
Vegetation oommunity discussions presented herein were developed as a result of he general
data gathered during the reconnaissance survey and the soil survey completed for this area
(Cryer and Hughes. 1997). Additional data sources are cited below as appropriate.
o

The potential presence of Forest Service and BlM listed sensitive species (Colorado BlM State
Director's Office. 1999; GMUG 1999) were evaluated in light of species elevational and habitat
requirements assembled by the Colorado Natural Heritage Program (Johnson, 1999;
Spackman et aI., 1997).

3.7.2

Affec:ted Environment

3.7.2.1

Upland Plant Communities

Eight upland vegetation types were mapped at the reconnaissance level within the project area,
See Figure 21, Vegetation Map. These types range from tree-dominated communities to those
dominated by grass and forb species. A "Bare" designation was also induded.
The Oak Vegetation Community is " ssentially ubiquitous across the project area occurring on
ridge slopes, along ephemeral drainages, and over level to moderately rolling mountain
meadows. Near pure stands of Gambel oak (Quercus gambelil) dominate drier ridge slopes.
Where the community occurs in larger meadows and along drainages, it is more of a mixed
shrub community composed of a wide variety of shrub species. This is a reflection of more
mesic site conditions and wetter soil moisn'"e regimes. The dominant shrub species is Gambel
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oak. Other shrubs which can be co- or sub-dominant de en ing upon growing conditions
include snowberry (Symphoricarpos oreophilus or S. rotundifolius) and serviceberry
(Amelanchier alnifolia). Herbaceous species such as lupine (Lupinus argenteus). whiteflowered peavine (Lathyrus leucanthus). and various upland sedge (Carex) species are
common in the understory (Johnston. 1997). Chokecherry (Prunus virginiana) is also a
common community component while small. sub-dominant aspen (Populus tremuloides) stands
may become established in wetter areas where this community borders the aspen community.
Occurring across the project are- ·w er a variety of elevations and aspects is the Aspen
Vegetation Type. This type ·nhabits less steep slopes overall than the other tree-dominated
v etation types on site. though its presence on somewhat steeper slopes under the proper soil
nditio :; is not uncommon. It intergrade w.th most (if the other vegetation types on site.
excepti
e Pinyonl uniper. an characterisf cally has a more 0 n. highly productive
understory. The dominant tree species is aspen. Common understory species include Woods
rose (Rosa woodsi/) . IT'ountain brome (Bromus marginatus). elk sedge (Carex geyen). whiteflowered peavine. Fendler meadow-rue (Thalictrum fendlen) . and American vetch (Vicia
americana) (Johnston. 1997). Wetter expressions of this type. in depressions or adjacent to
seeps and springs. often form transition wetland vegetation communities.
The Pinyon/Juniper Vegetation Community occurs on steep west and southwest-facing slopes
at elevations typically below 7.000 feet. Dominant species include Utah juniper (Juniperus
osteosperma) and Rock Mountain juniper (Juniperus scopulorum) in the tree stratum. Pinyon
pine (Pinus ecJu/us) is also present. Dominant understory !lpecies include Gambel oak.
mountain snowberry. Indian ricegrass (Oryzopsis hymenoides). and annual grasses (Westem
Resource Development Corporation. 1982). Rock outcrops are a major component of this unit.
The soils are typically shallow c.nd droughty compared to the soils supporting the other treedominated vegetation communiti ~s .
Steep to very steep canyon walls along Hubbard Creek and its tributaries support the
Spruce/Fir Vegetation Community. Elevations nominally range from 6.800 to 8.000+ feet. This
community tends to be comparatively dense and supported by soils reflecting more mesic
conditions. Dominant tree species ir- :lude Englemann spruce (Picea engelmannil). Colorado
blue spruce (Picea pungens). and subalpine fir (Abies /asiocatp8) at higher elevations.
Dominant understory species include bearberry (Arctostaphylos uva-ul'Sl) and a variety of other
shrubs and herbaceous species common to the Oak Vegetation Community but at lower
densities. As with other vegetation communities dominating drainages. a comparatively narrow
riparian zone including a small channel and associated wetland fringe is typically present.
Rubble land is also common within this vegetation community.
The Douglas-fir Vegetation Community is found along the Terror. Hubbard. and Bear creek
drainages at elevations around 7.000 feet or less where the narrow canyon drainages and rapid
runoff potentials preclude the establishment of the Cottonwood Vegetation Community
discussed below. This community may also be :ound growing on north-facing ridge slopes
primarily bordering Bear Creek. The dominant tree species is Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga
menzesi/). Common understory speMs include serviceberry. snowberry. oregon-grape
(Mahonia repens). and heart-leaf amica (Amica cordifolia). This community can occasionally
form broad transition zones. or ecotones. with the Spruce/Fir and Aspen communities resulting
in more mixed vegetation types. The riparian areas common to the drainages of this
community are similar to those of the Spruce/Fir type discussed above.

The Cottonwood Vegetation Community is limited to the south-central portions of Hubbard
Creek at elevations below approximately 7.000 feet. Slopes are typically nearly level to level
reflecting an overall wetter soil moisture regime as compared to the Douglas-fir and Spruce/Fir
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vegetation communities located adjacent to drainages. Common tree species include narrowleaf cottonwood (Populus angustifo/ia) and box-elder (Ace negundo) with Douglas-fir,
Englemann spruce, and juniper species occuning on si e-slopes under drier soil moisture
conditions. Aspen may also be present in topographic depressions or in deeper, more fertile
soils. Understory shrub species include those adapted to more moist substrates such as
chokecherry, raspberry (Rubus idaeus), and Woods rose. As a consequence of more level
topography and decreased runoff potentials, the wetlands and Waters of the U.S. associated
with this vegetation community are broader and more well developed as compared to drainages
in other vegetation communities.
Scattered across the project area, the Grass/Forb Vegetation Community is associated
primarily with nearly level to moderately sloping sites on a variety of as cts. Similarly,
Elevations vary in a similar manner. This community occurs as small nat ral clearings within
other vegetation types, revegetated development disturbances, and heavily grazed meadows
often associated with dev,,:oped stockponds. Dominant vegetation includes a variety of native
and introduce j herba0eOUS species depending upon the origin of each delineation. Native
species preSE ,t lilclude wheatgrasses (Agropyron sp.), bluegrasses (Poa sp.), needlegrasses
(Slipa sp.), anci <1 variety of penstemons (Penstemon ..p.), as well as rush s (Juncus sp. ) and
spikerushes (Eleocharis sp.) bordering stock pond margins. Introduced spt..;l ~ olesent,
depending upon the disturbed site, include smooth brome (Bromus inemm;" Cft::Sted
wheatgrass (Agropyron desertorum), Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis), and alfalfa
(Medicago sativa) along with a number of introduced weedy species at varying densities (Hayes
Environmental Services, Inc., 1995).

The "Bare" cover designation includes rock slides, steep-walled cliffs, and other areas which
support little or no vegetation due 0 the surface expression of geologic material. Bare areas
are also associated with the boundaries of the Terror Creek Reservoir. These areas total a
comparatively small acreage.

3.7.2.2

Noxious Weeds

A number of noxious weed species are known to be of concern with respect to the project area
in Delta and Gunnison counties. These species include. but are not limited to, Russian
knapweed (Centaurea repens). hoary cress (CarcJaria drabs), yellow toadftax (Linaria vulgaris).
("..anada thistle (Cirsium atvense). musk thistle (CarcJuus nutans). and scotch thistle
(Onopordum acanthium) (Calicut. 1999; Green. 1999). Typically, these species are aggressive
and highly competitive with more desirable species. Species such as scotch and musk thistle,
along with Russian knapweed, form dense colonies which may be difficult to eradicate.
Noxious weeds are prone to establishment on newly disturbed sites. County regulations
require that these species must be controlled where they become newly established.

3.7.2.3

Threatened and Endangered Plant Species

One federally listed threatened and one endangered plant species occur in the region within
which the project area is located. The Uinta Basin hookless cactus (Sclerocactus glaucus) , a
threatened species, occurs at elevations ranging from 4,500 to 6,000 feet on rocky hills, mesa
slopes. alluvial benches. and in desert shrub communities. Listed as an endangered species.
clay-loving wild buckwheat (Eriogonum pelinophilum) inhabits Man::os shale badlands in salt
desert shrub communities at elevations ranging from 5,200-6,400 feet. Both have been found
previously in Delta County. As was noted for the environmental assessments prepared
previously for the lease tracts, no suitable habitat for these species occurs on either proposed
lease area. or the exploration license area. Further, the elevation ranges within which these
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species are known to occur are, for the most part, below the lowest elevation found on the
project area. These species would not be affected by the proposed leas'ng, mining, or
exploration activities.
3.7.2.4

Sensitive Plant Species

Nine "forest sensitive" species are listed as potentially occurring on the GMUG, and Gunnison
National Forests (GMUG, 1999). An additional 11 sensitive species are listed as potentially
present on BlM lands administered by the BlM Uncompahgre Field OffICe (Colorado BlM
State Director's Office, 1999). Table 3. 7-1, Sensitive Plant Species Summary, presents a
combined list of these species along with selected information conceming these species' habitat
requirements, elevational ranges, and known presence in Delta and Gunnison counties
(Ferguson, 1999; Johnson, 1999; LaFevere. 1999; Spackman et aI. , 1997).
The proposed project area ranges in elevation from 6,400 feet to approximately 8,500 feet. Six
of the 20 listed species are adapted to habitat types occurring at elevations ranging from 8,500
to 14,000 feet, above the highest elevation of the proposed project area. In several cases,
these species also occur in alpine habitat types such as peat mats, acidic ponds, fens, and
alpine scree which are comparatively unique to higher elevations. The species in this category
include molybdenum milkvetch (Astragalus moIybdenus), smooth rockress (Brays glabella),
round-leaf sundew (Drosera rotundifolia), wooly fleabane (Erigeron lanatus , white-bristle
cotton~rass (Euphorum altaicum), and Colorado tansy-aster (Machaeranthera coIoradoensis) .
Sandstone milkvetch (A. sesquiflorus), Dolores skeletonplant (Lygodesmia doloresensis),
Eastwood monkey-flower (Mimulus eastwoodiae), and Paradox breadroot (Pediomelum
aromaticum) are all known to occur at elevations lower than that of the project area and in
habitats not present on the proposed lease tracts or exploration license areas.
Three species, including the Grand Junction milkvetch (A. linifolius), Colorado desert parsley
(Lomabum coccinium), and the Paradox Valley lupine (Lupinus crassus) are typically supported
by soils derived from the Mancos, Chinle, and/or the Morrison geologic formations. These
formations do not outcrop in or over1ie the project area. In addition, the milkvetch and lupine
are typically found at elevations lower than those characteristic of the project area. The
Gunnison milkvetch (A. anisus) inhabits elevations common to the roject area but is
assoeiated with dry or sandy day soils under1ain by granitic bedrock supporting low sagebrush
(Artemisia arbuscula) vegetation communities. Neither surficial granitic bedrock nor low
sagebrush is known to be present within the project area boundaries. Similarty, the lack of
barren gray shales or adobe hills on site eliminates the concem for the Rocky Mou~tM istle

(Cirsium perplexans).
Naturit... milkvetch (A. naturitensis), San Rafael mil kvetch (A. rafaelensis), Montrose b d erpod
(Lesquerel/a vicina), and Beard-tongue gilia (Gilia penstemonoides) occur at elevations and in
habitats similar, at least in part, to those of the project area. However, the project area is well
out of the known ranges of these species.
Hapman's cooIwort (Sul/ivantia hapemanil) exhibits a preference for a habitat type which could
be present at Hubbard Falls located in the SW%, Section 14, T12S, R91W. Therefore, this
species could be present in the northemmost portion of the project area.
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Teble 3.7·1
Sensitive P ....t Spec_ Summary
Spec,.. . . . .

Agency

Code'

Listing

Elevation

Hebltat

AMge

C"-terletlcs

(feet)

P ~t.nUally

Known In
Delg/Gunnlson
CounU. .

PreHntln
Projec:tArea

GunnIeon mllkvetch
ASlllQlllus .n/$vs

USF5

F5

7.500-8.500

DIy or IIndy clay aoIIs.
under low eagebrush

NoIYes

No

Grand Junction mllkYe ch
A. Ilnlfolius

Bl M

S5

4.800-6.200

hlnle end Morrtaon
geologic formIIlions

Yeal 0

No

Molybdenum mllkYetch
A. moIybdenus

U5F5

F5

11.400-13.200

~lIopn.
IIides

NolVes

No

N turltll mllkvetch

BlM

55

5,QOO.7.000

Sendstone meM. In
pinyon-juniper woods

NolNo

No

San Rafael mllkYetch
A. rafttalansis

Bl M

55

4.400·6.500

Hilla. washes. talus; In
salenlferou. SOlis

No/No

No

Sandlltone mHkvatch

Bl M

S5

5.QOO.5.5OO

Sandstone
and Nndy wa

NoINo

No

A. nawrltensls

A. sesqulflorus

turf

=',
as

talus

USF5

F5

12,QOO.13,OOO

Cak:enIou8 substrates
above timberline

NoIYa8

No

Rocky Mountain thlslle
Clrslum petpleX8nS

BlM

5S

4,500-7.000

Barran gray shale;
adobe hNIt

YesiNo

No

Round-leaf sundew

U5F5

F5

9.1OQ.9.600

P. .t mata. acidic ponda
andfenll

NoIYes

No

USFS

FS

12.500-13,500

Staep alpine 1CfH.
taluallopn

NoIYea

No

Wh~stle co

n g raM
Er/ophorum s/taicum

U5FS

FS

9.500·14.000

Fenll

NoIYea

No

Beard·tongue gila
G/1iB ponstemonoldes

USFS

FS

6.800-9.000

Wa ... ~•• cliffa In
gnellli.
It•• shale

NoIYes

No

Montrose bIadderpod

BLM

55

6,QOO.7.2OO

Mancos shale. aIIO
Mndatone 10111. sagebrush
Itep; dlalurbancea

NoINo

No

SmooIh rockre.8
Bray glabeHs

D(O$ara rotundJfolls
Wooly fleabane

t;rlgefOO /anew s

Lesquere/la v/eins

/W

TlbIIl.7·1
StnaItIve Plll'lt SpecIes SuIlllllllY
SptcleI .....

Eltvltlon

Known In
DtItllGunniion
Countlla

Potentially
Pl'tMflt In
Project Arta

Agency
LIltIng

Code'

BlM

SS

5,500-7,000

Rocky IOiII from Mancos
shale; shrub COI1III1riIes

Yes/No

No

Paradox Valfly lupine
Luplnus Ct8SSUS

BlM

&5

5.100-5,800

Chinle IWld Mancos
geologic formations;
aparI8 vegeIation

NoINo

No

Dolores skaeton plant
Lygodesnia doIof8sensIs

BlM

SS

4,400-4,700

Red aluviallOllln

NoINo

No

i

CoIofado tansy-aster
MechaefanthetI coIoradoensis

USFS

FS

8,500-12,500

Gravely parks, 1Iopes,
rock outcrops up ~ dry
tundra

NoNes

No

r

Eaatwood monkey.flower
M/muIus eestwoocfae

BLM

SS

4,700-5,800

ShaIow caves and seeps
on canyon waIs

YesINo

No

Paradox breadroot
PedIomeIum 8IOOIIJIJcooI

BlM

SS

4,0Q0.5,000

Red clay, day outaops,
rocky soli, rock outcrops

=coohvort

USFS

FS

7,000-10,000

Hanging ~ardens, wet cIffs,
boulders III limestone and
shale

Igt

f

I
I

-f

Co:orado desert parsley
Loma/Jum cociJnum

Su .

Mea:

hapem8nJi

HabItIt
CtIncterltllcl

RInge
(fNI)

~ grasslands

INoINo
NoNes

1. FS=Forest Sensitive (U.S. Forest Service) SS=Sensitive Species (BlM)

Adapted from: Colorado BlM Stale Directors 0IIice 1999, Ferguson 1999, GMUG 1999, Johnson 1999, Spackman et aI. 1997
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Environmental Analysis
3.7.2.5

Forest Resources

That portion of the forest within which the project area lies has not been subject to intensive
logging or forest management practices. Most desirable timber species occur on slopes too
steep or are located in drainages too narrow for efficient logging to occur. Typically, slopes
over 40 percent are not subject to commercial logging (Jones, 1999a).
From 1980 through 1999 there have been several timber sales to the west and north of the Iron
Point Coal lease Tract and exploration area. These sales affected approximately 400 acres
within the Hubbard and Terror Creek drainages between 1980 through 1989 and 973 acres
between 1990 through 1999. The Forest Service expects that small timber sales would occur in
the future.

3.7.2.6

98 Resources

All or portions of seven federal grazing allotments occur within the lease tracts and exploration
area. Table 3.7-2, Summary of Forest Service and BLM Grazing Allotments, depicts selected
information related to these allotments. Stock for which these allotments are set aside include
both cattle and sheep. Season of use typically ranges from late June to late September/early
October on Forest Service managed land. Season of use on BlM managed land is more
variable typically ranging from early spring to late spring through late fall (Jones, 1999b, 1999c).

3.7.3

Environmental Consequences

The construction of various borehole, shaft, and access road facilities would directly affect a
maximum of approximately 33.5 acres of vegetation. The primary vegetation communities to
be affected include the Oak and Aspen Vegetation types. The resulting loss of both timber and
grazing resources is minimal, with the potential for a slight long-term inaease in grazing
potential possible following revegetation activities. No threatened or endangered plant species

occur on site given these species' habitat requirements.
Tilble 3.7-2

Su""'*Y of ForMt ServIce ....d 8UI GlazIng Allolments

Narne

Agency

Number

Usting

Datnof
U..

SIDc:k

Type

Animal Unit
Months (AUMs)

or
EwelLamb Pairs

Coal Gulch

BLM

14517

5115-711

Sheep

587AUMs

Hubbard Creek

BLM

14516

5110-6110

Sheep

45AUMs

Stevens Gulch Convnon

BLM

14513

1011-5

Cattle

73AUM

Upper Tenor Creek

BlM

14514

6/1-9130

Cattle

59AUMs

Condemn-It Partt S&G

USFS

NA

6120-9/20

Sheep

1.000 eweJIamb pairs

East TIIITOr C&H

USFS

NA

6/26-1015

Cattle

500 cow/calf pairs

Hotchkiss S&G

USFS

NA

6/21-9/20

Sheep

1,&40 eweIIamb pairs

6/1-25

Clfapter3

3.7.3.1

Effects of Alternative A (No-Action)

Vegetation communities of the project area would continue to be subject to low levels of use in
the form of grazing and other incidental activities such as firewood harvesting. No direct or
indirect affects associated with the reasonable foreseeable actions listed for either the coal
lease tracts or the exploration license area are anticipated. Future impacts to vegetation would
parallel historic impacts barring any unforeseen developments or changes in land use policies.
Endemic vegetation communities would con inue to mature at natural rates while previously
disturbed areas would be revegetated through time.

3.7.3.2

Effects Common to II Alternatives

Dit8Cf Etfects - A total of 33.5 acres is proposed to be disturbed by borehole, shaft, and
access road construction under all action alternatives. The proposed locations of the
exploration boreholes on the exploration license area are shown on Figure 4, ron Point
Exploration Plan. Eighteen boreholes (4.5 acres) are located in the Oak Vegetation
Community, five (1.25 acres) in the Aspen Vegetation Community, two (0.5 acres) in the
Grass/Forb Vegetation Community, and one (0.25 acres) would be located in either the
Douglas-fir or Cottonwood Vegetation Community. The locations of the degasification
boreholes (6.0 acres), exhaust shafts (3.0 acres), ventilation shafts (1.0 acre), and access
roads (17.0 acres) are not known specifically. For the purposes of this section, it is assumed
that the vegetation communities impacted by construction of the latter facilities would be
. proportionately the same as for the exploration boreholes, with minor impacts to the Spruce/Fir
Vegetation Community factored in.
No federal timber sales are planned for the project area within the next 10 years. This is due, in
part, to the characteristics of tree stands existing and the topography over which they have
become established. Most of the timber stands are considered unsuitable for timber harvest
due to steep slopes, and low volumes per acre. However, the value of the timber resource
which would be impacted by facility construction can still be estimated. Given standard values
for aspen and sprucelfir timber (Jones, 1999a), and assuming that the values of cottonwood
and Douglas-fir timber are similar, the value of the forest resource lost by clearing for
subsequent facility construction could be approximately $4,300.
In terms of the range resources of the lease and exploration areas, the temporary clearing of
33.5 acres equals a loss estimated to be approximately 2.0 (cow/calf pair) animal unit months
(AUMs) out of a total exceeding 500 AUMs (Jones, 1999b, 1999c). This emporary negative
impact would be offset by a longer term positive impact following revegetation when, by
reseeding the disturbed areas with grass species, the disturbed sites would be retumed to a
somewhat higher grazing value. Overall, however, both the positive and native impacts are
considered to be negligible given the comparative size of the area inVolved.
Weed infestations could occur in areas disturbed by the construction of various boreholes,
shafts, and access roads. While it is uncertain whether this would take place, it is reasonable to
assume that the potential exists given the natural invasive tendencies of these aggressive
species whether by natural or man-induced vectors. The scattered nature of the proposed
disturbances across the lease area give rise to further concerns with respect to the spread of
these species over areas larger than the initial 33.5 acres to be disturbed. The mining plans
summarized in Chapter 2.0, Alternatives Including the Proposed Action, do address this issue
but do not include the development of a weed control plan to be submitted to the appropriate
Delta and Gunnison County agencies. Mitigation is proposed to address this concern. The
Forest Service requires that any reseeding be completed using a certified, weed-free source.
No threatened or endangered species present within the region are believed to occur within the
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project area due to these species' elevational and habitat requirements. Similarly, 19 of the 20
species listed as sensitive and occurring within the region by either the BlM or the Forest
Service are believed to be absent from the project area for these same reasons. The presence
or absence of Hapman's cooIwort at Hubbard Falls should be documented in light of the
potential effects from subsidence. Mitigation is proposed to address the question of whether
this species exists on site and what future mitigation actions might be appropriate if it does.

Indirect Effects -Indirect effects are discussed individually for each altemative below.
3.7.3.3

Effects of Alternative B

Direct impacts to the vegetation resource are generally consistent across all altematives. There
is a potential to impact Hapman's cooIwort at Hubbard Falls if subsidence occurs in this area.
As noted in Section 3.4. Soils, the effect of subsidence would manifest itself as cracks fonning
on the earth's surface followed by a settling of the ground elevation as the geologic strata cave,
at depth, behind the retreating Iongwall operation. Some cracks, devoid of vegetation, would
remain on the surface at the conclusion of mining. The vegetation aaeage which would be
affected by cracking cannot be calculated but would likely be minimal considering the potential
acreage involved and the natural ability of these cracks to revegetate. It is unlikely that a
measurable acreage of vegetation would be lost given these considerations.
3.7.3.4

Effects of Alternative C

The affects of subsidence under this alternative would be the same as for Alternative B except
for the effects related to the adoption of multi-seam mining activities and the increased lease
acreage involved. With multi-seam mining, the depth to which geologic strata cave behind the
advancing mining operation is greater. Given that the lease arell under Altemative C is
approximately 10 percent greater than under Altemative B. a comparatively larger acreage
could be subject to the effects of subsidence.
3.7.3.5

Effects of AlternatIve D

A1temative D is identical to Alternative C except that special subsidence protection would be
required under specific features such as Terror Creek, Hubbard Creek, the Curecanti-Rifle
2301345 kV electric transmission line. As a result, the affects on the vegetation communities
extant would be the same only over a slightly smaller lease area. The affects of subsidence
would still be greater under this alternative as compared to Alternative B.
Hapman's cooIwort could be present at Hubbard Falls. Given the restrictions of mining within
and beneath perennial streams on site, it is unlikely that this species or its habitat. if present,
would be subject to any direct E:fects from underground mining.

3.7.4

Cumulative Impacts

ApprOximately 33.5 acres of vegetation may be affected by surface disturbances on the lease
and exploration areas. Seventy acres of previous disturbances are associated with the existing
Bowie No. 2 Mine and approximately 95 acres have been disturbed at the Sanbom Creek Mine.
Approximately 10 t015 acres and 15 acres of additional disturbances are planned at these two
mining operations, respectively. It is also estimated that about 150 acres have been disturbed
by operations at the West Elk Mine to the south. The acreage of vegetation proposed to be
direcUy affected within the cumulative affects area, by any alternative under consideration,
represents an increase in disturbed area of approximately ~ 0 percent. With respect to the total
acreage of the project area, the proposed disturbances equal less than 1 percent of the total
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acres involved. The acreage affected by subsidence would not increase these totals
measurably.
The effect on vegetation of increasing production on the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract to 6 million
tons per year would be I ninimal.

3.7.5

Potential Vegetation Mitigation and Monitoring

Mitigation and monitoring measures for vegetation are set forth in Table 3.7-3, Potential
Mitigation and Monitoring Measures for Vegetation.
TmIe 3.7-3
Pot.ntlal Mltlption ..,d Monitoring Me.urn for Vegetation
Code

V-1'

ImPKts MItipt8d

The establishment and spread
of identified noxious weeds

Pot.ntIai MltIgnon
Md Monitoring

Effwc:tIwn_•

Wh •

Prepare a weed control plan
for submittal to Delta and
Gunnison county

1-2

Colorado DMG

1

Mining Company
Forest Service

governments
V-2

Assessing the potential

presence of, and potential
impacts to, Hapman's cooIwort

V-3

~

weeds

spread of noxious

Conduct a survey of Hubbard
Falls to determine if
Hapman's ooolwort is
~ Prepare the
appropriate reports

Use certified weed free
source of seed for
rr.egetalion activities

1-2

BLM

Forest Service

E~ is assessed as: 1 - highly eIfec:tive; 2 - modenlte.y effec:tive; 3 - SOI'MWtIat effective;
and 4 - ullcertain.
2. This is the ~ic:tion or authority to implement this action.
by NFCWG. MitigatIon is cIepet Ident on Bowie IWId Oxbow obtaining the Iron
3. ' - - ~
Point IWId
Creek Coal L _ tracts, respec:tiveIy.

Nota: 1.

V-1 - Develop a weed control plan, addressing Delta and Gunnison County requirements, which
would be employed to control the establishment and spread of identified noxious weeds, The
plan should include the control of weeds during and following the cessation of mining operations
and include such measures specifying the use of certified weed free seed and mulch products.
This mitigation would be effective, if followed during operations, in reducing the potential for weed
invasions over the lease and exploration areas.
V-2 - Conduct a survey of Hubbard Falls during June-July of 2000 to determine if Hapman's
coo/wort is present at this site. If present, develop a monitoring plan and, if necessary, a
mitigation plan acceptable to the Forest Service for avoiding impacts to this species. This
measure would be highly effective in achieving the stated goal of the measure and in increasing
the potential for protecting this species if it exists on site.
V-3 - The use of a certified weed-free source of seed for revegetation would be en clive in
preventing the spread of noxious weeds.

Environmental Analysis

3.8

Febnlary 2000

WETLANDS

Issue: Identify and minimize impacts to wetlands and Waters of the U. S. Areas of concem
include: the acres of wetlands lost through direct impact; the changes in functions of values and
wetlands and riparian areas as a result of mining and exploration activities; and, the potential
effects from subsidence on these areas.

3.8.1

Introduction

No formal delineations of wetlands or other Waters of the U.S. have been completed on either
coal lease tract or the exploration license area. Seep and spring information was completed for
the lease tracts and the exploration license area, but no wetlands data was collected . A formal
weUands delineation was completed for the proposed Elk Creek Mine portal location on private
(fee) land.
To complete this section, a reconnaissance of readily accessible sites on, and bordering, the
project area was made to record the essential characteristics of wetlands and other Waters of
the U.S. typical of the lease tracts and exploration license area. These reconnaissance efforts
were completed May 27 and June 18 and 19, 1999. The wetland delineation report completed
for the portal area in June 1999 was also reviewed to support this section.
A more detailed analysis of the physical characteristics of seeps and springs can be found in
Section 3.6, Groundwater.

3.8.2

Affected Environment

3.8.2.1

Wetlands

WeUand plant communities, other than those associated w.th seeps, springs, and stockponds,
are typically confined to the borders of aeeks and drainage channels. The soils of the weUands
located in the major drainage channels may exhibit light-colored matrices with little evidence of
hydric indicators due to the continuous flooding and scouring typical of such channel gradients.
Conversely, soils of the drainage channels having more gentle gradients are darker in color with
chromas of less than 2 being common. WeUand hydrology is provided by channel flooding,
lateral flow, and subirrigation. Wetland/upland transition zones are typically narrow to abrupt as
a function of channel topography, though broad transition zones can be found in more gentty
sloping areas.
WeUand vegetation communities are comparatively simplistic in terms of diversity, typically
being dominated by a few hydric species. The tree stratum, where it occurs, is dominated by
narrow-leaf cottonwood (Populus angustifo/ia) and boxelder (Acer negundo) at lower elevations.
Aspen (Populus tremuloides) is the common tree of weUands occurring at higher elevations.
Shrub species are essentialty ubiquitous across the majority of the weUands associated with
aeeks and drainage channels, although some small drainages located between narrowly
spaced ridges do not support a shrub canopy. Dominant wetland shrubs include a variety of
willows such as coyote willow (Salix exigua) and plane-leaf willow (Salix planifolia), thinleaf
alder (Alnus tenuifolia), and red-osier dogwood (Comus stolonifera). Wetlands typically include
a mix of these species although large, dense stands of willows or dogwood may be found in the
more gentty sloping floodplains of Hubbard Creek.
Herbaceous species occurring within these wetlands are variable and have become established
in direct response to soiVhydrologic conditions reflecting soil depth, water holding capacity, and
period of saturation. AJong drainages where sandy soils and comparatively steep gradients
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predominate, few herbaceous species have become established to any degree. Wetland
shrubs are the primary community component. Conversely, in more gently sloping drainClges
where solis have developed more fully and organic matter has accumulated . herbaceous
species such as cow parsnip (Heracleum lanata). false Solomons-seal (Smilacina stel/ata).
california false-helebore (Veratrim califomicum) . northwest cinquefoil (Potentilla gracilis). and a
variety of sedge (Carex) and rush (Juncus) species have become established.

3.8.2.2

Other Waters of the U. S.

Drainage Channels - The major drainages of the project area are characterized by straight to
curved channel beds. Braided forn ations and meanders are rare. The beds and banks are
well developed and have formed in response to topographic gradients. These drainages exhibit
gravel/cobble beds. Channel fines are typically sand-size. Smaller drainages in the project
area have less well-defined beds and banks and are often vegetated to the channel oorders.
These channel beds often have a higher percentage of fines mixed with endemic gravels and
cobbles.
Seeps, Springs, and Stoclcponds - These three features are common across the project area.
Seeps and springs are naturally occurring and are primarily associated with coal seam outcrops
at lower elevations and with sandstone lenses and coIluvialllandslide deposits at higher
elevations. They are more common at higher elevations and may exhibit seasonal or perennial
flows. Recharge comes from direct precipitation or snowmelt infiltration. Seeps and springs on
steeper slopes typically support vegetation communities dominated by willows along with a
variety of grasses and forbs. Seeps and springs on nearly level to moderat errain. particularly
at higher elevations. support herbaceous communities dominated by such species as california
false-hellebore, streamside bluebells (Mertensia ciliata). and various sedge species. A wetland
shrub component may be conspicuously lacking at the higher elevations due in some cases to
the dense. competitive herbaceous stratum. Aspen typically provides a tree component where
one exists. though this species is not a consistent indicator of wetland seep or spring
conditions.
Stockponds are man-made features which ant filled either by flow from springs or overland
runoff. Wetlands occurring in association with developed stockponds are typically limited to a
narrow bank fringe. though more extensive wetlands may develop in the drainages leading to
stock pond depressions. The wetland fringe is dominated primarily by spikerush (Eleocharis)
and rush (Juncus) species. Other species such as small-winged sedge (Carex microptera).
clustered field sedge (Carex praegracilis). northwest cinquefoil and a variety of butter-cups
(Ranunculus sp.) may also be present. A wetland shrub or tree stratum is rare. presumably as
a direct result of animal use and/or soil compaction from earthwork by dozers or other
equipment.

3.8.2.3

Riparian Zones

Riparian zones occur along project area drainages and are characterized by comparatively
narrow vegetation communities requiring wetter soli hydrologic conditions than the surrounding
uplands. The boundaries of riparian zones are limited in width by the steep topography
associated with drainage systems. These zones mayor may not include a recognized wetland
component. A variety of tree species are usually associated with the riparian zones of the
project area and. where occurring. the shrub component is denser than in the surrounding
uplands due to soli moisture conditions. Recent studies in the semiarid west comparing riparian
areas with adjacent uplands showed that riparian zones support up to 400 percent more plant
biomass. up to 200 percent more species richness. and contribute to large increases in density
and species richness for birds when compared with upland areas (Clary and Medin. 1998).
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Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menzesil) dominates the drier portions of the riparian zone at lower
elevations. lJ1ah juniper (Juniperus osteospenna) and Rocky Mountain juniper (Juniperus
scopulorum) also occur on drier sideslopes along with shrubs such as Gambel oak (Quercus
gambe/iI), snowberry (Symphoricarpos oreophi/us), serviceberry (Ame/anchier a/nifolia),
chokecherry (Prunus virginiana), and red-osier dogwood. In more moist situations, tree species
such as boxelder and narrow-leaf cottonwood are present. A spruceJfir community is common
to riparian zones of higher elevations. This community is characterized by Englemann spruce
(Picea englemannil) and Colorado blue spruce (Picea pungens). Understory shrub components
are similar to those of lower elevations, though species such as Woods rose (Rosa woodsil)
and thinleaf alder are somewt.at more prevalent. Aspen becomes a co-dominant tree species
as elevation increases and is the dominant species in wetter zones of the higher elevations.
The herbaceous understory of the riparian zone is highly variable where upland species
dominate. Where wetlands occur within this zone, the species present parallel those discussed
in Section 3.8.2.1, Wetlands.

3.8.3

Environmental Consequences

The following text presents a discussion of potential impacts to the wetlands/riparian areas
located within the project area. The impacts identified are those which can be expected to
occur as a result of the proposed activities and alternatives detailed in Chapter 2.0, Alternatives
Induding the Proposed Action. Direct impacts indude those associated with land dearing and
grading to develop exploration and degasification boreholes, ventilation and exhaust shafts, and
access roads. Indirect impacts, which vary by action alternative, are directly associated with
potential subsidence dewatering in Hubbard and Terror creeks.

3.8.3.1

Effects of Alternative A (No-Actlon)

Wetlands would not be affected by the reasonable foreseeable actions listed for either lease
area or the exploration license area under the No-Action Alternative. These resources would
continue to exist in their endemic state, subject to natural variability and the limited affects of
incidental human use. It is anticipated that wetland form and function characteristics would
remain essentially constant. Some surficial impacts associated with grazing and limited logging
are expected.

3.8.3.2

DIrect Effects Common to All Alternatives

Direct Etrects - Twelve of the 26 proposed exploration borehole sites were visited during the
opening phases of this project. See Figure 4, Iron Point Exploration Plan. Forest Service
stipulations preclude siting any drill hole in wetland/riparian areas. Wetland avoidance is a
positive approach to siting borehole or shaft disturbances given grading and drilling
requirements as well as regulatory concerns. Specific dearance would be required if a
borehole was sited in a wetland/riparian area. Should wetlands be disturbed in th·s manner,
impacts would indude vegetation dearing along with hydric soil removal and stockpiling. If fed
by surface runoff, the potential hydrologic regime of the impacted wetland would not likely be
affected. If, however, the wetland was supported by a groundwater source, this source could
be negatively impacted by grading depending upon the required depth of excavation.
Approximately 17 acres of access roads could be constructed or upgraded as a part of the
proposed exploration or mining-related activities. Stipulations would require placing roads
outside wetland/riparian areas. As with proposed borehole and shaft disturbances, wetlands
would be avoided where possible. It can be reasonably assumed, however, that a small portion
of the road acreage to be constructed or upgraded would occur along, or unavoidably intersect,
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project area wetlands. Isolated wetlands out of stream channels would be impacted in much
the same manner as for borehole and shaft development. Wetlands along stream channels, as
well as the channels themselves, would be subject to limited grading sufficient to enable vehicle
access. Such grading would likely eliminate or modify a small area of wetlands within and
immediately bordering the road right-of-way. To some degree it would also disturb the nonvegetated bed and bank associated with the stream. (Examples of these types of impacts
currently exist within the project area.) It can be assumed that these impacts would occur along
the major drainages such as Hubbard, Bear, and Te or creeks given the comparative size of
these drainages.
The extent of these potential impacts cannot be assessed given the lack of wetland baseline
data and the fact that some of the borehole, shaft, and access road locations are not known.
The impacts would be limited, owever, given the propensity to avoid wetland sites in light of
construction limitations and regulatory requirements. Reclamation following facility and road
decommissioning would render these impacts short-term and mitigable given the adoption of a
suitable wetland mitigation plan. Mitigation measures are proposed in Section 3.8.5, Potential
Wetlands Mitigation and Monitoring. to address the lack of data and the inability to quantify
these wetland impacts.

Indirect Effects - Indirect impacts are discussed below. individually for each altemative.

3.8.3.3

Effects of Alternative B

The proposed construction of boreholes. shafts. and roads follow plans that are the same for
Alternatives B. C, and D. Therefore. direct impacts to wetlands are identical aaoss all action
alternatives. The impacts that vary by alternative are the indirect impacts associated with the
surface and near surface effects of subsidence.
Subsidence associated with Iongwall operations results in a "cracking" of the soil surface above
the retreating Iongwall operation as well as a caving, fracturing. and deformation of geologic
strata between the surface and the coal seam being mined. caving and fracturing occur in an
ascending sequence immediately above the mined coal seam. Strata deformation occurs
transitionally above the comparatively thin fractured zone and extends to the surface. While
each of these effects could impact seeps and springs (and the stockponds and wetlands they
support). coal removal, caving. and fracturing at greater depths are likely to have the greatest
impacts on these resources. As coal is removed, caving and fracturing occur. and the geologic
strata immediately above the coal seam bearing the groundwater and giving rise to seeps and
springs is disrupted. With disruption. there is a high potential. especially where coal removal
and caving occurs. to modify or eliminate the water sources supporting these features resulting
in a drying impact to wetlands. See Groundwater Sections 3.6.3.2, Effects Common to All
Action Alternatives. and 3.6.3.3. Effects of Alternative B.

Figure 14, Subsidence Potential Map, depicts zones showing the potential for subsidence
affects rated from "very low" to "very high" based on overburden depth and the presence of
geologic hazards. As can be seen, the potential affects of subsidence are inversely
proportional to overburden depth. Approximately 20 seeps and springs are located in zones for
which the potential for subsidence is considered to be high to very high. The seeps and springs
within the zone of coal removal, caving and fracturing have a reasonable potential for being
modified in some way. or eliminated. by subsidence.

Wrth dewatering of the coal seam during operations, wetlands along Hubbard Creek may be
affected. either in size. form. and/or function due to a reduction of seep and spring flow that
contribute to these wetlands. This alternative assumes subsidence of Hubbard and Terror
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creeks. Section 3.5, Surface Water Hydrology, indicates that the creeks may be dewatered due
to mining. AIry loss of flow in the creeks would affect the wetland and riparian vegetation in the
stream bottoms. Water loss could reduce the si ·e, form and function of the existing wetlands
and riparian areas and the associated habitats. Seep and spring contributions to Hubbard
Creek near the subcrop of the 0 coal seam may be reduced by an estimated less than 1 to 14
percent per year by mine dewatering depending upon annual stream flow volumes. A reduction
of :cass than 1 percent would not likely resu: in a measurable effect to tr.e w tlands within the
drainage. No impacts would be expected to the shrub or tree strata given that these
comparatively deep-rooted species are well established in the drainage. Some changes in
composition of the herbaceous strata could occur, but would not likely be discemable.
A flow reduction of 14 percent co .,
ve a measurable effect on the Hubbard Creek
I ndJri • i an and boundary zone would likely shrink along the
wetlands/riparian areas. The
margins of the drainage. Domi nt wca r herbaceous species inhabiting this zone and
requiring saturated soils throug
.~ the
·ng season would likely be replaced, in part, by
wetland or upland plants adapted to less hydric soil moisture regimes. Recruitment of wetland
shrub and tree species, particularly willows (Salix sp.), would likely cease, at least in part, and
plant growth be curtailed somewhat. Established tall shrubs and trees along the drainage
margins and on the higher alluvial bars would typically weather these conditions for the first few
growing seasons and then begin to be affected depending upon the length of time that these
conditions prevailed.
Following cessation of underground mining activities, the abandoned worKings would fill with
water and be expected to recover to the approximate conditions that existed prior to mining.
When this occurs, pre-mining seep and spring conditions would be expected to retum to
Hubbard Creek near the vicinity of the 0 coal seam subcrop. Wetlands along Hubbard Creek
would likely return to their pre-mining form and function.

3.8.3.4

Etr.cts of AltemMive C

The affects of subsidence under this alternative would be the same as Alternative B except that
the adoption of multi-seam mining activities and the increased area to be mined would create
greater impacts. With multi-seam mining the thickness of geologic strata subject to caving and
fracturing behind the retreating mining operation is somewhat greater. Therefore, the potential
is greater in Alternative C than in Alternatives B and 0 to affect more seeps, springs,
stockponds and their dependent wetlands.

3.8.3.5

Etr.cts of AltemMlve 0

Alternative 0 is identical to Alternative C except that special subsidence protection would not be
required under specific features such as Terror Creek, Hubbard Creek. and the Curecanti-Rifle
230/345 kV electric transmission line. The potential effects of subsidence would be the same
as for Alternative C except that there would be loss risk to the wetland/riparian areas in Terror
Creek. The number of seeps and springs potentially to be affected could also be somewhat

less.

3.8.4

Cumulative Impacts

The total acreage of wetlands disturbed previously by mining and other activities within the
cumulative affects area is unknown. No wetland delineations are known to exist which would
oov r the existing mining disturbances, in total. Seep and spring surveys competed for the
exploration and lease areas did not include the collection of typical wetland vegetation data.
Past exploration, shaft and borehole drilling, portal construction, and general access road
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development activities could have impacted wetlands to an unknown, but limite degree on
existing permitted mine areas.
Given the lack of information regarding past impacts to wetlands and the fact that no
comprehensive wetland studies have been completed for the project area, cumulative impacts
to the wetland resources cannot be calculated . It can be assumed that the exploration, drilling,
and road construction activities proposed would affect these resources in a manner
proportionate to the acreage affected by past operations. The indirect affects of subsidence on
wetland resources, in the form of seeps and springs, are Similarly unquantifiable with respect to
cumulative affects.
Bowie has been issued a General Permit No. 2 1 by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to
construct two sediment ponds and a portion of a road in association with the Bowie No. 2 Mine.
The total disturbance, induding both wetlands and other Waters of the U.S. , is limited to 0.33
acres. This disturbance will be mitigated at a 1 wetland acre disturbed : 1 wetland acre created
ratio.
Oxbow has been issued a General Permit No. 21 by the Corps of Engineers for the proposed
portal construction in Elk Creek. This permit was issued on July 28, 1999.
The effect on wetlands of increasing production on the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract to 6 million
tons per year would be minimal.

3.8.5

Potential Wetlands Mitigation and Monitoring

The mitigation and monitoring measures for wetlands are set forth in Table 3.8-1, Potential
Mitigation and Monitoring Measures for Wet/ands.

~

Code
W-1'

Impacts Mltlpted
Disturbances

to wetlands and

waters of the U.S.

W-2

T.a.3.1-1
IIItIgMIon Mel Monltortng MNsu,.. for WetlMds
Potentl~

Mitigation
Mel Monitoring

Etr.etIv_'

Complete a delineation

1

Complete a survey of project
area seeps, springs, and

functions.

stDckponds.

Mining Company

Army Corps of

survey, and follow-up
pennitling and mitigation
planning as necessary, for
wellands and Other Waters
of the U.S. within the project
area.

Loss of seep. spring, and
stDckpond values and

Who'

Engineers

1

Mining Company
Colorado DMG
OSM

Noc.s: 1. Effectiveness is assessed as: 1 - highly effective; 2 - moderately effective; 3 - solMWhat effective;
and 4 - uncertain.
2. This is the entity with jurisdiction or authority to implemdnt this action.
3. Issues being addressed by NFCWG. Mitigation is dependent on Bowie and Oxbow obtaining the Iron
Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts, respectively.

W·1 • Complete a delineation survey of wetlands and other Waters of the U.S. proposed to be
disturbed by surface facilities, induding roads, on both coal lease tracts and the exploration
license area prior to urface disturbance. The delineation must be conducted according to
Corps of Engineers guidelines and coord;nated with any seep and spring survey to be
conducted in the future. The report produced need indude a map depicting the locations and
acreages of the delineated wetlands and other Waters of the U.S. which would be affected.
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The lessors should then review this map and detennine which impacts to wetlands and/or other
Waters of the U.S. could be avoided or minimized and adjust surface disturbance locations
accordingly. Pennitting and mitigation planning, if required, would then follow according to
appropriate agency guidelines. This measure would be highly effective in detennining the
acreage of wetlands and other Waters of the U .S. which could be affected , addressing
avoidance and minimiZation requirements, and planning for mitigation, if necessary.
W·2 • A survey and ongoing monitoring of seeps, springs, and stockponds within the lease
tracts and exploration license area would be valuable. The survey would include a delineation
of both wetland and other Waters of the U.S. features and be completed according to Corps of
Engineers delineation guidelines. The report would include a map depicting the locations of
delineated wetlands and other Waters of the U .S. present, as well as information addressing
the acreages and functions of the wetlands noted. This proposed mitigation measure would
likely be a part of the pennitting requirements of the Colorado DMG and the OSM for both the
Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts. This measure would be effective in providing a
means to detennine which seeps, springs, and stockponds are affectea by subsidence and
what follow-up wetland mitigation measures might be required, if any.

3.9

TERRESTRIAL WILDLIFE

Issue: Minimize the diSlUption to wildlife and wildlife habitats. Areas of concem include: the
impacts to threatened, endangered, or sensitive species; impacts to deer habitat; loss of habitat
and habitat effectiveness; and, impacts associated with continued and/or increased human
actMty.

3.9.1

Introduction

This section addresses wildlife species of concern within the wildlife study area. The wildlife
study area covered by this analysis encompasses the Elk Creek, Bear Creek, Terror Creek and
East Fori< of Terror Creek watersheds, as well as the lower and middle portions of the Hubbard
Creek watershed. This area includes the etltire coal lease tracts and the Iron Point Exploration
License area as well as surrounding habitats. The extent and boundaries of the study area
addressed by this document were delineated in consultation with Forest Serv'-:e personnel. For
most wildlife, direct, indirect, and reasonably foreseeable cumulative effects would be confined
within the wildlife study area. However, for some species such as elk and deer and threatened
and endangered species (bald eagle and peregrine falcon), larger regional population areas
were evaluated to assess potential project related impacts.
Wildlife species and issues of concern addressed by this analysis were detennined through
consultation with state and federal agency personnel, a review of agency and public comments
received during the EIS scoping process, and evaluation of potential species presence provided
based on wildlife species ranges and other pertinent information sources. Identified wildlife
concems are as follows:
•

Minimizing impacts to wildlife and wildlife habitats;

•

Potential impacts of subsidence to unique habitats such as wetlands, ripari n areas,
and rock outcrop and wildlife species dependent on these habitats;

•

Potential impacts of subsidence to wildlife water sources (e.g., seeps and springs);

•

Potential for impacts to big game species (elk. mule deer, black bear, mountain lion);
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•

Increased potentiai for elk and mule deer/automobile and train collisions with
increased traffic levels;

•

Potential impacts to nesting golden eagles and other raptors; and

•

Potential impacts to state or federally listed threatened, endangered, propo~ed ' and
candidate species as well as BlM species of special concern and forest sensitive
species.

Information regarding wildlife species and current habitat conditions within the study area was
obtained from a review of existing published sources, Forest Service file informatior., and
Colorado Division of Wildlife WRIS mapping data.

3.9.2

Affected Environment

3.9.2.1

Habitat Overview

Eight vegetation communitieslwildlife habitats exist within the study area. See Figure 21,
Vegetation Map. A "Bare" habitat type is also present within the study area. Oak brush habitat
is essentially ubiquitous across the mid to lower elevation portions of the study area occurring
on ridge slopes, along ephemeral drainages, and over level to moderately rolling mountain
meadows. Stands of aspen are located on side-slopes and in drainages at the rnid to higher
elevations. This habitat occurs on less steep slopes overall than the conifer communities. It
intergrades with most of the other vegetation types on site, excepting the pinyon!juniper.
Pinyon!juniper habitat is located on steep west and southwest-facing slopes at elevations
generally below 7,000 feet. Areas of rock outcrop are a convnon habitat feature in the
pinyon!juniper type. Steep to very steep canyon walls along Hubbard Creek and its tributaries
support spruceJfir habitat. Elevations occupied by this conifer type normally range from 6,800
to 8,000+ feet.
Douglas-fir habitat is supported along the Terror, Hubbard, and Bear Creek drainages at
elevation around 7,000 feet or less where the narrow canyon drainages and rapid runoff
potentials preclude the establishment of the cottonwood habitat. This community is also found
on north-facing ridge slopes primarily bordering Bear Creek. Cottonwood habitat is restricted to
the south-central portions of Hubbard Creek at elevations below approximately 7,000 feet.
Slopes are typically nearly level to level reflecting an overall wetter soil moisture regime a.
compared to the Douglas-fir and spruceJfir vegetation communities located in the draina s.
Grass/forb habitat is scattered across the study area and is associated primarily with nearlY
level to moderately slop'
sites on a variety of aspects. This community occurs as small
natural clearings within other vegetation types, revegetated development disturbances, and
heavily grazed meadows often associated with developed stockponds. The "Bare" habitat
designation includes rock slides, steep-walled cliffs, and other areas which support little or no
vegetation due to the surface expression of geologic material. Bare areas are also associated
with the boundaries of the Terror Creek Reservoir. Further discussion and characterization of
these vegetation communitieslwildlife habitats is provided in Section 3.7, Vegetation.

3.9.2.2

Big Game

The project area occurs within Colorado Division of Wildlife Game Managemon Unit 521 . Mule
deer, elk, black bear, and mountain lion occur within the study area. Mule deer elk populations
within the study area region exhibit seasonal movements to and from higher to lower elevation
habitats, with most shifts in distribution occurring as a result of elevational migration in response
to weather patterns and snow cover.
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The majority of both coal lease tracts and the Iron Point Exploration license area represents
summer range for mule deer while the lower elevations (approximately below 7.
feet) are
used as winter range (see Figure 22, Mule Deer Range). Preferred winter range areas are
provided primarily by south and west-facing slopes of oak brush, mixed shrub, and pinyonjuniper habitats where browse is plentiful. Mule Deer Severe Winter Range and Winter
Concentration Areas are located on e lowest elevation slopes where aspect and exposure
limit snow accumulations. These areas are located along State Highway 133 and the North
Fork of the Gunnison River below the confluence of Bear C eek and the North Fork of the
Gunnison River (see Figure 22, Mule Deer Range). Severe Winter Range is defined as that
part of the range where 90 percent of the individuals are located when the annual snowpack is
at its maximum and/or temperatures are at a minimum in the two worst winters out of ten.
Elk winter range extends to higher elevations than mule deer winter range since elk are not as
restricted by snow cover as mule deer. Elk summer range also does not extend to as low
elevations as mule deer summer range since elk prefer the higher and cooler elevations where
aspen and sprucelfir habitats provide thElrmal and security cover. Elk winter range generally
occurs below the 8,000 to 8,400 JOt elevation level (see Figure 23, Elk Range) and is typified
by oak brush and mixed shrub slopes where exposure limits snow accumulation. Elk Severe
Winter Range and Winter Concentration Areas are located on the lower elevation slopes within
the Elk Creek drainage and along State Highway 133 and the North Fork of the Gunnison River
below the confluence of Bear Creek and the North Fork of the Gunnison River (see Figure 23,
Elk Range).
Elk calving or production areas are defined as the portion of the range occupied by CCNt elk
from May 15 to June 15. No elk production areas have been identified by the Colorado Division
of Wildlife within the two coal lease tracts or the Iron Point Exploration License area (see Figure
23, Elk Range). The only known production area near the study area is located at higher
elevations within the uppermost portions of the Terror Creek and Hubbard Creek watersheds.
Only known production areas are mapped by the
lorado Division of Wildlife, and elk calving
activities also are likely to occur in other areas of sui bIe habitat. It is likely that some level of
elk calving activity occurs in lower elevation aspen habitats within the Iron Point Exploration
license area, especially in years with heavier accumulations of snow and delayed spring

snowmelt.
The life history requirements of black bear are satisfied by a variety of habitats, including those
present within the study area. Prime black bear habitat ir; characterized by relatively
inaccessible terrain, thick understory vegetation, and ab",ndant sources of shrub or tree borne
soft or hard mast (Pelton, 1982). Black bears are omnivorous but feed primarily on herbaceous
vegetation and berries. They become camivores only when prey or carrion is readily available.
Habitat areas of relative refuge from human populations are considered a prime requirement for
sustaining stable black bear populations, although black bears can habituate to human
presence (Pelton, 1982). Black bears are opportunistic and easily attracted by the presence of
human food and garbage that is not property stored. They can become a nuisance around
areas of human habitation, especially in years when natural fcod availability is reduced . Black
bears are relatively common in the study area, and Colorado Division of Wildlife WRIS mapping
desigr.ates the entire area black bear overall range. Colorado Division of Wildlife WRIS
mapping also indicates there is a black bear fall concentration area in the Upper Terror Creek
drainage around the confluence of the East and West Fork of Terror Creek.
Mountain lion occur throughout the study area region with their range being closely tied to that
of elk and mule deer. Mountain lion prey primarily on mule deer and young elk in this region
and, like their prey, are typically wide-ranging. Mountain lions will follow their prey's seasonal
movement and inhabit summer range or winter range in conjunction with deer and elk. They
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are typically shy and avoid areas of human activity. As a result of their wide-ranging habits,
population densities are usually low. Documented home ranges for mountain lion in the
. western United States range from 32.5 to 479.0 square kilometers (Anderson, 1983). Preferred
habitat of mountain lions consists of rough or steep terrain in remote areas with suitable rock or
vegetational cover. Colorado Division of Wildlife WRIS mapping indicates the entire study area
is classified as mountain lion overall range.

3.9.2.3

Furbearers and Predators

Due to the secretive nature and nocturnal habits of many of the furbearers, little information on
distribution and population densities within the region of the study area is available. Although
specific information regarding population numbers and the distribution of most of these species
does not exist, some general condusions relating to species occurrence in the study area can
be made based on known habitat preferences and habitats present. Furbearers and predators
present in the study area indude beaver, coyote, red fox,long-tailed weasel, badger, striped
skunk, and bobcat.
Bobcat and coyote c.xur in a wide variety of habitats, and coyotes are likely to occur wherever
suitable prey (rabbits, small mammals) are present. Bobcats are found most often in
association with rugged areas of rimrock, broken terrain, and rock outaop in a variety of
woodland and shrubland habitats. Preferred prey indudes large rodents, rabbits, and hares,
although bobcats may switch to altemative prey when preferred food items become scarce
(Koehler, 1987).

The distribution of beaver in Colorado is nearly statewide where suitable aquatic habitat is
present (Fitzgerald et aI. , 1994). Suitable aquatic habitat for beaver is restricted to primarily the
perennial portions of Terror Creek 8" Hubbard Creek. A large beaver pond complex is
present in upper Hubbard Creek near the hi tone (now abandoned) Blue Ribbon Mine site.
The striped skunk prefers habitats near water but can be found far from water in a wide variety
of habitats. This species is most common in agricultural areas at the mid to lower elevations
and is not expected to be common in th ~ study area. BadC'irs and long-tailed weasels are
found at all elevations within the state (Fitzgerald et aI., 1994). Long-tailed weasels are found
in a diversity of habitats and are likely to be present throughout the upland portions of the study
area. Badgers prefer grasslands, open shrublands, meadows, and open forests where an
abundance of pocket gophers and ground squirrels occur.
Red fox are found throughout Colorado. In the mountainous portions of the state they prefer
montane meadows, forest edges, and riparian areas (Fitzgerald et aI., 1994). These are the
most likely habitats that red fox would inhabit within the study area.

3.1.2."

Waterbirds

Waterbirds indude waterfowl, shorebirds, and 0
r wading birds typically associated with
wetlands and bodies of surface water. In the study area, suitable areas of aquatic and wetland
habitat for waterbirds is restricted primarily to Hubbard Creek, Terror Creek, and Terror Creek
Reservoir. High elevations in combination with the general lack of shallow-water shoreline
areas and emergent vegetation around water bodies, favored by many species of waterfowl and
shorebirds, limits waterbird use of the study area. Use of the study area for resting, feeding, or
nesting by waterbirds is limited primarily to puddle ducks (such as mallard and teal), spotted
sandpiper, and killdeer.
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3.1.2.5

Raptors

Several species of raptors are known to occur and nest within the region of the study area.
Potential breeders include tur1<ey vulture, northern harrier, golden eagle, Cooper's hawk, sharpshinned hawk, red-tailed hawk, prairie falcon, American kestrel, western screech owl, great
homed owl, northern pygmy owl, long-eared owl, and northern saw-whet owl.
Nest site preferences of raptors potentially breeding in the area vary considerably. Red-tailed
hawks, golden eagles and great homed owls typically nest in relatively large rees with open
crowns or on cliff ladges and areas of rock outcrop. Great homed owls do not build their own
nests and often occupy old nests of eagles, hawks, ravens, crows, and tree squirrels in larger
trees or on cliff faces. Tur1<ey vultures nest on cliff ledges and also in hollows in snags or
stumps, or in caves while prairie falcon nests on scrapes on cliff ledges or in rock cavities. All
of these species prefer primarily open shrublands and meadow areas for hunting. Suitable
nesting habitat for these species is provided primarily by large cottonwood trees along the lower
elevation portions of the drainages or by cliffs and rock outcrop along upper portions of the
canyon edges. Nesting by a pair of golden eagles has been documented by the Forest Service
in Upper Hubbard Creek canyon.

The remaining potential breeding raptors in the study area are associated primarily with
forested habitats except for northern harrier. Northern harriers typically nest on the ground or in
low shrubs in pockets of dense shrub and grass cover typically on drainage side-slopes or near
wetlands. Cooper's hawks nest in aspen or in deciduous trees in riparian situations but are also
known to nest in mature conifers (Ehrlich et aI., 1988, Terres, 1980). Nests are typically
constructed in an upper crotch of a tree near the trunk and below the canopy top. Sharpshinned hawks, unlike Cooper's, nest in a wic'e variety of wooded habitats ranging from
mountain mahogany stands to conifers. Nest configuration and placement is similar to
Cooper's hawk. The American kestrel is a cavity nester and abandoned woodpecker holes,
magpie nests, and crevices in rock outcrop are used as nest sites. A variety of open and
wooded habitats are occupied by the American kestrel, although it avoids densely forested
habitats.
Western screech 0.11, northern saw-whet owl, and northern pygmy owl nest in natural tree
cavities or abandoned woodpecker or squirrel holes. Western screech owls are usually found
in deciduous riparian habitats, while mature and oId-growth mixed deciduous and coniferous
forests are considered the best habitats for breeding for northem saw-whet and northern pygmy
owls since the most suitable cavities for nesting are excavated by woodpeckers in large,
diseased or dead trees (Reynolds et aI., 1989). Northern saw-whet owls and northern pygmy
owls occur over a relatively wide elevational range and have been found in Iow-elevation
deciduous woodlands to high-elevation conifer forests (Reynolds et aI., 1989). Northern sawwhet owls seem to prefer marshy or riparian areas within coniferous forests (Terres, 1980).
Nests of northern pygmy owls are frequenUy next to meadow or marshy openings within
deciduous woodlands and coniferous forests (Reynolds et al., 1989). Long-eared owl like great
homed owl do not build their own nest and usually occupy abandoned magpie, hawk, CffNI, or
squirrel nests it tall shrubs or trees (Ehrlich et aI., 1988). They inhabit coniferous and mixed
coniferous/deciduous woodlands. Nest sites are often at forest edges near water or moist
meadow habitats (Terres, 1980). Suitable nesting habitat for all of these species, except
western screech owl, may be provided within the study area by stands of aspen, Douglas-fir,
and sprucelfir. Lower elevation riparian habitat along the creeks represent the only potential
nesting habitat for western screech owl.
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Songbirds and Other Avian Species

A variety of songbird and similar species reside within the study area. The majority of these
species migrate south or to lower elevations for the winter months, and only a few species
remain in the region during the winter months. Woodpeckers, jays, chickadees, nuthatches,
and finches are representative year-round residents. Many of the migrants are neotropical
species which winter in Central and South America. Neotropical migratory birds indude a full
array of species that require habitats ranging from earty seral or successional stages to oldgrowth. Others prefer edge habitat areas that occur between forested and more open habitats.
Recent reductions in Neotropical migratory bird populations have been documented in the
United States by the North American Breeding Bird Survey. The causes of these reductions
are not fully understood but have been attributed to a variety of factors induding: reduction and
fragmentation of forested breeding habitat in the United States; nest predation and parasitism;
and use of pesticides and deforestation in Central and South America.

3.9.2.7

Threatened, Endangered, and Other Specl.. of Concern

No identified critical habitat for any state or federally listed threatened or endangered species
has been identified within or near the study area. Table 3.9-1, Threatened, Endangered, and
Other Species of Concem Potentially Occurring in the Study Ama, lists federal and state
threatened, endangered, and other species of concern potentially occurring in the study area.

Spotted bat has been found at scattered locations (primarily in arid country) in the western
United States (Barbour and Davis, 1969). Habitat occupied by this bat ranges from low desert
to montane conif"!rous forests normally below 8,000 feet in elevation (Watkins, 19n). They
have been found in a variety of habitat types induding open ponde osa pine, desert scrub,
pinyon-juniper, and open pasture and hay fields. They roost alone in rock crevices high up on
steep diff faces. Cracks and crevices in limestone or sandstone diffs provide irnportant
roosting sites (Leonard and Fenton, 1983), especially where rocky diffs occur in proximity to
riparian areas (Findley et al. 1975). Rock outcrop areas along Hubbard aO\! Terror creeks
represent the most suitable habitat areas for 3potted bat within the study area.
Townsend's big-eared bats are normally found below 9,600 feet in elevation and apparently do
not prefer dense coniferous forests (Barbour and Davis, 1969). This bat is usually found in
small
ps (10 to 100) In mine shafts, caves, and man-made structures, often in view of light.
It occu th ~hout most of Colorado, but its distribution seems to be determined by suitable
roost and hibernation sites (Colorado Division of Wildlife, 1984). Suitable roost and maternity
sites are not present within the study area, and it is unlikely that this species is a local resident.
Therefore, no further analysis will be provided for Townsend's big-eared bat in this document.

The fringed myotis occurs as scattered populations at moderate elevations on the Western
Slope of Colorado and has been found in association with ponderosa pine, pinyonljuniper, and
scnJb oak habitats (Colorado Division of Wildlife, 1984). It appal ently is not common in
Colorado, and has only been found at elevations up to 7,500 feet (Fitzgerald et aI., 1994.).
Caves, mines, and buildings are used as day and night roosts as well as hibernation sites.
Suitable roost and maternity sites are generally lacking within the study area, and it is unlikely
that this species is a local resident. No further analysis will be provided for fringed myotis in this
document.
Bald eagles occur primarily as wintering birds in Colorado, and wintering populations are known
to occur along the major river systems in the state. A few nesting records also exist for the
state. In the study area, the bald eagle is only present as a winter resident along the North
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TlIrNtIIned, EndMgered, 8nd Other Species of Concern
Potentllilly Occurring In the Study ~.

Common Name

Scientific No. me

Status'

MMIIMIs
Spoiled bat

Euderma macula tum

FS, SS

Townsend's big-eared bat

CotynorlIinus townsendii

FS, SS

Fringed myotis

Myotis thysanodes

SS

Birds
Bald eagle

Haliaeetus /eucocepha/us

Northem goshawk

Accipiter gentilJ~

FS,SS

Flammulated owl

Otus llammeoius

FS

l'hrM-loed woodpecker

Picoides trldactytus

FS

Black swift

Cypseloides niger

FS

Olive-sided ftycatcher

Contopus botealis

FS

~

EmpidonalC tnJiIIii extimus

willow flycotcher

T (proposed for delisting), ST

E,SE

Golden-crowned kinglet

Regulus uttape

FS

l.oggertIead shrike

LlImus ludovicienus

FS

TJger salamander

Ambystome fjgrinum

FS

Boreal toad

Bufo boteas boteas

C, SE, FS

Northern leopard frog

RlJna pipiens

AmphIblMa 8nd

"-Pti-

FS

1 StIItus:
E z Lilted EJ IC8Iger8d by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service under the Endangered Species Ad.
Species which _ in imminent jeopardy of extillction.
T " LiIIIId ThteaIIIned by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service under the EndaIIger8d Species Ad.
Species which _threatened with extinction.
C z Lilted as CandidaIII by the U.S. Fish and WildlIfe Service. Taxa for which the Service has sufficient
information eo support listing as threatened or endangered.
SE Lilted by the Colorado Division of Wildlife as endangered in Colorado.
ST Lilted by the Colorado Division of Wildlife as threatened in Colorado.
FS + Classified as .~. by the Regional Forester when occuning on lands managed by the U.S.
Forest Service (516194 draft listing).
SS BLM listed species of special concern.

=
=

=

Fori< of the Gunnison River drainage. This dra:nage and adjacent habitats are designated as a
winter concentration area and winter range, respectively, by the Colorado Division of Wildlife
(see Figure 24, Bald Eagle Range). Suitable winter habitat for bald eagles consists of secure
diurnal perches, winter nighttime roosts protected from severe weather COilditions, and foraging
areas usually associated with large lakes or rivers (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1983).
Although preferred wintering areas are usually near open water where eagles feed on fish or
waterfowl, bald eagles will also hunt over open, upland areas if other food sources (e.g., rabbits
or deer carrion) are readily available (Green, 1985). Kirk Madariaga, District Wildlife Manager
with the Colorado Division of Wildlife, indicated that as many as four to five bald eagles may be
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two coal lease tracts during the

The northem goshawk inhabits coniferous and mixed forests in much of the northem
hemisphere. In Colorado northem goshawks nest in dense coniferous forest, often on north
slopes and near water. Nesting also has been documented in aspen and in trees in riparian
habitats at the lower elevations (Bailey and Niedrach, 1965). They can be found in any forested
ecosystems in the Gunnison Basin area, but blocks of mature and old growth forest habitats
(200 acres or greater) with a relatively open understory and small openings are preferred
(Hayward et al. ,1990; Finch, 1992; Andrews and Righter, 1992). They are sensitive to human
disturbance and have abandoned nests and young due to human activities that take place too
close to their nes (Kennedy and Stahlecker, 1991). Mature stands of Douglas-fir and
spruceJfir, especially with adjacent stands of aspen, within the study area represent potential
foraging and nesting habitat.
Flammulated owls prefer mature ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir forests with open canopies.
Old growth (>200 years) or mature (>150 years) stands of ponderosa pine and ponderosa!
Douglas-fir forests, often mixed with mature aspen, are preferred as nesting habitat (McCallum,
1994). A preference for stand s with an open, park-like spacing of trees may be due to this
species foraging habitats (Reynolds et aI., 1989). Flammulated owls are obligate cavity
nesters, and they nest in natural or woodpecker cavities. Both live and dead ponderosa pine,
aspen, and DouglaS-fir are used for nesting (Reynolds et aI. , 1989). Nesting territories are
relatively small; a mean size of approximately 14 ha (34.6 acres) was reported by Linkhart
(1984) for a population in Colorado. Mature stands of Douglas-fir and aspen represent potential
habitat for this species in the study area.
Three-toed woodpeckers are associated primarily with mixed coniferous f~ts up to 9,000 feet
in elevation. They require snags (standing, dead trees) for feeding, perching, nesting, and
roosting, although they will feed in live trees. Foraging occurs in areas with abundant dead and
decayed trees where it eats mostly larvae of wood-boring beetles by peeling the bark of dead
conifers to extract wood boring insects (Terres, 1980). Snags at least 12 inches dbh (diameter
at breast he· ht) and 15 feet in height are required fo its excavated nest cavities (Towry, 1987).
Fire or insect killed trees are major food sources. Forest fires and areas of insect outbreaks
may lead to local increases in woodpecker numbers after 3 to 5 years (Bull et al., 1986; Scott et
al.,1980). The general lack of diseased or burned coniferous forest stands within the study
area may limit the likelihood of local populations of three-toed woodpecker.
The black swift is considered rare to ncommon in all mountain ranges in the state except the
San Juan Mountains (Andrews and Righter, 1992). Foraging birds range widely at high
elevations over montane and adjacent lowland habitats. They nest on precipitous cliffs near or
behind high waterfalls (Andrews and Righter, 1992). Preferred nesting habitat is lacking within
the study area, but foraging birds may occasionally occur over the area.
The 0 ive-sided flycatcher is a neotropical migrant songbird that is widespread in open, mature
stands of coniferous forest from the Rc-cky Mountains westward. In Colorado it occurs in
spruceJfir forests at elevations from 9,000 to 10,000 feet (Terres, 1980). It prefers forest edges
near clearings, wooded streams, and lakes and is known to use bums and clearings, including
clearcuts, for foraging. This species feeds on flying insects by darting out from high, exposed
perch sites. Feeding and advertising behavior is charaderized by conspiCUOUS perching near
the top of dominant trees or snags in the landscape. Snags or open branches are often used
as perch sites, and populations are usually highest where snags are abundant (Ehrlich et al.,
1988). This species breeds primarily in mature spruceJfir and Douglas-fir habitat and is a likely
summer resident in these habitats within the study area.
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The southwestern willow flycatcher is also a neotropical migrant songbird that winters in Mexico
and Central America and breeds as far north as the Colorado River in western Colorado. In
Colorado, willow flycatchers are considered an obligate riparian species that inhabit
cottonwood-willow associations (Kingery and Dillon, 1987) and breed in close association with
dense willow thickets (Sedgwick and Knopf, 1992). The breeding range of this subspecies
includes areas of suitable habitat within the study area up to an elevation of 8,500 feet
(USFWS, 1996). The only suitable areas of habitat for this species within the study area occurs
in association with the large beaver pond complex on Hubbard Creek near the historic Blue
Ribbon Mine. The periphery of these beaver ponds support dense stands of coyote willow
(Salix exigua) that could support nesting activity by southwestern willow flycatcher.
Golden-crowned kinglets are considered uncommon to fairly common residents of the higher
mountains in Colorado (Andrews and Righter, 1992). They breed primarily in mature, dense
sprucelfir forests but can be found in all coniferous forest types and sometimes in lowland
woodlands during the winter months. They seem to be most common in suitable habitats west
of the Continental Divide (Andrews and Righter, 1992). GoIden-crowned kinglet may inhabit
mature stands of Douglas-fir and spruce within the study area.
Another neotropical migrant, the loggerhead shrike, prefers open country, thinly wooded, or
saubby land with clearings (Tenes, 1980). Andrews and Righter (1992) report this species to
be a fairly common resident in the western valleys of Colorado. Preferred habitats include open
riparian areas, grasslands, shrublands, and open pinyon/juniper woodlands. While Robbins et
at (1989, as cited in Andrews and Righter 1992) indicate that this species has shown Significant
population declines over most of North America, populations appear to be stable in western
Colorado (Lambeth, pers. com., as cited in Andrews and Righter, 1992).. Populations are
declining in the midwestern and northeastern United States for reasons which are poor1y
understood. Population declines may be related to the decline in agriculture and increase in
secondllrowth forests (Fraser and Luukkonen, 1986) and the use of pesticides (Ehrlich et at,
1988). Loggerhead shrike is likely a summer resident of lower elevations shrubland habitats
within the study area.
TlQ8r salamanders occur in virtually all habitats where there is water nearby for breeding. They
are usually absent from waters where predatory fish such as trout are prese,lt (Hammerson,
1986). Shallow pools in small wetland areas, Tenor Creek Reservoir, backwater areas along
perennial streams, and intermittent streams within the study area represent suitable breeding
habitat for this species.
The boreal toad occurs in the mountainous portions of Colorado and is most common between
8,500 and 11,000 feet in elevation (Hammerson, 1986). They hide beneath rocks or logs or in
rodent burrows when inactive. Toads emerge from hibemation in May to breed and return to
hibemaculum in late August and September (Hammerson,1986). Preferred breeding habitats in
Colorado include wet meadows, marshes, and the margins of beaver ponds and lakes
(Harnmerson ,1986). Boreal toads breed in any body of water lacking a strong current and with
gradually descending banks at some point around the perimeter (Loeffler, 1998). Egg
placement is usually in shallows where the thennal effects of the sun are optimized (Loeffler,
1998). Available evidence indicates that females may disperse over greater distances and into
drier habitats than the males (Loeffler, 1998). Recent radio re-Iocation studies of PIT-tagged
(microchiped) toads by the Colorado Division of Wildlife indicate that male toads remain within
300 meters of breeding sites, while females can move up to 3 to 4 miles from breeding areas
(Jones, pers. comm., 1999). Selected upland habitats for both males and females include
aspen and conifer habitats with rocky areas or ground squirrel holes where toads seek refuge in
rock aevices or rodent burrows to avoid temperature extremes and desiccation (Jones, pers.
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comm.,1999). The boreal toad may be present in wetland areas with standing water at
elevations above 8,500 feet within the study area.
Northem leopard frogs are a highly aquatic species and are usually found in close association
with the banks and shallow water areas of permanent marshes, ponds, streams, lakes, and
reservoirs. Water bodies with rooted aquatic vegetation are preferred (Hammerson , 1986).
Pools and slow moving streams within meadow areas represent suitable habitat for northem
leopard frog in the region. Lower elevation riparian areas within the study area may provide
suitable habitat for northem leopard frog.

3.9.3

Environmental Consequences

The construction of various borehole, shaft, and access road facilities would create
approximately 33.5 acres of new surface disturbance in currently undisturbed areas of
vegetation communitleslwildlife habitats. The principal wildlife habitats to be affected would be
oak and aspen habitats. Potential effects to species of concem are greatest with loss of aspen,
Douglas-fir, and cottonwood habitats, but most of these potential impacts can be avoided with
the implementation of appropriate mitigation measures. Road activities associated with the
proposed exploration of the Iron Point area would consist of the construction of 3 miles of new
temporary road and approximately 4 miles of light reconstruction (spot blading 14-100t width on
existing routes, removing rocks or tank traps). There is also a possibility of 3 miles of new road
construction within the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract area on Forest Service lands in the vicinity
of Section 34, T12S, R91W, to provide access to degasification boreholes. Potential impacts to
deer and elk due to mad construction and reconstruction would result fro an increase in
motorized travel in areas where there was previously none. This would
use a decrease in the
areas habitat effectiveness (degree to which a physical wildlife habitat i free from man-caused
disturbances, and therefore attractive to wildlife occupancy). The Forest Service requires
conditions of approval for exploration licenses which include obliteration, and methods of
obliteration ~or any new temporary roads and where necessary retuming reconstructed roads to
their original condition. These requirements, provided they are well designed, implemented and
monitored, would maintain habitat effectiveness for deer and elk at the current level (Want,

2000).
Impacts to sensitive wetlands and riparian habitat as well as to potential breeding habitat for
boreal toad and tiger salamander would occur if there was construction of a drill site access
road along Hubbard Creek to drill site 1P99-7. There is a Forest Service stipulation that
precludes road and pad construction in riparian areas or wetlands. Indirect impacts would
include the surface effects of subsidence (mainly the creation of surface cracks), a potential
increase in train and vehicle collisions with wintering mule deer and elk, and potential changes
in bald eagle winter habitat resulting from flow any reductions in the North Fork of the Gunnison
River.

3.9.3.1

Effects of Alternative A (No-Action).

With this alternative, the coal lease tracts would not be offered for lease, and there would be no
exploration drilling within the Iron Point Exploration License area. Wildlife resources in the
lease areas would essentially remain in their existing condition. As a result, wildlife habitat
distribution, extent, and condition as well as wildlife populations wouki remain similar to existing
conditions, assuming there are no major alterations in current land use activities. Wildlife
habitats within the study area would continue to be subject to low levels of use in the form of
recreation, grazing, logging, and other incidental activities such as firewood harvesting. There
would be approximately 15 acres of new disturbance on Oxbow's fee property associated with
development of the Elk Creek portal facilities. Most of this disturbance would be in oak brush
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habitat, but small amounts of cottonwood habitat in Elk Creek would also be lost to this
development. These habitat losses would be small, next to an existing roadway, and are
unlikely to have any measurable effect on existing wildlife populations. No active raptor nest
sites or other sensitive habitat features would be affected by development of the Elk Creek
portal facilities.
Traffic levels associated with mine personnel, train transport of coal, and truck transport of coal
would remain the same, as would the risk of vehicle/deer and elk collisions along State Highway
133.. The conveyor planned to carry coal from the Bowie No. 2 portal area to the old State
Highway 133 has ttoe potential to disrupt mule deer and elk movement through winter range in
this area unless property designed underpasses are constructed at appropriate intervals along
the length of the conveyor.

3.9.3.2

Effects Common t o All Alternatives

Direct Efrects - An estimated 33.5 acres is proposed to be disturbed by borehole, shaft, and
access road construction under all action altematives. Disturbance to existing vegetation
communitiesJwildlife habitats from these activities was estimated to be: 23.1 acn3 in oak
brush, 6.4 acres in aspen, 2.7 acres in grasslforb, and 1.3 acres in cottonwood or Douglas-fir
habitats.
None of these disturbances would be in elk or mule deer severe winter range and winter
concentration areas or in known elk production areas. These relatively small amounts of
habitat disturbance in summer and winter range are unlikety to have any measurable effect on
local elk and mule deer populations. Standard Forest Service stipulations regarding timing
restrictions for surface disturbance and occupancy in elk winter range would eliminate any
potential risk of indirect impacts to wintering elk from human presence. BlM also has a timing
restriction as described in Unsuitability 15 in Appendix C, Unsuitability Analysis Reporl- Iron
Point Coal Lease Tract, and Appendix D, Unsuitability Analysis Report - Elk Creek Coal Lease
Tract. Minor habitat losses would also have minimal effect on wide-ranging species such as
mountain lion and black bear.
Habitat effectiveness for deer and elk was determined by evaluating in combination, hiding and
thermal cover, forage, road-density and human activity on roads. The HABCAP (Habitat
Capability) model accomplishes this analysis. The GMUG Forest Plan directs the eva:uation of
road densities in combination with vegetative structure; therefore, the definition of habitat
effectiveness is synonymous with habitat capability in this analysis.

The Iron Point Exploration Ucense area is within Forest Plan management prescription 4B.
The standard for wildlife habitat capability in this prescription is 80 percent. In all alternatives
deer habitat capability remains above 80 percent. Elk habitat capability during summer (JuneAugust) is currently above 80 percent. FactOring in the inaease in motorized use during fall
hunting seasons (September-October) elk habitat capability is currently 72 percent. In
Alternatives B, C, and D elk habitat capability would remain above 80 percent during summer
but would decrease to 70 percent during fall . The impact to elk would be a 2 percent decrease
in habitat capability. This impact is from the possible 3 miles of road needed to provide access
to degasification boreholes. Impacts to elk can be decreased by requiring access roads to
degasification boreholes be authorized for special use and/or for foot and horse travel only. In
addition, implementation of a dosure order to motorized traffic in the Dove Gulch drainage and
the Hubbard Canyon drainage from the Forest Service boundary at he south end to where the
Old Hubbard Road crosses the powerline at the north end would increase habitant capability for
elk during the faH (Wang, 2000).
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With respect to threatened, endangered and other species of concern, no important or critical
habitats of Id eagle and peregrine falcon wou' be directly affected by these surface
disturbances. Southwestem willow flycatcher, boreal toad, northern leopard frog, and tiger
salamander are dependent on aquatic and or wetland areas, and no surface disturbances are
proposed in these areas. In addition, standard Forest Service stipulations would prohibit
disturbance to these habitats induding riparian areas. However, based on a field review of the
proposed access road corridor to drill site 1P99-7 in the Iron Point Exploration License area, it
would be impossible to construct this road without impacting the riparian corridor along Hubbard
Creek and also possibly wetlands along the creek bank. In many areas, the old degraded road
bed is within the existing riparian corridor r is immediately adjacent to the creek bank. In
addition, areas of unstable slopes have slumped across the old road bed and into the creek.
Suitable habitat for southwestern willow flycatcher, boreal toad, and northern leopard frog is not
present along this stretch of the creek, but potential breeding sites for tiger salamander may be
present, and road building activities could adversely affect these areas.
Access roads or drill sites to be constructed in aspen, cottonwood, and Douglas-fir habitats
create a potential impact risk to nest sites of forest nesting raptors such as northern goshawk,
Cooper's hawk, sharp-shinned hawk, great homed owl, northern pygmy owl , Iong-eared owl,
northern saw-whet owl, and flammulated owl. Nest sites of forested associated raptors could
be impacted by direct loss or indirectly by adjacent human disturbance during the nesting
season. Clearing of trees for construction could also result in the loss of snags that provide
possible cavity nest sites for owls and important foraging and nesting sites for three-toed
woodpecker. Snags also represent potential preferred perch sites for olive-sided flycatcher at
forest edges.
There would be no disturuance of important habitats for spotted bat, Townsend's big-eared bat,
and fringed myotis. Caves, old mines, and areas of rock outaop suitable for roost, hibernation,
or maternity sites for these species would not be affected by the proposed surface
disturbances. There would also be no disturbance of potential nesting habitat (diffs near
waterfalls) for black swift.
There could be losses of potential habitat areas used by loggerhead shrike (oak brush) and
goIden-crowned kinglet (mature Douglas-fir stands), but these Josses would be relatively minor.
Individual birds could be affected by these losses, but minor habitat reductions would be
unlikely to have any measurable effect on local populations.

Indirect Etrects - The primary indirect impact that could affect local big game populations is the
potential for an increase in vehicle and train killed mule deer and elk due to increased levels of
employee traffic and coal transport (both train and truck) through elk and mule deer severe
winter range and winter concentration areas along State Highway 133 and the North Fork of the
Gunnison River. Based on conversations with Kirk Madariaga, District Wildlife Manager,
Colorado Division of Wildlife (pers. cornm. 1999), it could be expected that the number of
vehide and train/big game collisions would increase proportionately with the level of increase in
train and passenger vehicle trips but not coal truck trips. His observations indicate that most
road-killed deer and elk are killed in early winter by passenger vehides and not by coal trucks,
and the number of collisions drops off abruptly as winter progresses. He hypothesized that
there were fewer collisions with coal trucks because coal truck drivers are more familiar with
areas where mule deer and elk'concentrate, and therefore, are better prepared to avoid
collisions. According to Madariaga, approximately 5 to 10 elk and 20 to 30 mule deer are killed
per year along Highway 133 in the general vicinity of the two mine operations. He also
indicated that coal trains kill mule deer and elk, and in possibly higher numbers than those killed
along the highway, since wintering elk and deer tend to concentrate more in areas along the
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railroad right-of-way. However, he had no personal documentation to substantiate the number
of train/big game collisions.
Dust control measures, increases in potable water consumption, and potential mine-related
dewatering redudions in flow to Hubbard Creek would reduce flow by 35 to 355 acre-feet per
year in the North Fork of the Gunnison River and could have an effect in fisheries in this river,
especially during the winter months. Redudions in winter flows could also have an effect on
the extent of ice free portions of the rive. These indirect impacts could alter the suitability of
the North Fork Gunnison River as a winter concentration area for bald eagles.

3.9.3.3

Etr.cts of AlterMtlve B

Direct impacts to wildlife habitats would be consistent for all alternatives. The only potential
indirect impact that could vary with the different alternatives is subsidence. As noted in Section
3.4, Soils, the effect 0 subsidence would manifest itself as cracks forming on the earth's
surface followed by a settling of the ground elevation as the geologic strata cave, at depth,
behirvi the retreating Iongwall operation. Some cracks, devoid of vegetation, would remain on
the surface at the conclusion of mining. The extent of wildlife habitat which would be affected
by cracking cannot be calculated but would likely be minimal considering the potential acreage
involved and the natural ability of these cracks erode, seal, and naturally revegetate. It is
unlikely that a measurable acreage of wildlife habitat would be lost given these considerations.
Subsidence also has the potential to disrupt springs or other sources of surface water, thereby
affecting important wetland and riparian habitats as well as watering areas for wildlife.
However, if there is disruption of surface water sources, Forest Service standard stipulations
would require the mine operator to replace this loss with water from an alternate source in
sufficient quantity to maintain existing riparian habitat and wildlife use. Therefore, there should
be no long-term adverse impacts to wildlife or wildlife habitat from disruption of surface water
sources.

3.9.3.4

Etr.cts of Alternative C

The effects of this alternative would be similar to Alternative B except for the indirect effects of
subsidence. The effects of subsidence under Alternative C would be greater than under
Alternative B given the adoption of multi-seam mining activities and the larger lease acreage
involved. With multi-seam mining, the depth to which geologic strata cave behind the
advancing mining operation would be greater. Given that the lease area under Alternative C is
approximately 10 percent greater than under Alternative B, a comparatively larger acreage
would be subject to the effects of subsidence.

3.9.3.5

Etr.cts of Alternative D

Alternative 0 is identical to Alternative C except that special subsidence protection would be
required under specific features such as Terror Creek, Hubbard Creek, and the Curecanti-Rifle
230/345 kV electric transmission line. Effects on riparian habitat in Terror and Hubbard Creeks
would not be as likely to occur. As a result, the effects on existing wildlife habitats and
populations would be the same only over a slightly smaller lease area. There would also be
less risk of disruption of surface water sources and associated riparian habitats and wildlife
watering areas.
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Cumulative Impacts

Approximately 33.5 acres of wildlife habitat would be affected by surface disturbances on the
lease and exploration areas. Seventy acres of previous disturbances are associated with the
existing Bowie No. 2 Mine and approximately 95 acres have been disturbed at Oxbow's
Sanborn Creek Mine. Approximately 10 to 15 acres and 15 acres of additional disturbances are
planned at these two mining operations, respectively. The acreage of wildlife habitat that would
be directly affected within the cumulative effects area by any action alternative represents a
relatively minor short-term increase in lost habitat. The acreage of wildlife habitat affected by
subsidence would not measurably increase habitat loss.
To assess cumulative impacts due to road densities habitat capability for elk and deer was
evaluated using a larger area adjacent to the proposed exploration area. This area was
delineated using elk and deer seasonal use patterns and includes a majority of elk and deer
spring, summer fall and transition ranges and portions of winter range. In the cumulative area,
habitat capability for deer in all alternatives would remain about 80 percent. Habitat capability
for elk in summer is 73 percent and during fall is 58 percent. Implementing mitigation measures
listed in Table 3.9-2, Potential Mitigation and Monitoring Measures for Terrestrial Wildlife, would
maintain habitat capabilities in their existing condition (Wang, 2000).
Human population increases in the region due to expanded and continued mining, as well as to
expected general population increases unrelated to mining, would create increases in human
recreational activities, including hunting. Increased recreational use of public lands would place
additional human disturbance pressures on wildlife populations as well as increase hunting
pressure on big gam"3 populations. Limited timber harvesting is expected in the future within
the Hubbard and Terror Creek drainages, but would be located north and west of the lease
exploration area boundaries. The magnitude of these effects on regional wildlife populations is
impossible to predict.

The effect on terrestrial wildlife of increasing production on the Elk Creek coal lease Tract to 6
million tons per year would be minimal.

3.9.5

Potential Terrestrial Wildlife Mitigation and Monitoring

Aside from standard Forest Service stipulations imposed to protect wildlife and wildlife habitat
and BlM unsuitability criteria, only three additional mitigation measures are proposed to protect
habitat for wildlife species of concern. See Table 3.9-2, Potential Mitigation and Monitoring
Measures for Terrestrial Wildlife.
T..... 3.1-2
Poe.ntI. MItigIItIon Met Monitoring IlNaurM for TenwtNI W11c11t.
Code

TW_1 3

ImpKta MltlII.ad

Poe.ntI.a IIItIgMIon
end Monitoring

EtfwctIvet_'

Who'

Minimize or prevent impada to

Survey specific forest
habitats prior to oonstruction

1

Mining Company
Forest SeIvice
BLM

1

Mining Company
Forest Service
BLM

breeding species of rapIors and
their fledglings.

for evidence of raptor nesting

activity.

TW-2

Protect potential nest sites of
sensitive avian species.

Survey proposed
development sites located in

forest habitats for snags.
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Poc.ntI.. MItIgatIon

.net Monitoring ......,,... for Tet'l"lStrial Wildlife

ImpactaM~

Code

Maintain habitat effectiveness

TW·3

for big game (especially elk).

....

Poc.ntl.. Mltiglltlon

EffKtIvene. .•

Who'

Umit road construction.
Design any ~ roads
for minimal disturbance.
0bUtarate and retlaim any

1

Forest Service

.net Monitoring

~

BlM

temporary roads.

: 1. EIfec:tiveMss is assessed as: 1 • highly e«ective; 2 • moderately etrective; 3 • 50rMWhat effective;
and •• unoertain.
2. This is the entity with jurisdiction or authority to implement this action.
3. Issues being addressed by NFCWG. Mitigation is dependent on Bowie and Oxbow obtaining the Iron
Point and Elk Creek Coal lease tracts, respectively.

TW·i • For any construction activities in forested habitats of aspen. Douglas-fir, and
cottonwood. these areas should be surveyed for evidence of raptor nesting activity prior to
construction. If any nest sites are located. the timing and/or the location of construction should
be modified to preclude any impacts to raptor nest sites. This mitigation would be effective in
minimizing or preventing impacts 0 breeding pairs of raptors and their fledglings.
TW·2 • Since snags. and especially large snags. provide potential nest sites for cavity esting
owls. foraging and nest sites for three-toed woodpecker. and perch sites for olive-sided
flycatcher. all proposed development sites in forested habitats should be surveyed for the
presence of snags. If any snags are located. the locations of surface disturbance should be
modified to the extent necessary to avoid the loss of snags. This mitigation would be effective
in protecting potential nest sites for previously-mentioned species.
TW-3 • The use and construction of motorized roads. trails and temporary roads proposed
within the Iron Point Exploration Ucense area would be the primary concem related to habitat
effectiveness for elk. Mitigation measures to decrease impacts to elk habitat effectiveness
should indude the following:

•

Roads associated with degasification borehole access would be authorized by
special use permit and/or restricted to foot and horse travel only.

•

New temporary roads associated with proposed exploration would be designed so
that there is minimal disturbance to topsoil and vegetation and located so that
effective road closure would be more likely.

•

New temporary roads would be obliterated using all or a combination of methods
which indude recontouring. discing or ripping. placing physical barriers at key points.
seeding with a Forest Service approved seed mix. signing and closure orders.

•

Roads which are reconstructed would be returned to their original condition so that
there would be no net inaease in accessibility to motorized traffic.

•

Monitoring effectiveness of road obliterations and providing information to recreation
users during high use periods would be necessary for at least 3 years following road
closures.

•

Closure orders to motorized traffic should be implemented in the Dove Gulch and
Hubbard canyon drainages.
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AQUATIC RESOURCES/FISHERIES

Issue: Minimize disturbance to fish habitat and fish populations. Areas of concern include:
direct disturbance of stream channels; reduced flow; stream sedimentation; water quality
degradation; and impacts to threatened and endangered aquatic species.

3.10.1

Introduction

Fisheries and aquatic habitat information are discussed for streams, reservoirs, and ditches that
are located within and surrounding the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts and the Iron
Point Exploration license area. Information was obtained by reviewing available literature and
conducting a field reconnaissance on May 17 and 18, 1999. Water bodies that are located
within or immediately adjacent to the study areas include Elk Creek, Bear Creek, Hubbard
Creek, Alder Creek, Terror Creek, West Fork Terror Creek, Terror Creek Reservoir, and several
irrigation ditches. Three of the streams (Hubbard , Terror, and West Fork Terror Creeks) are
perennial st ~ms that contain flows throughout the year. These streams support trout species
and special concern fish species. Elk, Bear, and Alder Creet-~ are intermittent streams that do
not contain year-round habitat for aquatic species.
Fisheries and aquatic information is also discussed for the North Fork of the Gunnison River
and the Gunnison River. These streams contain important game fish species and federally
endangered and special concern fish species.

3.10.2

Affected Environment

3.10.2.1

North Fork oftha Gunnison River

The mainst m section of the North Fork of the Gunnison River is classified as Class I Cold
Water Aquatic Life by the Colora 0 Department of Public Health and Environment. This
classification is defined as - ... waters that (1) currently are capable of sustaining a wide
variety of cold water biota, including sensitive species, or (2) could sustain such biota but for
correctable water quality conditions- (CDPH, 1999). Game fish species resent in the river
include rainbow trout, brown trout, cutthroat trout, and brook trout (Hebein, 1999). Rainbow,
brown, and cutthroat trout were stocked in the river from 1973 through 1995. Basad on surveys
conducted by the Colorado Division of Wildlife, low to average numbers of trout were collected.
Rainbow trout and brown trout usually represent the most abundant game fish species. Other
game fish species such as northern pike and green sunfish sporadically occur in low numbers
(Hebein,1999). These species likely originate from Paonia Reservoir. Native species collected
in the river consisted of roundtail chub, bluehead sucker, flannelmouth sucker, speckled dace,
Iongnose dace, and mottled sculpin (see Table 3.10-1, Fish Species Occurrence Within the
project Study Area Streams).
Adequate habitat and water quality conditions are available in the North Fork of the Gunnison
River to support trout populations. The general types of habitat present in the river below
Hubbard and Terror creeks include a mixture of long runs and smaller riffles and pools. In
wider sections of the river, the channel is braided with islands and side-channels. Fish cover is
provided mainly by instream substrate and other structures. Factors that limit the quality of
aquatic tlabitat include low summer flows due to irrigation diversions, return irrigatioll flows,
siltation, general lack of cover, and livestock disturbance (Hebein, 1999).
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Tributaries

The following information summarizes aquatic habitat and fisheries in project area tributaries.
Two drainages, Hubbard and Terror Creek, both support trout populations. Three intermittent
streams (Elk, Bear, and Alder creeks) do not contain game fish species or threatened,
endangered, or special concem species. Trout and native fish species occur seasonally in
Terror Creek Reservoir and the irrigation ditches (Terror Creek and Overland). However,
drawdown in Terror Creek Reservoir in the summer restricts year-round habitat for fish. Based
on discussions with the Colorado Division of Wildlife and the Forest Service, no
macroinve.1ebrate surveys have been conducted in the tributaries.
Habitat conditions in Hubbard Creek are largely determined by gradient and channel
configuration. In the lower two miles (i.e., above the North Fori< of the Gunnison River
confluence), the stream news through canyon areas with moderately steep gradient. Riffles
and runs represent the dominant types of habitat along with small side-pools. Boulders and
cobbles are the predominant substrates. Fish cover is provided by instream substrate and
woody debris (logs, tree limbs) and overhanging riparian vegetation. At an elevation of
approximately 6,200 feet, the stream is characterized by lower gradient and a wider,
meandering channel. A series of beaver ponds are located about 2,000 feet downstream of the
historic (now abandoned) Blue Ribbon Mine area. Above the beaver ponds, the channel
contains a more diverse mixture of pools, riffles, and runs. Higher quality habitat for fish is
present in the form of undercut banks, instream substrate, and overhanging willows. The
Colorado Division of Wildlife indicated that stream reaches below 9,800 feet and gradients less
than 3 percent are the most productive trout habitat (Forest Service, 1986).
Habitat conditions at most of the proposed exploration drill sites mainly reflect a steeper
gradient stream, as shown in Table 3.10-2, Summary of Aquatic Habitat Conditions at Proposed
Exploration Drill Sites Near Hubbard Creek. Drill Site 1P99-22, which is located in the upper
portion of Hubbard Creek, was not accessible. However, gradient in this area was less than
1P99-23 through 1P99-27. Some factors that limit aquatic habitat in Hubbard Creek include
erosion, excessive siltation, and water diversion for irrigation.
Two instream flow recommendations were appropriated for Hubbard Creek in 1984 by the
Colorado Water Conservation Board: 4 cubic feet per second (cfs) in an 8.1-mile segment in
the headwaters and 3 cfs in a 2.5-mi1e segment in T2S, R91W, Sections 14, 23, 26, and 35.
The purpose of the recommendations was "to preserve the natural environment to a reasonable
degree- (Colorado Water Conservation Board, 1984).
Hubbard Creek provides habitat for trout and native fish species. Trout species present in the
stream include rainbow, brown, brook, and cutthroat (Wang, 1998; Colorado Division of Wildlife,
1978). The Colorado Division of Wildlife stocked several varieties of cutthroat trout and rainbow
trout between 1973 and 1996. Although Colorado River cutthroat trout were included in some
of these s !:king efforts, interbreeding with other cutthroat varieties has resulted in no pure
strains being present. Other fish species inhabiting Hubbard Creek include blueheacl sucker,
specided dace, white sucker, and mottled sculpin (BLM, 1900; Colorado Division of Wildlife,
1978). West For1t Hubbard Creek contains the same trout and native fish species.
The Terror Creek drainage (East For1t Terror, West For1t Terror, and Terror creeks) is

characterized as moderately steep with gradients ranging from approximately 5 t013 percent.
WIthin the project study area, elevations vary from approximately 6,700 to 7,800 feet. Stream
widths vary from 5 to 20 feet with boulder-dominated substrates in most segments. Cobbles
and gravel substrates are also present. Cascading riffles, short runs, and relatively small pools
are the types of general habitat. Fish cover is provided by overhanging riparian vegetation,
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of Aquatic HUItM Conditions • ~
DrIll SIta .... Hubbn C
DrIll SIW

Numbers

Gr.dIent

Gener.l Type of HebIUt

Fish Cover

1P99-23 • 1P99-27

Moderately steep

RifIIes and runs with small side
pools; boulders and oobbIes

Instream substrate,
ovemanging willows

1P99-7

Low gradient

LO;lg pool with siIt-dominated
subib'ate

Depth

Downstream of
1P99-7

Moderately steep

RifIIes and runs with rnodenIteIy
pools; boulders and

Instream substrate,
ovemang~1ows
instream
(logs)

==-

instream substrates, and woody debris. The Colorado Division of Wildlife rated fish habitat in
East Fori< Terror Creek as poor and West Fori< Terror Creek as average. Limiting fadars for
fisheries in the drainage indude siltation, erosive soils, and lack of water during the summer
through winter period (Colorado Division of Wildlife, 1978).

Based on limited sampling in West Fori< Terror and East Fori< Terror creeks, fish species in the
drainage consist of cutthroat trout and speckJed dace. The lower portion of Terror Creek near
the confluence with the North Fori< of the Gunnison River may also support species such as
Iongnose dace, mottled sculpin, flannelmouth sucker, and blueheacl sucker. Cutthroat trout
were stocked in Terror Creek in 1982 and 1988 through 1996. The upper portions of the
drainage also may contain brook trout, as this species was observed in Terror Creek Reservoir
(Rudin, 1999).

3.10.2.3

Gunnison RIver

The 75-mile section of the Gunnison River between its confluences with the North Fork of the
Gunnison River and Colorado River is dassified by the Colorado Department of Public Health
and Environment (1999) as Class I Cold Water Aquatic life. However, recent fish surveys in
the Gunnison River indicated a cold water fishery in the upper portion of this segment and a
warm water fishery in the lower portion (Burdick, 1995). After constructing the Aspinall Unit, the
transition zone from cold water fish species to warm water species was determined to be
between the confluence with the North Fori< of the Gunnison River, River Mile (RM) 75 and
Drysdale Flats (RM 67). The warm water fishery was dominated by native fish species. In
1992 anrl 1993. approximately 79 percent of the total catch was comprised of native species,
largely due to blueheaci sucker, flannelmouth sucker, and roundtail chub (Burdick. 1995). Carp
and white sucker were the most frequenUy encountered non-native species by comprising 7
and 6 percent of the total catch, respectively. Numerous minnow species such as red shiner.
sand shiner, fathead minnow, and speckJed dace also were collected in seining surveys.
Rainbow trout and brown trout. which individually comprised approximately 2 to 3 percent of the
total catch, were the most abundant game fish species. The highest trout numbers were
collected between RM 60 and 75. Other game fish species that individually comprised less
than 1 percent of the total catch included northern pike. black bulhead, channel catfish, green
sunfish, largemouth bass, and smallmouth bass.
Relatively diverse aquatic habitat conditions are found in the Gunnison River between the North
Fork of the Gunnison River and Colorado River confluences. From the North Fori< confluence
(RM 75) to Drysdale Flats (RM 67), the river flows through a wide canyon. An extensive
floodplain occurs from RM 67 downstream to Roubideau Creek (RM 50), which contain a
variety of habitats such as braided channels. vegetated islands, long runs, riffles. and
backwaters (Burdick, 1995). From RM 50 to Whitewater (RM 15), the river flows through
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narrow canyon areas. A mixture of moderate velocity riffles. quiet shorelines. and slow runs are
found between Whitewater and the Redlands Diversion Dam (RM 3). A canyon area exists just
above the Redlands Diversion Dam. Restoration activities in the Gunnison River have involved
the construction of the fish passageway at the Redlands Diversion Dam. flow
recommendations. and restoration of wetland habitats adjacent to the river (Burdick. 1995).
3.10.2."

Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive Species

Four federally endangered fish species occur in river segments located downstream of the coal
lease tracts: Colorado pikeminnow (squawfish). razorback sucker. humpback chub. and
bonytail. Colorado pikeminnow and razorback sucker presenUy occur in the Gunnison River.
Three special concem species (Colorado and BlM) also are present in downstream areas:
bluehead sucker. flannelmouth sucker. and roundtail chub. Although Colorado River cutthroat
trout (OncorlJynchus clarki pleuriticus). (Forest Service sensitive and Colorado special concem
species) were previously stocked in Hubbard and Terror Creeks. the populations are not
considered pure strains (see Section 3.1 0.2.2. Tributaries). The following information
summarizes the distribution. critical habitat designations. habitat use. and spawning periods for
these species except Colorado River cutthroat trout
Colorado Plkem/nnow - Downstream river segments inhabited by Colorado pikeminnow
include the Gunnison and Colorado rivers. In the Gunnison River. the present distribution
includes the lower 30 to 40 miles. The upper distribution is between Bridgeport at RM 30 and
the Escalante Bridge (RM 41.9) (Burdick. 1999). Between 1918 and the spring of 1996. this
species was limited to the lower 3 miles of the Gunnison River because of the Redlands
Diversion Dam (RM 3). In June 1996. a fish ladder was construded at the Redlands Diversion
Dam. which allowed fish to move upstream of the dam. This species also is found in the
mainstem portion of the Colorado River near Palisade. Colorado downstream to Lake Powell
(USFWS. 1994). Six critical habitat reaches have been designated for this species in the
Colorado River drainage (USFWS. 1994). Two reaches are located downstream of the coal
lease tracts: (1) Gunnison River and its 100-year floodplain from its confluences with the
Uncompahgre and Colorado Rivers; and (2) Colorado River and its 100-year fIoodplair. from the
Colorado Bridge at exit 90 north of Interstate 70 (RM 238) downstream to the Dirty Devil ann of
Lake Powell.

Habitat requirements of Colorado pikeminnow depend upon the life stage and time of year.
Young-of-the-year (yOy) and juveniles prefer shallow backwaters. while adults prefer pools.
eddies. and deep runs (Miller et al.. 1982). Adults seem to prefer depths of about 2 to 7 feet.
velocities of 0 to 0.2 feet per second. and boulder/silt substrates (Valdez et al.. 1 2).
Juveniles and YOY are usually found over silt ()( land bottoms with minimal current (Tyus et al..
1982). During peak runoff in the spring and earfy summer. fish usually move into backwater
areas of flooded riparian zones to avoid swift velocities. feed. and prepare for the upcoming
spawning period (Valdez and Wick. 1983). As adults mature. they become highly mobile during
the spawning period. which occurs after peak runoff from mid..June to mid-August. Larvae drift
downstream from spawning sites beginning in late June and continue until late August.
RazOtback Sucker - The Gunnison and Colorado rivers represent the closest downstream
rivers inhabited by razorback sucker. In the Gunnison River. wild razorback sucker are thought
to be extirpated (Burdick and Bonar. 1997). As a result. approximately 4.938 juvenile and
sub-adults have been stocked between October 1995 and October 1998 (Pfeifer and Burdick.
1998). The stocking program has ~xtended the distribution in the Gunnison River from the
Hartland Diversion Dam at RM 60 downstream to the confluence with the Colorado River.
Razorback sucker also are found at scattered locations in the Colorado River. Critical habitat
has been designated for 15 reaches in the Colorado River Basin. The closest downstream
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reaches in relation to the coal lease tracts indude (1) Gunnison River and its 100-year
floodplain from its confluences with the Uncompahgre River to the Redlands Diversion Dam;
and (2) Colorado River and its 1OO-year floodplain from the Colorado Bridge at exit 90 north of
Interstate 70 (RM 238) downstream to Westwater Canyon (USFWS, 1994).
Habitat requirements for razorback sucker reflect both riverine and reservoir environments.
General habitats used by adults indude eddies, pools, and backwaters during the non-breeding
period (July through March) (Maddux et aI., 1993). Osmundson and Kaeding (1991)
summarized seasonal habitat use as follows: pools and eddies from November through April,
runs and pools from July through October, runs and backwaters in May, and backwaters and
flooded gravel pits during JU'le. Juveniles seem to prefer shallow wa er and minimal flow in
backwaters, tributary mouths, off-channel impoundments, and lateral canals (Maddux et aI.,
1993). The spawning period for razorback suckers in the Upper Colorado River Basin usually
occurs in April through mid.June. However, limited spawning has been documented for this
species in the Upper Colorado River basin.
HumplMclc Chub - The occurrence of humpback chub is limited to one known recent record in
the Gunnison River and river canyon sections in the Colorado River. One humpback chub was
captured in a canyon-reach of the Gunnison River in 1993 (Burdick, 1995). In the Upper
Colorado River, this species is found in the Black Rocks and Westwater Canyon reaches near
the CoIorado-Utah state line, Professor Valley near Moab, and Cataract Canyon near Lake
Powell (Maddux et al., 1993). Seven aitical habitat designations exist within the Colorado River
Basin. Of these reaches, two are located downstream of the Bowie and Oxbow mines in the
Upper Colorado River: (1) Black Rocks to Fish Ford River; and (2) Brown Betty Rapid to
Imperial Canyon just upstream of Lake Powell (USFWS, 1994).

Humpback chub are mainly found in river canyons, where they uti _e a variety of habitats. In
general, they prefer deep pools (about 25 to 65 feet deep), eddies, and upwells near boulders,
steep dropoff difffaces, and sand/gravel bars near boulders (Maddux et aI., 1993). YOY chubs
usually are found in backwaters and quiet pockets of water on rock benches or along steep rock
walls (Valdez and Clemmer, 1982). Juveniles occur in backwaters, eddies, and runs, with low
velocities and sand, silt, or boulder substrates (Valdez et aI., '1982). Spawning occurs in May
through July after the peak spring flows at water temperatures ranging from about 50" to 680 F
(Maddux et aI., 1993).

Bonyt.ll The bonytall is considered to be the rarest of the four Colorado River federally
endangered fish species. Since intensive sampling began in 19n, only a few individuals have
been ooIIectect In the Upper Colorado River BasIn. In the
·nstem portion of the Upper
Colorado River, one to five individuals were collected in the Black Rocks area, Cataract Canyon
about 20 miles upstream of Lake Powell, and Lake Powell (Kaeding et al., 1986; Maddux at aI.,
1993). No bonytall have been collected in the Gunnison River.
The general types of habitat used by bonytall include malnstem river and impoundments on the
Colorado River. CoIIedIon sites for this species In the Upper Colorado River Basin were
characterized es deep pools and eddies with slow or fast a.trrents (Kaeding at aI., 1986).
Subsbates at the collection sites consisted of silt, silt-boulder, and boulders (Vanicek and
Kramer, 1969). Umited information is available concerning spawning requirements for this
species. It is assumed that spawning occurs in June or July, based on studies in the Green
River.

Rannelmoulh SucIrw and Blueh. . SucIrw - These native suckers occur in the North Fork
Gunnison, Gunnison, and Colorado Rivers. Both species are found in a variety of habitats that
include rifIIes, pools, runs, and backwater areas In larger streams and rivers (Sublette at a!.,
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1990). In most instances. the streams have minimal vegetation. moderate to high turbidities.
and high spring flows. Depths usually range from 1 to 6 feet. with substrates conSisting of
rocks. gravel. or mud (Sigler and Miller. 1963). Spawning occurs in the spring or early summer
at lower elevations and in summer at higher elevations.

Roundmll Chub - This species also occurs in the North Fork of the Gunnison River. Gunnison.
and Colorado Rivers. Roundtail chub inhabits pools. eddies. runs. and riffles in muderate to
large rivers (Karp and Tyus. 1990; Sublette et al.. 1990). Adults prefer pools associated with
undercut banks and other types of cover. while young fish occur in shallower water with lower
flows. All age groups prefer cobble-rubble. sand-cobble. or sand-gravel substrates (Sublette et
al..1990). Runs and riffles are used primarily during feeding periodS. Spawning occurs in the
spring and early summer when water temperatures are approximately 68° F (Sublette et al. .
1990).

3.10.3

Environmental Consequences

Short-term, local increases in turbidity and suspended sediments could occur during exploration
activities adjacent to Hubbard Creek and Terror Creek. and along access roads adjacent to
Hubbard and Terror creeks that would be constructed for mining both the Iron Point and Elk
Creek Coal Lease tracts. These short-term increases in sediment yield could result in
short-term effects on aquatic species and their habitat. Sediment concentrations would
stabilize and retum to typical background concentrations after the construction activities are
completed. By implementing proper drainage and detention structures. the impact of increased
sediment levels on aquatic species and their habitat would be low. Any localized increases in
sediment would not affect downstream areas in the Gunnison and Colorado rivers that are
inhabited by four federally endangered fish species.
The use of water for mining activities. dust control. and domestic purposes would result in a
relatively small depletion of water from Terror Creek. Hubbard Creek. and the North Fork of the
Gunnison River. Water would be provided from existing sources. The estimated withdrawal of
water would result in total reductions less than 1 cfs. This small depletion would represent a
relatively small reduction in habitat for fish and benthic macroinvertebrate species. This
depletion would be even smaller in the sections of the Gunnison and Colorado rivers that are
inhabited by four federally endangered fish species.
Mine dewatering also could result in reduced ftows in the middle and lower portions of Hubbard
Creek (near and downstream of the historic Blue Ribbon Mine). The estimated volume of water
remoi8d from the Hubbard Creek drainage due to underground mining could range from
qpproxlmately 35 to 355 aae-feet per year. with an average of 195 aae-feet per year. These
volumes would represent approximately 0.1 to 14 percent reductions in the base flow conditions
in Hubbard Creek. Impacts associated with this depletion would be reduced habitat for fish and
macroinvertebrate communities in Hubbard Creek. A relatively small depletion also would
ocaJr in the North Fork of the Gunnison and Gunnison rivers. Special concern fish species are
present in both rivers, while two federally endangered fish species occur in the Gunnison River.
Actual water depletion estimates would be made during the mine
nd mining plan
decision processes with Colorado DMG and OSM. Final consulta . with ttl{ U.S. FISh and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) would occur at that time. As part of the
PA prOC'l
• initial
consultations were done with USFWS for the purpose of this analysf,Mining operatioIlS for both coal leases would result in inaaased discharges to the North Fork of
the Gunnison River. However. since all discharges must meet federal and Colorado
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Department of Public Health and Environment regulations. no adverse effects on aquatic
species are anticipated due to the quality of the discharge water.

The use and transport of fuels to the exploration sites and mining operations would represent a
risk to aquatic species and their habitat. if a spill or accident occurred. By implementing a
mitigation measure that would restrict the use of fuels near streams. water bodies and their
associated biological communities would be protected. The risk of a fuel spill or leak reaching
the North Fork of the Gunnison River. Hubbard Creek. or Terror Creek during transport is
considered extremely low. based on the expected low frequency of traffic.
3.10.3.1

Effects of Alternative A (No-Action)

Under the No-Action Alternative. present mining operations would continue for the existing
Bowie and Oxbow properties. Short-term. local increases in turbidity and suspended sediments
would occur in the vicinity of new surface disturbance areas. which include a new conveyor belt
and coal storage Ioadout area for the Bowie No. 2 Mine and construction of the Elk Creek portal
on private land for the Oxbow property. The closest drainages in relation to the ne v
disturbance areas include Elk Creek for the Oxbow property and the North Fork of the
Gunnison River for the Bowie No. 2 property. The North Fork of the Gunnison River contains
both game and non-game fish species. while the intermittent Elk Creek does not support a
fishery. By implementing required erosion and sediment control measures, the potential effects
of any increases in sedimentation would be considered minor. Any localized increases in
sediment would not affect water quality in the Gunnison River, which is inhabited by two
fede Ily endangered fish species, Colorado pikeminnow and razorback sucker.
The continued operations of both properties would require water for domestic use, and

underground and surface dust control. Existing water sources would be used. In 1996, the
Office of Surface Mining. Reclamation, and Enforcement consulted with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service on the following volumes of water: 93.2 acre-feet for Oxbow and 187.8 acrefeet for Bowie. A portion of the Oxbow use is discharged to the North Fork of the Gunnison
River under an existing NPOES permit. These volumes represent a total of less than 0.5 cfs for
both the Bowie and Oxbow operations. Existing water sources would be used.
Mine water would continue to be discharged for both operations at the present levels. No
additional sedimentation ponds or new discharge points would be required. By meeting the
required NPDES water quality standards, no adverse impacts to water quality or aquatic
species and their habitat would occur as a result of the No-Action Alternative.
3.10.3.2

Etr.cts Common to All ActIon ~

DIrect Etr..:fs - The potential effects of the action alternatives on aquatic resources are closely
related to impacts on surface water and groundwater resources, which are disa ISsed in Section
3.5, Surface Water Hydrology, and Section 3.6, Groundwater. Direct impacts to aquatic
resourc:es could result from four factors: changes in water quality. water withdrawals, m·ne
dewater'.nr;. and physical hebitat disturbance. The following information desaibes potentia
impacts on aquatic resources that are common to all action alternatives. Differences in
potential et'fects on aquatic resources are disaJssed separately for each alternative.
Water would be used for exploration, underground and surface dust control, and domestic
purposes for all action alternatives. Estimates for water use are depicted in Table 3.10-3,
Estimated Water WIthdrawals for Action AJfematives. The overall total volume would represent
approximately less than 0.5 cfs. These slight reductions in flow would result in a relatively small
reduction in wetted habitat for fish and benthic macroinvertebrates In Terror and Hubbard
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T"3.10-3

EstllNllM W.., WIthd....... for ActIon ""-mMives

Estimated Water Use
(acre-feet per year)

Iron Point
Explorlltion Llcen..

Coal Le... Tract

ElkC,...k
Coal L.... Tract

3-6

200 - 250

150 - 200

Iron Point

creeks. The small magnitude of flow reduction would not be expected to affect spawning or
rearing habitat for trout species in these creeks. All even smaller reduction in habitat would
occur in the North Fork of the Gunnison River, ~ich is inhabited by trout. Potential impacts on
threatened, endangered, or special concern species are discussed at the end of this
subsection.
Mine dewatering for the Iron Point Coal Lease Trad also would result in reduced flows in the
middle and lower portions of Hubbard Creek (near and downstream of the historic Blue Ribbon
Mine), as discussed in Section 3.6, Groundwater. The estimated volume of water removed
from the underground mine area would be an average of 195 acre-feet per year. This volume
could result in flow reductions of approximately less than 1 cfs in Hubbard Creek. Impacts
associated with this depletion would be reduced habitat for fish and macroinvertebrate
communities.
In relation to the instream flow recommendations that were appropriated for Hubbard Creek by
the CoIorac!o Water Conservation Board (Le., 4 cfs in a B.1-mile segment in the headwaters and
3 cfs in a 2.5-mile segment in T12S, R91W, Sections 14, 23, 26, and 35), water use for
exploration could contribute an extremely small depletion (less than 0.05 cfs per week) to
periods when baseline flows could be less than 3 cfs at the Lower Hubbard Creek segment.
This would be a short-term impact that could occur for several months during 2 years. Sections
of Hubbard Creek potentially affected by mine dewatering are located downstream of the
2.5-mi1e segment with a minimum instream flow recommendation.
Potential water quality impacts from sedimentation and fuel or chemical spills could adversely
affect aquatic resources. The impacts of fuels and other chemical spills depend on the volume
spilled, proximity to the stream, time of year, flow conditions, physical characteristics of the
streams and the response and etrectiveness of the cleanup and control techniques. The types
of chemicals transported to the mine sites or stored at the sites include gasoline, diesel fuel,
and small amounts of solvents and other miscellaneous chemicals. It is assumed that fuel
would be transported by local suppliers, which would involve a transportation route along State
Highways 92 and 133. Both highways are parallel to and cross the North Fork of the Gunnison
River, although State Highway 133 is considerably closer to the river.
Petroleum products exhibit both acute lethal toxicity (short-term) and long-term sublethal
chronic effects on aquatic organisms. If a spill or leak entered a water body (Hubbard Creek,
Terror Creek, or North Fork of the Gunnison River), aquatic organisms could be exposed to
lethal conditions. Because the aromatic (most toxic) components of gasoline and diesel fuel
would volatilize rapidly after being released, the period of exposure would be relatively short
(Edgerton et aI., 1987; Mart<arian et aI., 1994). Previous biological studies conduded after
gasoline and diesel fuel spills have shown that toxic conditions existed for periods ranging from
several hours to several weeks, depending upon the factors listed above (Bury, 1972; Pontasch
and Brusven, 1988; ENSR, 1989; and Green and Trett, 1989). As a result of the low
persistence of gasoline and diesel fuel and high reproductive rates, macroinvertebrate
communities typically recover within about 6 to 12 months. The recovery period for fish ranges
from less than one year to about 2 years, depending upon impacts to early life stages (Green
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and Trett, 1989). spill or leak during the spring or fall spawning and fry development periods
for trout could potentially result in more severe impacts that could take several years for
recovery.
Potential effects of solvent or other chemical spills or leaks would not likely affect surface water
and aquatic communities. These chemicals would be stored in areas located outside of any
intermittent or perennial drainages. Although localized spills or leaks may occur, cleanup and
containment would eliminate the risk of these chemicals entering surface waters that contain
fish and invertebrate communities.
In general, disturbance to aquatic habitat from construction of exhaust shafts, degasification
boreholes, ventilation shaft, and access roads would be minor. In most instances, these
construction areas are not located within intermittent or perennial drainages. One road crossing
may be required on Bear Creek, an intermittent stream, which could result in short-term,
temporary inaeases in sediment. Sediment increases in a localized area downstream of the
aossing may cover substrates and reduce macroinvertebrate production. No game fish
species occur in this stream. By implementing proper drainage and sediment control measures
and timing the construction during a low flow period, the effects on macroinvertebrates would
be considered minor.
Exploration activities would require construction of approximately 2 miles of new access roads
and drilling operations at 26 boreholes. Vehicle traffic along existing roads adjacent to Terror
and Hubbard Creeks could result in relatively small magnitude, short-term increases in
sediment, as airborne particles and surface soil are deposited in streams. The expected small
relative inaease in sediment leveh. from vehicle traffic would not likely affect macroinvertebrate
and fish productivity. Although not anticipated, construction of a new road along Hubbard
Creek to access drill hole 1P99-7 would result in increased sediment to Hubbard Creek. This
1.5 mile section of Hubbard Creek exhibits considerable slumping and erosion on the west side
of the channel. Disturbance to the area adjacent to the creek could result in relatively large
sediment increases that coul'" .lffect macroinvertebrate and fish communities. Sediment could
cover substrates used by macroinvertebrates and alter habitat used by trout for spawning and
fry development. The accumulation of fine sediments adversely affects biotic communities by
physically covering animals, reducing oxygen availability, reducing food, and eliminating
spawning areas (Waters, 1995).

Exploration activities also may require the construction of a sump pit fnr drilling fluids at each of
the drill hole sites; however, most exploration would be conducted using a closed system.
Spills or leaks from the sump pit could con ·bute sediment to the stream. Auids in the sump
pits consist of drilling muds and bentonite material. The etreds of drilling muds on aquatic
oorrmunities would be similar to sedimentation impacts. By adhering to proper design of the
sump pits, spills or leaks of reserve pit fluids to adjacent streams would be minimized. If a spill
or leak occurred, cleanup and containment procedures would be requin.d to reduce impacts to
surface water and aquatic communities and their habitat. After completing the exploration
activities, each site would be reclaimed. The sump pits would be regraded and disturbed soil
would be recontoured and revegetated.

Mining operations associated with all action alternatives also would require inaeased
discharges to sedimentation ponds and the North Fork of the Gunnison River. Under each
alternative, discharges would need to meet NPDES requirements. Periodic monitoring of mine
effluents would ensure that effluents were not adversely affecting water quality or causing
potential toxic effects on aquatic organisms. If concerns were identified during monitoring,
c:orredive actions would be implemented to make sure that water quality and toxicity objectives
were met.
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The potential effects of all action altematives on the federally endangered and special concem
fish species that occur in the Gunnison and Colorado rivers would be limited mainly to water
use and mine dewatering. Water withdrawals
ploration, dust control, and domestic use
and mine dewatering would represent an e
melyssmall depletion in the Gunnison and
Colorado rivers, which are inhabited by Colo
o · eminnow, razorback sucker, bonytail, and
humpback chub and three special concem species (flannelmouth sucker, bluehead sucker, and
roundtail chub). By itself, the project-related depletions would not measurably affect flows in
either OCC" . ied or critical habitat areas for the federally endangered fish species. However, the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service considers any depletion in the Upper Colorado River Basin as
potentially contributing to impacts on the endangered fish species.
Since the project area for the proposed mines is located at least 40 miles upstream from the
closest occupied or critical habitat reaches for the endangered fish species (i.e. , confluence
between the North Fork of the Gunnison and Gunnison rivers), no additional impacts are
expected. Potential increases in sedimentation or water quality changes due to fuel spills would
be limited to drainages within the project study area or the North Fork of the Gunnison River.

Of the various project impacts discussed above, sediment increases and potential fuel spills
could directly affect the special concem species that inhabit the lower portion of Hubbard Creek
and the North Fork of the Gunnison River.

Indirect Etrects - Increases in the local population as a result of all action altematives could
result in increased fishing pressure in Hubbard and Terror Creeks. If a new road is constructed
along Hubbard Creek as part of exploration, new vehicle access could allow additional fishing in
Hubbard Creek. It is assumed that fishermen would adhere to Colorado Division of Wildlife
regulations, which restrict the number of trout harvested from these streams.

3.10.3.3

Effects of Alternative B

The dire '1 and indirect impacts of Alternative B on aquatic resources would be the same as
discussed for all action alternatives. An additional impact that could occur under Alternative B
would be potential subsidence and erosion effects on Hubbard and Terror creeks, as a result of
Iongwall mining (and subsequent subsidence) under these streams. This indirect impact could
contribute sedimentation to the stream, if subsidence resulted in landslides in these drainages.
Soil input to the stream also could impede flow or change the channel configuration. Aquatic
habitat could be dominated by pools or ponds in areas where subsidence occurs or where large
amounts of soiVrock enter the channels.

3.10.3.4

Effects of Alternative C

The direct and indirect impacts of Alternative C on aquatic resources would be the same as
discussed for Alternative B. Impacts associated with Alternative C also would occur for an
additional 2 to 3 years, as the mining period is longer for this alternative.

3.10.3.5

Effects of Alternative 0

The direct and indirect impacts of Alternative D on aquatic resources would be the same as
discussed for all action alternatives. See Section 3.10.3.3, Effects Common to All Action
A1tematives. The duration of impacts would be 2 to 3 years longer than the No-Action scenario
and Alternative B. Since special subsidence protection would be required under Terror and
Hubbard creeks, and the Curecanti-Rifle 231345 kV electric transmission line in A1temative D,
the potential effects of sedimentation and flow impedance yould be less than those discussed
for Alternatives B and C.
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3.10.4

Cumulative Effects

If one of the action aHematives is selected, cumulative impacts could affect aquatic
communities as a result of coal exploration and mining activities, highway upgrade construction,
agriculture, and logging. Potential cumulative impacts would consist of short-term, localized
increases in sediment and additional water depletions (primarily related to agricultural
operations). The extent of the sedimentation impacts would depend upon the effectiveness of
the sediment control practices, presence of drainages near the construction area, and distance
to perennial streams. New additional water withdrawals could adversely affect aquatic habitat,
if they occur during the low flow periods in the summer. fall, and winter months. Aquatic habitat
presently is limited in the local streams in the project ales due to agricultural uses. Fuel spills
also could occur, if vehicles and equipment are used near water bodies. By implementing
restrictions on fueling vehicles and equipment near water bodies, potential spill risks would be
reduced.
The effect on aquatic resources and fisheries of increasing production on the Elk Creek Coal
lease Tract to 6 million tons per year would be slightly higher given probable increase of water
use (water depletion) for the mining activities.

3.10.5

Potential Aquatic ResourcesIFlsheries Mitigation and Monitoring

Mitigation measures for fisheries, hydrologic balance, and spill prevention and hazardous
materials would be employed. These measures would focus on maintaining acceptable water
quantity and quality conditions in project area streams 0 protect aquatic communities.
Sediment control measures would be required. The Spill Prevention Control and
Countermeasures (SPeC) Plan would describe measures to be implemented to reduce impacts
of potential spills or leaks on aquatic communities.
The unsuitability criterion 9 requires consuHation with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service prior to
leaSing lands. See Section 1.6. ,BlM Resource Management Plan Consistency; Appendix C,
Unsuitability Analysis Repott -Iron Point Coal Lease Tract; and Appendix D, Unsuitability
Analysis Report - Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract.
Two additional effective protection measures are recommended for aquatic resources, as set
forth in Table 3.10-4, Potential Mitigation and Monitoring Measures for Aquatic

Resources/Fisheries.
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Poe.ntIaI MItIgMIon Met Monltortng IIe.UNS for AquMic: Resoun:eslFlsherin
ImPKtSM~

Code
AR-1'

Contamination of streams
and wetlands.

AR-2

Decline in target fish species
habital and populations.

....

Potent!.. MltIglltion
end Monltortng

Err.c:tIven...'

Who'

Prohibit fueling and lubrication of
vehicles within 100 feel of
streams or watlands. Also.
prohibit fuel storage within 500
feet of any water bodies.

1-2

Mining Company
Forest Service
BLM
Colorado DMG
EPA
Colorado DPHE

1

Mining Company
USFWS

1iI'

~
~_.
as In!!!!

::on

bibute

necessary.

: 1. Effectiveness is assessed as: 1 - highly effective; 2 - moderately effective; 3 - so~ effective;
and 4 - uncertain.
2. This is the entity with jurisdiction or authority to implemenl this action.
3. Issues being addressed by NFCWG. Mitigation is deplllldent on Bowie and Oxbow obtaining the Iron
Point and Elk Creek Coal L _ tracts. respectively.

AR·1 • No fueling or lubricating of vehicles and other construction equipment should be allowed
within 100 feet of streams or weUsnds. In addition, fuel should not be stored within 500 feet of
any water bodies.
AR·2 • The Recovery Implementation Program for Endangered Fish Species in the Upper
Colorado River (Recovery Program) was established in 1988 to mitigate for water depletion
impacts to federally-listed fish species. To ensure the survival and recovery of the listed
species, water users may be required to make a payment to the Recovery Program. The
payment would be required if any single incremental withdrawal volume exceeds 100 acre-feet
(aMual average). In 1995, an intra-US Fish and Wildlife Service Biological Opinion detennined
that the fee for depletions of less than 100 acre-feet is no longer required (USFWS, 1995).

3.11

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Issue: Identify culturall8SOUf'C8S and minimize disturbance impacts to these resources. Areas
of concem include the effects to historic properties listed or eligible for listing on the National

Register of Historic Places.

3.11.1

Introduction

The project area for the cultural review in this EIS includes the lands contained within and
surrounding the coal exploration license and coal lease boundaries.

3.11.2

AffKted Environment

3.11.2.1

Cultural com.xt

Radiocarbon dates obtained from archaeological sites throughout west-oentral Colorado
indicate a nearly continuous aboriginal occupation of this area over the past 10,000 years. The
RP3 prehistoric context (Reed, 1984) applicable to the project area of potential effects (APE)
presents the prehistory of this area in four cultural units or stages. These are the Paleo-Indian
Stage (10,000-550 B.C.), the Archaic Stage (5500 B.C. ·500 A.D.), the Formative Stage (500
A.D.·1200 A.D.), and the ProtcHiistoriclHistoric Stage and Ute Tradition (1200 A.D.-1881 A.D.)
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The Paleo-Indian Stage is characterized by the hunting of Pleistocene megafauna and the use
of large. lanceo!ate projectile points. This stage is represented in this general region by surface
finds of Clovis. Folsom. Hell Gap/Agate Basin. Cody Complex. James Allen points. and others.

The Archaic stage in this region is characterized by the transition from a primarily nomadic.
hunting-based subsistence to a hunting-gatheringlsemj..sedentary subsistence. This stage is
represented by various stemmed and side and comer-notched projectile point types. including
McKean. Pelican lake. Mount Albion Complex. and others. The remains of such structures as
pithouses and wickiups. and storage cists. are also associated with this stage.
The Formative stage is represented in this region predominantly by the Fremont culture. which

is characterized by a hunting/gathering subsistence supplemented by maize horticulture.
Projectile point types reflect a transition to smaller. notched types. e.g. the Uinta Side-notched.
The Fremont culture is also associated with basketry. rock art. and distinctive ceramics. e.g.
Uinta Gray Ware.
The PrehistoriclHistoric Stage in this region is dominated by the Ute Tradition. which is

identifiable as early as 1200-1300 A.D. It is characterized by ceramics. e.g. Uncompahgre
Brownware. small. tri-notched or side-notched. concave-based projectile points e.g. Desert
Side-notched. and distinctive rock art. The remains of tipis and ¥rickiups are associated with
the latter portion (ca. 18OO's A.D.) of this stage.
The RP3 historic context for this region (Husband. 1984) presents the Euroamerican history of

this area in tenns of a number of socioeconomic themes. Themes most applicable to the
current project area include Early Exploration and Fur Trade (1760-1876). Ute-Euroamerican
Contact (1640-1889). RanchinglFanning (1870-1945). Railroading (1871-1934). and especially
Coal Mining (1872-1945).
To date. more than 260 sites and 270 isolated artifacts, representing all four of the prehistoric
stages outlined above, have been recorded in Delta County (Office of ArdlaeoIogy and Historic
Preservation, 1996). Also, more than 320 historic sites have been recorded in Delta County.
The historic coal mining theme is prominently represented in the project area by the King Mine
site, 5DT1053, and the associated Bowie townsite, 5DT122. These sites are both located
outside of, but near the southern boundary of the APE, and have extensive histories dating
from the tunHJf-the-c:entury era.

3.11.2.2

Files s..ch

A computerized search of the Colorado Inventory of Cultural Resources was conducted through
the Colorado State Historic Preservation 0ftIce (SHPO) on Jo-.priI29. 1999. Additionally, cultural
resource records on file at the BlM Uncompahgre Field Oft'"ece in Montrose were researched on
September 30, 1999. The BlM and SHPO research indicated that a number of cultural
resource inventories have been conducted within and adjacent to the project APE, and some
cultural resources have been recorded in this area.

3.11.2.3 PrevIous Surveys
Records indicate that a total of 18 cultural resource SUMlYS have been conducted previously
within or partially within the current project area of potential affects. These surveys were
conducted to ensure NatIonal Historic Preservation Ad compliance for various projects, (e.g .•
coal miningldriUing, access roads, timber sales, a borrow pit, pipeline, transmission line. and
roIer chopIoakbrush COilbol).
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These surveys were conducted between 1977 and 1998 by various entities. indudiflg Grand

Mesa. Uncompahgre. Gunnison Nationa Forest. Colorado State University. and five regional
private archaeol~ .cal consulting finns. Most of these surveys were completed to intensive
standards (Class III. although the comparatively recent Bowie No.2 Mine survey (Connor.
1995) combined intensive and reconnaissance (Class II) survey methods.
Most of the previous surveys were relatively small. ranging from a few aeres to about 50 aaes
in extent. although the Bowie No.2 Mine survey contained over 800 eres. While most of the
total acreage covered by previous surveys is apparently outside the current project area of
potential effects. surveys have been conducted in portions of 17 of the 25 sections containing
the project area of potential effects. An estimated 25 percent or less of the t"tal aaeage within
the project APE has been previously surveyed. mostly in the northern and western portions of
the APE.
3.11.2.4

Prevlously-Recorded Cultural Resources

SHPO and BlM records indicate 17 cultural resources have been recorded surficially within the
25 sections
taining the current project APE. Some of these resources are referred to in this
document by Smithsonian number; however. as directed by Colorado SHPO staff, their exact
locations are not desaibed or mapped in this document, as this information is already on file
with the SHPO, Forest Service, and BlM.
Most of these 17 resources are located near the extreme western periphery of the project area,
generally within the East Fen of Terror Creek drainage. This distribution apparently reflects
previous survey activity in this area, and is not necessarily indicative of a similar QJlturai
resource distributiC'"181 pattern within the unsurveyed portions of the project area of potential
effects.

However, the ocx:urrence of both prehistoric and historic cultural resources along Terror Creek
and its tributaries does sllggest this area has been used for some time, possibly because of its
relative accessibility. Recorded prehistoric sites in this area indicate it was used as a source of
fIorallfaunal subsistence resources and for open campsites, while the recorded historic sites are
related mostly to ranching/grazing uses.
In addition to these uses, Terror Creek and the other two major drainages within the project
APE, Hubbard Creek and Bear Creek, all presumably served prehistorically and historically as
travel routes between the North Fen of the Gunnison RIver Valley and the higher elevations to
the north.
There are also unrecorded sites within these drainages, including several mining-related sites
shown on the USGS Quadrangles, and the Dove Cave site. The latter is in Dove GUI...l , a
tributary of Hubbard Creek. It reportedly is a rock overhang used as a residence in the 1930's40's era by a local recluse, Reuben Dove, for whom the gulch was named.
The 17 recorded resources within the project sections consist of eight isolated prehistoric lithic
artifacts, three prehistoric open campsites, one non-cultural rock overhang recorded as a
"possible· prehistoric rocksheIter, two historic corrals. one historic dugout. one historic cabin,
and one historic dumpsite.
The isolated artifacts consist of lithic reduction debris, utilized flakes, bifaces, a handstone, one
fragmentary Late Archaic projectile point, and one fragmentary Late Prehistoric projectile point.

Of the 17 previousIy-recorded cultural resources, seven are inside the boundaries of the project
APE. One of these is the ~ted Late p,-.,t,istoric projectile point fragment noted above,
SDT163. Of the remaining six resources, three are open lithic sites SDT272, SDT273, and
SDT868, 1 is the non-cultural rock overhang in the BlM records, one is an historic cabin in the
BLM records, SDT698 (Hughes Cow Camp), and one is an historic dugout, SDT699. Two of the
seven cultural resources within the projed APE, SDT273 and SDT700, are in the "Needs Data"
category for NRHP evaluation, while the other five have all been field evaluated and/or officially
detennined not eligible for the NRHP.

3.11.2.5

Cultural Resource Potential WIthin Area of Potential Effects

Based on the published prehistoric and historic cultural contexts for this general region and the
project-specific SHPO files search data, the project area can be presumed to have some
potential for surficial cultural resources associated with any/all of the prehistoric periods and
historic themes described above.
Previous survey data in the project area are insufficient to accurately predid the potential for
cultural resources at any given location within the APE. However, the APE does contain
various natural environmental elements which have been associated with prehistoric cultural
resources elsewhere in this general region. These include the major tributary canyons, which
provide accessibility and reliable water sources, numerous cliff faces and rock overhangs which
are potential sites for rock art and rock shelters, and pinyonljuniper and other vegetative
communities which provide subsistence resources.
The Tenor Creek, Hubbard Creek, and Bear Creek drainages may be the most potential for
significant prehistoric cultural resources, especially in the relatively Iower-lying areas near rock
overhangs and permanent water sources. By contrast, the lowest potential for prehistoric
cultural resources might be anticipated for the steep, barren upland areas away from these
drainages.
Historic cultural resources for which most potential within the APE could probably be anticipated
would be those related to grazing uses and especially, the coal mining theme. Historic sites are
probably most likely to occur in relatively accessible areas, e.g. the three major canyons noted
above. Areas with surface or near-surface coal deposits have potential for mining-related sites.
The file search produced some direct evidence of an Aboriginal presence in and adjacent to the
project area during the Late Archaic and Late Prehistoric stages. Other prehistoric cultural
resources are likely to exist within the project area, although the minimal previous survey data
available preclude accurate prediction of their locations. If present. such resources could be
useful in elucidating general patterns of prehistoric settlement/subsistence on the eastern
portion of the Colorado Plateau, and might also provide chronological information leading to the
establishment of absolute datelartifact associations in this region.
Historic cultural resources for which most potential within the project area could probably be
anticipated would be those related to the coal mining theme. The historic King Mine site,
SDT1053. and the associated Bowie townsite. 50T122, both located outside of, but near the
southern boundary of the project area, have ftxtensive histories dating from the tum-of-the-

century era.

3.11.3

Environmental Consequences

As indicated elsewhere in th~ EIS, surface subsidence and ground clearing for exploration
driIIng resulting from
elq" nsion of underground mining are tM only anticipated surface
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effect within the project area at this time. The amount of subsidence is expected to be visually
undetectable throughout most areas, although some diff faces and rock overhangs could
eventually collapse as a result of subsidence. Currently unsurveyed cultural resources
associated with rock overhangs could be adversely affected if overhangs collapse. Sometime
in the indetenninate futur _, visible surface impacts may be created by exploratory drilling and
possible construction of mine ventilation shafts and degasification boreholes. The locations of
these pote .tial future impacts within the project area are not known at this time.
It appears that none of the few known cultural resources within the area of potential effects
would be discemibly affected from subsidence. The one possible exception identified at this
time is Dove Cave. That is within the Iron Point Lease Tract and Exp oration license area. As
indicated above, of the seven previously-recorded cultural resources within the project area of
potential effects, SDT273 and SDT700, are listed in the "Needs Data" category in SHPO
records. Resources in this category have been regarded as potentially eligible for the National
Register of Historic Places until evaluated otherwise. As indicated eariier, all other known
cultural resources within the area of potential effects are apparently not eligible for the National
Register of Historic Places.
The Bowie townsite, SDT122, and the King Mine, SDT1053, have both been officially
determined eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. Both of these sites are outside
of, but near the southem area of potential effects boundary of the project area. No impacts to
these sites are expected from the exploration or mining.
There would be no anticipated cumulative impact to cultural resources.

3.11.4

Native AmertClin Consultation

A project description and vicinity map were sent to Betsy Chapoose, Director, Cultural Rights
and Protection, Northern Ute Tribe, upon initiation of the NEPA process. No comments have
been received concerning the project.

3.11.5

Management Recommenddons

The historic site Dove Cave would be protected from surface disturbance including damage
from subsIdenoe (see Appendix I. Forest SeMce Stipulations, 1I0Il Point Coal Lease Tract.)
Prior to any surface impacts (e.g. potential collapse of rock overhangs, drilling, portal
oonstruc::tion, etc. as desaibed above), intensive survey of the previousIy-unsurveyed areas
with potential for cultural resources is recommended. Recordation and evaluation of the Dove
Cave site is required if It is subjected to any future surface impacts, including potential
subsidence. Since it appears that no other cultural resources would be affected by the
proposed expansion of underground mining, no further evaluative or protective cultural re$OUrce
measures are recommended at this time.
HooIever, prior to any surface impacts (i.e., drilling, shaft construction, etc.) described above, a
cultural survey of the areas to be affected is required. Also, if the Bowie townsite and/or King
Mine, 50T122 and SDT1053, are to be impacted by federally-permitted action in the future,
agency consultation to mitigate or minimize adverse effects to these properties is required. All
eligible sites would be mitigated according to plans approved by the surface management
agency and SHPO.
Management actions for undertakings potentially affedit 19 cultural resources on the BLM
portioIlS of this project will comply with tbe1998 State Protocol Agreement Between the
Cokndo State [)!redpr of the Bureau of lAnd Management and the Colorado State Hjstodc
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Preservation Officer. as well as the 1997 programmatic Agreement Among the Bureau of Land
Management. the Adyisory Coyncjl on Historic Preservation. and the National Conference of
State Historic Preservation Officers.

3.11 .6

Potential Cultural Mitigation and Monitoring

The mitigation and monitoring measures for cultural resources are set forth in Table 3.11-1 .
Potential mitigation and Monitoring measures for cunural Resources.
T__ 3.11·1

PoIiMItW MItIption 8IId Monltl:Nlng .....urn for Culturlll Resources
ImpKts IIItipt8cI

Code

Poe.nu.I MItIption
end Monltl:Nlng

C-1'

Dislultlance or loA of
CUIturalI1lllOUI'Ce

Class IlilIUMIY.

EtfKtiven ... •

Who'

1

FOAISt Service

BLM

information.

SHPO
C-2

Impacts 10 Bowie Iow<18ite or
the King Mine.

Agency consultation.

1

FOAISt Service

BLM
SHPO

NcMa: 1. EIfec:tivoeMsa is .._sed ..: 1 • highly effective; 2 - modeIateIy eIfective; 3 - somewhat eIfective;
and 4 - uncertain.
2. This is the entity with julildiclion or 8UIhority 10 implemellt thIa action.
3.
~::=;WG. MItIgatIon is depe!lde"t on Bowie -.lei Oxbow 0DbIining the Iron
Point -.lei
CrMk CoeI
ncta. r.pec1Mlly.

Iaues:,&.sdreued

C-1 - Prior to any visible surface impacts (eg .• potential collapse of rock overhangs due to
SUbsidence. drilling. portal oonstruction. etc.). a Class III SUMtY of previously oosurveyed areas
with potential for cultural resouroea is required. This includes the rec:ordation of Dove Cove.
This survey wont would be et'fedive in determining the presence of any cultural resouroea and

recommendations for any piotection required.
C-2 - If the historic Bowie andlor KIng mines are to be impacted. agency consultation would be
etJactive to mitigate or minimize any adverse effects to these properties.

3.12

NOISE

laue: IdenIJfy and minimize noise impacts. At8as of COfIC8m include: IeWJIs of noise from coal
transporllJliort by truck and raIItoed; dIstuptJons cau&ed by noise to the norma: actMties of
8Cfacent l8SidentsIcommuniliea; and nighttime railroad noise in Peoltia, Hotchkiss, and Delta.

3.12.1 Introduc1ion
This section provides an overview cf. noise impacts associated with the pending decisions on
the coal expIoIation license and lease applications. Background infonnation on noise is set
forth In AppendIx N, Noise.

Envilollmental noise is typically measured in A weigi'rted decibels (dBA). The A-weight is
autornaticaIy computed by noise meters and is a frequency-dependent sound level adjustment
that simulates sensitivity of human hearing at various sound frequencies. See Figure 25, Noise
Levels Caused by Typical ActMties; this figure i1lusbates noise levels generated by familiar
openItioIlS.
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The federal Department of Tra sportation and its sub-agency. the Federal Transit
Administration. have established non-binding guidelines to define unacceptable noise impacts
in EIS documents that involve federally-funded highway. railroad. and airport projects. Because
federal funding is not involved with the North Fork Coal EIS. these guidelines do not directly
apply to this EiS. but they establish a set of aiteria to define noise descriptors. See Figure 26.
Federal Transit Administration Noise Impact Criteria for Highway Traffic and Railroad projects.
Also see Appendix N, Noise. for further information on these aiteria.
Because decibels are measured on a logarithmic scale. a doubling of the sound pressure
corresponds to a noise increase of 3 dBA. For example. a single bulldozer typically produces a
sound level of about 80 dBA at a distance of 50 feet from the bulldozer. Two identical
bulldozers working side by side would give a noise reading of 83 dBA. and this noise would be
perceived as barely louder than one bulldozer. Ten bulldozers side by side would give a noise
rt~ading of 90 dBA. and that would be perceived as twice as loud as a single bulldozer.
There are many factors that determine whether an increase in the noise level above the existing
background is "audible." The most important factor is the nature of the new noise source as
compared to the nature of the background noise. In the case of noise generated from il1<1ustrial
sites such as mining. or the noise generated from coal truck and/or train traffic. this noise would
be different from rural background sounds. so relatively small increases in such noise levels
caused by mechanical equipment would be noticeable. For example. the noise generated from
exploratory equipment operating in an unpopulated area would be noticeable even when the
equipment uses noise increases as low as 2 dBA.

3.12.2

Affacted Environment

Background noise level measurements at rep'M8ntative locations around the project site were
taken on April 21. 1999 and April 23. 1999. The measurements were taken using a hand-held
noise monitor (Larson-Davis Model 720) that was set for A-weighting and "slow" response. The
monitor has a detection range of &bout 25 dBA to 120 dBA. The weather conditions du · the
noise monitoring were cool with little wind.
Measurements in Paonia and Hotchkiss were taken during a period when there were 0 mine
related trucks or trains. Rural background measurements were taken during the daytime and
nighttime at two locations on Garvin Mesa and at one location next to State Highway 133.
Some of the monitoring points in Paonia and Hotchkiss were later used to measure noise levels
caused by passing trains.
In general. the background noise measurements were as expected. The quietest

measurements taken at night on Garvin Mesa were 36 dBA, with the predominant noise levels
being natural bird sounds. Routine daytime noise levels in the Paonia and Hotchkiss residential
areas WI"re 48 to 56 dBA with predominant sounds produced by routine local traffic. At the rural
site near State Highway 133. measurements showed 41 to 49 dBA during brief periods of no
discernible traffic, and $pC' noise levels of 64 dBA while a coal truck passed.

Noise levels during passing trains at sites in Paonia and Hotchkiss registered noise levels
ranging from 51dBA, for a westbound train. at a point 550 feet from the iracks. to 100 dBA for
an eastbound train in Paonia approximately 30 feet from the tracks. Train whistle noises
measured 110 dBA at a point 30 fee from the tracks in Paonia and 106 dBA in Hotchkiss at a
point 40 feet from the tracks.
The noifoe measurement locations and summaries of the measured noise levels are shown on
the following figures found in the EIS figure volume:

Envltonmentlll Analpls
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Figure 27, Trein Noise at Paonia (4-21-99);
Figure 28, Train Noise at Paonia (4-23-99);
Figure 29, Train Noise at Hotchkiss (4-21-99 and 4-23-99).

Environmental Consequences

Noise has historically been recognized as a health hazard with the potential for causing hearing
damage. Efforts by industry and regulatory actions have lessened the likelihood for hearing
damage occurrence. For example, the U.S. Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA)
imposes noise standards on coal mining operations for worXer hearing protection.

A secondary impact associated with noise is the nuisance effects of noise that include
interference with speech, psychologically unsettling environment at home and worX, and more
specific problems such as sleep disr ) tion. The extent of these effects varies, sometime
significantly, between individuals and

as a factor of the noise source.

The noise chaiacteI istics which affect the listener's response include overall loudness, sound
pressure level, dlM1ltion of exposure, time distribution of occurrence, and sound frequency.
Other factors include the liste..er's total exposure, age, and individual susceptibility.

3.12.3.1

EfIKts 01 AIIIwnIIItve A (No-ActIon)

Since the issuance of the Draft EIS. Bowie has applied for approval from the Colorado DMG to
operate at an amuaI production ..... of 5 ~ tons of coal. Likewise. Oxbow is permitted by
these agencies for a similar annual production ...... TheiefC)I8, the discussion of noise for the
No-Action AIiematNe would be the same _ for the 8dion 1IItematIIIes. See Section 3.12.3.2,
Affects Common to AI AItiIImatMs.

3.12 3.2

Etr.cts Common to All AIIIernIiIMe

The focus of the noise analysis is centered on the mining tn:i transpoI18tion activities for coal
operatioIlS in the Nofth Fork of the Gunnison River Valfty.

TypIcaI!y, the noise emissions as a result of the operation of the surface facilities for the
undergroood mines are not expected to be a general nuisance to nearby towns and residents.
The major noise nuisances BlSSociated with these mines would result from truck and railroad
trw.portation of coal; these impacts are expected to occur on a more frequent basis with future
coal production increasing from 1998 levels to the presently permitted coal production rates for

"*"

mines.

NoIse ImpIH:fs Ftom &pknllon ActMtIes • ExploratIon drilUng in the Iron Point Exploration
License would gen8late some noise; however, this noise would not create any nuisances to the
nearest homes in the Nofth Fork Valley or to the towns of Paonia or Somerset. Noise impacts
would also be of IImIIed duration.
NoIse IntpIICfs Ftom Surt.ce Fecliltles • Noise from routine mining activities at the surface
facilities of Bowie and Oxbow would not create any unacceptable noise levels at the nearest
homes. Measurements of noise levels near surface facilities of these mines showed that
ambient noise levels are low. Noise levels taken at the valley ftoor beneath the Bowie No. 2
Mine surface facilities ranged from 39 to 46 dBA and were scarcely discernible above
background noise. Noise readings taken by Oxbow at homes nearest their surface operation at
Somerset ranged from 55 to 61 dBA. but those noise readings were dominated by public traffic.
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Ventilation farl$ would generate a "white noise" sound that would be barely discernible at a
distance of 3 to 4 miles. The new "intake" ventilation fan installed at the Bowie No. 2 Mine in
late 1999 is quieter than the old "exhausr fan that operated previously. Oxbow plans to install
a new ventilation fan for the Elk Creek portal, but it is unlikely that is new ventilation fan would
be discernible at homes in Somerset since it will be farther distant than the current Sanborn
Mine fan.
Under certain meteorological conditions with quiet background, it is possible that noise from the
surface facilities of the Bowie No. 2 Mine could be audible at Garvin Mesa, approximately 2
miles west of the surface facilities. Under certain conditions, the noise could be perceptible as
a nuisance. Generally, however, environmental impacts of that relatively quiet noise would be
minor. Most of the noise from the surface facilities at the Bowie No. 2 Mine would be blocked
by a pronounced ridge west of the facility.
NoIse Im".cts From T,./n LOIIdlng Operations· Noise readings conducted on October 29,
1999 Y Air Sciences, Inc. (under contract to Oxbow) at the Oxbow train loading facility at
Somerset indicated that the train loading operation complied with Colorado noise statutes.
Noise readings taken on Garvin Mesa near the Bowie No. 1 Loadout showed that the facility
also complies with the Colorado noise statutes at the facility boundary. See Appendix N, Noise.
NoIse ImlMCfS From Train Wh/s"" • Federal train safety laws require trains aossing public
roads to sound their whistles at least once within a quarter mile of each public grade crossing.
Whistles blown an estimated 100 feet from the public aossing would be expected to exceed
noise levels of 100 dBA, as measured as l-max, which is the loudest 1 second sound level
during any specified period. Train v:histles sounded at night would exceed the Colorado
statutes that limit the l-max noise level to 75 dBA at the edge of the railroad right-of-way. It is
unclear which regulation takes precedence: the federal law requiring the train to sound its
whistle, or the Colorado noise statute ~tlich restricts the loud noise caused by the whistle.
Informal observations d whistle noise (those with no eledionic noise readings) were made from
County Road 4175 at the base d Garvin Mesa, about 1 mile from the train whistle. The
QI"'IiIehlilll·ons were made during the pre-dawn hours of April 23, 1999 during calm conditions
n the 'ilackground noise level was about 36 dBA. The whistle was clearty audible above the
quiet background.

From Coal TI'IIIns (ExcludIng WhIstles) • Noise measurements showed that
(excluding whistles) varied considerably depending on the speed of the train, the
dlstallce from the track. and the presence of buildings between the tracks and the receiver.
GeneraIy, noise from a fast-movlng train would be much higher than noise from a sIow-moving
train. For example, the noise from one westbound train moving through Paonia, at a speed of
approximately 10 miles per hour, was estimated to have an l-eq noise level of 61 dBA and an
l-max level d 68 dBA, with the noise receiver approximately 125 feet from the tracks. A train
moving approximately 15 miles per hour through Hotchkiss, would have an l-eq level of
approximately 79 dBA and an l-max level of 90 dBA at a distance of 125 feel
WIth regard to passing train noise, the following comments are made:
•

Homes near the raitroad tracks without intervening buildings between them and the
tracks would be subject to a severe impact.

•

Homes more than about one block from the railroad tracks that are partially shielded
by adjacent buildings would be subjected to noise levels above non-train background
levels, but the noise levels would not be considered severe.

•

Homes more than about two blocks from the railroad tracks that are shielded by
intervening buildings would perceive noise levels during the daytime that would be
only slightly higher than the background levels. Although t
noise from passing
trains would be audible during quiet nighttime periods. the noise f passing trains
(excluding whistles) would not be expected to disrupt sleep or normal peech of
individuals living more than two blocks from the railroad tracks under most
conditions.

Noise Impacts From Coal Trucks - Coal truck traffic on State Highway 133 can cause noise
impacts to homes within 200 feet of the highway. Within 100 feet of the highway right-of-way.
homes would experience a severe impact. Such noise levels would be more predominant at
nighttime. when background noise levels are lower.

3.12.4

Cumulative Impacts

Noise from the surface facilities of the West Elk Mine. operated by Mountain Coal. wou d not be
expected to add cumulatively to noise nuisance impacts. However. the transportation of coal
from the West Elk Mine would add cumulative noise nuisance impacts. The principal cause
would be from the rail transport of coal from the underground mine operation east of Somerset.
as coal trains shipping with West Elk Coal pass through the communities of Somerset. Paonia.
Hotchkiss. and Delta.
The effect of inaeasing production on the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract to 6 million tons per year
would be an inaease in noise impacts. primarily from the rail transportation of coal.

3.12,5

Potential Nol.. Mitigation and Monltortng

The mitigation and monitoring measures for noise are set forth in Table 3.12-1, Potential
Mitigation and Monitoring Measures for Noise.

T"'3.12-1

....,.... "'pllon Mdllou"or'"" ........ for Nolle
Code

Impecta lIIIIa, '..II

N-1'

More dIDiIed "' . . . . 1CIi1g
01 nolle ~:=-.

Etr.c:tIwn ...•

Who'

4

11

Reduce nIn apeed

2·3

Union PecIIIc

lnatal tn.,.ov_o1IlUCh ..

1-2

PriYMe
Hor1-.

1·2

PriYIte
Hor1-.

~

IIItIpIIon

Mdlllou"ortng
Conduct eddItioI ... nolle

mOlllbtng.

pMIcuIerIy nIn
nolle Mer pubic grade

Clolllug.1n tDwna.

N-2

R8duce nIn nolle through
popIl.lllhr_

N-3

R8duce nIn nolle to
IndIvIduII horMI

N-4

R8duce nIn nolle to ~
~ and bullnl ....

~wIIldowI

lnatal nolle nil

Union PecIIIc
NoS

R8duce Of eIIrI'in* r"OII
nIn whIItIe nolle

CIoIe grade CIOIIingI; nIIoc:aIII
108d; build CMWp8II8II
ullderpalill for grade
lep8IaIioIl

1

Unc:ertaIn due to
oonIIietIng laws
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Code

PIIfI! 3-137

T8bIe 3.12-1
MltIptIon Met Monitoring .....ures for NoI. .

ImpKta MItIgnd

Potential Mltla-tlon
and Monitoring

Effectlv • .,..,•

Who'

2-3

Mining Company

~

Reduce coal truck traffic
noise 10 halMS along State
Highway 133

Reduce truck speed

N-7

Reduce coal truck traffic
noise 10 homes along State
Highway 133 between Bowie
No. 2 Mine and Bowie No. 1
Loadout

Construct new train Ioadout
adjacent 10 Bowie No. 2 Mine

1

Mining Company

N-8'

Reduce noise impacts from
increased rail traffic

Establish a 5 million Ion of coal
per year cap for Bowie

3

NFCWG

N-9'

Reduce surface operation
noise impacta 10 nearby
residences

1-2

NFCWG

Install baIIIing or housing

around ventilation fans, highgrade precision sealed
bearings for conveyor rollers,

etc.

HolM: 1. EIfec:tiveMss is ......ed 88: 1 - highly elJective; 2 - moderately effective; 3 - IOIMWhat elJective;
and 4 - uncertain.
2. ThIs is the ~J::ldiction or authority 10 implement this action.
3. Issues being
by NFCWG. MItIgatIon is depelldent on Bowie and Oxbow obtaining the Iron
Point Coal L - . tracts, reapediveIy.

N·1 - Additional noise readings and surveys could be undertaken to assess the L-max noise
level of train whistles at numerous locations near highway grade crossings. In addition,
additional noise readings could be made to confirm the effectiveness of reducing train speed as
a noise mitigation measure. As part of this additional survey work. an inventory of homes and
businesses near each grade aossing in Delta County could be made to assess how many
homes are currently severely impacted by train whistles and passing trains. This survey work
would provide additional data, but the overall conclusions from additional survey work would
probably confirm the EIS noise assessment
N-2 -Coal trains passing through populated areas could be slowed down to reduce the power
load on the locomotive and thus probably reduce the noise. It was observed that west bound
trains traveling slightly downhill (with a low engine load) were quieter than east bound trains
traveling slightly uphiU (with a high engine load).
N-3 - Noise mltigatic'.1 could be applied directly to homes that are adjacent to the railroad tracks.
Improvements such as doubIe-pane windows have proven to be effective in reducing noise
impacts near highways and airports. These improvements are very effective when the windows
are closed, but they are ineffective if the windows are open on warm days.
N... - Noise walls could be installed at locations where trains and coal trucks pass close to
homes. Noise walls would prove highly effective, but are highly localized noise reductions.
Careful consideration must be given to potential traffic safety concerns that would be aeated if
noise walls reduced visibility at railroad grade aossings or to the highway.
N-5 - The noise from coal train whistles is most pronounced immediately in front of the train.
Noise impacts to homes next to tracks at grade aossings could be eliminated if aossings are
closed. Additionally, grade separation could be achieved by constructing overpasses or
underpasses.

EnV#ronment./ Analysis

N-6 - The speed of the coal trucks could be reduced. The noise modeling was completed using
the posted speed limit of 55 miles per hour. Reducing the allowable speed of the coal trucks
would reduce the noise impacts.
N-7 - Relocation of the Bowie No. 1 loadout to a new location adjacent to the Bowie No. 2 Mine
would eliminate noise impacts that are currenUy caused by coal trucks traveling on State
Highway 133 between the two facilities. Relocating the train Ioadout would also eliminate the
current minor noise effects to homes on Garvin Mesa close to the present Bowie No. 1
loadout. However, the noise from a new Ioadout at the Bowie No. 2 Mine could increase noise
levels to a small number of homes within 1 mile of the new location.

3.12.6

Potential Future Nols. Mitigation

The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) is working to establish regulatory exemptions to the
use of locomotive horns at all U.S. public highway-rail grade crossings. Current regulations
require that Iocorrlotive hom be sounded while each train is approaching and entering upon
each public highway-rail grade crossing. The proposed new rule contains provisions that set a
maximum sound level for Iocomoti\,' horns, limit sound directed to the side, prescribe when and
how to sound the hom, and provide an opportunity to any community in the natior. to establish a
quiet zone.
As part of the regulatory process, the FRA prepared a draft environmental impact statement to
evaluate the proposed rule's potential for environmental impad. The FRA is making their Draft
EIS and "notice of proposed rule-making" available for public convnent until May 26, 2000.
More information can be found on the FRA's web site at hhtp:/twww.fra.dot.QOY/homs.

3.13

LAND USE

Issue: Minimize disturbance. Al8as of concern include: the 8Cf88g8 of disturbance; the amount
of disturbance on BLM, Forest Service, and pIivate lands; and the possible changes in future
land use.

3.1 .1

Introduction

Dominant land uses within the region are mining, exploration, agriculture, logging, residential
development, and reaeation. SpecifIcs about land use within and adjacen! to the two coal
Jease tracts are set forth In Section 1.9, Past. Present and Reasonably Foreseeable Cumulative
Actions Considered in this Analysis.
Mixed land ownership oca.n within and around the two coal ~ tracts and the exploration
license atea as follows: 59 percent Forest Service, 25 percent BlM, and 15 percent Private.

3.13.2

Atr.cad Environment

This section desaibes the various land uses within and surrounding the two coal lease tracts
and the exploration license area.

3.13.2.1

Prtv... 1Iftd Public Lands

There Is a mixture of federal and private lands within the two coal lease tracts. Private land, as
well as those lands administered by the BlM and the Forest Service are shown on Figure 2.
Surface Ownership Map. All coal within the two coal lease tracts and the coal exploration
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license area is federally controlled.

3.13.2.2

Put and Present Mining Operations

Coal mining has been one of the dominant land uses in the North ForK of the Gunnison River
area. Underground mining has occurred in this area for the past 100 years. Coal mining has
occurred on both private and public lands in the general area. The location of the historic coal
mining operations are shown on Figure 3, Historic Coal Mines and Federal Coal Lease
Locations. For more information on the historic mining in this area, see Appendix G, Historic
Coal Mining Activity.

There are currently three existing operating and one idle underground coal mines in the North
ForK Valley. These are the Bowie No.2 Mine, the Sanbom Creek Mine, and the West Elk Mine.
The Bowie No. 2 Mine is operated by Bowie Resources ltd. and is presently conducting coal
mining operations using room-and-pillar mining techniques. Bowie plans to add a Iongwall
system in 1999 which would increase production to 5 million tons per year.
The Sanbom Creek Mine is operated by Oxbow Mining, Inc. In 1998, the Sanbom Creek Mine
produced approximately 1.5 million tons of coal. The mine is permitted with the Colorado DMG
for an annual production of approximately 4 million tons of coal per year, but has the capacity to
produce up to 6 million tons of coal per year.
The West Elk Mine is operated by Mountain Coal Company and presentiy produces coal from
several federal leases. This operation utilizes a Iongwall system. In 1999, Mountain Coal
Company plans to produce and ship approximately 7 million tons of coal from the West Elk
Mine. In 2005, production from the West Elk Mine is slated to reach 8.2 million tons of coal per
year.
The Bowie No. 1 Mine is cunently idle under provisions of a temporary cessation approval from
the Colorado DMG. There was no coal production from this mining operation in 1998.

Coal exploration has been initiated in the area in conjunction with actual coal mining operations.
Such exploration activities have been undertaken to identify and delineate recoverable coal
deposita. These activities generally involve drilling to delineate the coal reserves and evaluate
coal quality. Exploration activities have occurred on National Forest System lands and BlMadministered lands under plans 01 operation and subsequent amendments approved by the
BlM and the Forest Service. There has also been coal exploration on private lands. All
exploration activities, whether on fedenli or private lands, must be permitted with the Colorado
DMG. Other than the c::oaI exploration license currently under review, there are no exploration
activities presently planned or ongoing on the Iron Point or Elk Creek Coal lease tracts.

3.13.2.4

UtIlities

The Western Area Power Administration owns and operates the Curecanti-Rifle 2301345 kV
electric transmission line that essentially parallels Terror Creek, west of the Bowie No. 2 Mine.
The right-of-way for this transmission line is 125 feet in width, including access roads. The
transmission line structures are steel lattice with buried reinforced conaete bases.
The electric transmission line would be protected from mining impacts as stated in Criterion 2 in
Appendix C, Unsuitability Analysis Repott - Iron Point Coal Lease Tract.

If}

3.13.2.5

TImber Operations

The major timber harvest activities in the region have occurred in the Steven's Gulch area,
which is 2 to 3 miles to the west of the proposed Iron Point Coal Lease Tract. Future large
timber sales are not being planned in this area. Very small timber sales may occur in the
analysis area for the harvest of fence posts and fuel wood. These sales are generally very
limited and scattered in nature. Further discussion of timber operations is given in Section
3.5.2.2, Project Area Surface Water Hydrology, and Section 3.7.3.2, Effects Common to All
Altematives. In total, the timber sales over the past 20 years in the Terror Creek and Hubbard
Creek watersheds have affected approximately 2 percent of the watershed area. These sales
have been completed, with the exception of several small partial cut units within the Hubbard
No. 2 Sale. The Forest Service expects that small timber sales would occur in the Mure, but
no major timber sales are planned.
The Hotchkiss Ranch Company has harvested several aspen stands on their property which is
located within and surrounding the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract. This logging has occurred in
the Bear Creek drainages.

3.13.2.8

Onancl Gas

Refer to Section 3.3.2.3, Other Geologic Resources.

3.13.2.7

AgrIcultural ActIvIties

Agricultural activities have historically been, and continue to be, a prominent part of the local
Paonia ecouomy. Fruit production is generally confined to the valley floors and low
mesasIterraces adjacent to the North Fork of the Gunnison River. The principal orchard crops
are apples, pears, peaches, and cherries. In recent years, vineyards (and several wineries)
have been developed and are being operated in the Paonia area.
Sheep and cattle grazing also occur on pasture land in the Paonia area, with summer livestock
grazing occurring in the higher elevations within and adjacent to lands in the proposed Iron
Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts. Some pasture lands have been used for hay
production.

3.13.2.1

R.1dentIaI ActIvIties

In recent years, the area within and surrounding the communities of Paonia, Hotchkiss,
Crawford, and Delta, Colorado have experienced an inftux of population and the construction of
new housing. This region of Colorado seems to be attractive to new "migrants" because of a
number of factors including the area's natural beauty, low land costs, sparse population,
miuimalland use ooilbols, and the low cost of living. The new housing development is "down
valley" from the proposed ooaIlease tracts and exploration license area. There is no residential
housing development planned for either ooaIlease tract or the exploration license area.

3.13.2.1

Recr..uon

There are no delfeloped recreation facilities operated by the BLM or the Forest Service on the
proposed ooaIlease tracts or exploration license area. Hunting is the primary rec::reation activity
within and adjacent to these areas. Other dispersed reaeational activities occur in the area,
but on a limited basis due to the lack of developed facilities. Four-wheeling, hiking, picnicking,
horse back riding, snow mobiling, and general siphtseeing are all common recreational
adIvItIes.
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3.13.2.10 Road\ess Are. Review

A portion of the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract (W%, Section 32, T12S, R90W) falls within a
Roadless Area Review and Evaluation (RARE II) area that was inven oried in the late 1970s for
the purpose of Wildemess Designation under the Wilderness Act of 1964. The Springhouse
Park area (02-184) was not listed as suitable wildemess in the Final RARE II EIS in 1979
(USDA-FS, 1979).
On March 1, 1999, Forest Service Chief Mike Dombeck proposed a moratorium on the
construction and reconstruction of roads in Roadless Areas, induding RARE II areas on
National Forest System lands. The moratorium is in effect for 18 months or until a policy is
developed, whichever comes first. If implemented (and depending on the provisions of
implementation) the moratorium could postpone or prohibit construction of new roads, or
reconstruction of existing roads, that may be used for coal exploration or other coal-related
purposes in RARE II areas. The decision(s) in this EIS will comply with the policy in effect at
the time of the decision. A lease notice will be attached to each of the leases and license
considered in this EIS informing the potentiallesseellicensee that lands within the application
area are subject to the moratorium (see Appendix I, Forest Service Stipulations - Iron Point
Coal Lease Tract and Appendix J, Forest Service Stipulations - Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract.
On October 13,1999, President Bill Clinton directed the Forest Service to develop a proposal to
protect inventoried roadless areas on National Forests. At the time of preparation of this Final
EIS, public scoping on the proposal had been initiated. A final rule is expected by late 2000.
The decision(s) based on this EIS will comply with the policy in effect at the time of the decision.

3.13.3

Environmental Consequences

In the long term, following mining, the area would be ~ much as it was before mining. Any
surface subsidence caused by underground mining would be minimal anc. would not affect the
pre-mining land uses. The reclamation '1d revage
techniques to be undertaken on any
disturbed sites are comparatively simplistic. commonly accepted ~niques with a history of
successful application in the westem states. Reclamation would be initially employed to provide
for site stability, . n.oI8g8tation allowing the disturbed sites retum to cooditions that existed
prior to any disturbance.
3.13.3.

Etr.cts Common to All AlternatIves

DIrect Effects - Mining activities have historically occurred nd are currently occurring within
and adjacent the two federal coal lease tracts and the coal xpIoration license area. The
exploration activities and the operation of an undergrou coa mine would not introduce any
noticeable land use change" in the area ~round the coa- lease tTC'':ts or the explor. lon license
area. In addition, on a more regional basis, the exploration and mini oJ WOUlcl l1Ot substantially
change other land uses in Detta or Gunnison coun~, or on Forest lands or dLM-administered
lands.

Redamation of any surface disturbance would be planned to re6 tablish wildlife habitat and
livestock grazing. Past experience in the area has shown that exploratlon activities have
affected grazing management. When exploration activities occur, the vehide traffic can have a
negative impact on livestock management. The traffic can cause cattle to move out of an area;
and the noise, dust and commotion can cause cattle to move away. This is a short-term impact
and may not be substantial if the exploration area is limited in size, or the time period adjusted
to account for the planned grazing period. More significant is the impact of gates being left
open. The stock grazing is partially controlled by fences. When fence gates are left open,
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stock may move into or out of an area before they should. To maintain control of stock
movement, gates must be closed when needed in order to med grazing management
objectives.
New roads associated WIth coal exploration can also effect grazing management. New roads
can help improve livestock distribution, especially in areas of oak brush. However, if new roads
are left open to wheeled traffic, the positive effect is often negated by e increase in traffic.
This impact can be mitigated by ensuring that all new roads constructed associated with coal
exploration are reclaimed and left passable by foot and horse traffic only.
With mitigation and reclamation, the implementation of any of the altematives would not
substantially affect the long-term land use or land use planning on National Forest System
lands, BlM-administered lands, or adjacent private areas.
Subsidence would not alter the appearance of any of the area within the two coal lease tracts.
Surface disturbances on the coal lease tract and the exploration area would be minimal and
temporary, with reclamation retuming disturbed areas to a stabilized ~ nd productive condition.
Preliminary evaluations of other reclamation work in the area indicate that revegetation can be
successfully accomplished at the time of closure.
Post-mining land use would be similar for all altematives. It would include livestock grazing,
wildlife habitat, and dispersed recreation.

Indirect Etrects - As explained in Section 3.15, Socioeconomics, there may be some minor
population inaeases associated with the expanded mining which may cause some minor
changes in private land use within Delta County. Some undeveloped or agria.llturalland may
be converted to residential uses if these incoming worXer5 choose to construct homes in the
area. The amount of such development would be minor given the relatively few new comers
that would be expected. No effects of mining-induced seismicity are expected on the
Curecanti-Rifle 2301345 kV electric transmission line.

3.13.3.2

EffK1s of AbmatIw A (No-ActIon)

If Alternative A is selected, the land use of the two coal lease tracts and the coal exploration
area would not change. In this situation, mining and exploration would
'nue in other areas.

3.13.3.3

EffK1s of AbmatIw B, CandO

The land use effects of these three action alternatives would be the same as described in
Section 3.13.3.2, Effects Common to All Alternatives.

3.1 .4

Cumulative Etr.cta

There are no anticipated major cumulative land use effects expected for any of the alternatives.
Mining and exploration, grazing and other agricultural activities, housing development and
reaeation would probably remain the dominant land uses i the immediate area of the coal
lease tracts and the coal exploration area.
The effect on land use of inct88Sing production on the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract to 6 million
tons per year would be minimal.

ClMpfw'

3.13.5

Pot.ntl.1 Land U•• Mltlg.t1on .nd Monitoring

The Colorado OMG would require a subsidence mitigation and monitoring as a result of
underl:lround mining. See Section 3.3.5. Potential Subsidence M·tigation and Monitoring. In
addition, the Colorado OMG. BlM and Forest Service require reclamation of disturbed sites
from exploration and mining and would be responsible for evaluating revegetation success

which would retum any disturbed areas to a condition that existed prior to exploration or mining.
The redamation work on disturbed areas required by these agencies is highly effective. See
Table 3. 13-1, Potential Mitigation and Monitoring Measures for Land Use.
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3.14

TRANSPORTATION

laue: AddnJss tTud"f and train trafl'ic impacts CtfHIted by coal mining in tho North FOlk of the
Gunnison RNer V"'y and the potential for accidents. Areas of concern include: the amount of
train tnlfI'ic in the area; the ability of the railroed to handle the projected tonnages of coal to be
mined from the North FOlk of the GlHlnison River Valley; the inctease in tnlfI'ic as a result of
hauling coal to the Bowie No. 1 Loedoot and the Terror Ct8eIc Loedout; the need for an
additional rallloedout f8dIIty for the Bowie No. 2 Mine; the potentNJl for accidents in,,~ng
inct8ased train and truck tnlfI'ic; and, the risks for accidents at railroad crossings in Delta
County as well as along sectiotJs of State Highway 133 subject to coal truck trafl'ic.

3.14.1

Introduction

The transportation analysis foci lies on State Highway 133 in the Paonia-Somerset area and
the Union Pacific railroad spur from Grand Junction to the Ioadout at the West Elk Mine. This
analysis was based on ptojeded vehiaJlar and train traffic, public safety, environmental safety,
and 1ong-1erm maintenance. The location of the railroad spur and the regional roads are shown
on Figure 31, Rei and Roed Systems.
Highway traffic counts are identified as annual ACT. ACT is defined as the measure of traffic
24-hour period and is determined by counting the number of vehicles passing a spc;.,/ic
point on a particular point in either direction. The Colorado Department of Transportation has
estimated annual 1996 ACT values (the most current avaiiable) based on actual traffic counts
made at various locations along Slate Highway 133 and State Highway 92. Annual ACT
estirnatla far 1998, 2000 1Ind:!005 are based on an annual 2 percent inaease in traffic
volumes, as well as traffic inc:rNses expected as a result of expanded mine production. See
Table 3. 14-1, Annual AlIW1IQ8 De/Iy T",fI'ic - State Highways 92 and 133.
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AnnUlI! Average o.Ily TraftIc· at.t. HIgttw.ys 12 and 133
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Highway 92 in Delta. just east of intersection
with Highway 50
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13.109
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Highway 92 in Hotchkiss. just south of
interaection with Highway 133
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3.644

Highway 92 in Crawford

1.850
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2,212

Highway 133 in Hotchkiss. just east of
Intersection with Highway 92

5."00

5.618

5.845

6 .4~

Highway 133 in Paonia. just east of
intIIrsecIion with Highway 187
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3,2n'

Highway 133 just NIl of Somerset
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5
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5
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Highw8y 133. at base of McClure P.... just
south of road eo Marble
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1.265

Highway 133. just eouth of RedIeone

1.650

1.717

1.786

1.972
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gcMNnnl8l1t per8Oiw.1IiIitIng the mines . .. well .. c:oneuItenta. 8flgir..tng COIItredonI ......
repllll ltlllives. end the general public for IIieIta end job ...a-.
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Most of the coal truck traffic utilizes the stretch of State Highway 133 between Paonia and
Somerset. Although the overwhelming volume of coal is shipped via rail. there remains the
possibility that mines in the North Fork Valley could truck coal to potential aJStomers located on
the Western Slope of Colorado or during emergency situations where rail transportation is
interrupted. In this situation. coal trucks would utilize State Highway 92 (between Hotchkiss
and Delta) and State Highway 50 (north or south of Delta). The likelihood of such coal truck
transportation is low. so this EIS analysis focuses on State Highway 133.

3.14.2

Aff8cted Environment

3.14.2.1

Major Transportation Route

The major transportation route servicing the Paonia-Somerset area is State Highway 133. This
highway serves local residents and aSsociated commercial traffic for the local communities.
including the mining operations in the North Fork Valley. The road also experiences some
miscellaneous traffic be I88n the Roari; ~ Fork Valley (Glenwood Springs-Carbondale-Aspen)
and the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley.

Chaptw3
State Highway 133 Is an asphalt, all-weather, two-Iane highway. In Delta County, the road
essentially parallels the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley and has minimal grades. The
road intersects State Highway 92 in Hotchkiss, Colorado, bypasses the downtown section of
Paonia, passes through the tiny community of Somerset, traverses over McClure Pass at an
elevation of 8,755 feet, then essentially parallels the Crystal River, and ultimately intersects with
State Highway 82 in Carbondale, Colorado. Portions of this road are deSignated as a scenic
byway.
During the past 20 years, several sections of State Highway 133 have been upgraded and/or
relocated. A major section of State Highway 133 between Paonia and Somerset was relocated
from the north side of the North Fork of the Gunnison River to the south side of the river. The
old State Highway 133 remains in its original location and is used by local residents and
employees/commercial traffic for the Bowie No. 1 Mine.

The Colorado Department of Transportation has plans for continuing the upgrade and
improvement of State Highway 133. A section of this highway east of the Paonia Reservoir in
Gunnison County is presently under construction for realignment and upgrade. The Colorado
Department of Transportation has no current plans to upgrade any sections of State Highway
133 in Delta County in the next 5 years.

The state of Colorado is responsible for maintenance of State Highway 133. Periodically during
the spring and summer months, sections of State Highway 133 can be
as a result of
mud slides or rock debris. The Colorado Department of Transportation has indicated that there
are several sections of this road that have been affected by such activities, primarily in the
vi:inity of the community of Redstone, the area adjacent to the Paonia Reservoir, and both
sides of McClure Pass.

3.14.2.2

Projed Access

Both the Bowie and the Oxbow operations are accessed from State Highway 133. The Oxbow
operation can be accessed directly from State Highway 133 in the community of Somerset.
The surface facilities of this operation are immediately north of the Union Pacific Railroad tracks
which transect the town of Somerset. The surface facilities of the Bowie No. 2 operation are
accessed from old State Highway 133, approximately 1 mile from a junction between old State
Highway 133 and the relocated section of State Highway 133. This junction is approximately 3
miles east of the community of Paonia.

3.14.2.3

ROIIds on luH Tracts and Exploration Llcen. . Areas

There are no all-weather roads on either lease tract or the exploration license area. The areas
do have various light-duty roads that have been utilized for past exploration activities, hunting
access, and miscellaneous agricultural purposes. The existing light-duty road - located on the
lease tracts and exploration license area are narrow, primitive, and generally unsuitable for low
clearance vehicles.

The town of Cedaredge is reached by State Highway 65 which intersects State Highw'3Y 92
approximately 3 miles east of Delta. State Highway 65 is an asphalt, all-weather, twc>lane
highway that traverses the Grand Mesa lakes and intersects with Interstate 70 approximately 6
miles east of Palisade. State Highway 65 is generally closed during the winter through the
Grand Mesa lakes area.

3.1 • .2..

Other Roads In the Region

The comnulity of Paonia is reached by State Highway 187 which intersects State Highway 133
ap~ximately 1 mile north of the downtown area. State Highway 187 is an asphalt. allweather, two-Iane highway, which passes over the North Fork of the Gunnison River on a
bridge structure.
The town of Delta is connected with Hotchkiss by State Highway 92, which is also an asphalt,
all-weather, two-Iane highway. There are numerous asphalt streets within the residential areas
of Delta. Fifth Avenue is an east-west street that crosses the North Fork Branch in two
locations; to the west of Delta, Fifth Avenue becomes the G-50 county road, which also crosses
the North Fork Branch approximately 2 miles west of Delta. The G-50 county road connects
with State Highway 50, and is often used as a ·shortcut" for local motorists traveling to and from
Grand Junction.
State Highway 50 joins Delta with Grand Junction (to the north) and Montrose (to the south).
State Highway 50 between Delta and Montrose is an asphalt, all-weather divided four-lane
highway. Between Grand Junction and Delta, State Highway 50 remains an asphalt, allweather two-Iane highway; however, there are plans by the Colorado Department of
Transportation to upgrade portions of this highway section to a four-lane divided road.
The Bowie No. 1 Mine is ac:cessed from Paonia by the Stephens Gulch Road, which is an
asphalt, all-weather, two-Iane county road to the entrances of the Bowie No. 1 Mine. The
Stephens Gulch Road has been paved with asphaH to the Bowie No. 1 Mine. Beyond the
turnoff to the mine, the Stevens Gulch Road is unpaved. The overall condition of the Stephens
Gulch Road should be considered as fair, and it requires routine maintenance.
There are numerous secondary roads in Delta County. Most of these county roads are allweather, but not aM of them are paved with asphalt. These roads provide ac:cess to rural
residences as well as the small Delta County conmunities. Some of the conmunities of
interest are Austin, Lazear, and Bowie because of their proximity to the North Fork Branch.

3.1 • .2.5

Union hcIfIc Rallrud • North Fork Branch

The mines in the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley are acx:essed by a railroad spur that
connects a main Union Pacific line in Grand Junction, Colorado NittI the mining operations.
This spur line is known as the North Fork Branch and is approximately 95.5 miles in length.
The railroad passes through the communities of Delta, Hotchkiss, Paonia, and Somerset
In Delta County, there are approximately 50 public grade aossings and over 100 private grade
aossings on the North Fork Branch.
A public grade aossing is a highway-rail crossing where the roadway is under the jurisdiction of
and maintained by a public authority. At public crossings, there are two basic types of warnings:
passive signs and active warning signs. Their purpose is to attract the driver's attention and get
them to slow down or stop for the aossing and look and listen for a train. It is the driver's
responsibility to be in control of the vehicle and stop as required by the law.
The oonvnon crossbuck is the basic passive sign that is typically found at all public crossings.
Other passive signs include the red stop signs, yellow yield signs, yellow advance warning
signs, and white pIMtment markings and white stop lines near the crossing.

Active warning signs and devices include flashing lights and gates. Public authorities, such as
the Colorado Department of Transportation, determine which crossings warrant active
warnings. The type of criteria used to prioritize aossing improvements indude vehicle traffic
count at the aossing, types of vehides using the aossing, number of daily trains each way, and
the collision history at the crossing.

The BLM and the Forest Service, in cooperation with Delta County, completed an inventory of
public aossings between the G-SO county road aossing west of the town of Delta to the end of
the North Fori( Branch east of the community of Somerset in Gunnison, County. This inventory
is on file at the BLM office in Montrose, and at the Delta County offices in Delta. This inventory
was CO'lducted to assist communities in making decisions about possible aossing
improvements.
Forty-four public rail aossings were inventoried. The inventory information induded location,
existing waming devices, road standards, surrounding physical information, accident history,
and other safety related comments. The intent of the inventory is to provide the community with
a tool to assess and prioritize rail aossings for upgrades and improvements.
A private grade crossing is where the road is privately owned and is intended for use by the
owner or by the owner's licensees and invitees; it is not intended for public use and is not
maintained by a public highway authority. There is no govemment requirement for private
grade crossings to have waming signs; however, any such waming signs or devices wouJa
typically be installed by the railroad company at the expense to the private owner. It should be
noted that all liability for acx:idents and injuries which result from the use of private aossings is
assumed by the private owner.
In the town of Delta, the railroad aosses State Highway SO immediately north of where State
Highway SO intersects with State Highway 92. Within the town of Delta, there are numerous
grade crossings. Besides Main Street (State Highway SO), the North Fori( Branch aosses at
Palmer Street, Dodge Street at 1- Street, Z" Street at Silver Street, 3'" Street at Silver Street,
4" Street at Silver Street, 5" Street at T Street, and 5" Street at Silver Street. There are
numerous private crossings into local Delta businesses immediately north of State Highway 92.
Except for the Main Street public aossings, all other public crossings in the town of Delta are
marked with passive warning signs. On the Main Street public aossing, there are flashing
lights and gates. The current speed for the Union Pacific trains through Delta is 25 miles per
hour; this speed has inaeased from the 10 mile per hour limit that was used prior to recent
track maintenance and upgrades.

Between Delta and Hotchkiss, the railroad aosses State Highway 92 at a location
approximately 5 miles east of Hotchkiss. This crossing is equipped with flashing lights but no
gates. The train speed at this location typically ranges from 20 to 25 miles per hour.
The railroad aosses State Highway 92 just west of the town of Hotchkiss, traverses through the
middle of Hotchkiss, and aosses State Highway 133 on the east side of the town. The
crossings on the west and east side of Hotchkiss on State Highway 92 and State Highway 133,
respectfully, are equipped with flashing I~hts. There are three public crossing within the town of
Hotchkiss: Cedar Drive, Z" Street, and 4 Street; these public aossings have passive waming
signs. The train speed through Hotchkiss typically ranges from 20 to 25 miles per hour.

The railroad is located south of State Highway 133 between Hotchkiss and Paonia, but the
railroad passes through the community of Paonia with six aossings in this community. The
grade aossings in the town of Paonia are Onarga at 1- Street, Z" Street west of Orchard ,
North Fori( south of Z" Street, Oak Street south of 3'" Street, 3'" Street east of Oak Street, and
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Delta Street south of 4" Street. These grade crossings have passive warning signs. The train
speed through Paonia typically ranges from 15 to 20 miles per hour.
The railroad spur terminates near the West Elk Mine. which is located east of Somerset. There
are Joadout facilities along the North Fork Branch for the West Elk Mine. the Oxbow Sanborn
Mine. the Tenor Creek Coal Loadout. and the Bowie No. 1 Loadout. See Figure 31, Rail and
Road System.
In 1998. the Union Pacific Railroad indicated.that 850 trains utilized the North Fork Branch.
This translates to an average of 2.5 trains per day. In actuality during 1998. there were many
days in which no trains traveled the route. and other days when six trains made trips on the
North Fork Branch. The amount of traffic on the rail system was dictated by the demand of the
coal operations and the availability of railroad cars (Connor. 1999. personal communication).
The Union Pacific railroad estimated that 8.6 million tons of coal were shipped in 1998. This is
up from the 6.8 million tons shipped by rail in 1995 but Jess than the 10.3 million tons of coal
projected to be shipped in 1999. See Table 3. 14-2, Coal Production From Norlh Forie VaHey
Coal Mines.
T8bIe 3.14-Z
eo.! ProductIon From North ForIl v.1ey eo.! ......'
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1. Source: North Fork eo.! Wottdng Group

The Union Pacific RaIlroad is responsible for maintenance of the North Fork Branch. The
railroad has made a commitment to an improved railroad system. and such maintenance work
was underway in 1999 with replacement of track and ballast for many sections of the line.

3.14.3

Environmental Consequences

There is a possibility under certain"circumstances that coal could be trucked to market. See
Section 3.14.1. Introduction. The likelihood of such coal truck transportation is low and would
be of short duration. Any additional effects would be minimal. Consequently. this analysis
focuses on State Highway 133.
Effects to State Highway 133 would result from an increase in daily coal truck traffic between
the Bowie No. 2 Mine and the Bowie No. 1 Loadout. Effects to the North Fork Branch of the
Union Pacific Railroad would result from increased rail traffic on the North Fork Branch to and
from the BowIe No. 1 Loadout. the Oxbow Loadout. and the West Elk Mine Loadout. The

magnitude and duration of effects associated with traffic related activities would depend on the
amount of coal produced and sold from the mines.
If coal production at the Bowie No. 2 Mine is increased from 1.2 million tons in 1998 to a
projected 5 million tons in 2000, ADT on State Highway 133 between the Bowie No. 2 Mine and
the Bowie No. 1 Loadout would increase from 234 to 978, a 400 percent increase. In 1998, the
coal truck traffic from the Bowie No. 2 Mine represented an estimated 7 percent of the traffic on
State Highway 133 between the mine and the Ioadout. If production is increased to 5 million
tons a year in the year 2000 and beyond, the coal truck traffic would represent approximately
21 or 22 percent of the total traffic on that stretch of State Highway 133 between the mine and
the Ioadout. It is assumed that coal traffic between the Bowie No. 2 Mine and the Bowie No. 1
Loadout would occur on a 24-hour basis. Other than coal truck traffic, other mine related traffic
would involve only very minor increases to the ADT levels on State Highway 133 between
Paonia and Somerset

Projections call for coal production to increase from the North Fork Valley coal mines from 1998
to 2005. This production increase would relate to increased train traffic on the North Fork
Branch. In 1998, with 8.6 million tons of coal shipped on the Union Pacific Railroad from the
North Fork mines, there were an average of 4.4 trains per day (loaded and empty) traveling on
the North Fork Bra ch. If production increases to 19.2 million tons in 2005, there would be an
average of 10 trains per day (loaded and empty) on the same rail line. In 1998, it is estimated
the average interval between trains was 5 hours and 27 minutes. If coal production increases
to 19.2 million tons in the year 2005, the average interval between trains would be more than
cut in half to 2 hours and 24 seconds.
ADT is defined as the measure of traffic over a 24-hour period and is detennined by counting
the number of vehicles (or trains) passing a specific point from both directions on a given road
or rail line. In assessing ADT levels for train and vehicular traffic in this North Fork Coal EIS, it
is assumed that all traffic would return on the same day that was used for initial access;
therefore, one vehide going to and from (round trip) one of the mines in the area would result in
an ADT of two. Similarly, it is assumed that a unit train traveling to a mine Ioadout would make
one round trip per day, thus resulting in an ADT of two.
3.14.3.1

Etr.cts of AlternatIve A (No-ActIon)

If the exploration license is denied and the coal lease tracts are not issued, mining operations in
the North Fork Valley would continue. Production rates could reach the levels set forth in Table
3. 14-2, Coal Production From Notth Forie Valley Coal Mines; however, the mining operations
would probably be of shorter duration. See Section 3.14.3.2, Direct Effects Common to All
Alternatives.

3.14.3.2

DI...ct Etr.cts Common to All Action Altemlltlvn

ar.cts to sm,. Highway 133 -Iron PoInt Exploration LlcenH AIM - Increases in traffic on
State Highway 133 as a result of exploration activities in the Iron Point Exploration Ucense area
would be very minor and not noticeable. Such traffic would involve the daily use by geologiSts
and drillers accessing the site. Such use is expected to add less than ten ADT levels to State
Highway 133, which would represent less than OIIe.....K of 0118 ~ percent increase to any traffic
loads.

sm,.

ar.cts to
Highway 133 -Iron PoInt eo.l L.... TrKt - For purposes of this analysis,
it is assumed that coal production from the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract would be mined from
the existing Bowie No. 2 Mine portal area and hauled to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout using 28-ton
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trucks and portions of old State Highway 133 and new State Highway 133 between the mine
and the Ioadout. Table 3. 14-2, Coal Production From NOIth Forlc Valley Coal Mines, illustrates
that coal production from the Bowie No. 2 Mine is projected to increase from 1.2 million tons in
1998 to 5 million tons in 2000. As a result, coal truck traffic would increase on State Highway
133 between the mine and the Ioadout as presented in Table 3.14-1, Annual Average Daily
Traffic - State Highways 92 and 133. Using 28-ton capacity highway coal trucks, incremental
shipments of 500,000 tons of coal would require 98 ACT. Thus, the coal truck ADT can be
calculated for 28-ton capacity trucks as shown on Table 3.14-3, Coal Truck Traffic for 28-Ton
and 45- Ton Truck capacities, and is graphically illustrated on Figure 32, Coal Truck Traffic vs
Coal Tonnage Shipped. The amount of coal trucked from the Bowie No. 2 Mine to the Bowie
No. 1 Loadout would be dependent on coal sales.

If coal production increases at the Bowie No. 2 Mine as indicated on Table 3.14-2, Coal
Production From the Notth Forie Valley Coal Mines, average daily truck traffic would increase
from 234 ACT in 1998 to 978 ACT in 2000. The 234 coal truck ACT in 1998 represents an
estimated 7 percent of all vehicular ACT on State Highway 133 between the mine and the
Ioadout. This figure would rise to 22 percent in the year 2000, when 978 coal truck ACT would
be needed to ship the projected 5 million tons of coal.
T"'3.14.3
eo.! Truck TrdIc for 2I-Ton MId 45-Ton Truck c.p.cttIes'
AIInu.I eo.! T~
By Truaca (tons)

(21 tonsIIrvc:k)

AD~

AD~
(45 tonsItruck)

500,000

98

61

1,000,000

196

122

2,000,000

391

244

3,000,000

587

365

4,000.000

783

487

5,000,000

978

608

.....

: 1. For. geographic repnlu .18IicwI of this table. _ Figure 32. Coal Truck TI1IfIic va. Coal Tonnage
ShIpped.
2. 'Thia ,..... nta. range of coal tonnages that could be shipped from the Bowie no. 2 Mine vie coal
truck to the BowIe No. 1. Mine.
3. ADT Is -.ge ~nIIIc. For this table, the ADT va- repI •• ent the number of IiIMs • 0081
truck would pea.
location on the hlghwlly. For example, at 98 ADT. this would relate to 49
round __ (49 __ IoIIded with coal going from the mine to the tnlin Io8dout end 49 trips returning
empty from the train Ioedout to the mine).

In 1998, the ACT for State Highway 133 between the Bowie No. 2 Mine and the Bowie No. 1
Loadout was estimated at 3,541 . This translates to an average hourty traffic of 148 vehicles. or
2.5 vehicles passing a fixed point along the road per minute. Of this traffic, there would be an
average of 9.75 coal trucks per hour or an average of 0.16 coal trucks per minute. This
translates to a coal truck passing a fixed point (either loaded with coal or empty) on State
Highway 133 every 6.25 minutes.

For 2000, it is estimated that the ACT for State Highway 133 between the Bowie No. 2 Mine
and the Bowie No. 1 Loadout would be 4,348 ehicles. This would mean 181 vehicles passing
a fixed location along this highway every hour, or an average of three vehicles per minute. If
production from the Bowie No. 2 Mine reaches 5 million tons in the year 2000, ACT for coal
trucks would be 978. This translates to 40.75 coal trucks per hour or 0.68 coal trucks per
minute. Under this scenario. the interval between coal trucks along State Highway 133
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between the mine and the Ioadout would be less than 2 minutes; this estimate was verified by a
spot field observation in January 2000.
There would also be some addition to employee and supply traffic as a result of increases in
coal production from the Bowie No. 2 Mine; however, this additional traffic should be minimal
given only minor increases expected to employment.
Development and extraction of the coal from the Iron Point Coal lease Tract is I10t expected to
cat:se exoeedances of the design standard for traffic volume on State Highway 133, even with
increased coal truck traffic from the Bowie No.2 Mine to the Bowie o. 1 l oadout. However,
increased coal truck traffic would probably mean additional maintenance work.

Ew.cts to Sta,. Highway 133 - Elk Creek Coal L.... Tract - For purposes of this analysis, it
is assumed that coal would be mined from the Elk Creek Coall ase Tract at levels shown on
Table 3-14.2, Coal Production From North Fork Valley Coal Mine. As a result, employee an
supply traffic associated with this mining would be similar to that already existing on State
Highway 133 between Paonia and Somerset.
Presently, Oxbow is shipping approximately 150,000 tons of coal per year to the Terror Creek
loadout. Oxbow owns and operates its own 28-ton capacity trucks. Assuming that coal is
hauled to the Terror Creek Loadout for 250 days a year on an 8-ho:Jr shift, the ADT for this
traffic would be 42 from Monday through Friday. There are no plans to .ncrease this capacity,
so coal truck ffic from the Oxbow facilities to the Terror Creek loadout would probably
remain the same, even in the event that the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract is developed
Development and extraction of the coal from the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract would not cause
exceedances of the design standard for volume of traffic on State Highway 133.
EIfacfs on Notth Forie Branch of Union PecItIc RallfOlld - It is assumed for this analysis that
eft coal tonnage mined from either the Iron Point or the Elk Creek Coal lease tracts would be
shipped to market via the Union Pacific Railroad on the North Fork Branch ex pt for some coal
trucked to the Terror Creek Loadout or down-valley to some other local user. There is a
possibility under certain circumstances that coal could be trucked to market. See Section
3.14.1, Introduction.

In 1998, a total of 8.6 million tons of coal were shipped on the Union Pacific Railroad from North
Fork Coal mines. This amounts to 1.2 million tons from the Bowie No. 2 Mine, 1.5 million tons
from the Sanborn Creek Mine, and 5.9 million tons of coal from the West Elk Mine. A small
amount of coal (150,000 tons) was shipped on the Union Pacific from the Terror Creek loadout.

Once in development, 5 million tons of coal would be produced from the Iron Point Coal Lease
Tract, and a range of 4 to 6 million tons of coal would be produced from the Elk Creek Coal
lease Tract.
Public Saf8ty - There are an infinite number of accident scenarios that could be developed for
the highway traffic and railroad transportation for projects in the North Fork Valley. Analysis of
such scenarios would include varying levels of complexity and portray a variety of results. It is
often difficult to talk about accidents in that we do not wish to be alarmists, but we do want to
convey a reasonable assessment of the potential for accidents and the potential for impacts to
public safety.
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For example, an accident assessment of a trip in an automobile or an airplane can be very
frightening. We know that, but we prefer not to think about it, and we continue to take those
trips anyway. However, the knowledge of a certain type of accident may persuade us to take
extra precautions enroute.

With the potential increase in daily traffic, particularly the increase in coal truck traffic from the
Bowie No. 2 Mine to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout, it is reasonable to assume that accidents could
inaease over the life of any mining activities.
With the continuation and potential for increasing coal production from the North Fork Valley
mines, there would be an increase in train traffic on the North Fork Branch of the railroad. See
T8b1e 3.1.f-f, Unit Train Traffic Frequency on Norlh Fori< Branch, and Figura 33, Average Daily
Coal Train Traffic for Norlh Forie Branch. WIth the potential inaease in daily coal train traffic, it
is reasonable to assume that accidents could increase with increased train shipments.
Certainly, with the increased train traffic, the potential for highway vehicles and train accidents
at ra~ crossings would increase, as the interval frequency between trains entering and leaving
the valley would increase with increased coal production. This is true for both publi(. and
private crossings.
Tllble3.14-4

Un" TrWn Trdk: Frwquency on Nor1h Forti BrMch

y-

eo.! Shipped
(tons x 000.000)

A-.ge number of
Tr8Ins Pw OIly
(Ioeded & empty)

A-.geIntMv81
Bet..." T,.. .

1995

6.8

3.6

6 hr40 min

1998

8.6

4.4

5hr27MC

1999

10.3

5.4

4 hr26 sec:

2000

16.3

8.6

2 hr47 sec:

2005

19.2

10.0

2 hr 24 sec:

Likewise, with the number of increased coal trains frequenting the North Fork Branch, there is a
potential for derailments. Although rare, train derailments have occurred in populated areas,
causing property damage and even fatalities. Train derailments can also cause brush fires in
areas along trackage, which could endanger property and personal safety.

However, simi..,. to increases in highway traffic, the increase in railroad accidents may not be
diracUy proportional to the inaease in coal train traffic because of mitigation measures which
might include lower speeds in populated areas, newly Installed warning signals or lights at train
crossings, better gates at train crossings, the elimination of aossings, upgrade of the railroad
line, aoo general puhlic awareness of increased train traffic.
As part of the public railroad grade aossing inventory conducted, categories of the possible
aossing upgrades were developed. In addition, planning cost estimates were provided. See
Section 3.14.5, Potential Transportation Mitigation and Monitoring, for some of the costing
estimates. Rough cost estimates to upgrade the preliminary identified high priority, public
aossings range from $8 to $16 million.
Delays at train aossings can also have an impact on public safety. Ambulance service, as well
as police and fire response times could be delayed five to seven minutes when aossings are

blocked. Table 3.14-5, Vehicles Delayed at Grade Crossings, illustrates the average number of
vehicles that could be delayed to correspond with varying ADT levels.
T"'3.14-5
VehldH Delayed • Grade Croulnga
Avwegeo.lly
Tr.nIc
(ADT)

AvwegeTrdIc
Per"n_

A - . Number of VehldH
Delayed • Crouing

5m1nutIM

7 mlnutIM

500

0.35

2

3

1,000

0.69

3

5

2,000

1.39

7

10

3,000

2.08

10

15

4,000

2.78

14

19

5,000

3.47

17

24

6,000

4.17

21

29

7,000

4.86

24

34

8,000

5.56

28

39

9,000

6.25

31

44

10,000

6.1M

35

49

11,000

7.64

38

53

12,000

8.33

42

56

13,000

9.03

45

63

14,000

9.72

49

68

15,000

10.42

52

73

20,000

13.68

70

97

To date,littIe direct impact to these services has been experienced, although few cases of
trains causing serious delays to emergency medical services have been documented. When
and where possible, emergency vehicles can detour to ac:oess unblocked crossings and go
around the trains. Thera has been a report from the local fire department that over the past 7
years a house burned down in Paonia as fire trucks waited for a train to pass. With increased
railroad traffic, there is an increased potential that emergency vehicles could be delayed in the

future.
There is another aspect of trains and the public. Although not labeled as a public safety
problem, the increased train traffic on the North Fork Branch may also lead to increased public
frustration as people are stopped more frequently for passing trains. Although this is not
necessarily a public safety concern, it could become one, if frustrated motorists try to "bear the
train to a crossing. This scenario actually happened in the spring of 1999 in the state of Illinois
when a semi truck went around gates at a railroad crossing and was involved in an accident
with Amtrak, resulting in fatalities. As noted from several sooping comments received on the
project, certain individuals expressed anxieties about increased train traffic and increased
delays at roadItrain aossing areas. One commentor suggested that senior citizens at the

senior nursing facility in Hotchkiss north of the track felt anxiety that they may not get necessary
medical treatment in the case of an emergency vehicle being delayed as a train passes through
Hotchkiss bioddng access. Under unique conditions, it is possible that a unit coal train could
block both Highway 92 and Highway 133 grade crossings on either side of Hotchkiss, as well as
the three aossings in town.

There was also concem about increased frustration when train traffic blocks rush hours on the
highways. For example, businesses in Delta note delays for customers and suppliers. The
result is a poIentialloss to their businesses as trains pass through Delta, blocking State
Highway 50 (Main Street) and Palmer Street. Delays can back up many vehicles at the grade
aossings. See Table 3.14-5, Vehicles Delayed at Grade Crossings. To respond to concerns
about vehiaJIar delays with the town of Delta, the Union Pacific has upgraded track within Delta
and increased train speeds from 10 miles per hour to 25 miles per hour. The inaeased speed
helps to reduce delay time for motoriSts. Other businesses note the potential loss in worker
productivity if employees are delayed in accessing other work sites.
Presently, the train engineer can not talk to local citizens or local emergency service, fire, or
police of'IiciaIs. In order to contact the train engineer, local officials must communicate with the
train dispatcher in Grand Junction. Public safety may be jeopardized in the time needed for
convnunicating from emergency service providers to the dispatcher back to the train engineer.
When "time is of the essence: such as stopping a train before it reaches a crossing or
uncoupling a train to allow for some el.1ergency response, improved communication with local
emergency departments and the train engineer would be benefici21.

Environmental s.tefy - Most supplies and materials needed for the mining operations would
be purchased from vendors outside Delta and Gunnison counties. Fortunately, coal mines do

not require hazardous chemical materials for their operations; however, diesel fuel, limestone
(rock dust), minor amounts of explosives, and maintenance supplies such as grease cleaners,
antifreeze, etc. 818 transported to the sites. These materials would be transported in
conformance with U.S. Department of Transportation regulations. Accident prevention would
be the principal objective during transportation of any supplies to the site.
Impacts to soils, surface water and groundwater resources, and wildlife could result from
ac:ddental spills or train derailments. In the event of an ac:ddent, contingency planning would
prove bet 18fIciaI. Ally spills or derailments would be cleaned up and the contaminated soils
disposed of or rehabilitated as specified in Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure
(SPCC) plans.
L~ Tenn

lla/nfMance - Under all alternatives, portions of State Highway 133 and the North
Fork Branch would experience inaeased traffic. Such traffic could increase the need for
maintenance during operations. The state of Colorado budgets $110 million per year for statewide maintenance. Region 3 of the Colorado Department of Transportation, which would
maintain State Highway 133, has a budget of $20 million per year for maintenance. This
maintenance budget must handle approximately 2,000 miles of roads in Region 3. At present,
there are no revenues in the current five year plan of the Colorado Department of
Transportation for improvements to State Highway 133 between Paonia and Somerset;
however, funds are available for ongoing maintenance.
The Union Pacific Railroad has made a commitment to rail service to the North Fork mines, and
this commitment would translate to increased maintenance on the North Fork Branch (Paul
Connor, 1999, personal communication)

3.1".3.3

Indirect E~ ' Common to All Alternatives

Indirect effects to the tra SPlon networl<. specifically in Delta County. might result from
additional non-worit related trips . ' ~e by new persons (W()ri(ers and their families) that would
move into the region as a result of
coal mining operations. This might include new workers
hired at the mines. woriters hired to be employed in the service industry in the region. or simply
people looking for potential jobs associated with the mining activities. The increase in traffic.
however. would probably be dispersed throughout Delta County and would not be concentrated
on State Highway 133 between Paonia and Somerset Therefore. this traffic would only be a
minor c:ompoIleflt in the cumulative impacts on any roads near the proposed mine sites.

3.1".3." Cumulative Etr.cts Common to All AlternatIves
Projected traffic associated with mining the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts would
be combined with other traffic in the area on State Highway 133. Such traffic would come from
continued mining at the West Elk Mine. future exploration activities. recreational users. logging
and residential traffic. All of this traffic would result in some cumulative effects. As shown on
Table 3.14-1. Annual Awtrage Daily Traffic - State Highway 92 and 133. it is assumed that there
would be a 2 percent inaease per year on the local highway systems in Delta County.
approximately equal to the average growth rate projected for Delta County over the next 20
years. The traffic resulting from adjacent and surrounding activities would increase the traffic
volume on State Highway 133 and would add to the possibility of accidents.

The effect of increasing production on the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract to 6 mi"ion tons per year
would be increased transportation from the North Fort< Valley. primarily from railroad shipments
of coal.

3.1".3.5

Etr.cts of AIWnIItIft B, C, MCI D

Same as disCIlSsed in Section 3.1".3.2. Direct Effects Common to All Alternatives. The only
differences anticipated between these three alternatives might be the duration of mining. For
example. if multiple seam mining is allowed under Alternative C. the duration of mining would
be greater than Alternative B. Similarly. the mining under Alternative 0 would be greater than
Alternative B. but may be less than Alternative C as certain areas are protected from
subsidence. thus minimizing the amount of coal mined in certain selected areas.

Other Transportation Options

3.1".4

As discussed in Section 2.7. Transportation Options. scoping commentors requested that
options be disCIlSsed to two main issues:

•

Coal truck traffic from the Bowie No. 2 Mine to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout; and

•

The ability of the Union Pacific Railroad to handle increased coal tonnage from the
mines in the North Fort< Valley.

In response to these issues. the effects of certain options are discussed below.

3.1 ......1

IncruH Capacity of Highway Coal Trucks

At present. both Bowie and Oxbow are using highway coal trucks with the capacity to haul 28
tons of coal. There has been some discussion about the potential of increasing that capacity to

45-ton highway trucks. Such an increase would require approval of the Colorado Department
of Transportation, if such larger capacity trucks are to use State Highway 133.
If possible to increase tonnage from 28 to 45 tons per truck, the ACT for coal haulage would be
less. See Table 3. 14.3, Coal Truck Traffic for 28 Ton and 45 Ton Truck capacities. For a
graphical representation, see Figure 32, Coal Truck Traffic vs Coal Tonnage Shipped. For
example, at a coal production level of 5 million tons per year there would be 978 ACT for 28-ton
trucks as compared 608 ACT for 45-ton trucks. This would result in a reduction of 370 ACT, or
approximately a 38 percent reduction in coal truck traffic over the use of 28-ton trucks.
However, the use of 45-ton trucks would still represent an increase in traffic on State Highway
133 between the Bowie No. 2 Mine and the Bowie No. 1 Loadout from an estimated ACT of 234
coal trucks (28-ton capacity) in 1998 to 606 ACT for 45-ton capacity trucks at the 5 million ton
per year level. This represents an approximate 250 percent increase in coal truck traffic over
1998 levels.

3.1 ......2

New RaIl LOIIdout Adjacent to Bowie No.2 Mine

One way to eliminate coal truck traffic from the Bowie No. 2 Mine to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout
would be the construction of a new railloadout adjacen to the Bowie No. 2 Mine that would
replace the Bowie No. 1 Loadout. This action would reduce coal truck traffic. At a production
level of 5 million tons per year using 28-ton trucks 978 ACT would be eliminated. Similarly, at
lesser production rates, the ACT for coal truck traffic would be reduced. See Figure 32, Coal
Truck Traffic vs. Coal Tonnage Shipped.
Elimination of coal truck traffic from the Bowie No. 2 Mine to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout has the
potential to decrease highway traffic by approximately 21 to 22 percent at a production rate of 5
million tons per year. However, this increased coal truck traffic (at the 5 million ton per year
rate) would not affect the operation and design limits of State Highway 133. Similarly, reduction
of traffic would decrease to the potential for less accidents, but to what specific amount is
difficult to actually quantify.
Construction of a new railroad Ioadout at the Bowie No. 2 Mine would not be without its own
effects. There would be disturbances associated with the construction of a new railloadout
facility. An additional 15 to 25 aaes of surface would be disturbed for such facilities. Topsoil
would be remolMd prior to construction, and the area would be removed from its current use for
agricultural, wildlife, or residential use. With the construction of such a facility, there would be
an increased potential for erosion and sedimentation, thus having a potential to impact water
quality and fisheries. Such facilities could also have aesthetics (light and glare) and noise
impacts. There could also be effects to the ingress/egress of residents and noise impacts in
the immediate vicinity of the new Ioadout.

3.1""'.3

s.p.ra ....1Ra.cI

To eliminate coal truck traffic from the Bowie No. 2 Mine to the Bowie No.1 Loadout. it was
suggested that a separate, stand-alone haul road be constructed, and oI'f-highway coal trucks
be utilized. Similar to the discllSsion in JCtion 3.14.4.4, New Railroad Loadout Adjacent to
Bowie No. 2 Mine, this option would eliminate highway coal truck transportation on
approximately 3 miles of State Highway 133; however , this option is not without impacts of its

own.
The construction of a stand-alone haul road for 3 miles would probably disturb 50 to 150 acres,
depeuding on its location and the amount of ·cut and fill.· Similarly, there would be increased
noise and air pollution from coal haulage. There would be the need to acquire the right-of-way
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and build the road, which could cause increased sedimentation and impacts to weUandlriparian
areas. The area in the North Fen of the Gunnison River Valley is constricted, and any
construction of a separate stand-alone haul road migh require substantial cuts and fills. There
would also probably be the need to have an overpass or underpass on State Highway 133 to
prevent the large off-highway coal haulers from interfering with normal traffic on State Highway

133.

3.14.4.4

Conveyor

This option would be similar to a separate haul road as discussed in Section 3.14.4.5, Separate
Haul Road. Constructing a conveyor from the Bowie No.2 Mine to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout
would have similar constraints, although a conveyor right-of-way would be much narrower than
a haul road corridor. Construction of a conveyor over a 3 mile distance in this area would
probably impact 10 to 20 aae5.

3.14.4.5 Capacity of North Fork Branch
The amoun of coal train traffic on the North Fen Branch would depend on the following items:

•

The physical limitations of the rail line, including the condition of the track, track
structure such as grades and curvature, train speed, and the number of sidings;

•

The availability of railroad cars; and,

•

The demand for coal from the mines in the North Fen Valley.

As explained in Section 1.9.8, Railroad Maintenancellmprovements, the Union Pacific is
undertaking a schedule of maintenance and upgrades on the North Fen Branch. The purpose
of this maintenance is to allow train speeds to be increased, which would increase the amount
of
that can be moved on the line. Typically, speeds on the North Fen Branch range from
10 to
mi
per
r. The maintenance currently being completed would allow speeds
great than 10 miles per hour, but maximum speeds would probably remain under 30 miles per
hour.
As an example, recent maintenance wont on the track in the town of Delta now allows trains to
move at approximately 25 miles per hour through Delta, as compared to 10 miles per hour prior
to the maintenance wont. This inaeased speed means less delays at grade crossings but
would inaease train noise and could surprise motorists accustomed to slower train speeds and
result in more accidents.

On one WilY spur lines such as the North Fen Branch, one of the chief controlling limits to coal
hipments is the number of sidings. Obviously, scheduling becomes critical as the amount of
coal shipments increase. Further, it is important to the ecoIlOmics of the Union Pacific that
trains are not delayed for undue time periods on the sidings or waiting to access tt'e spur line
itself .
As explained in Section 1.9.8 , Railroad Maintenance/Improvements, there are presently two
coal train sidings on the North Fen Branch. One is near Roubideau (between Grand Junction
and Delta) and the other on Rogers Mesa near lazear (between Delta and Hotchkiss).
With concise scheduling, the impro¥'8m8nts made to the line, and increased train speed, the
Union Pacific could probably handle the projected 2005 tonnages from the mines in the North
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Fori( Valley as set forth in Table 3.14-2, Coal Production From North FQr1( Valley Coal Mines
(Paul Connor, Union Pacific Railroad, 1999 personal communication).
However, the Union Pacific also recognizes the need for flexibility and contingencies in
managing coal shipments from the North Fork coal mines, so the firm is considering the
installation of two new sidings (one at Whitewater and the other at Payne), as well as the use of
the .Y" side track at Converse (the Bowie No. 1 Loadout), if and when a new train loadout is
constructed adjacent to the Bowie No. 2 Mine. With these additions, the Union Pacific could
handle the projected 2005 tonnages (Robert Gutierez, Union Pacific Railroad, 2000 personal
communication).

3.14.5

Potential Transportation MItigation and Monitoring

The potential mitigation measures for transportation are set forth in Table 3.14-6, Potential
Mitigation Measures for Transportation.
T8ble3.14-e
PcantI.. MItigIItIon .net Monitoring .....UrM for T,....portMIon
Code

ImpKb MltlgIMd

T-1

Reduce the potential for
accidents on State Highway
133 ~n Paonia and Weal
Elk Mine
Reduce the potential for coal

T-2A

Etr.c:tIv_'

Who·

Place increased wpming
signage on State Highway
133

2-3

Colorado DOT

Use .5 ton capacity trucks

3

Colorado DOT
Mining Company

New Ioadout, private haul
road or conveyor

1

Colorado DMG
Mining Company
Colorado DOT

1. Post "tower" speed limit
signs

3

Colorado DOT
Mining Company

2

Colorado DOT
Mining Company

Colorado DOT

Pot.ntt.I MItigIItIon
.net Monitoring

1nIdt accidents betw_, the
Bowie No. 2 MIne and the
Bowie No. 1 Loadout on State
Highway 133
T-2B'

Reduce the poIIIntiaI for coal

1nIdt accidellll betwMl'l the
Bowif.. No. 2 Mine and the
Bowie No. 1 Loadout on State
Highway 133
T-2C

T-3

Reduce the potential for coal

1nIdt accidents between the
Bowie No. 2 Mine and the
Bowie No. 1 Loadout on State

2. Voluntarily reduce speed

Highway 133

of coal trucks

Reduce the potential for vehicle
- coal1nldt accidents at the
entrance to the Bowie No. 1
Loadout on State Highway 133

Improve ingreaalegreas to
Bowie No. 1 Loadout; this
would include longer

acx:eIeI alionldeceleratlon

lanes, inc:reased signage,
and reduced speed limits
T-4

T-5

T~

Reduce the potential for
accidents at roacI-railroad
grade crossings

~rade warning signs
rdevlc:es

2

Reduce potential for ac:cidenta
and noise at roackaiI grade
croMingli

1. Close certain crossings
2. Construct grade
separations (overpasses or
underpasses
3. RtHOUtII train trackage

1

Reduce potential for accIdenta.
delays and noise within the

Re-rouIe North FOItI Branch
nOI1ti of 'r" Street and south

2

town of Deb

of Confluence Park

R,..I Envltonmentallmpacf &fa.",.",

Delta County
City of Delta

Colorado DOT
Delta County
~ofDelta

UnlOl1 Pacific
Union Pacific
City of Delta
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T8b1e3.1~

Potent!. Mitigation Md Monitoring Me_urn for Tranapon.tlon
Code

ImpKta Mitigated

Potentl. MltIg~on

Effec:tlven... '

Who'

Md Monitoring
T-7

Improve emergency service
response time in the event of
road-rail aossing delay

Locate emergency
equipment, personnel and
supplies on both sides of

2

Emergency
Service
Providers
through funding
from local
government
and/or mining
companies

track

T-8

Improve emergency response
capability and service in the
event of road-rail aossing
delay

Provide better
communication between
Union Pacific and local
emergency service providers

2

Union Pacific
Local
Government
Entities

T-9

Reduce potential for accidents
at road-rail grade aossings

Increase awareness through
public education

3

Union Pacific
Mining Company
Local
Government

0fIicia1s
T-1o'

Repair damaged paved
portions of Steven's Gulch

Roed, which _

damaged by

Perform maintenance and
repair worIt

1

NFCWG

Establish a 5 million ton of
coal per year Cf:,1 for BowIe

3

NFCWG

historic coal hauling activity
T-11'

Reduce impacts from increased
ra~trafIic

T-12'

Improve public safety at the
intersection of old and MW
Highway 133

Upgrade, as necessary, to
COOT standards

2-3

FCWG

T-13'

Promote improved public health
and safety at railroad crouings

Provide funds to a NFCWG
rail transportation fund

1-2

NFCWG

Noe..: 1. E1fectiveMsa is assessed as: 1 - highly effective; 2 - moderately effective; 3 -liOf'MWhat effective;
and .. - uncertain.
2. This is the entity with jurisdiction or authority to implement this action.
3. Issues ~addressed by NFCWG. Mitigation is depelldent on BowIe and Oxbow obteining the Iron
Point and E CnIek Coal L _ tracts, respectively.

T·1 • Place increased signage on State Highway 133 between Paonia an the West Elk Mine.
This signage would be effective in warning motorists that heavy truck traffic is possible over this
stretch of highway.
T·2 • The use of 45 ton capacity trucks would decrease the volume of coal truck traffic on State
highway 133. Moving the railloadout, building a private haul road, or installing a conveyor
would significantly reduce the coal truck traffic on State Highway 133. Posting reduced speed
signs for the stretch of State Highway 133 between the Bowie No. 2 Mine and the Bowie No. 1
Loadout would be somewhat effective. This would also be effective in lowering noise levels.
T -3 • Improve the ingteSS and egress areas of the Bowie No. 1 Loadout on to State Highway
133 to provide for better visibility and/or easier merging of coal truck traffic with existing traffic.
T 041 • To pro . e for increased warning at highway-railroad grade crossings, the existing
warning signs and devices could be improved or upgraded. For example, stop signs could be
added to supplement the common crossbuck. Pre-warning signs could be placed where none
exist. A cost estimate for improved passive signage installation (crossbucks, advance railroad

waming signs, yield or stop signs, and pavement markings) could approach $10,000 per grade
crossing. Active devices could be added which would include flashing lights and gates; these
active devices cost approximately $100,000 for each crossing. Where only flashing waming
lights are found, gates could be added.
T-5 - One way to reduce the potential for accidents at railroad crossings with roads is to
eliminate the potential for train-vehide interaction. The potential of closing certain crossings,
specifically in Paonia, would be effective and could be evaluated. The communities could target
priorities for highway/railroad crossings. With such priorities, the appropriate officials and
groups could work to obtain federal or state funds to improve the signage or lighting at railroad
crossings.
T.. - There are numerous public grade crossings within the town of Delta. One option to
reduce the number of these crossings would be to reconstruct and re-route a portion of the
existing rail line in Sections 13 and 14, T15S, R96W, to bypass z-t through 5th Street crossings.
This new line would be located north of z-t Street and south of Confluence Park. This
relocation would also eliminate the ·U· shaped track curvature on the west side of Delta, which
might allow the Union Pacific to further increase train speed to reduce delays to motorists at
crossings.
Certain crossings might be targeted for grade separation, that is the construction of an
overpass (or underpass), which would be effective in separating the railroad from the highway.
Construction costs could range from $5-20,000 for such an undertaking.
Another option would be the re-routing of train traffic around populated areas, such as the
communities of Paonia, Hotchkiss, and Delta. This would eliminate rail traffic within the towns.
Estimated costs for this option could involve $1-5,000,000 per mile of new construction, as well
as certain environmental consequences (disturbances to wetlands and/or wildlife habitats,
erosion and sedimentation potential, aesthetics, etc.).
T -7 - Although most emergency service providers understand and have considered the need for
providing emergency services on each side of the tracks, with increased coal shipments on the
railroad, this need should be re-examined. In some cases, the emergency service providers
may need additional emergency equipment and personnel on either side of the tracks, available
to respond in &., emergency situation.
T.. - Improved communication capabilities between the Union Pacific Railroad and local
emergency service providers would be beneficial. In emergency situations, rapid
communication is always essential in minimizing or preventing property damage and fatalities.
T -8 - Awareness can lead to less accidents. Govemment officials, the Union Pacific Railroad,
the mining companies, and concerned citizen groups should continue their efforts to educate
employees, the general public, and visitors to the area about highway safety and accident
prevention. lnaeased awareness can be effective and result in lower accident rates. One way
to increase awareness would be to take greater advantage of the services of C' )8ration
Lifesaver. This group is a non-profit, nationwide public education program dedicated to
reducing crashes, injuries and fatalities at intersections where roadways meet railways and
along railroad rights-of-way. Operation Lifesaver has a representative in Grand Junction to
service western Colorado.
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3.15 SOCIOECONOMICS
Issue: Address the social and economic impacts on local residents of Delta and Gunnison
counties. Areas of concem include: impacts to nearby communities as the result of mine
closures or continuation of mining and such impacts on housing, utilities, employment, public
services, community services, and present lifestyles; the effect of mine closure on workers and
thei, families; the influx of new workers if production rates increase; and, the effects of
temporary and permanent mine shut down.

3.15.1

Introduction

This section provides an overview of the socioeconomic aspects of the existing conditions of
the area, as well as the impacts associated with pending decisions on the proposed coal
exploration license and lease applications. The discussion in this section differs from previous
sections. The analysis will compare the po ential impacts for all alternatives, induding the N~
Action Alternative, to the existing conditions. It was felt that portrayal of information in this
fashion would be more informative to the reader and the decision-makers.
For purposes of the socioeconomic assessment, primary, secondary, and tertiary study areas
are defined as follows:
•

The prirnary study area is the geographic area that is anticipated to be most directly
affected by the potential project. This is defined to indude all communities within
Delta County.

•

The secondary study area is the geographic area expected to be indirectly affected
by the potential project. This area covers all of Delta and Gunnison counties.

•

The tertiary study area covers an even larger geographic area that is expected to
experience broader cumulative social effects and provide a context for other nonmine related changes occurring in the prirnary and secondary study areas. For this
analysis, the tertiary study area is defined to include the seven-county central
western slope area of Delta, Gunnison, Mesa, Montrose, Ouray, Pitkin, and San
Miguel.

't

In response to comments on the Draft EIS, a supplemental economic impact assessment was
conducted to incorporate Local Economic Information and Forecasting Assistance (LEIFA) data
into the IMPLAN economic impact model. See Section 3.15.3, Environmental Consequences,
for further discussion. Additional details regarding the socioeconomics of the area are set forth
in Appendix L, Socioeconomic Report.

3.15.2

Existing Conditions

The discussion of existing conditions provides a review of existing conditions in area
communities. This baseline assessment is then used to measure potential economic and fiscal
impacts associated with each project alternatives.

3.15.2.1

POp'II.uon

As of 1998, approximately 26,600 residents live in Delta County, the primary study area.
Population has increased by 3 percent annually since 1990. This rate of growth is faster than
the rate of growth occurring in the broader secondary and tertiary study areas as well as
statewide.
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The City of Delta is the largest incorporated community in the primary study area with 5,600
residents residing within the city limits; this amounts to 21 percent of all residents living in the
primary study area. After Delta, the next largest cities are Orchard City, Cedaredge, Paonia,
Hotchkiss and Crawford, respectively. Together, the incorporated communities within the
primary study area account for nearly 50 percent of total Delta County population.
The two-county secondary study area has a combined population of 39,075 as of 1998.
Secondary study area population has increased at an average rate of 2.8 percent annually
since 1990, with the greatest increase occurring between 1993 t01995.
At any given time, an estimated range of 88 to 96 percent of Bowie, Oxbow (Sanborn) and
West Elk mine employees live in Delta County. A range of 56 to 67 percent of mine employees
typically live in the PaonialHotchkiss area.

The Colorado Department of local Affairs forecasts that Delta County's population can be
expected to increase by another 16,000 residents over the next 20+ years. This equates to an
average growth rate of 2.2 percent annually, a rate of growth below what has occurred over the
last 8 years. Population in the secondary study area is forecast to grow at a similar rate
annually (2.1 percent).
3.15.2.2

Housing

Current household size in the primary study area is 2.4 persons per household. Household size
in the primary study area has been declining, the result of a transition to smaller families.
In 1997, 347 single family homes were sold in Delta County, 176 fewer sales than in 1994. This
decline in sales volume corresponds with slowing net in-migration of new residents. Average
sales price of a single family home in Delta County varies by community. Highest priced homes
can be found in the Cedaredge and Paonia areas.

The reported average sales price in the Paonia area has declined from $139,900 in 1995 to
$89,800 in 1997. This also coincides with slowing net in-migration of new residents.
3.15.2.3

Demographic CllarllcWtstics

An estimated 11.7 percent of the residents living in the primary study area represent racial and
ethnic minorities, above the proportion in secondary study area (at 9.9 percent), but well below
statewide levels (at 21.0 percent). Hispanic residents represent the largest minority/ethnic
group, accounting for 10.5 percent of Delta County's population.
Primary study area residents tend to be older than secondary study area residents. Almost 49
percent of primary study area residents are age 45 and older, compared to 41 percent in the
secondary study area. The primary study area population also is aging. Over 69 percent of the
population growth in the primary study area comes from persons aged 45 and older. Seniors
(65+) account for 23 percent of all new residents.
3.15.2."

Employment and Economic Conditions

Participation in the Delta County labor force is well below labor forces participation rates in the
larger secondary study area and statewide. In 1997, only 50 percent of the population age 16
and oIdar in Delta County was employed or actively seeking employment In the secondary
study area, 60 percent of residents age 16 and older were employed or seeking emplo~ment.
As of April 1999, the unemployment rate in Delta County was 5.9 percent, more than twice the
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statewide rate of 2.7 percent. Local unemployment consistently ru s about 1Y2 to 2 percentage
points above the statewide average.
Delta County population migration appears to closely parallel employment growth. Years of
greatest net out-migration coincide with years of Significant job losses, illustrating that when
Delta County loses jobs, local population growth tends to slow or decline.

As noted above, while employment growth can influence population, the reverse situation
where population growth influences employment opportunity can also occur. Communities
offering high quality of life may draw in-migrants who then support local retail and service
businesses. Some in-migrants may bring independent wealth and existing business or start a
business, further boosting the local economy.
In 1996, approximately 11,370 wor1<ers were employed in Delta County (including seltem Ioyed). Employment has increased by almost 27 percent since 1980. Fastest-growing
industries include services (+98 percent), wholesale trade (+78 percent), and construction (+62
percent). The only industries reporting a decrease in employment since 1980 are agriculture
and fann (-20 percent), finance, insurance, and real estate (-23 percent), and mining industries
(~5 percent).

As of 1996, self-employment is estimated to represent the largest single job sector in Delta
County. Over 30 percent of all wor1<ers are self-employed (non-fann), a greater proportion than
in the secondary study area or statewide. The number of non-fann self-employed wor1<ers
increased by 21 percent between 1980 and 1996 in Delta County.
Over the last 17 years, the coal mining industry in Delta County, as well as in the secondary
study area and statewide, has undergone a period of economic restructuring. In 1981, nine
active coal mines produced almost 3.0 million tons of coal in the secondary study area
(covering Delta and Gunnison counties), representing 15 percent of total production statewide.
B 1986, only three active mines remained producing 1.3 million tons of coal, representing only
8 percent of statewide production.
Since 1986, the coal mining industry in the secondary study area has rebounded. However, the
primary production of coal has shifted towards Gunnison County. The two county secondary
study area is now producing almost 30 percent of the state's coal.

Both Delta and Gunnison counties have experienced substantial employment growth from 1980
to1996. This overall employment growth has occurred even as mining-related employment has
declined, leading to a more diverse economy in both the primary and secondary study areas.
While mine employment has declined, mines have restructured to achieve substantially greater
productivity in a more competitive domestic and global market.

3.15.2.5

Income

In 1996, personal income per capita in Delta County averaged $16,400 (after a<fusting for
inflation),4 percent below the $17,000 per person living in the secondary stud) area and 36
percent below $25,700 average experienced statewide. Personal income is the amount of
income an individual receives annually before taxes. It includes wages, salaries, proprietor's
income, other labor income, investment income, and transfer payments. Between 1980 and
1996, personal income per capita in Delta County increased by 19 percent, compared to 24
percent in the secondary study area and 33 percent statewide.
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As of 1996, residents in Delta County eam less in wages, salary and proprietor's income than
from transfer payments (e.g., retirement, unemployment insurance, govemment payments) and
investment income. Only 32 percent of personal income is from wage and salary sources, down

from 36 percent in 1980.
In 1996, average wage per worker in Delta County was $15,700 compared to $17,100 in the
entire secondary study area and $28.400 statewide. Highest-paid wages were in the mining
sector where the average Delta County worker eamed $47,600, more than three times the
county wage average for all sectors and $18.400 above the next highest paying sector.
It is noted that reported income data alone does not necessarily provide a complete picture of
economic activity in the study area. As noted by comments to the Draft EIS, residents of rural
areas offering quality of life amenities such as scenery, low crime rates and recreational
opportunities may accept lower incomes than residents of a more urban or lower amenity rural
setting.

3.15.2.8

Community and Public ServIces

As part of the EIS process, area community and public service providers were contacted to
ascertain information regarding current services provided together with possible public service
effects due to prospective changes in mining activities in the Bowie and Somerset areas of
Delta and Gunnison counties. This assessment focuses on the primary study area in Delta
County, where the majority of mine employees currently reside.
County Governance - The primary study area consists of six incorporated communities, with
the rural unincorporc.ted portion of Delta County under the auspices of county govemment. The
Iron Point Exploration License Area, the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract, and a portion of the Elk
Creek Coal Lease Tract are situated in unincorporated Delta County. A portion of the Elk Creek
Coal Lease Tract extends into unincorporated Gunnison County.

Education - Public edlJcation service providors in the primary study area indude the Delta
County Joint School District, the Gunnison Watershed School District and the Delta-Montrose
Area Vocational Technical Center. Most children of current mine employees attend Delta
County Joint School District schools. The Delta County Joint School District serves nearly 4,700
households in Delta County and portions of Montrose, Gunnison and Mesa counties with 14
schools and a vocational technology school.
Enrollment has not increased in the past 3 years. Overall, the 14 schools in the district are
operating at 71 to 73 percent of the indicated 6,400 to 6,500 facility capacity. One school
(Garnet Mesa Elementary) is at full capacity and another school (HotchkiSS Middle School) is
operating at less than 50 percent of indicated enrollment capacity.

Area schools also provide services of importance to coal mines operating in Delta and
Gunnison counties. The Delta-Montrose Area Vocational Technical Center, 5 miles south of
Delta, provides training for emergency medical technicians (EMTs), paramedics, mine workers
and OSHA certification.

Ambulance ServIces - Delta County ambulance service is divided between the North Fork
Ambulance Service (serving Paonia, Hotchkiss and Crawford) and the Delta County Ambulance
Service (serving Cedaredge, Orchard City and Delta). These ambulance services provide basic
life support. emergency care, and transport.
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To date, little direct impact to ambulance service reportedly has been experienced due to mine
operations and associated unit train traffic. Generally, delays tend to last five to seven minutes;
however, not all train crossings are blocked at the same time. Emergency vehides typically can
access unblocked crossings and go around the trains. To help minimize any serious delays due
to possible train blockages, communities in the Delta County Ambulance District alternate the
side of the rail line on which the ambulance is parKed.
The Delta County Ambulance Service has no arrangement with the mines for service. Mines
have on-site first aid staff or EMT personnel and ambulances.

Rre Protection - Each Delta County incorporated jurisdiction and of the unincorporated county
is part of a fire district. Five fire districts serve the primary study area and the Somerset portion
of Gunnison County.
Paonia Fire District 2 (dosest to the North ForK mines) provides fire and rescue services to a
population of approximately 5,000 in a 3O,500-acre (48 square mile) area. Recent voter
approval to double the mill levy indicates the community's commitment to and awareness of the
services provided and needed.

UlW Enforcement - A combination of county sheriff and city police departments provide law
enforcement services in the primary and secondary study areas. The police forces of the towns
of Paonia, Hotchkiss, Cedaredge and Delta work cooperatively with the Delta County Sheriff's
Department, while the communities of Crawford and 0 _ tard City rely completely on the
Sheriff's Department because they do not have police departments of their own.

Wa"" Supply, Wast.wa,.,. TrNtment and Solid Waste - Municipal water service is provided
for each of the incorporated cities in the primary study area of Delta County. Municipal sewage
and wastewater treatment is provided in all of the incorporated communities except Orchard
City. In rural areas, with the exception of portions of the Paonia and Cedaredge rural areas,
residents rely on private domestic or community water systems.
Delta County has an EPA-approved landfill in the Tongue Creek area, with a transfer station in
the North ForK area. Solid waste service is available through private contractors in all
communities.
Paonia's public worKs priority is to build a

new sewage treatment plant to come into compliance

with EPA regulations. The city is also studying additional water storage capacity.
Approximately 22 households in Somerset are on a sewage system, with the remainder of the
community served by septic tanks. This sewage system is near capacity, and many
households with septic tanks would like to come on the sewage system.
Crawford's lagoon is at 25 percent of capacity according to EPA standards, and the town is
planning more water lines. The town is planning an expansion of the sewer ponds.
Hotchkiss water and sewer systems currenUy have capacity to serve added growth. With
stricter EPA regulations and the anticipated need for more water storage, the town is currenUy
conducting EO water study. The study is due to be finished by the end of 1999.
Delta's sewage treatment plant is approximately 15 years old and operates well below available
capacity. Delta buys water from the Project 7 water supply in Mo'ltrose. Project 7 treatment
plant capacity is questionable. The plant was not built to meet new regulations, and Project 7
plans to expand the water treatment plant and to add storage.
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In Orchard City, a new building for water filtration is under construction at an estimated cost of
more than $750,000.
Cedaredge's updated water treatment plant is one of three national finalists for a national EPA
award for Most Improved Small System Wastewater Treatment. The plant is near capacity, so
the city is considering further enlargement updating or the construction of a new plant at a
different location.
HospID/and Med/cal Services - Delta Hospital, in Delta, operates as a full-service, general
acute care hospital with 49 beds, home health care, a staff of 28 doctors, and 198 full-time and
89 part-time employees. The hospital's primary service area comprises Delta County together
with the communities of Olathe in Montrose County and Somerset in Gunnison County.
EIectrlcaI Utilities - Tri-State Power generates and sells power to 32 member stations
throughout Colorado. These indude Delta Montrose Electric Association and Gunnison Electric
within the primary and secondary study areas. Delta Montrose Electric's service area indudes
East Montrose County, westem Gunnison County, and all of Delta County. North Fork area
mines are paying members of the Delta-Montrose Electric Association.
To accommodate operating mines, the co-op has made several changes over the years, such
as upgrading Waunita, the substation located near Bowie that serves the North Fork mines.
Delivery points and land taps were added.

Social SeIvIces - Delta County Social Services provides public assistance to low-income
families and the eIc:terIY, Overall, case loads are decreasing except for assistance to the elderly
which has been inaeasing.
Roads - In the Paonia-Hotchkiss-Crawford area, most of the truck traffic · not mine-related.
Coal is primarily moved by train. The exception is truck traffic from the Bowie No. 2 Mine to the

Bowie No. 1 loadout. Highway 133 is considered a scenic route and is traveled by tourists.
According to a variety of local community and public service providers contacted for this
socioeconomic assessment, train blockage represents an issue of concern related to current
and prospective mine operations. For example, EMT service can be delayed five to seven
minutes when crossings are blocked. See Section 3.14, Transportation, for a more thorough
discussion.

3.15.2.7

Fiscal Conditions

The federal govemment receives revenue from land and mineral rights leases, as well as
royalties. The State of Colorado receives tax revenues primarily from federal royalties. sales,
severance, and income taxes. local govemmental entities receive property. sales, and
severance taxes, as well as a share of the federal royalties.
Sta,. of CoIotado Rewnues - Net state and local revenue collections in Colorado totaled $6.3
billion in 1998. Severance tax, which gets redistributed back to local jurisdictions, accounts for
only 1 percent of all Colorado tax collections statewide.
County Re...."ues and &pen.es - Taxes represent 69 percent of total county revenues in
Delta County and 64 percent of revenues in Gunnison County. Tax revenues also are
increasing more rapidly th2n all revenues combined.
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On the expenditure side. general govemmental expenditures account for 55 percent of county
expenditures in Delta County and 59 percent in Gunnison County. Growth of general
govemmental expenditure also is outpacing total expenditures in both counties. Education is
the top expenditure in both Delta and Gunnison counties Public safety represents the number
two expenditure item in both counties.

Retail ~/es Tax - While Gunnison County has fewer permanent year-round residents than
Delta County. the level of retail sales is higher in Gunnison County than Delta County. at $358.8
million versus $289.2 million respectively. Higher retail sales levels in Gunnison County are
primarily due to a substantially larger tourism industry than Delta County.
Businesses within the City of Delta captured over $161 million worth of retail sales in 1998.
representing 56 percent of all retail sales in Delta County.

Property Tax -In 1998. over $8.6 million in property taxes were collected in Delta County.
Almost 48 percent came from residential properties. the largest source of property tax
revenues. Total tax assessed valuation for Delta County (as of 1998) was $167. 1 million.
In 1998. coal mines represented $5.7 million of Delta County assessed valuation and $31 .5
million in Gunnison County for a combined valuation of $37.2 million. Railroads serving the coal
mines within the secondary study area also constitute a major property tax revenue source. In
1998. their assessed Delta County value totaled $4.1 million.

Seventnce Tax - Colorado severance tax revenues are generally split 50/50 between the State
Trust Fund and a Local Impact Fund.
In 1998. Colorado coal mines generated over $9.3 million in severance tax revenues. Since
1989. the long tenn trend in severance taxes paid in Colorado generally was uP. but with
Significant year-ta-year variations.
Because much of the mine activity is located outside the communities where mine employees
live. Colorado has impleme ted a severance tax to help communities pay for services provided
to mine employees. Based on state severance tax records. 278 mine employees live in Delta
County. State severance tax records also showed Jlat nearly 47 percent of these employees
live in Paonia. :vhich received almost $51.800 in severance taxes in 1998.

Federal Royalties - The royalty for underground coal mining on federal coal is 8 percent of the
value of the coal. Fifty percent of these royalties are retained in the federal treasury. The other
50 percent is returned to the state from where the coal was extracted to help address impacts
from the mineral development on federal lands. Royalty monies received by Colorado are
further distributed as follows:
•
•
•
•

50
25
15
10

percent to the
percent to the
percent to the
percent to the

county where the coal was extracted (up to $200.000);
State School Fund;
Colorado Department of Local Affairs; and.
Colorado Water Conservation Board.

Depending on monies available and threshold in the distribution formula. there may be a
further redistribution under the Colorado statutes (CRS 34-63-102).
There is recognition amongst local govemments that much of the coal min:ng in the North Fork
Valley is conducted in Gunnison County while the majority of the impacts occu. in Delta County.
There is an inter-govemmental agreement in place to help deal with this issue.
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Environmental Analysis
In 1998, coal mines in Delta County generated $742,400 in federal royalties. One-half of this
amount was returned to Delta County. The mines in Gunnison County generated over $6.6
million in royalties; Gunnison County received one-half or $~ . 3 million.

Energy Impact Grant Program - An energy impact grant program is available to Colorado
communities to fund projects ranging from bridges to recreation. Funds for this program are
awarded on a competitive basis and come from a variety of sources. Available funds statewide
totaled $12 million in 1998.

3,15.2.8

Recreation

Tourism plays a larger role in the Gunnison County economy than in Delta County because of
mountain-oriented resort activity. Gunnison County has several resort communities, Crested
Butte Ski Area being one of them.
In 1997, tourists spent nearty $21.4 million in Delta County. Over $130 million was spent by
tourists in the entire secondary study area, 84 percent captured by Gunnison County.
Travel spending in Delta County generates about 380 jobs, half of which occurs with dining
establishments. Average wage in the tourism sector is $10,200 per year, $5,500 less than the
average wage for all Delta County workers. Approximately 1,920 jobs are supported by travel
spending in the two-county secondary study area.

3.15.2.9

SocIal Values

By combining community and public service information with psycographic data, it is possible to
arrive at several overall observations regarding social values of the Delta County rural
communities most directly oonnected to current and potential future mining activities:
..

Communities along the North Fori( of the Gunnison River have a long history with
coal mining extending back to the late 1800s; however, like much of the American
West. the primary study area of Delta County is in transition both economically and
culturally. Local communities are becoming more diversified with less dependence
on coal mining as a source of income but with oontinued eoonornic benefits from the
relatively high-wage jobs associated with mining.

..

The primary study area has not yet experienced the rapid in-migration occurring
elsewhere in counties of Colorado's central western slope region; however, there is
evidence of growing difference in social values of newcomers versus longtime
residents. It is generally believed that newer residents are less supportive of
traditional extractive natural resource activities which include ranching, farming,
logging and mining.

..

In [)alta County, over 60 percent of households are identified with demographic and
lifestyle characteristics of "rustic living." These households tend to come from a
tradition and/or remain actively involved in making a living from the land, induding
agriculture, logging mining and oonstmction. Households who fit in this "rustic living"
category comprise only 17 percent of the central western slope and 5 percent of all
Colorado households, and are therefore less likely to represent in-migrants to Delta
County.

..

A number of primary study area residents tend to value the economic opportunity
represented by North Fori( mining activity. However, expanded coal mining also
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raises concerns of potential negative lifestyle effects. These concerns indude issues
such as train noiselaossing blockage, and effects of future temporary or pennanent
closures on mine workers, their families and affected communities .
•

Whether or not coal mining is viewed as having a positive or negative effect on
quality of life depends on the values that receive greates\ emphasis from different
residents of the North ForK region. Those who place greater emphasis on the
economic stimulus and continued job opportunity presented by ongoing coal
operations tend to be supportive of continued or expanded coal operations.
Conversely, those who chose to reside in the area and to leave behind the hustle,
busUe, noise and pollution of urban living and modem industrial society, raise
questions or are less favorable to ongoing or expanded North ForK coal mine
operations.

3.15.2.10 und Ownership and V.'ues
An estimated 56 percent of Delta County land is in public ownership with another 37 percent in
agricultural use. Only 7 percent of all land is in non-agricultural private ownership. As of 1998,
total assessed value in Delta County was $167.1 million.
Only 4 percent of Delta County's tax assessed valuation consists of natural resource related
properties. These indude mine properties.

3.15.3

Envlronmentlll Consequences

The socioeconomic effects discussed in this section consider information presented in Section
3.1 5.2, Existing Conditions. In addition, projections regarding mine production and operations
were used for the impact analysis. Economic multipliers specific to the study area were derived
from the IMPLAN economic model.
IMPLAN is an economic model providing information that identifies the relationships between
multiple economic sectors at the county level. The model was developed for the Forest Service
and draws on a national database from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis and provides
data for 528 economic sectors. The state of 'AIorado also has a regional input/output
economic impact model (RMIS). This model only provides information for 38 aggregated
industries by region. This Colorado model places Delta County in one region and Gunnison in
the other region. This division and the greater level of economic sector detail are reasons that
the IMPLAN model was used for assessing economic impacts in this EIS; however, data from
the Colorado State Department of local Affairs were incorporated into the analysis.
Direct and indirect socioeconomic impacts are evaluated for the two-county secondary study
area. Fiscal effects are evaluated primarily in terms of direct consequences, as indirect effects
are less readily quantified. Cumulative impacts are discussed primarily in the context of the
larger seven-county tertiary study area.

Supplementlll AM/ysJa IncotpOtating LElFA Datil - In response to comments on the Draft
EIS, a supplemental economic impact assessment was conducted to incorporate l EIFA data
into the IMPLAN economic impact model. This analysis resulted in a separate set of economic
impact multipliers that were driven l EIFA data.
The l EIFA data results in a lower by employment multiplier (2.4 YS 2.70) but a larger income
multiplier (2.62 YS. 22.52) than is estimated for the Draft EIS and Final EIS using IMPLAN data.
The lower employment multiplier is a direct result of LEIFA data recording higher levels of
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agriaJltural employment offset somewhat by lower levels of employment in the health care,
specialty retail, and some profession service sectors.

The higher income multiplier is a direct result of lEIFA data reporting $88.6 million less of
earnings income in the two-county area than is indicated with the IMPlAN data set. In effect,
the lEIFA adjusted model attributes less influence to coal mining on total area employment and
more influence to two-county incomes in other sectors of the local economy than is estimated
with the IMPlAN data set.

Since lEIFA results are within 10 percent of those generated from IMPlAN data, this
supplemental analysis does not materially alter the Draft EIS condusions regarding total
employment or income supported by mining activity. A more detailed discussion of this
supplemental analysis is provided in Appendix L, Socioeconomic Report, to the Final EIS.

The Draft EIS concluded that the action alternatives would lead to a maintenance of current
conditions rather than to additional employment or income above and beyond what is currently
experienced. This condusion is not altered by the inclusion of the lEIFA data set.
3.15.3.1

Mine Development Assumptions

The principle difference between alternatives relates to the amount of coal reserves associated
with each alternative. This affects the anticipated life of the existing mines. Table 3. 15-1, Total
Projected Mine Life, illustrates the estimated mine life for the alternatives.
Under Alternative A (No-Action Alternative), leases would not be issued for the Iron Point and
Elk Creek Coal lease tracts. Under this scenario, the Bowie No. 2 Mine has approximately 1.5
years of reserves, and the Oxbatv operation has approximately 5 years of reserves.
Under Alternative B, an additional 5 years of reserves would be available for both the Iron Point
and Elk Creek Coal lease tracts at production rates discussed in Chapter 2.0, Alternatives
Including the Proposed Action. With Alternatives C and D, approximately 8 years of additional
reserves would be available for the Iron Point Coal lease Tract and approximately 6 years for
the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract. Coal reserves available in Alternative D would be somewhat
less than Alternative C because of the subsidence restrictions. However, this would not
materially affect the projected mine life. For all of the action alternatives, access could be
provided under Terror Creek to the reserves in the Bowie No. 1 pod. It is estimated that there
are 2 years of reserves in the Bowie No. 1 pod. Mine life projections are estimates and can
vary depending on factors such as fluctuating coal prices, inflation, lack of long-term coal
contracts, and generally unpredictable future economic conditions.

Each mine anticipates additional capital expenditures for coal extraction with any of the Action
Altematives B, C, and D. The identified capital expenditures for both mines total an estimated
$31 million.
For the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract, it is anticipated that 30 to 40 construction WO/1(ers would
be needed to develop the Elk Creek portal and related facilities on Oxbow private surface.
Construction should be completed in less than a year; therefore, any socioeconomic effects
would be short-lived. For this construction WO/1(, there should be no need to attract new
woriters into the two-county study area.
Combined annual purchases for both mines are estimated at $49 million. It is anticipated that
20 percent of operating purchases annually would be made within the local study area.
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T8bIe 3.15.1
Total Projected Mine lit.
Mine Lit. (years)

AltemlltlvH
Bowie No. 2'12

Oxbow'

3

A

1.5

5

B'

6.5

10

~

9.5

11

D"

9

11

Notes:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

For purposes of this table, it is assumed that coal reserves in the Iron Point
Coal Lease Tract would be mined
the Bowie No. 2 Facility, and coal
reserves in the Elk Creek Coal Lease ract would be mined using the Oxbow
facilities.
The estimates for the Bowie No. 2 column do not reflect the mine life for B
seam reserves beneath the present Bowie No. 2 D seam mining or for the
Bowie No. 1 "pod" of coal reserves, located to the west of Tenor creek.
Under Alternatives B, C, and 0, it is assumed that the Bowie no. 1 "pod"
reserves could be accessed through entries in the Iron Point Coal Lease
Tract. Mining the Bowie No. 1 "pod" could add approximately 2 years to the
life of the Bowie No. 2 operation.
Leases would not be issued for the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease
tracts. Mine life illustrates remaining Bowie No. 2 and Oxbow reserves.
Assumes approximately 5 years of mine life for each lease tract, added to
the projected mine lives of Alternative A.
Assumes multi-seam mini::\and expanded lease tracts. Estimated 8 years
from Iron Point Coal Lease ract and 6 years from Elk Creek Coal Lease
Tract, both added to projected mine lives of Alternative A.
Similar to Alternative C, except with subsidence restrictions. Assumes loss
of about 0.5 year of mini~m Iron Point Coal Lease Tract due to
subsidence restrictions.
I reserves in the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract
could be SOIMWhat ·1ess under Alternative 0 as compared to Alternative C,
but not enough to affect projected mine life.

Usi",

With Alternatives B. C. and D. operations employment at each mine is not anticipated to
increase significantly above current cone'·lions. This means the 168 mine workers at Bowie No.
2 (up from 157 people for room-and-pillar mining) and the 215 mine workers (mine workers and
contract operators) at the Oxbow operations. These work forces would be assigned to the Iron
Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts respectively. With no anticipation of significant additional
mine workers for these new lease tracts. population. housing and school enrollments should be
unaffected compared to existing conditions.
a from the IMPLAN model ~ - " sed which identified an average annual wage for mineral
extraction construction workers at 524.600. Estimated average annual wage during the period
of mine operations is 559.500 per employee.

Z.1S.3.2

Socioeconomic Effects of Alternative A (No-Action)

Socioeconomic effects of the No-Action A1temative (Altemative A) would occur due to a
reduction in coal mille activities within the local study area. Under a No-Action Alternative,
mining of reserves at existing mines would continue at existing rates until reserves are
depleted.
To be conservative. impacts associated with a No-Action alternative are expressed as
maximum potential effects on an annual basis after cessation of existing operations at the
Bowie and Oxbow sites.
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Employment and Income· Combined effects of discontinuing operations at the existing Bowie
No. 2 and Oxbow mines would represent loss of 383 jobs. Averaging $59,500 in annual salary,
total lost payroll would approximate $22.8 million annually.
For every mine worker in the local study area, an estimated 1.7 workers are supported by
l'JIining operations and mine worker household purchases. both mines were to close, then a,
estimated 650 locally supported non-mine jobs in Delta and Gunnison counties could
potentially be negatively affected due to the drop in mining activity.

'f

For every $1.00 eamed by mine workers, another $0.52 in income is supported in the local
study area. Closure of both mines could lead to a red uction of $11 .9 million in non-mine related
income throughout tne affected study area.
Total direct and indirect mine closure effects could represent a loss of up to 1,033 jobs and over
$34.6 million in annual operations payroll.
This no-action altemative would involve a level of re t:iamation employment and payroll after
cessation of mine operati ns similar to that of the action altematives. Combined, the existing
Bowie and Oxbow operations could be expected to support over 210 direct plus indirect jobs
and nearly $7.1 million in payroll annually during reclamation. After reclamation has been
completed , ('n-going monitoring would occur at both of these facilities.
On a cumulative basis, if affected workers left the two-county study area, a substantial number
likely would choose to remain within the broader seven-county central westem slope area, as
considerable inter-county migration occurs within the broader study area. According to IRS
migration data for 1996-1997, almost 30 percent of residents leaving Delta County moved to
other central westem slope counties. Approximately 80 percent moved to neighboring Mesa
and Montrose counties.

Housing, Population and School Enrollment· If both mines ceased operations, more than
800 residents (145 of school age) would be directly affected. Whether these children would
remain enrolled in local schools would depend on whether parents choose to relocate
elsewhere to find employment or remain in the local study area.
Combined, these two mine closures could affect nearly 2,380 residents living in the local study
area, over 410 of them school-aged children.
If a Significant portion of residents choose to migrate outside the area, the local housing market
could experience at least a temporary downtum (e.g. decline in property values) because a
large number of homes might come onto the market simultaneously, potentially driving down
prices. Local schools also would be affected , as a substantial portion of students could
eventually relocate outside of the district.
On a cumulative basis, with the No-Action Altemative, a Significant portion of residents could be
expected to relocate to other communities within the central westem slope region. The number
of low-income families living in the greater central westem slope area could also increase.

Other Community and Public Services· Over a short-term period of job loss (with mine
cessation), needs for some community and public services can be expected to increase.
Examples are law enforcement and social services.
The economic multiplier relationship of direct to indirect employment could create further
service demands from dislocation of workers currently supported by mining activity. A second
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type of indirect effect would result from reduced local tax revenues as local incomes declined
and/or property values decline, whether temporarily or longer term.
[
t

munity and public service providers would be affected by this combination of direct and
' ct effects. If not offset by altemative sources of revenue, the level of service available from
'lroviders would decline.

.nr

On a (.... mulative basis, if altemative employme" t were not available to displaced mine workers,
some households could be expe' ed to relocate to other communities in the central westem
slope area. This could increase demands for community and public service providers in the
communities affecte(

Recreation, Social Values, Land Ownership and Values - Differing effects may be
experienced, based on such factors as the perspective of a particular individual or social group,
geographic area considered, and time elapsed from implementation of a No-Action Altemative.
Effects that might be expected are varied, potentially including:
•

Reduced recreati n from thosE. displaced directly or indirectly by mining cessation,
perhaps offset in part by those uSIng recreation lands for hunting or fishing activity.

•

Diminution in income levels and quality of life for those displaced directly or indirectly
from mine closure.

•

Potential enhancements in quality of life for some residents whose economic
livelihood is not related in any substantial way to mining activity; a specific example
would be reduced train activity and associated noise and crossing blockages.

•

For at least the short-term, property values might decline if a substantial proportion
of displaced workers decided to place their homes on the market and relocate from
the area.

Over time, on a cumulative basis, cessation of mining would continue the trend toward inmigration of persons less dependent on traditional natural resource activities throughout
Colorado's central westem slope region. This could help stabilize property values in the long
term.

Nsc.1 Effects - The state of Colorado and local jurisdictions in Delta and Gunnison counties
currently receive an estimated $11 .4 million in combined annual tax revenue related to
operations of the Bowie No. 2 and Oxbow mines and mine-related employees. Of this amount,
52 percent accrues to state govemment and 48 percent to local govemments in the secondary
stud area.
With cessation of mine operations, payment of tax revenues attributable directly to mine
operations ($9.7 million annually) would cease. A portion of the remaining $1 .7 million in taxes
attributable to mine workers might continue to be received, depending on factors such as
ongoing employment for reclamation, unemployment payments while workers are displaced,
eventual ability to obtain re-employrnent, and need for relocation.

As stated in Section 3.15.2.7, Fiscal Conditions, local govemments receive a share of the
above revenues. Reduction in these revenues would place a burden on local govemment to
provide services at levels that presen '.y exist. With a decrease in revenues, these agencies
may need to eliminate services, lower their level of service, or find alternate funding sources. In
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addition, local govemment would lose a portion of the following estimated annual revenues:
$5.7 million in federal royalties, $2.1 million in state severance tax, and $1 .8 million in state
sales tax.

3.15.3.3

Socioeconomic Effects Common to All Action Alternatives

Because no significant changes in mine employment are anticipated, socioeconomic effects are
discussed in terms of continuing operations at the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts.
This means the socioeconomic effects discussed in this section should be viewed as a
continuation of existing effects and not as new impacts to the local study area.

Employment and Income - The Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract anticipates the need for 35
construction worXers for approximately a year of development of the Elk Creek portal and
related facilities on Oxbow private surface. These wOrXers are anticipated to earn $24,600,
producing $861,000 in estimated payroll annually.
Total operations employment associated with the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts
combined would be estimated at 383 jobs with ongoing payroll of 522.8 million annually while
both tracts are operational.
During periods when both mines are operating at the same time, these facilities are estimated
to support over 1,000 direct and indirect jobs in the local economy and over $34.6 million in
annual local income.
Combined, these facilities would support over 210 worXers and income of nearly $7.1 million
annually during reclamation. After reclamation has been completed, ongoing monitoring would
occur at both of these facilities.

Houslltfl, Popu/atJon and School Enrollment - As with the employment and income effects,
the housing, population, and school enrollment effects are presented as a continuation of
existing effects and not as new impacts

to the local study area.

Mining activities from the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts would represent an
estimated 350 households with 833 residents and 145 school age children during mine
operations. This would decrease to 78 households with 185 residents (32 school age children)
during the subsequent period of site reclamation.
During peak operations, the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts would support an
estimated, direct and indirect, 1,000 households translating into 2,380 residents with over 410
school age children. With reclamation, the number of households supported directly and
indirectly by these mines would drop to just over 210 and 500+ residents with less than 90
school age children.

Other Community and Public Services - At maximum operations, annually recurring effects
are expected to be similar for each of Action Altematives B, C, and D. The primary difference is
associated with anticipated duration of mine operations, with Alternatives C and D occurring
over a longer time period than Alternative B.
During the period of mine operations, effects on community and public service providers
generally could be expected to involve little to no change from current conditions. This is
because mine operation employment associated with mining from the Iron Point and Elk Creek
Coal Lease tracts would essentially be the same as at the existing Bowie and Oxbow
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operations. Upon eventual cessation of mine operations, effects would be comparable to those
identified with Alternative A.
On a cumulative basis, little or no change from current conditions would be attributed to
lengthened duration of operations with Action Alternatives B, C, and D

Recreation, Social Values, Land Ownership and Values - With Alternatives B, C, and D,
effects would indude:
•

Continued recreation opportunity for existing residents and visitors, but with some
potential reduced opportunity for recreation on federal lands in the vicinity of the Iron
Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts.

•

Maintenance of incomes, quality of life and social values of existing mine workers
and other workers or businesses that benefit indirectly from mine-related activity.
Potential diminution of quality of life and social values for some residents whose
economic livelihood is not related in any substantial way to mining activity; a
commonly cited example is increase train activity and associated noise and crossing
blockage.

•

•

No substantial change in property values or ownerships is expected due to mine
operations over the period of their continuation.

Rscal Conditions- During production from the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts,
state of Colorado and local jurisdictions in Delta and Gunnison counties would receive
approximately $13.5 million annually in tax revenue. Of this amount, 52 percent accrues to
state government and 48 percent accrues to local government in the secondary study area. In
addition, mining on the two lease tracts would generate an estirnated annual 'ncome of $5.7
million in federal royalties, $2.4 million in state severance tax, and $1 .8 million in state sales
tax. Taxes could fluctuate year-ta-year as the mines acquire new equipment, make capital
improvements, and as the values of such equipment and improvements depreciate. Taxes and
royalties would also be influenced by factors such as the price of coal, coal mari<ets, and mine
employment.
Tax revenues and royalties would continue for the life of the rnining. Upon project dosure and
reclamation, tax and royalty revenues would cease. Impacts would be similar to those
described for Alternative A at that time.

3.15.3.4

Dtt'ferences Amongst Action Alternatives

Total multi-year revenues to state and local governments are estimated at dose to $70 million
with Alternative B and $94 million with Alternatives C, and D. Multi-year revenues are 35
percent greater with Alternatives C and 0 than with Alternative B due to the longer duration of
mining actiVity. The :ocal government share of total revenues received is estimated at 51
percent with Alternative Band 53 percent with Alternatives C and D.

3.15.4

Cumulative Effects

0 , a cumulative basis, Alternatives B, C, and D would allow continued mining for a period of
approximately 5 to 8 years beyond what is expected with Alternative A. It is conceivable that the
life of affected North Fori< mines could be extended further if operators sllccessfully secure
previously unmined seams on private lands or added federal leases.
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Continued mining would gel'erally maintai the xi ling social values of primary and secondary
stud area house o!d~ that depend on ~ relate to natural resource-related industries.
the E k Cree Coal Lease Tract to 6 million t ns per year
The effect of incree/sing production
could be a slight possible or negative Impact depending on individu.... pers ectives of the
economic or social values.

3.15.5

Potential Socioeconomic Mitigation and Management

Potential and ongoing mitigation measures for socioeconomics are set forth in Table 3.15-2,
Potential Mitigation and Monitoring Measures for Socioeconomics.
Table 3.15-2
Potential Mltlptlon and Monitoring .....ures for Soc:loeconomic:s
Code

Impacts MitiG*d

Potential MItIptIon
and Monitoring

EtfwctIv..-.'

Who'

SE·1

Minimize local unemployment

Employ local contractors and
worters, use' local job
service centers, and go
outside local area to hire only
if qualified candidates are not
available.

1

Mining Company

SE·2

Minimize accidents and
promote mine safety

Implement miner safety and
educationaIlraining.

1

MSHA
Mining Company

SE·3

Identify and wort
coIIaboratively to solve local
problems and concema to the
local community

Continue to wort with local
government and IoaII
organizations such as the
NoI1h Fort Coal Working
Group

1·2

Mining Company

SE-4'

Minimize diSCIlilion in the
community

Collaborative resolution of
community issues

1

NFCWG

NotM: 1. Effec:tiveness is aSlesled as: 1 • highly eIlectIve; 2 • moderately effective; 3 • somewhat e~ective ;

-

and .. . uncertain.
2 . This is the entity with jurisdiction or authority to implement this action.
3. Issues being addressed by NFCWG. Mitigation il dependent on Bowie and Oxbow obtaining the Iron
Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts, respectively.

SE-1 - Coal minin~ operators could, to the extent practicable, employ local contractors and
worKers, use the local job service centers, and only go outside the local area to hire if an
adequate pool of qualified candidates can not be generated from the local area. This measure
would be highly effective in minimizing local unemployment and maintaining a strong local
economic base.
SE-2 - Coal mining operators, in conjunction and compliance with MSHA rules and regulations,
would implement a variety of miner safety and educational training. The measures would be
highly effective in promoting health and safety, and minimizing mine accidents that can injure
worKers, destroy property, and reduce productivity.
SE-3 - Coal mining operators would continue to worK with local govemment and local
organizations, such as the North FO/1( Coal WO/1(ing Group. The measure would be effective in
continuing the dialogue to understand and respond to diverse community interests and to serve
as a forum for future discussion and communication amongst the mining companies and the
community. Govemment officials, the mining companies, concerned citizens, and interested
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3.16.1

Introduction

Several commentors were concemed about the lighting impacts from the facilities at the Bowie
No. 1 Load ut. the Bowie No. 2 Mine. and the Sanbom Creek Mine.

3.16.2

Affected Environment

The Bowie No. 1 Loadout. the Bowie No. 2 Mine. and the Sanbom Creek Mine are existing
operations. The light currently associated with these facilities result from the exterior safety
lighting at the Bowie No. 1 Loadout and at the portal facilities of the Bowie No. 2 Mine and the
Sanbom Creek Mine. Additional existing lighting is evident from nighttime vehicular traffic for
employees and/or trucks.
The lighting from all three facilities is evident as one traverses State Highway 133 at night. The
lighting at the Bowie No. 1 Loadout is also visible from portions of Garvin Mesa and Lambom
Mesa. The Bowie No.2 Mine is not directly visible from Garvin Mesa or Lambom Mesa, but
some glow may be evident from the Bowie No.2 portal facilities under certain conditions such
as on cloudy nights.
Lighting from the Sanbom Creek Mine is visible as one travels State Highway 133 in the vicinity
of the community of Somerset. Nighttime lighting from these Oxbow facilities are also visible to
residents in Somerset.

3.16.3

Environmental Consequences

Light and glare from the existing operationS can create a visible glow at night, depending on
weather conditions. Lighting at the facilities is mounted on stationary structures. Low pressure
sodium lights are the primary source of lighting.

3.16.3.1

Affects of Alternative A (No-Action)

There would be no additional impacts at the Bowie No. 1 Loadout, the Bowie No. 2 Mine, and
the Sanbom Creek Mine as a result of the No-Action Altemative. Nighttime vehicular traffic,
particularly coal trucks from the Bowie No. 2 Mine to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout, could increase
as production rises from the 1998 permitted tonnage of approximately 2 million tons per year to
the now permitted 5 million tons per year.

3.16.3.2

Affects Common to All Action AHematlv..

No major additional light and glare impacts should result as a result of any of the action
altematives. As with the No-Action Altemative. nighttime vehicular traffic. particularly for coal
trucks, would increase as the Bowie No. 2 Mine increases coal production to its current
permitted level of 5 million tons per year. In the event that a new train loadout is constructed
adjacent to the Bowie No. 2 Mine, this facility would be installed with mounted stationary lighting
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:"iyhting at th se mining facilities could 'mpact 1 9httime ecre: tiC' al activities, such ar star
gazing. In addition, SOI I'le nea y residents, particularly those in Garvin Mesa that overlook the
Bowie No. 1 loadout, and residents in Somerset 10cat3d adjacen to the Oxbow facilities, could
be affected by the nighttime lighting.

3.16.4

Cumulative Effects

The extent of cumulative effects of nighttime light and glare is minimal. lights are visible at the
West Elk Mine surface facilities from State Highway 133. The combine lighting from the
Oxbow facilities and that of Mountain Coal Company is visible as one travels westward along
State Highway 133 between these two operations.
The effect on light and glare from increasing production on the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract to 6
million tons per year would be minimal.
~ .16.5

Potential Light and Glare Mitigation and Monitoring Measu ...s

Mitigation measures for light and glare are set forth in Table 3.16-1, Potential Light and Glare
Mitigation Measures.
TIIbIe 3.11-1

Poc.nu.I Mltlption Mel Monitoring 101Mau.... for light Mel 01_
Code

Irnpac:ta llltill*d

Pollenti. Mltlption

E~'

Who'

2

NFCWG

Mel Monitoring
LG-1 '

Minimize off-site light and glare

Hood lights and direct lights

toward center of project site.
Use low-pressure sodium
lights.

Notee: 1. Err.c:w- is assessed as: 1 - highly effective; 2 - moderately effective; 3 - solNWhat effective;
and .. - unceItIIin.
2. This is the entity with jurisdiction or authority to implement this action.
3. Issues being IIddressed by NFCWG. MItigation is dependent on Bowie and Oxbow obtaining the Iron
Point and Elk creek Coal Lease tracts, respectively.

3.17

IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES

Irreversible resource commitments are those that can not be reversed (loss of Mure options),
except perhaps in the extreme long-term. It relates primarily to non-renewable resources, such
as coal or cultural resources, or those resources that are renewable only over long periods of
time, such as mature vegetation or forests , The mining operation removes coal from the
ground; this action results in an irreversible loss of the mineral resource.
Irretrievable resource commitments are those that are lost for a period of time. Examples are:
the loss of production. harvest. or use of natural resources such as wildlife habitat or grazing
use, until disturbed sites are reclaimed and revegetation success is achieved. For example: if a
grazing allotment is in poor condition and is likely to remain so, the time gap between its current
condition and its ideal (potential) productivity is an ongoing irretrievable loss. Because of the
planned underground mining for the two coal lease tracts, disturbance would be a minimal; less
than 1 percent of the lease areas would be affected by drill hole pads, borehole locations and
ventilation shafts. During these uses, some existing grazing and wildlife habitat might be
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disrupted during the estimatea life of the min and for a period thereafter. With reclamation of
these disturbf'd sites, land uses would essentially return to current uses and levels of use or
even be enhanced, but this could take a period of time for some resources such as mature
aspen stands.
The irreversible and irretrievable effects of increasing production to 6 million tons of coal per
year on the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract would be minimal.

3.17.1

Irreversible Resource Commitment

The irrever.:ible commitment of resources woyld include the consumption of non-renewable
energy or materials, such as diesel fuel and gasoline, effects to topography, coal resources,
and cultural resources.
The topography above the underground mining would be permanenUy altered by subsidence.
The topographic changes created by subsidence would be mosUy unnoticeable to the naked
eye, as Iongwall subsidence tends to be uniform in nature (see Appendix K, Subsidence
Evaluation). The result of subsidence is that the post-mining topography would be slightly lower
than the original topography.
Fossil fuels used during the operation and transportation aspects of the coal mining on the two
coal lease tracts would result in irreversible commitments.
The mining of the coal from the two lease tracts would be an irreversible use of the coal
resource. On the other hand, however, the extraction and use of the coal would make this
resource available for society.
Any soil or subsoil material not salvaged prior to disturbance could result in an irreversible
commitment.
Any disturbance of cultural sites could result in an irreversible commitment. However, research
values could be rec::oY@red prior to any physical loss.

3.17.2

Irretrievable Resource Commitment

Any vegetation removed in the areas of the proposed facilities would result in an irretrievable
resource commitment. Similarly, such activity could displace wildlife within the direct area of
disturbance (e.g., loss of habitat) and some wildlife within a larger area. Reclamation plans and
mitigation measures would eventually return vegetation and restore wildlife habitat.
There would be a consumption of water resources during the duration of mining and changes
caused by mining. Eventually the hydrology of the area would retum to the similar condition
that existed prior to mining.
Care in underground mine planning should be taken in order to avoid an irretrievable loss of
possible Mure coal resources located adjacent to the proposed coal leases.

3.17.3

Unavoidat>1e Adverse Effects

There are unavoidable impacts which could occur as a result of mining the coal on the two coal
laase tracts. Some of these effects would be short-term, while others could be long-term.
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These unavoidable effects could include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.17.4

The generation of fugitive dust (short-term);
The loss of vegetation and wildlife habitat (short and long-term);
The consumption of water resources (short-term);
The permanent alteration of topography by subsidence (long-term);
The increased demand on public services and utilities (short-term);
Loss of weUands, springs and seeps, and changed functions and values of wetlands
(short and long-term);
Increases in noise levels which could affect human aesthetics (short-term); and
Increased railroad and road traffic (short-term).

Short·Tenn Use Versus Long.Tenn Productivity

Short-term uses are those that generally occur on a year-to-year basis. Examples are wildlife
and livestock use of forage, recreation, and use of the water resource. Long-term productivity
is the capability of the land to provide resources, both market and non-market, for future
generations.
Relationships between short-term uses of the environment and long-term productivity occur in
all alternatives. Short-term uses such as mining may be said to represent irretrievable
commitments of resources. As an example, the removal of vegetation from facility sites
certainly prevents the vegetation from serving as forage for wildlife and livestock for a certain
period of time. However, after a period of time, which would be based on the reclamation plan,
vegetation would again reestablish and serve the desired purpose. This would occur because
the basic long-term v£getative productivity would not be destroyed by the short-term use of
mining; therefore, no irreversible damage would occur.
Coal mining operations on the two lease tracts would be short-term with mining and reclamation
expected to last from a few years up to 10 years. The short-term use of the two federal coal
lease tracts would be tQ recover as much coal as is economically feasible, while mitigating
adverse impacts to acceptable levels.
Long-tenn productivity refers to the basic capability of the land to produce according to desired
Mure levels (e.g ., vegetation, wildlife habitat, water quality. etc.). Long-term productivity would
depend on the reclamation measures applied, the ability to retain soil productivity, and the
desired long-term management objectives.
All of the alternatives discussed in thIS EIS result in short-term uses which irretrievably commit
certain resources. Proper reclamation and environmental mitigation should restore any
disturbed sites to long-term productivity.
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Chapter 4

4.0 CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION
Thro Jghout the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) scoping process, the Bureau of land
Management (BlM) and the U.S. Forest Service (Forest Service) contacted various federal , state, and
local agencies for comments and concems. These agencies include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers;
Environmental Pro ection Agency;
U.S. Fish and Wildiife Service;
Westem Area Power Administration;
Colorado Division of Minerals and Geology;
Colorado Department of Wildlife;
Colorado Division of Air Pollution Control;
Colorado Water Quality Control Division;
Colorado Division of Wildlife;
Delta County; and,
Gunnison County.

All of these agencies were invited to attend the public scoping meeting held in Hotchkiss, Colorado on
April 21 , 1999. Representatives of the Colorado Division of Minerals and Geology (DMG), Delta
County, and Gunnison County were in attendance at this April 21, 1999 public scoping meeting.
A special meeting was held for those agencies interested in the North Fori< Coal EIS on Thursday,
April, 22, 1999. Representatives of the Colorado DMG, Colorado Division of Wildlife, Delta County,
and Gunnison County attended this "interested agency· meeting. A tour of both the Bowie Resources
Ltd . and Oxbow Mining facilities was conducted on this same day for interested agency personnel.
On Wednesday, April 28, 1999. BlM met with representatives of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Grand Junction. Colorado. to discuss the North Fork Coal
EIS.
The BlM also met with representatives of the Environmental Protection Agency in Denver. Colorado
on Tuesday. May 18. 1999.
The Final EIS will be distributed to a number of govemment agencies. The tentative list of agencies to
receive the Final EIS are listed below. The number of copies needed is also listed .
CoPies of EIS
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Office of Architectural and Environmental Preservation
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue. NW. Room 809
Washington. DC 20004
202-786-0505
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AGRICULTURE, U.S. PEPARTMENT OF
Office of Equal Opportunity
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Room 1345
Washington, DC 20250
202-447-5681

1

Animal & Plant Health Inspection Service
PPQ (APHIS)
Prog am Planning Staff
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Federal Building, Room 643
Hyattsville, MD 20782
301-436-8247

1

Rural Electrification Administration
Assistant Administrator for Management
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Room 4063
Washington, DC 20250
202-382-9552

1

Soil Conservation Service
Environmental Coordinator of Ecological Sciences Division
U . . Department of Agriculture, Room 6155
P.O. Bo 2890
Washington, DC 20013
202-447-4912

1

USDA Coordinator
National Agricultural Library. USDA
10301 Baltimore Boulevard
USA Publications, Room 002
Beltsville, MD 20705

301-344-3755

2

U.S. Department of Agriculture
Room 102-W
Washington, DC 20250

202-447-5681

5

USDA OPA Publications Stockroom
Room A-325 (Attic)
South Building
Washington, DC 20250

1

Forest Supervisor
Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre and Gunnison National Forests
2250 Highway 50
Delta, CO 81416
970-874-6649

5

Paonia Rdnger District
P.O. Box 1030
Paonia, CO 81428

5

970-527-4131
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USDA Forest Service
Attention: Environmental Coordinator
Rocky Mountain Region
740 Simms
P.O. ox 25127
Lakewood, CO 80225
303-236-9341

5

COMMERCE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association
Ecology a d Conservation Division
Room 5808 Herbert Hoover Building
202-377 -8565
Washington, DC 20230

1

DEFENSE, U.S. DEPARTtleNT OF
Chairman, Department of Defen-se
Explosive Safety Board
2461 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22331

1

703-3 52-09691703-~52-O891

Deputy Assistant Secretary f Defense (Environment)
Room 30833, Pentagon
Washington, DC ~030 1-08oo
202-695-7820

2

Deputy Assistant Secrt:!tary of the Air Force
(Environment, Safety & Occupational Health)
SAF/RQ
Washington, DC 20330-1000
202-697-0800

1

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Regulatory Branch
402 Rood Avenue, Room 142
Grand Junction, CO 81501

1

970-243-11 99

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Sacramento District
1325 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95814-2922

2

U.S. Army En ineering and Housing Support Center
Attention: CEHSC-E
20 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20314-1 000 202-272-0591

2

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Environmental Protection Agency
EIS Review Coordinator
Region VII I
999 18'" Street, Suite 500
Denver, CO 80202-2466
303-312-6002

5

Consultation and Coordination
EPA - Office of Federal Activities
Mail Code 2252A
401 "M" Street. SW
Washington. DC 20460

February 2000

202-260-5076

5

202-586-4600

3

FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
Western Resource Center
Federal Highway Administration
201 Mission Street, Suite 2100
415-744-3102
San Francisco, CA 94105

1

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
Environmental Staff
General Services Administration
18" and F Street, NW, Room 6323 (Code PLPP)
202-708-5082
Washington, DC 20405

2

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, U.S.
Library of Congress
Madison Building
Exchange of Gifts Division
Federal Documents Section
·C· Street, Between 111 and 2"", SE
Washington, DC 20540

15

ENERGY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
Office of NEPA Project Assistance
EH-25/MSGB096A
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington. DC 20585

Depository
Receiving Section
U.S. Government Printing Office
Jackson Alley, Room A-15O
Washington . DC 20401

202-512-0000

1

HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
Office of Special Programs Coordination
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Office of the Secretary
303 Independence Avenue, SW, Room 4700
Washington, DC 20201
202-245-7426

1

INTERIOR, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE
Bureau of Land Management
Colorado State Office
2850 Youngfield Street
Lakewood . CO 80215

5

Chapter"
Bureau of Land Management
Uncompahgre Field Office
2465 S. Townsend Avenue
Montrose, CO 81401

5

Bureau of Land Management
NARSC-Library
P.O. Box 20457
Building 50, Denver Federal Center
Denver, CO 80225

1

Bureau of Land Management
1849 C Street NW
Washington, DC 20240

1

Office of Surface Mining
Westem Regional Coordinating Center
1999 Broadway, Suite 3410
Denver, CO 80202
303-844-1400

5

Director, Office of En' ironmental Project Compliance
U.S. Department of the Interior
Main Interior Building
MS2340
1849 C Street, NW
Washiqton, DC 20240
202-343-2116
Natural Resource Library
Main Interior Building, Room 1041
1849 C Street NW
Washington. DC 20240
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
76 -iorizon Drive, South Annex A
Grand Junction. CO 81506

5

3

970-243-2778

1

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Chief, Section of Energy and Environment
Interstate Commerce Commission
Room 3115
Washington. DC 20423
202-275-7316

1

TRANSPORTATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
Assistant Secretary for Policy and Intemational Affairs
U.S. Department of Transportation
Environmental Division (P-14), Room 9217
400
Street. SW
Washington, DC 20590
202-366-4366

2

rn
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Consultation and Coordination
COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Division of Minerals and Geology
1313 Sherman Street, Room 215
Denver, CO 80203
303-866-3567
Colorado Division of Wildlife
P.O. Box 426
Paonia, CO 81428

970-527-4419

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT
Air Pollution Control Division
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South
Denver, CO 80246
303-692-3168
Water Quality Control Division
4300 Cherry Creek Drive South
Denver, CO 80246

February 2000

2

1

1

303-692-2000

1

303-866-3581

1

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Review
4201 E. Arkansas Avenue
Denver, CO 80222
303-757-9259

1

COLORADO STATE ENGINEER
1313 Sherman Street, Room 818
Denver, CO 80203

Access & Utility Coordination
606-S. 9'" Street
Grand Junction, CO 81501

970-248-7234

1

DELTA COUNTY
Planning Department
501 Palmer
Delta, CO 81416

970-874-2106

2

GUNNISON COUNTY
Planning Department
200 E. Virginia
Gunnison, CO 81230

970-641-0360

2
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5.0 LIST OF PREPARERS
5.1

INTRODUCTION

The Bureau of land Management (BlM) and the U.S. Forest Service (Forest Service) are the joint lead
agencies for the North Fork Coal Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and are responsible for the
contents of this EIS document. The Office of Surface Mining (OSM) is a cooperating agency on this
EIS project. S. Edwards Inc. served as the third-party EIS contractor under the direction of the lead
agencies and utilized numerous subcontractors in the assemblage of the EIS. A number of individuals
have contributed to this document. The academic background and experience of these individuals are
presented in this chapter.

5.2

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Jerry Jones· Environmental Coordinator: BS in Geology, Southem Colorado State University. 27
years professional experience. EIS Project Manager.
Dennis Murphy· Hydrology and SoUs: BS in Forestry-Watershed Science, Utah State University. 21
years professional experience, hydrology and soils.
Lynn Lewis· Geology: BS in Geology, 1976, University of Wyoming. 22 years experience.

Desty Dyer· Mining Engineer: BS in Mining Engineering, Colorado School of Mines. 23 years of
experience in private and government service.
Jeanette Pranzo • Socioeconomics: MA in Economics, University of Pittsburgh. BA Hunter College.
28 years experience.

5.3

U.S. FOREST SERVICE

Jeff Burch· NEPA Compliance: MS and BS in Forestry, Colorado State University. Post Graduate
course wen in Environmental Planning. 23 years professional experience. NEPA Process Advisor.
Andrea Wang· Wlldlffit Biologist: SA in Biology, Westem State College. 15 years experience.
Sally Crum • Cultural Resources: BA in Anthropology. 20 years professional experience.
Archaeology.
Liane Mattson· Geology, Hydrology, Subsidence: BS Geological Engineering, Colorado School of
Mines. 11 years of experience in private and government service.
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OFFICE OF SURFACE MININ('

Floyd "Mac" McMullen· EIS Coordinator: MS in Environmental Science. 1988. University of
Colorado at Denver. BS in Range-Forest Management. 1974. Color",do State University. 10 years
with BlM. 15 years with OSM.
Larry Kline· Federal Lands State Coordinator: MS in Rangeland Ecology. 1974. Utah State
University. BA in Zoology. 1967. University of Colorado, B()ulder. 10 years experience in the private
sector. 16 years with OSM. Experience in the environmental aspects of coal mining.

5.5

S. EDWARDS INC.

Sally Edwards· Principal In Charge: MS in Resource Management, 1991, Colorado State
University, and BS in Forestry 1976, Colorado State University. Experience in project management of
environmental analyses. Experience in forestry in western and southern United States. 13 years with
Forest Service, five of which served as District Ranger. President of S. Edwards Inc.
Alan Czamowsky· Project Manager: BS in Mining Engineering, 1974, Colorado School of Mines.
Experience in mining operations and environmental aspects of mining activities in western North
America.
Rita Edinger. Document CoordlnatlonIWordprocesslng: U.S. Army Training Center, Fort Jackson,
South Carolina, 1974. Clerical , management, and administrative experience.

5.6

S. EDWARDS INC. PRIMARY CONSULTANTS

Vladimir Straskraba • Hydrogeology: MS in Geological Engineering, and BS in Mining Engineering,
1958, School of Mines, Ostrava, Czechoslovakia. Principal hydrogeologist for TRC Hydro-Geo
Consultants. 41 years experience in mining hydraulic evaluations and water resource development
projects throughout the world.
Joe Frank· Hydrogeology: MS in Hydrogeology/Geology, 1987, and BS in Geology, 1978, University
of Colorado. Senior hydrogeologistlgeologist with TRC Hydro-Geo Consultants. 19 years experience
in hydrogeological studies for mining projects in the western United States. Experience includes well
installation and logging, aquifer testing and analysis, water quality sampling, and groundwater and
surface water computer modeling.
Joe Nagengast· D...ttIng and Graphics: Billings VO-TECH College AA Drafting Technology, 1978.
Design technology studies at Northern Montana College. Geologic studies at Eastem Washington
University. Studies in AutoCAD I, II, III and AutoCAO Management at CAD Institute in Phoenix,
Arizona. Experience in geologic, mining, permitting, and environmental graphics exploration and
design.
Janet Shangraw· Surface Water HydrologylWater Rights: BS in Watershed Science/Hydrology,
1978, Colorado State University. Principal hydrologist at JNS, Inc. Professional Hydrologist, certifif'd
by the American Institute of Hydrology. 20 years experience in hydrologic evaluations and water
resource development.
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Steve Long - SoilsNegetationlWetlands: MS in Regional Resource Planning/Soil ScienceReclamation, 1977, Colorado State University. BS in Wildlife Biology, 1972, Colorado State University.
Principal of Cedar Creek Associates , serving as the soils and wetland specialist. 23 years of
experience in environmental management and remediation design.
Mike Phelan - Wildlife Biologist: BA in Zoology, 1972, University of California, with post-graduate
studies in biology and ecology from San Diego State University. Principal of Cedar Creek Associates ,
serving as the wildlife specialist. 25 years experience in mining operations and environmental aspects
of mining activities in western North America .
Rollin Daggett - Fisheries: MS Aquatic Biology, 1973, Memorial University of Newfoundland. BS in
Zoology, 1971 , Syracuse University. Associate of Cedar Creek Associates , serving as the fisheries
specialist. 23 years experience with aquatic resource studies, water quality analysis work, and
environmental management.
Eric Hovee - Socioeconomics: Real Estate Finance and EnVIronmental Economics, 1977, Portland
State University, Portland , Oregon. Economics and Urban Studies, 1973, University of Pennsylvania ,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 20 years experience in public service work. Owner and prinCipal of E.D.
Hovee, a consulting finn providing economic and development services.
James Wilder - Air Quality/Meteorology/Noise: MS in Environmental Engineering, 1981, University
of Washington and BS in Civil Engineering, 1975, University of California at Davis. Air quality/noise
engineer at Kennedy/Jenks Consultants. 20 years of experience with air quality and noise
asse sments.
Jim Brechtel - Archaeology: MA in Anthropology/Archaeology, 1980, University of Northern Colorado
and BA in Anthropology, 1976, Colorado State University. 20 years as consulting archaeologist
working on hundreds of archaeological compliance projects in the western United States.
Richard Dunrud. PE - Subsidence: MS in Geology with extra courses in nuclear engineering ,
mathematics and physics, 1962, University of Wyoming and BS in Geological Engineering, major in
Mathematics, minor in Physics, 1961, University of Wyoming. 37 years experience in
engineering/geological evaluations affecting underground coal mining in western United States.
Scientist Emeritus with U.S. Geologic I Survey. A Colorado Registered Professional Engineer with a
total of 42 published scientific and tectlnical papers.
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7.0 GLOSSARY

A
MQS: Ambient Air Quality Standards (set by EPA based on Federal Clean Air Act).
Acre-foot: The amount of water or sediment volume which covers an acre of land to a
foot; an acre-foot is equal to 325,8!'i1 gallons or 43,560 cubic feet.

d~

th of one

ADT: Average daily traffic - a measure of traffic over a 24-hour period . Determined by counting the
number of vehicles (from both directions) passing a specific point on a given road.
Aerial: Consisting of, moving through, found, or suspended in the air.
Affect: To conduct an activity which will impact land, air, or water resources, so as to disturb the
natural land surface.
Affected environment: A physical, biological, social, and economic environment within which human
activity is proposed .
Alluvium: Unconsolidated sedimentary material (including clay, silt, sand, gravel, and mud) deposited
by flowing water.
AHematlv. .: The different means by which objectives or goals can be attained . One of several
policies, plans, or projects proposed for decision-m king.
Ambient: The environment as it exists at the point of measurement and against which changes
(impacts are measured).
Ambient air quality stanct.rd: Air pollutant concentration ~ of the surrounding outside environment
which cannot legally be exceeded during fixed time intervals within specific geographic areas.
Ambient noise level: The composite of noise from all sources near and far. In this context, the
ambient noise level constitutes the normal or existing level of environmental noise at a given
location.
Angle of draw: The angle that defines the limit of surface subsidence. It is measured as the angle
from a vertical projection from the edge of underground coal extraction limit.
ANC: Acid neutralization capacity.
APCD: Air Pollution Control Division of the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment.
APEN: Air Pollution Emission Notice.
Aquatic: Growing, living in, frequenting, or taking place in water; in the Environmental Impact
Statement, used to indicate habitat, vegetation, and wildlife in fresh water.
Aquifer: A zone, stratum, or group of strata acting as a hydraulic unit that stores or transmits water in
sufficient quantities for beneficial use.
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Aquttard: A confining bed that retards but does not prevent the flow of water to or from an adjacent
aquifer; a leaky confining bed. It does not readily yield water to wells or springs, but may serve
as a storage unit for groundwater.
Areal: The special extent or location .

Artifact: An object made or modified by hur ans.

Aspect: The direction toward which a slope faces.
Attachment area: A geographic region with which National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
are met; three categories of attainment are defined as Class I, Class II, and Class ilion the
basis of the level of degradation of air quality which may be permitted .
Audible: Capable of being heard .

B
BA: Biological Assessment - Refers to the information prepared by or under the direction of the federal
agency concerning listed and proposed species and deSignated and proposed critical habitat
that may be present in the action area and the evaluation of potential effects of the action on
such species and habitat.
Base flow: A sustained or fair-weather flow of a strearn.
Baseline data: Data gathered prior to the proposed action to characterize pre-development site
conditions.
BE: Biological Evaluation - Refers to the information prepared by or under the direction of the Forest
Service concerning listed and Regional Forester Sensitive Species that may be present in the
action area and the evaluation of potential affects of the alternatives on such species and
habitat.
BEA: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.

Best Management PlllCtices: Management actions that are designed to maintain water quality by
preventative rather than corrective means.
Big game: Large animals hunted, or potentially hunted, for sport. These indude animals such as deer,
bear, elk, bobcats and mountain lions.
Biological Opinion: A document that states the opinion of the USDI Fish and Wildlife Service as to
whether or not the federal action is likely to jeopardize the continued existence of listed species
or result in the destruction or adverse modification of critical habitat.
BlM: Bureau of Land Management - The agency of the United States Government, under the
Department of the Interior, responsible for administering cer".ain public lands of the United
States.
Bond: A sum of money which, under contract, one party pays another party under conditions that
when certain obligations or acts are met, the money is then returned; such as after mining
reclamation occurs. Also referred to as performance security. See "reclamation guarantee:
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BTU: British Thermal Unit - The amount of heat required to raise the temperature of one pound of
water one degree Fahrenheit.

c
Capability: The potential of an area of land to produce resources, supply goods and services, and
allow resource users under an assumed set of management practices at a given level of
management intenSity. Capability depends upon current conditions and site conditions such as
climate, slope, landform, soils, and geology, as well as the application of management
practices.
CCOC: County Citizens of Delta County.
COOT: Colorado Department of Transportation.
CEQ: Council on Environmental Quality - An advisory council to the President of the United States;
established by the national environmental Policy Act of 1969. It reviews federal programs for
their effect on the environment, conducts environmental studies, and advises the President on
environmental matters.
CFR: Code of Federal Regulations - A codification of the general and permanent rules published in the
Federal Register by the executive departments and agencies of the Federal Govemment.
Cis: Cubic feet per second - 1 cfs equals 448.33 gallons per minute.
CISPM: Comprehensive and Integrated Subsidence Prediction Model.
Coal exploration: The field gathering of surface or subsurface geologic, physical. or chemical data by
mapping. trenching, drilling, geophysical. or other techniques necessary to determine the
quality and quantity of coal in an area.
Coal wate rock: Waste rock is the non-coal material that is removed while mining. It CQOtains no
coal or coal below the economic cutoff level, and must be removed as part of mining.
Colluvium: Soil material or rock fragments moved down slope by gravMtional force in the form of
creep, slides, and local wash.
Concern: A point, matter, or questions raised by management or the public that must be addressed in
the planning process.
Crucial winter range: Those areas which. during the winter months, determine a population's ability to
maintain and reproduce itself at a certain level over the long-term.
Cultural resources: The remains of sites, structures, or objects used by humans in the past, historic
or prehistoric. More recently referred to as heritage resources.
Cumulative effects or Impacts: Cumulative effect or impact is the impact on the environment which
results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past. present, and
reasonable foreseeable future actions, regardless of what agency (federal or non-federal) or
person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor
but collectively significant actions taken place over a period of time (40 CFR 1508.7 - these
regulations use effects and impacts synonymously). For example, the impacts of a proposed
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timber sale and the development of a mine together result in cumulative impacts.

D
DB: Decibel s ale.
dBA: Decibel- A unit of expressing the relative intensity (loudness) of sound (decibel or dBA),
weighted along the audible frequencies.
DBH: Diameter of a tree at breast height (four feet, six inches from ground level).

DecI.lonofNlk....: The agencies, or deSignated representatives within the agencies, who must make
the final decisions based upon the information presented in this Environmental Impact
Statement.

Decommissioning: Suspension and/or closure of operations and possible removal of facilities.

Demography: A statistical study of the characteristics of human populations with reference to size,
density, growth, distribution, migration, and effect on social and economic conditions.

Den.lty: The number of individuals in a given area. Expressed per unit area.
Deposit: A natural accumulation, such as precious metals, minerals, coal, gas, oil, etc. that may be
pursued for its intrinsic value; coal deposit.

Detec:tlon limit: The lowest concentration of a chemical that can be reliably reported to be different
from zero concentration. Various analytical instrumentation has different detection limits.
Dewatering: To remove water from the coal seam.
Dilution: The act of mixing or thinning, and therefore deaeasing a certain strength or concentration.
Dip: The angle at which rock stratum, veining, or any plane (fault) is included from a horizontal plane.
Direct Impacts: Impacts which are caused by the action and occur at the same time and place.
Discharge: The v ume of water flowing past a point per unit time, commonly expressed as cubic feet
per seGOIld, million gallons per day, gallons per minute, or cubic meters per second .

Div....lon: Removing water from the natural course or location, or controlling water in its natural
course or location, by means of a ditch, canal, flume, reservoir, bypass, pipeline, conduit, well,
pump, ()( other structure or device.

Dnft EIS: The draft state of environmental effects which is required for major federal actions under
Section 102 of the National Environmental Policy Act, and released to the public and other
agencies for comment and review.
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DrIlling: Exploratory action conducted to gather ubsurface geologic. physical. or chemical data to
determine the location. quantity. or quality of the natural mineral deposit on an area. including
holes drilled for use as water wells.

E
EA: Environmental Assessment.
Effects: "Effect" and "impact" are synonymous as used in this document. Environmental changes
resulting from a proposed action. Included are direct effects. which are caused by the action
and occur at the sam", time and place. and indirect effects. which are caused by the action and
are later in time or further removed in distance. but which are still reasonably foreseeable.
Indirect effects may include growth-inducing effects and other effects related to induced
changes in the pattem of land use. population density. or growth rate. and related effects on air
and water and other natural systems. including ecosystems.
EIS: Environmental Impact Statement - An analytical document prepared under the National
Environmental Policy Act that portrays potential impacts to the environment of a proposed
action and its possible altematives. An EIS is developed for use by decision-makers to weight
the environmental consequences of a potential decision.
Employment: Labor input into a production process. measured in the number of person-years or jobs.
A person-year is approximately 2.000 working hours by one person woridng year long or by
several persons working seasonally. The number of jobs required to produce the output of
each sector. A job may be one week. one month. or one year.
Endangentd spec"': Any species of animal or plant that is in danger of extinction throughout all or a
Significant portion of its range. Plant or animal species identified by the Secretary of the Interior
or endangered in accordance with the 1 73 Endangered Species Ad.
Environment: The physical conditions that exist within the area that will be affected by a proposed
project. including land. air watitr. minerals. ftora. fauna. ambient noise. and objects of historical
or aesthetic significance. The sum of all external conditions that affect an organism or
community to influence its development or existence.
EPA: Environmental Protection AqencJ - An agency of the Executive Branch of the Federal
Government which has responsibility for environmental matters of national concem.
Ephemeral stream: A stream or portion of a stream that flows only in direct response to precipitation
or snow melt. Such flow is usually of short duration.

erosion: The wearing away of the land surface by running water. wind. ice. or other geologic agents.
including gravitation creep.
Exploration: The search for economic deposits of minerals. gas. oil or coal through the practices of
geology. geochemiStry. geophysics. drilling. shaft sinking. and/or mapping.

F
Fault: Displacement of rock along a sheer surface or liner plane.
F__ lbIe: Capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time.
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taking into account economic, environmental, legal, social, and technological factors.
Feasibility Study: A$ applied to mining, the feasibility study follows discovery of the mineral and is
prepared by the mining company or an independent consultant. Its purpose is to analyze the
rate of monetary retum that can be expected from the mine at a certain rate of production .
l:Jased on this study, the decision by the company to develop the ore body may be made.
Final EIS: Means a detailed written statement as required by Section 102(2)(C) of the National
Environmental Policy Act (40 CFR 1508.11). It is a revision of the draft Environmental Impact
Statement to .ndude public and agency comments to the draft.
Fisheries habitat: Streams, lakes, and reservoirs that support fish populations.
Fishery: All activities related to human harvest of a fisheries resource.
FLPMA: Federal Land Policy and Management Act.
Forest Plan: Each of the national Forests administered by the Forest Serfice is operated under a
"Land and Resource Management Plan" as required by the National Forest management Act of
1976. The 1976 Act was an amendment to the Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act of 1960 and
the Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974. Forest Plans are
prepared under the authority of these acts.
Forest Service: An agency of the United States, under the Department of Agriculture, responsible for
administering certain public lands (Forest System Lands) of the United States.
FTA : Federal Transit Administration.
Fugitive dust: Dust partides suspended randomly in the air, usually from road travel, excavation, and
lor rock loading operations.

G
Game species: Any species of wildlife or fish for which seasons and bag limits have been prescribed
and which are normally harvested by hunters, trappers, and fishermen under state or federal
laws, codes and regulations.
Geohydrology: Refers to the hydrologic or flow characteristics of subsurface waters. Often
interchangeable with hydrogeology.
Geotechnical engineering: A branch of engineering that is essentially concemed with the engineering
design aspects of slope stability, settlement, earth pressures, bearing capacity, seepage
control, and erosion.
GMUG: Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre and Gunnison.
Gpd, gph, gpm: Gallons per day, gallons per hour, gallons per minute.
Groundwater: Water found beneath the land surface in the zone of saturation below the water table.
Growth media: All materials, including topsoil, specified soil horizons, vegetative debris, and organic
water, which are dassified as suitable for stockpiling andlor reclamation.

Chap'" 7
Guidelines: An indication or outline of policy or conduct; (i.e., any issuance that assists in determining
the course of direction to be taken in any planned action to accomplish a specific objective.

H
Habitat: The natural environment of a plant or animal, induding all biotic, dimatic, and soil conditions,
or other environmental influences affecting living conditions. The place where an organism
lives.
Habitat capability: The estimated ability of an area, given existing or predicted habitat conditions, to
support a wildlife, fish or plant population. It is measured in terms of potential population
numbers.
Habitat effectlven. .s: Desree to which a physical wildlife habitat is free from man-caused
disturbances, and therefore attractive to wildlife occupancy.
Haul road: A road used by large (typically off-highway) trucks to haul ore and overburden from a mine
to other locations, such as a mill facility or waste rock disposal area.
Hydraulic conductivity: A measure 0 the ability of rock or soil to permit the flow of groundwater
under a pressure gradient; permeability.
Hydrologic system: All physical factors, such as precipitation, stream flow, snowmelt, groundwater,
etc., that effect the hydrology of a specific area.

I
10 Team: Interdisciplinary Team - The interdisciplinary team is comprised of a group of personnel with
different training assembled to solve a problem or perform a task. The team will consider
problems collectively, rather than separate concerns along disciplinary lines. The interaction is
intended to insure systematic, integrated consideration of physia:I, biological, economic,
environmental design arts and sciences.
Impermeable: Property of a substance that inhibits passage of fluids through its mass.
IMPLAN: Impact Analysis for Planning - A comprehensive and detailed database covering the ..:ntire
United States, broken down by county and in some cases down to Zip code level. IMPLAN is
primarily used for assessing potential impacts to a community due to changes in the local
economy. Originally developed through a cooperative between the USDA Forest Service,
Federal Emergency management Agency, BlM, and the University of Minnesota. Currently,
the database is maintained in Minnesota IMPLAN Group, Inc.
Impoundment: The coI~~~ and confinement of water in a reservoir or other storage area.
Increment: The amour. of ~nge from an existing concentration or amount, such as air pollutant
concentrations.

Glossary
Indirect ImpilCts: Impacts which are caused by the action but are later in time or father removed in
distance, although still reasonably foreseeable .
Infiltration: The movement of water or some other fluid into the soil through pores or other openings.
Informal consultation: An optional process that includes all discussions, correspondence, etc.
between the USDI Fish and Wildlife Service and another federal agency or the designated nonfederal representative prior to formal consultation, if required.
Infrastructure: The underlying foundation or basic framework; substructure of a community (i.e.,
schools, police, fire services, hospitals, water and sewer systems).
Intermittent stream: A stream that runs water in most months, but does not contain water year-round .
Irretrievable: Applies primarily to the use of non-renewable resources, such as minerals or cultural
resources, or to those factors that are renewable only over long time spans, such as soil
productivity. Irreversible also indudes loss of future options.
Irreversible: Resource oommitments that can not be reversed except perhaps in the extreme long
term.
Issue: A point, matter, or question of public discussion or interest to be addressed or decided through
a planning process.

J
Jeopardy or jeopardize the continued existence of: Means to engage in an action that reasonably
would be expected, directly or indirectly, to reduce appreciably the likelihood of both the survival
and recovery of a listed species In the wild by reducing the reproduction, numbers, or
distribution of that species. A jeopardy opinion would ",suit in the USDI Fish and Wildlife
Service developing reasonable and prudent alternatives for the proposed action.
Jurisdictional wetland: A wetland area delineated and identified by specific technical criteria, field
indicators and other information for purposes of public agency jurisdiction. The U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers regulate -dredging and filling- activities associated with jurisdictional
wetlands. Other federal agencies that can become inVOlved with matters that concern
jurisdictional wetlands include the USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, the Environmental Protection
Agency, a'ld the natural Resource Conservation Service.

K
L
Land m anagement: The intentional process of planning, organizing, programming, coordinating,
directing, and controlling land use actions.
Land Management Plan: See -Forest Plan.Land sutus: The ownership status of lands.
LBA: Lease -by-application.
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Lead agency: In NEPA (40 CFR 1501 .5), the agency(s) with main responsibility for complying with
NEPA procedural requirements, such as supervising the preparation of an Environmental
Impact Statement.
Leaseable minerals: Minerals such as coal, oil shale, oil and agas, phosphate, potash, sodium,
geothermal resources, and all other minerals that may be acquired under the Mineral leasing
Act of 1920, as amended.
Lease: A document through which interests are transferred from one party to another, subject to
certain rights, obligations, and considerations.
LEIFA: local Economic Information Forecasting Assistance.
Listed species: Species that are listed as threatened or endangered under the Endangered Species
Act of 1973 (as amended).
Long-term impacts: Impacts that normally result in permanent changes to the environment. An
example is a topographic change resulting from tailings disposal in a drainage. Each resource,
by necessity, may vary in its delineation of long-term.
Longwall mining system: A mining system which utilizes a shearing device with two rotating drums
for cutting coal, a self-propelled hydraulic roof support, and a conveyor to continuously mine
coal.
LRMP: Land and Resource Management Plan.

M
Magazine: A storage facility for explosives. Magazines are built to specifications set by the Mine
Safety and Health Administration and are usually located in a secure but remote area of a mine
site.
Management activity: An activity of man imposr j 0 , i:I I ndscape for the purpose of harvesting,
urces.
traversing, transporting, or replenishing na' \.II a l l
Management area: An area with similar management objectives and a common management
prescription.
Management direction: A statement of multiple use and other goals and objectives, and the
associated management prescriptions, and standards nd guidelines for attaining them (36
CFR 219.3).
Mean: A statis 'cal value calculated by dividing the sum of a set f sample values by the number of
samp~ ...s. Also referred to as the arithmetic mean or average.
Mine facilities: Those structures and areas incidental to the operation of the mine, induding mine
offices, processing facilities, mineral stockpiles, storage facilities, shipping, loadout and repair
facilities, and utility corridors.

Migratory: Moving from place to place. daily or seasonally.
Migration: Migration indudes: (a) avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a certain action or parts
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of an action; (b) minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of the action and its

implementation; (c) rectifying the impact by repairing. rehabilitating. or restoring the affected
environment; (d) reducing or eliminating the impact over time by preservation and maintenance
of operations during the life of the action; and. (3) compensating for the impact by replacing or
providing substitute resources or environments (40 CFR 1508.20).
MOA: Memorandum of Agreement.
Monitoring .nd ewludon: A watching. observing or checking. in this instance. a testing of specific
environmental parameters and of project waste streams for purposes of comparing with permit
stipulations. pollution control regulations. mitigation plan goals. etc. The periodic evaluation of
managAment practices on a sample basis to determine how well objectives have been met.
MOU: Memorandum of Understanding - Usually documenting an agreement reached amongst federal
agencies.
MSHA: Mine Safety and Health Administration - Federal agency under the Department of Labor which
regulates wori<er health and safety in mining operations.
Multiple u..: The management concepts under which National Forest and BlM lands are managed.
The rnc.nagement of the lands and their various resource values so they are utilized in the
combination that will best meet the present and future needs of the American people.
MUSYA: Multiple-Use Sustained Yield Act.

N
NAAQS: National Ambient Air Quality Standards.
NADP: National Atmospheric Deposition Program.
NIItIon.1 Forwt lIind Resource "'nllgMMnt P"n: A plan which •...shall provide for multiple use
and sustained yield of goods and services from the National Forest System in a way that
maximizes long-term net public benefits in an environmentally sound manner.· (36 CFR 219).

NCB: National Coal Board.
NEPA: An act declaring a national policy which encourages productive and enjoyable harmony
between humankind and the environment. promotes efforts which will prevent or eliminate
damage to the environment and biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare of humanity.
enriches the understanding of the ecological systems and natural resources important to the
nation. and establishes a COuncil on Environmental Quality (The Principal Laws Relating to
Forest Service Activities. Agriculture Handbook No. 453. USDA, Forest Service. 359 pp).
NEPA proc:ns: MeaSUI"&S necessary to comply with the requirements of Section 2 and TItle I of the
National Environmental Policy Act.
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NFCWG: North ForK Coal Working Group. A community based group fonned to deal with growth
issues related to coal mining in the North Fork Valley.
NFMA: National Forest Management Act - A law passed in 1976 as an amendment to the Forest and
Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act, requiring the preparation of Regional
Guidelines and Forest Plans and the preparation of regulations to guide development on forest
lands.
Non~rne

species: Animal species which are not hunted, fished , or trapped.

NOx: Nitrogen oxides - A product of vehicle exhaust.
NPDES: National Pollution Discharge Elimination System - A program authorized by Sections 3.18,
402 and 405 of the Clean Water Act, and implemented by regulations 40 CFR 122. NPDES
program requires permits for the discharge of pollutants from any point source into Waters of
the United States.
NRHP: National Register of Historic Places.
NSPS: New Source Performance Standards - Standards set by EP, defining the allowable pollutant
discharge (air and water) and applicable pollution control for new facilities; by industrial
category. (Clean Air Act and Clean Water Act)

o
Objective: A concise, time-specific statement of measurable planned results that respond to preestablished goals. An objective forms the basis for further planning to define the precise steps
to be taken and the resources to be used in achieving identified goals.
OSM: Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement - An agency of the United States
government within the Department of the Interior charged v..ith regulating coal mining
operations.
Overburden: Material of any nature that overlies a deposit of useful materials; waste earth and rock
covering a coal or mineral deposit.

p
PAP: Permit application package.

Particulates: Small particles suspended in the air or generally considered pollutants.
Perennial stream: A stream that flows year-round.
Performance bond: See "reclamation guarantee.·
Permeability: The property or capacity of a porous rock, sediment, or soil for tran mitting a fluid ; it is a
measure of the relative ease of fluid flow under unequal pressure.
Permit area: The area of land and water within the boundaries of the approved permit or permits
during the entire life of the operation and includes all affected lands a d waters.
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pH: Symbol for thd negative common logarithm of the hydrogen ion concentration (acidity) of a
solu~on . The pH of 7 is considered neutral. A pH number below 7 indicates acidity, and a pH
value above 7 indicates alkalinity or a base.
Piezometer: A device for measuring moderate groundwater pressure.
Piezometric surfKe: Any imaginary surface coinciding with the hydraulic pressure level of the water
in a confined aquifer, or the surface representing the static head or groundwater and defined by
the level to which water will rise in a well. A water table is a particular piezometric surface.
Planning records: The body of information documenting the National Environmental Policy Act
decisions and activities which result form the process of developing environmental documents;
also known as an administrative record.
Plant communities: A vegetation complex unique in its combination of plants which occurs in
particular locations under particular influences. A plant community is a reflection of integrated
environmental influences on the site such as soils, temperature, elevation, solar radiation, slope
aspects, and precipitation.
PM10: Particulates of 10 miaons in size or less, usually desaibing a source of air quality degradation.
Point source: Stationary sources of potential pollutants. In terms of mining, some examples of point
sources are crushing and screening equipment, conveyor transfer points, and pond outlets.
Policy: A guiding principle upon which is based a specific decision or set of decisions.
Poilution: Hurnan-caused or natural alteration of the physical, biological and radiological integrity of
water, air, or other aspects of the environment producing undesired effects.
PorbIl: An underground coal mining term. A horizontal or nearly horizontal access opening into a coal
mine. Different from a tunnel which has both end opening to the surface.
Potable w.ter: Suitable, safe, or prepared for drinking.
Poe.ntIometrlc surflM:e: Surface to which water in an aquifer would rise by hydrostatic pressUI8.
(See "j)iezornetric surface.)

ppm: Parts per miHion.
PrecipItMion event: A quantity of water resulting from drizzle, rain, snow, sleet, or hail in a limited
period at time. It may be expressed in terms of recurrence, interval, and duration.
PNhIetorlc: Relating to the times just preceding the period of recorded history.

ProductIon rat.: The quantity of coal mined in a given time period.
Ploject: The whole of.-o action, which has a potential for resulting in a physical change in the
environment. An organized effort to achieve an objective identified by location, timing,
activities, outputs, effects, nd time period al'ld responsibilities for executions.
Propo.ed action: A description of the project as proposed by a project proponent in a plan of

operations.
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PSD: Prevention of Significant Deterioration - A specific permit procedure established in the Clean Air
Act, as amended, used to ensure that economic growth occurs in a manner consistent with the
protection of public health; preservation of air quality related values in national special interest
areas; the opportunity for informed public participation in the decision-making process.
Public: land: Lands administered by the Bureau of Land management, Forest Service, or other
governmental agencies.
Public: participation: Meetings, conferences, seminars, workshops, tours, written comments,
responses to survey questionnaires, and similar activities designed and held to obtain
comments from the public about planning.
Public scopIng: Giving the public the opportunity for oral or written comments conceming the
intentions, activity, or influence of a project on an individual, the community, and/or the
environment.

Q

R
RIIptor: Bird of prey, including eagles, hawks, falcons, and owls.
ReclamMlon: Returning disturbed land to a productive form, usually in conformity with a
predetermined Land Management Plan or a government approved plan or permit.
Reclamation gu......: A binding oornmitment payable to a government agency in the event that
decommissioning and raclamation of an operation is not completed acoording to an approved
plan or permit. See "bond.·
RecIamIItIon Pian: A doaIment that details the measures to be taken by a project propoIl8nt (permit
holder) to reclaim the project lands; such a doaIment can contain redamation measures to be
employed during mining operations but typically describes measures to be used after mining
and miMing have been completed.

REDP: Regional Economic Design Project.

tt.1cIent: A species, which is found in a particular habitat for a particular time period (i.e., winter
resident. sunmer resident, year-round) as opposed to those found only when passing through
on migration.
RFDS: Reasonably foreseeable development scenarios.
~:

A type of ecological community that occurs adjacent to streams and rivers and is directly
influenced by water. It is characterized by certain types of vegetaticsn, soils, hydrology, and
fauna and requires free or unbound water or conditions more moist than that normally found in
the area.

Riparian zone: Terrestrial areas where the vegetation and microclimate are influenced by perennial
and/or 'ntermittent water, associated high water tables and soils which exhibit some wetness
characteristics; this habitat is transltional between true bottom land weU8nds and upland
terrestrial habitats.

Glossary
RMP: Resource Management Plan.
ROD: Record of Decision - A document separate from, but associated with, an Environmental Impact
Statement which states the decision, identifies alternatives, specifying which were
environmentally preferable, and states whether all practicable means to avoid environmental
harm from the alternative have been adopted, and if not. why not (40 CFR 1505.2).
Room-and-Plllar Mining: A mining system that uses a continuous miner to excavate coal (rooms)
leaving a rectangular pattern of coal (pillars) as roof support in the mine.
Runoff: precipitation that is not retained on the site where it falls, not absorbed by the soil; natural
drainage away from an area.

s
Safety factor: A safety factor is a ratio of resisting forces to driving forces. By determining a
structure's safety factor, a numerical index of stability is obtained.
ScopIng process: A part of the National Environmental Policy Act process; ear • and open activities
used to determine the scope and significance of the issues, and the range of actions,
alternatives, and impacts to be considered in an Environmental Impact Statement (40 CFR
1501 .7).

Sediment: Each rnaterial transported, suspended, or deposited by water, also, the same material once
it has been deposited.
Sedlmentlltlon pond: A sediment control structure designed, constructed, and maintained to slow
down or impound precipitation runoff to reduce sediment concentrations in a point source
discharge, including dams or excavated depressions. The term does not include straw dikes,
riprap, check dams, mulches, collection ditches, toe ditches, vegetative buffers, gabions,
contour furrows, and other traditional soil conservation techniques and non-point source runoff
controls.
Sensitive species: Plant or animal species which are susceptible or wlnerable to activity impacts or
habitat alterations. Those species that have appeared in the Federal Register as proposed for
classification or are under consideration for official listing as endangered or threatened species,
that are on an official state list, or that are recognized by the regional Forester as needing
special management to pntVent pl3cement on federal or state lists.

Shaft: All underground coal mining term. A vertical or inclined passageway which connects two or
more levels in a mine.
SHPO: State historic Preservation Office.
Short-term Impacts: Impacts occurring during project construction and operation, and normally
ceasing upon project closure and reclamation. Each resource, by necessity, may vary in its
definition of short-term.
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Slgnlftcant: Requires consideration of both context and intensity. Context means that the significance
of an action must be analyzed in several contexts such as society as a whole, and the affected
region, interests, and locality. Intensity refers to the severity of impacts. The severity of an
impact should be weighted along with the likelihood of its occurrence.
SMCRA: Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act.

502: Sulfur oxides, including sulfur dioxide (S02). A product of vehicle tailpipe emissions.

SocIoeconomic: Pertaining to, or signifying the combination or interaction of social and economic
factors.
SoIl horizon: A layer of soil material approximately parallel to the land surface differing from adjacent
genetically related layers itt physical, chemical, and biological properties.

Solid . . . .: Garbage, refuse, and/or sludge from a waste treatment plant, water supply treatment
plant, or air pollution control facility, and other discarded material, including solid, liquid, semisolid, or contained gaseous material resulting from industrial, commercial, mining, agricultural,
and community activities.

Sound level (dBA): The sound pressure level in decibels as measured on a sound level meter using
the A-weighing filter networtt. The A-weighing filter de-emphasizes the very low and very high
frequency components of the sound in a manner similar to the responses of the human ear and
gives good correlation with subjective reactions to noise.
SPC : Spill PreventIon Control and Countermeasure Plan - A plan which the EPA requires having on
file within six months of project Inception. It Is a contingency plan for avoidance of, containment
of, and response to hazardous materials spills or leaks.
StancMrd: A model, example, or goal established by authority, custom, or general consent as a rule for
the measurement of quantity, weight, extent, value or quality.

Stream grIIdlent: The rate of fal or loss of elevation over the physical length of a segment or total
stream usualy expressed In Mt (%).

Subsidence: A lowering of surface land caused by the collapse of rock and soil Into an underground
void.

Sua.tMtlve comment: A comment that provides factual information, professional opinion, or informed
judgement gennane to the action being proposed.
•

T
TDS: Total DIssolved Solids -Any finely divided materials (with a diameter smaller than a few hundred
micrometers) suspended in liquids such as water.
Terr. .blal: Of or relating to the earth, soil, or land; an inhabitant of the earth or land.
Th.-.atened spec"': Those plants or animal species likely to become endangered species throughout
all or a significant portion of their range within the foreseeable Mure.
ThInf1*ty C:Oilbaetur. An independent firm, usually contracted by a government agency, to perform

Glossary

wort< related to a proposed action or another organization; due to the financial and contractual
arrangements governing such relationships, the third-party contractor has no financial or other
interest in the decision to be reached on the project.

Topog.-.phy: A configuration of a surface including its relief, elevation, and the portion of its natural
and human-created features.

tpd: Tons per day.

TPH: Total petroleum hydrocarbons.
TSP: Total Suspended Particulates - Any finely divided material (solid or liquid) that is airborne with an
aerodynamic diameter smaller than a few hundred micrometers.
TSS: Total Suspended Solids - As it applies to sediments in streams.

Turbidity: Reduced water clarity resulting from the presence of suspended matter.

u
UnavolUble effects: Many effects which could occur from a project can be eliminated or minimized
by management requirements and constraints and mitigation measures. Effects that cannot be
eliminated are identified as unavoidable.
Underground coal mine: A subterranean excavation made for the purpose of extracting mineable

coal.
USDA: United Slates Department of Agriculture.
USDI: United States Department of the Interior.
USFWS: United States Fish and Wildlife Service - United States Department of the InQtrior.
USGS: United States Geological Survey - United States Department of the Interior.
UncIerstwf: A foliage layer lying beneath and shaded by the main canopy of a forest.

v
w
w....hed: The entire land area that contributes water to a partiaJlar drainage system or stream.
W.., q ....lty: The interaction between various parameters that determines the usability or nonusability of water for on-site and downstream uses. Major parameters that affect water quality
indude: temperature, turbidity, suspended sediment, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, pH,
specific ions, discharge, and fecal coliform.
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WNtherlng: The process whereby larger particles of soils and rock are reduced to finer partides by
wind, water, temperature changes, and plant and bacteria action.
Wetlands (Biological Wetlands): Those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or
groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under nannal
circumstances, do support a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil
conditions. Wetlands generally indude swamps, marshes, bogs, e!c. (See "jurisdictional
wetlands.")
Wilderness: Land designated by Congress as a component of the National Wilderness Preservation
System.
Wind rose: A diagram showing the relative frequency of wind~ blowing from different directions.

WRIS: WIldlife Resource Information System.

x
y

z
1().yur, 2~r ev.nt: The precipitation that is predicted to occur during a 24-hour period wIttt a 10year recunenoe interval.
25-yNr, 24-hour ev.nt: The precipitation that is predicted 0 occur during a 24-hour period with a ~
year rea.wrence interval.
404

Permit: Section 404 of the Clean Water Ad. specifies that anyone wishing to place dredge or fiD
materials into the Waters of the united States and adjacent jurisdictional wetlands shall apply to
the U.S. Army Corps of Enginee,.. for approval. A permit issued by the Corps of Engineers for
these activities is known

as a 404 permit.
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ACT: 3-143, 3-144, 3-149-151, 3-153, 3-156
Bear Creek: 1-13,2-14,3-17,3-31,3-32,3-36,3-37,3-41,3-44,3-45,3-50, 3-55, 3-80, 3-81 , 3-84, 385,3-1 00-102,3-115,3-1 24, 3-129,3-130, 3-140
BLM: 1-1-10, 1-12, 1-14, 1-17-20,2-1-4,2-10,2-11,2-19,2-21,2-22,2-24,2-25, 2-27, 3-21 , 3-25, 331,3-52,3-53,3-55,3-77,3-84,3-87,3-90,3-92,3-93, 3-101, 3-106, 3-110, 3-113, 3114, 3-117, 3-119,3-126-132, 3-138-143,3-147
Bureau of Land Management (BLM): 1-1,2-1
Colorado Division of Minerals and Geology (DMG): 1-5, 2-2, 3-19
Crawford: 1-19,3-140,3-144,3-162,3-164-166
Cumulative impacts: 1-11,1-12,1-18,3-1,3-14,3-19,3-24,3-30,3-82,3-92, 3-98, 3-99, 3-11 3, 3-126,
3-136,3-155,3-169
Oeertrail Ditch: 3-33-35, 3-44, 3-45, 3-76
Delta: 1-1, 1-2, 1-5, 1-9, 1-10, 1-12, 1-13, 1-19, 2-7, 2-10, 3-6,3-13, 3-86,3-87, 3-91,3-93,3-128,3132,3-136,3-137,3-140-148,3-154,3-155,3-157,3-158, 3-160-169, 3-172, 3-173, 3175
DMG:1-5-7, 1-9, 1-14-16,2-2,2-4-6,2-9,2-11,2-20-25,3-9,3-19,3-24,3-25,3-30, 3-31, 3-53-55, 382-84,3-93,3-99,3-100,3-121,3-127,3-134,3-139, 3-143,3-158
Elk Creek: 1-1-3, 1-5, 1-7, 1-8, 1-12-14, 1-16, 1-18, 1-20, 3-10, 2-2-5, 2-8-10, 2-13-16, 2-19-21, 2-27,
3-14, 3-16,3- 7, 3-20-22,3-24,3-25,3-28,3-30-33,3-36,3-37, 3-41,3-44, 3-45,3-49,
3-50,3-52,3-53,3-55,3-57,3-58,3-66,3-75-84,3-93,3-94, 3-99,3-100, 3-102, 3-109,
3-110,3-113-115,3-121-123,3-126,3-127,3-132,3-135, 3-136, 3-139-143, 3-148, 3151 , 3-155,3-159,3-164,3-170,3-171,3-174-176,3-178,3-179
EPA: 1-2, 1-9, 1-10, 3-3, 3-5, 3-7, 3-13, 3-127, 3-165, 3-166
Exploration: 1-1-14, 1-16-20, 2-1,2-2,2-5,2-10-16,2-21 -26,2-28, 3-1 , 3-16-22, 3-25, 3-27-33, 3-36,
3-37,3-41,3-44,3-45,3-49,3-50,3-54-58,3-66,3-75-79,3-81-84,3-86,3-87,3-90-94,
3-96,3-98-100, 3-102,3-109-111,3-113-115,3-117, 3-118, 3-121-126, 3-130-132, 3134,3-138-143, 3-145,3-149,3-155,3-161,3-164
Forest Service: 1-1-7, 1-9, 1-10, 1-12, 1-14, 1-16-20, 2-1-4, 2-11, 2-12, 2-19, 2-21, 2-22, 2-24, 2-25, 227, 3-25,3-31,3-52,3-53,3-55,3-84,3-90-93,3-96,3-100, 3-101,3-104,3-106,3109-114,3-117, 3-119, 3-127, 3-129, 3-131, 3-132, 3-138-141, 3-143, 3-147, 3-169
Groundwater: 1-13,3-49,2-11,2-27,3-50,3-54-58,3-66,3-75-84,3-94,3-96,3-97,3-122,3-123, 3154
Hotchkiss: 1-10, 1-12, 1-18, 1-19,3-6,3-32,3-36,3-55,3-57,3-58,3-90, 3-132-136,3-140,3-144-147,
3-154,3-157, 3-160, 3-162, 3-164-166
Hubbard Creek: 1-13, 1-18,2-3,2-11,2-12,2-16,2-26, 2-28,3-16,3-17,3-19,3-20, 3-22, 3-24, 330-33,3-35,3-37,3-41,3-44, 3-45,3-49-55,3-58,3-76,3-77,3-79-85,3-90,3-92,3-94,
3-97,3-98, 3-100-104, 3-108, 3-109, 3-111, 3-112, 3-115, 3-117, 3-118, 3-121-125, 3129,3-130, 3-140
NEPA: 1-1,1-2,1-5-7,1-9, 1-10, 1-17,2-1,2-2,2-4, 2-5,3-55,3-121,3-131
Noise: 1-1 0-12,2-20,2-27,3-1 , 3-132-1 38,3-141 , 3-156-159,3-169,3-173, 3-175, 3-180
North FoOt of the Gunnison River: 1-1, 1-12-14, 1-18, 1-19,2-7, 2-10,2-19,2-20,3-6-8,3-13,3-16,317,3-21,3-23,3-24,3-32-34,3-36,3-37,3-41,3-44,3-45,3-49,3-50,3-52,3-55-58,375,3-77,3-80,3-102,3-107,3-109,3-111,3-112,3-115,3-117, 3-118, 3-121-125, 3129,3-134,3-139, 3-140, 3-143-146, 3-157, 3-168
Ot'Iice of Surface Mining: 1-1, 2-2, 3-122
OSM: ~- 1 , 1-5-7, 1-9,2-2,2-5,2-21,2-22,2-24,3-24,3-83,3-99,3-100,3-121
Paonia: 1-12, 1-14, 1-15, 1-18, 1-19, 2-5, 2-6, 3-2,3-3,3-6,3-7,3-14,3-16,3-19-21,3-25, 3-32, 3-55,
3-115,3-132-136, 3-140, 3-143-149,3-151,3-153-155,3-158-160, 3-162, 3-164-167
Railroad: 1-10, 1-12,1-13,1-15,1-19, 2-19,2-28,3-2,3-11-13, 3-52, 3-112, 3-132-138, 3-143, 3145-149,3-151-160,3-180
Riparian Areas: 1-8, 1-13,3-53, 3-M, 3-78, 3-85, 3-94-96, 3-98, 3-100, 3-103-105, 3-108, 3-109, 3111,3-157
Socioecollomic: 1-12,2-4,2-23,3-128, 3-161,3-166,3-169-171,3-174,3-176
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Somerset: 1-14, 1-16, 1-18, 1-19, 2-8-10,3-2,3-6,3-13,3-20,3-21,3-23,3-24, 3-32,3-51, 3-75, 3-77,

3-134-136, 3-143-149, 3-151 , 3-154, 3-155, 3-164-166, 3-177,3-178
Springs and seeps: 1-13,3-31 , 3-55-58, 3-76,3-77, 3-79,3-82,3-180
State Highway 133: 1-13, 1-15, 1-18,32-5-9,2-12,2-13, 2-19,2-28,-14,3-16,3-52, 3-102, 3-110, 3111 , 3-123,3-133,3-136-138,3-143-151 , 3-154-159,3-177,3-178
State Highway 50: 3-144, 3-146, 3-147, 3-154
State Highway 92: 3-143-147, 3-155
Subsidence: 1-11-13, 1-15, 1-16,3-1,2-3,2-4,2-16,2-20,2-26,3-16-20,3-22-25. 3-28-32, 3-45, 349-52, 3-54,3-55,3-77-82,3-84,3-92-94,3-96-100,3-109,3-112,3-113, 3-125, 3130-132,3-141-143,3-155,3-170,3-171,3-179,3-180
Surface water: 1-11, 1-13,3-31-34, 3-36, 3-37, 3-41, 3-44, 3-45, 3-49-54, 3-66, 3-76, 3-77, 3-80, 3-83,
3-98,3-103,3-112,3-122,3-124,3-140,3-154
Terror Creek: 1-12, 1-13, 1-15-19,2-3,2-9,2-15,2-16,2-19,2-20,2-26-28,3-16, 3-17, 3-19, 3-20, 324, 3-30-37,3-41,3-44,3-49-55, 3-66,3-77, 3-79,3-81 , 3-82, 3-86, 3-90,3-92, 3-98,3100-103, 3-108, 3-112, 3-113, 3-115, 3-117, 3-118, 3-121-123, 3-129, 3-130, 3-129, 3140, 3-143, 3-148, 3-151, 3-170, 3-171
Terror Creek Ditch: 1-18,2-16
Terror Creek Reservoir: 1-12, 1-13, 1-18,2-3,2-20,2-26,2-27,3-16,3-20,3-31 , 3-32,3-35,3-44,3SO, 3-51, 3-53, 3-54, 3-77, 3-86, 3-101, 3-103, 3-108, 3-115, 3-117, 3-118
Threatened and endangered species: 1-8, 3-100
Vegetation: 1-11, 1-13,2-28, 3-28, 3-29, 3-51, 3-84-87, 3-90-96, 3-98, 3-101-103, 3-109, 3-110, 3-112,
3-114,3-117,3-121,3-178-180
Water rights: 1-13,2-7,2-10,3-31 , 3-41,3-44,3-45,3-49,3-52,3-54,3-55,3-76,3-77,3-80
WeUands: 1-11, 1-13,2-28,3-53,3-86, 3-94-100,3-103,3-104,3-109,3-111,3-127,3-160,3-180
Wildlife: 1-4, 1-8, 1-9, 1-11, 1-14,2-12,2-19,2-21,2-23,2-283-1,3-56,3-78, 3-100-103, 3-105, 3106,3-108-113,3-115,3-117,3-118, 3-121, 3-122, 3-125-127, 3-141, 3-142, 3-154, 3156, 3-160, 3-178-180
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ALTERNATIVE B
In August of 1997, Bon .~ esources. Ud.(Bowie) filed coal lease application COC-61209 (Iron Point
Tract) requesting the Bl.
u of land Management (BlM) offer federal coal for competitive lease . The
application was for the fOllOWing lands:
T12S, R91W, 6'" PM:
Section 33, lots 1 to 16, inclusive, SY2 NY2;
Section 34, lots 1 to 16, inclusive, SY2 NY2;
T13S, R91W, 6" PM
Section 2, SW'/. NW'/., NW'/. SW'/., and EY2 SW'/.;
Section 3, lots 1 to 4, inclusive, SY2 NY2, and NY2 SY2;
Section 4, lots 1 to 4, inclusive, SY2 NY2, and SY2;
Section 5, SY2 SE'/., and SE'/. SW'/.;
Section 8, NE'/.;
Section 9, NW'/., and NY2 SW'/.;
Section 11, NE'/. NW'/..
Containing approximately 3,403.27 acres±, with an estimated 24 million tons of recoverable coal or
7,050 tons per acre. The coal resource within the Iron Point Tract is limited to coal recoverable by
underground mining methods.
In December of 1997, Oxbow Mining Inc. filed coal lease application C0C-61357 (Elk Creek Tract),
requesting the BlM offer for competitive lease federal coal in the lands described as:
T 12S, R90W, 6" PM:
Section 31, lots 1 to 14, inclusive, and NE'/.;
Section 32, lots 3 to 6, inclusive, lots 11 to 14, inclusive, and NW'/..
T12S, R91W, 6" PM:
Section 35, lots 1, 2, and 4 to 8, inclusive, 13 to 16, inclusive, lots 21 , 22, and that part
o HES No. 134 lying in the NE'/.;
Section 36, lots 1 to 17, inclusive, NE'/., EY2 NW'/., SW'/. NW'/., and that part of HES
No. 134 lying in lot 1.
T13S, R90W, 6" PM:
Section 5, lots 6* to 11 *, inclusive, and lot 15;
Section 6, lots 8 to 17, inclusive.
T13S, R91W, 6" PM:
Section 1, lots 1 to 4 , inclusive, SY2 NW'/. and SW'/.;
Section 2, lot 1, and SY2 NE'/.;
Section 12, SY2 NE'/., and NW'/"
Containing approximately 3,292 acres±, with approximately 21 million tons of recoverable coal or 5,436
tons per acre. The coal resource to be offered for lease is limited , ) coal recoverable by underground
mining methods.

• At the time vf publication, lots 6 and 11 were being repl8t1ed. Final descriptions and acreages may vary

acx:ordir9Y .
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L.... r,..ct Information

In May of 1998, Bowie filed a coal exploration license application (COC-61945), with the BlM. The
Iron Point Exploration License contains unleased coal deposits owned by the United States of America
in the following described lands in Delta County, Colorado.
T12S, R91W, 6" PM:
Section 14,Iots 7, 8, SYa SYa, NEY. SWy., NWY. SEY.;
Section 22, SYa;
Section 23,Iots 1 to 7, inclusive, WYa, and that part of HES No. 133 lying in the SYa
SEY.;
Section 26, lots 1 to 5, inclusive, Wh, N1I2SEY., and that part of HES No. 133 lying in
the NEY.;
Section 27, all;
Section 28, SYa;
Section 29, SEY~
Section 32,Iots 1, 2, 7 to 10, inciusive,lots 15,16, and NEY.;
Section 33,lots 1 to 16, inclusive, and NYa;
Section 34, lots 1 to 16, inclusive, and NYa;
Section 35, lots 3, and 7 to 22, inclusive, NEY. NW'~, W,h NW'~, that part of HES No.
134 and that part of lois 4 to 6, inclusive, lying in the SYa SYa NEY..
Containing approximately 6,053.00 aaeu.

These applications encompass federal coal on BlM and Gunnison National Forest lands. Additions
and/or deleoolS to the delineated tracts may be considered as alternatives to Alternative B.
Alternatives WC'lIld be developed and analyzed based on issues and management needs.

AtTERNATIVE C
Add to the Iron Point Tract the following description:

T13S, R91W, 6" PM
Section 5, lois 11, 12, SW~ NEY., SEY. NW'~, NEY. SWI., NYa sey. containing
approximately 240 acres. It is estimated that there are 11,750 tons of
nICIO'Ierabie coal per acre (42.8 million tons).
Add to the Elk Creek Tract the following desa;ptIon:

T12S, R91W, 6" PM:
Section 35,1ots 3, 9 to 12, inclusive, lots 17 to 20, inclusive, NYa NW'~, and

SW~ NW'~.

Containing approximately 433.78 acres. It is estim.- ted that there are 5,375 tons of recoverable coal
per acre (23.1 million tons).

AtTERNATIVE D
The acreage for both the Iron Point and Elk Creek tracts remains ttw :'lame as Alternative C. It is
estimated that there are 11,225 tons of recoverable coal per acre (4('.9 million tons) en the Iron Point
Tract and 5,375 tons of recoverable coal per acre (23. 1 million tons) on the Elk Creek Tract.

Appendix A
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SURFACE OWNERSHIP
The surface ownership of the lands is shown on Figure 2, Surface Ownership Map. All the acreage
desaibed above contains federally managed minerals. Approximately 1,714 acres are privately owned
surface, 6,842 acres are managed by the Forest Service, and 3,155 acres are managed by the BLM.

Rnal EnvIronmental Impect SIlINmen'
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P.,.B-1

A number of federal. state. and local permits and approvals are or could be required for the exploration
and mining of the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease tracts. See Table B-1, Ust of Permits and
Approvals. Many of the listed permits are required at the mine permit stage not the leasing stage.
They are included here to give the reader a more complete picture of the coal permitting process.
Preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and the actual permitting processes are
related but distinctively separate. An EIS is designed to explore alternatives and discuss
environmental impacts. The permitting or approval processes give individual govemment decisionmakers the authority to grant. conditionally grant, or deny individual permit applications. Permits may
be granted with requirements and conditions to eliminate and/or mitigate specific adverse impacts
pursuant to their individual regulations and guidelines.

1.0

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

For the North Fork Coal EIS, the Buntau of Land Management (BLM) is serving as a joint lead agency
in the EIS process with the Forest Service. The BLM will follow a specific procedure that began with
scoping and data collection which will result in the assessment and analysis of alternatives. The
results of the environmental analyses are documented in the EIS and will form the basis for the
Colorado State Director of the BLM in making a decision on leasing and exploration.

The BLM responsibilities include the following:
•
•
•

1.1

Competitive coal leasing;
Resource recovery and protection plans; and,
Special use permits.

Competitive Coal .....Ing

In response to the competitive coal lease applications, or LBAs. submitted by Bowie Resources Ltd.
(Bowie) for the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract (C0C-61209) and by Oxbow Mining for the Elk Creek Coal
Lease Tract (C0C-61385), the BLM will process these coal lease applications in accordance with the
regulations found at 43 CFR 3420. In conjunction with the Forest Service, the BLM will prepare an EIS
to analyze potential impacts of the proposed leasing and reasonably foreseeable mining actions, as
well as develop mitigating measures to be included as lease stipulations in the event a competitive sale
is held.
The BLM will conduct a public hearing before a competitive sale is held to allow public comment on the
effects of mining on the proposed lease. The BLM must also evaluate lease proposals with respect to
coal unsuitability criteria developed by the Department of the Interior. This evaluation has been
completed in conjunction with the BLM-Uncompahgre Basin Resource Management Plan (1989) and
the Forest Service Land and Resource Management Plan for me Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre and
Gunnison National Forests, as amended (September 1991). The criteria has also been reviewed for
implications with the other alternatives in this analysis. In addition, data adequacy standards were
reviewed and detennined to be adequate.

Agency Jurisdictions

FebfUllry 2000

Table B-1

U.t of Permits .nd Apptov...

•

,..,.. Government
~oIlMId~t

1L
1P
1P

2P
1L
FCQIt Service

1L
1P

2P
1L
()IIIc:. 01 SuIfaoe Mining
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U.S. ~t 01 the Intlrior
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P
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0
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P
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0
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···
··
··
·
·
·
·
·
·

··
·
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AppfooIe Exploration Ucense
~tlo~
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~
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·
··
··
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~U_Psnnit
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StMeof~
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~ It 01

Minerals and Geology

1P
1P

CoIcndo ,.. Pollution Control DMIion

P
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CoIcndo SIMI Engineer
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P
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··
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Mining Mel ~tion ~
~ 10 Construct
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o.n. eoun:y

0

Gunnieon County

0fP

0

·
··

BuildIng Petmit
lMId

u.. Change ~

Bullding~

=

=

• Sequence 01 permitIIapprovais for federal coal resource development. L Leasing, P ., Permitting, 0 Operations
Leaing is followed by pennitting whictl is followed by operatio~,s. i~:.ombers indicate the steps in each sequence in order
01 occurrence. Where no number indicator exists. it means that the actiIIi!y is continuous throughout the step or
procedure.
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Fallow:ng the completion of the EIS, the Montrose District Office of the BlM will forward the
competitive lease application, the North Fork Coal EIS, a Maximum Economic Recovery report (MER),
a proposed Record of Decision, proposed lease terms and conditions, and preliminary
recommendations for each lease tract to the Colorado State Director of the BLM in Denver. The
Colorado State Director will make a determination on leasing action, the proposed lease terms and
conditions, and the bonding requirements. The Colorado State Director will then prepare newspaper
and Federal Register notices of the sale and post such notices of the proposed sales in the Public
Room at the state office of the BlM. A sales panel consisting,of the Deputy State Director for Mineral
Resources, a BlM mining engineer, a BlM geologist, and a BlM mineral economist will then be
designated as the group that will analyze prospective bidders and make recommendations regarding
bids received at the proposed lease sale.

1.2

Exploration Licen. .

An exploration license is processed in much the same way as a lease application. The BlM will
process Bowie's Iron Point Exploration Ucense application, COC-61945 in accordance with the
regulations in 43 CFR 3400. In conjunction with the Forest Service, the BlM will use this EIS to
analyze potential impacts and develop mitigating measures to be included as stipulations in the event a
license is issued.
Following the completion of the EIS, the Uncompahgre Field Office of the BlM will forward preliminary
recommendations and any proposed terms and conditions to the Colorado State Director in Denver.
The Colorado State D'rador will then make a determination, consistent with the Forest Service's
recommendations under the consent provisions (see Section 2.0, Forest Service), on the issuance of
the exploration license.

1.3

Resource Recovery and Protection Plans (R2P2)

If a lease is issued, prior to any lease development, the lessee or operator must file a Resource
Recovery and Protection Plan (R2P2) with the BLM to comply with 43 CFR 3482. This plan contains
detailed information regarding the coal seams within the lease boundaries and requires the lessee
and/or the operator to submit detailed mining plans regarding the coal to be mined. It is the
responsibility of the BlM to ensure that the coal resources within the lease will be appropriately mined
such that maximum coal recovery can be achieved. The purpose of the R2P2 is to ensure that the
federal govemment receives the maximum royalties from the resource within the lease boundaries,
and that the recovery of the coal resource is accomplished so as to minimize the loss of any coal
resource for future extraction.

1.4

Special U. . Permits

On public lands administered by the BlM, the agency has review and approval authority for any project
related right-of-ways such as access roac4s. The BlM will be responsible for issuing special use
permits for these type of activities.

2.0

FOREST SERVICE JURISDICTION

For the North Fork Coal EIS, the Forest Service is serving as a joint lead agency in the EIS process
with the BlM. With this responsibility, the Forest Service will WQri( with the BlM throughout the EIS
process.

The Forest Service was granted consent authority with regard to the issuance of coal leases and
licenses with the passage of the Federal Coal leasing Amendment Act of 1976. Under this act, a coal
lease or license may not be issued without consent of the s'Jrface managing agency. (i.e., the Forest

Apncx Jurisdictions
Service in the case of the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal lease Tracts), and not without including
conditions (stipulations) upon which consent is given. Under 43 CFR 342O.4-2(a) it is stated:
The Secretary of the Interior, for any proposed lease tract containing lands the surface
of which is under the jurisdiction of any agency other than the department (of the
interior), shall request that that agency: (1) consent, if it has not already done so, to the
issuance of the lease (43 CFR 3400.3-1), and (2) if it consents, prescribe the tenns and
conditions the Secretary will impose in any lease which the head of the agency requires
for the use and protection of non-mineral interests in those lands.

Under the Forest Service Manual Chapter 2820, R2 supplement No. 2800-94-1, 2822.04(c), the
Regional Forester of the Rocky Mountain Region has delegated the authority to sign all decision
documents for mineral leases (consent to leases) to the Forest Supervisor. In the case of the North
Fork Coal EIS, the Forest Supervisor of the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National
Forests will be the responsible ofIicial for any decisions regarding the Iron Point Coal lease Tract, the
Elk Creek Coal lease Tract, and the exploration license area within and surrounding the Iron Point
Tract.
Regarding any specific ground disturbing activities on forest lands, the Forest Service is responsible for
the oversight of such activities, and the agency may require a reclamation performance security (Le.,

reclamation bond), prior to allowing any ground disturbing activities on forest lands.
Similar to the BlM, on any public lands administered by the Forest Service, the agency has review and
approval authority for any project related right-of-ways, access roads, dam or dike construction, etc. In
these instances, the Forest Service would require a Special Use Permit from the lessee or the operator
on Forest Service administered lands.

3.0

OFFICE OF SURFACE MINING JURISDICTIONS

The OSM is a cooperating agency with the BlM and the Forest Service on the North Fork Coal EIS.
As such, OSM has provided input into the North Fork Coal EIS process.
The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA), gives OSM primary responsibility to
administer programs that regulate surface coal mining operations on federal lands and the surface
effects of underground coal mining operations on federal lands.
Pursuant to Section 503 of SMCAA. the Colorado Division of Mining and Geology (DMG) developed,
and the Secretary of the Department of the Interior approved, a permanent program authorizing the
Colorado DMG to regulate surface coal mining operations and surface effects of underground coal
mining on non-federallands within the state of Colorado. In September of 1982. pursuan to Section
523(c) of SMCRA, the Colorado DMG entered into a cooperative agreement with the Secretary of the
Department of the Interior authorizing the Colorado DMG to regulate surface coal mir,ing operations
and the surface effects of underground mining on federal lands within the state of Colorado.
Pursuant to that cooperative agreement, federal coal lease holders in Colorado must submit permit
applications to both the OSM and the Colorado DMG for proposed mining and reclamation operations
on lands in the state of Colorado. The Colorado DMG will review the permit application packages to
ensure that the permit application complies with their permitting requirements and that the coal mining
operation will meet the approved permanent regulatory program's performance standards. If the
permit application package complies with the applicable regulations and performance standards, the
Colorado DMG wi. issue the lessee or operator a permit to conduct coal mining and reclamation
operations on the subject lease.
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The public has the opportunity to provide comments to the Colorado DMG and request an informal

conference or a public hearing on each permit application package. These opportunities for comment
are published as legal notices in a local newspaper of general circulation.
The OSM, Forest Service, BlM, and other appropriate federal agencies will review the permit

application package to ensure that it complies with the terms of the coal lease, the requirements of the
Mineral leasing Act of 1920 ("MLA"), the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 ("NEPA"), and
other federal laws and their attendant regulations.
The OSM will recommend approval, approval with conditions, or disapproval of any MLA mining and
reclamation plan involving federal coal to the Assistant Secretary of the Department of the Interior Lands and Minerals Management. Before the mining plan can be approved, the BLM, Forest Service
and a surface-managing agency, if other than the BlM or Forest Service, must concur with this
recommendation.
The Colorado DMG enforces the performance standards and permit requirements during the operation
of the mine and have primary authority in environmental emergencies. The OSM retains oversight
responsibility for this enforcement. The BlM has authority in those emergency situations where the
Colorado DMG or OSM inspectors can not act before environmental harm or damage occurs.
The information and data submitted in the coal lease applications by Bowie and Oxbow do not
constitute a formal underground mining permit appl,ication package to either the OSM or the Colorado

DMG. This coal lease application information has been used solely to develop an impact nalysis in
the EIS. Its use is intended to illustrate one possible plan for developing federal coal rese es on the
lease tracts and does not imply that either Bowie or Oxbow would be given any preference in the event

that lease sales are held. In addition, such information does not imply that the permit application
package developed from these preliminary plans would comply with the regulations or be approved by
the Colorado DMG if a lease sale were held and Bowie or Oxbow obtained the respective lease tracts
for which they are applying. Ally plan which is ultimately submitted must comply with the regulations of
the Colorado DMG and the OSM before such plan can be approved.

4.0

MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE

The Minerals Management Service has no pennitting responsibilities associated with coal mining.
However, this organization is an important government agency with its primary function focused at
ooIeding royalties from the mining of coal on federal lands. The Mineral Management Service
regularty worb with the BLM regarding mining on federal coal lease tracts and reviews mine maps and
other documentation in order to assess the coal tonnages extracted from the federal coal lease. In
addition, the Mineral Management Service win review coal sales records of the lessee or operator to
ensure that the federal government receives the appropriate royalty amount from the extraoted federal
coal. For surface mines, the royalty for federal coal is 12.5 percent of the saI!s 9riOe of the coal at
mine site; for underground coal mining operations the ~Ity ' 8 pe~nt of thia saiesJ price at the mine

site.

5.0

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

The Corps of Engineers is responsible for issuing permits und3r Section 404 of the Clean Water Act
which requires permits for the "discharge of dredged Of fill material into navigable waters." Guidelines
promulgated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under 'Section 404(b XI) generally prohibit
the discharge of dredged or fill materials into "Wate~ of tho) United States" unless it can be shown th::.t
the discharge is the least environmentally damaging practicable altemative to ach ~ve the basic
purpose of the proposed project.

Apncy Jurisdictions
The tenn "Waters of the United States· is broadly defined as waters that are or could be used in
interstate or foreign commerce. In addition to territorial seas and interstate waters, this includes other
waters such as lakes, mud flats, sloughs, and wetlands which are or could be used in interstate or
foreign commerce. To the degree that they impact "Waters of the United States: various activities
associated with mining operations, such as road or bridge construction, mine portal site development
and construction, construction of water storage dams, etc., may require a Section 404 Pennit.

The Corps of Engineers must comply with Executive Orders 11990 and 11998 with respect to impacts
to the nations wetlands and/or floodplains. The "no net loss· wetlands policy is outlined in an
agreement between Corps of Engineers and the EPA. The policy goal of the no net loss to wetland
acreage or function is implemented primarily through pennit review.
In reviewing Section 404 permit applications, the Corps of Engineers must evaluate whether the
benefits from the project outweigh the predicted environmental impacts. This is called a "public interest
review." Factors considered during the public interest review include the following:
•
•
•
•

Basic project purpose and need;
Water dependency;
Availability of practicable altematives, taking into consideration cost, logistics, and
technology; and,
Environmental impacts.

The Corps of Engineers evaluates whether the proposal is the least environmentally damaging
practicable alternative. It may be nec:essary for the applicant to include mitigation measures that will
reduce impacts to the aquatic environment to an acceptable level. These measures may include
avoiding fills to "Waters of the United States", reducing the area of fill, creating or restoring aquatic
environments, and/or enhancing the ','Blue of an existing aquatic area,

6.0

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

NEPA documents, such as the Draft EIS, the Final EIS, and Records of Decision completed by the
BLM and Forest Service for the lease tracts regarding the Nofth Fork Coal EIS, will be filed with the
EPA.
In addition

to its NEPA oversight responsibilities, the EPA has responsibilities involved with the

following:
•
•

6.1

Clean WatM Act; and
Clean IW Ad.

ClMn Water Act

The Clean Water Ad has established the following surface water programs which may concern mining
operations of either Bowie or Oxbow in the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease Tracts:
•

The NPDES pennit program regulating the point source and stann water discharge of
pollutants;

•

The Section 404 permit program regulating the discharge of dredged or fill material; and,

•

The Section 311 program regulating spills of oil and hazardous substances.

AppendixB
EPA established the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program for regulating
surface water quality. This program was principally established by the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act Amendments of 1972 and supplement amendments and re-authorization. In its amended and reauthorized form, this statute as a whole is now generally referred to as the Clean Water Act.
The NPDES permit program is established by Section 402 of the Clean Water Act. The Colorado
Department of Public Health and Environment is the permitting authority in the state of Colorado for the
issuance of NPDES permits pursuant to Section 402 of the Clean Water Act.

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act authorizes the Corps of Engineers to issue permits "for the
discharge of dredged or fill materials into navigable waters." These permits are addressed under 14.5,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Responsibilities, which immediately precedes this discussion. The EPA
is responsible for reviewing the consistency of any proposed 404 action with Section 404(b)( 1 )
guidelines.
Section 311 of the Clean Water Act establishes requirements relating to discharges or spills of oil or
hazardous substances. Discharges or spills of oil in "harmful quantities" are prohibited. The EPA has
established a requirement for the preparation of a Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure
(SPCC) plan by facilities that handle substantial quantities of oil.

6.2

CIe.n Air Act

In addition to water quality oversight, the EPA also maintains control over the air resources of an area
as ouUined in the Clean AJr Act. The Clean AJr Act's most basic goals are to protect public health and
welfare. The EPA can comment on, but is not responsible for, a new source (air quality) construction
permit issued by ~ Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment.

7.0

U.S. FISH AND WlLDUFE SERVICE

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service administers the Endangered Species Act, as re-enacted in 1982,
and the Bald Eagle Protection Act of 1940, as amended. On the North Fork Coal EIS, the BLM and
Forest Service consulted with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service regarding any federally listed
threatened or endangered species that might be impacted by proposed operations. This is known as
the Section 7 ConsultatIon. A biological assessment has been prepared by the BLM and Forest
Service for any federally listed threatened or endangered species, and this document has been
submitted to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. If adverse impacts to threatened or endangered
species . . projected, specific design measures to protect the affected species may need to be
developed.

1.0

U.S. MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

The health and safety aspects of Bowie and Oxbow operations are regulated by federal health and
safety standards for mining operations. The Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) makes
comprehensive routine inspections of the underground coal mining operations and are involvej in
educational and safety training programs for company personnel. Underground coal mining operators
are also responsible for providing MSHA with reports of accidents, injuries, occupational diseases and
related data. Specific programs for the education and training of all underground coal mining
employees are also a part of the health and safety regulations of MSHA. MSHA also reviews and
approves ventilation plans and ground control plans for underground coal mines.

Agency Jurisdictions
9.0

TREASURY DEPARTMENT (DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND
FIREARMS)

Intrerstate transportation of explosives is regulated by the Department of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Fireanns. Underground coal mining operators or their explosives suppliers will need to obtain a license
for transport of such explosives to the site. In addition, an explosive user permit will also be required
by this agency.

10.0

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION

A copy of both the Draft EIS and Final EIS documents must be filed with the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation. This agency wor1ts in an advisory role to assist the BlM and Forest SeNice with
compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act and the American Indian Religious Freedom
Act. In addition, the Colorado State Historic Preservation Office will give concurrence with any agency
determined cultural impacts. The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation would be available to
serve in an advisory role if requested by the Colorado agency. The Advisory Cou cilon Historic
Preservation may also review state program activities and determine relative compliance to the
previously mentioned National Historic Preservation Act.

11.0

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF MINERALS AND GEOLOGY

Under the Colorado Surface Coal Mining Reclamation Act (34-33-101 et. seq., eRS 1973, as
amended) and the regulations of the Coal Mined Land Reclamation Board for coal mining (1980,
amended), the Colorado DMG requires a permit to regulate surface coal mining activities and the
surface effects of underground coal mining. The purpose of this permitting program is to ensure the
disturbed areas are reclaimed and enviroomental protection is ensured for coal mining activities within
the state of Colorado. Performance security for reclamation activities is required before this permit is
granted.
The Colorado DMG requires engineering information for coal mining operations including topographic
maps. sequence of mining. coal waste disposal sites, borrow sites, construction methods, equipment to
be used. plans for mitigation of runol'f and erosion. sediment control measures. and the proposed
methods and schedule of reclamation. Environmental information includes soil characterization and
topsoil management. erosion control measures, reclamation and revegetation plans and methods to
protect ground and surface water quality.
In addition, the Colorado DMG has permitting requirements for coal exploration activities. Such
permittillg activities require a description of the planned exploration, the methods and schedule for
reclamation and environmental protection measures to be employed during exploration.

12.0

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF PUBUC HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT AIR
POLLUTION CONTROL OMSION

The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment - AJr Pollution Control Division has review
and approval authority over new source construction or additions or modifications to existing sources
for releasing contaminants into the air. The AJr Pollution Control Division has regulatory responsibility
for the following permits which may affect mining operations:
•
•
•

Permit to Construct;
Permit to Operate; and,
Prevention of Significant Deterioration.
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12.1

P!fl!B-'

Permit t Construct

This permit requir<!S the applicant to sul;>mit an emissions inventory listing sources and amounts of air
pGllution eleased, an analysis of best available control technology (BACT), and a demonstration that
ambient air quality standards, including levels for toxic air pollutants will not be exceeded. The
statutory authority for new source cofi"truction app~oval is the Colorado Clean Air Act and subsequent
regulations.

12.2

Permit to

rate

The Colorado hjr Pollution Control Ivision has a COIl1 ,:>rehensive air operating permit program which is
consistent with the requirements of 7itle V of the Federal Clean Air Act. Facilities will be required to
C'btain a>peratini permits withi" six mor\hs of the issuarr of initiation of construction activities.

12.3

Prevention of Significant Deterioratio n

The basic objective of the prevention of signi.. nt deterioration (PSD) air quality program is to prevent
substantial degradation of air quality iI al1!as that are in compliance with national ambient air quality
standards, while maintaining a margin fgr future growth. As part of the new source review, PSD
applicability is determined.
Criteria that trigger the requirements for a PSD permit vary depending on the type of facility. In the
case of mining, a PSD permit is not req:fred for operations that emit less than 250 tons per year of any
pollutant regulated under the Federal Clean Air Act. Pollutants can include both particulate (dust) and.
gaseous S02, C02, NOx and HC emissions.

Spedfic information on PSD requirements can be found in 40 CFR 52.221 as adopted. If a PSD permit
is required, one year of site-specific ambient air quality data collected by the applicant is typically
needed.

13.0 COLORADO DEPAlf,TMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENT· WATER QUAUTY CONTROL DMSION
Under authority delegated by the EPA, the Colorado Department ot-Public Health and Environment Cor.ItrO/ Division regulates the discharge of pollutants into Colorado's surface waters
through the NPDES permit (see Section 14.6.1, Clean Water Act, of this documant).

-.Na~er Quality

An application for an individual NPDES permit requires information on water supply volumes, water
utilization, waste water flow characteristics and dispos@l methods, planned improvements, storm water
treatment. plant operation. materials and chemical used. production, and other related information.
Depending on the type of materials to be mined, the EPA regulations may specify effluent limitations
for inclusion in an NPDE permit for the discharge of waste waters and storm water. Mines for which
EPA has not promulgated storm water effluent limits are required to obtain coverage under a general
storm water permit issued by the Colorado Water Quality Control Division. Processing time for an
individual NPDES permit ranges from about 180 days to 1 year, but varies upon project complexity. A
public hearing on a proposed NPDES permit may be required.
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14.0 COLORADO STATE ENGINEER'S OFFICE
The Colorado State Engineer has oversight responsibility for the following permits:
•
•

14.1

Dam Safety Pennit; and ,
Permit to Appropriate Public Waters.

Dam Safety Permit

The Colorado State Engineer requires approval for any person or entity intending to construct, modify,
or repair any dam or control works for a dam or dike that will store ater to a depth of 10 or more feet
at its deepest point or a dam or dike that will contain 10 or more acre-feet of water. Reservoir
applications require information on the use and capacity of the reservoir and a legal description of the
location of the structure.
Before beginning any construction, plans and specifications must be prepared by a properly qualified
Colorado state Certified Professional Engineer (carrying the engineer's signature and seal) and
submitted for approval to the Colorado State Engineer. Plan approval is required before beginning
construction.

The Colorado State Engineer's office is also required to periodically inspect the construction and
operation of any dams in order to secure safety to life and property.

14.2

Permit to Appropriate Public Waters

Authority to use public water is gra ted through issuanoe of a permit to appropriate public waters from
the Colorado State Engineer's office.
A permit is required prior to the development of any diversion of surface water and/or withdrawal of
groundwater.
A public notice is required prior to obtaining a permit to appropriate public waters. A 3O-day comment
period is provided after public notice. The Colorado State Engineer evaluates the application and any
objections which were filed in response to the public notice with particular attention to the following
questions:
•
•

•
•

Is water available to satisfy the applicants needs?
Would the appropriation of water impair the senior rights or injure the instream values of the
water source?
Does the applicant propose a beneficial use of water?
Would the appropriation be detrimental to the public interest?

Permits may be issued which may authorize water use for a limited period of time (a temporary pennit).
In addition, changes to existing water rights must be reviewed and approved (i.e., point of withdrawal,
changes in use, etc.).

Any permit issued must be specific as to the following:
•
•
•

•
•

Water quantities to be appropriated, instantaneous and annual ;
The period of use;
The point from which the water may be obtained;
The purpose for which the ater may be used; and,
The place of use.

Rnal Environmen'" Impact Statement
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Provisions and limitations specific to the proposed water use and a development schedule for
completing the project are normally associated with the permit. A permit only authorizes development
of a project and does not represent the extent of a final water right. To the extent that water is
beneficially used within the limitations of a "regular" permit, a certificate of a water right may be issued
documenting a perfected water right. The processing time of a water right varies but can take up to 18
months. Public notice is required for water right applications.

15.0

COLORADO STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE

The Colorado State Historic Preservation Office must be contacted prior to the start of a project to
determine if historic and archaeological sites will be affected. The status of any sites or structures
listed in or eligible for National Register of Historic Places or local landmark deSignation will need to be
determined. Plans for protection or mitigation measures may be a condition of concurrence with
agency determined cultural impacts.

The Colorado State Historic Preservation Office also must be consulted when projects are subject to
review under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. This act requires that all
federal agencies take into account the effect ~ their actions on historic properties. The Colorado State
Historic Preservation Office should be consulted to determine if the site has been surveyed, if there are
identified historic resources on site, and if the property is listed or eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places. If the project will adversely affect property that meets the National Historic
Register criteria, the Colorado State Historic Preservation Office will recommend ways to avoid or
mitigate that adverse affect.

16.0

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

The Colorado Department of Transportation is responsible for compliance with Colorado state
requirements for road design and construction. This agency's responsibilities in the case of the North
Fork Coal EIS will probably be Iirflited to review and approval of applications for any upgraded road
access permits. The Colorado Department of Transportation also monitors traffic loads on highways to
ensure that proper maintenance is completed and that any future highway expansions to handle traffic
are budgeted.

17.0

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF LOCAL AFFAIRS

The Colorado Department of Local Affairs does not have any regulatory authority; however, this group
is responsible for distribution of energy impact tax funds and revenues received as part of the
reimbursement of federal royalties from coal mining to the states. Responsibilities of this agency are to
review the needs of energy impacted counties within the state and distribute funds for various projects
that alleviate the 8OOI1Omic impacts of such development. The Colorado Department of Local Affairs
considers applications for funding from counties and communities.

18.0

DELTA COUNTY

Delta County has no zoning requirements.
Delta County does require permits to construct permanent buildings. The applications for building
permits require detailed plans for structures including electrical plans, plumbing plans, floor layout,
sewage facilities , location of wells (if applicable), drainage plans, size and shape of the buildings,
access, size and shape of the foundation walls, beams, air vents, window access, and heating and
cooling mechanical aspocts. Permits are issued upon approval of the plans. The county may inspect
the buildings during construction.

Agency Jurisdictions
19.0

GUNNISON COUNTY

Gunnison County has zoning requirements which are overseen by the Gunnison County Planning
Department. Special Use permits for activities in the county must be obtained prior to oonstruction.
Gunnison County also has building permit requirements simi' ~ r to Delta County.

AppendIxC
NOTE: See Figure ClD-1, Coal Unsuitability Criteria Locations. This figure is included with the second
volume of the EIS.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FEDERAL LANDS INVOLVED
This unsuitability analysis has been prepared for the Iron Point Tract, a 3.404.28 ..ere tract of federal
coal lands described as:
T12S. R91W. 6" Principal Meridian.
Section 33. Lots 1 to 16. inclusive. and S%NY2;
Section 34. Lots 1 to 16. inclusive. and S%NY2;

782.20 acres

T13S. R91W. 6" Principal Meridian.
Section 2. SWI.NWA. NW/.sWA. EY2SWA;
Section 3. Lots 1 to 4. inclusive. S%NY2 and NYiSY2;
Section 4. Lots 1 to 4. inclusive. S%NY2 and SY2;
Section 5. SY2SE%. SEY.sW%;
Section 8. NE%;
Section 9. NWA. NYiSWA;
Section 11. NEY.NWA;

160.00 acres
483.04 acres
643.04 acres
120.00 acres
160.00 acres
240.00 acres
120.00 acres

n6.OOacres

tract was identified as a result of a coal lease application submitted by Bowie Resources. Ltd.
(Bowie) in August 19n. The tract lies approximately 4 miles east of the town of Somerset in Delta
County. Colorado. Approximately 2.801 acres are federal surface and federal minerals. The USDA
Forest Service (Forest Service) manages the surface of 1.558 acres and the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) manages 1.243 acres. The remainder of the surface (602 acres) is owned by
Bowie and William G. Hughes. Pat A. Hughes and Brian C. Hughes; the mineral estate is federally
owned. The tract lies adjacent to two existing producing coal mines.
This

As a first step in this analysis. the preliminary mining plan submitted by the applicant was examined in
order to identify areas in which the proposed underground mining operation would produce surface
effects. AI of the areas on which surface facilities associated with the proposed operation were to be
located and all the areas identified as likely to be affected by subsidence were delineated as having
swface effects.
The unsuitability aiteria were then applied individually to the areae identified es having surface effects.
Each criterion was applied individually and maps were developed showing the applicability of the
aitefion. Then after al aiteria had been applied. the exceptions of each criterion found to be
appIic __ were then examined to determine if the exceptions were also applicable.
Finally. after the process had been completed. a summary. stating the conclusions of the report was

written.
In compiling is analysis and report. the unsuitability aiteria published in 43 CFR 3461 were used.
The Ul'l$uitabiIity aiteria were applied individually to the area being considered. Exceptions to certain
aiteria allow areas to be considered further even though they have been determined to be unsuitable.
These exceptions to the criteria are noted where applied.

ANALYSIS OF THE UNSUITABILITY CRITERIA
Criteria exemptions are not described. Exceptions to the criteria are desaibed only if they apply.

Pape-z

Unsun.bliity Analysis • Iron Point TrKt

Criterion 1
All federal lands included in the following land systems or categories shall be considered unsuitable:
National Parte System, National Wildlife Refuge System, National System of Trails, National Wilderness
Preservation System, National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, National Recreation Areas, lands
acquired with money derived from the Land and Water Conservation Fund, National Forests, and
federal lands in incorporated cities, towns, and villages.
Exceptions. (I) A lease may be issued within the boundaries of any National Forest if the Secretary
finds no Significant recreational, timber, economic or other values which may be incompatible with the
~"!; and (A) surface operations and impacts are incident to an underground coal mine, or (B) where
the Secretary of Agriculture determines, with respect to lands which do not have Significant forest cover
within those National Forests west of the Meridian, that surface mining may be in compliance with the
Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act of 1960, the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1976 and the
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 19n.

An_lysis
The lands within Sections 33 and 34 T13S, R91W, 6" PM were proclaimed National Forest on June 6,
1905 and are within the Gunnison National Forest. Conditions under which coal leasing may occur are
listed in the Amended Land and Resource Management plan (LRMP>' Grand Mesa. UflOOITlDlhgre and
Gunnjson National Forests - General Direction on pages 1I1~2 through 111-70 and in the Grand Mesa.
Uncomoahg[J and Gunnjson National Forests ON and Gas ""jog Enyjrpnmenta! Impact Statement.
The stipulations set forth in these documents wiD protect specific resources which are found on the
lease, and thereby satisfy the condition that the "Secretary finds no significant reaeational, timber,
economic or other values which may be incompatible with the lease: In addition, surface operations
and impacts are incident to an underground coal mine.

Criterion 2
Federal lands that are within rights-of-way or easements or within surface leases for residential,
commercial, industrial, or other public purposes, on federally-owned surface shall be considered
unsuitable.
Exceptions. A Iwase may be issued and mining operations approved, in such areas if the surface
management agency determines that (i) all or certain types of coal development (e.g., underground
mining) will not interfere with the purpose of the right-of-way or easement, or (ii) the right-of-way or
easement was granted for mining purposes, or (iii) the right-of-way or easement was issued for a
purpose for which it is not being used, or (iv) the parties involved in the right-of-way or easement
agree, in writing, to leasing, or (v) it is impractical to exdude such areas due to the location of coal and
method of mining and such areas or uses can be protected through appropriate stipulations.

An_lysis
There are two rights-of-way located on the application lands managed by the BLM, a power1ine (COC22713) and Delta County Road 44.05 Drive (C0C-42671, Hubbard Creek Road), totaling 24 acres.
Lands involved in these rights-of-way are suitable for coal leasing after applying the exceptions to the
criteria. The road RIW is protected by Criterion No.3 (see below); the power1ine will be protected by
exception (v) above. The powef1ine right-of-way is 125 feet in width and includes access roads. In
order to protect the power1ine, the following lease stipulation will be required:

AppendIxC
State-of-the-art mining techniques (pillar and panel widths, rate of coal development and
extraction, mine method, determining angle of draw, etc.) shall be used to control
subsidence. No mining related surface disturbances will occur within 100 feet of the
outside line of the powerline right-of-way without a written finding from the Authorized
Officer and consultation with the right-of-way holder. These techniques would provide
for maximum coal removal while insuring that sufficient coal is left in place to prevent
subsidence.

There is a General Land Office Order, 611/1910, which classifies the lands within the application area
for coal. The lands are also within the Paonia-Somerset Known Recoverable Resource Area, COC20093. No other easements or surface leases for residential, commercial, industrial, or other public
purposes are determined to exist within the review area.

Criterion 3
Federal lands affected by section 522(e)(4) and (5) of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act
of 19n shall be considered unsuitable. This includes lands within 100 feet of the outside line of the
right-of-way of a public road, or within 100 feet of a cemetery, or within 300 feet of any public building,
school, church, community or institutional building or public park, or within 300 feet of an occupied
dwelling.

Exceptions.

A lease may be issued for lands (i) used as mine access roads or haulage roads that join
the right-of-way for a public road, (ii) for which the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and
Enforcement has issued a permit to have public roads relocated, (iii) if, after public notice and
opportunity for public hearing in the locality, a written finding is made by the Authorized Officer that the
interests of the public and the landowners affected by mining within 100 feet of a public road will be
protected, or (iv) for which owners of occupied dwelH."IgS have given written permission to mine within
300 feet of their buildings.

Analysis
Approximately 900 feet of (1.2 acres) public road, Delta County Road 44.05 Drive, is located on the
proposed lease tract. No occupied dwellings, public buildings, schools, churches, community, or
institutional buildings exist within this area.
All of the lands affected by this criterion are suitable for coal leasing with application of the exceptions.
A lease stipulation win, be required to protect the public road from surface disturbance and subsidence.
Hubbard Creek County Road wiH be protected from surface disturbance and subsidence due to mining
by the following stipulation:
No mining related disturbances will occur within 100 feet of the outside
line of the right-of-way of Hubbard Creek County Road (44.05 Drive).
The angle of draw used to protect the road from subsidence will be
dictated by the approved Colorado DMG Mining and Reclamation Plan,
(the estimated angle of draw is conservatively estimated to be 25
degrees). However, mining related disturbances may occur if, after
public notice and the opportunity for public hearing in the locality, a
written finding is made by the Authorized Officer that the interests of the
public and the landowners affected by mining within 100 feet of a public
road will be protected.

Unsulmbility AMlysis • Iron Point Tract

Criterion ..
Federal lands designated as wilderness study areas shall be considered unsuitable while under review
by the Administration and Congress for possible wilderness designation. For any federal land which is
to be leased or mined prior to completion of the wilderness in"(II)ntory by the surface management
agency, the environmental assessment or impact statement on t' l8lease sale or mine plan shall
consider whether the land possesses the characteristics of a wilderness study area. If the finding is
affirmative, the land shall be considered unsuitable, unless issuance of noncompetitive coal leases and
mining on leases is authorized under the Wilderness Act and the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976.

Analysis
No lands within the review area are designated Wilderness Study Areas.

Criterion 5
Scenic federal lands designated by visual resource management analysis as Class I (an area of
outstanding scenic quality or high visual sensitivity) but not currenUy on the National Register of Natural
Landmarks shall be conside,..c:l unsuitable. A 1ea.'18 may be issued if the surface management agency
determines that surface coal mining operations will not significanUy diminish or adversely affect the
scenic quality of the designated area.

Analysis
No lands within the review area are designated as visual resource management Class I areas.

Criterion •
Feclerallands under permit by the surface management agency, and being used for scientific studies
involving food or fiber production, natural resources, or technology demollstrations and experiments
shall be considered unsuitable for the duration of the study, demonstration, or experiment except
where mining could be conducted in such a way as to enha ce or not jeopardize the purposes of the
study, as determined by the surface management agency, or where the principal scientific use or
agency give written concurrenoe to all or certain methods of mining.

Analysis
No lands within the review area are under permit for scientific study.

Criterion 7
All publicly-owned places on federal lands which are included in the National Register of Historic
Places shaH be considered unsuitable. This shall include any areas that the surface management
agency determines, after consultation with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation and the State
Historic Preservation Officer, are necessary to protect the inherent values of the property that made it
eligible for listing in the National Register.

Analysis
No publicly-owned places on federal or fee lands within the review area are induded in the National
Register of Historic Places.
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Criterion 8
Federal lands designated as natural areas or as National Natural Landmar1<s shall be considered
unsuitable.

Analysis
No lands within the review area are deSignated as natural areas or as National Natural Landmar1<s.

Criterion 9
Federally designated critical habitat for listed threatened or endangered plant and animal species, and
habitat proposed to be deSignated as critical for listed threatened or endangered plant and animal
species or species proposed for listing, and habitat for federal threatened or endangered species which
is determined by the Fish and Wildlife Service and the surface management agency to be of essential
value and where the presence of threatened or endangered species has been scientifically
documented, shall be considered unSlJitable.
excePtions. A lease may be issued and mining operations approved if, after consultation with the Fish
and Wildlife Service, the Fish and Wildlife Service determines that the proposed activity is not likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of the listed species and/or its critical habitat.

Analysis
No lands within the review area are designated as critical habitat, proposed to be designated as critical
habitat, or determined to be essential habitat for any federally listed threatened or endangered plant or
animal species, or species proposed for listing (Federal Register, various dates). However, critical
habitat for the Colorado squawfish, Razorback sucker, Humpback chub, and Bonytail chub does exist
off-site in the Colorado RIver drainage which potentially could be affected by water depletion from this
action (Federal RegjsterNoi. 59, No. 54). The Fish and Wildlife Service has concI~ that any water
depletion in the upper Colorado River Basin "may effect" these endangered fish s~es and their
critical habitat. At this time no specific projections of water depletions that may result from
development of the review area are available. At the post-leasing stage, prior to the approval of the
mine plan, if it is determined that development of the lease would result in water depletions in the upper
Colorado River Basin, the permitting agency must enter into consultation with the Fish and Wildlife
Service to detennine the appropriate conservation measures to offset the effect to these listed fish .
Potential habitat for southwest willow flycatchers is known to be present in Hubbard Creek, just off the
proposed lease tract. Within the study area, potentially suitable habitat for this species may exist in the
riparian zones of Terror Creek and Hubbard Creek. No data currently indicates that the species is
present in the review area or that there is any essential habitat on the review area. Prior to any
disturbance within a riparian zone, the lessee must conduct inventories to determine if suitable habitat
is present for this species, and if so, must conduct inventories for the species prior to authorization
being granted for the disturbance. If the species is present, consultation with the Fish and Wildlife
Service will determine the appropriate conservation measures, which may indude avoidance of
suitable habitat, a seasonal constraint within 150 feet of the occupied habitat, or the improvement of an
off-site habitat area to benefit southwest willow flycatchers.
The following list of federally listed endangered, threatened , and candidate species are known to occur
on the review area and/or in the region of potential effect of this action and were considered under this
criterion (species list provided by the Fish and Wildlife Service, 1998):

UMuimbil1ty Analysis - Iron Point Tract
Black-footed ferret
Crane, whooping
Mexican spotted owl
Bald eagle
Southwest willow flycatcher
Peregrine falcon
Bonytail chub
Colorado squawfish
Humpback chub
Razorback sucker
Uinta basin hookless cactus
Clay loving wild bu~at

Muste18 nigripes
Grus americana
Strix occidentalis
Haliaeetus Ieucocephalus
Empidonax traill;; traill;;
Falco peregrinus anatum
Gila elegans
f'tychocheilus lucius
aila cypha
Xyr.auchentexanus
Sclerocactus giaucus
Erigonum pelinophilum

NO
ENO
THR

THR
END
END
END
END
END
END
THR

END

Criterion 10
Federal lands containing habitat determined to be critical or essential for plant or animal species listad
by a state pursuant to state law as endangered or threatened shall be considered unsuitable.
ExcePtions. A lease may be issued and mining operations approved if, after consultation with the
state, the surface managerneot agency determines that the species will not be adversely affected by all
or certain stipulated methods of coal mining.

Analysis
No lands within the review area, or off-site that would be affected by this action, have been determined
by the state of Colorado as afficaI or essential habitat for any state listed endangered or threatened
animal species. No plant species are listed by the state of Colorado as threatened or endangered. In
addition to the species appearing on the federal list above, the river otter (Lutra conadensis), boreal
toad (Bufo boIeas bor8as), and Canada lynx (Lynx canadensis), listed endangered by the state of
Colorado, were considered as potentially occurring on the review area or in the region of potential
effect and were considered under this criterion. Typical lynx habitat is over 9,000 feet in elevation,
which is higher than the review area. Current data indicates that the lynx may be confined to isolated
locations in the central part of the state. It is unlikely that the species would occur on the review area.
River otters are known to occur in the Gunnison Gorge, and they have been reported in the North Fork
of the Gunnison River. No data indicates that the species has been found in the streams on the review
area. Grand Mesa is historic habitat for the boreal toad, which requires marsh, pond, bog, or wet
meadow habitat in spruoe-fir forests or alpine meadows, at eIe-Iations above 8,000 feet, for breeding
(Boreal Toad Rocoverv Plan. 1994). There is no data to indicate that the review area has these habitat
types at the required elevation.

Criterion 11
A bald or golden eagle nest site on faderal lands that is determined to be active, and an appropriate
buffer zone of land around the nest site shall be considered unsuitable. Consideration of availability of
habitat for prey species and of terrain shall be induded in the determination of buffer zones. Buffer
zones shall be determined in consultation with the Fish and Wildlife Service.
Exceotions. A lease may be issued if (1) it can be conditioned in such a way, either in manner or
period of operation, that eagles will not be disturbed during the breeding season, or (2) the surface
management agency, with the concurrence of the Fish and Wildlife Service, determines that the golden
eagle nest(s) will be moved, or (3) buffer zones may be decteased if the surface management agency
determines that the active eagle nests will not be adversely affected.
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Presently, no bald or golden eagle nest sites exist on federal lands within the review area. Three

krlc:Jwn golden eagle nests are located off the northeast comer of the review area; one nest location is
within one-half mile of the eastern boundary of the review area in Section 35. A buffer zone of onequarter mile radius around bald and golden eagle nest sites was suggested as adequate protection in
the Uinta-Soothwestem Utah Coal Beam EIS. Present guidelines used by the Fish and Wildlife
Service are:

1.

Year round dosure to surface oca !p8ncy (beyond that which historically occurred in the area)
within a one-quarter mile radius of nests,

2.

No activity from November 15 through July 30 within a one-half mile radius of active bald eagle
nesa. Total potential area of protection is a one-half mile radius of the nest.

1.

No surface occupancy (beyond that which historically occurred in the area) within a onequarter mile radius of the nest site and associated alternate nests,

2.

Seasonal restridions to human encroachment within one-half mile of the nest and any alternate
nests from February 1 through July 15

Underground coal mining and nesting bald or golden eagles are compatible on the same tract of land
unless surface facilities or surface disturbances cause nest-site abandonment. With respect to bald or
golden eagle nests which may be established on the review area during the life of the projec:t. the
following special stipulations shall apply:

1.

No new permanent surface facilities or disturbances except subsidence shaH be located within a
one-quarter mile radius buffer zone around each bald or golden eagle nest site.

2.

No surface activities will be aIowed within a one-half mile radius buffer zone around each active
eagle nest site from November 15 to July 30 for bald eagles and February 1 to July 15 for
golden eagles.

3.

Any proposed surface facilities, disturbances or activities (as noted above) in or adjacent to
these buffer zones will req'*'t approval from the surface management agency on a site-specific
basis, alter consultation with the Fish and Wildlife Service.

Crtt.rton12
Bald and golden eagle roost and concentration areas on federal lands used during migration and
wintering shall be considered unsuitable.

Analysis
No bald or golden eagle roost or concentratjon areas are known to exist on federal lands within the
review area. Bald eagle use in this area, both along the North FoOt of the Gunnison River above
Paonia and the uplands has been determined as light by the BLM and Forest Service. Bald eagles use
the review area sporadically for foraging.
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With respect to bald or golden eagle roost sites or concentration areas which may be established on
the review area during the life of the project, the following special stipulation shall be applied:
1.

No surface activity except subsidence shall occur within a one-quarter mile radius of w inter
roosts between November 15 and March 15, development may be permitted at other periods.
If periodic visits are required within the buffer zone after development, activity should be
restricted to the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. from November 15 through March 15.

Criterion 13
Federal lands containing a falcon (excluding kestrel) cliff nesting site with an active nest and buffer
zone of federal land around the nest site shall be considered unsuitable. Consideration of availability
of habitat for prey species and of terrain shall be included in the determination of buffer zones. Buffer
zones shall be determined in consultation with the Fish and Wildlife Service.
Exception. A lease may be issued where the surface managemen agency, after consultation with the
Fish and Wildlife Service, determines that all or certain stipulated methods of coal mining will not
adversely affect the falcon habitat during the periods when such habitat is used by the fillcons.

Analysis
No falcon cliff nesting sites are known to exist on federal lands within the review area. Available cliff
sites for nesting within the review area are short, and atypical of the cliff sites being selected by
peregrine and prairie falcons for nesting elsewhere in the local areas.

Criterion 14
Federal lands which are high priority habitat for migratory bird species of high federal interest on a
regional or national basis, as determined jointty by the surface management agency and the Fish and
Wildlife Service, shall be considered unsuitable.
excePtion. A lease may be issued where the surface management agency, after consultation with the
Fish and Wildlife Service, determines that all or certain stipulated methods of coal mining will not
adversely affect the migratory bird habitant during the periods when such habitat is used by the

species.

Analysis
The following list of migratory bird species of high federal and/or state interest are known, or
considered likely, to breed and nest within the review area or vicinity:
Band-tailed pigeon

Lewis' ~pecker

Black swift

Peregrine falcon
Prairie falcon
Three-toed Woodpecker
Williamson's sapsucker
Northem Goshawk

Cooper's hawk
Aammulated owl
Golden eagle
Great blue heron
LQ998rhead shrike

Also, a total of eighty-six species of neotropical migrant birds are known to breed or migrate regularly
through some part of Colorado. Recent studies in Colorado conclude that 4 1% of these neotropical
migrant species are declining in numbers. The study also showed that riparian communities, followed
by gambel oak communities support the highest number of breeding bird.
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Underground coal mining would impact these species to the degree that the human and surfacedisturbing activities would impact their breeding and nesting activities and habitats in riparian and
gambel oak communities. Of particular high importance are the riparian areas throughout the review
al 88, spedfically in Terror Creek and Hubbard Creek. Riparian areas are suitable for coal leasing only
with inclusion of the following special stipulation to protect the above mentioned migratory bird species:
1.

2.

A one eighth mile buffer ,..ne (660 feet) will be protected on either side of riparian zones (or a
buffer zone may be established in accordance with the surface management agency
guidelines).
No surface disturbances, except surface subsidence, will be permitted within these buffer

zones, unless no practical alternatives exist
3.

4.

Other raptors (except American kestrel):

tract prior to development of any

a.

Conduct surveys for nesting raptors on the lease
surface facilities.

b.

No surface activities will be allowed within a one-half mile radiu~ of active nest sites
between the dates of February 1 and August 15, unless authorized by the BLM or
Forest Service on a site specific basis.

All unavoidable surface disturbance will require approval of the Forest Service or BlM
Authorized Officer. The BlM or Forest Service
coordinate with the Fish and Wildlife Service
and the Colorado Division of Wildlife to determine the type and extent of allowable variances. A
site specific analyses will determine if this stipulation will a;>P1y.

Crtterion 15
Federal lands which the surface management agency and the state joinily ag,. are habitat for
resident species of fish, wildlife and plants of high interest to tt:'18 state and which are essential for
maintaining these priority wildlife and plant species shall be considered unsuitable. f.lC8mpies of such
lands whim serve a critical function for the species involved include: (i) active dancing aM strutting
grounds for sage grouse, sharp-tailed grouse, and prairie chicken, (ii) winlef ranges crw:ial for deer,
antelope, and elk, (iii) migration corridor for elk, and (iv) extremes of range for plant st'8Cies.

Exceptions. A lease may be issued if, after consultation with the state, the surface managerTi:8nt
agency determill8S that all or certain stipulated methods of coal mining will not have a significant longterm impact on the species being protected.

Analyala
According to the Colorado Division of Wildlife's current mapping of seasonal ranges for rrule deer ane

elk. none of the lands in the review area are considered to be crucial winter range (winter concentration
area or severe winter range). Current Colorado Division of Wildlife mapping of winter ranges indicates
that the entire review area is winter range for elk, and portions of Sections 8, 9, and 11 on the south
end of the review area are oonsidered winter range for mule deer. Surface disturbing activities in this
area caused by underground coal mining would impact elk and mule deer winter ranges. The review
area is suitable for coal leasing only with inclusion of the following special protective stipulations on
those areas that may be designated as crucial winter range during the life of the project:
1.

Coal related facilities and surface disturbances except subsidence will be authorized in the
review area only if no practical alternatives exist
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2.

The BlM and Forest Service will coordinate with the Colorado Division of Wildlife to determine
the type and extent of allowable variances.

3.

Coal exploration, facility construction, and major scheduled maintenance will not be authorized
within crucial winter ranges from December 1 through April 30.

4.

All unavoidable surface disturbances within the crucial winter ranges during these times will
require approval of the BlM and Forest Service Authorized Officer.

No otfler feclerallands within the review area, or off-site that would be affected by the proposed action
are considered critical or essential habitat for resident species of fish, wildlife or plants of high interest
to the state of Colorado.

Criterion 16
Feclerallands in riverine, coastal, and special floodplains (100-year recurrent interval) on which the
surface management agency determines that mining could not be undertaken without substantial
threat of loss of life or property shall be considered unsuitable for all or certain stipulated methods of
coal mining.

Analysis
The application lands are not within a riverine, coastal

or special floodplain.

Criterion 17
Feclerallands which have been committed by the surface managemen ~ agency to use as municipal
watersheds shall be considered unsuitable.

Analysis
None of the lands in the proposed lease tract are within a municipal watershed.

Criterion 18
Federal lands with National Resource Waters, as identified by states in their water quality management
plans, and a buffer zone of federal lands one-quarter mile from the outer edge of the far banks of the
water, shall be unsuitable.

Analysis
None of the lands in the proposed lease tract are identified as National Resource Water.

Criterion 19
Feclerallands identified by the surface management agency, in consultation with the state in which
they are located, as alluvial valley floors according to the definition in Subpart 34oo.0-5(a) of this title,
the standards of 30 CFR Part 822, the final alluvial floor guidelines of the Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement when published, and approved state programs under the Surface
Mining Control and Reciamation Act of 19n, where mining would interrupt, discontinue, or preclude
farming, shall be considered unsuitable. Additionally, when mining federal land outside an alluvial
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valley floor would materially damage the quantity or quality of water in surface or underground water
systems that would supply alluvial valley floors, the land shall be considered unsuitable.

Analysis
The application lands are not within an alluvial valley floor, but such lands drain into the North FoOt of
the Gunnison River, along which both surface inigated and potentially inigable sites exist. However,
material damage to the quality and quantity of water arising on or flowing over the proposed lease tract
is not anticipated.

Criterion 20
Federal lands in a state to which is applicable a criterion (i) proposed by the state or Indian tribe
located in the planning area, and (ii) adopted by rulemaking by the Secretary, shall be considered
unsuitable.

Analysis
This criterion is not presently in effect in the state of Colorado.

SUMMARY
The Iron Point Tract was detennined to be $uitable for coal mining following the application of
Unsuitability Criteria numbers 4,5,6, 7,8, 10, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20.
Criterion Numbers 1, 2, 3, 9,1 1, 12,14 and 15 were found to be unsuitable for mining, however, after
applying the exceptions to the criterion, they were suitable for mining with the following restrictions:

Crtt.rion 1: The lands within Sections 33 and 34, T13S, R91W, 6" PM were prodaimed National
Forest on June 6, 1905 and are within the Gunnison National Forest. These lands are considered
suitable for coal mining c.:ter applying tI:le exception to Criteria number 1.
Crtt.rion 2: State-of-the-art mining techniques (pillar and panel widths, rate of coal development and
extraction, mine method, determining angle of draw, etc.) shall be used to control subsidence. No
mining related surface disturbances will occur within 100 feet of the outside line of the powerIine rightof-way without a written finding from the Authorized Officer and consultation with tt-:> right-of-way
holder. These techniques would provide for maximum coal removal while insuring that sufficient coal is
left in place to prevent subsidence.

c.1tMion 3: No mining related disturbances will occur within 100 feet of the outside line of the right~f
way of Hubbard Creek County Road (44.05 Drive). The angle of draw used to protect from subsidence
will be dictated by the approved Division of Mining and Geology Mining and Reclamation Plan, (the
estimated angle of draw is conservatively estimated to be 25 degrees). However, mining related
disturbances may occur if, after public notice and the opportunity for public hearing in the locality, a
written finding is made by the Authorized Officer that the interests of the public and the landowners
affected by mining within 100 feet of a public road will be protected.
Crtt.rion I : For water depletions, as part of the Mine Pennit Application Package, the lessee shall
fumish to the Regulatory Officer of the Office of Surface Mining an estimate of the average annual
water depletion resulting from the proposed action. Consultation with the Fish and Wildlife Service
may be required for any planned depletions. Conservation measures for the depletion will b6
detennined during consu:tation. Conservation measures may include a one time payment, per acrefoot. to the Recovery Program at a fee to be established by the Fish and Wildlife ~ .
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Anangements for receiving the remitted funds from the lessee will be coordinated directly with the
lessee by the Office of Surface Mining.

No surface disturbance or facilities will be located in occupied southwest willow flycatcher habitat.
Prior to any planned disturbance within riparian habitats on the lease, the lessee must: 1) Survey the
area of the proposed disturbance for suitable southwest willow flycatcher habitat, and survey all
suitable habitat for the presence of the species. All habitat and species surveys must be in accordance
with the accepted Fish and Wildlife Service protocol; 2) Provide the results of all surveys to the Fish
and Wildlife Service, the Montrose District of the BLM and the Paonia Ranger District of the Forest
Service; 3) If suitable habitat or individuals are located in the area, consultation with the Fish and
Wildlife Service will be required to detennine suitable conservation measures to prevent a "take" under
section 9 of the Endangered Species Act. Conservation measures may include avoidance of the
OCQ!Pied habitat, establishment of a buffer zone and seasonal restriction around occupied habitat, or
others developed for the specific site. In accordance with current protocol, surveys for the presence of
the species are valid for only one year.
Crtt.rt. 11 : With respect to bald or golden eagle nests which may be established on the review area
during the life of the project, the following special stipulations shall be applied:

1.

No new permanent surface facilities or disturbances except subsidence shall be located within a
one-quarter mile radius buffer zone around each bald or golden eagle nest site.

2.

No surface ground activities will be allowed within a one-half mile radius buffer zone around
each bald eagle active nest site from ~ember 15 to Juty 30, and around each active golden
eagle nest site from February 1 to July 15.

3.

Any proposed surface facitities, disturbances or activities (as noted above) in, or adjacent to
these buffer zones wiI require approval from the BlM or Forest Service, on a site-specific
basis, after consultation with the Fish and Wildlife Service.

Crllilw10n 12: With respect to bald or golden eagle roost sites or cOllcentration areas which may be
established on the review area during the life of the project the following special stipulation shall be
appied:
1.

No surface ground activity except subsidence shall occur within a one-quarter mile radius of
winter roosts between ~embeI 15 and March 15, deYeIopment may be permitted at other
pet iods. If periodic visits are required within the buffer zone after deYeIopment, activity should
be restricted to the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m . from November 15 through March 15.

Cr1eerion 14: Riparian zones are present within the review aroa and are suitable for coal leasing only
with inclusion of the following special stipulations to protect resident and migratory bird $pedes:
1.

A olle eighth mile buffer zone (660 feet} will be protected on either side of riparian zones (or a
buffer zone may be established in accordanoe with the surface management ageJlCY
guideIiI l8S). No surface distur:banoes, except surface subsidence, will be permitted within these
buffer zones, unless no practical alternatives exist. All unavoidable surface disturbance will
require approval of the Forest Service or BlM's Authorized Officer. The BLM or Forest Service
will coordinate with the Fish and Wildlife Service and the Colorado Division of Wildlife to
determil le the type and extent of allowable variances. A site specific analyses will determine if
this stipulation will apply.

2.

With respect to other raptors (except Am&rican kestrel) which may occur or beeome established
on the Iron Point Tract during the life of the project, the following special stipulation shall apply:

AppendixC
Conduct surveys for nesting raptors on the lease tract prior to
development of any surface facilities. No surface activities will be allowed
within a one-half mile radius of active nest sites between the dates of
February 1 and August 15. unless authorized by the BLM or Forest
Service on a site-specific basis.
Criterion 15: If areas are determined by the Colorado Division of Wildlife to be mule deer and elk
crucial winter range. the following stipulation shall be aoplied:
1.

Coal related facilities and surface disturbances except subsidence will be authorized in the
review area only if no practical alternatives exist. The BLM and Forest Service will coordinate
with the Colorado Division of Wildlife to determine the type and extent of allowable variances.
Coal exploration. facility construction. and major scheduled maintenance will not be authorized
within these crucial winter ranges from December 1 through April 30. All unavoidable surface
disturbances within these crucial winter ranges during these times will require approval of the
Authorized Officer.
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CO'NSULTATION AND COORDINATION

Tha following agencies and organizations were contacted to gain information pertinent to the
application of the 20 coal suitability criteria:
Federal Agencies
U.S. Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
We tem Colorado Suboffice

52925112 Road
Grand Junction, CO 81505-6199
Office of Surface Mining
Department of Energy, WAPA
Colorado State Aaencies
Division of Wildlife, Southwest Region Office, Montrose, CO
Colorado Division of Minerals and Geology
County AgencieS
Delta County Planning Department
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AppendbcD
NOTE: See Figure CID- i, Coal Unsuitability Criteria Locations. This figure is induded within the
second volume of the EIS.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FEDERAL LANDS INVOLVED
This unsuitability analysis has been prepared for the Elk Creek Tract, a 2.81± acre tract of federal coal
lands desaibed as:
T12S, R90W, 6" Principal Meridian
Section 31 , All;
Section 32, Lots 3 to 6 and 11 to 14, indusive; NW'I.

733 acres
493 acres

T12S, R92W, 6" Principal Meridian
Section 35, EY2
Section 36, All

478 acres
954 acres

T13S, R90W, 6" Principal Meridian
Section 5, Lots 7 to 10, inclusive;
Section 6, Lots 8 to 17, inclusive;

124 acres
317 acres

T13S, R91W, 6" Principal Meridian
Section 1, Lots 1 to 4, inclusive, SY2NW'I., SW'I.;
Section 2, Lots 1, SY2NE%;
Section 12, S~E%, NW'I.;

403 acres
121 acres
240 acres

This tract was identified as a result of a coal lease application submitted by Oxbow Mining, Inc.
(Oxbow) in November 1997. The tract lies northwest of the town of Somerset in Delta and Gunnison
counties, Colorado. Approximately 1,702 acres are federal surface and federal minerals. The USDA
Forest Service (Forest Service) manages the surfaQe of 806 acres and the USDI Bureau of Land
Management (BlM) manages 896 acres. The remainder of the surface (2,161 aaes) is owned by
Hotchkiss Ranches, Inc.; the mineral estate is federally owned. The tract lies between the two existing
producing coal mines. The applicanfs lease application was amended to include an additional 160
acres lying on the northeastern boundary of the application area in T12S, R90W, Section 31 , 6" PM.
The additional area was incorporated into the tract to ensure all federal coal, for which there was
adequate coal data, was included to avoid a potential bypass of coal in the Mure. The Elk Creek Tract
lies to the east of federal coal lease COC-5351 0 which is leased by Oxbow and is operated as the
Sanborn Creek Mine.
As a first step in this analysis, the preliminary mining plan submitted by the applicant was examined in
order to identify areas in which the proposed underground mining operation would produce surface
effects. All of the areas on which surface facilities associated with the proposed operation were ocated
and all of the areas identified as likely to be affected by subsidence were delineated as having surface
effects.

The unsuitability criteria were then applied individually to the areas identified as having surface effects.
Each aiterion was applied individually and maps were developed showing the applicability of the
aiterion. Then after all criteria had been applied, the exceptions of each criterion found to be
applicable were examined to determine if the exceptions were also applicable.
Finally, after the
written.

proces$ l ~

been completed, a summary stating the conclusions of the report was

Unsulmbility Analysis - Elk etHIc Tract
In compiling this analysis and report, the unsuitability criteria published in 43 CFR 3461 were used.
The unsuitability criteria were applied individually to the area being considered. Exceptions to certain
criteria allow areas to be considered further even though they have been determined to be nsuitable.
These exceptions to the criteria are noted where applied.

ANALYSIS OF THE UNSUITABILITY CRITERIA
Exemptions to the criteria are not described. Exceptions to the criteria are described only if they apply.

Criterion 1
All federal lands included in the following land systems or categories shall be considered unsuitable:
National park System, National Wildlife Refuge System, National System of Trails, National Wilderness
Preservation System, National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, National Recreation Areas, lands
acquired with money derived from the Land and Water Conservation Fund, National Forests, and
federal lands in incorporated cities, towns, and villages.
Exceptions. (I) A lease may be issued within the boundaries of any National Forest if the Secretary
finds no Significant recreational, timber, economic or other values which may be incompatible with the
lease; and (A) surface operations and impacts are incident to an underground coal mine, or (8) where
the Secretary of Agriculture determines, with respect to lands which do not have Significant forest cover
within those National Forests west of the Meridian, that surface mining may be in compliance with the
Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Ad of 1960, the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Ad of 1976 and the
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 19n.

Analysis
Some of the lands within Section 35, T12S, R91W, and Section 32, T12S, R90W, 6" PM were
proclaimed National Forest on June 6,1905 and are within the Gunnison National Forest. Conditions
under which coal leasing may OCQK are listed in the Amended Land and Resource Management Plan

(LRMP). G@nd Mesa. Uncgmpahgm and Gynnjson National Forests - General Direction on pages 11162 through 111-70 and in the Grand Mesa. Uncompahgre and Gynnjson National ForeSts Qil and Gas
Leasing Environmental Impact Statement to which the LRMP tiers.

Criterion 2
Federal lands that are within rights-of-way or easements or within surface leases for residential,
commercial, industrial, or other public purposes, on federally-owned surface shall be considered
unsuitable.

Exceotions. A lease may be issued, and mining operations approved, in such areas if the surface
management agency determines that (i) all or certain types of coal development (e.g., underground
mining) will not interfere with the purpose of the right-of-way or easement, or (ii) the right-of-way or
easement was granted for mining purposes, or (iii) the right-of-way or easement was issued for a
purpose for which it is not being used, or (iv) the parties involved in the right-of-way or easement
agree, in writing, to leasing, or (v) it is impractical to exclude such areas due to the location of coal and
method of mining and such areas or uses can be protected through appropriate stipulations.

Analysis
There is a right-of-way for a power1ine and road (C0C-41183) located on the application lands
managed by the BLM. The right-of-way i authorized to Qxbow and used for mining purposes. Lands
involved in this right-of-way are suitable for coal leasing after applying the exceptions to the criteria.

AppendixD
The road RNV is an exception to Criterion No. 2 by Exception (ii) above. There is a General Land
Office Order, 6/1/1910, which dassifies the lands within the application area for coal. The lands are
also within the Paonia-Somerset Known Recoverable Area, COC-20093. No other easements or
surface leases for residential, commercial, industrial, or other public purposes are determined to exist
within the Elk Creek Tract.

Criterion 3
Federal lands affected by Section 522(e)(4) and (5) of the Surface Mining Control and Redamation Act
of 1977 shall be considered unsuitable. This indudes lands within 100 feet of the outside line of the
right-of-way of a public road, or within 100 feet of a cemetery, or within 300 feet of any public building,
school, church, community or institutional building or public park, or within 300 feet of an occupied
dwelling.

Analysis
No public roads, occupied dwellings, public buildings, schools, churches, community, or institutional
buildings exist within the Elk Creek Tract.

Criterion ..
Federal lands designated as wilderness study areas shall be considered unsuitable while under review
by the Administration and Congress for possible wilderness designation. For any federal land which is
to be ieased or mined prior to completion of the wilderness inventory by the surface management
agency. the environmental assessment or impact statement on the lease sale or mine plan shall
consider whether the land possesses the characteristics of a wilderness study area. If the finding is
affirmativtl, the land shall be considered unsuitable, unless issuance of noncompetitive coal lease and
mining on leases is authorized under the Wilderness Act and the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976.

Analysis
No lands within the Elk Creek Tract are designated Wilderness Study Areas.

Criterion 5
Scenic federal lands designated by visual resource management analysis as Class I (an area of
outstanding scenic quality or high visual sensitivity) but not currently on the National Register of Natural
Landmarks shall be considered unsuitable. A lease may be issued if the surface management agency
determines that surface coal mining operations will not Significantly diminish or adversely affect the
scenic quality of the designated area.

Analysis
No lands within the Elk Creek Tract are deSignated as visual resource management Class I areas.

Criterion 8
Federal lands under permit by the surface management agency, and being used for scientific studies
involving food or fiber production, natural resources, or technology demonstrations and experiments
shall be considered unsuitable for the duration of the study, demonstration, or experiment except
where mining could 1:)8 conducted in such a way as to enhance or not jeopardize the purpose of the
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study, as detennined by the surface management agency, or where the principal scientific use or

agency give written concurrence to all or certain methods of mining.

Analysis
No lands within ~ Elk Creek Tract are under permit for scientific study.

Crtterion 7
All publidy-owned places on federal lands which are induded in the National Register of Historic
Places shall be considered unsuitable. This shall indude any areas that the surface management
agency detennines, after consultation with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation and the State
Historic Preservation Officer, are necessary to protect the inherent values of the property that make it
eligible for listing in the National Register.

Analysis
No publidy-owned places on federal or fee lands within the Elk Creek Tract are induded in the National
Register of Historic Places.

Crtterion 8
Federal lands designated as natural areas or as National Natural Landmarks shall be considered
unsuitable.

Analysis
No lands within the Elk Creek Tract are designated as natural areas or as National Natural Landmarks.

Crtterion 9
Federally designated critical habitat for listed threater eel or endangered plant and animal species, and
habitat proposed to be designated as critical for listed threatened or endangered plant and animal
species or species proposed for listing, and habitat for federal threatened or endangered species which
is determined by the Fish and Wildlife Service and the surface management agency to be of essential
value and where the presence of threatened or endangered species has been scientifically
documented, shall be considered unsuitable.
Exceptions. A lease may be issued and mining opef.Jtions approved if, after consultation with the Fish
and Wildlife Service, the Fish and Wildlife Service detennines that the proposed activity is not likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of the listed species and/or its aitical habitat.

Analysis
No lands within the Elk Creek Tract are designated as critical habitat, proposed to be designated as
critical habitat, or detennined to be essential habitat for any federally listed threatened or endangered
plant or animal species, or species proposed for listing (Federal Register. various dates). However,
critical habitat for the Colorado squawfish, Razorback sucker, Humpback chub, and Bonytail chub does
exist off-site in the lower Gunnison River which potentially could be affected by water depletion from
this action (Federal ReqjsterNoi. 59, No. 54). The Service has concluded that any water depletion in
the upper Colorado River Basin "may effect" these endangered fish species and their critical habitat.
At this time, no specific projections of water depletions that may result from development of the review
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area are available. At the post-leasing stage, prior to the approval of the mine plan, if it is determined
that development of the lease would result in water depletions in the upper Colorado River Basin, the
permitting agency must enter into consultatiorl with the Fish and Wildlife Service to determine the
appropriate conservation measures to offset the effect of these listed fish.
Potential habitat for southwest m willow flycatchers is known to be present in Hubbard Creek. just off
the proposed lease tract. Within the study area, potentially suitable habitat for this species may exist in
the riparian zones of Bear and Elk Creeks. No data currently indicates that the species is present in
the review area or that there is any essential habitat on the review area. Prior to any disturbance
within a riparian zone, the lessee must conduct inventories to determine if suitable habitat is present for
this species, and, if so, must conduct inventories for the species prior to authorization being granted for
disturbance. If the species is present, consultation with the Fish and Wildlife Service will determine the
appropriate conservation measures, which may include avoidance of suitable habitat, a seasonal
constraint within 150 feet of the occupied habitat, or the improvement of an off-site habitat area to
benefit southwest willow flyc;atchers.
Peregrine falcons are known to nest on the Uncompahgre Plateau and in the Gunnison Gorge. These
birds may use the lease tract for incidental foraging, but no nesting habitat for this species is found on
or near the tract.
Bald eagles winter in the area, and may use the tract for incidental foraging. No essential habitat for
this species exists on the lease tract.

The following list of federally listed endangered, threatened, and candidate species are known to occur
on the Elk Creek Tract and/or in the region <of potential effect of this action and were considered under
this criterion (species list provided by the Fish and Wildlife Service, 1998). Only the species listed
above were found to be potentially effected by the proposed lease.
Black-footed ferret
Crane, whooping
Mexican spotted owl
Bald eagle
Southwest willow-flycatcher
Peregrine falcon
Bony tail chub
Colorado squawfish
Humpback chub
Razorback sucker
Uinta basin hookies cactus
Clay loving wild buckwheat
Canada lynx

MusteJa nigripes
Grus americana
strix occidentalis
Haliaeetus leucocephalus
Empidonax traill;; traill;;
Falco peregrinus anatum
Gila elegans
Ptychocheilus lucius
Bila cypha
Xyr.luchentexanus
Sclerocactus glaucus
Erigonum pelinophilum
Lynx canadensis

END
END

THR
THR
END
END
END
END
END
END

THR
END
PROPOSED

Criterion 10
Federal lands containing habitat determined to be critical or essential for plant or animal species listed
by a state pursuant to state law as endangered or threatened shall be considered unsuitable.
Exceptions. A lease may be issued and mining operations approved if, after consultation with the
s' te, the surface management agency determines that the species will not be adversely affected by all
or certain stipulated methods of coal mining.
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No lands within the Elk Creek Tract, or off-site that would be effected by this action, have been
determined by the state of Co orado as critical or essential habitat for any state listed endangered or
threatened animal species. N plant species are listed by the state of Colorado as threatened or
endangered. In addition to the species appearing on the Federal list above, the river otter (lutra
canadensis), boreal toad (Bufo boreas boreas), and Canada Lynx (Lynx canadensis), listed
endangered by the state of Colorado, were considered as potentially occurring on the review area or in
the region of potential effect and were considered under this criterion. Typical lynx habitat is over
9,000 feet in elevation, which is higher than the review area. Current data indicates that the lynx may
be confined to isolated locations in the central part of the state. It is unlikely that the species would
occur on the review area. River otters are known to occur in the Gunnison Gorge, and they have been
reported in the North Fori( of the Gunnison. No data indicates that the species has been found in the
streams on the review area. Grand Mesa is historic habitat for the boreal toad, which requires marsh,
pond, bog. or wet meadow habitat in spruce-fir forests or alpine meadows, at elevations abovs 8,000
feet. for breeding (Boreal Toad Recovery plan, 1994). There is no data to indicate that the Elk Creek
Tract has these habitat types at the required elevation.

Criterion 11
A bald or golden eagle nest site on federal lands that is determined to be active, and an appropriate
buffer zone of land around the nest site shall be considered unsuitable. Consideration of availability of
habitat for prey species and of terrain shall be included in the determination of buffer zones. Buffer
zones shall be determined in consultation with the Fish and Wildlife Service.
ExcePtions. A lease may be issued if (1) it can be conditioned in such a way. either in • nner or
period of operation, that eagles will not be disturbed during the breeding season, or (2) the surface
management agency, with the concurrence of the Fish and Wildlife Service. determines that the goId~n
eagle nest(s) will be moved, or (3) buffer zones may be decreased if the surface manage-nent agency
determines that the active eagle nests will not be adversely affected.

Presently. no bald or golden eagle nest sites exist on federal lands within the Elk Creek Tract. Three
known golden eagle nests are located off the northwest comer of the tract. Two nest locations are
within a one-half mile of the eastern boundary of the review area (see Map UC-1). A buffer zone of
one-quarter mile radius around bald and golden eagle nest sites was suggested as adequate
protection in the Uinta=Southwestern Utah Coal Reajon EIS. Present guidelines used by
Fish and
Wildlife Service are:

Bald EIIg":
1.

Year round closure to surface occupancy (beyond that which historically occurred in the area)
within a one-qua~er mile radius of le5ts.

2.

No activity from November 15 through July 30 within a one-half mile radius of active bald eagle
nests. Total potential area of protection is a one-half mile radius of the nest.

Golden EIIg":
1.

No surface occupancy (beyond that which historically occurred in the area) within one-quarter
mile radius of the nest site and associated alternative nests,
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2.

Seasonal restrictions to human encroachment within one-half mile of the nest and any
altemative nests from February 1 through July 15.

Underground coal mining and nesting bald or golden eagles are compatible on the same tract of land
unless surf- ce facilities or surface disturbances cause nest-site abandonment. With respect to bald or
golden eagle nests which may be established on the tract during the life of the project. the following
special stipulations shall be applied.
1.

No new permanent surface facilities or disturbances except ~ubsidence shall be located within a
one-quarter mile radius buffer zone around each bald or golden eagle nest site.

2.

No surface activities will be allowed within a one-half mile radius buffer zone around each active
eagle nest site from November 15 to July 30 for bald eagles and February 1 to July 15 for
golden eagles.

3.

Ally proposed surface facilities. disturbances or activities (as noted above) in or adjacent to
these buffer zones will require approval from the surface management agency (on a sitespecific basis. after consultation with the Fish and Wildlife Service.

Criterion 12
Bald and golden eagle roost and concentration areas' on federal lands used during migration and
wintering shall be considered unsuitable.

Analysis
No oold or golden eagle roost or concentration areas are known to exist on federal lands within the Elk
Creek Tract. Bald eagle use in this area. both along the North Fork of the Gunnison River above
Paonia and the uplands. has been detennined as light by the BlM and Forest Service. Bald eagles
use the Elk Creek Tract sporadically for foraging.
With respect to bald or golden eagle roost sites or concentration areas which may be established on
the Elk Creek Tract during the life of the project. the following special stipulation shall be applied:
1.

No surface activitv except subsidence shall occur within a one-quarter mile radius of winter
roosts between NOvember 15 and March 15. development may be pennitted at other periods.
If periodic visits are required within the buffer zone after development. activity should be
restricted to the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. from November 15 through March 15.

Crtt.rion13
Federal lands containing a falcon (excluding kestrel) cliff nesting site with an active nest and buffer
zone of federal land around the nest site shall be coosidered unsuitable. Consideration of availabi ity
of habitat for prey species and of terrain shall be included in the detennination of buffer zones. Buffer
zones shall be determined in consultation with the Fish and Wildlife Service.
Exceotion. A lease may be issued where the surface management agency. after consultation with the
Fish and Wildlife Service. determines that all or certain stipulated methods of coal mining will no'
adversely affect the falcon habitat during the periods when such habitat is used by the falcons.
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Analysis
No falcon cliff nesting sites are known to exist on federal lands within the Elk Creek Tract. Available
cliff sites for nesting within the tract are short, and atypical of the cliff sites being selected by peregrine
and prairie falcons for nesting elsewhere in western Colorado.

Criterion 14
Federal lands which are high priority habitat for migratory bird species of high federal interest on a
regional or national basis, as detennined jointly ~y the surface management agency and the Fish and
Wildlife Service, shall be COAsidered unsuitable.
excePtion. A lease may be issued where the surface management agency, after consultation with the
Fish and Wildlife Service, detennines that all or certain stipulated methods of coal mining will no
adversely affect the migratory bird habitat during the periods when such habitat is used by the species.

Analysis
The following list of migratory bird species of high federal and/or state interest are known, or
considered likely, to breed and nest within the Elk Creek Tract or vicinity:
Pank-tailed pigeon
f31ack swift
Cooper's hawk
Flammulated owl

Golden eagle
Great blue heron
Loggerhead shrike

Le¥ris' ~pecker

Peregrine falcon
Prairie falcon
Western blueb'nl
Williamson's sapsucker
Northern goshawk
Three-toed ~pecker

Also, a total of eighty-six species of neotropical migrant birds are known to breed or migrate regularly
through some part of Colorado. Recent studies in Colorado conclude that 41 percent of these
neotropical migrant species are declining in numbers. The study also showed that riparian
comm · nities, followed by Gambel oak communities support the highest number of breeding birds.
Underground coal mining would impact these species to the degree that the human and surfacedishlrbing activities would impact their breeding and nesting activities and habitats in riparian and
Gambel oak communities. Of particular high importance are the riparian areas throughout the review
area, specifically in Hubbard Creek, Bear Creek, and Elk Creek. Riparian areas are suitable for coal
leasing only with inclusion of the following special stipulation to protect the above mentioned migratory
bird species:

1.

A ~hth mile buffer zone (660 feet) will be protected on either side of riparian zones (or a
buffer zone may be established in accordance with the surface management agency
guidelines).

2.

No surface disturbances, except surface subsidence, will be pennitted within these buffer
zones, unless practical alternatMK exist.

3.

Other raptors (except American kestrel):
a.

Conduct surveys for nesting raptors on the lease tract prior to development of any
surface facilities.
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4.

No surface activities will be allowed within a one-half mile radius of active nest sites
between the dates of February 1 and August 15, unless authorized by the BlM or
Forest Service on a site-specific basis.

All unavoidable surface disturbance will require approval of the Forest Service and BlM
Authorized Officer. The BlM or Forest Service will coordinate with the Fish and Wildlife Service
and the Colorado Division of Wildlife to determine the type and extent of allowable variances. A
site specific analyses will determine if this stipulation will apply.

Criterion 15
Federal lands which the surface management agency and the state jointly agree are habitat for
resident species of fish , wildlife and plants of high interest to the state and which are essential for
maintaining these priority wildlife and plant species shall be considered unsuitable. Examples of such
lands which serve a critical function for the species involved include: (i) active dancing and strutting
grounds for sage grouse, sharp-tailed grouse, and prairie chicken , (ii) winter ranges crucial for deer,
antelope, and elk, (iii) migration corridor for elk, and (iv) extremes of range for plant species.
Exception. A lease may be issued if, after consultation with the state, the surfa~ management agency
determines that all or certain stipulated methods of coal mining will not have a Significant long-term
impact on the species being protected.

Analysis
According to GIS data obtained from the Colorado Division of Wildlife, portions of T13S, R91W, S", PM ,
Sections 1 and 12, and T13S, R90W, S", PM, Sections S and 7 are mule deer winter range, and all but
the extreme northem end of the tract is elk winter range. No crucial winter range for mule deer is
located on the tract. Crucial winter range for elk is located in portions ofT13S, R91W, S'" PM , Section
12 and in T13S, R9OW, S'" PM, Sections 5 and S. Surface disturbing activities in this area caused by
underground coal mining would impact elk and mule deer winter ranges. Forest Service data indicates
that Bear Creek, Elk Creek, and Hubbard Creek are migration corridors for elk. The EI C eek Tract is
suitable for coal leasing only with inclusion of the following special protective stipulations on those
areas designated as crucial winter range during the life of the project, and for migration corridors for
elk:
Coal related facilities and surface disturbances except subsidence will be authorized in
the Elk Creek Tract only if no practical altematives exist. The BlM and Forest Service
will coordinate with the Colorado Division of Wildlife to determine the type and extent of
allowable variances. Coal exploration, facility construction, and major scheduled
maintenance will not be authorized within crucial winter ranges from December 1
through April 30. All unavoidable surface disturbances within the crucial winter ranges
during these times will require approval of the BlM and the Forest Service Authorized
Officer. No surface facilities may be constructed in the stream/riparian corridors on the
lease tract within a one-eighth mile buffer zone on either side of Hubbard Creek, Bear
Creek, or Elk Creek, in order to protect migration corridors. Surface disturbance within
the one-eighth mile riparian buffer zone will not take place from December 1 through
April 30.
No other federal lands within the Elk Creek Tract. or off-site that would be effected by the proposed
action are considered critical or essential habitat for resident species of fish , wildlife or plants of high
interest to the state of Colorado.
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Crit.rion16
Federal lands in riverine, coastal , and special floodplains (100 year recurrence interval) on which the
surface management agency determines that mining could not be undertaken without substantial
threat of loss of life or property shall be considered unsuitable for all or certain stipulated methods of
coal mining.

Analyst.
The Elk Creek Tract is not within a riverine, coastal or special floodplain .

Criterion 17
Federal lands which have been committed by the surface management agency to use as municipal
watersheds shall be considered unsuitable.

None of the lands in the proposed lease

tract are within a municipal watershed.

Criterion 18
Federal lands with National Resource Wat&rs, as identified by states in their water quality man3gement
plans, and a buffer zone of federal lands one-quarter mile from the outer edge of the far banks of the
water, shaH be unsuitable.

None of the lands in the proposed lease

tract are identified as a National Resource Water.

Criterion 19
Federal lands identified by the surface management agency, in consultation with the state in which
they are located, as alluvial valley ftoors according to the definition in Subpart 34OO.0-5(a) of this title,
the standards of 30 CFR Part 822, the final alluvial floor guidelines of the Office of Surface Mining
Redamation and Enforoement when published, and approved state programs under the Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation Ad of 19n, where mining would interrupt, discontinue, or preclude
farming, shall be considered unsuitable. Additionally, when mining federal land outside an alluvial
valley floor would materially damage the quantity or quality of water in surface or underground water
systems that would supply aNuviaI valley floors, the land shall be considered unsuitable.

The application lands are not within an alluvial valley floor, but such lands drain into the North Fork of
the Gunnison RIver, along with both surface irrigated and potentially irrigable sites exist. However,
material damage to the quality and quantity of water arising on or flowing over the proposed lease tract
is not anticipated.
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Criterion 20
Federal lands in a state to which is applicable a criterion (i) proposed by the state or Indian tribe
located in the planning area, and (ii) adopted by rulemaking by the Secretary, shall be considered
unsuitable.

Analysis
This criterion is not presently in effect in the state of Colorado.

SUMMARY
The Elk Creek Tract was determined to be suitable for coal mining following the application of
Unsuitability Criteria Numbers 3, 4,5, 6,7, 810,1 316,17, 1819 anu 20.
Criterion Numbers 1, 2, 9, 11 , 12, 14 and 15 were found to be unsuitable for mining, however, after
applying the exceptions to the criterion, they were suitable for mining with the following restrictions:

Criterion 1: The lands within Section 35, T12S, R91W, and Section 32, T12S, R91W, 6th PM were
proclaimed National Forest on June 6, 1905 and are within the Gunnison National Forest. These lands
are considered suitable for coal mining after applying the exception to Criteria 1.
Criterion 2: There is a right-of-way for a powerline and road (COC41183) located on the application
lands managed by the BLM. The right-of-way is authorized to Oxbow and used for mining purposes.
Lands involved in this ripht-of-way are suitable for cool leasing after applying the exceptions to the
criteria.
Criterion 9: For water depletions, as part of the Mine Permit Application Package, the lessee shall
furnish to the Regulatory Officer at the Office of Surface Mining an estimate of the average annual
water depletion resulting from the proposed action. Consultation with the Fish and Wildlife Service
may be required for any planned depletions. Conservation measures for the depletion will be
determined during consultation. Conservation measures may include a one time payment, per acrefoot, to the Recovery Program at a fee to be established by the Fish and Wildlife Service.
Arrangements for receiving the remitted funds from the lessee will be coordinated directly with the
lessee by the Office of Surface Mining.
No surface disturbance or facilities will be located in occupied southwest willow flycatcher habitat.
Prior to any planned disturbance within riparian habitats on the lease, the lessee must: 1) Survey the
area of the proposed disturbance for suitable southwest willow flycatcher habitat, and survey all
suitable habitat for the presence of the species. All habitat and species surveys must be in accordance
with the accepted Fish and Wildlife Service protocol; 2) Provide the results of all surveys to the Fish
and Wildlife Service, the Montrose District of BLM and the Paonia Ranger District or the Forest
Service; 3) If suitable abitat or individuals are located in the area, consultation with the Fish and
Wildlife Service will be required to determine suitable conservation measures to prevent a "take" under
Section 9 of the Endangered Species Act. Conservation measures may include avoidance of the
occupied habitat, establishment of a buffer zone and seasonal restriction around occupied habitat, or
others developed for the specific site. In accordance with current protocol, surveys for the presence of
the species are valid for only one year.

Criterion 11 : With respect to bald or golden eagle nests which may be established on the Elk Creek
Tract during the life of the project, the following special stipulations shall be applied:
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1.

No new permanent surface facilities or disturbances except subsidence shall be located within a
one-quc,rter mile radius buffer zone around each bald or golden eagle nest site.

2.

No surface ground activities will be allowed within a one-half mile radius buffer zone around
each bald eagle active nest site from November 15 to July 3D, and around each active golden
eagle nest site from February 1 to July 15.

3.

Any proposed surface facilities, disturbances or activities (as noted above) in, or adjacent to,
these buffer zones will require approval from the BlM or Forest Service on a site-specific basis,
after consultation with the Fish and W ildlife Service.

Criterion 12: With respect to bald or golden eagle roost sites or concentration areas which may be
established on the Elk Creek Tract during the life of the project, the following special stipulation shall be
applied:
1.

No surface ground activity except subsidence shall occur within a one-quarter mile radius of
winter roosts between November 15 and March 15, development may be permitted at other
periods. If periodic visits are required within the buffer zone after development, activity should
be restricted to the hours of 10:00 a .m. and 2:00 p.m . from November 15 through March 15.

Criterion 14: Riparian zones are present within the Elk Creek Tract and are suitable for coal leasing
only with inclusion of the following special stipulations to protect resident and migratory bird species:
1.

A one-eighth mile buffer zone (660 feet) will be protected on either side of riparian zones (01 a
buffer zone may be established in accordance with the surface management agency
guidelines). No surface disturbances, except surface subsidence, will be permitted within these
buffer zones, unless no practical alternatives exist. All unavoidable surface disturbance will
require approval of the Forest Service or BlM Authorized Officer. The BlM or Forest Service
will coordinate with the Fish and Wildlife Service and the Colorado Division of Wildlife to
determine the type and extent of lIowable variances. A site specific analyses will determine if
this stipulation will apply.

2.

With respect to other raptors (except American kestrel) which may occur or become established
on the Elk Creek Tract during the life of the project, the following special stipulation shall apply:
Conduct surveys for nesting raptors on the lease tract prior to development of
any surface facilities. No surface activities will be allowed within a one-half
mile radius of active nest sites between the dates of February 1 and August 15,
unless authorized by the BlM or Forest Service on a site specific basis.

Criterion 15: If areas are determined by the Colorado Division of Wildlife to be mule deer and elk
crucial winter range. and for the protection of migration corridors for elk, the following stipulation shall
be applied:
Coal related facilities and surface disturbances except subsidence will be
authorized in the Elk Creek Tract only if no practical alternatives exist. The
BlM and Forest Service will coordinate with the Colorado Division of Wildlife to
determine the type and extent of allowable variances. Coal exploration, facility
construction, and major scheduled maintenance will not be authorized within
these crucial winter ranges from DecemLer 1 through April 30. All unavoidable
surface disturbances within these crucial winter ranges during these times will
require approval of the Authorized Officer. No surface facilities may be
constructed in the st~ am/riparian corridors on the lease tract within a one-
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eighth mile buffer zone on either side of Hubbard Creek, Bear Creek, or Elk
Creek, in order to protect migration corridors. Surface disturbance within the
one-eighth mile riparian buffer zone will not take place from December 1
through April 30.

REFERENCES
Bureau of Land Management, Various dates, unpublished Wildlife Inventories and
Observations, Uncompahgre Basin Resource Area. Montrose, Colorado.
Colorado State Statutes, 1988. Division of Wildlife and Division of Parks and Outdoor
Recreation, Title 33, Chapter 10, Artide 11 and 111 .
Federal Register, 1990. Vol. 59. No. 54, U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife
Service, Washington DC.
Federal Register, 1991 . Vol. No., U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife
Service, Washington DC.
Federal Register 1991, Vol. No. ,U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife
Service, Washington DC.
U.S. Department of the Interior, 1983. Uinta-Southwestem Utah Coal Region Environmental
Impact Statement, U.S. Departme t of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management, Utah
State O ffice, Salt Lake City, Utah.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1992. Informal Section 7 Consultation, Westem Colorado
Suboffice, Grand Junction, CO.

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION
The following agencies and organizations were contacted to gain information pertinent to the
application of the twenty coal suitability criteria:
Federal Agencies
U.S. Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Department of the Interior
Office of Surface Mining
Colorado State Agencies
Division of Wildlife, Southwest Region Office, Montrose, CO
Colorado Division of Minerals and Geology
County Agencies
Delta County Planning Department
Gunnison County Planning Department
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The evaluation of a coal mining project is a complex and detailed activity. It involves the interaction of
mining engineering with finance and economics in the analysis of whether a coal mine is economically
viable to shareholders and investors.
Mine evaluation involves the assessment of a variety of factors and variables that are essential in
establishing the worth of the coal mining project. In determining the economic viability of a coal mining
project, estimates of coal reserves, mining rates, revenues , costs, expected returns , and associated
risks must be made.
The mine evaluation procedure is iterative in nature. The estimated coal reserves, as established from
an explora tion program, are the starting point in determining mine size and production. In tum, mine
size affects production cost (both" capital and operating expenses), as econo.nics of scale are typically
enjoyed with larger production rates . Ultimately, project production costs determine the amount of coal
that can be mined at a profit and therefore determines the magnitude of the annual production rate.
It is important to remember that each time a variable changes in the mine evaluation procedure, the
impact of this change on the other variables must be assessed, as well as the effect on subsequent
financial and economic results. The iterative procedure will be repeated to determine the most
economic design. This is a time-consuming process.
Further, it is important to remember that coal can be mined only when it is sold, usually under a
contract with an electric utility. In the metal mining business (e.g., gold, copper), a diverse market
exists in response to the supply and demand conditions. Consequently, if the metal can be mined, it
can be readily sold. In the coal mine business, the market is more constrained. Generally the coal is
only sold when the coal producer (the mining company) and the end user (often an electric utility) can
negotiate a sale. This sale is usually on a contract basis. This fact leads the coal mine planners to
make assumptions and predictions regarding the range of production that might occur.
The investment environment associated with the coal mining industry, is unique when compared to
most other industries. The following describes some of the special features associated with the
economics of the coal mining industry.

1.0

CAPITAL INTENSITY

Coal mining ventures are extremely capital intensive, especially underground coal mining operations
which utilize longwall technology. Even small coal mining operations that require a limited workforce
may require multi-million dollar investments.

2.0

COST STRUCTURE

The total average cost of coal mine production includes a high fixed-cost component that primarily
reflects capital cost recovery . For this reason , the break-even production level for coal mining
operations is closer to capacity than for other types of industrial operations with lower fixed costs. This
is the major reason that coal mine operations run at or near capacity, often employing seven-day per
week work schedules.

3.0

LONG PRE-PRODUCTION PERIODS

Even after the occurrence of a coal reserve has been established , several years of intensive effort can
be required to develop the operation. The pre-production period depends on the coal mining and
handling methods. size and location of the deposit, and the complexity of the regulatory framework .
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The importance of long lead times is amplified when considered in conjunction with the capital intensive
nature of the coal mining industry. Not only are coal companies committing extremely large capital
resources to a new or expanded mining venture. but they are also exposed financially for a certain
period prior to project start up. Also. since capital expenditures are required throughout the preproduction period. the longer the lead time. the greater are the retums required to offset the lost
investment opportunities represented by the pre-production period. In the case of longwall operations.
development must be undertaken in order to establish or "block out" the panels required for longwall
operations. See Appendix F. Overview of Underground Coal Mining.

,i.0

NON-RENEWABLE RESOURCES

Unlike most other industries. one unique aspect of the coal mining industry is the extraction of a nonrenewable resource. Mining revenues result from the "disposal" of the project's main asset. the coal
reserve. As a result. the retum of and return on the capital investment must be obtained within the
finite life of the coal reserve block.

5.0

RISK

Besides the risks associated with capital intensity and long pre-production periods. mining operations
are subject to economic or mar1<et risks. geologic and engineering risks. and political and regulatory
risks.
Economic or mar1<et risks are typically outside the control of the operation; these indude fluxuating coal
prices. inflation. lack of long-term coal contracts. and generally unpredictable future economic
conditions.
Technical risks (geologic and engineering) have been notably reduced in recent years with
improvement in planning methods and tools.
Often underestimated. political and regulatory risks have been increasingly important in recent years
when considering coal mining investments. There is an accelerating trend to greater political
participation and regulatory oversight in coal mining projects.

6.0

COAL MARKETS

Coal mar1<ets are volatile. In the 1970s. coal customers often signed up for lengthy long-term contracts
(15 to 20 years). However. the current trend with coal contracts involves relatively short contracts (1 to
5 years). In addition. there are literally thousands of factors that effect coal mar1<ets and prices. Some
are economic. like traditional supply and demand theories; others are political. such as decisions made
by federal . state. and local govemments with regard to taxation and regulation. Even the most
experienced and sophisticated observer of coal mar1<ets is likely to err in predicting the future course of
coal demand and prices.
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INTRODUCTION

Coal mining involves the extraction of coal deposits. Although the thickness of a coalbed may vary,
minable deposits generally are continuous over large areas. When the deposit is close to the ground
surface (less than 200 feet deep), it is generally mined using surface methods. Deeper dep'l3i <; are
generally mined by underground methods.
Geologic strata above and below the coal deposit are known as overburden and underburc.. "
respecti ely. The overburden and underburden strata that are actually in contact with coal in an
underground mine are called the "roof' and "floor," respectively. Blocks of coal left in place to help
support the roof of the underground mine are called "pillars.·
Removal of coal by underground methods creates a void in the stratigraphic column. As a block of
coal is extracted, natural forces act on the stability of the overburden and cause the column to subside.
Even in the strongest fonnations, large, artificial underground openings will eventually be filled by the
collapse and compaction of overburden and pillars. Underground coal mining methods are generally
classified or distinguished from each other by the type of support used to prevent the roof from
collapsing prematurely on workers and equipment.

2.0

ROOM-AND.pILLAR MINING OPERATIONS

Room-and-pillar mining is a type of underground extraction used. in near horizontal coal deposits where
the roof is supported primarily by pillars. Coal is extracted from rectangular shaped rooms, or entries,
in the coal seam. Parts of the coal seam are left between the entries and serve as pillars to support
the roof. The pillars are arranged in a regular pattern, or grid, to simplify planning and operation.
Pillars can be of any shape but are usually square or rectangular. The dimensions of the rooms and
pillars depend on many design factors, including the stability of the roof, the strength of the coal in the
pillars, the thickness of the coal seam, and the depth of mining.
Typically, coal seams mined by underground techniques in the United States range in thickness from
2.5 to 15 feet. For roof control and safety reasons, the width of the rooms, or entries is generally
limited to 20 feet. The spacing, or centers, between entries varies from 40 to 100 feet depending on
the stress distributions detennined in the design and operation of the mine. Spacing between
crosscuts is limited by ventilation concerns and is usually specified by federal and/or state safety laws
(approximately 100 feet). A general representation of room-and-pillar mining is shown in Figure F-1 ,
Conceptual Room and Pillar Mining.
In underground coal operations, there are two types of room-and-pillar mining:
•
•

Conventional room-and-pillar mining
Continuous room-and-pillar mining

Conventional mining involves a cyclical system of extraction, employing mobile equipment to conduct
the production cycle of operations as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Undercut coal face
load holes with explosives
Blast
load coal
Roof bolt
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In continuous room-and-pillar mining, the separate unit operations of convent~onal mining are
eliminated and performed by a high-performance continuous-mining machine. In the United States,
most room-and-pillar mining is conducted using a continuous-miner system which includes:
•
•
•

A coal extraction machine (continuous miner).
A coal haulage system (shuttle cars and conveyor belts).
A roof support system (roof bolts and pillars).

The continuous miner is electrohydraulically powered and track-propelled. Major components of this
machine include a rotating-<:utting drum, a gathering head beneath the cutting drum, and an intemal
conveyor. The machine operator drives the rotating-<:utting drum which is·situated at the front (head) of
the machine into the coalbed and cuts coal from the coal face . The gathering head which is located
beneath the rotating cutting drum shifts the cut coal to the conveyor for transfer to the rear (tail) of the
machine. A rear, articulating conveyor then transfers the coal to independently-operated shuttle cars.
Shuttle cars (10 to 15 tons per car) are used to transport mined coal from the continuous miner to a
conveyor belt transfer point within the mine. Shuttle cars are either electric- or diesel- powered, 2- or
4-wheel drive, and have either a conveyor or push-ram system to discharge the coal to the stationary
conveyor belt which transports coal outside the mine portal, usually to a run-of-mine (ROM) coal
stockpile.
Pillars and roof bolts are used to support the roof. Solid pillars of coal are left in place during the initial
(advance) mining stage to provide basic roof support within each block of mined-out coal and along the
main access corridors (entries) of the mine. Additional roof support is provided by the use of roof bolts.
Roof bolts are long steel rods, drilled into place and then anchored to the roof rock by either a resin
glue or a mechanical compression device. They create a supporting "beam" of rock by bonding or
"bolting" several layers of rock strata together. The general mining/production sequence allows for the
continuous miner to advance about 20 feet before the roof of the mined area is secured with roof bolts.
Several continuous-miner sections (entries) are developed concurrently to allow for uninterrupted
mining activity (i.e., while roof bolts are being installed in some entries, mining can continue in other
entries), for safety, and for ventilation.
As a general rule, 30 to 60 percent of the coal remains in place in the form of pillars after the rooms are
mined. To increase coal recovery, the roof can be temporarily reinforced with additional bolts so that
those pillars not required for support of the main entries can be systematically removed . In this second
stage of mining, pillars are removed (or "robbed") as the mining equipment "retreats" from each mined
room. As pillar-robbing progresses, each mined-out block of rooms is allowed to cave in, and the
mined area is abandoned.

3.0

LONGWALL MINING OPERATIONS

Longwall mining is an underground extraction method in fairly flat-lying, tabular coal deposits. A "long"
face is established across a panel, which is blocked out on both sides by entries. These entries are
known as the "headgate" entry and the "tailgate" entry. The headgate entry is used for the passage of
intake air and the transportation of coal, personnel, and supplies, while the tailgate entry is used for the
passage of the retum air. A general representation of longwall mining is shown in Figure F·2,
Conceptual Longwal/ Mining.
The longwall panel layout is simple and condu ive to good ventilation, and crews always work under
protective supported roof. Since the longwall system with caving leaves lesser amounts of residual
pillars than other mining methods, coal recovery is higher. Depth of overburden for a longwall
operation can vary from 200 to over 2,500 feet, with coal seam thickness ranging from 4 to 15 feet.
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Panel width and panel length are usually determined by e xperience, based on the size and shape of
the coal deposit, geologic conditions, and the capacities of the transportation, ventilation , and power
equipment that can be supplied. In the United States, the panel width typically ranges from 500 to
1,000 feet; panel length also varies, ranging from 3,000 to 15,000 feet.
While the width of the panel face , or wall, is measured in hundreds of feet, the actual working area is
narrow, measured in feet. A longwall system is kept open, by a series of heavy-duty,
electrohydraulically powered, yielding supports that form a cantilever or umbrella of protection over the
face. As a cut, or slice, is taken along the panel face , the supports retract, advance and re-engage,
allowing the roof to cave in the mined-out area behind the supports. The caved material is known as
"gob,"
A very old method, longwall mining originated in European coal mines in the seventeenth century and
has widespread use in coal-producing countries outside the United States. Only since the 1960s,
when self-advancing, hydraulic support systems were perfected, has longwall mining been accepted in
the United States. Other innovations that have led to its growing use in coal fields are the development
of mobile, flexible, armored conveyors, high-speed continuous mining machines (shearers), and roof
control and caving practices grounded in sound rock mechanics principles.
Longwall mining operations in the United States is predominantly of the "retreating" type. That is, the
headgate and tailgate entries are developed , and the longwall mining system "retreats" from the back
of the panel toward main entries. See Figure F-3, Typical Longwal/ Panel Layout in the United States.
Longwall development is strikingly similar to the development for room-and-pillar mining.
Longwall operations in the United States are conducted with a longwall mining system. As with the
continuous miner, the longwall system will indude:
•
•
•

A coal extraction machine (shearer).
A coal haulage system (face conveyor).
A roof support system (shields).

Whereas the continuous-mining system involves several independently operated pieces of equipment
to mine coal, the longwall mining system is totally integrated, with all of the necessary equipment
interconnected. For example, the longwall mining system, the shearer actually moves along the face
conveyor and the shields are physically connected to it.
The shearer, like the continuous miner, is electrohydraulically powered. The major components of this
machine are the rotating-cutting drums and the tram system. The drums, located at each side of the
machine, are limited to an up-down movement. The machine operator drives the rotating-cutting
drums into the coalbed as the machine trams laterally along the face conveyor, thereby cutting coal
from the coal face. Cut coal falls to the floor-supported face conveyor for transpott to the end of the
longwall, the "headgate." There, the coal is transferred to another conveyor belt that transports the
coal outside the mine portal. The end of the conveyor opposite the head gate is known as the
"tailgate."
Longwall roof support is temporarily provided by the use of hydraulic roof supports (shields). Major
components of the shields indude canopy, hydraulic cylinder, hydraulic controls, and the base. The
canopy is a thick, reinforced-steel plate that is pushed against the roof by hydraulic cylinders to support
the weight of the overburden while coal removal operations continue below. Shields are generally 5
feet wide, vary from 4 to 15 feet high , and have a design-load capacity of 500 tons or more per shield .
The base length of the shield is relatively short, allowing the face conveyor to sit on the floor in front of
the base. Shields are designed to be large enough to safely cover the face conveyor, shearer, and
worXers. In the longwall system, individual shields are installed next to each other along the entire
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longwall face. from the face conveyor headgate to its tailgate. See Figure F-2, Conceptual Longwall
Mining.
The mining/production sequence involves cutting (shearing) a section of coal face. typically 30 to 42
inches deep, from the headgate to the tailgate, using hydraulic rams to move the face conveyor up
against the face of the fresh-cut coal seam. Hydraulic rams attached to the face conveyor then move
individual shields forward . The unsupported roof behind the shields is alloweu to cave to the floor. As
the block of coal is systematically removed. the mined area is gradually abandoned.

4.0

MECHANISMS OF SUBSIDENCE

Removal of coal deposits by underground mining methods creates voids that are filled when natural
forces weaken the overburden and it collapses. The collapse of overburden into the void and the
translation of this movement to the surface are known as subsidence. Subsidence-related deformation
of rocks above underground mines can consist of fragmentation. fracturing , sagging. and beddingplane separation. However, caving of the overburden into mined areas does not always translate into
surface subsidence. The type of deformation that occurs, and whether the deformation reaches the
surface. depends on a number of factors, including rock type, rock strength. mine layout, mine depth.
and how far a particular horizon lies above the void in the mined area. The magnitude, extent, and
duration of subsidence can be minimized by an efficient mine layout, proper barrier and pillar design,
and a rapid and efficient mining system.

4.1

Subsidence-Related Deformation

In the overburden above mined areas. three zones of deformation tend to develop in response to
subsidence. as shown on Figure F-4, Conceptual Representation of Subsidence Deformation Zones.
In the fragmented zone, rocks of the immediate roof are expected to fragment. cave, and rotate. This
zone can be as much as ten times thicker than the void produced by mining (the mining height).
Directly above. in the fractured zone, rocks are expected to fracture and deform, but they should
maintain their continuity. Bedding-plane separations can occur. This zone can be as much as 50
times thicker than mining height. In the third zone, the deformation zone (which some scientists
separate into two zones) rocks should sag downward without major fracturing, but bedding-plane
separations and surface tension cracks can still occur. This zone can extend from the top of the
fractured zone to the ground surface. After the deformation process. fractures that developed in the
softer sandstones and shales tend to close, while fractures that developed in more brittle rocks may
remain open.
If deformation reaches the surface, subsidence will typically appear as basins or depressions. pits,
and/or cracks . Subsidence basins can form above room-and-pillar mines where the pillars have been
robbed or above longwall mines. These basins are typically elliptical or trough-shaped because the
rooms or panels are large and rectangular, and coal seams often are nearly horizontal. Subsidence
pits can form above room-and-pillar mines where the pillars have been retained because the
overburden directly above the pillars continues to be supported , while the overburden above the mined
area collapses into the mined-out rooms .
Honzontal strain, both tensile and compressive, results from lowering of the surface during subsidence.
Tension that can cause cracks occurs as the surface begins to subside and stretch. Compressi.:>n
takes over and closes some of the tension cracks as the ground begins to settle. Correspcnoing
changes in surface slope generally are temporary and commonly have a magnitude of less than 3
degrees. Tension cracks are more apparent than compression features because rocks are stronger in
compression. Tension cracks are more abundant in solid rock than they are in unconsolidated
materials. At the urface. tension cracks can range from small (less than an inch), subtle features that
are difficult to recognize to fractures that are several feet wide and several feet deep. Surface
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fra.;tures may be temporary. with many closing during successive subsidence events. after natur31
deposition of sediment. or when frost heaving fills them. Tension cracks over the edges of the mined
area (the mining boundaries) may remain open indefinitely. This is most evident in areas where brittle
sandstones or other rocks crop out. The surface soil ::over will have an influence on the cracking that
is actually visinle at the surface. Unconsolidated depoSits of alluvium. colluvium. and soil tend to
obscure surface cracks.

4.2

Factors Controlling Subsidence

Several factors control the area. amount. rate and duration of subsidence. Mining factors include mine
geometry. extraction ratio. mining method. height of the mine workings. and mining rate. Geologic
factors include thickness of the coal deposit. along v 'ith the thickness. lithology. strength. structure. and
bulking (or swell) factor of the overburden. The subsidence factor and the angle of draw are used to
describe the maximum vertical displacement and the areal extent of subsidence. respectively.
The mine geometry (or mine design) determines the size and configuration of the rooms. pillars. and
panels; the heigh1 of the openings and pillars; .:ond the spatial relation to any abandoned mines that
may be located abova the active mine. Generally. mines are designed so that the subsidence process
can take advantage of joints in the overburden. This can minimize sagging of the immediate roof and
promote rapid roof collapse. Although subsidence can be reduced by leaving pillars for support. this
procedure may only delay subsidence because pillars and roof rocks generally yield with time and
weathering.
The extraction ratio is the ratio of the amount of coal extracted to the total arI, of coal in the
deposit. longwall mining. because it extracts nearly 100 percent of the CO< ill hin a longwall panel .
generally ' eni yes an overall extraction ratio in excess of 80 percent of the total coal deposit. Roomand-pillar mining rarely extracts more than 55 percent of the total resource. but pillar robbing upon
retreat frorr a ine has the potential to extract nearly as much of the coal as does longwall mining.
The mining method also influences the amount of subsidence. longwall mining results in m~re
subsidence than room-and-pillar mining. principally because of its greater extraction of coal. Efficient
robbing of pillars. however. can result in surface subsidence nearly equal in magnitude to that
associated with longwall mining. Subsidence above room-and-pillar mining areas is also less
predictable and more variable in surface expression than above longwall panels because the extraction
ratios and heights of caving are more variable.
The mining rate affects subsidence. too. When the mine face is extracted at an even and rapid rate.
smoother subsidence profiles occur with less differential movement.
Thickness of the coal deposit. thickness of the overburden. and height of the mine work'ngs con rol
maximum subsidence. The subsidence factor is the ratio of maximum surface subsidence to the seam
mining height and is often expressed as a percentage. For example. if 7 feet of subsidence occurred
over a mine with a 10-foot mining height. then the subsidence factor would be 70 percent. In the
westem United States. subsidence factors range from about 45 to 90 percent of the thickness of coal.
The angle of draw identifies the limits of subsidence beyond the boundaries of the mined area (the
areal extel \t of subsidence occurring at the ground surface will be larger than the underground void). It
is expressed in degrees from vertical above the edge of the mined area. For example. if the angle of
draw were 20 degrees and the overburden were 500 feet thick. then subsidence could occur as much
as 182 feet beyond the edge of the mined area. In the westem United &tates. subsidence angles of
draw range from about 5 to 30 degrees.
Sagging. caving . and fragmentation are govem8\.. vj the strength and structure of the overburden. The
composition of the mineral grains and the cements that bind the grains together affect the strength of
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the rocks . Existing faults and fractures in the overburden offer good sliding surfaces that can influence
the angle of draw. The strength and structure of the overburden rocks are considered when
determining room . pillar. and panel orientation.
The bulking factor. or the volumetric increase of fragmented rocks relative to their undisturbed and inplace volume. is a major factor influencing subsidence. The bulking factor is determined by the size
and shape of the broken rocks. the contact stresses among rock fragments within the fragmented
zone. and the relative strengths of the affected rocks. Bulking factors generally are lowest where the
overburden is composed of soft claystones and thinly bedded shales. and greatest where hard . thickly
bedded to massive sandstones and limestones predominate. If rock fragments randomly fall to t e
floor of the mined area. and if strong. massive rocks occur in the fractured and deformation zones.
then the bulking factor is higher. Higher bulking factors in the overburden result in less vertical
movement of the rocks and in reduced tension and compression at the surface.

4.3

Prediction of Subsidence

Subsidence associated with underground mining is anticipated. and its magnitude and extent can be
predicted. Often. predictions of maximum surface subsidence and horizontal tensile and compressive
strains are used to help assess the secondary impacts to other resources (both human and natural).
Data collected during actual subsidence are used to verify prefixing predictions.
A method of calculation developed by the British National Coal Board offers one of the most
comprehensive. conservative. and accurate techniques for predicting subsidence and surface strains.
Other researchers have modified it for the stronger strata of coal mines in the 2estem United States.
Inputs to the subsidence prediction model are depth. mining height (seam thickness). and room or
panel geometry.
Subsidence profiles can be used to illustrate subsidence and strain predictions above a mined area.
Diagrams A. B. and C of Figure F-5, Example of Subsidence and Strain Profiles. shows a cross-section
of a longwall mine and the subsidence and strain profile that might be expected to develop over two
mined-out longwall panels. In this example, the longwall panels are 800 feet wide. overburden is about
780 feet thick. mining height is 13.5 feet. the subsidence factor is 70 percent, and angle of draw is 22.5
degrees. Under these conditions. the maximum final surface subsidence would be 9.8 feet. which
would occur over the middle of each panel. Final subsidence over the pillars between two panels.
while not reaching the maximum. would still be about 5 feet.
In diagram B, the dashed line indicates the limit of subsidence resulting from a single panel, and the
upper solid line represents the extent of subsidence (about 25 feet) immediately after mining the
adjacent panel. The lower solid line represents the maximum final subsidence over the pillars after
they have collapsed under the weight of the overburden.
Diagram C shows the compressional strain that occurs above the panels and the tensile strain that
occurs at panel boundaries and over pillars as the strata flex and stretch downward into the subsidence
trough. In this example, the tensile strain exceeds the strain criterion in areas above the panel
boundaries and the pillars; surface cracking would be predicted in these areas. with larger maximum
tensile strains possibly resulting in wider cracks. The exact location and actual width of open surface
cracks is unpredictable.
A monitoring program is generally implemented at underground mines to collect subsidence data.
These data are used to verify the accuracy of the predicted subsidence under actual ground conditions
and to detect mining induced impacts to surface resources. both predicted and unpredicted. In
addition, site-specific angle of draw. subsidence factor, and tensile strains may be calculated.
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A number of techniques and types of equipment can be used in subsidence monitoring programs:
conventional ground surveying of monuments locatoo over panels and extending out over unmined
areas; installation of extensometers to measure horizontal strain; serial photographic surveying;
analytical aerial triangulation; digital terrain modeling ; surface observations; as well as surface water
and spring monitoring . To be effective, monuments must be constructed so they are unaffected by
movements unrelated to subsidence, such as soil heave due to freezing .

4.4

The Subsidence Event

Subsidence. when load of the overburden is high compared with the rock strengths (that is, when the
mined seam is fairly deep), may be summarized as follows:
•

Sufficient coal is removed to open up the mine void, and the roof support system is
withdrawn or advanced. The immediate roof is fragmented and "bulks" into the mined
area. and a percentage of the mining height (Le., the subsidence factor) subsides all the
way to the surface. The surface sags downward behind the advancing front of the
longwall mining activity or the retreat (when pillars are robbed) in room-and-pillar mining
activity. The subsidence trough formed at the surface (controlled by the angle of draw)
is wider than the mined areas.

•

The advance of the longwall mining activity or the retreat (when pillars are robbed) in
room-and-pillar mining activity also extends the deformation in the overburden. As the
overburden rocks bend into the subsidence trough. new ground is placed in tension and
new fractures open up. As the mining face passes under and progresses away from a
particular point, the area of tensile stress moves away as well. Settling. accompanied
by compression. takes over behind the area of stress, and the tensional fractures tend
to dose. As successive areas are mined. this activity takes the fann of 3 smooth
subsidence wave. Pillars collapse under the overburden load when panels or rooms are
mined on both sides of those pillars. This collapse can help smooth out surface
irregularities and close some of the remaining surface cracks. Massive sandstones in
the overburden can also assist in smoothing out irregularities when they act as "beams"
and produce a more complete collapse of pillars.

•

Subsidence movement over longwall mines and over room-and-pillar mines where
pillars have been robbed tends to be relatively short-lived. Ninety to ninty-five percent of
the subsidence is expected to occur once coal extraction in an area is complete.
Residual subsidence should occur within 2 to 5 years after mining has ceased. Some
delayed subsidence may occur over pillars that deteriorate slowly.

•

Subsidence movement is much slower over room-and-pillar mines where pillars have
been left behind, depending on the design and height of the pillars and how much
overburden weight rests on each pillar. Eventually, even the strongest pillar will
deteriorate and collapse.

Where a mined area is fairly shallow and massive sandstones in the roof provide some support to the
overburden load. subsidence can occur abruptly with the entire load falling as a unit. Here, the surface
expression may not be as smooth as that previously described. and larger cracks could result.
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INTRODUCTION
Coal was discovered in the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley in the early 1880s. Commercial
ooal mining on a large scale in the region began near Somerset at the Utah Fuel Corporation Somerset
Mine in 1903. The Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad constructed a railroad to service this
Utah Fuel operation . The area around Somerset became one of Colorado's most important coal
producing regions on the western slope. The location of the historic mining operations and the extent
of their coal extraction is shown on Figure 3, Historic Coal Mines and Federal Coal Lease Locations,
found in the attached volume of EIS figures.
For the past 100 years, numerous ooal mining operations have been developed and operated in the
valley. Some operations were small, operating only during the winter, with miners working the
orchards during the summer. Other operations were large, on a relative scale for their day.
Utah Fuel Corporation (later U.S. Steel) shipped their coal to Utah for use as coke in the steel making
process in steel mills. Other ooal produced from the mines in the region was used for domestic heating
in local western slope towns and communities. Still, other ooal production has been shipped to electric
utilities, cement plants, and miscellaneous industrial users.
The steady expansion of population in the Somerset and Paonia area because of the ooal mining
activities also created a local market for ayricultural products. Also the railroad , constructed to ship
ooal, brought ranchers and farmers into contact with distant markets. Along with ooal mining, the main
economic base of the area during the century has been ranching and farming .
Coal mining in the valley always has been influenced by markets and coal prices. In the 1980s, ooal
prices showed weakness and many of the mines closed or curtailed operations. In recent years,
although ooal prices remain relatively low, there has been increased interest in the ooal in the North
Fork of the Gunnison River Valley as a "clean-compliance" ooal for electric power generation. This use
TU and low sulphur content.
is attributed to its hig
This appendix provides an overview of historic mining operations located in the North Fork of the
Gunnison River Valley. Most of the information on these mines was obtained from the files of the
Colorado Division of Minerals and Geology.

Bear No.1, No. 2, and No.3 Mines
Tony Bear opened the Bear No. 1 Mine in 1932. The Bear No. 1 Mine is located in the SW'I., SE'I.,
Section 9, T13S, R90W. The Bear No.2 portals were opened approximately 1,000 feet west of the
Bear No. 1 portal. The Bear No. 1 and No. 2 mines operated in the Band C seams, and from 1932
until their closure in 1980, these operations produced a total of 3,814,164 tons or an average of
100.374 tons per year. Coal production from the Bear No. 1 and No. 2 mines varied from early pick
and shovel operations with a production of only 1,283 tons in 1932 to a high production output of
250,152 tons in 1979.
Using continuous room-and-pillar mining techniques, from 1968 to 1980, the Bear No. 1 and No. 2
mines produced 2,188,873 tons of coal, or an average of 182,406 tons. In 1981 , the portals were
sealed, surface facilities removed, and the area regraded and seeded. At the same time, Bear Coal
Company purchased the old Edwards mining property and developed the Bear No. 3 Mine. The
portals for the Bear No. 3 Mine were located in the SE'I., SE'I., Section 8, T13S, R90W. The Bear No.
3 Mine operated from 1981 through 1996 producing a total of 2,136,345 tons, for an annual average
production of 213,635 tons. The Bear No. 3 Mine was closed in 1996, the portals were sealed , and
reclamation at the site began.
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Historical Coal Mining Activity
A unique historical aspect of the Bear No. 1, No. 2, and NO. 3 mines is the fact that they were run by a
single family operation, the Bear Coal Company, Originally Tony and Virginia Bear, and later their son
William Bear. Four generations of the Bear family worked at these operations.

Blue Ribbon Mine
The old Blue Ribbon Mine operated from 1952 until 1963 and was locat d in the NE 't~ . NW'/., Section
2, T13S, R91W. During that time. the mine produced only 35,805 tons, or an average of approximately
3,255 tons per year. The mine produced coal for local markets using a conventional "cut and shoot"
method. The old Blue Ribbon Mine produced from the E seam or the "Hawk's Nest" seam.
The modem day Blue Ribbon Mine was located immediately adjacent to the old Blue Ribbon Mine. It
operated from 1977 through 1985. During that time, the mine produced 922,858 tons, or an average of
115,357 tons per year. The mine was closed and reclaimed in 1986. The mine produced coal with
modem continuous miners. Coal was transported from the face with electric shuttle cars. Belt
conveyors were used to transport the coal to the surface. Electric power was supplied to the mine by
on-site diesel generators. Like its predecessor, the mine produced from the E seam or "Hawk's Nest"
seam.

Bowie No. 1 Mine and Coal Loadout
The Bowie r o . 1 Mine and the Bowie No. 1 Coal Loadout were originally developed and operated by
Colorado Westmoreland Inc. as the Orchard Valley Mine and Loadout. In 1994, these facilities were
sold to Cyprus Coal Company who operated the mine until 1997, whereupon it was sold to Bowie
Resources, Ltd. The Bowie No. 1 Mine is presently idle, with no coal production from this mining
operation since 1996. The mine was operated as a room-and-pillar operation, and has a capacity to
produce approximately 1.5 million tons of coal per year. When operating, the coal was hauled from the
mine portal area to the coal loadout facility near Paonia.
The Bowie No. 1 Coal Loadout was constructed by Colorado Westmoreland Inc. This facility is
presently receiving coal from the Bowie No. 2 Mine. Coal is hauled currently to the loadout with
highway trucks under a contract between Bowie Resources, Ltd. and Savage Trucking, Inc. The Bowie
coalloadout includes a truck dump area, conveyors, three silos with a capacity of 7,000 tons each, and
a batch Ioadout tower for loading railroad cars.

Bowie No.2 Mine
The old King Mine and associated facilities were purchased from Adolph Coors Company by Bowie
Resources Ltd. in 1996. Bowie developed a new portal facility on the D seam, deSignated as the
Bowie No. 2 portal. The mine presently uses room and pillar mining techniques. but plans to install a
longwall system in 1999. The mine produced 1.2 million tons of coal in 1998; but, with the new
longwall system. production could be increased up to 5 million tons pet year. The coal removed from
the Bowie No. 2 Mine is presently loaded on trucks and hauled to the Bowie No. 1 Loadout. The Bowie
No. 2 portals are located in the SW'/., SW'/., Section 10, T13S, R91W.

Converse Mine
The old Converse Mine is located in the SW'/., NW'/., Section 24, T13S, R92W. This mine was
originally opened to provide coal for local use and was operated from 1913 through 1936. The old
Converse Mine proC' 't:ed only 15,801 tons during its life, averaging only 687 tons per year. The
original mine was opened by Frank Converse and utilized pick and shovel mining methods.
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The mining property remained idle until 1974, when the area was leased to Consolidated Coal
Company who conducted some expansion activities on the tract. In 1976, the property was sold to
Colorado Westmoreland Inc. and the Orchard Valley Mine was developed.

Edwards Mine
Underground coal mining activity south of the community of Somerset, Colorado across the North Fork
of the Gunnison River began in 1934 with the opening of an underground operation owned by Mr. Clark
and Mr. Blair. This mine was originally known as the Lone Pine Mine and in 1943, the mine was
renamed the Edwards Mine. Coal mining from this operation continued over 30 years until the
operation ceased in 1965.
The Edwards Mine production ranged from a low of 980 tons in 1935 to a high of 42,773 tons in 1945.
Over its 30 year life, the mine produced a total of 381 ,350 tons from the B seam and 123,723 tons from
the C seam, for a total combined production of 505,073 tons, or an average of approximately 15,783
tons per year. The mining site of the old Edwards Mine remained inactive from 1946 until 1981, when
the property was bought by the Bear Coal Company and the Bear NO. 3 Mine was developed.
The Clark Mine (Windjammer Mine) was operated by Mr. Clari( and Mr. Blair from 1934 to 1942. The
mine was rEHlesignated the Edwards Mine in 1943 and was operated by George M. Edwards from
1943 through 1945. In 1945, the mine was sold to Paul R. Clari( who owned the Clari( Coal Company,
and Mr. Clari( operated the mine from 1946 through 1957. The North Fori( Coal Corporation operated
by B.R. Knoll and Partners, purchased the mine in 1958 and operated it until 1966, when the mine was

dosed.
Farmer's Mine
The Farmer's Mine was opened by Paonia area farmers in the early 1900s for use in local houses, in
the schools and in a small Paonia power plant. The mine operated from 1911 until 1921 with a total
production of 51,249 tons, or an average of 5,129 tons per year.
In 1959, the Emmons Brothers purchased the mine and operated it until 1965 when the local mari(et
dedined. The highest production attained was approximately 25,000 tons in 1964. The upper 0 seam
was mined by the pick and shovel method in the early years. Later, hand drilling and explosives were
used. Hauling was by mules and four-horse wagon teams.

Hawk's Nest Mine
The Hawk's Nest Mine underwent an interesting evolution of operations. The first extraction of federal
coal lar.ds was by a group of ranchers for their own use in the early 1900s. They used a portal located
in the NWYz, SWYO, Section 12, T13S, R90W.
A small extraction of coal for ranching use went on until October 1922, when the Champion Coal
Company was formed to expand the original ranchers' operation in the E seam using room-and-pillar
mining methods. This expanded operation became known as the Hawk's Nest Mine.
The existing mine was subleased in 1932 by Mr. Clement Audin who continued to wori( the mine,
purchasing the lease in 1938 and subsequently purchasing Champion Coal Company in 1942.
A second portal designated as the Hawk's Nest No.2 Mine was developed in 1946 in the NWYo, SEYO,
Section 11 , T13S, R90W, in an area where roof conditions were better. The old portal and mine area,
subsequently designated as the Hawk's Nest No. 1 Mine, were dosed in 1947.
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In 1953, Mr. Ellis Axelson opened a new mine, the Black Beauty Mine, from a portal at the E seam
outcrop located in the NEY., SEY., Section 10, T13S, R90W. A second portal, the East Oliver portal
and the associated Oliver Mine were subsequently developed approximately 1,000 feet to the west of
the original portal. The Oliver Mine extracted coal from both the D and E coal seams.
Westem Slope carbon, Inc. was incorporated in 1970. The corporation purchased the Hawk's Nest
No. 1 and No. 2 Mines from the Audin family and the Black Beauty Mine from Mr. Axelson. The Black
Beauty Mine was then renamed Hawk's Nest NO. 3. The Hawk's Nest No. 1 was closed in 1947 by the
Audin family, and the Hawk's Nest No. 2 Mine was closed in 1970 due to insufficient capital. Westem
Slope carbon, Inc. then renovated the Hawk's Nest NO. 3 Mine. A bleeder portal was developed for
ventilation.
In December 1974, Western Slope carbon, Inc. was acquired as a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Northwest Energy Company. The Hawk's Nest No. 2 portal was re-designated as the East portal, and
all surface facilities were replaced and the underground wort<ings were rehabilitated.
In the fall of 1980, a portion of the Hawk's Nest Mine was converted from conventional room-and-pillar
mining to the first Iongwall operation in the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley. The Hawk's Nest
NO. 3 portal was re-designated as the West portal, and !Jnderwent Significant surface and underground
renovation .
From 1966 through 1970, the Hawk's Nest mining complex produced approximately 174,144 tons of
coal from the E seam, or an average of approximately 43,536 ons per year. From the period 1970
through 1983, the Hawk's Nest NO. 3 Mine produced 2,623,600 tons from the E seam, or
approximately 201 ,815 tons per year. When the Hawk's Nest No. 2 Mine was reopened and operated
from 1976 through 1980, approximately 1,321,017 tons were removed from the E seam, or an average
of approximately 330,254 tons per year. The idled property was purchased in the late 1980s and was
to be operated as the Blue Horizon Coal Company, but never came to be.
The Hawk's Nest portal areas were reclaimed during 1990 and 1991 by the Colorado Division of
Minerals and Geology after bond forfeiture. The mine portals were sealed, all surface facilities were
removed, and the areas were contoured and seeded.

King Mine
The King Mine was located in Sections 3, 10 and 11, T13S, R91 W, and produced coal from 1903 to
1975. The mine initially utilized a pick and shovel method of operation. The early mine plant consisted
of a stable, mules, blacksmith shop, and steam plant and pump. In later years, the coal was shot and
loaded with mechanized loading machines. The coal was initially hauled from the portal with wagon
teams. A tramway from the mine was completed in 1907. A four-track tipple was used to load the coal
onto rail cars. The mine supplied coal to a mine mouth electric power generating station from 1922
until about 1949. The power plant supplied electricity to the surrounding area. The King Mine
produced from the B seam. Previous operators of the property included Jack, Alex and Wallace Bowie
(1903-1917), Juanita Coal and Coke Company (1917-1974), and Adolph Coors Company (1974- 995).
The mine produced a variety of tonnage ranging from a low of 1,049 tons in 1906 to a high of 103,622
tons in 1920. In total, the mine produced 2,996,248 tons or an average of approximately 41 ,615 tons
per year. In 1995, the Adolph Coors Company sold the property to Bowie Resources, Ltd. and the
Bowie No. 2 Mine was developed .

Orchard Valley Mine

The Orchard Valley Mine was opened in 1976 at the site of the old Converse Mine in the SWy., NWY.,
Section 24, T13S, R92W. The Orchard Valley Mine was owned and operated by Colorado
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Westmoreland Inc. The mine produced coal from the D seam from 1976 t01993. A total of 5.726.166
tons were mined from the Orchard Valley Mine. at an average of approximately 716.021 tons per year.
Colorado Westmoreland Inc. also built a modem train loadout facility adjacent to the North Fori< of the
Gunnison River in portions of Sections 31 . 32 and 29. T13S. R91W. This facility included a truck dump
station . coal silos. and a coal train luadout. along with a spur line from the main Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad line.
In June 1986. the Orchard Valley Mine was closed after a mine fire. The mine re-opened through west
portals in January 1987. The property. including the mining operation and the loadout were later sold
to Cyprus Coal Company in 1994. who in tum sold to Bowie Resources. Ltd. in 1996. The CHchard
Valley Mine was renamed the Bowie No. 1 Mine. and the associated coal loadout facilities near Paonia
hecame known as the Bowie No. 1 Loadout.

Sanborn Creek Mine
In 1990. the Somerset Mining Company developed and opened the new Sanbom Creek Mine in the C
seam. This mine utilizes the surface facilities at the location of the old Somerset Mine. The Sanborn
Creek Mine has continued operations through a series of names including: Somerset Mining Company
(1990-1995). Pacific Basin Resources (1995-1996). and Oxbow Mining. Inc. (1997-present). While
ownership entities appear to have changed over the period from 1990 through present. Oxbow Carbon
and Minerals. Inc. has remained in ownership since the start of the mine. Mine personnel and
operations have generally remained stable.
New coal handling facilities have been constructed at the Sanborn Creek Mine. along with a new shop
and office complex. A new batch railloadout has also been added to this facility.
The Sanborn Creek Mine utilizes longwall mining techniques and mined 1.5 million tons of coal in 1998.
The mine was planning for a production of 4.0 million tons in 1999. but was forced to shutdown in
January of 1999 when elevated CO and CO 2 were detected in the mine ventilation exhaust as the
result of a fire. The mine was sealed and the mine fire area flooded with water. After working with the
Mine Safety and Health Administration on safety issues and precautions. Oxbow reopened the
operation in June of 1999.
The new Elk Creek Mine. with its longwall system and related conveying capacity will have the potential
to produce up to 6 million tons per year of coal.

Somerset Mine
In 1902. shortly after initial coal discoveries and development in the area. the Denver and Rio Grande
Railroad was extended up the North Fori< of the Gunnison River Valley to Somerset.
With both the need for coal for railroad and access to other mari<ets. the Utah Fuel Corporation
constructed a company town at Somerset in 1903 and operated the Somerset Mine from portals at the
C seam outcrop. In the 1920s. approximately 300 miners produced 1.200 tons of coal daily from the
Somerset Mine. The Somerset Mine portals and associated surface facilities. located in the SWy..
SEY.. Section 8. T13S. R90W. occupied the area of the present Oxbow Mining. Inc. surface facilities.
The Somerset Mine was a major producer in the North Fori< of the Gunnison River Valley. operating
continuously through the 1980s. The mine had a series of owners including Utah Fuel Corporation
(1903 through 1935). Kaiser Steel Corporation (1935 through 1946). Minerals Development
Corporation (1 946 through 1958). U.S. Steel Mining Company (1 958 through 1985). and Kaiser Coal
Company (1986 through 1990).
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Ongoing expansion of the Somerset Mine and associated surface facilities induded development of
surface facilities along Bear Creek in the 1960s and Hubbard Creek in ~he 1970s and 1980s. The
Somerset Mine extracted coal from the B seam under Bear Creek and under Hubbard Creek. When
the Somerset Mine was shutdown at the end of 1985, mining was occurring west of Hubbard Creek in
the B seam. The C seam was mined until about 1980 when U.S. Steel Corporation closed the entire
Somerset operation.
There was extensive renovation and construction work at the Somerset Mine in the 1960s. This
induded the construction of a dump station and crusher installation in the early 1960s, followed by the
construction of a coal storage silo and a new rail line in the late 1960s. Production from the Somerset
Mine ceased in 1985, and the mine sat idle until 1990. At this time, the Band C seam portals were
sealed.
In 1990, the Somerset Mining Company developed and opened the new Sanborn Creek Mine in the C
seam. The existing surface facilities of the Somerset Mine were again utilized.
Terror Creek LOIIdout
A custom coalloadout, known as the Terror Creek Loadout, was constructed in 1982 by the Pacific
Basin Coal and carbon Company. The Terror Creek Loadout is located in Section 15, T13S, R91W.
Originally, the Terror Creek Loadout received coal from the Bear NO.3 Mine. Presently, the Ioadout
receives coal from the Sanborn Creek Mine. The Terror Creek Loadout is able to handle
approximately 150,000 tons of coal per year. The facility is owned by Oxbow carbon and Minerals,
Inc. (88%) and the Bear Coal Company (12%). The facility is cunently operated by Oxbow carbon and
Minerals, Inc.

west Elk Mine
The West Elk Mine portal facilities are located in the NW~ , Section 16, T13S, R90W. The mine,
known as the Mt. Gunnison No. 1 Mine, was originally developed in 1981 by ARCO Coal Company
under a subsidiary known as the West Elk Coal Company. In 1991 , after a oompany reorganization,
the operating oompany was renamed Mountain Coal Company and the mine name changed to the
West Elk Mine. The mine was sold in 1998 to Arch Coal, Inc. Mountain Coal Company continues to
operate the West Elk Mine. While ownership entities have changed, mine personnel and operations
have generally remained stable.
The original mine was a room-and-pillar operation in the F coal seam, but a longwall system of
operation was added in the B coal seam in 1991 . In 1998, Mountain Coal Company shipped 5,900,000
tons of coal from the West Elk Mine. Projections indicate that production could be up to 7.3 million
tons in the year 2000 and 8.2 million tons in the year 2005.
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Serial No. C-61209

CONTROLLED SURFACE USE STIPULATION
GENERAL FOREST(LEASE TRACT)
Surface occupancy or use is subject to the following special operating constraints.
Underground mining operations will result in surface subsidence. The operatorllessee shall
perform a study to secure adequate baseline data to quantify the existing surface resources
on and adjacent to the lease area. Existing data may be used if such data is adequate for the
intended purposes. The study shall be adequate to locate, quantify, and demonstrate the
inter-relationship of the geology, topography, surface hydrology, vegetation and wildlife.
Baseline data will be established so that future programs of observation can be incorporated
at regular intervals for comparison.
The operatorllessee shall establish a monitoring system to locate, measure and quantify the
progressive and final effects of underground mining activities on the topographic surface,
underground and surface hydrology and vegetation. The monitOring system shall utilize
techniques which will provide a continuing record of change over time and an analytical
method for location and measurement of a number of points over the lease area. The
monitoring shall incorporate and be an extension of the baseline data.
Measures will be taken to insure that the Dove Cave is proteded from the negative effects of
subsidence and that its strudural integrity is maintained. (Section 34, T12S, R91W, 6" PM)
If subsidence adversely affects surface resources, or causes a documented water loss, the
operator shall:
1.

Restore stream channels and surface drainage or proted stream flow

with earthwork or temporary culverting; or
2.

Restore affeded road; or

3.

Revegetate as necessary to proted against erosion; or

4.

Restore or replace surface strudures or compensate the owner of
those surface strudures; or

5.

Provide other mitigation.

On lands described below:
National Forest System Lands within the entire lease.

For the purpose of:
To insure the stability of surface resources and facilities during and after the coal mining
operations.
Waivers, exceptions, or modifications (WEMs) to this stipulation will be considered only at the
time operations are proposed, and will be subject to the Forest Land and Resource
Management Plan in effed at the time of consideration, and will be subject to applicable
regulatory and environmental compliance requirements. Granting of a WEM is a discretionary

Forest Setvice Stipulations - Iron Point
action which the operator should not routinely expect. The Forest Service reserves the right
to impose other stipulations in the same area of this leasehold if a WEM is granted.
Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance wfth the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation, see BLM Manual 1624 and
3400 or FS Manual 1650 and 2820.)
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Serial No. C-61209

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
WETLANDSIFLOODPLAINSIRIPARIAN AREAS (LEASE TRACT)
No surface occupancy or use is aI/owed on the lands defined as a Wetland, a Floodplain, or a Riparian
area.
Wetlands, Floodplains and Riparian Areas are defined as:
Wetlands: A . ederal Manual which defines jurisdictional wetlands was jointly developed by
the U.S. Corp of Engineers, the Soil Conservation Service, the Environmental Protection
Agency and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. (January 1987) This definition is adopted. In
general, wetlands are defined by the presence of: permanent or seasonal water; water loving
vegetation; and soil characteristics influenced by saturated conditions. All three of these
conditions must exist in order to qualify as a wetland. (Page III-54, Oil and Gas Leasing EIS)
Floodplains: This is a strip of relatively smooth land adjacent to a river channel, constructed
by the present river in its existing regimen and covered with water when the river overflows its
banks. It is built of alluvium carried by the river during floods and deposited in the sluggish
water outside the influence of the swiftest current. A river has only one floodplain but may
have one or more terraces representing abandoned floodplains. (Page III-SO, Oil and Gas
Leasing EIS)
Riparian Areas: Geographically delineated areas with distinctive resource values and
characteristics that are comprised of the aquatic and riparian ecosystems. (FSM WO 250094-4 pg 17) They may be associated with lakes, reservoirs, estuaries, potholes, marshes,
streams, bogs, wet meadows, and intermittent or permanent streams where free and unbound
water is available. (Page VII-13, Oil and Gas Leasing EIS) the riparian ecosystems are
"transitional areas" between the aquatic ecosystem and the adjacent terrestrial ecosystem;
identified by soil characteristics or distinctive vegetation communities, and are characterized
by species and/or life forms that are different from those of the immediately surrounding nonriparian dimax area. (Page III-52, Oil and Gas Leasing EIS)
The application of the definition for wetlands, floodplains, and riparian areas to ground
conditions will determine whether the stipulation applies. When facilities and activities
associated with coal mining must occur in these areas, impacts to these areas will be
minimized and mitigated. Roads will cross streams at right angles and access across other
areas subject to this stipulation will be held to a minimum. Streams will not be paralleled by
roads through these areas other than to the extent necessary for crossings.
The width of adjacent upland areas which will fall under jurisdiction of this stipulation, will be
dependent on slope steepness, and thi: ~ind, amount, and location of surface and vegetation
disturbance. (The GMUG Amended Land and Resource management Plan, Page 111-75
provides guidelines for these areas.)
Forest Development Road 842 (East ForX of Terror Creek Road) has been in existence for
many years and portions of it traverses through riparian areas. The road is deemed
necessary for continued public and coal operation access to the East ForX of Terror Creek
area. Therefore, it is granted an exception.

39/
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For the purpose of:

The management of wetlands and floodplains are subject to Executive Orders (EO) 11990
and 11988, respectively. The purpose of the EOs are to avoid to the extent possible the long
and short tenn adverse impacts associated with the destruction or modification of wetlands
and floodplains and to avoid direct or indirect support of new construction in wetlands
wherever there is a practical altemative.
Also, it is recognized that there is a direct relationship between impacts on such areas and
effects on water quality and aquatic ecosystems. There is a high risk of irreversible and
irretrievable impacts on the latter with operation and developments in wetlands, floodplains
and riparian areas.
It may become necessary for a waiver, exception or modification (WEM) to this stipulation for
the operatornessee to use the surface in the area covered by this stipulation to allow for the
recovery of the coal reserve. WEMs to this stipulation will be considered only at the time
operations are proposed, and will be subject to the Forest Land and Resource Management
Plan in effect at the time of consideration, and will be subject to applicable regulatory and
environmental compliance requirements.
Granting of a WEM is a discretionary action which the operator should not routinely expect.

The Forest Service reserves the right to impose other stipulations in the same area of this
leasehold if a WEM is granted.
Conditions under which a WEM could be granted:

If it can be shown through environmental analysis and the application of mitigation measures
that the impacts to wetland, floodplain and riparian resources will be minimized and that no
other alternative location for facilities and activities associated with coal mining is practical
because of environmental effects and operational considerations (eg, economics, health and
safety, etc.)
Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation. see BLM Manua11624 and
3400 or FS Manual1650 and 2820.)
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Serial No. C-61209

CONTROLLED SURFACE USE STIPULATION
MODERATE GEOLOGIC HAZARDS (LEASE TRACT)
Surface occupancy or use is subject to the following special operating constraints.
Special interdisciplinary team analysis and mitigation plans detailing construction and
mitigation techniques will be required on areas having moderate geologic hazards. (The
interdisciplinary team could indude: geotechnical engineer, soils engineer, road engineer, coal
mining engineer and reclamation specialist.) Attributes constituting moderate geologic hazard
include stabilized earthflows, stabilized mudflows, stabilized landslides; slopes adjacent to
failed slopes or active earthflows, mudflows, or landslides and avalanche chutes; areas of
rockfall; and flash flood areas.
On lands described below:
Portions of Section 33, T12S, R91W, 6'" PM with moderate geologic hazards as generally
delineated on a map prepared on 1-15-98 by Michael Ward. The map is for planning
purposes only. The application of the definition of moderate geologic hazard to ground
conditions will determine whether the stipulation applies. In the event of any conflict between
written dauses of this stipulation and the map, the stipulation clauses shall control. All
National Forest System Land within the leasehold which is classified as having moderate
geologic haz3rds falls under jurisdiction of this stipulation.

For the purpose of:
To insure the stability of facilities required (such as roads, waterlines, water tanks, powerlines,
ventilation shafts, ancillary buildings, drillpads, etc.) during the coal mining operations and to
insure the stability of lands adjacent to these facilities.
It may become necessary for a waiver, exception or modification (WEM) to this stipulation for

the operatorllessee to use the surface in the area covered by this stipulation to allow for the
recovery of the coal reserve. WEMs to this stipulation will be considered only at the time
operations are proposed, and will be subject to the Forest Land and Resource Management
Plan in effect at the time of consideration, and will be subject to applicable regulatory and
environmental compliance requirements. Granting of a WEM is a discretionary action which
the operator should not routinely expect. The Forest Service reserves the right to impose
other stipulations in the same area of this leasehold if a WEM is granted.
Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation, see SLM Manual 1624 and
'. ' 00 or FS Manual 1650 and 2820.)
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(REVISED 3-9-95)

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
HIGH GEOLOGIC HAZARDS (LEASE TRACT)
No surface occupancy or use is allowed on the lands described below (legal subdivision or other
description) except when a waiver, exception, or modification (WEM) to this stipulation is granted. See
WEM dause below.

Portions of Section 33, and 34, T12S, R91W, 6" PM are characterized by high geologic
hazards defined as active mudflows, active earthflows, active landslides and areas prone to
avalanche. Presumed areas of No Surface Occupancy are generally delineated on a map
prepared by Michael K. Ward on 1-15-98. The map is for planning purposes only. The
application of the definition of high geologic hazard to ground conditions will detennine
whether the stipulation applies. In the event of any conflict between writt8f1 clauses of this
stipulation and the map, the stipulation clauses shall control. All National Forest System Land
within the leasehold which is classified as high geologic hazard falls under jurisdiction of this
stipulation.
For the purpose of:

Avoidance of areas with high geologic hazard to prevent further mass slope failure.
It may be necessary for a waiver, exception or modification (WEM) to this stipulation for the
operatorllessee to use the surface in the area covered by this stipulation to allow for the
recovery of the coal reserve. WEMs to this stipulation will be considered only at the time
operations are proposed, and will be subject to the Forest Land and Resource Management
Plan in effect at the time of consideration, and will be subject to applicable regulatory and
environmental compliance requirements. Granting of a WEM is a Forest Service discretionary
action which the operator should not routinely expect. The Forest Service reserves the right
to impose other stipulations in the same area of this leasehold if a WEM is granted.
Conditions under which

a WEM may be granted include the following:

1. Use of the area for a short distance or a small area.
2. Mitigation and design can minimize impacts to soil and visual resources, for
example, powertines and water1ines required through these areas shall be
constructed to minimize impacts.
3. No other alternative location for facilities and activities associated with coal mining
is practical because of environmental effects and operational considerations (eg.
economics, health and safety. etc.).
Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance wnh the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation, see BLM manual 1624 and
3400 or FS Manual 1650 and 2820.)
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TIMING LIMITATION STIPULATION
BIG GAME WINTER RANGE (LEASE TRACT)
No surface use is allowed during the following time period(s). This stipulation does not apply to
operation and maintenance of facilities associated with coal mining.
1. Exploration, drilling and development activity will not be allowed during the period
from December 1 to April 30. In the event of an emergency, surface use (induding
drilling) may be allowed with authorization from the Forest Service.
2. New roads on public lands will be closed yeartong to the public.

On the lands described below:
Allor portions of Section 33 and 34, T12S, R91W, 6th PM with winter ranges for big game
(elk) as generally delineated on a map, prepared on 1-15-98 by Michael K. Ward. The map is
for planning purposes only. The existence of big game winter range on the ground will
detennine whether the stipulation applies. In the event of any conflict between written dauses
of this stipulation and the map, the stipulation clauses shall control. All National Forest
System Land within the leasehold which is classified as big game winter range for elk falls
under jurisdiction of this stipulation.

For the purpose of (reasons):
Preventing unnecessary stress on the wintering wildlife herds and causing an inaease in
mortality resulting from disturbances and habitat losses. These areas are aitical for elk during
winter. They serve as key concentration areas which support and sustain this species and are
extremely important for animal survival.
It may become necessary for a waiver, exception or modification (WEM) to this stipulation for
the operatorllessee to use the surface in the area covered by this stipulation to allow for the
recovery of the coal reserve. WEMs to this stipulation will be considered only at the time
operations are proposed, and will be subject to the Forest Land and Resource Management
Plan in effect at the time of consideration, and wiN be subject to applicable regulatory and
environmental compliance requirements. Granting of a WEM is a discretionary action which
the operator should not routinely expect. The Forest Service reserves the right to impose
other stipulations in the same area of this leasehold if a WEM is granted.

Any changes to this stipulation wm be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of thi stipulation, see BLM Manual 1624 and
34000rFS Manual 1950 and 2820.)
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(REVISED 3-9-95)

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
SLOPES> 60% (LEASE TRACn
No surface occupancy or use is allowed on the lands described below (legal subdivision or other
description) except when a waiver, exception, or modfflcation (WEM) to this stipulation is granted. See
WEM clause below.
Portions of Section 33 and 34, T12S, R91W, 6" PM with slopes greater than 60%. Presumed
areas of No Surface Occupancy are generally delineated on a map prepared by Michael K.
Ward on 1/15198. The map is for planning purposes only. In the event of any conflict between
written clauses of this stipulation and the map, the stipulation clauses shall control. All
National Forest System Land within the leasehold which has slopes greater than 60% fall
under jurisdiction of this stipulation.

For the purpose of (I88SOfJS):
Protection of areas with slopes greater than 60% prevent impacts to soil
erosion, mass failure, loss of productivity, etc.

resources through

It may become necessary for a waiver, exception or modification (WEM) to this stipulation for
the operatorllessee to use the surface in the area covered by this stipulation to allow for the
recovery of the coal reserve. WEMs to this stipulation will be considered only at the time
operations are proposed, and will be subject to the Forest Land and Resource Management
Plan in effect at the time of consideration, and will be subject to applicable regulatory and
environmental compIianoe requirements. Granting of a WEM is a Forest Service discretionary
action which the operator should not routinely expect. The Forest Service reserves the right
to impose otner stipulations in the same area of this leasehold if a WEM is granted.

Conditions under which

a WEM may be granted include the following:

1. Use of the surface for a short distance or a small area.

2. Mitigation and design can minimize impacts to soil and visual resources; for example,
power1ines and waterlines required on slopes greater than 60% shall be constructed

so as to minimize impacts.
3. No other alternative location for facilities and activities associated with coal mining is
practical because of environmental effects and operational considerations (eg,
economics, health and safety, etc.).
Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance w;u, the land use plan ancVor the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation, see 8LM Manual 1624 and
34000rFS Manual 1950 and 2820.)
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(REVISED 2-28-95)

CONTROLLED SURFACE USE STIPULATION
SLOPES 40...,% (LEASE TRACT)
Surface occupancy or use is subject to the foIIo-Mng special operating constraints.

Special inter-disciplinary team analysis and mitigation plans detailing construction and
mitigation techniques will be required on areas with slopes ranging from 40-60%. (The
interdisciplinary team could include engineering, soil scientist, hydrologist, landscape
architect, reclamation specialist and coal mining engineer.)
Mitigation may include, but is not limited to, use of erosion control cloths, mats, geoweb soil
support materials, lifting and saving local native vegetation in chunks of sod to be later placed
over disturbed areas, reseeding disturbed banks with stabilizing seed mix, use of chemical
stabilizers, tackifiers and blankets and careful design of surface water flow.

On the lands described below:
Portions of Section 33 and 34, T12S, R91W, 6" PM with slopes 40-60% as generally
delineated on a map prepared on 1-15-98 by Michael Ward. The map is for planning
purposes only. In the event of any c:onftict between written clauses of this stipulation and the
map, the stipulation clauses shall control. All National Forest System Land within the
leasehold which has slopes ranging from 40-60% falls under jurisdiction of this stipulation.

For the purpose of:
Minimizing potential for soil loss, mass land movement, revegetation failure and unacceptable
visual impairmenl
It may become necessary for a waiver, exception or modification (WEM) to this stipulation for
the operatorllessee to use the surface in the area covered by this stipulation to allow for the
recovery d the coal reserve. WEMs to this stipulation win be c::onsidefed only at the time
operations are proposed, and will be subject to the Forest Land and Resource Management
Plan in effect at the time of consideration, and will be subject to applicable regulatory and
environmental compliance requirements. Granting of a WEM is a disa'etionary action which
the operator should not routinely expect. The Forest Service reserves the right to impose
other stipulations in the same area of this leasehold if a WEM is granted.
Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation, see BLM Manual 1624 and
3400 or FS Manual19SO and 2820.)
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(REVISED 2-28-95)

CONTROLLED SURFACE USE STIPULATION
BIG GAME WINTER RANGE (LEASE TRACT)
Sulface occupancy or use is subject to the following special operating constraints.

Operation and maintenance of facilities associated with coal mining such as roads, waterlines,
water tanks, power1ines, ventilation shafts, ancillary buildings, and inducling monitoring will be
scheduled to minimize adverse effects on big game (elk) from December 1 to April 30.
Unscheduled use will be allowed in emergency situations with notice and coordination with the
Forest Service.

Umit road use to periods when animals are not present on the winter range. Restrict road use
to personnel associated with operation and maintenance of coal mining facilities. Recontour
and revegetate to prior existing conditions (to extent possible) new roads when work is
complete.

On lands described below:
Portions of Section 33 and 34, T12S, R91W, fI' PM with winter range for big game (elk) as
generaUy delineated on a map prepared on 1-1>98 by Michael K. Ward. The map is for
plaming purposes only. The existence of big game winter range on the ground will detennine
whether the stipulation applies. In the event of any conflict between written clauses of this
stipulation and the map, the stipulation clauses shall control. All National Forest System Land
. within the leasehold which is classified as big game winter range for elk falls under jurisdiction
of this stipulation.
For the purpose of:

Protecting big game winter range for elk. These ranges are extremely important for animal
survival during winter. Disturbances and habitat losses may place unnecessary stress on the
wintering wildlife herds and cause an increase in herd mortality.
It may become necessary for a waiver, exception or modification (WEM) to this stipulation for
the operator/lessee to use the surface in the area covered by this stipulation to allow for the
recovery of the coal reserve. WEMs to this stipulation will be considered only at the time
operations are proposed, and wi. be subject to the Forest Land and Resource Management
Plan in effect at the time of consideration, and wiI be subject to applicable regulatory and
environmental compliance requirements. Granting of a WEM is a discretionary action which
the operator should not routinely expect The Forest Service reserves the right to impose
other stipulations in the same area of this leasehold if a WEM is granted.
Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the f8gulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation, see BU.f Alanual1624 and
3400 or FS Manual 1650 and 2820.)

CoaI-CSU-WR 2195

AppendIx I
Serial No. C-61209

TIMING LIMITATION STIPULATION
FALL-WINTER SHUT-DOWN (LEASE TRACT)
No surface use is allowed during the following time period(s).
1. Exploration. drilling and development activity will not be allowed during the period
from: October 1 through May 15. or whenever conditions in the spring are sufficiently
dry to allow operations without causing surface damage. Operations between
October 1 and the Friday preceding regular big game hunting season. usually
around October 10. may be allowed during dry weather upon written authorization
of the authorized officer.
2. New roads on public lands will be closed yeartond to the public.

On the lands described below:
Portions of Section 33 and 34. T12S. R91W. 6" PM as generally delineated on a map.
prepared on 1-15-98 by Michael K. Ward. All National Forest System Land within the
leasehold falls under jurisdiction of this stipulation.

For the purpose of (reasons):
1. Protecting the soil and water resource. partiaJlarty with regard to roads and other
surface disturbances.
1. Provide for safety of the general public and the operator.
2. Reduce user conftict during regular big game hunting seasons.
It may become necessary for a waiver. exception or modification (WEM) to this stipulation for
the operatorllessee to use the surface in the area covered by this stipulation to allow for the
re<XMNY of the coal reserve. WEMs to this stipulation will be considered only at the time
operations are p!aposed. and will be subject to the Forest Land and Resource Management
Plan in effect at the time of consideration. and will be subject to applicable regulatory and
environmental compliance requirements. Granting of a WEM is a discretionary action which
the operator should not routinely expect. The Forest Service reserves th8 right to impose
other stipulations in the same area of this leasehold if a WEM is granted.

Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation, see BLM Manual 1624 and
3400 or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)

Coal- n-BGWR 2/98
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Forest S«vice Stipulations -Iron Point
Serial No. C-61209

LEASE NOTICE
INTERIM ROADS POLICY (LEASE TRACT)
Lands contained within this lease are subject to the Forest Service interim Rule, •Administration of the
Forest service Development Transportation System: Temporary Suspension of Road C n:;truction and
Reconstruction in Unroaded Areas"; Federal ReaisterNoi. 64. No. 29/Friday, February 12, 1999, pages
7290 through 7305. These lands will also be subject to the final road management policy which will be
set within 18 months.
No road construction will be allowed within the unroaded area until the Forest Service adopts its
revised road management policy or 18 months froth the effective date of this final interim rule,
whichever is sooner.
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Papel-13
Serial No. COC-61945

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
WETLANDSlFLOODPLAINSIRIPARIAN AREAS
(EXPLORATION LICENSE APPLICATION)
No surface occupancy or use is allowed on the lands defined as a Wetland, a Floodplain, or a Riparian
area. These areas are generally shown on USGS quadrangle maps.
Wetlands, Floodplains, and Riparian Areas of any defined drainage or location containing
these specific ecosystem types come under jurisdiction of this stipulation. Drill pads, staging
areas and storage sites will not be allowed in these areas. When road locations must occur in
these areas, streams will be crossed at right angles and aecess across other areas wiH be
held to a minimum. Streams will not be paralleled by roads through these areas.
Location of these areas which is more specific than can be identified on USGS topographical
maps will come at the APD stage based on on-the-ground observations.

For the purpose of:

The management of wetlands and floodplains are subject to Executive Orders (EO) 11990
and 11988, respectively. The purpose of the EO's are to avoid, to the extent possible, the
long and short tenn adverse impacts associated with the destruction or modification of
wetlands and floodplains and to avoid direct or indirect support of new construction in
wetlands wherever there is a practical alternative.
Also, it is recognized that there is a direct relationship between impacts on such areas and effects
on water quality and aquatic ecosystems. There is a high risk of irrevarsible and irretrievable
impacts on the latter with operation and developments in wetlands, floodplains and riparian areas.
Waivers, exceptions, or modifications (WEM's) to this stipulation will be considered only at the
time operations are proposed, and will be subject to the Forest Land and Resource
Management Plan in effect at the time of consideration, and wiH be subject to applicable
regulatory and environmental compliance requirements. Granting of a WEM is a discretionary
action which the> operator should not routinely expect. the Forest Service reserves the right
to impose other stipulations in the same area of this leasehold if a WEM is granted.

Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance wnh the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation. see BLM Manual 1624 and
3101 or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)
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CONTROLLED SURFACE USE STIPULATION
MODERATE GEOLOGIC HAZARDS
(EXPLORATION LICENSE APPLICATION)
Surface occupancy or use is subject to the following special operating constraints.
Special interdisciplinary team analysis and mitigation plans detailing construction and
mitigation techniques will be required on areas having moderate geologic hazards.
(Interdisciplinary team disciplines could include: geotechnical engineer. soils engineer. roads
engineer, oil and gas specialist and reclamation specialist.) Attributes constituting moderate
geologic hazard include stabilized earthflows. stabilized mudftows or landslides and avalanche
chutes; areas of rockfall; flash flood zones; and areas with potential mining related problems
(Le .• subsidence. acid drainage). Any area within the leasehold which is identified as having
moderate geologic hazard falls under jurisdiction of this stipulation.
For the purpose of:
To insure the stability of fadlities required (roads, pipelines, drillpads, etc.) and to insure the
stability of lands adjacent to these facilities.
Waivers, exceptions, or modifications (WEM's) to this stipulation will be considered only at the
time operations are proposed, and wiU be subject to the Forest Land and Resource
Management Plan in effect at the time of consideration, and will be subject to applicable
regulatory and environmental compliance requirements. Granting of a WEM is a discretionary
action which the operator should not routinely expect. The Forest SeMce reserves the right
to impose other stipulations in the same area of this leasehold If a WEM is granted.
Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation, see SUI Manual 162.f and
3101 TO FS Manuel 1650 and 2820.)
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NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
HIGH GEOLOGIC HAZARD
(EXPLORATION LICENSE APPLICATION)
No surface occupancy or use is allowed on the lands described below.
Areas of high geologic hazard have been mapped from aerial photographs and are
characterized by active mudflows, active earthflows, active landslides and areas prone to
avalanche. All areas within the lease with high geologic hazard are u0l1er jurisdiction of this
stipulation.

For the purpose of:
Avoidance of areas with high geologic hazard to prevent mass slope failure.
Waivers, exceptions, or modifications (WEM's) to this stipulation will be considered only at the
time operations are proposed, and will be subject to the Forest Land and Resource
Management Plan in effect at the time of consideration, and will be subject to applicable
regulatory and environmental compliance requirements. Granting of.a WEM is a discretionary
action which the operator should not routinely expect. The Forest Service reserves the right
to impose other stipulations in the same area of this leasehold if a WEM is granted.

Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
prov;sions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation, see 8LM Manual 1624 and
3101 orFS Manual 1950 and 2820.)

NSO-HGH 4/97

Forest Selvice Stipul.tions - Iron Point
Serial No. COC-61945

NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY STIPULATION
SLOPES >60%
(EXPLORATION LICENSE APPLICATION)
No surface occupancy or use is a lowed on the lands described below (legal subdivision or other
description). All areas within the leasehold with 60% slopes or greater fall under jurisdiction of this
stipulation.

For the purpose of:
Protection of areas with slopes greater than 60% to prevent impacts to soil resources through

erosion, mass failure, loss of productivity, etc.
Waivers, exceptions, or modifications (WEM's) to this stipulation will be considered only at the
time operations are proposed, and will be subject to the Forest Land and Resource
Management Plan in effect at the time of consideration, and will be subject to applicable
regulatory and environmental compliance requirements. Granting of a WEM is a discretionary
action which the operator should not routinely expect. The Forest Service reserves the right
to impose other stipulations in the same area of this leasehold if a WEM is granted.

Any changes to this stipulation will be made in acconIance w;th the land use plan and/or the regulatory
prov;sions toT such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation. see 8LM Manual 1624 and
3101 or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)
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CONTROLLED SURFACE USE STIPULATION
SLOPES40~%

(EXPLORATION LICENSE APPLICATION)
Surface occupancy or use is subject to the following special operating constraints.
Special inter-disciplinary team analysis and mitigation plans detailing construction and
mitigation techniques wi" be required on areas with slopes ranging from 40-60%. (Interdisciplinary team disciplines could include engineering, soil scientist, hydrologist, landscape
architect, reclamation specialist and oil and gas specialist.)
Mitigation may include use of erosion control cloths, mats, geoweb soil support materials,
lifting and saving local native vegetation in chunks of sod to be later placed over disturbed
areas, reseeding disturbed banks with stabilizing seed mix, use of chemical stabilizers,
tackifiers and blankets and careful design of surface water flow.
For the purpose of:

Minimizing potential for soil loss,
visual impairment.

mass land movement, revegetation failure and ' 1laCC8Ptabie

Waivers, exceptions, or modificdtions (WEM's) to this stipulation wi" be considered only at the
time operations are proposed, and will be subject to the Forest land and Resource
Management Plan in effect at the time of consideration, and wi" be subject to applicable
regulatory and enviror".mental compliance requirements. Granting of a WEM is a disa'etionary
action which the opeIator should not routinely expect. The Forest SeI'Jic:e reserves the right
to impose other stipulations in the same area of this leasehold if a WEM is granted.
Any changes to this stipulation wII be made in eccon1ance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation, see 8LN Manual 1624 and
3101 or FS Manual 1650 and 2820.)
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Forest Setvice Stipu"tIons - Iron Point
Serial No. COC-61945

TIMING UMITATION STIPULATION
SPECIAL WlLDUFE HABITATS
(EXPLORATION LICENSE APPUCATION)
No surface use is allowed during the following time period{s). This stipulation does not apply to
operation and maintenance of production facilities.

Elk calving and mule deer fawning areas:
Elk and mule deer migration routes:
Elk and mule deer staging areas:
Sage Grouse leks and nesting areas:
(Within a 2 % mile radius of the leks)

April 15 to July 1

March 1 to May 30
November 1 to December 31
October 15 to December 31
March 1 to June 1

On the lands described below:

a. Elk calving and mule deer fawning areas.
b. Elk and mule deer migration routes and staging areas.
c. Sage grouse leks and nesting areas.
All lands categol ized as listed in a, b, and c above faN within jurisdiction of this stipulation.

For the putpOSe 01 (f888OfJS):

Pre ..etltillg human disturbance which would produce ina'eased stress, leading to poor
physical OOIIdition, winter mortality and/or reduced reproduction. These ..... have been
idelltified through a c:oordInaIed effort with the Cdorado Division of WildlIfe. 0Isturban0e
during the reproductive .... on may reduce her productivity. For
~. surfIic:e
disturbance and associated human activity could disrupt breedirlg
CIM* nest
abandOlmelll Disruption of migration routes or stagillg ..... couIa
in diiect mortality
to big pM species by disrupting annual nonnaI staging and mig! aiIon patten
winter
ranges. Animals could be dispersed or delayed in traveling to their
, causing
direct mortality during normal faIIIeerty winter anows.
Any chengea to this • .,.", wit be made in 8CCOIUanc:e wiItI the land use plan and/or the regulatory
ptfNisions for such changes. (Forguidalw:e on the use 01 this ~, see SUI Manual 1624 and

3101 or FS AAMut111950 and 2820.)
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STIPULATION FOR LANDS OF THE NATIONAL FOREST SYSTEM
UNDER JURISDICTION OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
The licenseJpennitteeJlessee must comply with all the rules and regulations of the Secretary of the
Agriculture set forth at Title 36, Chapter II, of the Code of Federal Regulations governing the use and
management of the National Forest System (NFS) when not inconsistent with the rights granted by the
Secretary of the Interior in the licenseJperrnitllease. The Secretary of Agriculture's rules and
regulations must be complied with for (1) all use and occupancy of the NFS prior to approval of a
pennitloperation plan by the Secretary of the Interior, (2) use of all existing improvements, such as
Forest Development Roads, within and outside the area licensed, permitted or leased by the Secretary
of Interior, and (3) use and occupancy of the NFS not authorized by a pennitloperating plan approved
by the Secretary of the Interior.
All matters related to this stipulation are

to be addressed to:

Forest Supervisor
Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and Gunnison National Forests

2250 Highway 50
Delta, CO 81416
Telephone: 970-874-6600

Forest Setvlce Stlpuhltions - Iron Point
LEASE NOTICE
INTERIM ROADS POLICY
(EXPLORAnON LICENSE APPLICAnON)
lands combined within this lease are subject to the Forest Service interim Rule, "Administration of the
Forest Service Development Transportation System: Temporary Suspension of Road Construction and
Reconstruction Wl Unroaded Areas·, Federal RegisterNoI64. No. 291Friday, February 12, 1999, pages
7290 through 7305. These lands will also be subject to the final road management policy which will
beset within 18 months.

No raod construction will be allowed within the unroaded area until the Forest Service adopts its
revised road management policy or 18 months from the effective date of this final interim rule,
whichever is sooner.
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App!ndIxJ
Serial No. C-61357

CONTROLLED SURFACE USE SnpULATION
GENERAL FOREST
Surface occupancy or use is subject to the following special operating constraints.
Underground mining operations will result in surface subsidence. The operatorllessee shall
perform a study to secure adequate baseline data to quantify the existing surface resources
on and adjacent to the lease area. Existing data may be used if such data is adequate for the
intended purposes. The study shall be adequate to locate, quantify, and demonstrate the
intBr-relationship of the geology, topography, surface hydrology, vegetation and wildlife.
Baseline data wi. be esIabIished so that future programs of observation can be incorporated
at regular intervals for comparison.

The opeIatorllessee shall establish a monitoring system to locate, measure and quantify the
progressive and final effects of underground mining activities on the topographic surface,
undelglOU'Kl and surface hydrology and vegetation. The monitoring sysI8rfI shall utilize
teChi1iques which wiI provide .. continuing recon:I of change over time and an analytical
method for location and measurement of a number of points over the lease anNI. The
mooitoring shaI it lCOfPOIa" and be an extension of the bas eline data.
If subsidence acMneIy at'feds SUf'facl
operator shall:

resources, or causel a documented water loss, the

1.

Restore *-" channels and surface drainage or pcoeect stream flow with earhtwork or
ternporwy a ......ting; or

2.

Restore affected roeds; or

3.

Re . . . . . . as ""I~ to pcoeect against 8Ioeion; or

4.

Restore or ,..... surt.ce ~ or compel . . . . the owner of those
or

surf8ce~;

5.

Provide oIw ITIitigMioI I.

On lends dNcttbed below:
~

Forest System lMds within the entire lease.

For the putpoee cI:

To inI&n the abiIty of surf8ce resources and facilitate during and after the coal mining
opel 8tioI IS.

WIIiYers, ~IS, or rnodiftcatiOllS (WEMs) to this stipulation wiI be considered only at the
time opeI8tioI1S" propaeed, and wiI be IIIbject to the Forest t..ld and Resource
tMnegement Plan in err.ct at the time of oonsid8I'wtion, and wiI be IIIbject to applicable

regulabyand ."viroltrne,,'" compli.llce requirements. Grwltillg of. WEM is a disa'8tionaIy
IIdIon which the opel"" should not routinely expec:t. The Forest SeMoe reserves the right
to irTtpoee oItw stipullltiOiIS in th( same . . . of this IUlihoid If. WEM is plied.

,.",. Ellut . . . .111 _act ....... _

ill

FoIwt s.mc. StIpulations· Elk CI'MIr
Ally changes to this stipulation wi. be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation. see BlM Manual 1624 and
3400 or FS Manual 1650 and 2820.)
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(REVISED 2-28-95)

CONTROLLED SURFACE USE STIPULATION
MODERATE GEOLOGIC HAZARDS
Surface occupancy or use is subject to the following special operating constraints.
Special interdisciplinary team analysis and mitigation plans detailing construction and
mitigation techniques will be required on areas having moderate gedogic hazards. (The
interdisciplinary team could include: geotechi'icaI euginl8r. soils eugineer. roads engiueer.
coal mining engineer and reclamation specialist.) Attributes constituting moderate gedogic
hazard incIud1t stabilized eat1I1aows. stabilized mudftows. stabiized landslides; slopes
adjacent to failed slopes or adMt 68I1hftows. mudftows. or landslides and avalanche chutes;
areas d roc:kfaI; and ftash ftood areas.

On lends dacttbed below:

PoftioIIS d Section 32. T12S. R90W. &-' PM with modeIate geo6ogk: hazards as generally
delilMted on a map prepared on 10-30-98 by Michael Ward. The map is for planning
purpclles only. The application d the def.1ition d model ... geo6ogk: hazard to ground
CDl IdItions wII det8nni18 whether the stipulation &ppili. In the event d 8nJ conftid between
writWt a..el d this stipuIdon and the map. the stipulation c:laullil shaI
01. AI
National Forest System Land wIttW1 the leas II hold which Is classified as hMlg modei_
geo6ogic hazards fall W1der juriIdIdIon d this stipulation.

<XII'"

For the (iUfpO:IItI of:
To inIue the stabIIty dfatlltlel required (such as roedI. wa....... water ..... powerIillS.
wlllllaCioh sMfts, _< •• y buildings, drIIIpeds, etc.) during the caeI rnirq operatiaIlS and to
inMn the C8bMy d lands adjIcent to theM fac:llties.
It nwy
nee •• lery for a waiver, exception or m.JdIftcation (WEM) to this stipulation for
the op...afllllllll to uee the surface in the arM c::overed by this stipuIetion to aIow for the
II' ':tettY d the caeI r'8MrW. WEM's to this stipulation wII be <Xll1Iidefed only at the time
operatiaIlS are prapaeed, and wII be subject to the For.t Land and Reeource M.-.gement
PWI in eftec:t at the time d <XllIIideratiaII, and wII be a.1bject to . . . . . regulatory and
en'Iiohme..tal COITIpIMce requkwnents. Gr."lIlIg d a WEM is a dilaetiollary action which
the opeIMar should nat routinely expect The For.t Service reserves the right to impose
oc:.r stipuIMb IS in the same arM d this III.sehoid If a WEM Is gI_ltId.

Any challgIN to this ...,.", wiI be made in IIOCOI'deIIC8 wilt the lend use plett anc:Vor the reguIIItory
pt'CNitIIons for 6UCh chellgN. (For guidellC8 on the use 01 this ~, see BLM Manual 1624 and
3400 or FS A1enue11650 and 2820.)

Coat-CSU-MGH 2195
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CONTROLLED SURFACE USE STIPULATION
HIGH GEOLOGIC HAZARD
No SUIface ~ or use is allowed on the lands described below (legal subdivision or other
de~) except when B waMw, exception, or modification (WEM) to this stipulation is granted. See
WEM dause below.
PortioIIS of Section 32, T12S, R90W, and Section 35, T12S, R91W, 6" PM are characterized

as active mudftows, active earthftows, active landslides and
prone to avr'wlChe. Presumed areas of No Surface Occupancy are generaIy
deIn.... d on B "'lIP prepared by MIchael K. WBId on 10-30-98. The map is for planning
by high gedogic hazards def.w led

_

purpcll II only. The appicItioo of the def.1ition of high geok)gic hazard to ground conditions
wiI dMlm1ine whether the stipulation apJIliIIs. In the event of any oonflict between written
deul .. of this stipulation 8nd the "'lIP, the stipulation dauses shall control. AI National
For.t System lMd wiIhin the 11.1 I hold which is dassified as high geok)gic hazard faIs
under jurisdiction of this stipulation.

For the putpOtI8 01:

Avoidance 01_ with high geologic:: hazard to prevent further mass slope faikn.
It nwy become nee II. art for • WIlNer, exception or modification (WEM) to this stipulation for
the opei ....fll •• 11 to U88 the . . , . . in the . . . COIIered by this stipulation to .-ow for the
recovery 01 the 00.1 "llrwt. WEMs to this stipulation will be considered only .. the time
opeiMiolIS are ~I.d. 8nd wiI be IIIbject to the Forest lMd 8nd Resource ~
Plan in ef'JIct at the time 01 001 ~, and wiI be subject to I!ppIk;MIIe reguIMory and
enviIohn..... oompIwa raqui'ements. Granting 01. WEM Is • Forest SeMoe disaetiorwy
Ktion which the opeIMor should not routinely expect. The Forest SeMoe ,.IINeS the right
to . , . . . oIher stipuIMioilS in the ...,.. . . . of this Ie.llhoid If. WEM Is pded.

1. Use 01 the . . for. short distaa or. ImIIII . . .
2. W;: III en 8nd dl.ign c.n mi imize impIIds to soil and YIsu.I rescuces, for exwnpIe,
pow. . . and Ud Its"'. required through these _
shill be c::onstruded to
3. No oIher .....,.,.,. Ioc8tion for fac:iIIties and dvities .sociMld wiIh COlI mining
Is pw:ticIII bee:. _ 01 enviI 01 mental effac:ts and opei..cioINli 00I1IidenItions
(eg. eoonomics, heIiIIh and ufety, etc.).

Any clJeflQN to this ...,.", wiI be made in ac.:c:onMIa wilt the land use plan an6'or the regulatory
ptOtIiMJttS for !IUCh clJeflgN. (For guidala on the use d this stJPutetjon, . . 8l.M Manual 16"24 and
3400 or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)
Coal NSO-HGH 2195

App!"dIxJ
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Serial No. C-61357

TIMING UMITATION STIPULATION
BIG GAME WINTER RANGE
No surface use is allowed during the foIlovnng time period(s). This stipulation does not apply to
operation and maintenance of facilities associated with coal mining.

1. Exploration. drilling and development activity will not be allowed during the period
from December 1 to April 30. In the event fA an emergency. surface use
(inctuding drilling) may be allowed with authocization from the FOI'8St SeMce.

2. New roads on public lands wiU be closed yeartong to the public.
On the lands deSCIibed below:

sa

Portiolls fA Section 32. T12S. R90W. and Section 35. T12S. R91W.
PM with winter rallges
for big game (elk) as generally delineated on a map prepared on 10-»98 by Michael K
Ward. The map is for planning purpoles only. The existence fA big game winter f'W'lg! on the
ground will determine whether the stipulation applln . In the event fA tJtny oontIId between
wrinen deI.es fA this stipulation and the map. the stitUation claulill shall oontrol. AI
National Forest System lMld within the lelillhoid which is dassifted as big game winter f'W'lg!
for elk faIs under jurisdiction of this stipulation.

For the purpose d (ffHISOnS):
Prevent ur.'WC8Ilary stress on the _"Biilllg . . . . . twds Md causing an increase in
mortality resulting from disturbances and hIIbitm _JI8I. These .... are aiticaI or elk during
winter. They seNe as key COIlCellbation . . . . which support Md sustain this species and are
extremely important for animal suMvIII.

It may become neceslary for a wMer. exceptiau or madifiaItian (WEM) to this stipulation for
the operalDrllessee to use the sum.ce in the .... COY8f8d by this stipulation to Blow for the
reca'IfIIfY fA the COllI reserve. WEMs to this stipulation will be COIISidered only at the time
apecatial. are proposed. and will be subject to the Forest Land Md ~ ~
Plan in effect at the time fA c::onsidefation. Md will be subject to ~ regul ••Clty and
envirolime"taI campllallce requirwnents. Gtai,tillg fA a WEM is. disc:retic:Ic.-y action which
the operalDr should Mt routinely expect. The Forest SeMce rlllllNeS the right to ililpa. .
oIher stipulations in the same .... fA this 1•• 11 II hold if. WEM is ..,.aed.
Any changes to this ~ wit be made in ec:c:adeIa wIIh the lend u.se pIen and'cr the reguIetoty
protIision$ for such changes. (For guid!nce on the u.se d this • .,.",. see 8LM Manut111624 and
3400 or FS Manual 1950 and 2820.)
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CONTROLLED SURFACE USE STIPULATION
SLOPES 40-«)%
Surface occupancy or use is subject to the following special operating constraints.

Special inter-disciplinary team analysis and mitigation plans detailing construction and
mitigation techniques will be required on areas with slopes ranging from 40-60%. (The
interdisciplinary team could include engineering, soil scientist, hydrologist, landscape
architect. reclamation specialist and coal mining engineer.)
Mitigation may indude, but is not limited to, use of erosion control cloths, mats, geoweb soil
support materials, lifting and saving local native vegetation in chunks of sod to be later placed
over disturbed areas, reseeding disturbed banks with stabilizing seed mix, use of chemical
stabilizers, tackifiers and blankets and careful design of surface water flow.
On lands deSCIibed below:

Portions of Section 32, T12S, R90W, and Section 35, T12S, R91W, 6" PM with slopes 4060%. All National Forest System Land within the leasehold which has slopes ranging from 4060% falls under jurisdiction of this stipulation.

For the pcJfpCNJe of:
Mininlzing potential for soil loss, mass land movement, revegetation failure and unacceptable

visual ill!p8imart.
It may become neceelary for a waiver, exception or modification (WEM) 110 this stipulation for
the opeIatDrllell. to use the surface in the area CXMnd by this stipuImion to allow for the
reccMtry of the COllI reteNe. WEMlIIO IhII stipulation wiI be oonaidered onty at the time
opeIationa . . propoeed, and wiI be subject to the Forest Land and Resource Management
Plan n etrec:t 8t the time of consideration, and wiI be IUbject to appIkaIM reguIatofy and
envirohme..'" cornpI.nce requnrnems. Granting of a WEM is • dilaetionary action which
the opeIator should nat routinely expect. The For.t Service ~ the right to impose
other 1tipuIatioI_ in the..,. area of this leasehold If a WEM is granted.
Any changes to this . . , . " , 'II1II be made in accon1I."'tCe with the land use plan and'or the regulatory
provIsioM for 5UCh changes. (For guidance on the use ol~ stipulation, see BLM Manual 1624 and
:uoo or FS Menual1650 end 2820.)

CoaI-CSU 40-60 2/95
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CONTROLLED SURFACE USE STIPULATION
BIG GAME WINTER RANGE
Surface occupancy or use is subject to the following special operating constraints.
Operation and maintenance of facilities associated with coal mining such as roads, waterlines,
water tanks, powerlines, ventilation shafts, ancillary buildings, and including monitoring will be
scheduled to minimize adverse effects on big game (elk) from December 1 to April 30.
Unscheduled use will be allowed in emergency situation~ with notice and coordination with the
Forest Service.
Limit road use to periods when animals are not present on the winter range. Restrict road use
to personnel associated with operation and maintenance of Ctlal mining facilities. Rec:ontour
and revegetate to prior existing conditions (to extent possibie) new roads when WOf't( is
complete.

On lands described below:
Portions of Section 32, T12S, R90Wand Section 35, T12S, R91W, 6" PM with winter range
for big game (elk) as generally delineated on a map prepared on 10-30-98 by Michael K.
Ward. The map is for planning purposes only. The existence of big game winter range on the
ground will determine whether the stipulation applies. In the event of any conftict between
written clauses of this stipulation and the map, the stipulation clauses shall control. All
National Forest System Land within the leasehold which is classified as big game winter range
for elk falls under jurisdiction of this stipulation.

For the purpose of:
Protecting big game winter range for elk. These rw'Q8S are extremely important for animal
survival during winter. Disturtalces and habitat losses may place unnecessary stress on the
wintering wildlife herds and cause an incraase in herd mortality.

It may become necessary for a waiver, exception or modification (WEM) to \his stipulation for
the operatorllessee to use the surface in the area CCMnd by this stipulation to allow for the
reocM!WY d the coal resefY8. WEMs to this stipulation will be considered only at the time
operatioIlI are proposed, and will be subject to the Forest land and Resource Management
Plan in etfect at the time of consideration, and will be subject to applicable regulatory and
environmental compliance requirements. Granting of a WEM is a discretionary action which
the operator should not routinely expect. The Forest Service reserves the right to impose
other stipulations in the same area of this leasehold if a WEM is granted.
Any changes to this stipulation will be made in accordance with the land use plan and/or the regulatory
provisions for such changes. (For guidance on the use of this stipulation, see BLM Manual 1624 and
:uoo or FS Manual 1650 and 2820.)
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TIMING LIMITATION STIPULATION
FALL-WINTER SHUT-DOWN
No surface use is allowed during the following time period(s).
1. Exploration, drilling and development activity will not be allowed during the period
from: October 1 through May 15, or whenever conditions in the spring are
suftic:iently dry to allow operations without causing surface damage. Operations
between October 1 and the Friday preceding regular big game hunting season,
usually around October 10, may be allowed during dry weather upon written
authorization of the authorized officer.
2. New roads on public lands will be closed yeartong

to the public.

an the lands described below:
AN of the lease on National Forest System Lands within Section 32, T12S, R90W, and Section
35, T12S, R91W, a-' PM.

For the purpose of (reasons) :

1. PloCedilg the soil and waW resource, particuIarty with regard to roads and other
surface diIturbMce.

2. Provide for safety of the get .... public and the opeIaa.
3. Reduce user conflict during regular biW gNne tu1tIng . . . . . ..
It nwy become nee I I I elY for • waNer, exception or rnodIftc8tion (WEM) to thia stipulation for
the opeI_toIIIIUII to UI8 the . . . . in the . . . COIt.ed by thia ItipuIIItion eo allow for the
rec:overy of the c:o.I~. WEMs to thia stipulation wII be considered only lit the time
propa •• d, and wII be IIIbject to the FcnIIlMd and ReMuce ~
Plan in effect ~ the time of COl IIidtntioI I, and wII be IIIbject to ~ regulaay and
erwiOl....... ~1Ce requAments. Gtelltitlg of. WEM is. dilaetioll.y edion which
the .~ should not routinely expect The Fcnet SeMce AI • In.- the right to impoIe
oa.r 1tipuIIItioI .. in the . . . . . . . of thia 1•••• hoId If. WEM is grw.eed.

opel""" ..

Any c:henQN to this •

.,.", wII be mede in ec:corcMIlCe wIIh the lend use ,." ~ the regulatory
ptfNiIIioI .. for such cheng_ (For guidInce on the use of this • .,."" 8M 8LM Menut111624 and
3.fOO or FS Manual 1960 and 2820.)
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________________~~~~~~J~____________________~~~~~~~9
mpULATION FOR LANDS OF THE NATIONAL FOREST SYSTEM
UNDER JURISDICTION OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

The lic:enselpennitteeJlessee must comply with all the rules and regulations of the Secretary of the
Agriculture set forth at Title 36, Chapter II, of the Code of Federal Regulations governing the use and
management of the National Forest System (NFS) when not inconsistent with the rights granted by the
Secretary of the Interior in the Iicenselpermit/Iease. The Secretary of Agriculture's rules and
regulations must be complied _ith for (1) all use and occupancy of the NFS prior to approval of a
permit/operation plan by the Secretary of the Interior, (2) use of all existing improvements, such as
Forest Development Roads, within and outside the area licensed, pennitted or leased by the Secretary
of Interior, and (3) use and occupancy of the NFS not authorized by a permit/operating plan approved
by the Secretary of the Interior.
All matters related

to this stipulation are to be addressed to:

Forest Supervisor
Grand Mesa, Unoompahgre, and Gunnison National Forests
2250 Highway 50
Delta, CO 81"16

Telephone: 970-87~

PapJ-10
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LEASE NOnCE
INTERIM ROADS POUCY (LEASE TRACT)
Lands contained within this lease are subject to the Forest Service Interim Rule, -Administration of the
Forest Service Development Transportation System: Temporary Suspension of Road Construction and
Reconstruction in Unroaded Areas:, Federal RegjsterNoi. 64, No. 29lFriday, February 12,1999, pages
7290 through 7305. These lands will also be subject to the final road management policy which will be
set within 18 months.

No road construction will be allowed within the unroaded area until the Forest Service adopts its
revised road management policy or 18 months from the effective date of this final interim rule,
whichever is sooner.
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NOTE: There are four figures referenced in this appendix:
•
•
•
•

K-1.
K-2.
K-3.
K4.

Typical Subsidence Profile for Longwall
Typical Longwall Subsidence Cross-Section
Maximum Vertical Displacement for Longwall Mines
Maximum Tilt and Strain

These figures are induded in the attached EIS figure volume.

1.0

INTRODUCTION

Subsidence amounts and processes observed by the author and others in the Somerset-Paonia area
are described and analyzed for planned Iongwall mining of coal on the north side of the North Fort< of
the Gunnison River in Delta and Gunnison counties. Colorado. This report is intended to serve as a
technical reference document for the Elk Creek and Iron Point Coal Lease tracts (see Figure 1,
General Location Map). of the North Fort< Coal Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).

2.0

DEFINITION OF TERMS AND SYMBOLS

Tenns used to evaluate and analyze subsidence processes and amounts are desaibed below.
Longwall Mining: See Appendix F, Ovetview of Underground Coal Mining.

Mining Panel: A rectangular mining area where mine openings are developed and coal is extracted.
In Iongwall mining panels. development entries, or gate roads, are driven at either side of the panel
boundaries and the intervening coal is extracted with a IongwaII artting machine.
Head GMe: The gate roads (development entries) driven on the side of the mining panel adjacent to
unmined coal, and on the side of the panel that is in the direction of furthM. oanel development
Tall GaD: Gate roads driven on the opposite side of the mining panel from the head gate entries.

Mining length and WIdth (W, L): The length and width of the Iongwall panel where coal is being
extracted.
VertIAI Dlsplec""""': The vertical downward movement of the overburden and ground surface
caused by extractiug the coal.

MaxIrnwn VertIAI Da.pIacernents (MaxImum Subaldence): The maximum vertical downward
movement of the overburden and ground surface caused by extractiug the coal.
nit and MaxImum Tilt (M): The change in vertical displacement between two points at the ground
SUIface divided by the horizontal distance between these points (dif'fel'ential vertical displacement);
maximum tilt is the maximum projected for this area of the subsidence trough.
MaxImum Horizouta' StraIn (E, -E): The amount of horizontal change in length between two points of
measurement divided by the horizontal distance between these two points (unit change in length);
tensile strain is lengthening between these two points (unit elongation), compressive strain is
shortening between these two points (unit shortening).
Subeldenc:e Trough: A trough-like depntssion (downwarped area) that occurs above the panel where
coal is being extracted; the trough is caused by dit'farential vertical displacement of the ground surface.

CollI EJdIIICtIcI.1 Thickneu (I): The thickness d coal being mined; this value may be less than the
actual seam thickness. beC8lase some coal of low quality may not be mined. some coal may be left in
the roof ("top coar) for roof stability. or the seam may be too thick to be mined completely.
0Wrburden Depth (d): The vertical distance between the top of the coal seam being mined and the
ground surface above it.

Critical Mining WIdth: The width of a mining panel necessary to cause maximum subsidence at a
point on the groood surlace. The length of the mining panel must also be equal to. or exceed this
aiticaI width. Critical width v.ies from 1.0 to 1.4 times the mining depth (overburden thickness).
Crtllcllllllning length: The length of the mining panel (length d coal area extracted) necessary to
cause maximum vertical displacement (1.0 to 1.4 times the overburden depth).
Superc:rttlc* IIln.ng Length Mel WIdth: A mining panel with a length and width that is greater than
aiticaI mining width.
Super hneI: Two or more mining panels that behave like one large panel; the overtying subsidence
profile looks essentially like one large. single panel.

Dnw (Limit) Angle (6): The angle (from a vertical reference) of a straight line projeded from the
edge of the mining panel to the limit of subsidence at the surface above the edge of panel.
..... Angle C.): The angle (from a vertical refereta) d a straight line projected from the edge of the
mining panel to the point d maximum let Igthening (maximum horizontal strain) at the surlace above
the edge d the raneI.

Bedlock; Rock that was originally formed I.I'lder natural conditions. in contrast to unoousolidated
material (colluvium. alluvium. and soil) derived bedrock.
CINt: A system d planar frIIctures. or partings. in coal; there commonly are two cleat sets that are
nearty perpendiQ liar to each other.

U .......-: A * - ~ future. which can be obseNed on-de and on aerial photographs.
that often illdicates a fault or an extensive fracture or fracture system.
Joint: A frIIdure swt.ce or partillg in rock, usually planar. without dispIaatment. which often occurs
~ to form a joint set.
F8UIt A frIIdure swt.ce. pnng. or series d partillgS in rc;ck, often more extensive than joints. where
rock on either side d the swt.ce. or surfIIC8s. is dispIeced (o«set).
BuIdng FectDr: The volumetric ina'Mse d awed rock hgments reIetMt to their vok.me prior to
CIIYing (In-pIece vok.me).

COllI .....: The ludden AlI ..11I d strain energy that PfOduc* an expIoIion-like sound and shock
W8VeI in IOClitiOUI where ..,.. (pI8I1Mn) on the COllI exceeds its slreugth.
Rock Bunt: The sudden AliI'" d strain .MNgy that PfOduc* an expIoIion-like sound and shock
Ioc:atiolll where stress on the rock exceeds its strength.

W8VeI in

3.0

GENERAL MINING INFORMATION

Longwall mining is planned for both the Elk Creek and Iron Point Coal Lease tracts.

3.1

Elk Creek TI'IICt

3.1.1

Panel DesIgn

Panels in the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract are projected to be arranged in groups of three or four,
oriented in a north-south direction. A barrier pilar about 300 feet wide is planned to be left between
each panel group. All panels will be oriented in the north-south direction. Each of the Iongwall panels
is projected to be a maximum of 800 feet wide, and range from 7,300 feet to 13,500 feet in length.
Overburden depth (depth of cover), relative to the 0 seam, ranges from about 500 feet, in the southern
part of the tract. to 2,500 feet in the northern part. Coal extraction thickness reportedly will range from
9 to 12 feet; 12 feet is used herein as a conservative maximum thickness in the subsidence analysis.

3,1.2 Pili.. ConfIgurlllion and DesIgn
Two yield pillars are cunently expected to be developed in an offset pattem-on 70 by 120-foot centers
at the head gate entry and 50 by 120-foot centers on the tail gate entry. Cross cut centers of each rON
of gate road pillars will be offset 60 feet from the adjacent rON.

3.2

Iron Point TI'IICt

3.2.1

P..... Design

o seam panels are projeded in about an east-west direction in a single group. Each panel is projected
to have a maximum width of about 900 feet (including the yield pillars on the tail gate entries). The
panels wiH range in length from about 6,500 to 7,000 feet. In the B seam, which is stratigraphically
below the 0 seam, panels wiI have to be designed around the historic (now abandoned) King Mine.
Panels will range in width from 700 to 900 feet, and in length from 2,500 to 7,000 feet. Panel
orientation will also vary, trending from an east-west direction to a north-south direction. Overburden
depth, relative to the 0 seam, will range from about 500 feet to 2,500 feel Coal extraction thickness is
planned to be 10 feel
3.2.2 ..... ContIgurMIon and DesIgn
One rON of yield piIars and on. rON of stiff piIars is planned for the head gate and tail gate entries.
The centertine dimension of the stiff piIars are cunentIy planned to be 113 feet by 200 feet; the
oentertine dimension of the yield piIars 53 feet by 100 feet. Every other cross cut of the yield pillars will
line up with the stiff pilar cross cuts.

3.3

PrevkMa Mining

The B and C ooaI seams have been locally mined by the room-and-piIlar method in the southern part of
the Elk Creek Coa6 Lease Tract. See figure 3, Hi$toric Coal MInes and Federal Coal Lease Locations,
in the attached EIS fitJure volume. Prior B seam mine wortcilgS are also located in the southern part of
the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract. In both tracts, the 0 seam is separated stratigl aphicaIIy from the C
seam by 150 to 200 feet of sandstone, siltstone, and shale; the 0 seam is separated stratigraphically
from the B seam by 225 to 300 teet of similar rocks (Ounrud, 1989).

3.3.1

MIning in DIsturbed Ground

The author measured subsideoc:e of as much as 50 percent of the mining thickness (0.5 t) above
room-and-pillar extraction panels in the Somerset Mine (Dunrud, 1998, p. 92-93). However, the panels
were bounded by barrier pillars 50 to 75 feet wide, which only yielded on the order of 30 to 40 percent
of the mining thickness where the overburden depth was 500 to 1,000 feel Any subsidence created
by this past mining (on the order of 30 percent to 50 percent of the nWling thickness) is likely complete
by now, since this mining occurred many years (or even decades) ago.

3.3.2 Subeldence Amounts In DIsturbed V _ Undisturbed Ground
Average maximum vertical displac»ment (5) for undisturbed ground, aa:ording to the National Coal
Board (NCB) (NCB, 1975, p.10) is about 90 percent of the amount measured in disturbed ground (i.e.
0.9 x 0.9=O.8t). See Figute K-3. Maximum Vertical Displacement for Longwal Mines. Maximum
subsidence (5), therefore, is projected to be about 90 percent of the amount of SlIbsictencs in
undisturbed ground relative to disturbed ground. ThelefOIe, 8V8f898 maximum subsidence due to 0
seam mining in undisturbed ground, is projected to be 0.6 of the coal extlac:tioll thickness (0.6t),
whereas it is pro;ec:ted to be 0.7t when the O-seam is mined above existing mine woOOngs in the B

and Cseams.

3.3.3 D s..m Mining strw... Mel DefonnMIons

Mining in the 0 seam may cause some additioc 181 deformation of unmilled pillars in the lower seams,
which could then cause some additional impact at the mine level when the 0 seam is mined. However,
any inaease in suOOidenoe will likely only be on the order of 10 percent, as indicated by the NCB
(1975. p. 10).

3.4

Multiple SNm Mining

Subsidence is projected to be additive. where mining occurs in more than one coal seam in the lease
tracts. This includes maximum vertical displacement (subsidence) (5). tilt (M). and horizontal strain (E.
-E).

•

This p!ajedioil is conservative. because it basicaly assumes that both seams ant mined
very quickly. if not instantaneously. In reality. the strain etrec:ts of mining one seam wi. be
reduced by a varying extent (depending on the length of time until the next seam is mined)
by tiling. healing. and sealing of any c:rac:ks present by the natural forces of erosion and
sedimet ltation.

•

In the eYent that the B and 0 seam seams ant sequentially mined in the EIt Creek tnJ/or
Iron Point Coal lease tracts. subsidellCe would occur in sequence with coal extraction.

•

For 8X8fr4)Ie. in undisturbed ground in the Iron Point Coal lease Trac::l-shouId an average
of 10 feet of coal be ex1Iac:ted in a panel of c:riticIII to supelaitic8I width in the 0 seam.
tole used by an ...,... of 10 feet of coal from the B searn-the foIowi 19 maximum vertical
dispIKement (maximum subsidence) is projected:

1. 0 seam extraction first-.-n"ll1iI1g oc::an in undisturbed ground; maximum 8V8f898
subsidence = 6.0 feet (0.6 X 10 feet. from Figute K-3. Maximum Vertical Displacement
for longw" Mines).

2. B sum ex1r8ction ....-mitling now occurs in disturbed ground; maximum average
subald.llc» 7.0 feet (0.7 X 10 feet, see Figure K-3, Maximum VfHtical Displacement
for Long... MInes).

=

3. Total maximum average subsidence for extJaction of both coal seams would therefore
be 13.0 feet (6.0 + 7.0 feet).

3.5

Compr..1on A.rchM Md ReIatMI ser-...

Compression arches commoIlIy de\relop above areas where the coal is being mined. These arcuate
zones of cornpressMt stress ...... nu:h of the weight of the CMNtuden to the .-ch abutment zones
ahead. behind, and on eiIher side of the area being mined (somewhat ' stone-an::hed blidges
.... 1Sfer their weight and load to the bridge abutments).
•

Compression arches C8n support reIIItiYeIy high cornpressMt stlessas, compared to tensile
stresiIS. bec8I ... rock is strong in compression but weak in tension. The majoI' abutment

zones in a IOllg,"" milling operation . . (1) the caved zone (gob) behind the supports, (2)
the Uln led coal ahead of the face, and (3) the galle road pillars.
•

In a IoIIgW8II mining operation, where the roof rocks cave behind the support, much of the
weight of the overburden is borne by the re-compressed caved material (gob). This
minimizes the abutment load (stress) on the coal ahead of the face. Abutment stresses are
smalast where the roof caves close to the IoIIgWIII supports, because the length of the.-ch
and the supported weight of the 0Yerburden . . reduced.

.QMng, which is nee_sMY to form an abutment zone, is oontroIed by the lithology (Jf the
roof rocks. TtWt layered shales, siltstolles, and daystIOnes cave readity, whereas thick
SIIIdsD ... may cave wilt! diI'fiaJIty. Coal mine bumps and rock bursts . . minimized both
in number and maglliluda where the roof rocks consist of shales and
but may
OCCU' in ~ frequency and rnagrlitude where the roof rocks . . strong SIIIdsU ....

clay"'''',

•

Mining stresUI inaelll wilt! increasing 0Yerburden depth. Room-and-piIar extraction
mil ling becx)m,s slgniflcanlly mont difIia.IIt in 0Yerburden mont than 1,500 to 2,000 feet
Ihic:k, bec8I ... mine roofs and pillars beoome UlIStabIa. MIners often . . forced out of an
area before ~II" caving C8n OCCU', thus causing additioIlIII abutment streslll s and
..... Idant bumps and rock bursts. The IongIAII method overcomes nu:h of the roof and
pillar stabiIty probIems,so that abutment Reslllll . . lower than in coal mined by the
roorn-and-piIar meIhod. 1.OI1gtJWI miill9 in the 0 sum in the EIt Creek Coal Lease Tract
and the 0 and B Slims in the Iron Point Coal Lease TI'IId should be viable to 2.500 feet or
mont, bec8I ... the roof rocks above both of 1hese II lITIS should cave readily.

•

Bumps and rodcbursts, and related u iemic adMty COITITIOIIIy OCCU' in 9I-'Ist number and
magi"" where _Iarga UlaWKi area de\r II~ behild the IoIIgWIII suppcxts, or where
large pIIars, which C8n store Iarga .mounts of stI1Iin energy, OCCU' in 1M abuIment zones of
the ~ 111 ' a.. anti. It is neoeI• • y to acNe .. a b .1. a betwaan gMe road pillar and
barrier pilar del ig. i for mine stIibiIity and safety of persall ... and to alia design for i i il limal
S4lbeic1e1a effeds.

•

For _ given pok1t of oIlII'WtiOIi on 1M SlM'fac:e, 1M ~ession anti has dissipated when
subIicIIII a is ~Iete. & ibsideIa is t-'Y ~II" when c:ritic::aI ex1r8ction length and
width 111 .0 to 1." d. Fer ".ill9 pan ... of Mbaltical width, 1M anti may not dissipete until
an . . . ... . . . . II mined. AIIo mont S4ibside1a willikely OCCU' when the next IongwaII

. . . . lI rnNd.

,.., . . . . . . . .111 .... ct . . .1 .....

3.1

a.mIc ActIvIty

burr1JS and rock bursts have b8en a cause of sporadic seismic activity in the Somerset area over
the !at 30 years or so. For example. a bump occurred at about 4 AM in the 181 of 1968 in the
Somerset Mine that awoke local residents and shook buildilgl in the Somerset .... severely.

CollI

•

More than 4.000 seilmic events. with magniIudes 01 as much as 3.8 on the Richter scale.
were recorded near or wittWt 30 ,... . . . in the contiguous Wautd'I Platllau and Book
ClIffs coal mi*1Q districts from Jar.-y 1978 to March 1996 (Arabasz and oaws. 1997).

•

The author and oIhers recorded ~ oIslllmic ~enIs on a slismic network
opei.~ by the USGS in the &n1yside distlic:t dw;ng the mid-to ... 1960s. One episode
oIslllmic ~.... oc:aned benll ..... the Gel.,. MIne in the SUlinySide nWing distlic:t during
0c:t0beI 1967 (Dwwud. 1998. P 70-81). The slismic ....... which were II 01 sufficient
I'MglIIIude to locate a hypoceI_ (x. Y. z location).... 1gICI from 1.3 to 3.1 on the Richtei
salle. Hwd'eds more seismic . . . ., too .... to locate on the slilmic network. occurred
aWII a period 01 a few days in the ~ ....... where the bumps occurred. Though nine
damage was YfIIty . . . . . (at least 10.000 tons 01 coal was expIosiYeIy reillased). these
major seismic ~.Its fortun8IieIy occurred 3.000 to 6.000 feet below the ~
,... . . . near faults and a large fault zone that was detected in slilmic refraction studies.
and dralg logs.

•

The USGS recorded 12 seilmic events cUing the first hal 01 September 1969 in the
Somerset MIne .... using an eight......... seismic ntCOIding network. The events. which
ra198 from 1.8 to 2. 7 on the RichteI scale. were IocMId between Bear Creek and Hubbard
Creek. but at depIhs ... 1giI1Q from 1.000 to 6.000 feet below the ,... wortdIlgI (Ostel waId
and oIhers. 1972, 27 pages). ThIs is a YfIIty smaI seismic sample. RelatiOI. similar to
those found by the auIhor in the &n1yside distlic:t (Dwwud. 1998. p. 76 and 78) and by
AnIbasz and oIhers (1997) may or may not exist. A '-'ger mOniDillQ period, using a
network capabte 0I1ocaIi IQ mi 18 it Mtuced Illil mjc activity. would be nee Illrt to detcwl1* 18
a more KICUrMe relationship amoIlQ nWing. geoIagy. and relit. cI slilmic...ms in the at
Creek and Iron Point l.ease nets.

•

CoeI nine bumps and rodcburIts. wIh ~IQ Ililnlic activity . . often the , . . . 01
or ineguIIr ~ n**1Q ~ (Dwwud, 1978. p. 28-29). e.th
..,..". ~ .. at. cI by bumps and rock tu'III in the SonIIiIll MIne during the rrid-1990s
. . . flit cww a large.... The II', mic event _ 0I1UftIcient IMglIiIude to be recorded at
the USGS tlatiCi. e..thquIke Centar in GoldIn. CoIoI.to and to be Y8rifted .. being in
the . .!dolled SonW'I8t Mine.

•

Tremors 01 this iMgililude may twve .... it.ipIICt on . . . . ~. as weI_ the
. . . . . . . . . . 1dIIde and roc::tIfaII-. Ho . . ..,.. the auIhor obeeNed no rodIfi... or
mou8l!*1t on .. ~ dw;ng the RuIIon nutillr e.poeion (Rid- rNgllliIude 015.2) at
hillnOIlIDrilQ ... 200 Y8IdI ..... 01 . . COI'A..:e 01 Hubbard Creek and Iron Fan
GuIctt. From til V81Dge point, which is a.rrounded by geo6ogic haDlds ( _ Figute 11,
~ Wtp>. he ...... ad a IIrang up.-Id-down molal .. folD tJJWd by an even

inca.,,...

,.., ...... I,IIF'
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sbooger. horizontal back-and-forth motion. No rocks moved that were perched on the steep
slopes and ledges and no movement occurred on landslides in the area when the canyon

walls were subjected to this level of shaking.
•

In planned IongwaII mining in the Elk Creek and Iron Point Coal Lease tracts. seismic
activity is projected by the author to be significantly lower than in the previously-mined
room-and-piIIar extraction in the area. Because extraction is complete in the panels.
abutment stresses are more etfectively transferred to. and supported by. the caved zones.
An exception to this general p!otec:tion would be where the mine roof rocks are strong. and
do not cave until a large area (perhaps a distance of 100 to 300 feet and the width of the
rninIng panel) cf mal is extracted. A tremor (seismic event). or series of tremors. will be
likely when caving does occur. Rocks above the 0 and B seams are shales. siltstones. and
thin sandstoI18S. These rocks will likely cave readHy behind the IongwaH supports.
Therefore. the abutment stresses and related seismic activity are projected to be low.

•

Many areas of the abandoned Somerset Mine likely remain under a high state of stress
because large blocks of coal were left behind. Some of these blocks of coal. called bump
blocks. were left behind between Bear Creek and Hubbard Creek; others were abandoned
because cf unsafe conditions due to high stress. Based on the author's knowledge of these
conditions. future seismic events. caLMd by bumps and rockbursts in abandoned roomand-piIIar mine areas. are likely to be cf greater magnitude than the seismic activity
produced by IOIIgWBN mining in the Elk Creek and Iron Point Lease tracts.

4.0

GEOlOGICAL AND GEOTECHNICAL FACTORS INFLUENCING SUBSIDENCE

4.1

Structure

The attitude of the bedrock, faults. lineaments. joints. and cleat are important fadors to consider in the
design cf IongwaII milling paIllll. In the Elk Creek and Iron Point Lease tracts. the bedrock dips
northlaltww'd at 2% to" degrell. The gentle dip is not expected to affect the angle cf draw more
than" or 5 degrees from that cfftat~ beds based on NCB information (NCB. 1975). The projected
range cf 10 and 20 degrell for the angle cf draw in the Elk Creek and Iron Point Lease tracts is
projected to accommodate this gentle bedrock attitude. The gentle dip cf bedrock in the lease tracts
also will allow a wide latitude in the design cf the most efIicIent panel oriel .tation and ~
recovery. The dominant lin I amant and joint directions. based on • plot cf lineaments from a SkyIab 2
color inflwed image (Ounrud. 1976. p. 15) are north 30-35 east. north 65-70 west. and north 75-80
west. The dominant cleat dIredioI. are about ~ and East-West. Geologic mapping in the
lease tract areas. IS wellS other mal mining . . . in the North Fork V*,!. records that the faults.
major joints. and COllI cleat .. dip steeply to vertically (Dunrud. 1989 and Ounrud. 1976. pp. 11-13).
The dip cf these features ranges from approximately 75 to 90 degrees.
The surface is locally transected by small. nearty vertical faults and lineaments that trend about northsouth. northwest. northeast. and east-west (Dunrud. 1989). Observed otrset at the surface of the faults
c:orMIOI iIy r811g8S from a few feet to a few tens cf feet. Based on mapping in other parts. of the
Somerset ..... the faults nay or may not transect the B and 0 coal seams.
•

Orientation of joints in the roof rocks and the cleat in the coal commonly controls the way
the roof rocks break and cave and how the coal breaks off when cut by the Iongwa I
machine. For example:
1. The roof caves readily behind the Iongwall supports where joints in the roof rocks are
oriented nearty parallel to the IongwaII face.

2. The coal may break off in large chunks, however, where the coal cleat is oriented
parallel to the Iongwall face. The IongwaII face may therefore need to be oriented so
that the cleat and Iongwall face directions diverge 10 degrees or more.

4.2

Strength and Behavioral Properties of the Rocks

These properties control the amount and rate of subsidence. Strong, brittle sandstones and siltstones,
for example, may break and cave to the mine floor in larger blocks and fragments than softer, more
yialdable shales and siltstones, which controls the bulking factor of the caved debris.
•

4.3

The height of caving above the mine wor1dngs is reduced, for example, where the roof rocks
consist of strong sandstones compared to weak shales. However, the height of fracturing is
greater for strong, brittle sandstones compared to weak, more yieldable shales.

Stratigraphic Sequence

The stratigraphic position of strong and weak rocks within the overburden, in addition to the rocks near
the mine wortdngs, commonly affects subsidence in various ways.
•

•

Strong, brittle sandstones, on the orde of 50 to 1()() teet thick, for example, tend to reduce
the amount of subsidence compared to weak, more yieldable shales.
Howe,*, strains are often greater in these sandstones, because their greater compI1!tSsive
produces more extension in the tension zone than do the weaker, yieIdabIe shales.

s~

•

4.4

The so-called Bowie Sandstone, ranging from about 50 to 150 teet thick, which underties
the 0 seam, may reduce the amount of subsidence C811Sed by mining the B seam
compared to the amount of subsidence caused by 0 seam mining.

MoIalu... ConIHt

Wet rocks ' the mine roof and overtuden tend to reduce the bulking factor of the caved rocks near
the mine IIWeI and also tend to cause the rocks to be weaker and more yieIdabIe than their dry
counterpalila. This reduction in bulking factor is because wet rocks usually are weaker (in compressive,
shear, anciI tensile strength) compared to their dry counterparts.
•

For a given stratigraphic sequence and coal extraction thickness, subsidence amount and
af'fected area generally inaease with moisture content In saturated strata, for example in
the U. K. and former Yugoslavia, maximum subsidence reportedly ranges from 0.9 to 0.98
times the coal extraction thickness in disturbed ground, and the draw (limit) angle ranges
from 30 to 45 degrees (vertical reference) (Dunrud, 1998, p. 85-99). See Figure 12, Typical
Geologic Cross-Section, in the attached EIS figure volume.

•

In the Elk Creek and Iron Point Coal Lease tracts, average maximum vertical displacement
(subsidence) is projected to range from 0.5 to 0.7 times the coal extraction thickness (0.5 to
0.7t) and average 0.6 times the coal extraction thickness (0.6t) in undisturbed ground and
0.6 to O.at and an average of 0.7t in disturbed ground. The draw angle in these essentially
dry overburden rocks is projected to be 10 to 20 degrees (vertical reference), with an
aver-ega of 15 degrees.

AppMdbtK

5.0

TOPOGRAPHIC FACTORS AFFECTING SUBSIDENCE

5.1

Rugged Terrain

PapK-'

The Elk Creek and Iron Point Coal Lease tracts are located in diff-canyon-ridge topography. Slopes as
steep as 75 to 80 peroent in the Barren member of the Mesaverde grade upwards to nearty vertical
cliffs in the Ohio Creek member. Because of this rugged terrain, predictions of subsidence and related
surface impacts are less certain than would be the case in mont gentle terrain. For example, vertical
displacement, and related tilt and strain, may be as much as 30 peroent greater in the ridge and steep
slope areas than in adjacent valleys when the undertying coal is extracted.

Fewer aacks occur in valleys than on ridges, because the valleys are more stable as a result of
complete lateral constraint. Consequently subsidence impacts are likety to be greater than they would
be in subdued terrain, because the lateral constraint is reduced to nearty zero on steep valley slopes.
•

S1rains and displacements on steep slopes, particuialty cliffs, may cause aacks on the
order of a few inches to possibly 1-foot wide and 25 to 50 feet deep, compared to a fraction
of an inch to a few inches wide and a few feet deep in the gentle terrain of the valley
bottoms. Cracks will tend to be widest (perhaps % feet to I % feet wide) and deepest
(possibly 75 to 100 feet) along prominent joints and fractures on the steepest slopes and
cliffs, which, in tum may become less stable and more susceptible to landslides and
rodcfaIs. See Figure 11, Geologic Hazards Map, and Figure 14, Subsidence Potential Map,
in the attached EIS figure volume.

•

Landslides and rockfalls will be most likely to occur where mining is planned near the
outaop, where tilts and strains are greatest. Based on the author's experience in the North
Forte . . ., the greatest subsidence impact is likely to occur in geologic hazard areas where
the following two conditions occur:
1. The SlIbsidenc:e-indu tilt direction parallels the slope direction, which further
increases the slope.

2. The direction cA IongwaII face mo...ment parallels the slope diredion which tends to
furttw increa,e surface strain, as the 10llgwall face moves from deeper towards
shaIICJ ... overburden.
See Figute 11, Geologic Hazards Map, in the attached EIS figure volume.

5.2

V..... Overburden Thickness

For any mining panel width and coal extraction thickness, the maximum subsidence amount, tilt, and
strain commonly decrease with inaeasing overburden depth. A single panel may range from
supetaitical in shallow overburden to subaiticaI in deeper overburden.

•

Gate road pillars will tend to yield more with inaeasing overburden depth, such that two or
mont adjacent panels begin to behave mont and more like a superpanel at overburden
depth greater than 1,000 to 1,500 feet. At these depths, the pillars will likely yield
level of the recompacted, caved, and broken rock in the longwall panel.

to the
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SUBSIDENCE EVALUATION OF LONGWALL MINING OF THE D SEAM IN
THE ELK CREEK AND THE D AND B SEAMS IN THE IRON POINT COAL
I EASE TRACTS

The author uses the subsidence prediction method for trough subsidence developed by the NCB (NCB,

1975).
•

The NCB is the wortd's foremost organization studying and analyzing subsidence caused by
Ul'ldeiglound nWles. Using their expertise, which was developed aver many decades by
this organization, coal is routinely mined under cities, rivers, and other sensitive structures
and.... Knowledge and use of the NCB method is therefore very useful in analyzing
subsidela processes and parameters and in evaluating subsidence impacts in a proposed

riling ....
which is basicaly a c:onc:eptual model consisting of the fundamental
fadors of coal ex1nIctioIl thickness, subeidenoe amount, nWling width, and overburden
depCh--can be adjusted for averburden lithology, moisture conditions, mining panel width,
and coal extraction thicIa ....

•

The NCB method

•

The NCB subsidence method of .-.lysis was adapted and modified for local conditions
obeerYed and measured in boI'I room-and-piIIar nWles and IongwaII mines in the North Fcrt
V-'-Y. SlIbeidencI itfonMtion and experience is also drawn from undergIound mining
operatioI II in New Mexico, Utah, Wyoning, other coal mining . . . of the United States
and the fomw yugoe....

•

In order to 'JWtfy the YIIIidity of the NCB IIIbsidence .-.lysis method, and that it was
ClOITedIy adepeed to local geok9c and mi*lg oonditiolll, a c:ompuW modelillg process
was also used in the pam.lIg process of a IoIIQWIIII mine in the North Fort V",-,!. This
modeling process, CIIIIed the Comprehellsive and Inlilglated SllbeideIa Prediction Model
(CISPM), was de\ Iloped by Syd s. Peng (one of the wortd'. le.~ subeidence authorities)
and Vi Luo, College of Mining Enginelrillg, Depertment of Mining and Ellginnrillg, West
Vir"gitW UniverIity. When boI'I modlll .... C8IibratId for local cOlldltiolll, the ClSPM
model, which b.liCily per'omil .... inftuenc:e func::tion.-.lysis and Is theleb. iidependent
of the NCB model . . . ., c:IoeeIy COlin.
the vIIIues of vertaI dispIIioement, tit, and
strain dl.nnilld by the NCB COIaptll8I model The modeling oompaIison also indicated
that the NCB modeI_ often mont 00f1I8I'V8tMt than the CISPM model by a few percent.

.,1Id

1.1

SuMIdence ZonM

There . . four zones to oonsIder and aneIyze, in the trough IIIbsidenoe prooIII, based on studies and
experieIa by the author and others (for . . . . ., Peng, 1992). These are the (1) caved, (2)
fnIdlnd, (3) continuous defonnetion, and (4) near-surfllol zones. See FIgure K-2. Typical Longwal
&tbMJenoe Cross-Section.

'.1.1 c.v.d Zone
ThIs zone, according to Peng (1992, p. 1-2) ranges from 2 to 8 coal extraction thicknesses (2t to St),
dependlilQ on lithology and moisture content of the roof rocks.
•

In the Elk Creek and Iron Point Coal Lease tracts, 3 to 5 coal extraction thicknesses (3t to
5t), with .... ...,.... of 4 coal extraction thicknesses (4t) are projected, based on the
author's experieIa with thillithoIogy and the commonly diy COIidItions in the rocks above
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the 0 seam. See Figure 12. Typical Geologic Cross-Section. in the attached EIS figure
volume.

•

The height of the caved zone may range from 4 to 6 times the coal extraction thickness (4t
to 6t). where the 0 seam is locally water-bearing. The height of caving in the 0 seam will
therefore be closer to 3t where the roof rocks are composed primarily of dry sandstones.
and closer to 6t where the 0 seam is saturated and the roof rocks consist mainly of shales
and claystones.

8.1.2 Fractur.d Zone
Rocks in this zone undergo fracturing within rock layers and along the boundaries of these layers. It is
transitional to the undertying caved zone. See Figure K-2. Typical LongwaN ub.~ CrossSection. For a given lithology. displacements and intensity of fracturing tends to decrease upward.
Thus water (hydraulic) conductivity also tends to decrease upward.
•

Peng (1992. p. 143) states that the upper 1/3 of this zone has only minor. unconnecttid

fractures and thus has only minor potential for water conductivity. that most of the water
conductivity potential is in the lOwer two-thirds of this zone. and that the water conductivity
inaeases downward.

•

According to Peng (1992. p. 6-&). the hei(;:,t of fracturing is a function of lithology and
thickness of stratigraphic layers. According to Uu (1981, in Pang. 1992. p. 6-9), the fracture
zone rw'lg8S from 20 to 30 times the coa' ex1ractiot. thickness (20 to JOt) for overburden
comprised predominantly of hard. brittle sandstones and limestones. whereas, the zone
ranges from 9 to 11 times the coa' extraction thickness (9 to 11t) for overburden consisting
pradominantly of ductile shales and claystones.

• For the Elk Creek and 'ron Point Coal Lease tracts. the height of
fractured zone is
projected to be 10 to 20 times the coal extraction thickness (10 to 2Ot). with an average of
15 times the coal extraction thickness (15t). This projection is based on the best
information available to the author in the literature and QrI the author's experience in the
area. See Figure 12, Typical Geologic Cross-Section. in the attached EIS figure volume.

8.1.3 Continuous DefortnIItion Zone
This zone, which is transitional to the undertying fracture zone. occurs from the upper limit of the
fractured zone upwards to the near-surface zone. See Figure K-2. Typical Longwal Subsidence
Cross-sectJion. The downwarping process (trough subsidence) C84lSes various rock units in the
overburden to deform as multiple plates (or multiple beams in two dimensions).
•

The downwarping of strata as multiple plates causes tensile strains to develop where
convex-upward curvature occurs above the neutral surface. and compressive strains where
c::oncave-downwrd rurvature occurs below the neutral surface of the plate (see Figure K-2.
Typical Longwal Subsidence Cross-Section. inset e.f.g.h).

•

Crack depth is therefore controlled by the distance to the neutral surface of the rock unit
being downwarped. because oompression occurs below the neutral surface. Therefore
cncks are not vertically continuous. but are controlled by the thickness of the individual rock
units.
Slippage (ftexural slip) also occurs at the surfaces between the rock units behaving as
plates.

•

,.,"-12
'.1 .............. Zone
Nearty aI rneaswwnents . . made at the top (surface) of this zone. It typically consists of one or more
of (1) bedrock. (2) weathered bedrock. (3) colluvium. (4) aluvium.

•

The behavior of the material in this zone is a function of its oontinuum deformational
charKtIIristics (i.e. its ability to yield or stretch without rupturing or breaking). Bedrock is
typicaIy the most rigid (least yieIdabIe) (except perhaps in a claystone); alluvium commonly
is the least rigid (most yieIdabIe).

•

The near-surface zone. then.fore. has an extremety v.-iabIe ability to stretch without
rupbMing tJedrod(. rigid (except for some cIayst'" -.); 'MNIthered bedrock. typically less
rigid; colluvium. somewhat yieIdabIe to very yieIdarAe; alluvium. typically very yieIdabIe.

•

The foIowing subsidela case history WIll obeerYed by the author in the late summer and
earty fall of 1976 while mllppiug the geology in the BelIr Creek . . . for the U.S. GectJgicaI

&ney. This caM history is llloceI example of how dlt'ferent types 01 near-surfllce material
beIwve in response to hoIizontIII stnIin ca.ad by subsidence. The . . . WlllIoc:IIIed above
a room-and-piIar nine in the B -.n where the c:oaIextrac:tion thida .... WIll 10 feet and
the 0IIerburden depth f'IIIlged from 250 to 500 feet. Mine records show that II partial
extraction nining procedure (about 50 to 60 peroent of the coal WIll ramo<*l) WIll
~ in December 1978.
1. CrenuIIIIII (irreguIIIr). en-ec:heIon (off8et) aac:Ics. nu:h .10 in to 1..foot wide. and 25
to 50 feet long nidi 19 roughly paI-.IIll to
... eam and the piIer exnctioI. line. were
obeerYed by the .uIhor in weelhered bedrock and colluvium II few feet thick on the ..t
side 01 the
75 to 100 feet IIbove BelIr Creek. The CHCk depth . . . dIfftcUt to
..til ..... beCIII ... exIIInINe IIougtq had IIIreIIdy oc:c:unwd. HoJl8Vef'. the CHCks
IkeIy ranged between 3 and 10 feet deep.

"*"

2. Cracks 4 to 8 inches wide and 10 to 20 feet long were Il18o rnIPPed on the west side of
BelIr Creek. n - CHCks occurntd on either side of the extrIic:tion panel
trwIded
~ ~ .a.1 to the bcxniIIriea. The CHCks atlilid the roed n
__udad ~
upeIope and westw.d tDw8l"dl the-..n.

n

The CHCks• • mapped by U.S . StI8eI persaI ..... show that the cracks on either side of
the panel iI.....-.cted the -..n. howewr the author has no knowledge that they
extended to the -..n.
3. SmaI. aenuIIte CHCks a fraction of . . inch to an inch or two wide. 10 to 25 feet long.
and II few inches to pertwps 1..foot deep. could be seen in colluvium .. estimated 10 to
20 feet thick, and located 15 to 30 feet abcwe the .beam.

4. No cracks were ~ in saturated aIIuvil.m IRtertying the BelIr Creek stream. The
thickness of the aIuYium WIll estill lilted to be 10 to 15 feet n the IRtertying colluvium
30 to 50 feel The auIhor did not obseMI Wf'f loss of flow downstIeam in BelIr Creek
from this ..... and no loss WIll reported to the author's knowtedge.
a.

There ... two possMties for this observation of no cracks and no flow loss:
1)

The alluvium ... etdied without rupturing when mine subsidence occurred
benllllh the stream channel.

2)

7.0

SUBSIDENCE PARAMETERS ANALVZED IN THE ELK CREEK AND IRON
POINT COAL LEASE TRACTS
•

7.1

Cracks in the alluvium healed and sealed naturaly prior to the author
Yisitir..g the site. Healing and se.ng of any cracks present in the stream
anuvium may be a viable alternative. because the vertical limit of cracks
would only be about one-haIf the alluvium thiduless. The alluvium would
likely be in compression below the neutral surface. In addition. siltation
during periods of ina'eased flow could til any cracks present. See Figure
K-2, Typical Longwal Subsidence Cross-Section (inset e. f. g. h).

Subsidence parameters analyzed are (1) maximum vettIc:aI displacement (commonly called
subsidence) (8); (2) tilt (M). (3) positive and negative horizontal strain (extension. E;
compression, -E); (4) draw (limit) angle ('); and (5) bnNIk angle (IS). See Figure K-1,
Typical Sub.sidence ProIfIe for Longwal.

Mulmum Verttc.l DlsplM*Mnt (Subaldence) (S)

MaxImum vertical displacement, or what is commonly considered subsidence, rwlg8S from 0.5 times
the coal extraction thic:knesa (O.St) for aitIcaI and supeta1tica1 room-and-piIar extraction panels in
undisturbed ground of the Somerset MIne to 0.98 times coal extraction thickness (0.98 t) In overburden
disturbed by dewal8fing in the former Yugoslavia (Ounrud, 1998, p. 89). See Figure K-3, Maximum
Vertical Displacement for Longwal MInes.
•

For undisturbed ground and atticaI to supet a IIicaIIongwaII nining panels, 8 is PI cjeded to
range from O.St in valleys to O.7t in ridge . . . and IIY8fII98 O.St in the at Creek and Iron
Point Coal Lease tracts.

•

For disturbed ground (critical to supeta1tica1 panels), 8 is projeded to range from O.St In
valleys to O.8t in ridge . . . ., and average O.7t In these .... tracts.

•

CeIculMed rwlg8S of 8 in undisturbed and disturbed ground, for various overburden depth
rwlg8S, are ~ in Table K-1, AIuincMn Vertical DIspMcement. calculations are
t.Ied on . . . . width of 800 feet and a muirnum COllI extraction thida_ of 12 feet in
the 0 seam for the Elk Creek Coal L.... Tract, and a panel width of 900 feet and rnaxinun
coal extraction thIcIa .... of 10 feet In the D-eearn and 10 feet In the B seam for the Iron
Point Coal Lease Tract

•

Maximum Vertical Displacement (8) (first 4 columns are 0 seam nining only; 5"
Point 0 & B ~ 0 seam nining is In undisturbed groood and B seam
nining is In disturbed ground; add 10 percent to column 5 if 0 seam mining is in disturbed
ground):
~ron

T..... K·1

- - . . . YMIaI DllpI.cemenl (I)
(D ......12 ft for Elk CNek TFIICt; D end 8 ......10 ft for Iron PoInt TFIICt)

Iron Point
Distufbed

(ft)

Iron PoInt
Uncllaturbed
(ft)

(ft)

Iron Point
D&8SNma
(ft)

7.2

8.4

8.0

7.0

13.0

250·500

7.2

8.4

8.0

7.0

13.0

500·1 .000

7.2-8.0

8.4 -8.9

8.0-5.5

7.0 -8.3

13.0-11.8

1.000 ·1500

8.0 - 4.1

8.9·4.8

5.5·4.0

6.3-4.5

11 .8-8.5

1.500 • 2.000

4.1 - 2.4

4.8·3.0

4.0-2.8

4.5- 3.0

8.5 - 5.8

2.000 • 2.500

2.4 -1.8

3.0-1.8

2.8 - 1.7

3.0-2.0

5.8 - 3.7

Overburden

ElkCNek

ElkCNek

OCt'

UncIIeturt.d
(ft)

DIIturt.cI

100·250

7.2

MaxImum TIlt (II)

Maximum tilt (called slope by NCB, 1975; but called tilt by the author to distinguish it from the slope of
the terrain) is plotted and analyzed in terms d the fundamental ratios d maximum vertical
displacement to overburden depth (Sid) versus the ratio d mining panel width to overburden depth
(WId). See Figute K-4, Maximum TIt and snn.
•

These ratios . . fundamental beaM ... subsidence is proportioIl8I to mining width and
Inversely proportioIl8I to mining depth. Thefefore, a plot d Sid versus WId wiH provide tilt
and strain values for mining at any depth whether I4Ibsidence occurs above mines only 60
to 100 feet deep, as in the Sheridan, Wyoming area, to mines more than 2,000 feet deep in
various ..... d Utah.

•

Maximum tilt (M) is projected to range from a maximum d 3.5 Sid for mining panels d
subaltical width to 3.0 Sid for mining panels d aiticaI to supeiQitical width. See Figure K·
4, Maximum TIt and snn.

•

CaIcUMed maximum tit tallgeS (in percent) for various overburden depths for the Elk Creek
and Iron Point COllI Lease trads . . shown in Table K·2, AIuimum TIt; for the Elk Creek
COllI Lease TrKt, mining panel width (W) = 800 feet and maximum coal extraction
tt.Ic:ki . . (t) = 12 feet; for the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract. W • 900 feet and t • 10 feet for
the 0 ...", and also the B sum.

•

Maximum tilt will likely be twice the .-nount projeded in Table K·2, Maximum TIt, over stiff
barrier pillars plan_ between IongwaH panel groups in the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract.
TIlt occurring on each side d the barrier probably wiI cause a doubling of the tilt value,
because the 0Yefburden and ground surface will tilt towards both adjacent Iongwall panels.

•

Maximum tilt in the first 4 columns d Table K·2, Maximum TIt, is for 0 seam mining only in
the Elk Creek and Iron Point Coal Lease tracts, using subsidenoe values in Table K· 1.
Maximum Verlical Displacement. In coIurm 5, Table K·2. Maximum Tilt, maximum tilt for
both 0 seam mining and B sum mining in the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract is shown,
~ that o.sum mining is in undisturbed ground and B seam mining is in disturbed
ground. Add 10 percent to the values in column 5 if 0 seam mining is in ground disturbed by
prior mining. A 10-f00t extraction thiduless is assumed for mining in both the 0 seam and
the B seam.

P!p1(-15
T..... K-2
.........". TIlt (II)
(D ......12 ft for 01 Creek TnICt; D 8nd • .....-10 ft for Iron Point TrKt)
Overburden

T

7.3

OlCNek
UncIIaturtIecI
(%)

Elker. .
DIsturbed

Iron PoInt

(%)

Iron PoInt
Uncllaturbed
(%)

(%)

(%)

39.0 - 15.6

DIsturbed

Iron Point
D&BSMms

1()()'250

21.6 - 8.6

25.2 - 10.1

18.0-7.2

21.0 - 8.4

25().SOO

8.6-4.3

10.1 - 5.0

7.2 - 3.6

8.4 -4.2

15.6 - 7.8

500-1,000

4.3 -1.8

5.0- 2.0

3.6-1.7

4.2 -1 .9

7.8- 3.6

1,000-1,500

1.8 - 0.8

2.0-1 .1

1.7 - 0.9

1.9 -1 .0

3.6 -1 .9

1,500-2,000

0.8-0.4

1.1 - 0.5

0.9-0.5

1.0 - 0 5

1.9 -1.0

2,000-2,500

0.4 - 0.2

0.5- 0.2

0.5 - 0.1

0.5-0.3

1.0 - 0.4

MaxImum Horizontal StnIln

Muinun horizontal tensile and oornpressiYe strain (E. -E) is determined using local data that is
compared to NCB (NCB. 1975) information. See Figure K-4, Maximum Tilt and Strain.
•

Strain data . . derived from the Somerset room-ancI-piIIar mine. the West Elk IongwaII mine

east of Somerset and the Vert Canyon IongwaII mine in New Mexico (Gentry and Abel,
1978). Holizontal strain is plotted in terms of the ratio of maximum vertical displacement to
overburden depth (Sid) versus the ratio of mining panel width to depth (WId).

•

Horizontal tensile strain is projected by the author to range from 1.0 Sid for aiticaI 3nd
supelaiticallTining panels to 1.25 Sid for subaitical panels. whereas oornpressiYe strain is
projed8d to be -1.0 Sid for aiticaI and superaitical mining panels to as much as -2.5 Sid for
suba IticeI pan III.

•

C8k:u1ated maximum horizontal and oornpressiYe strain ranges (in percent; example: a
horizontal strain of 0.036a3.6 percent-36.000 micro inchesIinc:h) for the Elk Creek and Iron
Point CoeIl.... tracts in Table K-3. Maximum HotizontaI Tensile Strain and Table K-4,
Maximum Horizontal Compt8ssiw Strain. below; for the Elk Creek l .... Tract. mining
panel width (W) equals 800 feet aM maximum coal extraction thickness (t) equals 12 feet;
for the Iron Point Coall.... Tract. W z 900 feet and t z 10 feet for both the 0 and B

seams.
•

Maximum horizontal tensile and oornpressiYe strain in the first four columns of Table K-3,
Maximum Horizontal Tensile Strain and Table K-4, Maximum Horizontal Comptvssiw
Strain. are given for 0 seam mining only in the Elk Creek and ron Point Coall.... tracts
using maximum vertical displacement values of Table K-1, Maximum Vertical Displacement.

•

Maximum horizontal tensile strain above large barrier pillars planned between panel groups
in the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract will likely be twice the amount shown on Table K-3,
Maximum Horizontal Tensile ~, because (as with tilt) the overbufden and surface will
subside both ways above these rigid barriers. and therefore double the tilt and horizontal
tensile strain.

•

Tensile and oornpressiYe straim. in column 5. Table K-3, Maximum Horizontal Tensile Strain
and Table K-f, Maximum Horizontal Corr Ot8ssiw Strain. are given for mining both the 0
seam and the B seam in the I on Point CoaIl.... Tract. assuming that 0 seam mining is in

'fJf
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undisturbed ground and, d course, Slibsequent 8-seam mining is in disturbed ground. Add
10 percent to the values in column 5 if 0 seam mining is in ground disturbed by prior mining.
A 1o-foot extraction thickness is assumed for baCh 0 seam and B seams mining in the Iron
Point Coal

lease Tract.

T..... K03
.................. T............. (E)
(D ......12 ft for Elk Creek TI'IICt; D end • I I .....1· ft far Iran Point TrKt)
~

T

Ell Creek
Un .... urtlill

Elk Creek

Iran PoInt
(%)

Iran PoInt
DIeturtIed
(%)

Iran Point
Da . . . . . .
(%)

"'wi

(%)

DIIikI riled
(%)

100·250

7.2 · 2.9

a.4 · 3.4

8.0 - 2.4

7.0 - 2.a

13.0 - 5.2

25O-SOO

2.9 · 1.4

3.4 - 1.7

2.4 ·1.2

2.a - 1.4

5.2 - 2.8

s00-1.000

1.4 · 0.1

1.7 - 0.7

1.2 - 0.8

1.4 - 0.8

2.8 - 1.2

1.000 - 1.SOO

0.8 - 0.3

0.7-0.4

0.8-0.3

0.8 - 0.3

1.2 - 0.8

1.!500 • 2.000

0.3 · 0.15

0.4 - 0.2

0.3 - 0.2

0.3 - 0.2

0.8-0.4

2.000 - 2.!500

0.15 - 0.1

0.2- 0.1

0.2 - 0.1

0.2 - 0.1

0.4 - 0.2

"-PoInt
"" IIL*-d

" - PoInt
0' hrt.. d

o a ......

(%)

(%)

(%)

C=

twilled

T..... K~

sa ' t..............
(-E; ............... 1n
~

T

7..

Ell Creek
Un .........
(%)

_Creek
DilklrIIed
(%)

11M . . . . .

. . ft • . . . , . )
Iran PoInt

100-250

7.2 -2.1

a.4 ·3.4

8.0 - 2.4

7.0-2.a

13.0 · 5.2

25O - SOO

2.1 ·1 .3

3.4 -1 .7

2.4 - 1.2

2.1 -1 .4

5.2 · 2.8

!500 - 1.000

1.3·0.7

1.7 - o.a

1.2 - 0.1

1.4 - 0.1

2.8 · 1.2

1.000 • 1.!500

0.7 -0.5

0.a·0.8

0.8-0.4

0.8·0.5

1.2 - 0.1

1.!500 • 2.000

0.5 · 0.3

0.8 - 0.3

0.4-0.3

0.5 - 0.3

0.9 - 0.8

2.000 - 2.!500

0.3 · 0.15

0.3 - 0.2

0.3- 0.2

0.3 - 0.2

0.8- 0.4

DrIIW Angle (limit ........... of cnw)

The draw, CK limit .-.gIe (_), defileS the limit d IIIbsidence at the surface in relation to a given mining
panel depth. The! afore, by p ajedi Ig a series d strWght lines (or planes) from around the edges d
a given mining panel to the surface, the surface area affedecl by ext! acting the coal in the panel can be
determilled.
As previously mentioned, the draw angle for room-and-pit\ar and IOIIgW811 mines in the
Somerset area ra..ges between 8 and 21 degrees (Dunrud, 1976, p. 22-23). The draw
angle at the West at IOIIgW811 nWle ranges from 9 to 18 degrees. The draw angle (vertical
refefenc:e) is thelefore projected to be between 10 and 20 degnMts, with an average of
about 15 degrees.

•

The well • ca.pted practice in IIIbsidence .-.lysis is to use the local range of values for
angle d dnIw. AaloIdi Ig to Briggs (1929, p. 22, in Dunrud, 1998. p. 101) the attitudes of
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,.... n

joints C*\ Inftuenc:e the angle d draw sigrtificantly. The angle d draw c:omrnon.'y
is ilM:nI ••• d where the MgIeI d fauIIs n joints are less than the angle d draw. whereas.
the angle d dnIw aftIn is deere
d where the angles c:A faults and joints are greater than
the angle c:A draw. Only s".~ to vertical faults and joints were mapped in the
Sonwset-Paollia .... which Indudes the Somerset Mine. the West Elk Mine. and the Elk
Creek and Iron Point CoIIl.... tracts (Dunrud. 1989). The steepty-dipping structural
feRns likely are a major reason why the range in ql.! c:A draw measwed for both roomand-piIar and 101.,.. nines is 8 eo 21 degre I I.

•

.1.

At the pe",ilIilg . . . . 25 degree angle d draw is used at the West Elk IoIIgWB11 rnne in
determillllig projected "*'- bounc*ieI ,..... to permit boundaries. Although the
m••• Ad
dangled chw are 9 eo 18 degnI.l. this uItra-<:onseMIt value is used
to estllblistl • buffer zone betINeen the rnne boundaries and permit boundaries. The 25
degree angle c:A dnIw should perhIIps ..., be used in the Elk Creek and Iron Point ColI
l . . . tracts _ ... ~ value for establishing rnne ~ and permit
boUIldMes.

v-.

•

AMhough the dnIw angle der• • the limit d surfIIc:e S41b1idence. the bruk angle. _
discull.d next is perhIIps mont ~It in. subsic*Ice -*Ysis where hydrologic
~

7.5

are d

~ ili!pOl'WllCe.

..... AngIe

The bruk angle (IS) provtct. • m.... d . . illig the _
Of zones d rnuinun tensile shin ~
• rrillillg . . . . Of ~ .... and . . . . . . der. . . zones d muimum hydi~ impKt. Mo8t
c:rKIcs In the overburden and -' the . . . . oc::cw In zones d meximum IIInsiIe shin. and is . . . . . .
. , the zone d grw ....t __ conduc::IMly.
•

(,".per

The bruk angle rapcNcIy ..-.gel 10 degrw. I lela
angle) than the dnIw angle
(Pang n Geng. 1982). a..d on otlnrvMlol. in the SomerIet . . . the bruk angle
,.. . from • ,.. degr••• from vw1k:IIl. but
eout vertical (zero degree bruk
angle). The prllince d ....pIy-dpping eo vettaI joints In the SomerMt-PaolIia . . . may
be • mIjar _ _
the r..ty vertical MtiIude d the bruk angle.

COI."1g

ft.,..

•

The 1oc:IJIIoi. d zones d rMXiiun hydr8UIic conduc::IMly are both dyrwnic and stMIc.

•

The . . . . . . . . . . d hc:Uing is Ioc*d ~ «he IoIIQW1111 nining fIIce and thus moJeS
-' the..,.. veIoc:Iy _ . . fIIce.
c:rKIcs tend eo ~ •• _ the fIIC8 mo ....
bel • • • point d otl •• rwlllial •• and then <*- ~ _ the,.. mo.... out d the . . d
milllig ""'-a • c:IIII-.a d 1.2 d eo 1.4 d. a......me..ta by DeGnIff and Romnburg
(1981). on . . . . bedrock ebIwa ~ eo.! nines in UWi. showed hit these
c:rKIcs h ••lld _ ,,111*'11 _ COIYIIlI.eed in the ....

•

The IMIIc . . . d hdanig oc:an ebcwe nining 1*'81 boundaries and rigid gMe reed
and ...... pIIIrs. TheM c:rKIcs arelbly Ioc:MId in • 1QO.foot zone ~ penal

n. ........

boUI _ _ and . , in • 150 eo 2C»foot zone ~ gMe reed pIIIrs betINeen the peneIs
and t.rrier pIIIrs bett;u.n peneI groups. In. superp. ... ~. most aac:ks within
wilibly h..t and .... ~. In the SomerMt .... aac:ks in this stMic zone COI"nITiOI iIy
I'WMin open until the forces d ........ Ig. n.a waling. and erosion til them in. The
aJIhor obeefwd COITIIII •• hlling and .lIi Ig d .............. and siltstoile in IIbout
10 ~ .... a . I _ mNd by ~ methods in the Somerset .... The same
COl apta and time fraone should apply eo 101.,.. nining methods.

,..,.K.1.
•

n

The maximum projected depth of crac:ks in the continuous deformation
.,...·surface
zones is a function of the thida leSS of the material behaving as a plate (beam in two
dimensions) as shown in Figute K-2. Typical Longwal SUbsidence Ctoss-Section. Under
COI IditioIIS of IaI8raI constraint, as in the valleys
other areas of gentler relief. aacks will
likely propagate further than the location of the neutral swface of the material. Cracks
Wider than a few inches and deeper than 10 to 20 feet are estimated to be rare in these

n

.....
•

As disc ISS8d urtier in Section 5.1. Rugged Terrain. crac:ks on ridges and .,... steep valley
walls Md cliffs . . prtljeded to be oonsiderably wider n deeper than in the valleys.
beC8llSe latin! 00I1Strai It is greatly reduced compared to the valleys.

•

Subsidenoe ...... duration. n attendMt . . . . . . . . thalebe a function of riling rate.
The faster Md more uniformly 1oI~ mining is .ooompIished. the less time tIIfy fradlns
occurring in the dyn8mic zone wiI be open. AIry fradlns prellnt in the st.tic zone wiI. of
open .... mining is finished Md until Ming. hilling. n IIlling procesus

7.'

CIOUrI8.,.,.....

. . compl ....

1.
2.
3. Maximum dynamic oompr...ive sbt.Mn dec:rtl •• d by an ~ of 48 percent

'.0

I. .ACTS OF SUBSIDENCE ON STRUCTURALL.Y SENSITIVE AREAS

'.1

longwItIl MInIng In Geologic Haard ANM of~"" Rockf..... 1Ind
U..•..... Slap ..

•

It is 1heNbe .t!pOi1ant to twve bl •• line dMlMd an iIwentoIy of allandslide. rockfaI. n
mining begins. so thIIt movements due to nn.nI procesllS
can be exdIlded from elf'! .,.. .... mining ....... See Figure 11. GeoIogIic Hazards Map.
in the alllidMld EIS figure YOIume.

gl'l8IeIIy urlStllble . . . . before

•

It is also irt1)OrtaIlt to twve an assessment plan to distinguish between mining-reIated
...... on ur\Stable . . . . Md other dvities. such as road construction. An eX8n'1ple of
thiI is the large landslides thIIt 0CCUf1'8d during Md after construction of State Highway 133
on the souI'I side of the North t=ortt of the Gur.1ison RiYer between the West Elk Mine and
PaoIIia R ••• NOir. No mining had yet be6n done in this . . ..
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must be nu:h larger than ncnnaIy used in room-and-piIIar mining. thus

millimizing or preventing

their ......
•

The foIowi Ig tilt
hoi izontaI tensile and oompres sive strain can be projected for these
.. dries. first by using the Slibsidela predit1ion methods for the EIt Creek and Iron Point
Coal Leese tracts and seoond. by analyzing the stability d the pillars in the five-entry
system with a widely accepted proaMUe.

FIrst. subsidela wiI be detlnnined above the i~ .. dries (i. e. the .. dries wiI be considered
. . . . I 1'1)." follows: the 0II'8ftuden depIh rwlgltS from 300 to 600 feet (use 300 feet to be
CD I I MIlNe) where the .. dries . . pial a led. The pIaI.1ed milillg widI'I is 20 feet, the coal extrac on
thida III (t) is 10 feet. The milillg width to depIh ratio (Wid) eqI .... 201300 0.067; Muimum
~ Y8I1icaI dispIaca'neIlt ( , . . . K-3, AIIIDnun V8I'bI ~ for LofIgWfll') is 0.025 t

=

•

Muinun tit is thus dMlrnWled to be: 1.0 x 0.025 x 1 feetI300 feet =0.251300 = 0.00083 =
0.08 percent. See Figute K...... AIIIDnun TIt and StII!in.

•

Muinun hoi izollC" tensile strain eqI III 0.5 x 0.025 feet x 10 feetI300 feet
feetI300 feet a 0.00042 a 0.04 percent.

•

Muinun hoIizoI .... oomprtll'lI'8 strain eqI .... -2.5 x 0.025 x 10 f8eV3OO feet a 0.625
feetI300 feet -0.0021 -0.21 percellt

•

The in1Jad predictId for cnring five »foot .. dries ben I lit Tenor Creek at • JOO..tooC
depIh. using this . . . ._ erW'y CDapt, III IllS neN*. Muinun • ..t hoIizoIlIaI
strain v.Iues . . lower than 1hoee P"liIK*Id for the 2.000 to 2.500 feet 0IIeItJurden depIh
ell I gee 'i for horiZOIlIaI oomprIll iYe strain. Of CICUW no aacb would occur in areas

=

=0.125

=

UlIdergoiIIg COI1V'Illive strain.

Y8I1icaI streas on eech .,.. in the enIry S)Stam _ caIa I I d by Bowie Reeourc:es using the
AIwIywis d 1OI9J81 Pk ~ (ALPS) progrwI. prc:Mded to ttwn by the ........ InsIiUe for
s.fety..t ..... (NIOSH). The input
to the ALPS progr.II were:

A~

J*WM-'

1.

s-n thida III - 10 feet,

2. Overtuden depth - 600 feet (most CIOI I IrvIItive).
3. EM'y wicIh - 20 feet,
4 . CrOSSQIt 0II1Ws - 75 feet (minimum di llensiou; may be 100 feet).
5. Er*y

OIl"'" -

75 feet (minimum dillension; may be 100 feet).

6. IIHIu coal str_igIh - 900 pet (~ ~ on "atio.. wide piIar-stability
studies).
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Using the ALPS program originally developed by the US Bureau of Mines, a factor of safety of 1.88 is
cak:ula ed. A factor of safety of 1.3 indicates that no pillar yield will occur. The 1.9 factor of safety
indicates that no pillar yield will occur, and therefore no vertical displacement, tilt, and horizontal strain
due to pillar yield will occur.
•

8.3

The long-term stability of the five-entry accessway under Terror Creek should also be
considered at the permit stage prior to mining. Periodic monitoring of the ground surface
may be nec.essary to verify long-term stability of the access entries.

Driving Entries Beneath the Curecanti-Rifle 230/345 kV Powerllne

No impact to the powertine is anticipated due to driving entries beneath the powertine. Maximum tilt
and horizontal tensile and compressive strain values caused by driving five entries beneath Terror
Creek are projected to range from C.OS percent (tilt) and 0.04 percent (horizontal tensile strain) to -0.21
percent (horizontal compressive strain) above each entry, using the most conservative input
parameters for the subsidence calculation.

8.4

•

Also. pillar stability analysis of the five-entry system shows that no pillar yield will occur, and
therefore. vertical displacement. tilt. and strain due to driving the entries equals zero.

•

The long-term pillar stability of the Bowie mine access entries as outlined in the last part of
Section 8.2.1. Driving Entries Beneath Terror Creek. should also be evaluated in a similar
manner for the Curecanti-Rifte 230/345 kV powertine right-of-way.

Longwall Mining Beneath Terror Creek Reservoir

The potential impact of mining beneath Terror Creek Reservoir. which the author has been asked to
assess. will only be fully known when all Site-specific geologic information about dam and reservoir
stability and source of water is known. However. maximum tilt and horizontal tensile and compressive
strain can be projected for the rtlservoir area based on calculations for thd Iron Point Coal Lease Tract
as it currently exists.
•

The Terror Creek Reservoir is located north of the currently projected Iron Point Coal Lease
Tract. The overburden depth. relative to the B and D seams. ranges between 2.000 and
2.500 feet. Maximum tilt (M) and horizontal strain (E. -E) values due to longwall mining 10
feet of coal in the D seam in undisturbed ground. followed by mining 10 feet of coal in the B
seam in disturbed ground (Iongwall panel width - 900 feet). are determined. as follows (note:
because the Terror Creek Reservoir is located on a broad ridge. maximum vertical
displacements for undisturbed ground and disturbed ground win be used from Figure K-3.
Maximum Vertical Displacement for Longwall Mines; a sample calculation is given for
maximum tilt):

=

1. 0 seam-ct-2,OOO feet: M = (3.5)(0.3Ox10 feetV2.ooo feet = 10.5/2.000 feet 0.00525 =
0.52 percent
2,5OOfeet: M = (3.25XO.2x10 feetV2.5OO feet = 6.5/2.500 feet = 0.0026
= 0.26 percent
M ranges from 1.2 percent (d=2.ooo feet) to 0.5 percent (d=2.5OO feet) for mining both
D and B seams.

o .....

2. E ranges from 0.2 to 0.1 percent for mining the D seam; E from 0.4 to 0.2 percent for
mining both D and B seams.

SubsJdence Evaluation
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3. -E varies from -0.3 to -0.2 percent for mining the 0 seam: -E from -0.7 to -0.4 percent
for mining both 0 and B seams.

804.1

•

Tilt and strain amounts projeded for the Terror Creek Reservoir are the maximum static
strains that would occur above the mine boundary areas. Cracks as much as an inch wide
(and of unpredictable length) are projected to occur in the massive Ohio Creek sandstone if
the 0 seam is mined. Cracks as much as 2 inches wide are projected if both seams are
mined. These cracks are predicted because lateral oonstraint is significantly less in this
ridge area than it would in valleys.

•

If a Iongwall panel were designed so that the reservoir would be above the panel center.
then it would be subjected to only the temporary. dynamic tilt and strain during mining. and
therefora the impact would be significantly less than if impacted by the static tilt and strain
above mine panel boundaries.

OptIons In Regard to Mining In the Area of the Terror Creek Rnervoir

Terror Creek Reservoir is outside any proposed lease trad boundary. However, to address issues
raised during EIS $COping. three options were considered with regard to mining in the area of the
Terror Creek Reservoir. These options would be to:
•

Mine only to a buffer zone that would be designed
sour,ce from any possible subsidence impacts.

•

Mine only the 0 seam beneath the reservoir.

•

Mine both the

to protect the dam, reservoir, and water

0 and B seams beneath the reservoir.

OptIon 1, leave an adequat. buffer zone to protKt the ,...",oIr. The first step under this option
would be ouUine the buffer area that involves the dam abutments, the reservoir. and the water source
area. The second step is to calaJlate the buffer distance around this area that could not be impacted
under this option, using conservative angles of draw.
•

Angles of draw are projected to range from 10 to 20 degrees in the Iron Point Coal Lease
Tract, with a projected average of 15 degrees. However, in establishing an adequate buffer
zone, conservative values greater than 15 degrees should perhaps be used. Table K-5,
Buffer Distance Dutward From Impacted Reservoir and Water Souroa Atea, indicates the
buffer distance outward from the limits of the impacted area for various angles of draw.

The buffer zone calculated around the outward limits of the dam and reservoir, using a 25 degree
angle of draw is the uttra-conservati value used at the mine permitting level in the similar geologic
environment at the West Elk Mine (oral communication, West Elk Mine personnel, 1999). No angle of
draw greater than 18 degrees has been measured at the West Elk Mine; therefore, 25 degrees should
be very adequate.
OptIon 2, Mine only the D sum beneath Terror Creek Reservoir. Under this option, maximum tilt
and horizontal strain values range from 0.5 percent (for d=2,OOO feet) and 0.3 percent (d=2,500 feet)
for tilt; 0.2 (d=2,500 feet) to 0.1 percent (d=2,500 feet) for horizontal tensile strain; -0.3 to -0.2 for
horizontal compressive strain. Cracks of as much as 1 inch may occur above mine boundaries in the
upper Ohio Creek sandstone of the Mesaverde Fonnation.
OptIon 3, Mine both .... D ...... and .... B sum beneath Terror Creek R. . .rvoIr. Maximum tilt
and horizontal strain under this option a.-e calaJlated to range from 1.2 percent (d=2,OOO feet) to 0.6

PapK-Z3
percent (d-2,500 feet) for tilt; 0.4 percent (d=2,OOO feet) to 0.2 percent (d=2,500 feet) for horizontal
tensile strain; -0.7 percent (d=2,OOO feet) to -0.4 percent (d=2,500 feet) for horizontal compressive
strain. Cracks as much as 2 inches wide may occur above the mine boundaries in the Ohio Creek
sandstone.

•

Under options 2 and 3, detailed studies and tests should be done in the reservoir site area

to determine how the maximum tilt and strain projected for the site would impact stability,
and also how seismic events up to about 4.0 on the Richter scale (based on measurements
made by Arabasz and others [1997] at IongwaII mining operations in Utah) would impact
stability. Modeling studies may also be nladed. The following suggestions may be useful
to the studies (there may be others):

1. Determine dam stability before mining and after mining the D and then the B seams.
Also determine the geologic and geotechnical characteristics of the material with which
the dam was constructed.
T"'K~

..... DktaulW Outw.-ct From ImpectId
RaurvoIr end w...1oun:e AI.-

....

~ofDr8w

..... o.t.1W

2,000 - 2,500

10

353 - 441

2,000 - 2,500

15

536-670

2,000 - 2,500

20

728-910

2,000 - 2,500

25

933 - 1,166

2,000 - 2,500

30

1,156 -1 ,433

Depth of eo.!
tJ-t)

,...)

tJ-t)

......."..theD_

....1IItve. the. _
,..... 275 .... vwttc.I ........... bet! len the top of
the. _
end the tap of the D _ )
.
2.275-2,m

10

404-489

2.275-2,m

15

610-744

2.275-2,n5

20

628 -1,010

2.275 - 2,n5

25

1,080 - 1,294

2.275 - 2,n5

30

1,314 - 1,602

2. Determill8 d.-n stability before mining,and after mining the D and then the B seams.
Also determine the geologic and geotechnical characteristics of the material with which
the dam was constructed.
3. Determi 18 reeervoIr stability before and ~ mining the D and then the B seams. Also
deWmi 18 the geological and geotechnical characteristics of the material on which the
dam is founded.
4. DeIIIrrniII8 the source of water: Is It from (a) near tNt base of the Wasatch Formation or
(b) the top of the Me.averde Fonnation (Ohio Creek sandstone). The author noted a
pennnbie cobbIeIgr1N8I zone near the b..e of the Waatch Formation in some areas
during gec*9c nwppiIlg of the.... Should this be the source of water, it would be

important to determine whether clays ocaJr beneath this zone, or if this zone rests on
top of the Ohio Creek sandstone.

9.0

•

Subsidence impacts would be greatest if the source of water ocaJrs in a graveUcobbJe zone
resting directly on top of the Ohio Creek sandstone, or if the source of water is at the top of
the Upper Ohio Creek sandstone. Subsidence impacts would be significantly less if a clay
layer (perhaps 10 to 20 feet thick) ocaJrs between the water source and the Ohio Creek
sandstone.

•

With detailed, site-specific knowledge of the reservoir site (including the dam, reservoir
foundation, and location of the water source) and proper orientation of the mining panels, it
may be possible to mine under Terror Creek Reservoir in the 0 seam, and perhaps even
the B seam, if the highly yieldable claystones 15 feet or more thick ocaJr beneath the dam,
reservoir, and water source. Of course, this would depend on the results of a detailed
geologic, geotec::hnical, and modeling evaluation of the general reservoir site and the site
response to local seismic activity on the order of 4.0 on the Richter scale.

STOPING (PIT SUBSIDENCE/CHIMNEY SUBSIDENCE)

In contrast to the downwarping (trough subsidence), sloping consists of successive collapse of the
as the roof rocks collapse and

mine roofs (Piggot and Eynon, 1978). The mine openings move upward
the caved material falls on the ftoor.

caving (sloping) geometry may take the form of a prism, a cylinder, an ellipsoid, a wedge, or a cone
(Dunrud, 1984, p 159-160). The maximum height on caving is function of the coal extraction thickness
and the bulking factor for the various caving geometries.
Based on the caving geometries and bulking factors observed by the author in the coal fi.;)lds of
Wyoming (Ounrud, 1980), the maximum height of chimi18Y subsidence in dry environments ranges
between 10 and 15 times the coal extraction thickness (10 to 15t). Using the worst-case conical caving
geometry and a bulking factor of 0.2 (20 percent), the maximum height of sloping failure would be:
1. 180 feet for the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract (15 x 12 feet).
2. 150 feet for the Iron Point Coal lease Tract (15 x 10 feet).
A minimum mining overburden limit on the order of 150 to 200 feet for the Elk Creek and Iron Point
Coal lease tracts, respectively, would reduce the c:hanc:e of chimney subsidence at the surface, unless
water
transported the caved material out of the cave area, or water softened the caved rocks
(such as claystones and shales) and produced a bulking factor less than 0.2 (20 percent).

now

10.0

GAS OUTBURSTS

Gas outbursts are the sudden, and sometimes violent, release of methane (or occasionally carbon
dioxide) together with broken coal fragments from mining faces. Outbursts commonly ocaJr where the
coal contains large amounts of gas under high pressure. The pressure may be caused by high
overburden stresses, where the overburden depth is more than 2,000 to 2,500 feet and/or where
igneous intrusive bodies, channel sandstones, or faults cause local elevated stress conditions
The outburst potential for the Elk Creek and Iron Point lease tracts, in the author's opinion, seems low
for most . . . In the two lease tracts below the 2,OOO-foot overburden depth limit.

•

The g.a outburst potIIntiaI probably is in the low to moderate category in the 2,000 to 2,500foot CMNburden depth range where the rocks are not faulted.
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•

The potential, however, may range from moderate to high where faults, igneous bodies,
and/or channel sandstones are present and where the overburden depth is greater than
2,000 feet.

•

The outburst potential may be high near the Iron Point intrusive body in the Iron Point Coal
Lease Tract above an overburden depth of 1,500 feet.

11.0
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SOCIOECONOMIC REPORT
Note: Figures associated with this appendix can be found in the EIS Figure Volume.

1.0

SOCIOECONOMICS

This report provides In overview of the socioeconomic ISpects of the existing conditions of the
..... , as well IS the impacts Issocilted with pending decisions on the proposed Iron Point Ind Elk
Creek Coal L.... Trects.
For purposes of the socioeconomic assessment, primlry, secondlry, Ind tertilry study lreas Ire
defined see Figure L-1. Socioeconomic Study Areas:

2.0

•

The primary study lrea is the geographic lrea thlt is Inticipated to be most directly
affected by the proposed project. The primary study lrea is defined to include III
communities within Deltl County. This is expected to be the primary lrea where
most mine rellted effects Ire experienced, based in Ilrge part on residence
Iocltions of mine-rellted employees.

•

The secondary study Irel is the geographic lrea expected to be indirectly Iffected
by the ~ed project. The larger secondary study lrea includes ell of Deltl Ind
Gunnison Counties. Gunnison County may also experience direct fiscil effects.
Other Gunnison County direct effects will be focused largely in the unincorporated
Ir. . of Somerset due to the geogrlphic locltion of the mines IWlY from other
Gunnison centers of population.

•

The tertiary study area covers the even Ilrger geographic area ~xpected to
expetience broader cumulative social effects due to the proposed project. Economic
and social changes in the tertilry lrea also provide I context for other non-mine
related changes occurring in the primary and secondary study lreas. For this
lnelyWS, the tertiary study ..... is defined to include the seven-county Centrll
Western Slope area of Deltl, Gunnison, Mesa, Montrose, Ouray, Pitkin, Ind Sen
Miguel. This broader study lrea will be denoted IS the Centrll Western Slope Ir. ..

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

This section discusses current Ind historic trends thlt influence study lrea populltion. The
evaluation of the Iffected populltion defines existing conditions. Information presented in this
sec!\on is used to
ess the effects of different mine development alternltives.

2.1

PopuIetIon end ~

Information on population for the study IrelS hiS been compiled from I vlriety of sources
beginning with the 1980 Ind 1990 U.S. Censuses. Updlted estimat __ ;lince 1990) were
obtained from the Stlte of Colorado Demography Section Ind U.S. Census Bureau.
As of 1998, approximately 28,800 residents live in Deltl County, the primary study Ir...
Population has increaMd by 3'" annually since 1990. This rete of growth is flster thin the rite
of growth occurring in the broader secondlry and tertiary study ...... IS well IS stltewide. A
. . . portion of primary study area poput.tion growth expel ienced since 1990 his occurred in the
City of Delta (35"').

,."., .......... ..., .Iet Sb.... "

£(5)

Socla.c~

"!PL·'

__

The City of Delta is the largest incorporated community in the primary study ar.. with 5,600
reaidents residing within the city limits, 21 % of all residents living in the primary study area. After
Delta, the next largest cities are Orchard City, Cedaredge, Paonia, Hotchkiss and Crawford,
respectively. Together, the incorporated communities within the primary study area account f or
nearty 50% of total Delta County population.

T..... 1.

~

.. ..

TNnda (1980-1998'

,

Gil !I!*-~owna:

CeUredge -

Cr.wford-

er.t.d Butte
Delta GunniIon
HotchIdaa -

M"-

Mount CNeted Butte

OrcNrdCity-

P.anie Pitkin

Subtot. Study AIM Cities
Delta County
Gunnieon County
Subtot. Delta + Gunnieon
Centr. W-.m Slope
State of Coloredo

1. 184
2ea
959
3.931
5.785
849
30
272
1.914
1.425
59
18.878
21 .225
101"
31.914
153.251
2.889.735

- Note:

Cities in prirNry aNdy . . ..

Source:

E.D.

HoY..

,

T........ II.....

1.380
221
878
3.854
4.83e
744
84
338
2.218
1.403
53
15.587
20.980
101273
31 .253
187.430
3.214•• 73

...

,

1.920
280
1.130
5.800
5. 195
915
85
385
2.805
1.785
205
20.285
28.819
121458
39.075
204.903
3.970.971

AnnueI "-

10-10

1.S"·1.9 ..
-0.9"
-0.7"
·2.2"
·1.3"
7.9"
2.1"
1.5"
-0.2"
. 1.1"
-0.7"
-0.1"
-0.4"
-0.2"
0 .9"
1.3"

c-..

10-11

•. 2"
3.0"
3.2"
5.5"
1.4"
2.8 "
3.8"
1.0"
3.0"
2.9"
18.• "
3.3"
3.0"
2 .• "
2.8"
2.8"
2 .• "

Compeny UIing infonMlion provided by U.S. C _ . . . . , .

The two-county secondary study . . . has a combined population of 39,075 .. of 1998. The
majority (or 68,..) of the population lives in Delta County. Secondary study . . . population has
increased at an average rate of 2.8% annually since 1990, with the grutest increase between
1993·1995.

According to data provided by Oxbow, West Elk, end Bowie mine operetors, as well as severance
tax data, an estimated 88·96% of Bowie, Oxbow (Sanborn) , and West Elk mine employees live in
Delta County.' Over 56-87% live in the PeoniaIHotchkiss .... Only a small proportion (4-12%)
live outside of Delta County. Most of these workers live in the Somerset aree, a small
unincorporated community just east of Paonia in Gunn:son County.

The , . , . in the ~ proportion of mine employees living in Delte Coun v stema from the
informetion reported by MCh information eource. Bowie reported thet 1.1 (or 88"-, of its 180 mine
empIoyeesliYe in Oette County. In contrast, West Elk reponed thet 274 (or 98"-' of its 285 mine
employees live in Oette County.

"". em... ....... _let ........,
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WI ..... Mine Work.,. live

COll....oIIy
Ced-.dge
Cr~ord

Den.
Hotchkiss

Bowie

Oxbow

9
13
20
31

16
21
14
34

W... Bk
11

132
37
274
11

6
41
33
29
9
138
22
278
16

285

294

3S
S9

Orcherd City

Peonie
Rest of Den. County

Tote! Den. County
GunrI'-' County Cincluding Somersetl
Other Counties
Tot.. AI Work. .

Source:

S9
9
141
.1
18
160

74
1S9
7

s.v...._T..

11

177

InformMion provided by W... Elk. Bowie. end Oxbow mines .. well . . stele severenc:e t . . records.
Sew___ t . . d.t. covers .. c:oeI mine employees living in Den•• Gu~ Counties.

Population changes in Delta County. as well as Gumison County and statewide. are primarily
driv.tn by migration trends. 2 During most of the 1980., Delta County lost population. Batween
1983 to 1989, net out-migration averaged 415 people per year. The year of greatest net outmigration occurred in 1987, when 1,120 more residents left than moved to Delta County.
Beginning in 1990. Delta County started to attract a net inflow of new residents. Over the last
eight years, an average of approximately 700 net new residents have moved into the study area
each year. Between 1993 to 1995, the period of greatest population growth, the number of net
new residents moving into Delta County occurred at an even higher level of 1,100 net new
residents per year.
As is further detailed in the discussion of employment, changes in Delta County population tend
to closely parallel changes in employment activity. Since 1980. the years of greateSt population
loss have occurred during peliods of declining employment in Delta County. See Figure l-2. Net
Migration Trends (1981-1998).
Between 1996 and 1997, approximately 2,320 new residents moved into Delta County.' Almost
304MI came from other Central Western Slope counties, 804MI of them from neighboring Mesa and
Montrose counties. Another 254M1 of new residents came from other counties in Colorado. Of the
454M1 of new residents moving into Delta County from outside Colorado, most 1574M1) came from
other western states
Approximately 1 ,970 residents left Delta County between 1996-1997. About 304MI moved to
other Central Western Slope counties; primarily to neighboring Mesa and Montrose counties.
Another 274M1 moved to other Colorado counties.
The Colorado Department of local Affairs forecasts that Delta County's population can be
expected to incr.... by another 16,000 residents over the next 20 + years. This equates to an
average growth rate of 2.24M1 annually, a rate of growth below what has occurred over the last
eight years. Population in the secondary study area is forecast to grow at a similar rate annually
12.14M1). (See FIgUre L-3. Population Forecast 11995-2020).)

,

OetHed population growth dete is only .wilable .t the county Ie ...
Information reflects the latat deta available from the Internal Revenue SeMc:. (IRS) which publishes
county-to-county migqtion flow deta baNd on annual , . . . . income tax returns.

2.2

Hou8ing

Current household size in the primary study area is 2.40 persons per household. Household size in
the primary study area has been declining. a result of smaller households moving into the primary
study area. See Figure l-4. Changes in Household Size (1990-1998).
Households in the two-county secondary study area are slightly smaller than primary study area
households. Secondary study area households average 2.38 persons per unit. Household size in
the second '{ study area has also been falling.
In 1997. :347 Single family homes were sold in Delta County. 176 fewer sales than in 1994. This
decline in sa es volume corresponds well with the slowing in net in-migration of new residents.
Average SCI
price of a single family home in Delta County varies by communit\'. from $68.900
to $101.800. Highest priced homes can be found in the Cedaredge and Paonia areas. However.
the reported average sales price in the Paonia area has declined from $139.900 in 1995 to
$89.800 in 1997. Reduced sales prices also coincide with slowing net in-migration of new
residents.

T..... 3.

Single FwnIy Home

s.... (1994-1997'
A--.. s-.. Price

. . . . F..tys....

11M 1115 1. . . 1117

CcNNIMIiIy

0.118 CCIUIIly:
C. . . . . ArM
Cr.wford ArM
Deft. ArM
Hotchkiss ArM
P.oniII ArM
County Tot_

118
21
251
54
79
523

148
96
15
16
196 206
S3
36
61
58
493 412

83
15
152
38
59
347

21
130
55
61
267

10
109
26
46
191

12
84
23
31
150

19
46
43
35
143

11M

1115

1. . .

'117

$76.501
$94.646 ; 98.690 $101 .800
$70.944 $64.233
71 .050 $68.880
$59.098 $65.873 $73.330 $83.820
$72.993 $90.889 $94.260 .87.640
.99.557 $139.883 $100. 170 .89.810
.71 .050 $89.310 .84.760 .88.910

~CCIUIIly:

Town of

C~

~ArM

EatRN.V..,
Odw Aur.I ArM
County Tot_

Source:

Butte

Deft. County Anll.Of

~

$251.776
$89.159
.181.395
.77.010
$118. 170

$338.000
$117.480
$308.270
.121 .308
$155.920

.274.906
.141.035
$284.338
$133.887
$172.240

.328.040
$114.786
$294.660
.123.420
$199.320

the GunniI«I County A.. II.Of·S Office.

In the larger secondary study area. 490 single family homes were sold in 1997. The number of
home sales declined (by 3(0) from 1994 to 1997. for similar reasons as in the primary study
area.
Single family homes in G!tInnison County are considerably more expensive than Delta County.
Average s.eles price of a home in Gunnison County ranges from $114.800 to $328.000. ;th
highest p(.fced homes reported in the resort community of Crested Butte. Rapid price escalation is
also occurring in the nearby East River Valley communities.

2.3

DernogrepNc CheracUriatica

An estimated 1'.7% of the residents living in the primary study area represent racial and ethnic
minorities• • bove the secondary study ..... (at 9.9%). but well below statewide levels (at
21.0%). Hispanic residents represent the largest minority/ethnic grouP. accounting for 10.5% of

February 2000
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the Delta County population . See Figure L-3. Ethnic Background of Study Area Populations
(1997) .
Almost 19% of residents new to the primary study area since 1990 are minorities. The fastestgrowing minority group is Hispanic, representing 16.9% of Delta County population growth
experienced since 1990. See Figure L-6, Change in Ethnic Background of Study Area Populations
(1990-1 99 7) .
Pr :n ary study area residents tend to be older than secondary study area residents . Almost 4 9% of
primary study area residents are age 45 and older, compared to 41 % in the secondary study area.
Rand McNally's Places Rated Retirement Guide rated Delta County in the t op one-third of
communities nationally for climate, housing, health care, personal safety , economics, and
recreation. ocally and regionally an in-migration of retirees is being experienced , particularly of
young ret irees (residents age 45 to 64).4
The primary study area population is aging . Over 69% of the population growth in the primary
study area comes from persons aged 45 and older. Seniors (65 +) account for 23% of all new
residents . Figure L-7, Population Age Characteristics (1997).
This trend is somewhat similar to secondary study area and statewide trends. Almost 60% of
population growth statewide and 65 % of growth in the secondary study area has consisted of
residents aged 45 and older. However, only 11 % of statewide growth has come from residents
age 65 and older. See Figure L-8, Changes in Population Age Characteristics (1990-1997)

2.4

Employment

Participation in the Delta Co nty labor force is well below participation rates in the larger
secondary study area and statewide. In 1997, only 50% of the population age 16 and older in
Delta County were employed or actively seeking employment. In the secondary study area, 60%
of residents age 16 and older were employed or seeking employment. The two-county secondary
study area's higher participation rate is due to the 78% rate being experienced in Gunnison
County reflecting a much higher percentage of working age adults living in that county. The
statewide labor force participation rate is 72% . See Figure L-9, Labor Force Participation Rate
(1997).
De ta County's low labor force participation rate appears to be related to its relatively high
proportion of retired residents. As mentioned earlier, 49% of Delta County's population is age 45
and older, and 23% is age 65 and older.
Historically, the unemployment rate in Delta County has averaged between 4 .7% and 6 .6%,
higher than the statewide rate . However, changes in Delta County's unemployment rate have
paralleled statewide labor trends, as has unemployment in the secondary study area. Sep. Figure L10, Unemployment Rate Trends. s

4

Based on a socioeconomic profile prepared by Region 10, the economic and community development
agency for Delta, Hinsdale, Gunnison , Montrose, Ouray, and San Miguel Counties .
Unemploy ment rates are often viewed as a useful indicator of local economic activity. However,
unempl::yment rates do not necessarily provide a complete reflection of local economic vitality . Rural
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As of April 1999, the unemployment rate in Delta County was 5 .9% , more than twice the
statewide rate of 2 .7 % . Local unemployment consistently runs about 1 Y, - 2 percentage points
above the statewide average.
Over the last 16 years, the job base in Delta County has been more affected by cyclical changes
in national and global economic condit ions than the entire state. Between 1984 and 1987, Delta
County lost over 1,900 jobs, one-third in agriculture and farm-related businesses. Since 1987,
almost 3,500 net new jobs have been created; 28% in the service sector.
However, the extent of cyclical variation in Delta County is less severe than for the larger
secondary study area . Gunnison County appears to experience more higher peaks and lower
valleys in employment trends over time. See Figure L-11, Total Employment Trends (Part- and
Full-Time Employees).
Delta County population migration trends appear to closely parallel employment growth trends .
For example, years of greatest net out-migration coincide w ith years of significant job losses,
illustrating that when Delta County loses jobs, local population growth tends to slow or decline.
See Figure L-12, Delta County mployment Growth and Population Migration Trends .
As noted above, while employment growth can influeF"\ce population, the reverse situation where
population growth influences employment opportunity can also occur. Communities offering high
quality of life may draw in-migrants who then support local retail and service businesses. Some
in-migrants may bring independent wealth and existing business or start a business, further
boosting the local economy.
In 1996, approximately 11 ,370 workers were employed in Delta County (including self-employed) .
Employment has increased by almost 27% since 1980. Fastest-growing industries include
services (+ 98%) , wholesale trade (+ 78%) , and construction (+ 62%). The only industries
reporting a decrease in employment are agriculture and farm (-20%), finance, insurance, and real
estate (-23%1. and mining industries (-65%).8
As of 1996, self-employment is estimated to represent the largest single job sector in Delta
County. The number of non-farm self-employed workers increased by 21 % between 1980 and
1996 in Delta County. Over 30% of all workers are self-employed (non-farm), a greater proportion
than in the secondary study area or even statewide.7
Over the last 17 years the coal mining industry in Delta County, as well as in the secondary study
area and statewide, has gone through a period of economic restructuring . In 1981, nine active

communities that are particularly attractive for quality of life reasons may experience levels of
unemployment that exceed statewide averages.
U S Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) employment figures for the mining industry are lower than
employment levels reported by BoWie, Oxbow and West Elk mines, as well as levels reported through
the state's severance tax program. However, BEA's employment data (with the inclusion of selfemployed workers ) presents the most comprehensive account of total employment .
During E.D. Hovee & Company's survey of area service providers, it was noted that U.S. West now
provides three phones in most new houses due to a growing number of home occupation/home office
customers. Furthermore, Delta Telecommunications reported that the number of business lines
increased by 33% versus only 17% for residential lines . This trend is supportive of a shift t oward small
cottage, telecommuting, and other related self-employment related activit ies .
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coal mines produced almost 3 .0 million tons of coal in the secondary study area (covering Delta
and Gunnison Counties), representing 15% of total production statewide. By 1986, only three
active mines remained producing 1.3 million tons of coal, representing only 8% of statewide
production.
Table 4.

Employment Trends by Sector

EmP!Olment Sector
Agriculture & Farm"
Mining"
Construction
Manufacturing
TCPU
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
FIRE
Services
Govemment
Total Employment""
Self Employment
Farm
Nonf arm
Notes:

"

Delta County
1996
1980-96
1, 616
· 20.0%
123
·65 .4%
912
+ 61 .7%
591
+38 . 1%
365
+ 3 . 1%
391
+77.7%
2,036
+44 .6%
687
-22.7%
2,774
+984%
1,872
+40.2%
11 ,367
+ 26.7%
843
3, 4 26

-6 .3%
+21 .3%

Delta + Gunnison
Study Area
1996
1980-96
1,950
·18.8%
631
-41.5%
1,7'; 7
+64.8%
+43.5%
868
627
+32.6%
493
+69.4%
+64.4%
4.494
1.463
·8.7%
5,538
+ 102.3%
3,306
+42.7%
21,127
+38.0%
983
5,703

Colorado
1980-96
1996
68, 108
+ 16.0%
24,798
·42 .8%
163,956
+60.0%
211 ,252
+ 13.9%
136,083
+60.8%
108,661
+ 35 .4%
452,080
+ 64.5%
202,364
+26.3%
810,435
+ 118.6%
354,377
+20.7%
2,532, 114
+ 53 .1 %
24, 274
475,081

· 6.7%
+37 .7%

-9 .5%
+82 .6%

Also includes wage and salary farm employment not otherwise included within the agricultural sector.
Agriculture and mining employment was not disclosed in 1996 for Delta County. Mining employment was
est imated using 1997 covered employment data from the State of Colorado. Agricultural employment is
estimated as the difference between total non-disclosed employment and estimated mining employment.
Self-employed wor" ","s are included within each employment sector.

Source:

E.D. Hovee & Company using Bureau of Economic Analysis informatio

o.

The decline in coal production reportedly resulted from the elimination of federal energy tax
credits and coal incentives and the related closure of US Steel's Somerset mine in 1985. 8
Between 1981-86, Delta County went from producing two-thirds of the secondary study area's
coal to producing just over one-fourth.
Since 1986, the coal mining industry in the secondary study area has rebounded. However, the
primary production of coal has shifted towards Gunnison County. For example, in 1997, 8 . 1
million tons of coal were produced, but only 804,000 tons came from Delta County mines. Also,
the secondary study area is now producing almost 30% of the state's coal. See Figure l-13, Coal
Production Trends (OOOs short tons).
The mines that survived the downturn of the mid-1980s have become more efficient and capitalintensive. While total coal prO<Juction was declining between 1980 and 1986, production per
worker steadily increased, primarily due to the closing of less efficient mines.
The amount of coal produced per worker increased dramatically over the last 17 years . In 1980, a
tot al of 2,300 tons of coal was being produced per mine worker; by 1990, this had increased
more than two-fold to almost 4,800 tons per worker. With t he introduction of long wall
technology, output per worker has increased even more substantially to 12,800 tons per worker .

•

Western Slope Environmental Resource Council, The Western Slope Environmentlll Report, April 1999 .
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Added productivity has made it possible for existing mines to produce the same output with fewer
employees. With longwall technology, the converse effect also is noted ; more output often can
be secured without the need for a corresponding increase in employment.
Longwall technology also has allowed the coal mines to recover a greater proportion of ava ilable
coal. See Figure L-14. Coal Mining Productivity Trends.
The distribution of coal sales will vary over time depending on domestic and global market
conditions . The geographic market for Colorado coal also is affected by transportation costs, with
customers in nearby states typically representing major components of demand .
As of 1997, over 94% of the coal produced in Colorado was sold to domestic consumers in the
United States (i.e. utilities, industrial plants, and households). About 45% of coal is sold in-state.
Of the coal shipped out-of-state from Colorado mines, 12% is sold to consumers in Tennessee,
8% to Texas, 8% to Utah and 20% to other states. Less than 6% is exported, most of which is
shipped to Mexico. See Figure L-15, Distribution of Colorado Coal Sales (1997).
In recent years, the price received from coal produced in Colorado has been on the decline,
decreasing by an average of 2.4% per year. In 1993, Colorado coal mines received, on average,
$20.35 per ton . By 1997, the average price of coal per ton was only $18.46. Reduced market
pricing has placed greater competitive pressure on mine operators to focus on productivity
improvements, including longwall technology . See Figure L-26, Average Mine Price of Colorado
Coal.
In summary, both Delta and Gunnison Counties have experienced substantial employment growth
in recent years from 1980-1996. This overall employment growth has occurred even as miningrelated employment has declined, leading to a more diverse economy in both the primary and
secondary study areas. While mine employment has declined, mines have restructured to achieve
substantially greater productivity in a more competitive domestic and global market.
2.5

Income

In 1996, personal income per capita in Delta County averaged $16,400 (after adjusting for
inflation). 4% below the $17,000 per person living in the secondary study area and 36% below
$25,700 average experienced statewide.9 Primary area personal income growth per capita has
lagged behind per capita income growth in the secondary study area and the state as a whole.
Between 1980 and 1996, personal income per capita in Delta County increased by only 19%,
compared to 24% in the secondary study area and 33% statewide. See Figure L-17, Total
Personal Income Per Capita (Inflation Adjusted).
In 1996, 43% of personal income in Delta County was derived from earned income sources
(wages and salary, proprietor's income, and other labor income). down from 52% in 1980. As of
1996, residents in Delta County earn less in wages, salary and proprietor's income than from
transfer payments (e.g., retirement, unemployment insurance, government payments) and
investment income. Only 32% of personal income is from wage and salary sources, down from
36% in 1980.

9

Personal income is the amount of income an individual receives annually before taxes . It includes
wages, salaries, proprietors' land other labor income; investment income ; and transfer payments.
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The total amount of transfer payment income received by Delta County residents doubled (after
adjusting for inflation) between 1980 and 1996. Because the amount of income an individual (or
household) receives from transfer payments tends to be less than could be earned from labor, the
rapid growth in transfer payment ;l1come compared to earned income has tended to dampen the
level of income growth experienced in Delta County compared to the larger secondary study area
and entire state . See Figure L- 18, Sources of Personal Income.
Earned income in the secondary study area and statewide also accounts for a declining share of
personal income . However, earned income still represents the majority (54%) of total personal
income in the secondary study area and 70% of total personal income statewide .
In 1996, average wage per worker in Delta County was only $ 1 5 ,700 compared to $ 17 ,100 in
the entire secondary study area and $28,400 statewide. Highest-paid wages were in the mining
sector where the average Delta County worker earned $47 ,600 , more than three times the county
wage average for all sectors and $ 1 8,400 above the next highest paying sector.
Most rapidly increasing wage levels in Delta County are in finance, insurance and real estate
( + 57 .8%) and government (+ 14.9%); a trend also being experienced in the secondary study
area and statewide . However, average wage for finance, insurance and real estate workers is only
$ 1 1 ,100, second lowest paying sector in Delta County.

Average Wage per Worker by Sector (inflation adjusted)

Table 5.

Employ:ment Sector
Agriculture & Farm "
Mining"
Construction
Manufacturing
TCPU
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
FIRE
Services
Government
All Sectors"
Self Employment (Nonfarmt
Notes:

"

Delta County
1980-96
1996
$6, 100
+ 1.5%
$47,600
-15.4%
$19.400
-23. 1%
$17,600
-13.0%
$29,200
-7 .3%
$18,800
-6 .2%
$12,000
-20. 1%
$11 , 100
+ 57 .8%
$13,600
-8 .7%
$24,700
+ 14.9%
$ I 5,700
-4 .9%
$10,800
-19.6%

Delta + Gunnison
Study Area
1996
1980-96
$5,500
-19.6%
$53,300
+6.4%
$22, 100
-1 1.5%
$17,000
-15.2%
$26, 100
-15.7%
$ I 9 ,500
-13.8%
$12,000
- 15.2%
$14,300
+71.4 %
$14,200
-2 .5%
$25.400
+9 .8%
$17.100
-5 .2%
$11 ,800
-11.8%

Color.so

1996
$ I 6,300
$52.500
$31.600
$40.900
$50,700
$39.400
$15,600
$27 ,600
$25 ,500
$31 ,300
$28,400
$17,800

1980-96
+ 36 .5%
-4.8%
-7 .3%
+11.1%
+ 19.8%
+6 .6%
-8 .4%
+60.8%
+ 16.3%
+22 .7%
+9 . 1%
-2 .8%

Also includes wage and salary farm income not otherwise included within the agricultural sector.
Agriculture and mining income were not disclosed in 1996 for Delta County. Mining income was estimated
using 1997 covered employment data from the State of Colorado. Agricultural income is estimated as the
difference between total non-disclosed income and estimated mining income.
Self-employment income is included with in each employment sector.

Source :

Bureau of Economic Analysis .

Delta County is attracting a net inflow of new residents. Between 1996- 1997, a net 350 new
residents moved into Delta County . 10 New residents moving into Delta County have higher
incomes than those moving out , Median income of new residents averages $'8,500 compared to
an average median income of $ 1 4 ,500 for residents leaving the county.

10

Info rmation reflects the latest data available f rom the Internal Revenue Service (IRSt, w hich pub li shes
c o unt y-to -c ounty m igration flow data based on an nual federal income tax returns .
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Community and Public Services

As part of the EIS process, area community and public service providers have been contacted to
ascertain information regarding current services provided together with possible public service
effects due to prospective changes in mining activities in the Bowie and Somerset areas of Delta
and Gunnison Counties. This assessment of possible impacts on community and public services
focuses on the primary study area in Delta County, where the bulk of mine employees currently
resides.
Representatives of the following community and public service providers were contacted:
•

County and municipal governance

•

Education

•

Ambulance services

•

Fire services

•
•

Law enforcement
Water supply, wastewater treatment and solid waste

•

Hospital and medical services

•

Electrical utilities

•

Social services

•

Roads

2.8.1 County Met M...... Govel'lWlCe
The primary study area consists of six incorporated communities, with the rural unincorporated
portion of Delta County under the auspices of county gonmment. The Bowie and Oxbow mines
are situated in unincorporated Defta County, though a por..~n of Oxbow operations extend into
unincorporated Gunnison County.
Delta County is governed by a three-person elected board of commissioners. Administrative
functions are overseen by a non-elected county administrator. Each of the incorporated
communities is governed by an elected mayor and city council, except for the City of Delta which
has a council-manager form of government.
Gunnison County comprises five incorporated jurisdictions, none of which is closer than 34 miles
(Town of Marble) to the Bowie or Oxbow mines. The unincorporated area (including the
community of Somerset) is governed by the three-person elected Gunnison County Board of
Commissioners.
Delta County's master plan divides the county into seven areas based on watersheds and the
communities within each respective watershed. A committee in each planning area is charged
with reviewing applications, identifying issues, and establishing standards and regulations."

11

According to county officials, the fundamental mission of Delta County planning is to protect area
resources. Water is considered a particularly important resource, so regulating subdivisions and mobile
home parks are particular focuses for the committees.
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Delta County has few provisions for planning, land use or local review of construction projects
and development. For example, no building permits are required for the county's unincorporated
area.
Only two of t he incorporated communities within the primary study area of Delta County (Paonia
and Delta) have an adopted zoning ordinance. Responsibility for land use planning resides in an
appointed planning commission which serves in an advisory capacity to the elected city counc il.
Gunnison County does not have an adopted zoning ordinance covering unincorporated portions of
the county . However, the unincorporated areas are governed by a land use resolution. The
resolution allows only single family residential. All other uses are reviewed by the Planning
Commission on a case-by-case basis. Recommendations are sent to the County Commissioners
for a final approval. The unincorporated community of Somerset also is governed by this
resolution. Much of the surrounding area is under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Forest Service and
Bureau of Land Management.
2 .6.2 Education
Public education service providers in the primary study area include the Delta County Joint School
District, the Gunnison Watershed School District and the Delta-Montrose Area Vocational
Technical Center. Most and perhaps all children of current mine employees attend Delta County
Joint School District schools.
Children in the Somerset area of Gunnison County are served by the Delta County Joint School
District. Other than those in the Somerset area, students in Gunnison County most likely would
not be impacted by an increase in population or enrollment due to mining operations because the
next nearest Gunnison County populated community is approximately 100 miles away.
Table 6 .

Delta County Joint School District Facilities and Capacities

School
Cedaredge Elementary School (K-41
Cedllredge Middle School 15-81
Cedllredge High School
Gamet Mesa Elementary School (K· 21
Lincoln Elementary School (3-41
Delta Middle School (5-61
Delta Middle School /7-81
Delta High School
Crawford Elementary (K-81
Hotchkiss Elementary School (K-41
Hotchkiss Middle School (5-81
Hotchkiss High School
Paonia Elementary School (K-41
Paonia Middle School (5-81
Paonia High School
Totals All Schools
Source:

Current

Fecility

Enrollment

Capacity
500
400
350-400
500
450
450
600
750
200
300-350
350
450
350
300-350
450
6.400-6,550

417
233
283
499
339

340
335
672
150
228
147
310
297
175
240
4 ,665

E.D. Hovee & Company, based on contacts with Delta County Joint School District, June 1999.

The Delta County Joint School District serves nearly 4,700 households in Delta County and
portions of Montrose, Gunnison and Mesa Counties with 14 schools and a vocational technology
school. The district is the county's largest employer with 600 full-time and 50-100 part-time
employees.
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Enrollment has not increased in the past three years . Overall, the 14 schools in the district are
operating at 71 %-73 % of the indicated 6,400-6,500 + fac ility capacity . One school (Garnet Mesa
Elementary) is at full capacity , and another school (Hotchkiss Middle School) is operating at less
than 50% of indicated enrollment capacity .
Based on contacts w ith school district personnel , facilities in the Delta County Joint School
District are reported to be in generally good condition. However, according to a district
representative , Delta School District middle schools need replacing and transportation needs
upgrading .
The district's combined operating and capital budget totals $25 million as of 1999. Budget
resources are directly tied to the number of students receiving services . Thirty percent of district
revenue is generated from local taxes, while the district receives 62% ($15 .3 million) from the
state equalization fund. Federal programs provide 1.5% of the district 's total budget . Four-fifths
of district operating expenses are attributed to personnel.
Area schools also provide services of importance to coal mines operating in Delta and Gunnison
Counties. The Delta-Montrose Area Vocational Technical Center, five miles south of Delta,
provides training for emergency medical technicians (EMTs), paramedics, mine workers and OSHA
certification. This vocational program, which includes six Region 10 Colorado counties, employs a
full-time program coordinator and a half -time administrative employee. Forty contracted outreach
instructors specialize in the various fields of study; 85% of the instruction is outreach, taught on
the client's site. In addition to the center located in Delta, there is a mine training facility located
in Paonia.

2.6.3 Ambulance Service.
Delta ounty ambulance service is divided between the North Fork Ambulance Service (serving
Paonia, Hotchkiss and Crawford) and the Delta County Ambulance Service (serving Cedaredge,
Orchard City and Delta). These ambulance services provide basic life support, emergency care and
transport. The Delta County Ambulance Service also provides advanced life support and
cooperates with the North Fork Ambulance service as needed.
The Delta County Ambulance Service recently formed an ambulance district and plans to contract
for services from Delta's County Hospital. While each community has its own paid staff, most
EMTs are volunteers . The combined district encompasses 330 square miles with a population of
approximately 14,600, 55% residing outside an incorporated city . Two ambulances are kept in
Cedaredge at the town hall, while three are located in Delta -i»ne at the hospital and two at the
firehouse .
Since the Delta County Ambulance Service has transitioned to a combined ambulance district, it
can receive t ax revenue. Its annual $850,000 budget is primarily fee-based , with 70%
(approximately $600,000) coming from fees and 30% from taxes. A small amount ($50,000) of
revenue comes from car registrations. The service has set aside $115 ,000 for capital
improvement s. Present budget priorities include salarie. . increased staff, and vehicle replacement .
The service plans t o build t wo stations with living quarters.
The North Fork Ambulance Service is a volunteer service with a part-time secretary ; about 50 %
of its revenue is derived f rom grants . Operations budget for the North Fork service is $158 ,000
annually and the service has $142,000 set aside for capital expenditures. Budget priorities include
education, retention and maintaining community involvement.
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The North !=ork service is membership-based with approximately 6,800 members in an area of
about 1,000 square miles, including the unincorporated community of Somerset in Gunnison
County. No charge is made for ambulance calls other than the membership fee. Non-members are
billed on a fee-for-service basis .
Two ambulances are stationed in Paonia, one in Hotchkiss and one in Crawford . The North Fork
service needs an updated mapping system and better communications for dispatching. Because of
increases in retired residents and homebuilding in more remote areas , current mapping has
become outdat ed.
To date, little direct impact to ambulance service reportedly has been experienced due to mine
operations and associated unit train traffic. According to a published report, unit coal trains are
typically 100 cars long, although few cases of trains causing serious delays to emergency medical
services have been documented .'2 Generally, delays tend to last two to five minutes; however,
not all t rain crossings are blocked at the same time. Emergency vehicles typically can access
unblocked crossings and go around the trains .
To help minimize any serious delays due to possible train blockages, communities in the Delta
County Ambulance Distri ct alternate the side of the rail line on which the ambulance is parked.
However, both ambulance services recognize the potential for greater incidence of delay with
mine expansion, especially as rail traffic through the communities increases.
A substantial share of ambulance calls require advanced life support (ALS) EMTs on the
ambulance because of the large number of retirees residing in Delta County. Additional ALStrained EMTs are needed throughout Delta County . 13 The Center's EMT programs have a budget
of $100,000. Resources come from the Delta County Joint School District, the state, student
tuition, Pell grants and lab fees . More funding is needed for more advanced cardiac monitors,
computer training programs and an ambulance for training .
Area ambulance services do not derive direct revenue from the three operating North Fork mines .
The mines are not members of the North Fork Ambulance Service, so a fee for service is charged
if the North Fork ambulance responds to calls at the mines. North Fork Ambulance Service would
like to see the mines buy membershi~s for its miners.
The Delta County Ambulance Service also has no arrangement with the mines for service, but is
interested in arranging coordinated coverage or a contract with the mines for service. Mines
usually have on-site first aid staff or EMT personnel and ambulances. Mining companies often use
the Delta-Montrose A rea Vocational Technical Center to train their own EMT staff, as well as to
train mine workers . For example, the vocational school works closely with the Mountain Coal
Company .

12

·Coal Mining in the North Fork, • Deltll County Independent web site.

'3

Based on telephone contact with the Technical Center's program director .
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2.6.4 Fire Protection
Each Delta County incorporated jurisdiction and much of the unincorporated county is part of a
fire district . Five f ire districts serve the primary study area and the Somerset portion of Gunnison
County.
Delta Fire District 1, located in Delta, has a 22-member volunteer fire department with a service
area of 110 square miles. District boundaries stretch to the Mesa County line, the Gunnison
Bridge, and the Montrose County line.
The actual service area is approximately double the size of the taxing district. The department
serves 12,000-13,000 people. An annexation has been proposed to include the outlying area
within District 1's boundaries, although the population is currently al eady being served by the
district.
Fire District 1's current operations budget is $11 7,600 annually, with a capital budget of
$177 ,000. The fire station is 10 years old, and equipment generally is in good condition . The
district has prioritized equipment upgrades as its main current and future needs.
Paonia Fire District 2 (closest to the North Fork mines) provides fire and rescue services to a
population of approximately 5,000 in a 30,5OO-acre (48 square mile) area. Fire District 2's 24
member volunteer department houses its equipment at t he Paonia fire station.
Equipment consists of two rescue and quick response trucks, three pumpers, one brush truck,
two large tankers and one foam machine. Fire District 2 rates its equipment as in good shape,
b t older and in need of upgrades. District representatives foresee a need for a new station and
new equipment. District 2's current operations budget is $36,000, with a capital budget of
$40,000. Revenues are generated through fundraising ($10,000-12,000 per year) and a property
tax mill levy . Recent voter approval to double the mill levy indicates the community's commitment
to and awareness of the services provided as needed.
Fire District 3 covers Cedaredge, Orchard City and Austin . A new 9,000 square foot two-story
firehouse and six trucks are located in Cedaredge, and a separate substation and two trucks are
located in Orchard City. One truck is housed at Grand Mesa from June through October.
Fire District 3 covers an area of approximately 300 square miles. Each community within the
district has its own volunteer fire department with 24 volunteers and three to four cadets in
Cedaredge, while Orchard City provides another 25 volunteers and five cadets .
Total annual budget for Fire District 3 is nearly $142,000 with a capital budget of $66,350. The
district reportedly needs a firehouse in Orchard City and replacements for outdated equipment.
Revenue is generated from property taxes and a mill levy.
Fire District 4 in Hotchkiss operates with 26 volunteers . The fire station occupies a small building
with narrow doors housing four trucks and a rescu e truck. The ambulance distri ct stored the fire
trucks until recently. The fire station also has a small meeting room .
The district also operates a separate substation at Redlands Mesa which houses two trucks w ith
eight firefighters in the neighborhood . This district's population consists largely of ranchers, fru it
farmers and miners. Most incidents involve sagebrush , oak brush and grazing land f ires .
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Most Hotchkiss fire department equipment is reportedly in excellent condition . Equipment includes
a Class A pumper, a 3,000 gallon tanker, a 1,000 gallon tanker with a pump, and a 1959 Chevy
rescue truck. Redlands also has a Class A 500 gallon pumper.
The department's current operations budget is $48,000 annually with a separate $30,000 capital
budget. The district's main source of revenue are property taxes , donations and insurance
companies. Budget priorities are to introduce compensation for firefighters and to maintain and
purchase equipment. Current priorities are to purchase pagers and additional air packs and to
update some trucks.
Fire District 5, the Crawford fire department, handles mostly rural farmland with 15 volunteer
firefighters. Its major station houses two class A pumpers, a quick response truck, a 2 Y2 ton
forest truck and a 3,000 gallon truck. Current operations budget is $26,000. The department
plans to develop a separate substation and purchase a new truck.
In the Paonia area, train raffic generally has not created undue delays for emergency fire vehicles.
Over the past sev en e r . one Paonia district incident has been attributed to a train blocking a
crossing . (A hous
un eO I ' wn as fire trucks waited for a train to pass.)
With reference to pos::.i" future effects of expansion involving twice as many potential train trips
per day, concern is expressed that emergency vehicles could be delayed in the future. Of 36 rail
crossings, seven are situated in Hotchkiss. All of these crossings can be blocked simultaneously
with a delay of up to seven minutes.

2.6.5 Law Enforcement
A combination of county sheriff and city police departments provide law enforcement services in
the primary and secondary study areas. A number of the smaller incorporated cities do not have
their own police force, and so rely on the county for sheriff service.
The Delta County Sheriff's Department has 55 full-time, four part-time employees, and 20 search
and rescue staff t o serve a countywide population of 28,000. Delta County Sheriff staffing has
increased over the last two years . Its jail, a stand-alone facility with a capacity of 57, is reported
to be in excellent condition. The department's annual total budget is f'. 1, 165,000.
The Gunnison Sheriff's Department has 23 full-time employees and 12 reservists serving 3 ,200
square miles with a popula·ion of 18,000. The Gunnison Courthouse detention center's 14-bed
capacity is often 50%- 100% over capacity and is considered to be obsolete. The Gunnison
County department's annual budget is $785 ,300 with a capital budget of $456,000.
For both law enforcement departments, personnel needs are the first priority for added budget
resources. Secondary needs include improved maintenance, training and transportation.
The police forces of the towns of Paonia, Hotchkiss, Cedaredge and Delta work cooperatively
with the Delta County Sheriff 's Department, while the communities of Crawford and Orchard City
rely completely on the Sheriff's Department because they do not have police departments of their
own. 14 The City of Delta has 18 full -time employees as t he largest city police force in the primary
study area.

'4

Delta County Sheriff 's Department provides police servicas at no charge .
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Paonia's Police Department, located in a small portion of the town hall, operates with four officers
and one part-time employee. The department has five police vehicles between four and six years
old, each equipped with radar and video . The department is int erested in adding another full-time
employee and updating equipment.
Cedaredge employs three fUll-time law enforcement officers serving approximately 10,000 people,
a large year-round tourist population, people with second homes, long-time residents and
newcomers, many of them retired. The Cedaredge Police Department has four well-equipped
patrol cars in excellent condition with a computer system tied to other departments.
The Cedaredge department's $200,000 annual budget is derived from sales and property taxes.
The department has two budget priorities: to increase revenues in order to improve its pay scale
and to hire an experienced sergeant. A need to replace patrol cars with four-wheel drive vehicles
is also reported .
The Hotchkiss Police Department employs three full-time officers to serve 850 residents within
the one square mile city limits. Hotchkiss police assist county and state patrol officers as needed .
All the city police departments contacted for this assessment express concern over the effects of
coal trains moving slowly through their respective communities . For example, trains can split
Hotchkiss down the middle, blocking most of the town. If train traffic doubled to ten trips per
day, the community would be more impacted because intersections are typically blocked for five
to seven minutes each time

2.6.6 Water Supply. Wastewater Treatment and Solid Waste
Municipal water service is provided for each of the incorporated cities in the primary study area of
Delta County. Municipal sewage and wastewater treatment is provided in all of the incorporated
communities except Orchard City.
In rural areas, with the exception of portions of the Paonia and Cedaredge rural areas, residents
rely on private domestic or community water systems. Permits for Delta County wells on 35 acres
or more are granted outright. Wells on parcels smaller than 35 acres need a well permit, granted
by the state of Colorado. In unincorporated Delta County, individual septic permits are issued by
the county and the local health department. Septic systems need proper leach fields .
Delta County has an EPA-approved landfill in the Tongue Creek area, with a transfer station in the
North Fork area. The county also has a voluntary recycling program and has established a task
force to deal with issue!! concerning septic, compost, and agricultural water uses.
Solid waste service is available through private contractors in all communities. Some communities
require residents to sign up for garbage service while other communities do not.
The City of Paonia provides water, sewer, and solid waste pick-up to city residents as well as
water and sewer service to an estimated 1,000 customers situated outside the city limits. Three
persons are employed by Paonia's Public Works Department. The city's water fund is $305,700
and the sanitation fund is $523,550, with revenue generated from metered water fees, new
water taps and sales tax. Funding also is received from a severance tax for miners who live in the
area and from energy impact funding.
Paonia 's public works priority is to build a new sewage treatment plant to come into compliance
w ith Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations. The city's sewage treatment plant , built
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in 1965, is at or over capacity , and experiences extremely high ammonia discharge levels . A new
water/sewage treatment plant is being planned for 57 acres below town with a lagoon and land
application to correct the ammonia discharge problem . Estimated cost is $4 million.
The city is also studying additional wat er storage capacity. Current storage consists of a two
million gallon tank, a one million gallon reservoir, and a second reservoir with a 500,000 gallon
capacity, for total storage capacity of 3 .5 million gallons.
Crawford provides water and sewer for approximately 200 households. Water usage is now at
90% capacity . Crawford's lagoon is at 25% of capacity according to EPA standards, and the
town is planning more water lines. The town is planning an expansion of the sewer ponds. In
Crawford, residents arrange for their own garbage service, available through several companies.
Hotchkiss provides water and sewer with an annual public works budget of $1 91 ,500 and a
capital budget of $174,700. The town contracts with BFI as a private operator for garbage pickup, which town residents are required to ha,v e. Those who have town water/sewer service but
who live outside the town limits, may sign up for garbage service, but are not required to do so .
The City of Delta provides sewer and water service to city residents as well as to areas beyond
the city limits which are part of a city annexation program. All Delta residents have city sewer
service, with the exception of a few isolated areas which have individual septic systems. Delta's
sewage treatment plant is approximately 15 years old and operates weU below available capacity.
City of Delta residents are required to subscribe to City of Delta garbage pick-up. Residents of
newly-annexed areas may use the City's service or contract with a private hauler.
Delta buys water from the Project 7 water supply in Montrose. Project 7 provides domestic water,
regional treatment and transportation (pipes) to communities purchasing water from this
company.
Project 7 treatment plant capacity is questionable. The plant was not built to meet new
regulations and Project 7 plans to expand the water treatment plant and to add storage. The
company is asking customers to create their own localized water reserves .
Orchard City encompasses 11 square miles with a population of 2,300. The city provides
domestic treated water but no sewer or septic service. Orchard City's water budget is
$1 ,035 ,500. Spring and reservoir water is provided to residents and reportedly is plentiful. Each
city household is allowed 30,000 gallons per month with households outside the city limits
allowed 7,000 gallons per month. A new building for water filtration is under construction at an
estimated cost of more than $750,000.
Cedaredge serves a population of 2,000 in town and a portion of the outlying rural area. The
t hree cells of its 25-year old treatment plant have been modernized. Formerly subject to a cease
and desist order, Cedaredge's updated water treatment plant is one of three national finalists for a
national EPA award for Most Improved Small System Wastewater Treatment . The plant is near
capacity, so the city is considering further enlargement/ updating or the construction of a new
plant at a different location. Cedaredge utility revenue comes from sales tax together with water
and sewer utility bills.
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2.6 .7 Hospital and Medical Services
Delta Hospital, in Delta, operat es as a full-service, general acute care hospital w ith 49 beds, home
health care, a staff of 28 doctors, and 198 full-time and 89 part-time employees . The hospital'
primary service area comprises Delta County together with the communities of Olatha in Montrose
County and Somerset in Gunnison County .
Delta Hospital's $14 million annual operations and $2 .5-$ 3 .0 mill n capital budgets come from
patient billings and a mill levy through a local taxing district. 010 . tizens t end to use hospitals
more intensively so the rising number of retirees living in the area affect s Delta Hospital. Most
patient care is funded by Medicare/Medicaid, requiring deep hospital discounts. An estimated
80% of Delta Hospital's patients are on Medicare, with private pay patients including insured
patients making up the Medicare gap.
Few patients have company health insurance. Just 8% of Delt a Hospital patients have businessprovided insurance. Remaining patient costs are paid by the patient o ~ by Medicare/Medicaid.
Train traffic represents a concern although EMT service has not been seriously affected because
flexible dispatching has been able to work successfully around blockages .'5

2.6.8 Electrical Utilities
Denver's Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association, Inc. generates and sells power to 32
member cooperatives throughout Colorado, Wyoming and Nebraska. These include DeltaMontrose Electric Association (DMEA) and Gunnison Electric serving the primary and secondary
study areas.
The DMEA serves approximately 25,700 customer accounts in Delta and portions of Montrose
and Gunnison counties. As a cooperative, DMEA operates as a non-profit and returns excess
revenue t o its consumer-owners.
DMEA's service area includes east Montrose County, western Gunnison County, a d all of Delta
County. The utility is a non-profit membership cooperative whose members are the residential,
commercial, and industrial users within the area's population base of nearly 28,000. Residential
customers account for 44% of users, while 28% are small commercial users and 27% are large
commercial or industrial customers. The association is expanding by about 1,000 meters annually.
DMEA employs 34 persons and contracts with another 108 businesses. Its $25 million operations
budget covers purchase and distribution of electric power. Operations expansion is at cost to the
customers and the utility's capital budget totals $6 million.
North Fork area mines are members of DMEA. Electrical improvements ma
paid for up-front by the mines before capital improvements are made.

at n ining sites are

To accommodate operating mines , the co-op has made several changes over the years, such as
upgrading the Waunita sub-station, located near. Delivery points and land taps were added .

'5

Based on interview w ith hospital administrator.
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2.6.9 Social Service.
Delta County Social Services provides public assistance to low-income families and the elderly. A
total of twelve programs including food stamps, low energy assistance, pension assistance, child
support enforcement, and child welfare are administered by the agency's staff of 45 full-time
employees. Overall , case loads are decreasing except for assistance to the elderly which is
increasing, albeit intermittently.
The agency serves Delta County residents and also contracts with Gunnison County to provide
services. Its main facility is in Delta and it also rents additional space from churches and other
faciliti s. The agency's own building is considered too small but is in good condition.
2.6.10 Road.
In 1996, average daily traffic (ADT) on Highway 133 east of Paonia was 3,150 vehicle trips per
day. Traffic counts in the Somerset area average 2,000 per day and decrease to only 1,050 per
day between the Somerset area and town of Marble.
In the Paonia, Hotchkiss, and Crawford area, most of the truck traffic is not mine-related. Coal is
primarily moved by train. Mine-related truck traffic consists of getting equipment to and from the
mines. The exception is truck traffic from the Bowie mine to a train load out located five miles
away. Highways 133 and 65 are considered scenic routes and are heavily traveled by tourists.
According to a variety of local sources contacted for this socioeconomic assessment, trains are a
problem, sometimes simultaneously blocking several crossings in town. Blocking the Delta
intersection of Highways 50 and 92 causes traffic jams.

2.7

Fiscal Conditions

Coal mine operations generate a significant amount of federal, state and local government
revenues. The federal government r eives revenue from land and mineral rights leases, as well as
royalties. The State of Colorado recel s tax revenues primarily from federal royalties, sales,
severance, and income taxes. Local governmental entities receive property, sales, and severance
taxes, as well as a share of the federal royalties.
Additional governmental revenues are generated from businesses that supply the mines with
goods and services, as well as from the employees of the mines. Local purchases made by the
mines generate sales taxes. Also, the income generated by local bu inesses is subject to state and
federal income taxes .
Mine workers also are a source of government revenues. Incomes earned by the mine workers are
subject to state and federal income taxes. Household purchases generate sales taxes; and
property owned by the mine workers is subject to property taxes.
2.7 .1 State of Colorado Revenue.
Net state and local revenue collections totaled $6.3 billion in 1998. Revenue collections have
been increasing steadily over the last ten years . Since 1989, revenue collections have increased ,
on average, at a rate of $400 million annually. See Figure L-19, Net State and Local Revenue
Collections.
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Approximately 87% (or $5.5 billion) of net state and local revenue collections are from taxes
levied at the state rather than local level. Fifty-seven percent of state tax collections come from
income taxes, about 91 % from individuals and only 9% from corporate taxpayers. State sales tax
(excluding the local levied portion) accounts for another 26%. Severance tax, which gets
redistributed back to local jurisdictions, accounted for only 1 % of all Colorado tax collections
statewide. See Figure L-20, Major Source of Colorado State Tax Collections (1998).
Between 1989 and 1998, income taxes collected from individuals (including fiduciary agencies)
more than doubled. In 1998, the state collected $2.9 billion in net income taxes from individuals,
an increase of $ 1.6 billion (or 118%) over 1989 collections.
Income tax collections from corporate firms have increased at a much slower rate. Between 1989
and 1998, corporate i come taxes increased by $108 million, or 65%. See Figure L-21 , State
Income Tax Collections (1989 to 1998).
This overview of state revenue sources provides a context for the discussion of local tax revenues
in Delta and Gunnison Counties.

2.7.2 County Revenue. and Expense.
Taxes account for 69% of total county revenues in Delta County and 64% of revenues in
Gunnison County. Tax revenues also are increasing more rapidly than all revenues combined.
On the expenditure side, general governmental expenditures account for 55% of county
expenditures in Delta County and 59% in Gunnison County. Growth of general governmental
expenditure also is outpacing total expenditures in both counties. Public safety represents the
number two expenditure item in both Delta and Gunnison Counties.

2.7.3 Retail Sale. Tax
Both incorporated cities and counties in Colorado receive sales tax (at locally determined rates)
based on the sales of tangible personal property and services, such as furniture, electronics,
telephone service, dining, lodging, and other similar items. 's Retail sales in Delta County have
been relatively flat over the last six years. In 1998, approximately $289.2 million in retail sales
were generated in Delta County, an increase in retail sales of 29% over 1993 sales levels. Retail
sales in Gunnison County (as well as statewide) increased by 41% over this same time period.

'0

Items exempt from sales tax include gasoline, cigarettes, food for home consumption, prescription drugs
and prosthetics, certain machinery and machine tools, etc.
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'997 County Government Revenues and Expenditures
Delta
County

Gunnison
County Comments

Revenues:
Taxes

Licenses & permits

$2,862,648

$4,825

Intergovernmental

$192,352

Charges for services

$108,736

Fee accounts

$653, 184

Miscellaneous

$354,298

Total Revenues

$4,176,043

Expendltul'H:
General government

$2,244,751

Public safety

$1,564,155

Public works

$162,853

Health & welfare

Culture &. recreation

Economic development
Conl«Vation natural
resource
Intergovernmental
Capital projects
Debt l«Vice
Total Expenditures

Excess Revenues OVfllfl
(Underl Expenditures
Other Rn_cIng Sources (U_I
Sale of assets
Loan proceeds
OPfllfating transfers (lnl
OPfllfating transfers (outl

$1,500

$121 ,350

$4,120

$4,098,729

$77,314

$ 199,892
($ 150,7401

$2,666,437 Delta County taxes increased by 11% since
1995; Gunnison County increased by 42% since
1992.
$ 144,069 License &. permit fees in Delta County increased
by 47% since 1995; Gunnison County increased
42% since 1992.
$272,772 Intergovernmental revenues increased by 60% in
Delta County since 1995; Gunnison County
increased by 3% since 1992.
$723,976 Delta County charges for services decreased by
30% since 1995; Gunnison County increased by
almost 35% since 1992.
- Fee accounts in Delta County increased by
almost 16 % since 1995. Gunnison County
collected almost $ 180,000 in 1992 and none in
1997.
$363,986 Miscellaneous revenues decreased by almost 6%
in Delta County since 1995; Gunnison County
increased by 67% .
$4,171,240 Total Delta County revenues increased by 10%
since 1995. Gunnison County revenues
increased by 31% since 1992.
$2,587,891 Genfllfal government expenditures increased by
1 1 % in Delta County since 1995. Gunnison
County increased by almost 50% since 1992.
$1,184.952 Public safety expenditures increased by 18%
since 1995 in Delta County. Gunnison County
increased by almolt 24% since 1992.
- Public works expenditures decreased by almost
2 % since 1995 in Delta County.
$449,468 Health &. welfare expenditures stayed the same
in Delta County from 1995·1997; Gunnison
County increased by almost 59%.
$186,069 Delta County culture &. recreation expenditures
increased by almost 143% since 1995 .
Gunnison County increased by almost 69% .
- Conl«Vation natural resource expenditures
increased by 6% since 1995 in Delta County.

$4,408,380 Total Delta County expenditures increased by
13% since 1995. Gunnison County increased by
43% since 1992.
($237, 1401

$347,542 OPfllfating transfers in increased by 23 % in Delta
County since 1995.
($10,0701 OPfllfating transfers out increased by almost 5%
in Delta County since 1995; Gunnison County
decreased by 74% since 1992.
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Revenues:
Total Other Financing
Sources luses)
Excess Revenues & Other
Sources OverllUnder)
Expenditures & Other Uses
Fund Balance - January 1
Fund Balance -December

Delta
County

Gunni~n

$49,152

$337.472

$126,466

$100,332

$1 ,428,264
$1 ,554,730

$1,335,651
$1 ,435,982

County Comments

31
Source:

rable 8.

Gunnison County, Colorado 1994 Adopted Budget Summllry, December 7, 1993; Gunnison County,
Colorado 1999 Annuill Budget, December 15, 1998; Deitll County, Colorlldo Combinlld Statemtmt of
Revenllfts, Expenditures lind Chen~s in Fund Bllllln~, All Governmental Fund Types , December 31 , 1997
and December 31 , 1995, compiled by E.D. Hov" & Company, July 1999.

Retail S.... by Jurisdiction (1998)
Ret.. Sales

Jurldcdon
Delta County:
Ced.-edge
Crawford
Delta
Hotchkiss
Paonia
Remaind. lunincore!!ated)
Total
Gunni~ County:
Crested Butte
Gunnison
Mount Crested Butte
Remaind. lunincOl'DOl'at
Total
State of Colorado
Source:

Tot. Tax
o-.ted

(000.1

PaDuI....

Sales/C-"a

Tax Ret.

$18,479
$1 ,780
$161,247
$20.718
$19.175
$67.846
$289,245

1,920
280
5,600
915
1,765
16.139
26,619

$9.624
$6,357
$28,794
*22,643
$10.864
$4.204
.10,866

1.5%
2.0%
3 .0%
2.0%
2.0%
2.0%

281 ,000
34,000
2.369,000
276.000
306.000
996.000
4,262.000

$51 ,406
.164,655
$33,638
.109,066
$358.767
$8 2.595.071

1,130
5.195
365
5,766
12,456
3,970,971

$45.492
.31,695
.92.159
.18.916
*28.803
*20.800

4 .0%
3.0%
4 .0%
1.0%

1,125.000
2,727,000
851 .000
525,000
5.228.000
1,347.397.000

3.0%

Colorado Department of Revenue.

While Gunnison County has fewer permanent year-round residents than Delta County, the level of
retail sales is higher in Gunnison County than Delta County. at $358.8 million versus $289.2
million respectively. Higher retail sales levels in Gunnison County are primarily due to a
substantially larger tourism industry than Delta County. See Figure L-22. Retail Sales Trends
( 1993-1998).
Businesses within the City of Delta captured over $161 million worth of retail sales in 1998.
representing 56% 0 all retail sales in Delta County. In contrast. the City of Paonia experienced
$19.2 million in retail sales and the City of Hotchkiss captured another $20.7 million. These two
jurisdictions together account for less than 14% of all retail sales in Delta County.
As noted. Gunnison County generates a higher level of retail sales than does Delta County,
Almost 46% of Gunnison County retail sales are generated within the City of Gunnison. Together.
Delta County and Gunnison County accounted for over $648 million in retail sales in 1998. This
sales volume represents less than 1 % of all retail sales statewide.
Delta County generates a relatively low level of retail sales activity as compared to its populat ion.
In 1998. Delta County generated $10.900 per person in retail sales. approximately one-half the
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statewide rate and less than one-third of Gunnison County's rate. Highest per capita sales rates
were experienced in the City of Delta ($28,800) and Hotchkiss ($22,600).
In Gunnison County, retail sales data is reported for three jurisdictions. Mount Crested Butte
captured the highest per capita amount at nearly $92,200. Although Mount Crested Butte
generated just 9% of Gunnison County retail sales, its status as a resort community and tourism
draw likely account for its high level of per capita sales. Crested Butte, a nearby resort
community, also experiences relatively high per capita retail sales at $45,500.
Crested Butte and Mount Crested Butte have implemented the highest local retail sales tax rate in
the secondary study area at 4%. The 3% tax rate in the major retail centers of the cities of Delta
and Gunnison equals the statewide rate.
2.7.4 Property Tax
In 1998, over $8.6 million in property taxes were collected in Delta County. Almost 48% came
from residential properties, the largest source of property tax revenues. Approximately 18% of
property taxes came from agriculturally-owned property while commercial properties represented
just under 16%.
About half of the property taxes collected in Delta County went to the Delta County Joint School
District. The mill levy rate of $32.52 per $1,000 assessed value generates over $4.2 million in
property tax revenues, 49.5% of total Delta County property taxes. The county portion represents
28% of all property taxes assessed countywide, while towns and cities collect a mere 2% of all
property taxes levied countywide. See Figure L-23, 1998 Delta County Property Taxes.
In 1998, coal mines represented $5.7 million of Delta County assessed valuation and $31.5
million in Gunnison County for a combined valuation of $37.2 million. The majority of the
assessed value is located in Gunnison County's Somerset community. The greatest share of minegenerated property tax revenues went to the Delta County Joint School District which received
more than $1.2 million in 1998.17
Railroads serving the coal mines within the secondary study area also constitute a significant
property tax revenue source. In 1998, their assessed Delta County value totaled $4. 1 million.
2.7.5 Severance Tax
In 1998, Colorado coa mines generated over $9.3 million in severance tax revenues, over $3.3
million more than in 1989 but $1.5 million less than the amount generated in 1997. Since 1989,
the long term trend in severance taxes paid in Colorado generally has been up, but with significant
year-to-year variations. See Figure L-25, State Coal Severance Tax Trends (1989-1998).
While much of the mining within the secondary study area occurs in the Somerset area of
Gunnison County, most mine employees live in Delta County. Because much of the mine activity
is located outside the communities where mine employees live, Colorado has implemented a
severance tax to help communities pay for services provided to mine employees .

17

Source of information comes from Delta County Assessor, Gunnison County Assessor's Office, and The
Delta County Independent Newspaper, Coal Mining in the North Forlc.An Introduction , March 4, 1999.
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Based on state severance tax records, 278 employees live in Delta County; 95% of all employees
who live in the secondary study area. Nearly 47% of employees live in Paonia, which received
almost $51,800 in severance taxes in 1998.
Table 9.

Severance Tax Distribution by Principality
1995

Communi!l
Delta County
Cedaredge
Crawford
Delta
Hotchkiss
Orchard City
Paonia
Rest of Delta County
Gunnison County
Delta + Gunnison
Source:

1996

1997

1998

Em~.

Tal

Em~.

Til

Em~.

Til

286
1
54
27
28
3
144
29
20
306

$68,055
$237
$12,849
$6.424
$6,662
$1,400
$34,265
$6218
$4,759
$72,814

244
3
28
24
23
1
126
39
13
257

$67,795
$885
$7,779
$6,668
$6,390
$277
$35,009
$10787
$3,612
$71.407

273
7
19
23
32
3
112
77
14
287

$118,593
$3,004
$8,156
$9,873
$13,736
$1,287
$48,079
$34458
$6,009
$124,602

The Delta County Independent Newspaper, Coal Mining in
1999.

T~

Em~.

Tax

278 $104,293
$2,254
6
41
$15,381
$12,380
33
$10,879
29
$3,376
9
$51,771
138
$8,252
22
$6,002
16
294 $110,295

North Forlc.An Introduction, March 4,

2 .7.6 Federal Royaltle.
In 1998, coal mines in Delta County also generated $742.400 in federal royalties. Half of this
amount was returned to Delta County. The mines in Gunnison County generated over $6.6 million
in royalties; Gunnison County received half or $3.3 million.
Colorado also receives Federal Mineral lease Fees. These are put into a fund called the energy
impact grant program and are available to Colorado communities to fund projects ranging from
bridges to recreation. Communities apply for these funds and successful projects are selected by
the state. Available funds totaled $12 million in 1998.
Eligibility for the energy impact grant program is based on a competitive application process.
Program funds may be used for planning, construction, and maintenance of public facilities or for
public services, Priority for project funding is given to communities affected by energy related
activities.

2.8

Recre.tion

Delta County is surrounded by the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre Plateau and the West Elk
Mountains. Portions of Gunnison National Forest and Grand Mesa National Forest are located
within Delta County. These significant natural amenities, along with wilderness areas and state
parks, offer numerous outdoor activities such as hiking, mountain biking, camping, fishing,
hunting and other activities.
Delta County also offers several points of interest and festivities. Significant points of interest
include Fort Uncompahgre, Delta City's "City of Murals," Pioneer Town in Cedaredge, and West
Elk loop Scenic Byway. The Ute Indians' Council Tree Pow Wow is one of the most renowned
festivals in Delta County.
Within the immediate vicinity of the North Fork coal mines, hunting and other dispersed recreation
occurs on a relatively limited basis due to lack of developed recreation facilities. There are no
developed recreational facilities operated by the BlM or Forest Service on the proposed coal lease
tracts and exploration license area associated with this EIS. (See Section 3.13.2.9, Recreation,
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for addit ional discussion on recreation activity occurring w ithin or adjacent to the proposed coal
lease tracts and exploration license area .)
Touri sm plays a larger role in the Gunnison County economy than in Delta because of mountain
oriented resort activity. Gunnison County has several resort communities, Crested But te being one
of them . Gunnison County also has a number of significant natural features such as the West Elk
Mountains, Rocky Mountains, Black Canyon, and Curecanti National Recreation Area . Points of
interest include the Mountain Bike Hall of Fame, Crystal Mill, Blue Mesa Lake (the state's largest).
Rocky Mountain Biological Lab, and Tincup, an historic mining ghost town .
Tourism and travel expenditure data is available for Colorado by county . Tourism and travel
spending is defined as purchases by travelers during their trip, including lodging taxes and other
applicable local and state taxes paid by the traveler at the point of sale .
In 1997, tourists spent nearly $21 .4 million in Delta County . Over 43% (or $9.3 million) comes
from visitors staying with friends and f amily in private homes. Another 33% is from visitors who
stayed in lodging facilities .
Over $130 million was spent by tourists in the entire secondary study area , 84% captured by
Gunnison County . V isitors staying in lodging facilities represent 63% of all travel spending .
Tourists staying in vacation homes spent al ost $16.0 million (or 12%) in 1997.
Table 10.

1997 Trevel Spending by Type of Accommodation ($1,000)

Accommod.alon Til!!
Destination Spending
Lodging
Privllte Campgrounds
Public Campgrounds
Privllte Home
Veeation Home
Pus Through
Air Transportation in County
Total Spending
Source:

Dette

Delta +
Gunnieon

$21 ,380
$7,020
$2.120
$380
$9,300
$2.560

$126,720
$81.600
$8,080
$7,110
$13,970
$15,960

$21 ,380

$3.350
$130.070

CoIorMo
$6,873, 120
$4,845.360
$128,310
$137,890
$1.201.280
$319,250
$241 ,030
$253,970
$7. 127,090

Colorado Tourism Bo.d and the Colorado Travel and Tourism Authority .

In Delta County, (he largest share (29%) of travel expenditures is spent at dining establishments.
Another ~ 3% is spent on retail items. Less than 15% of expenditures is spent for overnight
accommodations .
In the larger secondary study area, travel ex penditures are fairly evenly distributed between
business t ypes -with the exception of air transportation. Spending for overnight
accommodations accounts for the largest share (25%) of total spending . Spending for ground
transportation accounted for 14% of t otal expenditures .
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Table 11.
BuIiMA

1997 Travel Spending by Type of Business ($1.000)

T~pe

Delta

Destination Spending
Accommodations
Dining
Retail Sales
Recreation
Ground Transportation
Air Transportation in County
Total Spending
Source:

February 2000

$21 .390
$3.140
$6.270
$4.900
$3 .210
$3.870
$21.390

Delta +
Gunnison

Color8do

$126.740
$32.460
$29.730
$25.080
$21 .800
$17.670
$3.350
$130.090

$6.873. 110
$1 .879.090
$1 .802.740
$1.248.340
$923.950
$1 .018.990
$253.970
$7. 127 .080

Colorado Tourism Board and the Colorado Travel and Tourism Authority .

Travel spending in Delta County generates about 380 jobs. half of which occurs with dining
establishments . Average wage in the tourism sector is $10.200; $5.500 less than the average
wage for all Delta County workers .
Approximately 1.920 jobs are supported by travel spending in the entire secondary study area. A
significant share of the tourism job base (41 %) is associated with dining establishments.
Overnight stay facilities (23%) and recreation fac ilities (21 %) employ another 44% of tourist
sector workers . Average wage in the tourism sector is $14.800. higher than Delta County but
$2,300 less than the average wage for all workers in the entire secondary study area .
Table 12.

Employment Generatei by Travel Spending (1997)
Delta +

. . . . . . TD!!
Accommodations
Dining
Retail Sales
Recreation
Ground Transportation
Air Transportation in County
Total Employment
Average Wage
Source.

Delta
70
190
30
70
20

380
$10,200

G~

CoIor8do

450
780
160
410
90
30
1,920
$14,800

32.090
47.400
8.080
17.910
4,760
2,080
112,320
$13,700

Color8do Tourism Board and the CoIor8do Travel and Tourism Authority .

In 1997, travel spending generated almost $1.2 million in tax revenues in Delta County.
Throughout the entire secondary study area, nearly $6.8 million of tax revenues are generated .
The majority of tourism related taxes generated statewide are collected by Colorado's local
communities.
Table 13.

1997 Tax Revenue. Generated by Travel Spending ($1.000)

TUHo-ated
Local Taxes
Stat e Taxes
Tot al Tax Receipts
Source:

2.9

Delta

$740
$420
$1. 160

Delta +
GunniMn
$4.040
$2.710
$6.750

CoIor..so

$221 .300
$166.880
$388. 180

Colorado Tourism Board and the Colorado Travel and Tourism Authority .

Social Values

The social values of a community reflects the complex interaction of local customs. lifestyles and
norms. More than one set of values may be present in a community at a time, as different
groupings of people may share certain values in common, but different from others in the
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community. And values can change over time, whether as the result of changing preferences by
existing residents or with the combined forces of in-migrat ion and out-migration .
People often prefer to gravitate to friends, social organizations and communities that share similar
cultural backgrounds, needs, behavior patterns, and social perspecti ves . Households tend to live
in areas that offer lifestyles and social values similar to their own . This is particularly true in nonmetropolitan or rural communities which traditionally have been less diverse than their urban
counterparts. However, even relatively homogenous rural communities are becoming more diverse
with in-migrants who may bring different social values and expectations for their adopted
community.
An area's social makeup often remains reasonably stable over time. Changes may occur
incrementally over a long period of time. A community's stability is derived from its fixed features;
housing mix, transportation, schools, job base, and spiritual organization .
Changes usually occur due to transitions in a household's lifestage such as leaving home,
emptying the nest, job relocation , or retirement. In some communities, changes become great or
abrupt enough that economic or social conditions become incompatible with a particular
household's lifestyle or economic needs. This may prompt a household to relocate to another area
with residents who share similar lifestyles, social values or better economic opportunity .
N

N

An evaluation of social values may utilize both quantitative as well as qualitative sources of
information.
The social values information considered in this assessment is based on data compiled by Claritas,
Inc . Specializing in natural demographics, this research firm classifies households into 15 social
groups using U.S. Census data and consumer data. Information used includes household
composition, mobility, ethnicity, social rank, urbanization, and housing data.
Although fifteen major social groups have been identified nationwide, just three are identified by
Claritas' analysis as having a significant presence in Delta County. 18 Each of these groups
represents a distinctive type of lifestyle, consumer and social behavior.
According to Claritas, rustic living households comprise the greatest proportion (approximately
60%) of Delta County households. These residents tend to have attained a high school education,
have low to lower-middle incomes, live in relatively isolated low cost rural areas, and are often
older singles or larger yet relatively lower-income families . They often make their living from the
land, perhaps from agriculture, mining or construction . The Delta County proportion of rustic living
households is six times greater than their proportion in the U.S. as a whole .
Heartlanders make up a second important component (almost 35%) of Delta County's population
mix. Delta County heartlanders tend to be older residents with lower middle incomes. They may
be couples or part of large, multi-generational families who live in relatively lower-cost areas.
Heartlanders are characterized by Claritas as white or Hispanic, with some college education, who
fiercely value their independence. Heartlanders are represented nine times more often in Delta
County than in the U.S. as a whole.

18

Claritas , Inc. , June, 1999.
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Besides a high oncentration of rustic living and heart lander households, the secondary study area
also is well-represented by a third social group, country families. This segment comprises
approximately 5 % of Delta County households . Their midscale affluence is derived in large
measure from the relatively low cost of living available in Delta and Gunnison Counties .
Demographically, this lifestyle segment is primarily comprised of homeowning married couples
with children who tend to work in industrial or agrarian occupations and whose roots are in
farming. Country families are found slightly more often in Delta County than in the U.S. as a
whole.
The larger seven-county Central Western Slope region tends to have a greater diversity of social.
The region is distributed between second city center, second city blues and working town
households as well as rustic living, heartlander, and country family households. Rustic living
families comprise approximately 17% of Central Western Slope households, with heartlanders and
country families compriSing 14% and 12% respectively .
Second city center households comprise just over 15% of households in the Central Western
Slope. They are a highly diverse set of middle class individuals and families. They range from older
white-collar married couples with grown children, to aging blue-collar empty nesters, to young
blue-collar starter families.
The region's ·second city blues· (almost 15% of Central Western Slope households) tend t<> have
lower middle incomes and are a mix of working age and retired households. Working age
individuals tend to have relatively low or entry-level white-collar occupations such as sales and
technical pOSitions. Some are young singles just starting a career, while others are ethnic (often
Hispanic) families working in service and labor occupations.
Central Western Slope working town households (11 %) are predominantly white, blue-collar
families. Many are retired seniors and tend to be lower middle income couples or poor singles. A
few are lower middle income, blue-collar, ethnic (often Hispanic) families.
Following just behind the second city blues is the grouping labeled by Claritas as ·Ianded gentry.·
With 9% of the Central Western Slope's population, this grouping is characterized by
predominately affluent, well educated, older white executives with families.
Some social groups that are well represented in Colorado have virtually no presence on the
Central Western Slope including Delta and Gunnison Counties. Examples are ·elite suburbs,·
·urban uptown," ·the affluentials,· ·inner suburbs,· ·urban midscale,· and ·urban cores.·
In all three study areas evaluated (Delta County, Delta and Gunnison Counties, and the Central
Western Slope), the most-represented social groups tend to be mid to lower income blue collar
retirees or large families. Rustic living, hellrtlllnder, and country fllmilies all enjoy a relatively low
cost of living, with high proportions of residents involved in occupations linked directly or
indirectly to Colorado's natural resources.
The larger Central Western Slope region attracts a more affluent population due to its quality of
life attributes. These households, although growing, do not yet represent the majority share of the
population .
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Delta
County

Delta
• Gunnison

C....t,.
Westem
Slope

St8t. of
CoIoqdo

0.0%

0 .0%

0 .0%

3 .9%

Urban Uptown

0 .0%

0 .0%

0 .0%

10.0%

C1

2nd City Society

0 .0%

0 .0%

1.9%

3 . 1%

T1

Landed Gentry

0 .0%

0 .0%

9.0%

6 .7%

0 .0%

0 .0%

0 .0%

5.8%

U1

S2

The Affluentia.s

c
II

S3

Inner Suburbs

0 .0%

0 .0%

0 .0%

10.4%

<

U2

Urban Midscale

0 .0%

0 .0%

0 .0%

11 .5%

C2

2nd City Center

0 .0%

7 .2%

15.3%

5 .1%

I...

T2

Exurban Blues

0 .0%

0 .0%

5.2%

6 .3%

R1

Country Families

5 .1%

15.0%

11.6%

7 . 1%

U3

Urban Cor..

0 .0%

0 .0%

0.0%

9 .8%

C3

2nd City Blues

0 .0%

0 .0%

14.9%

7.7%

T3

Working Towns

0 .0%

0 .0%

11 .2%

3 .3%

R2

Heartt.nders

34.5%

26.8%

14.2%

4.0%

R3

Rustic Living

60.4%

50.9%

16.7%

5.3%

.

All Social Groups

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

II
C)

~

'0

r
0

1

Low

Note:

U - Urban, C - Second City, S - Suburban, T-Town, and R* Rural.
Social Group n...- ... registered tred_ks of Clames, Inc.
Clerites, Inc.

Source:

Several overall observations regarding social values of the Delta County rural communities most
directly connected to current and potential future mining activities include:
•

North Fork communities along the Gunnison River have a long history with coal
mining extending back to the late 18oos; however, like much of the American
West, the primary study area of Delta County is in transition both economically and
culturally. Local communities are becoming more diversified with less dependence
on coal mining as a source of income but continued economic benefits from the
relatively high-wage jobs.

•

Delta County has not yet experienced the rapid in-migration of new social groupings
occurring elsewhere in counties of Colorado's Central Western Slope region;
however, there is evidence of growing difference in social values of newcomers
versus long-time residents. It is generally believed that newer residents are less
supportive of traditional rural area natural resource activities including ranching,
farming and mining.

•

In Delta County, over 60% of households are identified with demographic and
lifestyle characteristics of Mrustic living. - These households tend to come from a
tradition andlor remain actively involved in making a living from the land including agriculture, mining and construction. Households who fit in this Mrustic
living- category comprise only 17% of Central Western Slope and 5% of all
Colorado households, and are therefore much less likely to represent in-migrants to
Delta County.
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•

A number of primary study area residents tend to value the economic opportunity
represented by North Fork mining activity. Expanded coal mining also raises
concerns of potential negative lifestyle effects such as train noise/crossing
blockage, to effects of future temporary or permanent closures on mine workers,
their families and affected communities .

•

Whether or not coal mining is viewed as having a positive or negative effect on
quality of life depends on t he values that receive greatest emphasis from different
residents of the North Fork region. Those who place greater emphasis on the
economic stimulus and continued job opportunity presented by ongoing coal
operations tend to be supportive of continued or expanded coal operations. Those
who chose to reside in the area to leave behind the hustle, bustle, noise and
pollution of urban living and modern industrial society raise questions or are less
favorable to ongoing or expanded North Fork coal mine operations. 19

2.10 Land Ownership and Values
An estimated 56% of Delta County land is in public ownership with another 37% in agricultural
use. Only 7% of all land is in non-agricultural private ownership.
As of 1998, total assessed value in Delta County is $167.1 million. Residential properties (a
36%) represent the largest proportion of assessed value. Agricultural land accounts for 14%, with
about half the assessed value represented by residential structures. Commercial properties
represent only 1 2 % of total assessed Delta County value and industrial uses accounts for less
than 1 %.
Ten percent of the assessed value in Delta County is comprised of public utility properties (state
assessed). Together, public utilities in Delta County account for over $16 million in assessed
value. Electric companies make up $5.0 million, telecommunications firms represent another $4.7
million and railroad companies account for $3.9 million. The remaining nearly $2.0 million is
owned by gas pipeline companies, private car companies and airline companies.
Over $36.8 million of property representing 22% of all assessed value in Delta County is exempt
from property taxes. Exempt properties are primarily in public ownership, such as forest lands,
wildlife areas and property owned by governmental jurisdictions. See Figure l -25, Delta County
Assessed Values (1998).
Only 4% of Delta County's tax assessed valuation consists of natural resource-related properties.
These include mine properties.

3.0

SOCIOECONOMIC EFFECTS

This section discusses the socioeconomic effects of a No-Action Alternative and three Action
Alternatives .2o The assessment of socioeconomic effects used a variety of information. This

"

Section 9.0 of the North Fork Coal EIS ~coping Document contains a more complete discussion of
quality of life issues as part of the · Synopsis of Public Scoping Comments.·

20

See Chapter 2 of the EIS for a description of the alternatives. Not explicitly assessed with this analysis
(But not excluded) are the possibilities of other leasing options including issuance of only one lease and
production limits. These possibilities are described respectively by Section 3.14.4.1 , Issuance of Only
One lease and Section 3 . 14.4 .2, Production limits. of the transportation analysis to this EIS.
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includes information from the IMPLAN model,21 interviews with local government officials and
mine representatives, data from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, and information from the
Colorado State Department of Local Affairs .22
The assessment of socioeconomic effects considers t he impact of each alternative on the study
area in terms of changes in employment, income, housing, population, school enrollment, other
community and public services, recreation, social values, land ownership/values and fiscal
conditions . For Alternatives B, C and D, four types of impacts are evaluated:
•

Direct Effects: The effects caused by either leaSing or not leasing, and the effects
of granting or denying the exploration license. These effects include the additional
employees hired as a result of additional mine production, additional goods and
services purchased by the mines from local businesses, additional mine worker
household expenditures, and additional fiscal revenues and expenses incurred as a
result of the alternatives.

•

Indirect Effects: These effects present the additional (or ripple) effects associated
with the alternatives. These represent both indirect and induced impacts. Indirect
impacts are the effects to so-called backward linked industries (e.g., local firms
providing goods and services to the mines. Induced impacts are the effects of
household expenditures that could result from the alternatives.

•

Total Effects: These effects are the combination of direct and indirect effects.

•

CunUtive Effects: These effects include the broader socioeconomic effects on
the larger seven-county central western slope area.23 These effects are more
removed in time and geography from direct and indirect effects, but are reasonably
foreseeable.

Direct and indirect socioeconomic impacts are evaluated both Delta and Gunnison Counties. Fiscal
effect s are evaluated in terms of direct consequences, as indirect effects are less readily
quantified . Cumulative impacts are discussed primarily in the context of the larger seven-county
tertiary study area.
Due to the nature of the local coal mining industry, underlying technological changes, and relative
low levels of added employment needed for longwall mining as compared to room and pillar
mining for projected future tonnages, Type II Income multipliers were used in assessing the
economic impacts for each alternative. The Type II income multiplier is used because none of the

21

22

23

IMPLAN is an economic model providing information that identifies the relationships between multiple
economic sectors at the county level. The model was developed for the Forest Service by the University
of Minnesota and draws on a national database from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis and
provides data for 528 economic sectors. The state of Colorado also has an economic impact model
called RIMS; this model only provides inf ormation for 38 aggregated industries by region. The RIMS
model places Delta County in one region and Gunnison in the other regio" .
The IMPLAN model, updated annually, identifies linkages between different sectors of the economy f or
every county in the United States. The model has the capability to be modified on a customized basis,
incorporating local data or other information useful to better tailor the analYSis to the unique
circumstances of a particular industry in a specified county or group of counties.
These broader effects go beyond direct and indirect activity and are discussed in a qualitative manner.
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action alternatives are anticipated to create or draw additional people to the area. These
multipliers also assume that increases in coal production under any of the action alternatives
would produce grea ter income (or wealth). driving associated changes in other industries in Delta
and Gunnison Counties.

3.1

Alternative Assumptions

The main socioeconomic difference between the alternatives relates to the amount of coal
production assumed to occur. Under the No-Action Alternative (Alternative A), lease agreements
would not be issued for the Iron Point and Elk Creek tracts. Instead, remaining coal reserves, at
the Bowie No.2 and Oxbow operations would be completely mined out , and then mining
operations are assumed to cease. The Bowie No.2 Mine is estimated to have 1.5 years of
reserves in the D c031 seam. Oxbow has an estimated life of approximate 4 years with a
continued annual extraction rate of five million tons . Oxbow plans to complete mining at the
Sanborn Creek Mine, then move to develop the Elk Creek portal and mine coal reserves from t heir
fee (private) land.
Under Alternative B, approximately 24 million tons of coal reserves would be mined from the Iron
Point Coal Lease Tract and 21 million tons from the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract. Both lease tracts
would use longwall technology for coal extraction. It is estimated that the Iron Point reserves
would be extracted at a rate of five million tons per year. The production rate would be at five
million tons per year for the Elk Creek coal tract. These reserves would provide for approximately
five years of mining at both the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease Tracts.
With Alternative C and, approximately 39 million tons of coal reserves would be available for
mining at the Iron Point Tract and 23 million tons of reserves at the Elk Creek Tract. As with
Alternative B, both mines would utilize long wall technology at similar annual extraction rates, but
the higher amount of total reserves made available would result in longer life of the mines. The
Iron Point Tract would be in operation for a time period estimated at about eight years; the Elk
Creek Tract would be in operation for just under six years.
Additional capital expenditures are anticipated for coal extraction under any of the Actio",
Alternatives (B, C and D). Identified capital expenditures anticipated for the Iron Point Coal Lease
Tract include long wall equipment, new conveyor belt and upgrade of coal handling facilities and
stockpiling, and ventilation. The Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract would be accessed through mine
entries constructed on private surface (Elk Creek Portal). It is assumed for the analysis that
existing longwall equipment at the Sanborn Creek Mine would be used for coal extraction from
the Elk Creek Tract. The identified capital expenditures for both leases total an estimated $31
million. A portion of these capital expenditures are anticipated to occur w ithin the local twocounty area. Together, only 6% of the anticipated capital expenditures would be made in the local
studyarea.2For the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract, it is anticipated that 30 to 40 construction workers would be
needed to set up extraction activities. For this impact analysis, an average of 35 construction
workers is applied. Construction is not anticipated to last more than one year; therefore, any
socioeconomic effects would be short-lived.

2_

Additional expenditures could be anticipated for the tertiary study area , particularly to mining suppliers
located in or near Grand Junction.
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Due to the region 's established coal mining industry and data that identifies an existing base of
construction workers, this analysis assumes that any construction workers needed are already
living in the local study area. Therefore, there should be no need to attract new workers into t he
t w o-county study area . With no anticipation of additional mine workers needed, population,
housing and school enrollments should remain unaffected by construction-related activity. 25
Annual purchases to support administrati e and mine operational needs would be made under any
of the action alternatives. Combined annual purchases for any mining f rom the iron Point and Elk
Creek Coal Lease Tracts are estimated at $49 million. It is anticipated that 20% of these annual
operating purchases annually would be made within the local study area.
Under any of the action alternatives (Alternatives B, C and D), operations employment would not
significantly increase above current conditions . Bowie plans to increase their work force from
157 (room and pillar mining) to 168 (longwall). Oxbow employment would remain constant at
215 employees. With no anticipation of significant additional mine workers needed for the lease
tracts, population, housing and school enrollments for the action alternatives should be unaffected
compared to current conditions .
According to data from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEAI. construction workers of all
types in the local study area earn, on average, $22,100 per year. However, BEA data does not
specifically identify construction workers at mining operations. They are anticipated to earn more
than the average construction work in the study area. Therefore, data from the IMPLAN model
was used which identified an average wage for mining construction workers at $24,600.
IMPLAN model data was also used rather than BEA data to estimate the average wage of mine
workers, contr ct operators, and reclamation personnel. BEA estimates that workers in the mining
i .dustry earned $53,300 on average compared to an annual estimated wage of $59,500 per
.lIployee with IMPLAN. 211

21

These effects are discussed more in-depth under the altemative sections of this report .

21

BEA data identified 631 mine workers within the local study area (as of 1996), which includes workers
in all mining activities. IMPlAN estimates that there are 548 coal mine workers in the local study area
as of 1996.
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Table 16.

Mine Development Assumptions for Each Alternative
Iron PoInt CoeIlHM TrKt

"_.cliu,

Ell
Alt. A

c.... Co.! L.... TrKt
Alt . •
A1t. c

Alt. A •

Alt ••

A1t.c

A1t. D

A1t. D

1.5

1.0
4 .8
1.5

1.0
7 .8
1.5

1.0
7.8
1.5

3.6

1.0
5.3
1.0

1.0
5.8
1.0

1.0
5.8
1.0

5.5
·3.7

24.0
5.0

39.0
5.0

39.0
5.0

14.5
-4.0

21 .0
5.0

23 .0
5.0

23 .0
5.0

Mine Work.rs CFTEI

· 168

168

168

68

Contract Opot'~ors
Recl.mation
% Live in Loc.1 Study Ar••

35
89%

35
89%

35
89%

35
89%

· 190
·25
43
94%

35
190
25
43
94%

35
190
25
43
94%

35
190
25
43
94%

$24,600
$59,500

$24,600
$59,500

$24,600
$59,500

$24,600
$59,500

$24,600
$59,500

$24,600
$59,500

$24,600
$59,500

$24,600
$59,500

Y. . . of ActivIty:

Construction
Lif. of Mine
Reclam~ion

MIne PraduC1ion
CmIIona of t_l:
Tot.' Now ReMrv.s
AnnlMl Extraction

&.010,-:
Construction

A--.. " - - ' W...:
COMtruction
Mine Workers, Contrect
Oper.tors, Reclam.tion

Note:

Figures for Alternative A reflect IICtivity .t the Bowie '2 and Oxbow (Sanborn' mines respectively.
Negative numbers reflect loss of ernployment as compared with current conditions (upon cessation of
existing mine operations'.

Source:

E.D. Hov" & Company, August 1999.

3.2

Effect. of the No-Action Alternative

Socioeconomic effects of the No-Action Alternative (Alternative A) would occur due to a
reduction in coal mine activities within the local study area. Under the No-Action Alternative,
mining of reserves at existing mines would continue at current extraction rates until reserves are
depleted.
While each mine proponent has access to additional private reserves, these too, would eventually
be depleted. Under a continued no action alternative, successful recovery of additional private
reserves would extend mine life, but with eventual cessation of mine operations by the
proponents. A decision to extract these additional private reserves has not been made, and
probably will not occur, until reserves at existing mine operations are nearly depleted,
To be conservative, impacts associated with a No-Action Alternative are expressed as maximum
potential effects on an annual basis after cessation of existing operations at the Bowie and
Oxbow sites.

3.2.1 Employment and Income
Direct Effects. An estimated 168 workers would be employed for long wall mining at the Bowie
No. 2 Mine. Under the No-Action Alternative, these employees would likely be laid off when
existing coal reserves are depleted. Each mine worker earns, on average, an estimated $59,500
per year, translating into an annual payroll of nearly $10 million. At current production rates, the
initial effects of these losses would not be experienced for another 18 months.
The Sanborn Creek Mine (Oxbow) employs 215 mine workers and contractors, Cessation of mine
operations would translate to a loss of $12.8 million dollars in annual payroll, based an annual
average wage estimated at $59,500 per worker.
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Forecast Annual Employment and Payroll Direct Effects (Altemative A No-Action)

Operlltion. Phase
Employment laverage'

Wages Paid per Employee
Estimated Payroll

Iron Point
· 168

Elk Creek
-215

Combined-383

$59.500

$59,500

$59,500

-$9,996,000

-$12,792,500

-$22,788,500

Comment.
Per alternati lie leasing
agreements as discussed in
Chapter 2 of this EIS.
As per 1996 MIG's IMPLAN
database.

"Note:

Combined effects show maximum potential loss in activity when Bowie No. 2 and Oxbow mines cease
operations.

Source:

E.O. Hovee & Company, based on information provided by proponents and IMPLAN data, August 1999.

Combined effects of discontinuing operations at the existing Bowie and Oxbow mines would
represent loss of 383 jobs. Averaging $59,500 in annual salary, total lost annual payroll would
approximate $22,8 million.
Indirect Effects. Using MIG's IMPlAN model, for every mine worker in the local study area, an
estimated 1.7 workers are supported by mining operations and mine worker household purchases.
With the Bowie No.2 Mine, approximately 285 local non-mine workers are indirectly supported by
current operations . The Oxbow operation is estimated to indirectly support another 365 local nonmine workers. If both mines were to close, then an estimated 650 locally-supported non-mine
jobs in Delta and Gunnison counties could potentially be negatively affected (i.e., laid off, work
time reduced, etc.) due to the cessation of mining activity.
IMPLAN estimates that for every $1.00 earned by mine workers, another $0.52 in i'1come is
supported in the local study area. This calculation means that the Bowie No.2 Mine currently
support up to $5.2 million in additional local income, while the Oxbow operation supports another
$6.7 million in additional study area income. Closure of both mines could lead to a reduction of
$11 .9 million in non-m ine related income throughout the affected study area.
Any losses of indirect study area employment or income would coincide with changes in study
area mining activity. This is not anticipated to occur for at least 18 months, when it is assumed
for this analysis that the Bowie No.2 Mine would cease mining activity, followed by anticipated
closure of the Sanborn mine two to three years later.
Table 17.

Forecast Annual Employment and Payroll Indirect Effects (Ahemative A -No-

Action,
Operlltlon. Phase
Employment laverage'

Wages Paid per Employee
Est imated Payroll

Iron Point
· 285

Elk Creek
·365

Combined-650

$18,200

$18,200

$18,200

-$5, 197,900

· $6,652, 100

· $11 ,850,000

Comment.
A multiplier of 1.7 was used
as derived from MIG's 1996
IMPLAN model.
As per 1996 M IG's IMPLAN
database.
A multiplier of 0 .52 was used
as derived from MIG's 1996
IMPLAN model.

-Note:

Combined effects show maximum potential loss of activity when Bowie 112 and S<! "'orn mines cease
operations ..

Source:

E.O. Hovee & Company, August 1999.

Toqi Effects. Total direct and indirect mine closure effects could represent a loss of up to 1,033
jobs and over $34.6 million in annual payroll.
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Forecast Annual Employment and Payroll Total Effects (Altemative A

Opef8tions Ph...
Employment (averagel
Wages Paid per Employee
Estimated Payroll

Iron Point
-453

Elk Creek
-580

Combined"
-1 ,033

$33,500
-$15,193,900

$33,500
-$ 19,444,600

$33,500
-$34,638,500

~o-Action)

Comments
Sum of direct & indirect
effects .
Sum of direct & indirect
effects.

·Note:

Combined effects show maximum potential loss of activity when Bowie #2 and Sanborn mines cease
operations.

Source:

E.O. Hov" & Company, August 1999.

If these jobs were not replaced, and if workers chose to remain in the two·county study area, the
unemployment rate for Delta and Gunnison Counties combined could increase from the current
rate of just over 5% to nearly 12%, at least short-term. The projected losses of over $34.6
million in annual payroll would not be fully realized as these workers would be eligible for
unemployment payments, further increasing the percentage of local study area income derived
from transfer payments.2'
Paonia and Hotchkiss could expect to experience the effects most directly, as 56% to 67% of
mine workers live in that area. The city of Delta also would be affected because local mine-related
expenditures are largely made within the city.
This no-action alternative would involve a level of reclamation employment and payroll after
cessation of mine operations similar to that of the action alternatives. Combined, the existing
Bowie and Oxbow operations could be expected to support over 210 direct plus indirect jobs and
nearly $7.1 million in payroll annually during reclamation, After reclamation has been completed,
on-going monitoring would occur at both of these facilities.
Cumulative Effect•• If affected w orkers left the two-county study area, a substantial number likely
would choose to remain within the broader seven-county Central Western Slope area, as
considerable inter-county migration occurs within the broader study area.28 This might put
pressure on other central western slope communities to create jobs for the workers displaced
from employment in Delta and Gunnison counties, as well as provide community services.
3.2.2 Housing, Population and School Enrollment
For purposes of this analysis, it was assumed that each affected worker represents a separate
household within the local study area. Demographic assumptions utilized to estimate population
and school-age children are that household size averages 2.38 and school-age children (age 5- 17)
constitute 17.4% of the population.
Direct Effects. Of the 168 mine w orkers employed at Bowie No.2 Mine, 150 are estimated to live
within the local study area, repr!! enting 360 residents and 60 school-aged children . The 200 of
215 workers at the Oxbow operation that live in the local study area account for almost 480 local

27

The unemployment payments that these workers would receive cannot be determined because these
payments are usually determined on a case-by-case basis.

28

According to IRS migration data for 1996-4997, almost 30% of residents leaving Delta County moved
to other central westem slope counties. Approximately 80% moved to neighboring Mesa and Montrose
Counties.
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area residents with over 80 school aged children. If both mines ceased operations, more than 800
residents ,145 of school age) would be directly affected. Whether these children would remain
enrolled in local schools would depend on whether parents choose to relocate elsewhere to f ind
employment or remain in the local study area.
Table 19.

Forecast Housing, Population and School Enrollment Direct Effects
(Alternative A ~o-ActIonl

Opeqtlona Ph_
1 of Households
Estimated Population

School Enrollment

Iron Point
· 150

Ell! Creek
-200

Combined-

-357

-476

·833

-62

-83

-145

-350

Comments
Each local worket' is assumed to represent
one sep.ate household .
Assumes the current 8Vet'age 1997
household size of 2.38 persons for the
two-county study .ea.
Assumed to represent the 1997 percentage
(17 .4 %) of population that is age 5-17 .

°Note:

Combined effects show maximum potential loss of activity when Bowie 12 and Sanborn mines cease
operations.

Source:

E.D. Hov" & Company, August 1999.

Inclrect Effects. Closure of the Bowie No. 2 Mine would indirectly affect approximately 680
residents and almost 1 20 school-age children. Closure of the Oxbow operations could indirectly
affect almost 870 residents and 150 school-age children in the two-county study area. Over
1,500 local study area residents could be indirectly impacted if both mines were to close, which
include almost 270 school-age children.
Forecast Housing. PolKAtion and School Enrollment Indirect Effects
(Alternative A ~o-ActIonl

Table 20.

Iron Point

Ell Creek

Combined-

-285

-:S85

·650

Estimated Population

·678

·889

· 1,547

School EnrollrMnt

-118

-151

-269

" ' - of Wort

0,..""
""..;
1 of Households

Comments
Each worket' is IllUmed to represent one
Hl*ate household.
Assumes the current 8IIet'. 1997
houl.!lhold size of 2.38 persons for the
two-county study .ea.
Assumed to represent the 1997 percentage
(17 .4%) of population that is age 5-17.

°Note:

Combined effacts show maximum potential loss of activity when Bowie 12 and Sanborn mines cease
operations.

Source:

E.D. Hov" & Company, August 1999.

rota! Effects. Closure of the Bowie No.2 Mine could affect a combined direct and indirect
population of almost 1,035 people. Closure of the Oxbow operations would affect an estimated
1.345 residents. Combined, these two mine closures could affect nearly 2,380 residents living in
the local study area, over 410 of them school-aged children.
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Forecast Housing, Population and School Enrollment Total Effects (Altemative A No-Action)

01!!!:8t1on. Phae
1 of Households
Estimated Population

School Enrollment

Iron Point
-435

Bk Creek
-565

Combined-1,000

-1,035

- 1,345

-2 ,380

- 180

-234

-414

Comment.
Each worker is assumed to represent one
separate household.
Assumes the current average 1997
household size of 2 .38 persons for the
two-county study area .
Assumed to represent the 1997 percent age
(17 .4%1 of population that is age 5- 17 .

-Note:

Combined effects show maximum potential loss of activity when Bowie 12 and Sanborn mines cease
operations.

Source:

E.D. Hovee & Company, August 1999.

If a significant portion of residents choose to migrate outside the two-county study area, the local
housing market could experience at least a temporary downturn (e.g. decline in property values)
because a large number of homes might come onto the market simultaneously, potentially driving
down prices. local schools also would be affected.
Cumulative Effects. With the No-Action Alternative, a significant portion of residents could be
expected to relocate to other communities within the Central Western Slope Region. The number
of low-income families living in the greater Central Western Slope area could also increase.
3 .2 .3 Other Community and Public Services
Beyond schools, a variety of other community and public services likely would be affected under
the No-Action Alternative when mining operations are closed. Services may be affected due to
changed service demands and/or reduce ability to fund required services_
Direct Effects. Over a short-term period of job loss (with mine cessation), needs for some
community and public services could be expected to increase. Examples are law enforcement and
social services. Over a longer term period, these effects may be diminished as displaced mine
workers obtain alternative employment and/or relocate from the study area.
Indirect Effects. The economic multiplier relationship of direct to indirect employment could create
further service demands from dislocation of workers currently supported by mining activity. A
second type of indirect effect would result from reduced local tax revenues as local incomes
declined and/or property values decline, whether temporarily or longer term.
Declining revenues would make it more difficult to fund community and public services a a time
when they are more urgently needed. However, as with the direct effects, indirect effects might
diminish over time as displaced workers find alternative employment and/or relocate from the
primary/secondary study area.
Total Effects. Community and public service providers would be affected by this combination of
direct and indirect effects. If not offset by alternative sources of revenue, the level of service
available from existing providers would decline.
Cl.IrNJIative Effects. If alternative employment •....or.. ,not available to displaced mine workers , some
households could be expected to relocate to
(i;() munities in the tertiary central western
slope area. This could increase demands for
and public service providers in the
communities affected.
--------------------------------------~~- ~~----------------------------~~----
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3.2.4 FiaQi Effect.
The state of Colorado and local jurisdictions in Delta and Gunnison counties currently receive an
estimated $11.4 million in combined annual tax revenue related to the Bowie and Oxbow
operations and mine-related employees. Approximately 52% of this revenue is received by (and
stays with) the state of Colorado; 48% is collected by or passes through to local jurisdictions in
the secondary study area of Delta and Gunnison counties.
With cessation of mine operations, payment of tax revenues attributable directly to mine
operations ($9.7 annually) would cease. A portion of the remaining $1 .7 million in taxes
attributable to mine workers might continue to be received, depending on factors such as ongoing
employment for reclamation, unemployment payments while workers are displaced, and eventual
ability to obtain re-employment, and need for relocation.
Fiscal consequences beyond direct effects are difficult to quantify due to the unpredictable
outcome of decisions made by displaced mine workers.
3.2.5 Recreation. Soa.I

V.aue•• UncI Ownership and V.aue.

Differing effects may be experience, based on such factors as the perspective of a particular
individual or social group, geographic area considered, and time elapsed from implementation of a
No-Action Alternative.
Effects that might be expected are varied, potentially including:
•

Reduced recreation from those displaced directly or indirectly by mining cessation,
perhaps offset in part by those using recreation lands for hunting or fishing activity.

.•

Diminution in income levels and quality of life for those displaced directly or
indirectly from mine closure.

•

Potential enhancements in quality of life for some residents whose economic
livelihood is not related in any subst.antial way to mining activity; a specific example
would be reduced train activity and associated noise and crossing blockages.

•

For at least the short-term, property values might decline if a substantial proportion
of displaced workers decided to place their homes on the market and relocate from
the area. Changes in property ownership would be related to existing owners who
decided to relocate.

Over time, cessation of mining would continue the trend toward in-migration of persons less
dependent on traditional natural resource activities throughout Colorado's central western slope
region. Rustic living households will transition to other economic and lifestyle social groupings.
This could help stabilize property values over the long term.

3.3

Effects Common to All Action Alternativ. .

The primary socioeconomic difference between the action alternatives is related to the amount of
coal reserves that would be available for mine extraction. Neither Bowie or Oxbow anticipates
increasing employment levels significantly above what is already currently planned for their
existing operations; consequently, there should be no major socioeconomic impacts (e.g.

19(
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additional employment levels, income, associated demographic characteristics, population,
housing, or public scnool enrollments) anticipated under any of the action alternatives.
Leasing of federal coal is competitive. However, for purposes of this analysis, even if the
applicants (Bowie and Oxbow) were not -: uccessful at securing the leases, the same workforce is
assumed to be needed to t he successf _. bidder for mining operations.
Because no significant increases or decreases in mine employment are anticipated, socioeconomic
effects are discussed in terms of continuing support at the Bowie and Oxbow sites. This means
the socioeconomic effects discussed in this section should be viewed as a continuation of existing
effects and not as new impacts to the local study area. The effects common to all action
alternatives are discussed below.
3.3.1 Employment and Income
Direct Effect•. The Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract anticipates the need for 35 construction workers
for the f irst 12 months of mine extraction. These workers are anticipated to earn $24,600,
producing $861 ,000 in estimated payroll. It is assumed that no added construction workers are
needed for the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract.
During the period of mine operations, it is assumed that 168 mine workers would be needed for
the Iron Point Tract and 215 workers would be employed for the Elk Creek Tract. These workers
are ant icipated to earn an average $59,500 annually, yielding an estimated Iron Point payroll at
$10 .0 million annually and payroll of almost $12.8 million for the Elk Creek Tract. Total
operations employment associated with the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease Tracts combined
is 383 jobs with ongoing payroll of $22.8 million annually while both tracts are operational.
For reclamation and project decommissioning, it is estimated 30 to 40 workers would be needed
for the Iron Point Tract. An average of 35 workers was used to assess the reclamation phase
socioeconomic effects . It is estimated that 40 to 45 workers (including 5-10 mine employees and
30-40 contract workers) would be needed for the Elk Creek Tract; an average of 43 reclamation
workers was assumed for this analysis. Reclamation is estimated to take 1.5 years for the Iron
Point Tract and related facilities, while approximately one year would be required for reclamation
work at the Elk Creek Tract and associat ed facilities .

AppendixL
Table 22.

Forecast Annual Employment and Payroll Direct Effects
Iron Point

Ph
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of WOft

Elk Creek
18-01

Iron Point & Elk Creek
Combined 18-01·

35
$24,600
$861,000

35
$24,600
$861 ,000

168
$59,500
$9,996,000

215
$59,500
$12,792,500

383
$59,500
$22,788,500

35
$59,500
$2,082,500

43
$59,500
$2,558,500

78
$59,500
$4,641,000

18·01

Con~""':

Em oyment laverage)
W es Paid per Employee
Estimated Payroll

o,..etioM ,."..:
Employment laver agel
Wages Paid per Employee
Estimated Payroll
~,."..:

Employment laver agel
Wages Paid per Employee
Estimated Payroll
°Note:

Combined effects show maximum potential activity when operations at Iron Point and Elk Creek tracts are
underway at the same time. These illustrate the amount of activity expected to continue under the action
alternatives and are not in addition to what is currently occurring.

Source:

E.D. Hovee & Company, based on information provided by mine operators and IMPLAN data, August

1999.

Indirect Effects. Construction activities at the Elk Creek lease tract are estimated to support up to
0 .33 workers in the local economy per construction worker employed at this facility.29
Construction mining activities also support slightly more than $0.20 in indirect wages per dollar
paid to construction workers at the Elk Creek facility .30 This translates into a total of ten workers
being supported in the local economy, yielding a payroll of $180,800.
It is estimated that every local study area coal mine operations or reclamation employee in the
local study area support another 1.7 local workers. These mine workers also support another
$0.50 of non-mine related income in the local study area per $1.00 paid to the mine workers.
The 168 workers employed fry the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract would support another 285 local
workers that earn just under $5.2 million in annual income. The 215 mine workers for the Elk
Creek Coal Lease Tract are estimated to support 365 workers, providing just under $6.7 million in
annual income to the local economy. Taken together, the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease
Tracts would support an estimated 650 indirect jobs with $11.8 million in annual payroll.
During reclamation, Iron Point Tract is estimated to support 60 workers in the local study area at
a combined annual income of $1.1 million. 31 The Elk Creek Tract is estimated to support 75 local
workers during the reclamation phase, with a combined annual income of c. :ler $1.3 million. An
estimated 135 jobs are supported during the reclama~ion period at both mines, with payroll of up
to $2.4 million annually.

29

Economic employment multiplier comes from MIG's 1996 IMPLAN model for workers working in the
new mineral extraction facilities sector.

30

Ibid.

31

Employment and income multipliers used in the operations phase also were used in estimating
reclamation socioeconomic effects.
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Forecast Annual Employment .nd PIIyrol Indirect Effects

Ph-. of Wort

Iron Point

mc,..

(8-0)

(B·O)

Iron Point • Elk Creek
Combined (B·O)-

10
$18. 100
$180,800

10
$18, 100
$180,800

285
$18.200
$5. 197.900

365
$18.200
$6.652. 100

650
$18,200
$11 .830,000

60

75
$17.700
$1 .330.400

135
$17,900
$2.413.300

~""-:

Employment (average)
Wages Paid per Employ"
Estimated Payroll
o,.afliDov " " -;
Employment (average)
Wages Paid per Employ"
Estimated Payroll

RIKIMNfIiM ""-;
Employment (average)
Wages Paid per Employ"
Estimated Payroll

$18.000
$1 .082.900

-Note:

Combined effects show maximum potential activity when operations at Iron Point .,d Elk Cr"k tracts are
underway at the same time. These illustrate the amount of activity expected to continue under the action
alternatives and are nor in addition to what is currently occurring.

Source:

E.O. Hov". Company. using IMPLAN multipliers for construction and coal mining activity. August 1999.

Tot.1 Effects. During constructio associated with the Elk Creek Coal lease Tract, a total of 45
local workers would be supported over an approximate one-year time frame. It is estimated that
just over $1 million in annual income would be generated. During operations, Iron Point Coal
lease Tract would be expected to support more than 450 local workers and income of almost
$15.2 million annually in the local study area. The Elk Creek Coal lease Tract would be estimated
to support 580 jobs at an annual local income of over $19.4 million. During periods when mining
is occurring on both lease tracts at the same time, the mining activities are estimated to support
over 1,000 dir t and indirect jobs in the local economy and over $34.6 million in annual local
income.
During reclamation, it is estimated that about 95 workers with an annual income of $3.2 million
would be required for the Iron Point Coal lease Tract. Elk Creek is estimated to support nearly
120 workers at an annual income of almost $3.9 million. Combined, these facilities will support
over 210 workers and income of nearly $7.1 million annually during reclamation. Iron Point
reclamation is anticipated to take 1.5 years, while Elk Creek is estimated to take somewhat less
than on6 year. After reclamation has been completed, ongoing environmental and reclamation
monitoring would occur for both facilities.
3.3.2 HOU8Ing, PopuIatIon.net School Enrolment
In evaluating the continuing housing, population and school enrollment effects, it has been
assumed that each worker represents a separate household within the local study area.
Furthermore, because this study area historically has experienced coal mining activity, it is
assumed that the workers in question continue to live at their current place of residence for all
phases of mining-related activity.32 Therefore, the development of either facility is not anticipated
to attract added labor force (or population) from outside the two-county local study area.

)2

This a••umption i. confirmed by payroll data indicating residence location. for current Bowie and
Oxbow employ... a. presented in the affected environment section of this EIS .
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Forecast Annual Employment and Payroll Total Effects

Table 24.
...... of Worll

Iron Point
IB·D)

Elk Creek
IB·D)

Iron Point & Elk Creek
Combined IB-D)·

c-trucfIIoIt " , . .:
45

45

$23,200
$1 ,041 ,800

$23,200
$1,041 ,800

453
$33,500
$15.193,900

580
$33.500
$19,444,600

1.033
$33.500
$34.605.500

95
$33.300
$3.165.400

118
$33.000
$3.888.900

213
$33.000
$7.054.300

Employment laverage)
Wages Paid per Employee
Estimated Payroll

0,....... ",..:
Employment laverage)
Wages Paid per Employee
Estimated Payroll
~""...:

Employment l average)
Wages Paid per Employee
Estimated Payroll

° Note:

Combined effects show maximum potential activity when operations at Iron Point and Elk Creek Tracts are
underway at the same time .

Source:

E.D. Hovee & Company, using IMPlAN multipliers for construction and coal mining activity. August 1999.

As with Alternative A, the 1997 average household size (2,38 persons per household) for the
two-county study area is used to estimate the affected population. The proportion of school age
population (17 .4%) for the two-county area in 1997 is also applied to estimate affected school
enrollments.
As with the employment and income effects, the housing, population, and school enrollment
effects are presented as a continuation of existing effects and not as new impacts to the local
study area , They are used for illustration purposes to indicate the level of socioeconomic activity
that the two new mine facilities would continue to support.

Direct Effects. Construction workers associated with the Elk Creek Tract are estimated to
represent 35 households. Based on the local study area's average household size, these
households would account for over 80 current residents that are estimated to have 14 school age
children between them . Based on IMPLAN data, over 50 workers in the new mineral extraction
facility sector were identified as working within the two-county area; therefore, it is assumed that
most if not all of these workers already live in the secondary study area.
It is assumed that 150 out of the168 workers to be employed for mining of the iron Point Tract
would continue to live within the local study area; they are estimated to represent almost 360
persons with 60 of school age. The 215 workers associated with the Elk Creek Tract are
estimated to represent 480 local residents with nearly 80 of school age.33
The 35 reclamation workers associatad with the Iron Point Tract are anticipated to be workers
that were employed during the operational phase and who would remain for reclamation work .
These workers would account for a little more than 80 local residents with 14 school age. The 43
n ,ine reclamation workers for the Elk Creek Tract are estimated to represent just over 100 local
study area residents with 18 of school age.

33

Enrollment figures represent estimated conditions based on characterist ics of study area population
rather than actual school enrollment associated with mine employees at any particular point in t ime,
w hether currently or prospectively.
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Tab14 25.

FOl'K8st Housing. Population and School Enrollment Direct Effects
Ell CIMk
18-01

Combined

, of Households

35

35

Estimated Population

83

83

School Enrollment

14

14

200

350

Iron Point

Ph-. of Wort

IS.oI

IS·DI·

t

FebnJ_ry 2000

Comments

~""..:

150

Each worker is assumed to represent one
separate h usehold.
Assumes the current average 19 7
household size of 2.38 persons for the two·
county study area.
Assumed to represent the 1997 percentage
117.4%1 of population that is age 5·17 .
Each local worker is assumed to represent

one separate household .
357

476

833

62

83

145

, of Households

35

43

78

Estimated Population

83

102

185

School Enrollment

14

18

32

Estimated Population

School Enrollment

.....,....." ""..:

° Note:

Assumes the current average 1997
household size of 2 .38 persons for the twocounty study area.
Assumed to r . - t the 1997 percentage
117.4%1 of population that is age 5·17 .
Each worker is IllUmed to represent one
separate household.
Assum. the current lVerage 1997
household size of 2.38 persons for the twocounty study area.
Assumed to represent the 1997 percentage
117 .4%1 of population that is age 5·17.

Combined effects show maximum potential activity when operations at Iron Point and Elk Creek tracts are

und_av at the ..". time.
Source:

E.D. Hov.. &

Com~y.

using IMPlAN multipliers for construction and coal mining ectivity. August 1999.

Taken together, an estimated 350 households with 833 residents and 145 school age children are
as umed for both the Iron Point and Elk Creek Tracts. This drops to 78 households with 185
r' i ants (32 school age children) during the subsequent period of site reclamation and closure
work.
lncIrect Effech. The ten local workers supported by construction workers at the Elk Creek are
estimated to represent almost 25 existing local residents with four being school age children.
The 285 local workers supported indirectly by Iron Point operations are estimated to represent
680 residents with just under 120 of school age. The Elk Creek operations are estimated to
indirectly support 365 local workers; they represent approximately 870 residents with just over
150 estimated to be school age children.
Approximately 60 local workers would be indirectly supported by reclamation activities at Iron
Point. They represent over 140 residents with 25 of school age. The 75 workers being indirectly
supported in the local area due to Elk Creek reclamation activities are estimated to represent
almost 180 residents with approximately 30 of school age.
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Forecast Housing. Population end School Enrollment Indirect Effects
Iron PoInt

Ell Creek
11-0)

Conlblllled
11-0)·

, of Household.

10

10

Eatimlted Populltion

24

24

4

4

...... o.Work

IB-D)

Co~t.

~""..:

School Enrollment

Each worker is assumed to represent one
S8J*lte household .
Assumes the current average 1997
household size of 2 .38 persons for the two·
county study arel.
Assumed to represent the 1997 percentage
(17.4%1 of population that is age 5· 17.

0,. ....... ""..:
, of Household.

285

365

650

Eatimated Population

678

869

1.547

School Enrollment

118

151

269

6C

75

135

143

179

322

25

31

56

............

Each worker i. assumed to represent one
separate household.
Assumes the current average 1997
household size of 2.38 persons for the two·
county atudy ar...
Assumed to reprnent the 1997 percentage
(17.4%1 of population thlt is age 5·17 .
Reprnents no net increase over current
conditions .

""..:

, of Household.
Eatimated Population

School Enrollment

Each worker i. assumed to repre.....t one
separate household.
Assumes the current average 1997
household size of 2 .38 person. for the twocounty atudy ar...
Assumed to reprnent the 1997 percentage
(17.4%1 of population that i. age 5· 17.

Combined effect. show maximum potential activity when operations at Iron Point and Elk Creek trect. are
und«w-V at the .-ne time.
Source:

E.D. Hov.. " Company, using IMPlAN multipliers for construction and c:o.I mining activity, Auguat 1999.

Together, the two mines would be indirectly support 650 households with close to 1,550
residents and 270 students. During reclamation, this would decline to 135 households, total
population of less than 325 and just over 55 students.
ToUI Effects. During the 12 months of construction associated with the Elk Creek Tract, it is
estimated that nearly 110 residents with almost 20 school aged children would be supported by
ectivities related to preparing the facility for operations. Due to the relatively short duration of the
construction phase and the assumption that the workers already live in the local study area. the
seven-county central western slope area is not expected to be impacted in terms of
socioeconomic factors including changes to underlying social values or land ownership/values.
Iron Point operations are estimated to continue to support nearly 1 ,040 residents with 180 of
school age. Elk Creek is anticipated to continue to support 1,350 residents annually and 230
being school-aged children. These effects are anticipated to continue for 5 to 8 years at Iron Point
and 5 to 6 years at Elk Creek.
A reduced number of residents would continue to be supported by mine-related activity after
mining operations cease during the reclamation phase. At Iron Point, a total of 230 residents, less
than 40 of school age, would be supported. At Elk Creek, it is estimated that over 280 residents
would be supported during reclamation, nearly 50 of school age.
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FOrKUt Housing, Popu..tion and School Enrollment Total Effects

Table 27.
Ph-. of Work

Iron PoInt
11-01

Ell CrwII
11-01

Combilled
11-01·

45

45

107

107

18

18

435

565

1.000

Eeeh 1oc.1 worker is essumed to represent
one seper.te household.

1.035

1.345

2.380

180

234

414

Assumes the current everege 1997
household size of 2.38 persons for the twocounty study .e• .
Assumed to represent the 1997 percentage
(17 .4"" of popullttion th.t is..ge 5·17 .

95

118

213

226

281

507

39

49

88

Comments

~""..:

I of Households

Estim.ted Popullttion

School Enroilment

Estimltted Popul.tion

School EnroUment

..........

Each worker is assumed to represent one
sep....t. household.
Assumes the current .verage 1997
household size of 2.38 persons for the twocounty study ere• .
Assumed to represent the 1997 percentage
117.4"" of popul.tion th.t is age 5 · 17.

""..:

I of Households

Estimltted Popul.tion

Schuel Enrollment

bch worker is assumed to represent one
sep••t e household .
Assumes the current ever-ve 1997
household size of 2 .38 persons for the two·
county study ....
Assumed to r~t the 1997 percent....
117.4"" of population thltt i s . 5·17.

Combined effects show muimum potenti.. KtiYity wNn operlttions Itt Iron Point end Elk Creek treets .e
urwt.wey Itt the serne time.

Source:

E.D. Hov. . . Compeny. using IMPlAr4 multipliers for construction end co" mining ectivity. August 1999.

During peak operations, the Iron Point and Elk Cr..k Tracts would support an estimat ed 1.000
I:'touseholds, translating into 2,380 residents with over 410 school age children. With reclamation,
the number of households supported directly and indirectly by these mines drops to just over 21 0
and 500 + residents with less than 90 school age children.
3.3.3 Other CommunIty and PubIc SeMen
During operations, annually recurring effects are expected to be similar for each of the action
alternatives (B, C and D). The primary difference is associated with anticipated duration of mine
operations, with Alternatives C and D occurring over a longer time period than Alternative B.
During the period of mine operations, effects on community and public service providers generally
could be expected to involve little to no change from current conditions. This is because mine
operation employment associated with mining of the Iron Point and Elk Cr..k Coal Lease Trae s
would essentially be the same as at the existing Bowie and Oxbow operations. Upon eventual
cessation of mine operations, effects would be comparable to those described in Alternative A .
3.3.4 Recrution, SociIII V ...... end lAnd Owner8hip
As w ith Alternative A, differing effects may be experienced with Alternatives B, C and D. For the
Action Alternatives, effects may vary depending on such factors as the perspective of a particular
individual or social group, geographic area considered, and time elapsed from implementat ion.
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Effects might include:
•

Continued recreation opportunity for exist ing residents and visitors, but with some
potential reduced opportunity for recreation on federal lands in the vicinity of the
Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal lease Tracts.

•

Maintenance of incomes, quality of life and social values of existing mine workers
and other workers or businesses that benefit indirectly from mine-related activity.

•

Potential diminution of quality of life and social values for some residents whose
economic livelihood is not related in any substantial way to mining activity; a
commonly cited example is increase train activity and associated noise and crossing
blockage.

•

No change in property values or ownerships would be expected due to mine
operations over the period of their continuation. Any changes would be attributed to
other external market conditions and typical patterns of turnover in real estate
ownership.

Alternatives B, C and 0 would involve continued mining for a period of approximately 5 to 8 years
beyond what is expected with Alt ernative A. It is conceivable that the life of affected North Fork
mines could be flxtended further if operators uceessfully secure previously unmined coal reserves
on private lands or added federal leases.
Continued mining offers opportunity to maintain the social values of primary and secondary study
area households that depend on or relate to extractive natural resource-related industries. Delta
County, in particular, likely could continue to maintain an economic and lifestyle profile different
from that ·of 0 her central western slope counties in Colorado through the period of ongoing
mining activity.

3.4

Multi-V.... Socioeconomic

Annual socioeconomic effects under each action alternative are anticipated to produce similar
socioeconomic effects on an annual basis. However, because the amount of coal reserves and
associated duration of each alternate I.... agr ment differs between altematives, multi-year
effects are evaluated in order to discuss the total potential impact expected to continue to occur
in the local study area. TheM too are presented for illustrative purposes in order to identify the
expected level of socioeconomic activity anticipated to be continually supported over the life of
both mines.
Multi-year effects are calculated by estimating the annual effects of each phase of development,
multiplying the annual effects by the anticipated duration (i.e. number years) of each pha.., and
adding the multi-y. . effects of each phil.. together. For example, a mine expected to support 10
workers during one year of construction, 100 workers during five years of operations, and 40
workers during three years of reclamation w ould result in 630 employee years (10 x 1 + 100 x
5 + 40 x 3 - 630) of job-related activity. Note: Employee effects are expressed in terms of
employee years, pay in terms of total income generated over the life of the entire mine activities,
and population in terms of person years.
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3.4.1 Multi-Vear Effects of Altemative A INo-Action Altemativel
There would be no multi-year effects for Alternative A. No mining would occur from either the
iron Point or Elk Creek Coal Lease Tracts.

3.4.2 Multi-Vear Effects of Altemative B
An estimated 24 million tons of coal would be mined from the Iron Point Coal Lease Tract at a
rate of five million tons per year. At this rate of production, mining from the Iron Point Tract
would take approximately 5 years. After the reserves have been mined, reclamation would
proceed, taking an estimated 1.5 years.
An estimated 21 million tons of coal would be mined from the Elk Creek Coal Lease Tract at a
rate of four million tons per year. At this rate, mining would occur for just over five years. For
purposes of this analysis, it was assumed that construction activities would take approximately
12 months. Reclamation associated with the Elk Creek Tract is estimated at 12 months.
It is estimated that the continued multi-yeer effects of mining from the Iron Point Tract would
produce just under 900 employee years and generate a total income of $53.2 million over the life
of the mine. Total multi-year population effects would result in just over 1,900 person years.
It is estimated that continued mUlti-year effects of mining from the Elk Creek Tract would produce
just over 1,200 employee years and generate a total income of $70.6 million over the life of this
mine. Total multi-year population effects would result in just under 2,700 person years.
Taken together, the mining operations involving the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal Lease Tracts
would offer over 2,100 employment-years, $ 124 million in mUlt i-year payroll, and 4,605 person
years of local population supported.
Table 28.

MuItI-Vear Employment, Income and Population Direct EffectslAiternadY. BI

DINct Effec:ta
Total Employment V_a
Multi-V_ P.yroll
Total P.rson V-. (populMionl

Source:

E.D. Hov.. "

C~y.

~~~~_________Bk=7~C~""*~________~~~~_____

894
$53.187.050
1.921

1,207
$70.580.125
2.684

baaed on Alternative B rusonMlly for_able scenwio. August 1999.

Alternative 8 " ..ould also have multi-year indirect impacts. It is estimated that mining from both
lease tracts would continue to support over 3,500 employee years, generate a total payroll of $64
million, and a residential population base of 8,400 person years.

Table 29.

MuIti-V.ar Employment, Income and Population Indirect Effects IAltem.dYe BI

IncIrect Effec:ta
Total Employment V-.
Multi-V_ P.yroII
Total P.rson V-. (populMionl
Source:

Iron PoInt

1.518
*27.657.170
3.612

Combined

2,001
$36.434.725
4.765

3.519
$64.091.895
8.377

E.D. Hov.. " comp.... y . baaed on Alternltive B reuonlbly for_lib" scenario. August 1999.

The combined direct and indirect mUlti-year effects that are anticipated to be contin ally
supported by Alternative B result in over 5,600 employee years, a total cumulative income of
.187.9 million, and total estimated 13,000 person years lof population supported) .
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Table 30.

Multl-Vear Employment, Income and Population Total Effects (Alternative BI

Cumua.tlve Effect.
Total Employment Years
Multi· Year Payroll
Total Person Years (population )
Source:
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Iron Point
2,412
$80,844,220
5,533

Bk Creek
3,208
$107,014,850
7,449

Combined
5,620
$187,859,070
12,982

E.D. Hov.. & Company, based on Alternative B reasonably foreseeable scenario, August 1999.

3.4.3 Multl-Vear Effect. of Alternative C and 0
With Alternative C, an estimated 41 million tons of coal would be mined from the Iron Point Coal
lease Tract at a rate of five million tons per year. At this rate of production, the life of mining from
the Iron Point Tract would be about eight years. It is assumed that development activities for the
Iron Point Tract would take no more than 1 year, and after the reserves have been mined,
reclamation would proceed, taking approximately 1.5 years.
For Alternative C, an estimated 23 million tons of coal would be mined at a rate of five million
tons per year. The life of the mining from the Elk Creek Tract would be less than six years. Once
again, construction activities for the Elk Creek Tract are assumed to take approximately 1 months.
Reclamation also is estimated at 12 months.
Alternative 0 anticipates extraction of coal resources and an operating period comparable to that
of Alternative C. Consequently, both Alternatives C and 0 are viewed as having comparable multiyear effects.
With either Alternative C or 0, it is estimated that multi-year effects of mining from the Iron Point
Tract would continue to produce just under 1,400 employee years and generate a total income of
$83.2 million. Total mUlti-year population effects would result in a population supported of just
under 3,000 person years.
It is estimated that multi-year effects of mining from the Elk Creek Tract would continue to
produce just over 1,300 employee years and generate a total income of $77 million. Total multiyear population effects would result in just over 2,900 person years.
Table 31.

MuIti-Ve.r Employment, Income and Population Direct Effect. (Alternative. C and

D)
DIrect Effects
Tota. Employment Ye....
Multi-Y.... Payroll
Total Person Y..... (populationl
Source:

Iron PoInt
1,398
$83,175,050
2,992

Ell Creek
1,314
$76,976,375
2,922

E.D. Hov.. & Company, based on Alternative CandO reasonably for_able scenario, August 1999.

As with Alternative B, Alternatives C and 0 would also continue to support multi-year indirect
impacts. It is estimated that both facilities combined would have a multi-year effect t hat would
continue to generate close to 4 ,600 employee years, a total payroll of $83 million, and a
residential population base of almost 11,000 person years .
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Multi-V.ar Employment, Income and Population Indirect Effects (Alternative C and

D)
indirect Effec:u
Total Employment Years
Multi·Year Payroll
Total Person Years (population)

Iron Point
2,373
$43,250,870
5,646

Combined

2,184
$39,760,775
5,200

4,557
$83,011 ,645
10,846

E.D. Hovee & Company, based on Alternative C and 0 reasonably foreseeable scenario, August 1999.

Source:

The combined direct and indirect multi-year effects could include almost 7,300 employee years, a
total cumulative income of $243.2 million, and a total estimated population supported equivalent
to almost 16,800 person years.
Table 33.

MuItI-V.ar Employment, Income and Population Total Effects (Alternatives C and D)

Cumulative Effec:u
Total Employment Years
Multi-Year Payroll
Total Person Years (population)

Ell CIMIl
3,498
.116,737,150
8,122

CombiuH
7,269
$243,163,070
16,760

E.D. Hovee & Company, based on Alternative C and 0 reasonably for_able scenario, August 1999.

Source:

3.5

Iron PoInt
3,771
.126,425,920
8,638

Fiscal Effects for All Ahem.tiv..

Unlike the other socioeconomic effect sections of this report, only fiscal effects directly related to
the mining activity on the two lease tracts are estimated. Estimating indirect, total, and
cumulative fiscal effects is more problematic and not easily quantified. While some level of impact
additional to the estimated direct effects would be generated, it is not anticipated to be of any
substantial level compared to the direct effects.
Major revenue sources anticipated to be ost (No-Action Alternative' or generated (Action
Alternatives B, C, and D) under each alternative include federal royalties, state severance tax,
state and local sales tax, and property taxes
Each source is distributed to different jurisdictions (or taxing authorities' and has very specific
allocation schedules as well as uses. Federal revenue and state regulations go ern how each tax
is calculated, distributed, and used. Primary sources include:

34

•

Federal Royalties. Calculated using the amount of coal extracted and the most
current market value (or spot price) of coal. The tax rate established by the federal
government for underground mined coal is 8 %. One-half of the federal royalties are
returned to the state that produced the coal. Tha state of Colorado has established
a special mineral leasing fund. Twenty-five percent of this fund is allocated to state
public schools, 50% to locally impacted jurisdictions, 10% to the Colorado water
conservation board construction fund, and 15% to the local energy impact fund.
Funds are designated t be used for planning, construction, and maintenance of
public facilities or for public services.

•

Colorado State Severance Tax. Calculated using the annual amount of coal
produced, after the first 32,000 tons.34 The tax rate is $0.54 per ton, but the first

As of July 1, 2000, the first 8,000 t ons per quarter are exempt. Currently, the exemption is the first
25,000 tons per quarter (CRS 39-29-1061.
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32,000 tons are exempt and a 50% credit is given to underground mines. Half of
the tax funds collected are distributed to the Department of Natural Resources (for
natural resource replacement or state water conservation) and the other half is
allocated to the local severance tax fund. Eighty-five percent of funds allocated to
the local severance tax is distributed to affected jurisdictions for planning,
construction, and maintenance of public facilities or for public services. The other
15% is distributed to counties or municipalities based on mine workers place of
residence and can be used for discretionary purposes.

•

s-. Tu.s. Assessed on most non-essential household goods. Funds are deemed
discretionary and can be spent on any need by state or local government. The state
of Colorado rate is 3%. For this EIS, the city of Delta has a local sale tax rate of 3%
which is also used because local expenditures by mine operators and a significant
portion of household expenditures occur within the city of Delta. 35

•

Property Tu... Levied by taxing districts that have been established by local
voters. Levy rates vary by district and are usually expressed in terms of per $1,000
of taxable assessed value. Delta County levies a rate of $18.082, Gunnison County
$13.179, Delta County Joint School District 150 $32.520, Paonia Cemetery
District $1.000, Colorado River Water District $0.309, North Fork Water District
$0.612, Delta County Memorial Hospital $1.730, Delta County Library $2.924, and
North Fork Pool and Recreation District $1.379. Facilities located in Delta Counw
are assessed at a combined levy rate of $58.556, with assessment of $46.620 for
facilities in Gunnison County. While these tax rates appear extraordinarily high, only
29% of the value of a property is assessed as prescribed under state law.

3.6.1 FI8aII Effects of Alternativ. A eHo-Action AItemativ.)

The Bowie No. 2 and Oxbow mines would produce a total of 10 million tons of coal per year.
Average market value of coal is assumed at $18. 0, the average salea price in 1997. Current
purchases for operations approximate $49 million with an assumption that 20% of purchases are
made locally (primarily in the city of Delta).
A substantial amount of revenue thet the stete and local jurisdictions rely on to provide services
likely would be lost if the two coal leases are not issued. It is estimated that annual revanues lost
by federal royalties from the two lease tracts would be over $6.7 million.
An estimated $2.1 million in annual state severence tax would be lost, of which 60% would have
been scheduled to be available to local jurisdictions. Also, an annual $1.8 million in salea tax
would not be generated; almost $330,000 would have been distributed to local jurisdictions.

The substantial reduction in tu revenues could pllJCe a burden on local service providers. If the
affacted residents remain in the two-county study area, then providers that rely the most on
mining tax revenues may need to make cuts in the services they provide, lower their level of
services, or find alternative replacement funding •

•

Sales tax rat .. for individual jurisdiction we. elao presented in Section 2.0, Affected Environment, in
this r.port.
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Total reduction in annual revenue is estimated at $5.9 million for state government and $5.5
million to affected local governments, or $11.4 million in combined state and local government
revenue. An estimated $1.7 million in reduced revenue could also occur as a result of reduced
personal income.
3.5.2 Fiscal Effects of Action Alternatives (B. C and D)
Taken together, mining production from the Iron Point and Elk Creek Coal lease Tracts is
projected to produce a combined 10 million tons of coal per year. Market value of coal is assumed
at $18.50 per ton, the average sales price in 1997.
Capital expenditures for this mining are estimated at $31.0, with less than 6% baing purchased
locally. Current purchases for operations are assumed at $49 million with an assumption that
20% of purchases are made locally (primarily in the city of Delta).
Approximately 92% of mine employees are estimated to live within the local study area.
Approximately 50% of the mining activity on the Elk Creek Tract would occur in Delta County; all
other mining activity is allocated to Gunnison County. The entire Iron Point Coal lease Tract is
located in Delta County.
Annual revenues generated from coal production from the two lease tracts would result in almost
$6.7 million of federal royaltiet .
An estimated $2.4 million in annual state severance tax also would be generated. Based on
current allocations, 50% would be distributed to the local study area, with the majority of the
15% local distribution retuming to the cities of Paonia and Hotchkiss.
An annual $1.8 million in sales tax would be generated by annual mine operation purcheses,
almost $330,000 being anticipated for the city of Delta. Anticipated capital expenditures for the
mining activities are estimated to generate almost .1.0 million dollars in sales tax. Approximately
$60,000 is projected to be captured by the city of Delta.
Construction workers are expected to continually generate .13.600 annually in property taxes.
Mine operation workers are estimated to generate $136,700 annually, with an estimated $30,300
for reclamation employees.
Mining from the two lease tracts is an icipated t o generate $807,400 to .866.800 in property
taxes annually. The majority (75%) would be allocated to Delta County taxing districts, with the
remainder going to Gunnison County districts. The Delta County Joint School District 150 would
receive 55% of the property taxes generated in Delta County and almost 70% in Gunnison with
the remainder going to Gunnison County districts. The Delta County Joint School District 150
would receive 55% of the property taxes generated in Delta County and almost 70% in Gunnison
County. Each County government would receive approximately 30% of property taxes generated
within their jurisdictions.
Under any of the action alternatives, local service providers are not anticipated to be negatively
effected. Revenues generated should ensure continuation of community and public services to a
level at least commensurate with current levels of service.
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Direct Fiscal Effects by Action Altemative During Operations
Annuli Effects
Alt. CoD
AIt.8

Revell. Sources

Multl-Y.lr Effects
Alt. CoD
All B

Construction Phi.. (one yur only):
Sources leIGIed to AlUM:

s.Ies Tu from C..,n.. PurchIMS
- St.t. A-.ment
- Locil A-.merIt
Sources Rellted to Construction Workers:
St.t. Income Tu

$930.000
.59.900

$930.000
.59.900

$930.000
$59.900

$930.000
$59.900

.43.100

.43.100

.43.100

. 43.100

$27.200
.27.200
.'3.600
.,.10, .000

.27.200
$27.200
.'3,600
.,.,0,.000

.27.200
$27.200
.'3,600
.,.,0, .000

$27.200
.27.200
.'3.600
.,.,0,.000

.6.680.000
$2.421.400

.6.660.000
$2.421.400

$33.300.000
.,2.,4,.400

.45.880.000
.,6.73,.400

.'.470.000
.328.500
.807.400

.'.470.000
$328.500
.866.800

$7.542.000
.'.698.300
.4.133.000

.9.252.000
$2.008.800
.8.261.400

.'.139.400

.'.139.400

.5.757.100

$7.576.300

$298. 100
$273.700
.'36,700
.'3.535.200

$298.100
$273.700
.'36,700
.'3.594.800

.'.508.000
.' .384.300
.691,700
153.800

.'.982.000
., .8,2.000
.905,500
.92.409.400

$232.100

$232.100

$232.100

$232.100

.60.700
.60.700
.30,300
.383,800

.60.700
.60.700
.30,300
.383,800

.'01.600
.'01.600
.50,800
M86,l00
.69.740.900

.'01.600
.'0,.600
.50,800
.486,100
.93.996.500

SIIeITu
- Stet. Aueument
- Loc" Aueument

PropertyTu
Subtotal Stlte & Local Revenues
OperatIons Phase (annually rec:urrlftI):Sources IeIaIed to MIne:
Feder.. Roylltia

Sev.8nCeTu
SIIeI Tu from Purc:h_
- Stet. A..... m.llt
-Loc:"~t

PropertyTu

Sources Related to Mine Workers:
Stet. Income Tu

SIIeI Tu
- Stet. AIIIII7f*lt
- Loc:II A.. "UNlit

PropertyTu
Subtotal State & Local Revenues
hdlllMtion Phase (. .!UII, recurrIftI):SourceI 1.'III.d to ....:
SIIeI Tu from Purch-.
- StMe &11111 •• ,t

.ea.

- Loc:II A....... ,t

Sourcea Related to IIecI.....tIoII Worbrs:
$tete Income Tu
SIIeI Tu
- Stet. A... II ment
- Loc:II A IlIIIiT..,t
PropertyTu
Subtotal Stale & Local Revenues
Total Multi·Yur Revenues
• Note:

Combined _ _ effectIlhow muImum potentW ICtivIty when operlltionl et Iron Point and Elk Creek
time. Multi-y.- effec:tI •• in eddition to whet can be expected with
Tracta . . underway et the _
AIterMtiw A.

Source:

E.D.

Howe. Cunpw.Y. Auguet. 1999.

Averege annual revenues directly associated with Alternativ.. B, C, and 0 for state and local
jurisdictions combined are estimated at .1.1 minion during construction, .13.5 to .13.6 million
during operations, and US3,SOO for the period of reclamation. The local government share of
total revenu.. received would be 9% during construction, 52% for operation., and 24% with
reclamation.
Total multi-year revenues to state and local governments are ..timated at close to .70 million
with Alternative Band .94 million with Alternatives C-O. Multi-year revenues are 35% greater
with Alternativ.. CandO then with Alternative B due to the longer duration of mining activity.

Socioeconomic Repot
The local government share of total revenues received is 51 % with Alternative Band 53% with
Alternatives C and D.

3.6

Supplemental LEIFA Analysis

Based on a number of comments on the North Fork Coal Draft EIS. E.D. Hovee &. Company
completed a supplemental economic impact exercise that incorporated Local Economic
Information and Forecasting Assistance (LEIFA) data into the IMPLAN model to produce a
separate set of economic impact multipliers that are driven by LEIFA data. Non-proprietary LEIFA
data was obtained from the Colorado State Demography Section.
The first step in modifying the impact model was to aggregate the 526 detailed IMPLAN economic
sectors into the disclosed 40 LEIFA sectors. Only non-proprietary LEIFA data was used; nondisclosable proprietary data has not been applied to the model revisions. Please see Table 35.
Comparison Between IMPLAN and LEIFA Data Sheets.
After adjusting the IMPLAN model to reflect LEIFA sectors. the wage and proprietor income
components were adjusted to correspond with LEIFA employment and earnings income data.
Next. industry output and other value-added data were adjusted into 1997 dollars using industry
price inflators available in the IMPLAN model. as the most up-to-date and original IMPLAN data
used for the Draft EIS was for 1996. All model adjustments were made in consultation with
Minnesota IMPLAN Group to ensure that appropriate revisions were made to avoid incorrect
model adjustments or biasing the impact results.

The greatest adjustments made to the IMPLAN model occur within the agriculture production
sector (i.e .• crops and livestock). where over 2.000 employees were added and over .14.9 million
in earnings income was removed. The LEIFA data indicate that the agriculture production sector
has nearly 3.000 jobs while the IMPLAN data set indicated employment of 953. This compares
to 1997 SEA data that suggests that there are 1.500 farm related employees and Colorado State
Employment Security Department identifying only 500 total agricultural workers. Also noted is
that the 1997 Census of Agriculture. typically viewed as one of the most complete sources of
agriculture data. identified just over 1.900 jobs. with three-quarters of these employees working
less than 160 days per year.
Other sectors experiencing large employment gains with LEIFA data (compared to IMPLAN)
include eating and drinking establishments with an additional 639 jobs. followed by business
services {+ 322 jobs). state and local government (+ 228 jobs). and coal mining (+ 119 jobs).
Sectors experiencing relatively large job 10.... compared to the IMPLAN data set include
engineering and management services with a loss of 307 jobs followed by financial services (-243
jobsl, miscellaneous retail (-163 jobsl. and personal services (-124 jobs).

The LEIFA data adjustments resulted in an additional 2.635 jobs and a loss of over .88.6 million
in earnings income for Delta and Gunnison Counties combined. Of particular interest are the
adjustments made to the agricultural production sector where LEIFA data estimates 2.000 more
jobs and .14.9 million less in income than is the case with the IMPLAN data. This is offset
somewhat by lower LEIFA estimates of employment in health care. specialty retail and some
professional service sectors that is indicated by IMPLAN data.
The LEIFA data results in a lower employment multiplier (2.45 vs. 2.70) but a larger income
multiplier (2.62 vs 2.52) thwt is estimated for the Draft EIS and Final EIS using IMPLAN data.
The lower employment multiplier is a direct result of LEIFA data recording higher levels of
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agricultural employment offset somewhat by lower levels of employment in the health care,
specialty retail, and some professional service sectors.
The Draft EIS indicated that the No-Action Alternative would result in a total direct plus indirect
loss of 1,033 jobs and $34.6 million in tow-county income. The lEIFA adjusted model estimat es
a total job loss of 938 workers and income loss of $36.9 million.
The Draft EIS concluded that the action alternatives would lead to a maintenance of current
conditions rather than to additional employment or income above and beyond what is currently
experienced. This conclusion is not altered by the inclusion of the lEIFA data se! .
The results of the lEIFA adjusted IMPlAN model do not produce materially significant results from
those presented in the Draft EIS, lEIFA results are within 10% of Draft EIS estimates. The lEIFA
data set appears to be at variance with other, standard published economic data sources.
Consequently, the IMPlAN data set applied in the Draft EIS is retained with this Final EIS
document; however, this supplemental analysis provides a comparison with economic data from
lEIFA.
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Appendix"
1.0

INTRODUCTION

This appendix provides detailed emission estimates and air quality dispersion modeling to support the
air quality impact assessments completed for the North Fork Coal Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS). The air dispersion modeling focuses on "air quality related values' (acid deposition and visibility)
at two Class I areas near the Bowie Resources Ltd. (Bowie) and Oxbow Mining (Oxbow) operations.
The two Class I areas are West Elk Wilderness Area and Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Park.
It is assumed by this analysis that there would be 00 air quality impacts to the Ragged Wilderness from
the coal mines in the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley.
Neither the Oxbow nor the Bowie operations are subject to Prevention of Significant Deterioration
(PSD) permitting. This appendix analyses the fugitive dust and tailpipe emissions from the Oxbow and
Bowie operations, as well as Mountain Coal Company's West Elk Mine (West Elk Mine), and assesses
their possible impacts the Class I areas. The following wilderness area receptors were used in the
analysis:
•

•

Acid deposition impacts evaluated at South Golden Lake at the northern part of Wes Elk
Wilderness approximately 9 miles from the historic town of Bowie
Regional haze evaluated at the northwest boundary of West Elk Wilderness (11 miles

from the historic town of Bowie) and the northeast oomer of Black Canyon National Park
•

Plume blight from the Bowie No. 2 Mine evaluated for a viewer on top of Mt. Gunnison (at
the northwest part of West Elk Wilderness) and a viewer at the northeast comer of Black
Canyon National Park.

2.0

EMISSION MODELING

Emission rates were calculated for the Bowie No. 2 Mine, the Bowie No. 1 loadout, and coal trucks
traveling between the Bowie No. 2 Mine and the Bowie No. 1 loadout, the Oxbow mining operations
near Somerset, the West Elk Mine, and the Union Pacific Railroad. Neither the West Elk operations
nor the Union Pacific Railroad operations are governed by the BlM and Forest Service decisions
regarding the Iron Point and Elk Creek coal lease applications; however, the emissions from the West
Elk Mine and the coal trains are oonsidentd as ·cumulative impacts· in accordance with the guidelines
at the National Environmental Policy Ad (NEPA). Emissions from all of the regional coal operations
were calculated for the following two scenarios:

•

The year 1998 which represents the start of the NEPA process for the coal leases; and,

•

The proposed actions of both Bowie and Oxbow, induding cumulative impacts from the
West Elk Mine.

The coal production rates used for this air quality impact assessment are set forth in Table AI-1, Coal
Production Rates.
The air qua:it'J impacts at the Class I areas were evaluated for emission ir.::reases instead of absolute
value emission rates. The emission increase scenario considered is as follows:

Prooosed Actions Minus Year 1998. This scenario includes lt1e direct emission
increases at Oxbow and Bowie, plus eurnulative impact emission increases that are
expected to occur at the West Elk Mine.
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The Bowie and Oxbow operations are assumed to expand coal production to the levels shown in Table
1.4·1, Coal Production Rates, regardless whether the coal leases are issued. Therefore, coal
production under a "No-Action- alternative would be the same as for any of the "Action" alternatives
analyzed in the EIS.

2.1

Fugitive Dust Emlsstons

The estimated fugitive dust impacts at each mine for each emission soenario are listed in Table 1.4·2,
Summary of PM10 Emissions From Regional Mines. For this analyses, it was assumed that the mines
would emit up to the allowable limits that are specified in their respective air quality permits. For each
mine, a PM10 emission factor for fugitive dust <expressed as pounds of fugitive PM10 per ton of mined
coal) was developed by dividing their permitted aJIowabIe annual PM10 emissions by their allowable
coal production rates. The calaJlated PM10 emission rates thetefore represent "potential to emit" from

each mine.
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Appendix II
2.2

Tailpipe Emissions From Mining Equipment, Haul Trucks, and Locomotives

Emissions of PM1o, nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulfur dioxide (502) frolT' the mining equipment, haul
trucks, and locomotives are itemized in Table M-3. Tailpipe Emissions for Year 199Blncluding
Cumulative Impact, and Table M-4, Tailpipe Emissions for Proposed Action Including Cumulative
Impact.
In-Mine Diesel Equipment and Above-Ground Diesel Equipment. An inventory of the diesel equipment
that is expected to be operated underground at the Bowie No. 2 Mine at the 5 million tons/year
production rate was provided by Bowie. The annual diesel equipment utilization (expressed as
horsepower-hours per year) for underground equipment at each mine was assumed to be proportional
to the annual coal production. Representative emission factors for PM1o, NOx, and 502 were obtained
from Caterpillar Corporation.

Coal Trucks Between Bowie No. 2 Mine and Bowie No. 1 Loadout. The number of round trips required
for Bowie was estimated by assuming each coal truck carries a payload of 28 tons. Representative
tailpipe emission factors for heavy highway trucks were derived from EPA's MOBILE4 database.
Fugitive dust emission factors for trucks traveling on public highways were derived from EPA's AP42.

!.ocomotive Emietiooc.. Train traffic to each mine was estimated assuming each train carries a payload
of 10,000 tons. It was assumed that each train uses two locomotives, each operating at a load of
2,000 horsepower. Locomotive emissions were derived from EPA emission factors developed to
support the new federal emission standards for non-road engines (EPA, 1997). The regulation
requires rebofitting of Ioc:omotives, after their next normal operating cycle (about 750,000 hours of
operation). EPA estimates that, on a nationwide average, the NOx emissions from locomotives in the
year 2010 would decrease by about 40 percent compared to their current levels. For this analysis,
EPA's published emission factors for the year 1999 were used to estimate the year 1998 baseline
emissions from Ioc:omotives, and EPA's emission factors for the retrofitted locomotives were used to
estir".te emissions for the ~Action and Proposed Actions (EPA, 1997).
2.3

Summary of Emission Rates and Inc,..... UHCI for Air Quality Modeling

The emission rates at each facility for this analysis are listed in Table M-5. Summary of Emissions for
1998 and Proposed ActJon. The table lists the emission inaeases for "Proposed Action Minus 1998."
The .."....".. inc....... at each facility were used for the air quality modeling desaibed in Section 3.0,
Matteled VISibility and Acid Deposition Impacts, of this appendix.

3.0

MODELED VISIBILITY AND ACID DEPOSITION IMPACTS

The No-Action and Action alternatives would increase emissions of particulate matter, NOx and 502
from SOlM'C8S along the ftoor of the North Fork of the Gunnison River Valley. These emissions could
impact the West Elk Wilderness or Black C8nyon National Pant. NOx and 502 emissions can react
inside the plume to convert to nitric acid and sulfuric acid, which can cause increases in acid deposition
at the alpine regIoIlS of the wilderness area. The nitric acid and sulfuric acid can react with ammonia in
the atmosphere to form "secondary particles" that can form a regional haze that impacts visibility at
Ioc:atiollS remote from the emission source. In addition, the emissions can cause a distinct plume
(called "plume blighr) during the first few miles downwind before the plume breaks up as it travels
through rugged terrain.
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..,

Conceptual PoilutMt TrMSpOIt

Under prevailing COl IditioI IS, the wind .-eng the Nor1h Fen VrIIItIf ftoor blows down-valley at night n:t
up-VIIIIey during the day, with a few peliods where the wind blows aaoss the valley.
When wind blows in its prewiIing down-VIIIIey direction, emissions from the mines would be oorlStrided
wiIhin the VIIIIey until they reached the broad plane west d the town d Paonia. At that P'*rt. the
emissions could mix with regional air masses. It is unclear whether the regional air mass would then
blow ncx1hw8Id towwd Grand Junction, southwaId toward Montrose, southusterty toward Black
Canyon, 0( swing back in an easterty direction toward the West Elk Wilderness.
When the wind blows in its prevailing up-VIIIIey dlrectioli .tong the North Fen Valley, emissions from
the nines would be oorlStricted within the VIIIIey until they reac:hecI the oonftuence d the West Fen of
the GurI.'IiIon River (northward toward McClure Pass), AnthI.a. Creek (111twn toward the Raggeds
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Wilderness) on Snowshoe canyon (southward toward West Elk Wilderness). It is undear what portion
of the mine emissions would blow along each of those river drainages.
When the wind blows in its non-prevailing direction southward directly across the river valley. it is
uncertain how far the plumes from the mines would travel before they either bres up in rugged terrain
or dilute by mixing with air masses moving along intersectir19 drainages. Under eonditions of stable air
or temperature inversionS. it is unclear whether the plumes from the mines could rise upward high
enough to cross ridges between the mines and the West Elk Wilderness Area.
There are no simple air quality dispersion models that can accurately simulate ground-level plu~
dispersion in the twisting. rugged terrain ound in and surrounding the North Fork Valley. Similarly.
there are no available on-site wind data to indicate how the wind along the North Fork of the Gunnison
River Valley splits and mixes at each of the regional drainages. Therefore. for this analysis. a
screening approach was used to estimate the maximum imSJadS and compare them to relevant
environmental criteria. As a simplifying step. it was assumed that emissions froIT. the mine sources at
the valley floor blow as straight. continuous Gaussian plumes with no enhanced dispersion caused by
crossing valleys or mixing with other regional air masses. Given this simplification. the wind rose
measured at the West Elk Mine in 1987 was used with three comrnonly-used Gaussian d ispersion
models (SCREEN3. ISC3 and PLUVUE) to estimate the pollutant concentrations at the wilderness
areas.

3.2

Wind Data

Wind speed data from the meteorological tower that was operated during Gpring and summer at the
West Elk Mine in 1987 were used for the modeling. The wioo rose shown in Fi(;ure 1.4-1, Wind Rose for
West Elk Mine. displays a wind pattem that is common for a narrow river valley. Slrooq persistent
winds blow up-valley and down-valley. and weak info"equent winds blow across tha valley. The
prevailing winds blew up-valley or down-valley with a high wind speed (3.8 meters/second average).
Cross-valley winds were infrequent (less than 10 percent frequency of occurrence) with a low s eed
(2.5 meters per second). The average wind speed for all directior 0 was estimated at 3.6 meters per

second.

Based on Figure M-1, Wind Rose for 1he West Elk Mine, the following values . are used for the
SCREEN3 modeling:

average c:ross-valley wind speed of 2.5 meters per second. 0 stability. and 5
percent per year frequency of annual occurrence for each wind sector (i.e .• the wind
direction was assumed to meander so each of the emiQion sources be
Somerset
and Delta impact the wildemess areas for 5 percent of the time during the year).

•

Annual

•

24-hour average c:ross-valley wind speed of 2.5 meters per second. 0 stability. and 25
percent frequency of occurrence from each wind sector (i.e .• the wind direction was
assumed to meander so each of the emission SOU~ between Somerset and Delta
would impact the wilderness areas for 6 hours during the worst-case day).

The highest emission increases would occur at the Bowie No. 2 Mine. which is located where the North
Fork of the Gunnison River Valley runs in a southwest-northeast direction. Therefore. for sequentialhourly ISC3 modeling the wind rose from the West Elk Mine was rotated so the prevailing wind
direction runs in a direction that is appropriate for the river valley between Paonia and Bowie (see
Figure 1.1-2, Adjusted Wind Rose for Bowie).
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3.3

Emlaalon RIdes Used for Modeling

The visibility modeling and acid deposition assessments were completed by modeling the incremental
emission increases from the 1998 air quality levels to those tonnages projected in Table M-1. Coal
Production Rates. The modeled incremental impacts were then compared to measured baseline
conditions to evaluate the significance of the modeled increases.

Table M-5, Summary 01 Emissions for 1998 and Proposed Action. lists the incremental emission
increases as well as the estimated total regional emission rates for the year 1998 baseline and Action
Alternative. As shown in Figure 9, Emission Sources Used for Visibility and Acid Deposition Modeling.
in the separate EIS figure volume. the three mines that could impact West Elk Wilderness are spread
along a serpentine 3-mile line between Paonia and Somerset. and the railroad emissions would occur
along the 3O-mi1e track between Somerset and Delta. For the computer dispersion modeling. the
emission increases were apportioned between nine volume sources to represent the three mines.
State Highway 133. and the railroad.

3.4

Atmospheric Conversion RMH for NO. and S02

Diesel equipment at the mines emits gaseous NOx and S02. Those gases must first react within the
plume to form nitric acid and sulfuric acid before they can form "secondary particles" that can obscure
visibility. The chemical reaction rates were evaluated as part of the regional haze assessment and
"plume blighr modeling.
EPA's PLWUE model calculates the chemical conversion rate and reports the calculated rates as part
of its output report for "plume blighr impads. The reaction rates reported by the PLUVUE model were
used in the SCREEN3 modeling and 1SC3 modeling to aslesS regional haze impacts. The reaction
rates for those pollutants depend on the air temperature. amount of solar radiation. amount of ambient
ozone. n the relative humidity. Table M-6, Assumptions for VIsibMy and Acid Deposition Modeling.
lists the values that were assumed for the PlUVUE modeling of the reaction rates.

The PlUVUE model was used to caIa.IIate the maximum 1-hour noontime chemical reaction rates.
The peak 1-hour COIMN'Iion rates reported by PlUVUE were adjusted to calculate the 24-hour rates
used for the regional haze modeIi 19. using reoonvnended nighttime conversion rates published by the
Colorado o.p.tment of PubIc Health n Env'.ronment (COPHE) (CDPHE. 1999). The calculated
peak-hour noolltime rates n the adjusted 24-hour rates are as follows:

Peak noolltine NOlI con'lSnSion rate (PlUVUE)

4.5 peroentIhour .

AIIymId

2.0 oercontlhoyr
3.5 percentJhour

.'0•• NOlI conftlJion (CpPHE)

24-hour NOx conversion

rate

Peak noollti •• S02 conversion rate (PlUVUE)

AIIymId niqbttjme S02 oonyersjgn (CQPHE)
24-hour S02 conversion rate

0.7 percentJhour
0.2 DII'9IfJtJbour
0.45 percentJhour

The fraction of NOx and S02 that reacts in the plume between each emission point and receptor was
calcul.d by multiplying the c:onversion rate (petcentlhour) times the plume travel time (hours).

3.5

Preliminary ScrMnlng of Regional Haze Impacts

EPA's SCREEN3 model was used for a preliminary saeening analysis of secondary partide formation
and regional haze impec:t at Wect Elk WiIdemess and Black Canyon National Parit. A 5 percent
incNI" in the 24-hour average light extilldion coef'ftcient (84xt) at any point irDide the Wilderness
~ . . con.ideled I -ligilillcant impId." Thelefoo'e, the modeIil9 receptor was placed at the
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Auumptiona for Vlalbility Mel Acid o.po.ttion Modeling

Auumed Background Conditions
Background visual range at West Elk Wilderness (clearest 90'" percelitile)

290km

Background visual range at Black Canyon (clearest 90" percentile)

221 km

e.ckground ANC at South Golden Lake

114 1leq/l

"Cros&-vaIIey" wind speed for SCREEN3

2.5 m/sec

AnnuaI-avetage "cross-vaIIey" fTequency of occurrence for SCREEN3

Highest-day. "cross-vailey" wind frequency of oc:cumtnee for SCREEN3
Assumed noontime ambient temperaIure at West Elk WIlderness
Assumed relative humidity on 90 pen:ent clearest day
Assumed 24-hour avet~ ozone cOllcenll1llion

5%
25% per sector
80 deg F
60%

0.060 ppm

Abnoepheric ChemIaI ConversIon RMIa

Noontime NOx reaction nile (modllllS by PllNUE)

4.5% per hour

Noontime S02 reaction nile (modllllS by PllNUE)

0.7% per hour

NighIIime NOx reaction ,... (COPHE guqnce)

2 .0% per hour

NighIIime S02 reaction ,... (COPHE guqnce)

0.2% per hour

24-hour 8YeflIge NOx c:onvenIion rille

3.5'" per hour

24-hour...,.. S02 COII~lioll rille

0.45'" per hour

_a Itlilit CrtWta PoIhMnt COlloe..IIIIIIDI.
AnnulI NOx IlIcftmelil lit South Golden l..IM. Prupoeed Action • No-Adion

0.0021 j.g/m3

ScREEN3 24-hour PM10 lit Welt Ell YJIdImua. ~ Action • BuaIIne

0.39j.g/m3

ISC3 hIgheet 24-hour PM10 lit Welt Ell WIdell III . ProcIoeecI Action· all I line

0.89j.g/m3

1SC3

as- ~ ... higheIt 24-hour PM10 lit Welt Ell WIIdem III. ~ AcIIon • alill Ie

"11t1l~IItAcld""" •

0.17 j.g/m3

Ian C 'I~" (81.1IIIc8I11t ~ -1ft,

RIdIucI AHC lit SouIh Golden lAke ~ AdIon • V. . 1988 Bu.l.LIe)

1.80'11.

Inaulld EdnctIon CDI.~"nt (IIgI.~.nt ~ - "" IncnUI,
ScREEN3 ilCNloMd 84lct lit Welt Ell WIdell III. Propoeed Action • No-Adiotl
ISC3 higheIt dey ilCl'&l.l&4 84lct lit Welt Ell 'MIdern&u.. Protloeed Action • No-AcIIon
ISC3

as- ~ ... hIgheet dey ilCl&&.6d 84lct lit Welt Ell WIIdem&Ia, ~ Action

SCREEN3 IIICI'MNd b4xt lit BIIIck c.nyon. Propoeed Adion • No-AcIIon

8.7%
19.7%
4.3%
2.4'"

Air Qwllty Impact Assessment
northwest comer of the wilderness area (closest to the Bowie No. 2 and Oxbow mines). and the
SCREEN3 modeling was completed for a 24-hour average.
Based on the assumed go" percentile, highest background visual ranges were assumed to be 290 km
at West Elk Wilderness and 221 km at Black canyon. Those background visual ranges correspond to
background B-ext coefficients of 0.0135 km" at West Elk and 0.01n km" at Black canyon .
The modeled impacts are shown in Table M-7, SCREEN3 fHjxt Increase at Northwest Boundary of
West Elk Wilderness (Proposed Action 1998) and Table M-B, SCREEN3 fHjxt Increase at Black
Canyon (Proposed Action 1998).
The key conclusions of the SCREEN3 regional haze modeling are summarized below.
Chemical Conversion of NOll and 502. Due to the low chemical conversion rates and the relatively
short travel times between the mines and the receptors, relatively little of the gaseous NOx and S02
are calculated to convert to secondary particles (ammonium nitrate and ammonium sulfate. The
overa" NOx conversion at Black canyon was only 9.25 percent. The overall 502 conversion at West
Elk Wilderness was only 0.8 percent, and the overall 502 conversion at Black canyon was only 1.2
percent.

PrImary Plus Secondary PM10 Impacts Caused by emission Increases. SCREEN3 indicated the
emission inaeases at the mines would cause a small increase in the PM10 concentration (primary
fugitive dust plus secondary particles) at West Elk Wilderness and Black canyon. The calculated
increase in the 24-hour average PM10 at West Elk is 0.39 ~glm3 for the "Proposed Action Minus
Baseline." The PM10 increase at Black Canyon is 0.14 ~glm3 for "Proposed Action Minus Baseline."
Pot.ntIaIIy SigrMIcant IHxt Inert..... West Elk. The SCREEN3 analysis indicated a potentially
significant increase in 8-ext at the northwest comer of West Elk Wilderness. The modeled increase in
B-ext is 8.7 peroent for "Proposed Action Minus Baseline," The modeled 8-ext increase for "Proposed
Action Minus Baseline" exceeds the Forest SeMce significance threshold of 5 percent. Thelefore, the
"Proposed Action Minus Baseline" scenario was re-evaIuated using actual meteorological data and the
1SC3 maximum 24-hour B-ext impact. See Section 3.6, Detailed ISC3 Modeling of Regional Haze at
West EJ( WIIderNss.
No Significant IHxt ImpKt at Black canyon NMIonaI Park. The SCREEN3 model indicated a
maximum 24-hour B-ext increase of 2.4 peroent. which is less than the Forest Service significance
threshold of 5 peroent. Therefore, the emission increases for the Proposed Action (including
aAr'nUIdve impIIcts from the West Elk Mine) would not cause significant inaeases in PM10 or 8-ext at
the etc ... National Part boundary.

3.8

DetaIIeclISC3 Modeling of RegIoMl Hue .. W..t Elk WlIdem •••

The prelimilaary screening analysis of regional haze impacts showed a potentially significant increase in
the B-ext light extinction coefIk:ient at the northwest comer of West Elk Wilderness. However, the
SCCREEN3 model used for that -'Ysis provided no information on the frequency of occurrence or
the spatial extent of the modeled impact. Thelefore, the regional haze impact assessment was
repeated using EPA's 1SC3 modeI.-ld the sequential-hourly wind data that were measured in 1987 at
the West EJ( Mine.
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SCREEN3 84xt IncrHM • North ...t Bounary of West Elk WIIdem ••• (PropoMd ActIon 1...)
(WInd Speed: 2.5 miMe .net D sDbIltty baNd on local Mc:roaa-V.1ey" wind dMa)
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ISC3 Model Setup. As a simplifying step, the ISC3 model was run in "flat terrain" mode using groundlevel sources and ground-level receivers. This allowed the model to simulate the emissions from each
source as continuous plumes that did not break up as they crossed valleys and ridges between the
source and the receptors. The model was run using "Urban" surface roughness to account for rugged
terrain and forest within the study area.

Emission Rates and Particle SID Distributions. The emission inaeases for the "Proposed Action
Minus Baseline" scenario were evaluated using the ISC3 model. The nine emission sources listed in
Table M-5. Summary of Emissions for 1998 and Proposed Action. were used. The locations of each
source relative to the wilderness area and National Park are shown in Figure 9. Emission Sources
Used for Visibility and Acid Deposition Modeling, found in the separate EIS figure volume. As a
simplifying step, each source was modeled as a ground-level volume source. The model was set to
deplete the downwind PM10 conc::entrations due to gravity partide settling. Each PM10 source was
assigned an assumed partide size distribution based on the distributions that were used by the
Colorado Air Pollution and Control Division (APeO) during their modeling of the fenceline PM10
impacts at the West Elk Mine.
Receptor Grids. Four sets of receptor grids were used: A set of 25 receptors along the northwest and
northern boundaries of West Elk Wilderness; a grid spacing of 2.5 kilometers between the sources and
the West Elk boundary; a grid spacing of 5 kilometers extending 50 km south of the northern boundary
of West Elk Wilderness; and one single receptor placed at the northeast comer of Black canyon
National Park.
SequentIaI-Hourly Wind DIIta. One hundred Iixty days of sequential-hourty wind data for the period
March-August 1987 from the West Elk Mine were run. The model was run using two wind scenarios:
as measured at West Elk with no adJ tments; and rotated to
tch the orientation of the valley
between Paonia and Bowie. See , igure M-1. WJnd Rose for West Elk Mine, and Figure M-2. Adjusted
WJnd Rose for Bowie. Primary PM10 emissions from the nine sources were initially run to determine
whether the "rotated" or "non-ratad" wind data gave the highest value at West Elk Wilderness. The
modeled results were as follows:

Wind fllld Rotation
Unrotated data from West Elk Mine
Rotated wind field at Bowie

Maximum 24-b0ur PrimarY PM10
O.3/olglm3
O.8/olglm3 (at far northwest comer)

The "rotated" wind field yielded the highest impacts at est Elk Wilderness. Therefore, the "rotated"
wind data were used for all SUbsequent modeling on this project.
FNqUenCy of Occurrence of Primary PM10 Impacts lit W. . Elk. To test the conservativeness of
the SCREEN3 modeling, the ISC3 model was used to calculate the PM10 impacts for 160 days of
measwed wind d* for the period March-August 1981. The primary PM10 impacts modeled by ISC3
were then compared to the primary PM10 impacts modeled by SCREEN3. The frequency of
occurrence of the 24-hour primary PM10 impacts at the northwest West Elk boundary were as follows:
Pm. 'I P1110~) lit w.t Elk

0.8 (Maxlnun 1SC3)

DII'fa Ex c...... by ISC3 Model

Pen:entllev....

Highest event

100%

0.3.6 (SCREEN3 V8Iue for west Elk)

3 days out of

0.104

16 days out of 160

160

98% highest value

90% highest value

Air Owlity 1mp!Cf A.....,.,."t
Fr.quency of OccutftnCe of Prtnwy PM10 at BIKk C..-yon. ISC3 modeled the 24-hour PM10
impacts for 160 days of measured wind data for the period March-August 1987. The ISC3 values were
compared to the SCREEN3 value. The frequency of occurrence of the 24-hour primary PM10 impacts
at the northeast Black Canyon boundary were as follows:
DIIys ExCMded b'/ ISC3 Model

PercentileV"ue

Highest event

100'%

0.13 (SCREEN3 VIIIue tor Bleck
CMyon)

5 days out of 180

97% highest value

0.078

16 days out of 180

90% highest value

PriIMI'I Plho~) ..
Bleck

c.nran

0.17 (MuImum 1SC3)

-

Infwred Conser.aUIt'eMU of SCREEN3 AnIIIysIs. The primary PM10 impact calculated for the
-Proposed Action Minus 1998- scenario using the SCREEN3 model in Table 1.1-7, SCREEN3 B-ext
1nct8888 at Notthwest Boundary of West EIIc Wldemess (Proposed Action 1998), represents the 98"
percentile highest value that was modeled by 1SC3 using actual wind data. Therefore, it is concluded
that the SCREEN3 regional haze analysis for West Elk WtIdemess provides the 98" percentile highest
B-ext Impact at the West Elk WiIdemess boundary. The SCREEN3 regional haze assessment at Black
canyon shown in Table M-B, SCREEN3 B-ext Increase at Notthwest Comer of 8IacIc canyon
(Proposed Action 1998), provides the 97" percentile highest B-ext impact.
C~ ConversIon of O• •ous NOx Md soa. to Form SeconcMIy PMIcIes. The 1SC3 model
was used to determiI Ie the maximum gaseous NOx and 802 COII08IItrations at each of the receptor

points. Based on the calculated chemical conversion rates described in Section 3.4, Atmospheric
CorMnion Rates for NOx and 802, the following conversion fadDrs were used to calculate the
ammoIlium nitrate and ammonium sulfate COIlO8fltrations at each 1SC3 receptoI .
1 ~Wm3 NOx reads to form 0.136 ~glm3 ofanmonlum nitrate
1 ~glm3 802 reads to form 0.037 ~glm3 of ammonium sulfate

Frequency of 0ccurNnce of hxt Incr••• UsIng 1SC3 1IodII. The 1SC3 model was used to
calculate the 24-hOur PM10, NOx, S02 and B-ext oone."tratio". along the West Elk boundary for 160
days of available data. The frequency of occurrenoe of &-ext inaeases caused by the -Proposed
Action Minus 1998- emission increases (assuming a 290 km background visual range) . . listed below:
" .... '1 Plho

Toe.IPlht

IncruM In IHxt

HIghett 24-hour (3I2MI7)

0.811'Q1m3

0.98j.g/m3

19.7% illCrUM

95'" 1* celltile ct.y

0.171'Q1m3

0.18 j.g/m3

4.3% illCI""

~ percelltile ct.y

0.104 j.g/m3

0.114 j.g/m3

2.8% illeAI'"

PwcentIIe

The highest modeled &-ext increase of 19.7 percent exceeds the Forest Service significance threshold
of 5 percent, but the 95" percentile B-ext increase is below the threshold.
~ DIatrIbutIon of B4xl ImpIICt on Worst Day for "Propoled ActIon Minus 1 _. The B-ext
increase at the maximum receptor on the highest day exceeded the Forest Service threshold.
Therefore, the ISC3 model was used to evaluate the spatial distribution of the impacts on the 3126/87
modeling day (the day that produced the maximum impact at the wilderness boundary). Figure 1.4-3,
Spatial Distribution of Maximum PM10 Increase for "Proposed Action Minus 1998-, shows the modeled
increase in PM10 ooncenbation (primary plus secondary) on that day. The shaded regions of the figure
show where the PM10 increase exceed 0.22 ~glm3 (corresponding to a B-ext increase of 5 percent
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baled on • 290 km background visual range). As shown in Figure M-3. Spatial Distribution of
AIaDrun PM10 Increase for "Proposed Action Mnus 1998", the unacceptable B-ext impact is limited to
two reIatiYeIy smaI areas at the northwest comer of West Elk WIlderness.
3.7

DetaIled ISC3 Modeling of Acid o.po.ttIon at West Elk WlIcIemeu Area

Impacts from acid deposition at alpine lakes went evaluated using the screening procedure developed
by the Forest Service (Fox el AI., 1983). CaIa.JIations are shown on Table M-9. ISC3 Annual ANC
Change at South Golden Lake (Action ~1998). The modeled dea'ease in the acid
neutralization capadty (ANC) at South Golden Lake was less than the Forest Service criterion defining
a "signllkalt impad." The steps for the acid deposition assessment went as follows:
1.

Emission ina'eases for the ~ Action Minus Baseline· scenario went used to
account for expected production Inaeases at the West Elk Mine.

2.

The annual average NOll and S02 concentrations went modeled by the 1SC3 model using
the "rotated" wind data appIicat*t for the North Fork Vlllltlty near the Bowie No. 2 Mine.
The 180 days of wind data for the period ~ - August 1987 went available for the
modelilg. It was --..ned the annual average was reprelented by the average of the
180 days of available data. The modeled annual average concentrations at South Golden
Lake were as follows:

Annual NOll. 0.000205 ~
Annual S02. 0.00008 ~g1m3

n

3.

The "dry deposition ,..... for NOll and S02 were estimated using depo:sition velocities
0.007 nVtec and 0.024 nVtec. reepectIveIy based on the published guideII_.

4.

The total deposition of nIb'ogen and sulfur were edlllMId by assuming that the total
depoIition is twice the dry deposition.

S.

The yul1998111k1111n1ty of South Golden Lake was assumed to be 114 mlaoequivalents
per liter ~eqII) baled on ilfonnatlon from the I=orest Service.

6.

Annual ....... prec:ipitMion at South Golden Lake was assumed
on ir1fomwIioI i from the Forest Service.

to be 40 inches baled

.1.

The modlll d deere
in the /tHC at South Golden Lake is 1.6 percent. The Forest Service considers
• deae ••• in the /tHC of 10 percent to COl . . . . . . . siglliftcant impact. The modlled impact is below

the Q 1eIwton.

3.1

PLUVUE Modeling of LocaiDd PI..... Blight DownwInd of BowIe No. 2 Mine

Of the "*- 8Y8Iuated for this analysis, only the Bowie No. 2 surface operationl can be seen from
West Elk WIdemeu. Ali obIerYer on top of Ml GumiIon at the northwest corner of the wilderness
. . . can look northwest OYer the top of Jumbo MountaIn and see the mine's surface facilities. In some
c.ea when the wind dir8diOn and the sun are aligned, an observer on Ml Gunnison might see a
diatinc::t pkme atarti '9 at the mine and extIInding downwind until the plume is dispersed by the rugged

tarain.

6)/

T.... IM

IIC3 Annu.I ANC CMnge .. 1ouIh Golden a....a (Action MIrMIM • 1 _t

""'1 line COlldMIoI. . . 1ouIh Golden a....a
NuIIttrty

41 jleqll
40 inches

PrecipitMion

NIb a lI.u Dep a.1II on
AnnueI NOx CIOIIC.......loli by 1SC3 Model ()lgIm3)

0.00205

Mc*r RIIIIon R, NIN02
N02

0.3043

decI OllIe n velocity Vd, .w.c

0.0070

DEP ~ rIIIIo)

2.0000

Unb c:onwdkicl Fe

NIInIgen Flux, kQ

315.4000

~

0.0028

..... D.pa.lllan
t

AnnueI S02 CIOIICe1I11I111on by ISC3 Model ()lgIm3)
Mc*r RIIIIo R, SIS02
S02

O.()()()()8

0.5000

decI ~ velocity Vd, .w.c

0.0240

DEP (to ... ID-dry rIIIIo)

2.000

Unb correetIon Fe

315.4000

SuIur Fk.Dt, kQ IItvIIy-.

0.0006

UnIt ConwenIoI.
NuIIttrty

0.00141 eq/I

PNclpllIIIIoII

1.02.".....

N FluxDn

0.00275~

SFIux 0.

0.00061~

Rn F_ _ (NIN02)

0.30

Ra F__ (SIS02)

0.5

~I

0.0000197~

Eq. Flux Hn

SuIur Equ. Flux Ha

BellI: D.G. Fox, 1983, "", Sulllllllilli mIIlodokIgy tor en Add
oIl801e11d Sourcea", PreIo'• • YDr8ft, 1983.

0.00000378 ~
~

&:r..'U Technique Apple"" WIIhin 200 kin

EquIIIIona:
T<*I Flux (IIoItWyr . ~Conc.) X Vd x R x DEP x Fe
Hn • Onf(10 x Rn x.te
Ha • 011(10 x Ra x 32}
0.-. AHC (%). 100 (Ha+HnYd/10001AJ
DebANC

1.1%

The visual impact C81lIed by a distinct plume emitted from a distinct source is called "plume blight"
PUna blight is different from regional haze where the viewer can perceive visibility degradation in all
directions but the location of the emission source cannot be identified. The plume blight impact in this
example would probably be limited to the section of plume immediately downwind of the Bowie No. 2
Mine. If the wind was blowing in a direction other than along the North Fori( Valley, it is expected that
the distinct plume would remain intact for only a few miles before it dispersed over mountainous
terTaIn.
EPA's PlUVUE visibility model was used to evaluate plume blight for this viewing condition. PLUVUE
is a relatively simple saeening tool beca4118 it uses Gaussian dispersion modeling of emissions from
the sowce to the viewer based on a single wind speed and direction. PLUVUE models the downwind
conversion of gaseous NOx and S02 to form sec:ondafy partides (ammonium nitrate and ammonium
sulfate) which contribute to visibility impainnent PlUVUE allows the user to independently select the
following source viewer parameters:
•

Orientation of the viewer relative to the emission source.

•
•

WInd speed and wind diredion relative to the source and the viewer.
Date and time, which fix the sun dinK:tion and sun height relative to the source and the
viewer. For a given viewing angle, this allows the user to ass.a the impacts that would
occur at diffefent ~ of the day. For example, assume the viewer was looking
westward at an important vista. Using PlUVUE the user could place the sun along the
eastern horizon to simuIatII earty momiIlQ conditions with the sun behind the viewer, or
the user could place the sun along the .atem horizon to limulllte late anemoon
conditions with the sun In front of the viewer. Thole two conditions . . generally the most
restrictive for YisI)iIty impairment. The most ...,.... COIIdition is when the viewer is
looking in the di ec:tion of the emission source with the sun behind the source (In front of
the viewer).

For each selected modeling condition, PlUVUE quantifies the foIowing visibility pal'8l'Mters:

ecw_ ..

Plume
eo.llrat is the dll'rerence in brightness between the plume and the background
surfaced behind the plume. The perceived conIrat depends on the color of the background surface
(e.g., • dart. background surface such as a bested hillside) as opposed to a light background (e.g., a
light 1U'fac:e) such as the sky. EPA def'. . . "signiftc:ant impact" as a plume COIlbast exceeding 0.05.

.,tIIMy ............

......... PeR
E(L.....,. This is a parameter that quantifies the perception of a
plume based on changes In visual qualities described as brightness (Le), color satunttion (be), and
color changes (ae ). EPA def'. . . "ligrilficant impact" as a modeled E(Le a,,) exceeding 2.0.

The ..,....". from the Bowie No. 2 surface operation for the "Propoeed ActIone were evaluated based
on the foIIowiIlQ assumptions:

va.w.r Localloas.

As shown in FIguI'e 10. EmIssion Sources and VIewers for PLUVUE Modeling, set
forth in the aepei • • EIS figure volume, one viewer was placed on top of Mt. Gunnison at the northwest
oomer of the W.t Elk Wilderness and a second viewer was placed at the northeast oomer of Black

Canyon National Park.

EmIMIons From BowIe No. 2 MI.... PLUVUE can model only a single emission source. The Bowie
No. 2 Mine W81lIIlected as the representative source because it is the only facility that is visible from
W.t Elk WIIdemeu. The following ~ Action· emission rates were used:
•

154 ~ of PM10

Appendix II
•
•

233 tonslyear of NOx
24 tonslyear of S02

Wind Direction. EPA's original visibility modeling protocol (EPA, 1988) specifies a worst-case wind
direction that is 11 .5 degrees away from the line connecting the source and the viewer.

The resulting wind directions for the two viewers are shown in Figure 10, Emission Sources and
VieW81'S for PLUVUE Modeling, set forth in the separate EIS figure volume. Note that these wind
directions represent a worst~ condition, and they are not the prevailing wind directions.
Wind Speed Mel AtmospherIc StabIlity. EPA guidance specifies that the visibility impact
assessment should be completed using the 99" percentile worst-case wind speed and stability class.
The 1SC3 model was used to identify the 99" percentile worst~ condition for each viewer. Because
the two viewers are both about 3 hours "downwind· of the Bowie No.2 Mine, ISC3 was run to identify
the 3-hour periods that caused the highest 3-hour average concentrations. The specified conditions for
the two viewer locations were as follows:

VI8Mf
Mt Gunnison
Black canyon

AV8fJ1P8 Wind Condition Durina Highest 3-Hour Period
1.5 meters/second and E stability
3.9 meters/second and 0 stability

VIewIng Ang.... This assessment focused on plume blight within the first few miles of plume travel.
VIeWing angles ranging from directly at the mine source to cross-pIume were considered. VIeWing
angles looking downwind at points mont than 15 km from the Bowie No. 2 Mine were not considered
because it is unreasonable to assume that the emissions would form a uniform, intact ·plume· beyond
15 km downwind of the mine.
Date and nme to SpecIfy Sun ~... Sun angles corresponding to July 4 were assumed. Three
separate sun angles were run for each vista: 1 hour after sunrise with the sun near the northeast
horizon; mid-day with the sun nearly overhead; and 1 hour before sunset with the sun near the
northwest horizon.

Background VIsual Range. The rnodeIIng assumes a clear, warm day with low background pollutant
oonc::entrations. The 90'" percentile backgrcund visual range at West Elk Wildemess is 290 km, and
the 90'" percentile background at Black canyon is 221 km.

The results of the PLUVUE modeling for each viewer are listed in Table 1.1-10, PLUVUE Modeling
Results. EPA's significant impact is defined as E(L*a*b*) exceeding 2.0 or Contrast exceeding 0.05.
The results were as follows.
•

The highest impacts occur when the Mt. Gunnison viewer looks upwind in a northwest
direction toward the Bowie No. 2 Mine at sunset, when the sun is almost directly behind
the mine. Under that condition, both the modeled E(L*a*b*) and Contrast exceed EPA's
aiteria. The modeled impacts for the other viewing angles and/or sun angles were below
EPA's aiteria.
.

•

The highest impacts for the Black canyon viewer are less than EPA's aiteria. The
highest modeling result occurs when the viewer looks eastward (cross-plume) at sunset.
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4.0

UNCERTAINTY IN IIODEUNG METHODS AND ASSUMPTIONS

The Impect . . . CIOmIlleted for this analysis was in .
to provide • reasonably "Worst caseeYIIIuMion c:l the Impeds at west Elk WIIdemess and Black Cenyon NatioMI~. Some c:l the
meIhoc:kIqle. and .a&.mptions used might have c:ontrtbuI8d to conservatively high modeling results.
The key .a&.mptions . . desatbed below.

u.. 01 "'FIlII Terrain" DIeperIIon Mod.... AI c:l the dispersion models (SCREEN3. 1SC3 and
PllNUE) -.me CD'1tinuou8 G-. ..ian dispersion as the plume traYeII in • Ibllight line betuJeen the
source and recepb . That IIIS&.I1'1PtiOn Is approp_ in ftat .......... but it probably over-predids th&
downwind Impeds in rugged"""". Thoee I'TIOdeJs c:alloot IICCIOU'rt for entwlc:ed dispersion that
would occur If the emission plume c:IiI.1bed over ridgMops or a'OSIed a~. Thoee models cannot
IICCIOU'rt for . ..... 1Ced dispersion that would be eJq)ed8d if the emission plumes intersected valley
winds in oaw chInages and mixed wtIh regional air masses.

Mode""

01 PoeM ..... to EmIt va. Actual EmIaIons. PM10 emissions from fugitive dust are the
to visibility impIIds and -plume bIighr at West Elk WIlderness. For this assessment.
8IICh mine was assumed to sIrnuIWneousIy emit fugitive dust at their respective permit limits. It is
unlikely that 8IICh mine would sIrnuIWneousIy emit at such high rates.
~ COIIIributor

SllnuItMeoua Wont c... WInd CondItIon and CI...... Background ConcHUon. The SCREEN3
and 1SC3 mod.l. pt"8CIic:e.d the downwind impects for the worst cae day (9r" to 100" percentile). and
c:ompered them to • bec:kground visual , . . based on the 90'" percentile cleanest day. On a

11IIIi1tic81 beIis. simuItMeous ocx:urrenc::e of thoee 97" percentile and 9C'" percentile conditions would
about 0.3 percent of the time. or about 1 day per year.

OCQ.I' only

...teMoIagk" DMa. All air quality modeling analyses rely on meteorological data. For the modeling
analyses condudld here. only a limited (6 months) set of site specific (influenced by up and dawnwinds) meteorological data existed at the time of the a'laIysis. This data was used because it
was the belt 8VIIiI8bIe at the time. and has been used by the COPHE in the past 'The CDPHE has
upl8IIed c:oncems that the defIc:ieIlCies in the 8YIIiIIIbIe mete oroIogicaI data will increase modeling
UlIClft8ilIties. l"herebe a propoeed mitigation to collect additional (1 year from a site specified by
COPHE) meteorological data is listed in this document.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Environmental noise is typically measured in A-weighted decibels (deA). The A-weight is automatically
completed by noise meters and is a frequency-dependent sound level adjustment that simulates the
sensitivity of human hearing at various sound frequencies. See Figure 25. Noise Levels Caused by
Typical ActMties. in the EIS figure volume; this figure shows the noise levels generated by familiar
operations.

The dBA sound level scale is a logarithmic rather than a linear scale. so the dBA reading is not directly
related to the actual energy of the sound. The smallest cIearty discernible noise level inaease is about
3 dBA, which corresponds to a doubling of the sound energy. A 10 dBA noise inaease is perceived as
a doubling of the judged loudness. For example. one bulldozer typically generates a sound level of
about 80 dBA at a distance of 50 feet. Two bulldozers side-by-side would give a noise reading of 83
dBA, and would be perc:eived as baIeIy louder than one bulldozer. Ten bulldozers side-by-side would
give a noise reading of 90 dBA, and would be perceived as twice as loud as one single bulldozer.
The environmental impact of a given noise level depends partially on the noise duration. The following
noise level descriptions are used for this analysis to assess noise impacts.
•

24-h0yr Egyjyalent Nojse Love! L-eg. During any given period. the instantaneous noise
level usually ftuctuates. The L~ is the single noise level that equates to the average
sound energy during the av.aging period. The L~ is the noise descriptor that is used in
the Colorado state noise regulation. as well as being used by the Federal Highway
Administration to evaluate traftic noise.

•

24=hoyr Dav-Njght Nojse LeyeI L-dn. The L-dn is the weighted average of the individual
hourly L~ values dwing a 24-hour day. adjusted by adding a 10 dBA factor to the L~
readings during nighttil1le hours (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.) to account for the fact that noise,
is more annoying at night. The L-dn is used by the Federal Transit Admistration to
evaluate highway noise and railroad noise.

•

Maxjnvn Soynd LeyelI.-max. The L-max is the loudest 1-sec:ond sound level during any
spec:ified period. It is artomaticaIIy recorded by ~ noise monitors. 0thet'wIse It is
interpreted to be the maximum value that is observed on the elltbOl'lic readout of the noise
mof'litor while the moItitoI is set on -slow" response. The L-max is the noise descriptor that
is regulated by the Colorado noise statute.

•

Pergntle Noja LeyeI L-n. The L-n is the noise level that is exceeded -n peroenr of the
time dwing the measurement period. For example. a measured L-25 of 60 dBA indicates
that the noise was louder than 60 dBA for 25 percent of the measurement period. Some
states (other than Colorado) regulate community noise based on the L-n.

2.0 NOISE REGULAnoNS AND GUIDELINES

2.1 CoIcndo NoIM Emission Limits
The state of Colorado has noise regulations that specify aIowabie daytime and nighttime noise limits
(Colorado Regulation 25-12 Article 12. -Noise Abatement"). The Colorado noise regulations differ
significantly from most state and local noise regulations typically found in the United States. Most
noise regulations typically limit the noise levels at the receiving property (e.g .• 50 dBA allowable
daytime noise level at the property line of a residence). However. the Colorado noise regulations
restrict noise emissions radiating from an industrial facility. regardless of how far it is to the closest
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receiving residential property. The following noise emission lim;ts apply at a point 25 feet from any
industrial facility's property line:
•
•

Daytime L-max
Nighttime

90 dBA
75 dBA

The Colorado statute does not apply to traffic traveling along public highways. However, the regulation
does apply to railroads, with the railroad right-of-way specifying the "facility boundary: Unlike most
states, the Colorado statute does not exempt safety alanns.

2.2 Noise Guideli..... for

Federally~unded

Transit Projects (Highways and Railroads)

The Dederal Department of Transportation and its sub-agency, the Federal Transit Administration
(FTA) have established non-binding guidelines to define unacceptable noise impacts in environ men
impact statement (EIS) documents that involve federally-funded highway, railroad. and airport projects
(FTA. 1995). Note that these regulations do not directly apply to trucks or coal trains associated with
the coal mines for this EIS because the proposed exploration and mining activities would not receive
federal funding. However. the FTA noise guidelines are presented here to describe a relevant set of
aiteria that can be used to qualitatively rank the noise impacts caused by increased usage of haul
trucks and coal trains.
The FTA noise aiteria are based on a series of historical studies that evaluated public annoyance
caused by noise inaeases (EPA. 1974). Those studies indicated that, when the existing noise levels
are low. it takes a large increase in the noise level to cause an adverse public reaction. However,
when the existing noise level is already . h. it requires only a small increase in the ~ level to
produce significant annoyance.
Based on these historical studies. The FTA ~ a -sliding scale- set of aitetia 10 define three
noise descriptors: -no i~; -impact"; and -severe impact". For residential areas. the FTA aiteria
are based on the 24-hour weighed-average L-dn. This is an outdoor limit that applies at the property
line of the receiving property. See Figure 26, Federal Transit Administlation Noise Impact Criteria for
Highway Tratric and Railtoad Projects, in the EIS figure volume; this figure shows the impact criteria.
Another noise ait8t ion that has no legal applicability to the proposed exploration and mining activities
(but which provides a relevant criterion for assessing environmental impads) is the recommended
maximum 1-hour outdoor L-eq noise level that is used by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA.

1995). For federally-funded projects. the Federal Highway Administration requites installation of noise
mitigation if a proposed highway project causes a maximum hourty outdoor noise level (L-eq(h»
exceeding 67 dBA at any residential property.

3.0 BACK ROUND NOSIE LEVELS
Background noise level measurements at representative locations around the project site were taken
on April 21 . 1999 and April 23. 1999. The measurements were taken using a hand-heId noise monitor
(Larson-Davis Model 720) that was set for A-weighting and -slow" response. The monitor has a
detection range of about 25 dBA to 120 dBA. The weather conditions during the noise monitoring were
cool .with littie wind.
Table N-1, Measured Background Noise Levels at Rural Areas Near Paonia and Table N-2, Urban
8acJcground Noise Levels. list the measured background values that were taken during periods when
there were no mine-r8lated trucks or trains. All of the measurements were -spot check- values taken
using the hand-held meter over an averaging time of 10 seconds to 10 minutes. Rural background
measurements were taken during the daytime and nighttime at two IocatioIIS on Garvin Mesa and at
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one location next to State Highway 133. Daytime and nighttime background noise readings were taken
at several locations in Paonia and Hotchkiss. Some f the monitoring stations at Paonia and Hotckhiss
were later used to measure noise levels caused by passing coal trains.
In general. the background noise measurements were as expected. The quietest measurements taken
at night on Garvin Mesa were 36 dBA. with the predominant noises being natural bird sounds. Routine
daytime noise levels in the urban residential areas were 48 to 56 dBA with predominant sounds
produced by routine local traffic. At the rural site near State Highway 133. the spot check
measurements showed 41 to 49 dBA during brief periods of no discernible traffic and spot noise levels
of 64 dBA while a coal truck drove past.
Many of the noise comments received during scoping and on the draft EIS for the leasing of the Iron
Pont and Elk Creek tracts in the North Fork Valley highlighted the noise impacts from trains passing
through the town of Paonia and Hotchkiss. A series of noise measurements were taken near the
railroad tracks in these two towns in April 1999. See Table N-3, Measured Coal Train Noise Levels.

Noise readings were taken at receiver locations near the railroad tracks in Paonia and Hotchkiss. The
purpose of the readings was to determine the L-eq and L-max train noise at locations representing
homes at varying distances from the tracks. The L-eq readings were used to calculate the 24-hour
average L-dn values for input to the FTA noise assessment methodology. The L-max readings were
used to assess compliance with Colorado noise methodology. The L-max readings were used to
assess compliance with Colorado noise statute. Some of the receivers represented homes near the
tracks. with no intervening buildings that would reduce noise levels. Other receivers represented
homes in neighborhoods several blocks from the tracks, with buildings between them and the tracks.
T..... N-1
.......... a.cIqpvund HolM &...¥M lit RInI ArHa ..... Peon..

nmeof

HolM L.8veIs
In elBA

Condition

OIly

L4q

PrecIorniMnt NoiHs

L-25

RMidence lit 1 _ 4100 RNd (CIoe'" R8eIdence to BowIe No. 1 btl LNdDut F8CIHty)
4121199 - 16:25
4123199 - 04:35

:1:ntosilos

Beck patio; no train Ioeding; line of
unloading siIoI; est. 1.500 fMt INlay

truck

Front yard during period of no train or truck

55

59

TrefI'Ic on ~ 33; fan noise
from truck
facility

35

38

Very quiet; distant highway noise

53

61

BIrds. breeze in trees

KtiYily
Tenor CrMk WInery. No LIne of light to HIghw8y or T,.n L.oedDut
4121199 -15:06

Deytime; no train Ioeding;
induIIrIeI ec:tivity

no line of sight

to any

TnIIIIc HolM From 11Igh-r 153. T.... 1It "CoIorMa WlllIIm Slope CounMIIng"150 Feet From Hlghw.,
4121199 - 17:18

Noise without any puling vehicles

41

46

River sounds. birds. etc.

c... and pickup noIM

53

59

Max. noise during C8r p8ISing

eo.! trucks

62

64

Max. noise during truck paslage
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UrbM a.ckground NoiM LeYel.
Time of

Condltlon

o.y

L4q NoiM LeYei.
IndaA

Predominant Noi. .

P....'- ReceIver P-1 : .... n Street; Y. Block (115 Feet) From RR TI'Kka

4122199 - 13:16

o.ytime bIIseIIne

58

Birds; distant traffic

4123199 - 04:10

Nighttime baHIine

36

Distant exhaust fan; distant creek

P ....ia Rec:eIwr P-2: 111 . . . Street; 1 Y. Block (410 Feet) From RR TrKka

4122199 - 13:10

Daytime bllHline

48

Birds; distant traffic; distant carpentry

4123199 - 04:00

Nighttime bIIaeIine

41

Distant exhaust fan; distant creek

P ....ia ReceIver P-3: 224 ....n Street; 2 % BIocb (tIOO Feet) From RR TI'Kka
4/22/99 - 13:03

Daytime baseline

51

Birds; distant trafIic

4123199 - 04:15

Nighttime baseline

40

Distant drainage ditch; distant exhaust fan

HotchIdA ~ H-2: 4" Street and HIgh Street; 1 Block (240 Feet) From RR TI'Kka

4122199 -12:25

o.ytime b...line

48

Distant traffic, birds, diatMt carpentry

4123199 - 03:30

Nighllime b... line

36

Distant creek, distant traffic

HotchIdae Recelwr H-3: 4a Street and On:hard Street; 2 BIocb (550 Feet) From RR TI'Kka
4122199 - 12:28

o.ytime b...line

50

Distant traffic, birds, diItant dog

4123199 - 03:30

NighIIirne b ... line

35

Distant drainage ditch, dIItant traf'IIc

The noise measurement locations and summaries of the measured noise levels are shown on the
following figures found in the EIS figure volume:
•
•
•

Figure 27. Train Noise at Paonia (.fI21199);
Figure 28. Train Noise at Paonia (.fI23'99); and.
Figure 29. Train Noise at Hotchkiss (.fI21199 and .fI2.v99).

All of the noise measurements were taken with a hand-held noise monitor (Larson-Davis Model 72).
The monitofs were set on "slow" response in accordance with FTA guidance for community noise
surveys, Each monitor was calibrated using a factory-supplied calibrator before and after each
measurement. The weather was well suited for noise measurements; cool weather, no Significant
precipitation, and calm winds that did not cause discernible noise in the trees.

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
Noise has hist.oncally been recognized as a health hazard with the potential for causing hearing
damage. Er.orts by industry and regulatory actions have lessened the likelihood for hearing damage
occurrence. For example, the U.S. Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) imposes noise
standards on coal mining operations for worker hearing protection.
A sea>ndary impact associated with noise is the nuisance effect. The nuisance effects of noise include
interference with spaach, physiologically unsettling environment at home and work, and more specific
problems such as a disruption of sleep. The extent of these effects varies, sometimes significantly,
between individuals and as a factor of the noise source.
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IlHaureci COllI T,.n NoiM LeYeIa
LocMIon

Orte"tMion to
TrKka

o.ytIme
......lneNolM
Level WIthout
T,..,.
(dBA)

...:r:=..
Level WIthout
T,..,.
(dBA)

NoiM Level
During PaaIng
COllI T,.n
(dBA, L4q for
3-5m1nutM)

LoMax of
p ...lngCOilI
T,.n
(dBA)

115 ft. from tracka;
pertiIIIIy ahieIdecI by
neiQhbOOlg houMa

56

36

61 (westbound)

68

..90 ft from tracka,
mostly ahlelded by
neighboring houMa

048

.. 1

57 (westbound)

65

800 ft from tracka,
entirely ahielded by
neighbor'.1g houMa

51

oW

56 (westbound)

66

ResIdence,
224 Main StnIet
P.... (p."q)
NorwMldentIaI

30 ft. from tracka,

56

36

100 (eastbound)

110 (ne8Iby hom)

wIIh~

-

P-1 (p."q)

Ra.idInce near
1"& Main,
outdoors
P-2 (Paonia)

R8IideIa,
118 Main StnIet
P-3 (p."q)

LOCIIIion on
SicIewIIIt on

exposure

eo .,.."

nosie

2!" Street

270 ft. from tracka,
pertiIIIIy ahieIdecI by
neighboring houMa

56

36

57 (eastbound)

ResIdenc:e, near
2!" StnIet & Box
H-1 (Hc*:hkIu)
NorwMldentIaI

oW ft. from tracka
wIIh unobAuc*MI

048

36

98 (eastbound)
84 (w 1l1bound)

P-5 (p."q)

Elder Avenue

LOCIIIion on
SicIewIIIt on

exposure

eo .,.."

106(eastbound

wIIh hom)
95 (wII1bound)

noiM

.... Street

H-2 (Hc*:hkIu)

R8IideI a near
.... Street & HIgh
Street. ouIdoorI

20W ft. from truc:kI,
per1i8IIy ahIeIded by

H-3 (Hotchkiu)

55OfMtfrom

tracka, entirely
IhIeIded by
neiQhbOOlg houMa

0rc:Iwd SIreet.
ouIdoorI

36

78 (eastbound)

68 (eadlound)

62 (wII1bound)

82 (w ••tbound)

53 (eastbound)
51 (weatbound)

59 (westbound)

neIghbor'iilg houMa

Ra.idInce .....
4" Street &

048

50

35

55 (eastbound)

The noise characteristics which affect the listener's response include overall loudness, sound pressure
level, duration of exposure, time distribution of oc:currenc:e, and sound frequency. Other factors include
the listener's total exposure, age, and individual susceptibility.

4.1 OvervIew of Nol.. Im.,.cta
The foaJs of this analysis is centered on the mining and transportation activities for the operations of
Bowie Resources Ltd. (Bowie) and Oxbow Mining Inc. (Oxbow) in the North Fork of the Gunnison River
Va!Mey near Paonia, Colorado.
General summaries of noise impacts associated with the Bowie and Oxbow operations are set forth in
the following two tables:

•
•

Table N-f, Noiae Impacts Associated With Bowie; and
Table N-5, Noiae Impacts Associated WIth Oxbow.

Air 0cM11ty Impact A .....ment
T.... ~

NoiM ImpKta AI.ocIlIIIId WIth BowIe
Project Ieem

ConstrucIIon 01 new conveyor and
truck loading facility

lnalln IUIface operations at upper

Imp.a. to v...., T _
(SomIrMt, P.onl.. Hotchklll. DeItIi)

No impact. Construction noise would
not be audible at the town lites.

mine IIIe

No impact. Routine opeI'tiona would
not be 8Udibll at the town lites.

Noise from new conveyor and lower
truck loading fdity

No impact. Truck loading would not be
audible at the town ......

ImpKtI to Nearby
Rur'81 RHIdentl

Minor impact. Construction noise
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number of rural homes.
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backgre.RI.

=r:...
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Typically. the noise emissions as a result of the operation of the surface facilities of the Bowie and
Oxbow mines are not expected to be a general nuisance to nearby towns and residences. The major
noise nuisances associated with these mines result from truck and railroad transportation of coal; these
impacts are expected to oc:c:ur on a more frequent basis with the future coal production inct88Sing from
1998 levels at Bowie and Oxbow to the presently pennltted coal production rates for the two mines.
The transportation of coal from the West Elk Mine. operated by Mountain Coal Company L.L.C.
(Mountain Coal) would add cumulatively to the noise nuisance impacts. primarily from the rail transport
of coal from the underground mine operation east of Somerset.
Table N-6. Coal Train Estimates for Noise Calculations. lists the estimated number of daily train
passages for the year 1998. as wei as for the fuI coal production projected by Bowie. Oxbow and
Mountain Coal for their mining opet'8tioIlS in the North Fork Valley.

4.2 NoIM Iml** During ExpIontion
Exploration drilling in the Iron Point Exploration License Area would generate some noise. Based on
observations at other mineral exploration projects. noise from the driH rigs is expected to be barely
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audible at a distance of 2 to 3 miles during quiet parts of the day. It is unlikely that noise levels at any
home sites would be more than 1 dBA above the daytime background. Noise impacts would also be of

limited duration.

4.3 NoIH ImPKts From Surface FKlI.....
Noise from routine mining activities at the sudaot fac:IIIties of Bowie and Oxbow would not aute any
unac:cepIabIe noise levels at the nearest homes. Measurement of noise levels near the surface
facilities of these mines showed that ambient noise levels are low. Table N-T, Measured Noise
Etniaaions From Mines, shows noise readings taken near the Bowie and Oxbow mines. Noise levels
taken at the valley ftoor beneath the Bowie No, 2 Mine surface facilities were 39 to 46 dBA and were
scarcely discernible above background noise. Noise readings taken by Oxbow at the homes nearest
their suface operation were 55 to 61 dBA. and those noise readings were dominated by public traffic
along State Highway 133.
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AppendbtN
Under certain meteorological conditions with quiet background, it is possible that noise from the
surface facilities of the Bowie No. 2 Mine could be audible at Garvin Mesa, approximately 2 miles west
of the surface facilities. Under certain conditions, the noise could be perceptible as a nuisance.
Generally, however, environmental impacts of that relatively quiet noise would be minor. Most of the
noise from the surface facilities at the Bowie No. 2 Mine would be blocked by a pronounced ridge west
of the facility.

l-max noise emissions from the stationary mining equipment at the Bowie and Oxbow mines are
regulated by the Colorado noise statute, which sets limits on the l-max at the facility boundary. As
shown in Table N-8, Noise Levels at Mine Site Boundaries and Comparison With Colorado Noise
Statute. the l-max noise levels that were measured near the Bowie and Oxbow surface facility
boundaries were well below the allowable 90 dBA daytime limits and generally below the 75 dBA
nighttime limit.
T.........
HolM ~ .. _1IIII1Iou. . . . . 8ftd
ComperIHn WIth CoIoreda HolM .......
ApproxIn-. DIataI_

CoIcndo HolM StMute

to FKlIIty IIouncMry

HolM L.8¥eI ..
Fec:IIIty IIound8ry

Bowie No. 1 eo.! Train Loading FM:IIIty

150fMt

76 dBA (calculated)

Daytime • 90 d8A
Nighttime z 75 d8A

Bowie No. 2 Mine; New eo.! Conveyor

500fMt

60 dBA (clllcuillted)

Daytime • 90 d8A
Nighttime • 75 dBA

3.500fMt

45 dBA (measured)

MInIng 0perIIIkM ..

Bowie No. 2 Mine; Upper Sunc:e
0peI1IIioI1S

(L~)

(L~)

Daytime z 90 d8A

NighIIime • 75 dBA

Oxbow Mine eo.! Loading: ConIInuouI
Nolle at Loadout Hopper

100fMt

88 dBA (measured)

Daytime • 90 d8A
Nigt.ltime • 75 d8A

Oxbow Mine eo.! Tr8in Loading
FecMy: L.ocomotiYe PUling tor 3
MInuIiea

100fMt

79 d8A (measured)

Daytime .. 90 dBA
Nighttime • 75 dBA

4.4 Nol.. ImPKta from Ventlllltlon Fans
Ventilation fans are part of the surface facilities of the mining operations. See Section 4.3, Noise
Impacts From Surface Facilities.
Ventilation t.1S would generate a "white noise- sound that would be barely discernible at a distance of
3 to .. miles. The new -intake- ventilation fan opeIated at the Bowie No. 2 Mine is quieter than the old
-exhausr fan that operated until it was replaced in late 1999 by the new fan. Oxbow plans to install a
new -exhausr ventilation fan for the Elk Creek portal. It is unlikely that this new ventilation fan would
be discernible at homes in Somerset since it would be farther distant than the current Sanborn Mine
fan.

4.5 NoIse ImPKta From Train LOIKilng Operation.
NoIse readings conducted on October 29, 1999 by AJr Sciences, Inc. (under contract to Oxbow) at the
Oxbow 1rain loading facility at Somerset indicated that the train loading operation complied with
Colorado noise statutes. Readings were taken at the dosest relevant receiver locations: the front
y.-ds of dwellings immediatety across State Highway 133 and facing the coal train loading operation.
ContInuous noise readings were taken during continuous coal loading. The maximum level during coal
IOIIding was 68 dBA. which is less than the nighttime Colorado statute limit of 75 dBA. The maximum

AIr Quality Impact Assessment
noise level during a 10 minute period when the locomotive slowly passed close to the noise monitor

was 81 dBA, which is less than the 90 dBA daytime limit. but slightly higher than the 75 dBA nighttime
limit. The average L-eq over the entire loading cycle was approximately 63 dBA, which is slightly
higher than the background level of 56 dBA when there was no coal train loading.
Noise readings taken on Garvin Mesa near the Bowie No. 1 Loadout showed that the facility complie
with the Colorado noise statutes at the facility boundary. Table N-9, Noise Readings at Garvin Mesa
During Train Loading. summarizes the noise readings that were taken on April 23. 1999. Readings
were taken at several locations before coal train loading began. as well as during coal train loading.
The L-eq noise level at the Dierken residence (the closest Garvin Mesa home with a direct view of the
Bowie No. 1 Loadout) was 36 dBA during the pre-dawn period just before train loading began. The Leq and L-max at the Dierken residenc:e were 49 dBA and 53 dBA during train loading. at a location with
a direct line of sight to the train Ioadout. The L-eq and L-max at a spot where the Dierken residence
did not have a direct line of sight to the train Ioadout were 39 dBA and 42 dBA, respectively.

The Colorado noise statu e does not regulate noise levels at residential areas. so it cannot be used to
define an "environmental impact." Therefore. the measured levels at the Dierken residence were
compared to allowable limits for the states of Washington and Oregon that do have rigorous residential
noise limits. Table N-9, Noise Readings at Garvin Mesa During Train Loading. compares the
. measured noise levels on Garvin Mesa against the Washington and Oregon state noise limits. Those
noise statutes set limits on L-max. L-eq. L-25. and L-10 of noise at the property line of the receiving
property. The noise levels measured at the Dierken property at the location directly overtooking the
Bowie No. 1 Loadout were less than the Washington and Oregon state noise limits.

4.8 Noise ImPKts From Train Wh......
Federal train safety laws require trains crossing public roads to sound their whistles at least once within
a 0.25 mile of each public grade crossing. Train whistles sounded at night would exceed the Colorado
statutes that limit the L-max noise level to 75 dBA at the edge of the railroad right~-way. It is undear
which regulation takes prec:edenc:e: the federal law requiring the train to sound its whistle. or the
Colorado noise statute which restricts the loud noise caused by the whistle.

There are numerous public railroad grade crossings within Delta County. specifically in the towns of
Paonia. Hotchkiss. and Delta. Homes near these crossings are already impacted by severe noise from
train whistles. and inaeases in train tratfic from 1998 levels to the levels proposed in Table N-6, Coal
Train Estimates for Noise Calculations. would exacerbate the existing noise problem.
Noise readings of train whistles were taken at two railroad grade crossiT on the night of April 21.
1999. A train whistle blown an estimated 200 feet from the crossing at 4 Street in Hotchkiss caused
an L-max noise level of 106 dBA and an L-eq reading of 98 dBA. See Figure 29, Train Noise at

Hotchldss. in the EIS figure volume.
A whistle blown an estimated 100 feet from the crossing at ~ Street in Paonia caused an L-max noise
level of 110 dBA and an L-eq reading of 100 dBA; see Figure 27, Train Noise at Paonia. in the EIS
figure volume.

Both these noise readings were taken at a distance of approximately 30 to 40 feet from the railroad
tracks, and at a disaa of approximately 100 to 200 feet in front of the train.
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DIecemIbIe NoIMa
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L-max
(d8A)

L-25
(dBA)
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(dBA)

L4q
(d8A)

Beck petIo 01 Dier1uIn ...... a (1660
4100 Ro.d). Direct view 01 nin IoUng
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Ioeding.
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3 . TI'8in
...... "" t.8ken on the momlilg 0I41231'e9 between 04:35 end 08:00.

Informal observations d whistle noise (those with

no eledJonic noise readings) were made from Road

..175 at the base d Garvin Mesa. about 1 mile from the train whistle. The observations were made
during the pre-dawn hours of April 23, 1999 during calm conditions when the background noise level
was about 36 dBA. The whistle noise was cIeaIty audible above the quiet background.

4.7 HolM Impects From Coal Traina (excluding Wh......)
Noise measurements showed that train noise (exduding whistles) varied considerably depending on
the speed d the train, the distance from the tracK, and the presence of buildings between the tracks
and the receiver.

AIr Quality 1mp!Cf Assessment
Noise from a fast-moving train would be much higher than the noise from a slow-moving train. For
example, the noise from one westbound train moving through Paonia, at a speed of approximately 10
miles per hour, was estimated to have an L~ noise level of 61 dBA and an L-rnax level of 68 dBA,
approximately 125 feet from the tracks. On the contrary, a train moving approximately 25 miles per
hour through Hotchkiss, would have an L~ level of approximately 79 dBA and an L-rnax level of 90
dBA at a distance of 125 feet These noise levels were based on actual noise readings at receiver P-1
as shown on Figure 28, Train Noise at Paonia (4-23-99) and receiver H-1 shown on Figure 29, Train
Noi$e at Hotchkiss (4-21-99 and 4-23-99).

The L~ noise levels measured at homes two blocks from the railroad tracks were greatly reduced
due to shielding by intervening buildings. For example, at Hotchkiss, the L-eq measured at receiver H2 (two blocks from the tracks with many intersecting buildings) was 31 dBA quieter than the noise at
receiver H-1 adjacent to the tracks. According to standard noise theory, the noise reduction over that
two block distance would have been only 12 dBA without any intervening buildings.
Projected future coal production from the three mines in the North Fork Valley would cause an inaease
in train traffic. See Table N-6, Coal Train Estimates for Noise C8Jcu1ations. The inaeased train trat'iic
would continue to cause severe noise impacts at homes next to the tracks, as well as causing severe
noise impacts to homes located within one to two blocks from ~ tracks.

The noise impact caused by increased coal train traffic was evaluated using the FTA methodology,
which is based on increases of the 24-hour average noise level (L-dn). For thi& assessment. the
projected L-dn for all alternatives (including the ~Action Alternative and the coal train traffic
cumulatively contributed by the West Elk Mine) was compared to the historical L-dn for the year 1998.
The year 1998 was selected because that was the start of the EIS process.

The historic 1998 L-dn and the projected L-dn were calculated for each of the representative urban
noise receivers in Paonia and Hotchkiss. At each representative receiver, the increase in the
calculated L-dn was evaluated using the FTA assessment methodology. The calculated L-dn for each
of the representative reoeivers are listed in Table N-10, Coal Train Noise Levels in Paonia and
Hotchkiss for Historic 1998 vs. Projected Maximum Coal Tonnages. The calculated L-dn noise
increases at each receiver are plotted on a revised Figure 3OA, Noise Impact Evaluation Using Federal
Transit Administration Criteria. This revised figure is inctuded in Section 3.12, Noise, of the main EIS
text.

The measured noise levels at two noise receivers within 30 to 40 feet of the tracks (receiver P-4 in
Paonia and receiver H-1 in Hotchkiss) were scaled downward to estimate their noise levels at a
distance of 125 feet from the tracks. This calculation was completed to estimate the impacts that
would occur at homes 25 feet outside the railroad right~-way.
Based on the calculated inaeases in the 24-hour L-dn, as shown on the revised Figure 3OA, Noise
Impact Evaluation Using Federal Transit Administration Cttteria, the following comments are made.
•

Homes near the rPilroad tracks without any intervening buildings between them and the
tracks would be subject to a severa impact.

•

Homes more than about one block from the railroad tracks that are partially shielded by
adjacent buildings would be subjected '\) noise levels above non-train background levels,
but the . levels would not be considered severe according to FTA noise criteria.

•

HorNs more than about two blocks from the railroad trad<s that are shieldtid by intervening
buildings would perceille noise levels during the daytime that would be only slighUy higher
than background levels. Although the noise from passing trains would be audible during
quiet nighttine periods. the nosie of passing trains (excluding whistles) would not be
expected to disrupt sleep or normal conversations of individuals living more than two blocks
from the railroad trad<s under most conditions.
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...8 HolM ImPKt From Coal Trucks
eo.! truck trafftc on Staee Highway 133 can cause noise impacts to homes within 200 feet of the
highway. Witt*l100 feet d the highway right-of-way. homes would experience a severe impact.
a.ed on • visUIII survey d the highway between the Bowie No. 2 Mine and the Bowie No. 1 Loadout.
IIbout hili d the homes .-eng tNt section went within 200 feet d the highway. A limited number of

Air Quality Impact Assessmen'

·"'_· __ IL.,
_ACTI OF TRAFFIC ICtIEASQ 011 HIGHWAY 133

~1It 1 1J,".' •

_____ IL. '
_ACT1 OF IMCItEAIED COAL TIWNI

FlGURE30A
NOISE "'PACT EVALUATION
USING FEDERAL TRANSIT ADIIINISTRATION CRITERIA

homes went within 100 feet. Homes located more than 200 feet from the highway should be far
enough tNt they would not be impacted by coal truck tr.rfic noise. The STAMINA computer model
_.Ioped by the FHWA was used to estimate the hourty average noise levels and the 24-hour l-dn
noise level at the 8fbitraIy receiver IocatioIIS of 100 and 200 feet from the highway. Table N-11, Noise
Impacts Ftom Trettie Along St8t8 Highway 133. lists the assumed daytime and nighttime traffic
volumes for an assumed existing traffic load and the projeded load under the EIS alternatives. Annual
. . , . , . daily traffic (ACT) for 1996 for State Highway 133 went obtained from the Colorado
Department of Transportation. The ACT on State Highway 133 near Paonia was 3.150 vehicle passes
per day. The ACT data do not indude a tnakdown of cars vefSUS trucks. For purposes of calculating
the daytime and nighttilile noise impacts. the following assumptions were made.
•

The coal trucks went assumed to opeI_ 24 hours per day. The truck usage at a
production rate of 2 miIion tons per year is approximately 196 coal trucks per day. Coal
truck usage c:onesponding to a production rate of 5 miIion tons per year is 489 coal trucks
per day.

•

Non-project vehides went divided into the following categoI ies: 70 percent cars, 20 percent
medium trucks. and 10 percent heavy trueks.

•

It was assumed that the daytime hourty
hourtynM.

•

The number of deINery trucks was estimated to increase threefold for the EIS 8IIematives
while ~ to opel'" ateK an 8-hour day shift. It was also esti.1MId that theIe would
be twice as RW1Y nine c:omrnutens for the ~ production rates under the EIS
anematives, and that these commuters would rlC'W tnMII 24-hour per day.

•

All vehicles went assumed to tnweI at 55 nniIes ~ hour, which is the posted speed limit.

rate of non-project vehides was twice the nightly

The maxinun l-eq(h) noise level for the assumed existing traffic is 65 dBA at • distal a of 100 feet
from the highway. The peak l-eq(h) is less than the S7 dBA aitelioli that the FHWA uses to define a
. . . . . noise impKt. Theleb'e, it is concluded that none of the harMs along State Highway 133 are
a.wrentJy ......ey irnpactId.

EIS~, the rnuimum l-eq(h) noise level is 67 dBA at a distIInce of 100 feet from the
highway and 68 dBA at • distala of 200 feel Under the EIS .......,..,., It is assumed that homes
'*-" than 100 f8et from the highay would be inlpllded by short-tlnn noise impads using FHWA

For the

aillioli.

The ilCnll". in the 24-hour . . . . . l-dn between the assumed existing traffic IoaIM and the EIS
~ tr.rnc !c*s are pkIGId on the FTA Noise Aaeament a.t in reviled Rguta 304, Noise
Impact Eve/Clellon Using Federal TI'MSl Actni_1IIJeM CItwia. The ilCnll•• in the 24-hcu" l-dn at
boI'I the 1()().foot and ~ distallCeS from StMe Highway 133 would coclStitute an impact acx:ording
to FTA mMtIodoIogy. The l-dn incte • • of 3 dBA at baCh the 100-foot and the 200-foot locations is
c:..ad by the i lCnIl •• in nighttime truck tnItftc.

,.,. . . . . . . ..., "lctSllU_. .
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Table N-11
Nolselmpac:ts From Traffic Along State Highway 133
Assumed Existing Traffic Loads

Traffic Loads Under EIS Alternatives

Day (vehlhr)

Night (vehlhr)

Day (vehlhr)

Night (veh/hr)

Cars

113

57

113

57

Medium Trucks

32

16

32

16

Heavy Trucks

16

8

16

8

Total Non-project Vehicles

161

81

161

81

Project: Coal Trucks

15

15

40.75

40.75

Project: Delivery Trucks

1.25

3.75

-

Project: Mine Commuters

12.5

-

12.5

12.5

Total Cars

126

51

126

70

Total Medium Trucks

33

16

36

16

Total Heavy Trucks

31

23

57

49

190

II

219

135

65160

63158

67/62

66161

Non-projeet Vehicles

TOTAL VEHICLES
l-eq(h) (deA) (100 ftI200 tt)
l-dn (deA) (100 ftI200 tt)

70165

73168

5.0 NOISE MITIGATION
The noise evaluation epmpleted for this EIS illustrated that train whistles and coal train traffic cause
severe noise impacts to homes near the tracks. In addition, coal truck traffic along State Highway 133
can cause an impact to homes closer than 200 feet to the highway.
The following are noise mitigation measures that could be used in reducing the impacts.
•

Additional noise readings and surveys could be undertaken to assess the L-max noise level
of tra·n whistles at numerous locations near highway grade crossings. In addition,
additional noise readings could be made to confirm the effectiveness of reducing train
speed as a noise mitigation measure. As part of this additional survey work, an inventory of
homes and businesses near each grade crossing in Delta County could be made to assess
how many homes are currently severely impacte<1 by train whistles and passing trains. This
survey work would provide additional data, but the overall conclusior: s from additional
survey work would probably confirm the EIS noise assessment.

•

Coal trains passing through populated areas could be slowed down to reduce the power
load on the locomotive and thus probably reduce tne noise. It was observed that west
bound trains traveling slightly downhill (with a low engine load) were quieter than east bound
trains traveling slightly uphill (with a high engine load).

•

Noise mitigation could be applied directly to homes that are adjacent to the railroad tracks.
Improvements such as double-pane windows have proven to be effective in reducing noise
impacts near highways and airports. These improvements are very effective when the
windows are dosed, but they are ineffective if the windows are open on warm days.
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•

Noise walls could be installed at locations where trains al ld coal trucks pass close to
homes. Noise walls would prove highly effective, bu are highly localized noise reductio'1s.
Careful consideration must be given to potential traffic safety concems that would be
created if noise walls reduced visibility at railroad grade crossings or to the highway.

•

The noise from coal trail, whistles is most pronoun ad immediately in front of the train .
Noise impacts to homes next to tracks at grade ...rossings could be eliminated if crossings
are closed.

•

The speed of the coal trucks could be reduced . The noise modeling was completed using
the posted speed limit of 55 miles per hour. Reducing the allowable speed of the coal
trucks would reduce the noise impacts.

•

Relocation of the Bowie No. 1 Loadout to a new location adjacent to he Bowie No. 2 Mine
would eliminate noise impacts that are currently caused by coal trucks traveling on State
Highway 133 between the two facilities. Relocating the train loadou would also eliminate
the current minor noise effects to homes on Garvin Mesa close to the present Bowie No. 1
Loadout. However, the noise from a new loadout at the Bowie No. 2 Mine could increase
noise levels to a small number of homes within 1 mile of the new location.
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